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To distribute
aa reprint
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distribute
reprint of
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the 1940
1940 edition
edition of
of the
the Small
Small Wars
Wars Manual
Manual as
as an
an aid
aid
to education
and
approach
to
education
and training
training in
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the historical
historical
approach of
of Marine
Marine Corps
Corps units
units conductconducting operations
in
conflicts.
In
“~,~
,“ch conflicts
Co” fll Cts were
In the
the 1930's,
1930, s, such
ing
operations
in low-intensity
low-intensity
conflicts.
referred
to
referred
to as
as "small
“small wars."
wars. ”
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INFORMATION
INFORMATION

a.
The
The Small
Small Wars
Wars Manual
Manual is
is one
one of
of the
the best
best books
books on
on military
military operations
operations inin
a.
peacekeeping and
operations
peacekeeping
and counterinsurgency
counterinsurgency
operations published
published before
betore World
World War
war II,
11.
b. This
This Manual
Manual is
is published
published
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It should
It
should be
be read
read in
in the
the context
context
methods.
Its
does
Its republication
republication
does
methods.
Marine Corps
in
Marine
Corps of
of any
any statement
statement
in
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3.

for
for information
information only
only and
and is
is not
“ot directive
directive in
i“ nature.
nature.
of
of pre-World
pre-World War
War II
11 politics
politics and
and operational
operational
not
by
“ot indicate
i“dic.ate endorsement
endorsement
by the
the United
United states
States
the
the book.
book.

RESPONSIBILITIES
RESPONSIBILITIES

a. Commanders
should
Commanders
should ensure
ensure that
that this
this Manual
Manual is
is available
available to
to Marines
Marines concerned
concerned
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with the
discussed
in
with
the types
types of
of activities
activities
discussed
in this
this Manual.
Manual.
b. Additional
copies
Additional
copies of
of this
this Manual
Manual may
may be
be obtained
obtained from
from the
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps publipublib.
cations stock
cations
stock point
point at
at Marine
Marine Corps
Corps Logistics
Logistics Base,
Base, Albany,
Albany, Georgia,
Georgia, per
per instructions
instructions
in MCO
in
MCO P5600.31.
P5600 .31.
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APPLICABILITY
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1-1. Small
Small wars
wars defined.---a.
defined.—a. The
The term
term %nall
"Small War>’
War" is
is often
often a
l–l.
vague
name
for
any
one
of
a
great
variety
of
military
operations.
As
Yague name for any oneof
great variety of military operations.
As
applied to
to the
the United
United States,
States, small
small wars
wars are
are operations
operations undertaken
undertaken
applied
under executive
executive authority,
authority, wherein
wherein military
military force
force is
is combined
combined with
with
under
diplomatic
pressure
in
the
internal
or
external
affairs
of
another
state
diplomatic pressure in the internalor
extermdaffairs
of another state
whose government
government is
is unstable,
unstable, inadequate,
inadequate, or
or unsatisfactory
unsatisfactory for
for the
the
whose
preservation of
of life
life and
and of
of such
such interests
interests as are
are determined
determined by
by the
the
preservation
foreign policy
policy of
of our
our Nation.
Nation. As
As herein
herein used
used the
the term
term is
is understood
understood
foreign
in its
its most
most comprehensive
comprehensive sense,
sense, and
and all
all the
the sl~ccessive
successive steps
steps taken
taken ill
in
in
the clevelopment
development of
of a small
small war
war and
and the
the varying
varying degrees
degrees of
of force
force
the
applied under
under various
various situations
situations are
are presented.
presented.
applied
h.
The assistance
assistance rendered
rendered in
in the
the affairs
affairs of
of another
another state
state may
may vary
vary
i5. The
from a peaceful
peaceful act
act such
such as
as the
the assignment
assignment of
of an
an administrative
administrative assistassistfrom
ant, which
which is
is certainly
certainly nonmilitary
nonmilitary and
and not.
not placed
placed under
under the
the classificlassifiant,
cation of
of small
small wars,
wars, to
to the
the establishment
establishment of
of a complete
complete military
military govgovcation
ernment
supported
by
an
active
combat
force.
Between
tliese
exernment supported by
active combat force.
Between these extremes may
may be
be found
found an infinite
infinite number
number of
of forms
forms of
of friendly
friendly assistance
assistance
tremes
or intervention
intervention which
which it
it is
is almost
almost impossible
impossible to
to classify
classify under
under a lin~limor
ited number
number of
of individual
individual types
tj^pes of
of operations.
operations.
ited
<?. Small
Small wars
wars vary
vary in
in degrees
degrees from
from simple
simple demonstrative
demonstrative operations
operations
c.
to military
military intervention
intervention in
in the
the fullest
fullest sense,
sense, short
short of
of war.
war. They
They are
are
to
not limited
limited in
in their
their size,
size, in
in the
the extent
extent of
of their
their theater
theater of
of operations
operations
not
nor
their cost
cost in
in property,
property, money,
money, or lives.
lives. The
The essence
essence of
of a small
small
nor their
war
is its
its purpose
purpose and
and the
the circumstances
circumstances surrounding
surrounding its
its inception
inception ancl
and
war is
conduct,
the character
character of
of either
either one
one or
or all
all of
of the
the opposing
opposing forces,
forces, and
and
conduct, the
the
nature of
of the
the operations
operations themselves.
themselves.
the nature
d. The
The ordinary
ordinary expedition
expedition of
of the
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps which
which does
does not
not
involve
a
major
effort
in
regular
warfare
against
a
first-rate
power
involve
major effort in regular warfare against
first-rate powel’
1
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may
may be
be termed
termed a small
small war,
war. It
It is
is this
this type
type of
of routine
routine active
active foreign
foreign
duty
duty of
of the
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps in which
which this
this manual
manual is primarily
primarily interinterested.
Small
wars
represent
the
normal
and
frequent
operations
ested. Small wars represent the normal and frequent operations of
of
the
the Marine
Marine Corps.
Corps. During
During about
about 85 of
of the
the last
last 100 years,
years, the
the Marine
Marine
Corps
Corps has
has been
been engaged
engaged in
in small
small wars
wars in
in different
different parts
parts of
of the
the
world.
world. The
The Marine
Marine Corps
Corps has
has landed
landed troops
troops 180
180 times
times in
in 37 councountries
tries from
from 1800
1800 to
to 1934.
1934. Every
Every year
year during
during the
the past
past 36 years
years since
since
the
the Spanish-American
Spanish-American War,
War, the
the lMarine
Marine Corps
Corps has
has been
been engaged
engaged in
in
active
active operations
operations in
in tl]e
the field.
field. In
In 1929
1929 the
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps had
had twotwothirds
thirds of
of its
its personnel
personnel employed
employed on expeditionary
expeditionary or
or other
other foreign
foreign
or
or sea
sea duty
duty outside
outside of
of the
the continental
continental limits
limits of
of the
the United
United States.
States.
I–2.
1-2. Classes
Classes of
of small
small wars.—a.
wars.—a. Most
Most of
of the
the s~i~ll
small wars
wars of
of the
the
United States
States have
have resulted
resulted from
from the
the obligation
obligation of
of the
the Government
Government
United
under the
the spirit
spirit of
of the.
the Monroe
Monroe Doctrine
Doctrine and
and have
have been
been undertaken
undertaken
under
to
to suppress
suppress lawlessness
lawlessness or insurrection,
insurrection. Punitive
Punitive expeditions
expeditions may
may
be resorted
resorted to in
in some
some instances,
instances, but
but campaigns
campaigns of
of conquest
conquest are
are conconbe
trary
to the
the policy
policy of
of the
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United States.
States. It
It is
is
trary to
the duty
duty of
of our
our statesmen
statesmen to
to define
define a policy
policy relative
relative to
to international
international
the
relationships and
and provicle
provide the
the military
military and
and naval
naval establishments
establishments with
with
relationships
the
means
to
carry
it
into
execution.
With
this
basis,
the
military
the means to carry it. into execution.
With this basis, the military
and naval
naval authorities
authorities may
may act
act intelligently
intelligently in
in the
the preparation
preparation of
of
and
their war
war plans
plans in
in close
close cooperation
cooperation with
with the
the statesman.
statesman. There
There is
their
mutual dependence
dependence and
and responsibility
responsibility which
which calls
calls for
for the
the highest,
highest,
mutual
qualities of
of statesmanship
statesmanship and
and military
military leadership.
leadership. The
The initiative
initiative
qualities
devolves upon
upon the
the statesmen.
statesmen.
devolves
6, The
The legal
legal ancl
and military
military features
features of
of each
each small
small war
war present
present disdisb.
tinctive characteristics
characteristics which
which make
make the
the segregation
segregation of
of all
all of
of them
them
tinctive
into fixed
fixed classifications
classifications an
an extremely
extremely difficult
difficult problem.
problem. There
There are
are
into
so many
many combinations
combinations of
of conditions
conditions that
that a simple
simple classification
classification of
of
so
small wars
wars is possible
possible only
only when
when one
one is
is limited
limited to
to specific
specific features
features
small
in his
his study,
study, i. ee.,., according
according to their
their legal
legal aspects,
aspects, their
their military
military or
or
in
naval features,
features, whether
whether active
active combat
combat was
was engaged
engaged in
in or
or not,
not, and
and
naval
many other
other considerations.
con.giderations.
many
1-3. Some
Some legal
legal aspects
aspects of
of small
small wars.—a.
wars.—a. According
According to
to interinter1–3.
national law,
law, as
as recognized
recognized by
by the
the leading
leading nations
nations of
of the
the world,
world, a
national
nation may
may protect,
protect, or
or demand
demand protection
protection for,
for, its
its citizens
citizens and
and their
their
nation
property wherever
Avherever situated.
situated. The
The President
President of
of the
the United
United States
States as
property
the Chief
Chief Executive
Executive is,
is, under
under the
the Constitution,
Constitution, primarily
primarily charged
charged with
with
the
the conduct
conduct of
of foreign
foreign relations,
relations, including
including the
the protection
protection of
of the
the lives
lives
the
and property
property of
of Unitecl
United States
States citizens
citizens abroad,
abroad, save
save insofar
insofar as
as the
the
and
Constitution expressly
expressly vests
vests a part
part of
of these
these functions
functions in
in some
some other
other
Constitution
branch of
of the
the Government.
Government. (For
(For example,
example, the
the participation
participation of
of the
the
branch
2
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Senate in the making of treaties.)
It has been an unbroken policy of
the President of the United States so to interpret their powers, beginning with the time of President Jefferson clown to the present with
the exception of President Buchanan.
b. The following
pertinent, extracts from U. S. Navy Regulations
are cited:
On occasion where injury to the United States or to citizens thereof is committed or threatened, in violation of the principles of international law or treaty
right, the Commander in Chief shrrllconsult with the diplomatic representatiw,
or consnl of the United States and take such steps as the gravity of the case
demands, reporti~lg immediately to the Secretary of the Navy all the facts. The
responsibility for any action taken by a naval force, howevw, rests wholly upon
the commanding officer thereof.
The use of force against a foreign and friendly state. or against anyone within
the territories thereof, is illegal. The right of self-preservation, however, is a
right which belongs to states as well as to indi~-iduals,and in the case of states
it includes the protection of the state, its honor, and its possessions,and lives
and property of its citizens against arbitrary violence, actual or impending,
whereby the state or its citizens may suffer irreparable injury. The conditions
calling for the application of the right of self-preservation cannot be defined
beforehand, but must be left to the sound judgment of responsible officers, who
are to perform their duties in this respect with all possible care and forbearance.
In no case shall force be exercised in time of pence otherwise than as an application of the right of self-preservation as rrbovedefined. It must be used only as
a last resort, and then only to the extent which is absolutdy necessary to accomplish the end required. It can never be exercised witli a Yiew to inflicting punishment.for acts already committed,
Whenever, itl the application of the :tbove-ll~elltiol]e(lprinciples, it shall become necessary to land an armed force in foreign territory on occasion of political
disturbance where the local authorities are unnble to give adequate protection
to life anclprol)erty, the assent of such authorities, or of some one of them, shall
first he obtained, if it cau be done without prejudice to the interests in~olved.
Due to the ease with which the NaYy Departnwnt can be communicated from
all parts of the world, no commilnder in chief, flag officer, or commanding officer
shall issue tin ultimatum to the representative of any foreign government, or
demand the Performiince of any ser~ice from any such representative that must
be executed within a limited time, without first communicating with the Navy
Department except in extreme cases where such action is necessary to save life.
(U. S. Navy Regulations. NR. ‘722,723,and 724.)

c. The use of the forces of the United States in foreign countries
to protect the lives and property of American citizens resident in
those countries does not necessarily constitute. an act of warj and is,
therefore, not equivalent to a declaration of war. The President, as
chief executive of the nation, charged with the responsibility
of the
lives and property of United States citizens abroad, has the authority
to use the forces of the United States to secure such protection in
foreign countries.
3
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d. The
The history
history of the
the United
United States
States shows
shows that
that in
in spite
spite of
of the
the
varying
Tarying trend
trend of
of the
the foreign
foreign policy
policy of
of succeeding
succeeding administrations,
administrations,
this
this Government
Government has interposed
interposed or
or intervened
intervened in
in the
the affairs
affairs of
of other
other
states
states with
with remarkable
remarkable regularity,
regularity, and
and it
it may
may be
be anticipated
anticipated that
that the
the
same
general
procedure
will
be
followed
in
the
future.
It
is
well
that
same general procedure will be followed in the future.
lt is well that
the
the United
United States
States may
may be
be prepared
prepared for
for any
any emergency
emergency which
which may
may
occur
occur whether
whether it is the
i he result
result of
of either
either financial
financial or
or physical
physical disaster,
disaster,
or
or social
social revolution
revolution at
at home
home or
or abroad.
abroad. Insofar
Insofar as
as these
these conditions
conditions
can
can be predicted,
predicted, and
ancl as
as these
these plans
plans and
and preparations
preparations can
can be
be underundertaken,
taken, the
the United
United States
States should
should be
be ready
ready for
for either
either of
of these
these emeremergencies with
gencies
-with strategical
strategical and
and tactical
tactical plans,
phms, preliminary
preliminary preparations,
preparations,
organization,
organization, equipment,
equipment, education,
education, and
and training.
training.
1-4.
of
Marine
1--4. Functions
Functions
of headquarters
headquarters
Marine Corps.—a.
Corps.—a. Small
~mall wars,
wars,
generally
generally being
being the
the execution
execution of
of the
the responsibilities
responsibilities of
of the
the President
President
in
in protecting
protecting American
American interests,
interests, life
life and
and property
property abroad,
abroad, are
are theretherefore
fore conducted
conducted in aa manner
manner different
different from
from major
major warfare.
warfare. In
In small
small
wars,
wars, diplomacy
diplomacy has not
not ceased
cetased to
to function
function and
and the
the State
State Department
Department
exercises
exercises a constant
constant and
and controlling
controlling influence
influence over
over the
the military
military operaoperations.
The
very
inception
of
small
wars,
as
a
rule,
is
an
official
act
The
very
inception
of
small
wars,
as
a
rule,
is
an
official
act
tions.
of
of the
the Chief
Chief Executive
Executive who
who personally
personally gives
gives instructions
instructions without
without
action
action of
of Congress.
Congress.
6.
b. The
The President,
President, who
who has
has been
been informed
informed of
of aa given
given situation
situation in
in
some foreign
some
foreign country
country through
through the
the usual
usual agencies
agencies at
at his
his disposal,
disposal, makes
makes
In appropriate
appropriate cases
cases this
this decidecithe decision
In
the
decision concerning
concerning intervention.
intervention.
sion is communicated
sion
communicated to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy.
Navy. The
The senior
senior naval
naval
officer present
officer
present in the vicinity
vicinity of
of the
the disturbance
disturbance may
may then
then be
be directed
directed
to send
send his
his landing
landing force
force ashore,
ashore, or
or given
given authority
authority to
to do
do so
so at
at his
his
discretion; the
discretion;
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps may
may be
be ordered
ordered to
to have
have an
an expeditionary
expeditionary
force ready
force
ready to proceed
proceed overseas
overseas with
with the
the minimum
minimum delay.
delay. These
These
instructions are communicated
instructions
communicated to
to the
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps via
via the
the Secretary
Secretary
Frequently aa definite
definite number
number of
of
of the
Frequently
of
the Navy
Navy or Assistant
Assistant Secretary.
Secretary.
500
men
called for
for and
:md not
not aa military
military organization;
organization;
for example,
example, 600
men is called
for
It is
is desirable,
desirable, however,
however, that
that aa definite
definite milimilimen (not
men
(not one battalion).
battalion).
It
tary
ti~ry organization
organization which
which approximates
approximates the
the required
required strength
strength and
and charcharacteristics
the
acteristics for
for accomplishing
acconlplishing
the mission
mission be
be specified,
specified, such
such as
as one
one
infantry
infantry battalion;
battalion; one
one infantry
infantry regiment
regiment (plus
(plus one
one motor
motor transport
transport
platoon),
platoon ), etc. The
The word
word often
often comes
comes very
very suddenly
suddenly and
and calls
calls for
for the
the
immediate
of
immediate concentration
concentration
of the
the forces,
forces, ready
ready to
to take
take passage
passage on
on aa
certain
certain transport
transport which
which will
will be
be made
made available
available at
at aa given
given time
time and
and
place. Generally
place.
Generally there
there are
are no
no other
other instructions
instructions than
than that
that the
the force
force
“the Commander
Commander Special
Special Service
Service SquadSquadshall report
shall
report to ** ** *,
*> "the
4’
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ron,"
for example.
example. Thereupon
Thereupon Headquarters
Headquarters Marine
Marine Corps
Corps designates
designates
ron
/’ for
the
force, its
its personnel,
personnel, organization,
organization, arms,
arms, and
and equipment;
equipment; all
all necnecthe force,
essary
stores are
are provided
provided and
and orders
orders issued
issued for
for the
the commanding
commanding officer
f)fficer
essary stores
of
the force
force to
to report
report in person
person or b-y
by dispatch
dispatch to
to the
the SOP
SOP or
or other
other auauof the
thority
in the
the disturbed
disturbed area.
area. With
With the
the present
present organized
organized Fleet
Fleet
thority in
JIarine
Force ready
ready for
for movement
movement at
at a moment’s
moment's notice,
notice, the
the Marine
Marine
Marine Force
Corps
now has
has available
available a highly
highly trained
trained and
and well
well equipped
equipped expediexpediCorps now
tionary
force for
for use
use in
in small
small wars,
wars, thus
thus eliminating
eliminating in
in a large
large measure
measure
t ionary force
the
former practice
practice of
of hastily
hastily organizing
organizing and
and equipping
equipping such
such a force
force
the former
when the
the emergency
emergency arose.
arose. Accompanying
Accompanying these
these simple
simple organization
organization
when
and movement
movement orders
orders are
are the
the monograph!
monograph, maps,
maps, and
and other
other pertinent
pertinent ininand
telligence data
data of
of the
the disturbed
disturbed area?
area, to
to the
the extent
extent that
that such
such informainformatelligence
tion is
is on
on file
file and
and can
can be
be prepared
prepared for
for delivery
delivery to
to the
the Force
Force Commander
Commander
tion
within
within the
the time
time limit.
limit. Thereafter
Thereafter Headquarters
Headquarters confines
confines itself
itself to
to the
the
administrative details
details of
of the
the personnel
personnel replacements
replacements and
and the
the necessary
necessary
administrative
supply of
of the
the force
force in
in the
the field.
field.
supply
The operations
operations of
of the
the Force
Force are
are directed
directed by
by the
the Office
Office of
of the
tlie Nav:tl
Naval
c. The
Operations direct
direct or through
through the
the local
local naval
naval Commander
Commander if
if he
he is
is senior
senior
Operations
to the
the Force
Force Commander.
Commander.
to
1-5.
Phases of
of small
small wars.—a.
wars.—a. Small
Small wars
wars seldom
seldom develop
develop in
in
1–5. Phases
accordance with
with any
any stereotyped
stereotyped procedure.
procedure. Certain
Certain phases
phases of
of those
those
accordance
listed below
below may
may be
be absent
absent in
in one
one situation;
situation; in
in another
another they
they may
may be
be
listed
combined
and
undertaken
simultaneously;
in
still
others
one
may
find
combined and undertaken simultaneously;
in still others one may find
that the
the sequence
sequence of
of events
events or phases
phases maybe
may be altered.
altered.
that
The
actual operations
operations of
of small
small wars
wars may
may be
be a~bitrarily
atbitrarily divided
divided into
into
The actual
five
phases as follows:
follows :
five phases
Phase 1.
1. Initial
Initial demonstration
demonstration or landing and
and action
action of vanguard.
vanguard.
Phase 2. The arrival
arrival of reinforcements
reenforcements and
and general military
military operations
operations in
the
field.
the field.
Phase 3. .4ssumptionof
Assumption of control of executi~-eagencies,an{l
executive agencies, and cooperation
cooperation with
the legislative and
and judicial agencies.
agencies.
Phase 4.
4. Routine
Routine police functions.
functions.
Phase 5. Withdrawal
Withdrawal from the
the Theater of Operations.
Operations.

1). First
First phose
pJiase.—Initial
demonstration or landing
landing and
and action
action of
of vanvan.—Initial demonstration
{~.
gtuird.
guard.
(1)
One of
of the
the most
most common
common characteristics
characteristics of
of the
the small
small wars
wars of
of the
the
(I) one
United States
States is
is that
that its
its forces
forces “dribble
"dribble in”
in" to
to the
the countries
countries in
in which
which
I-nited
they intervene.
intervene. This
This is
is quite
quite natural
natural in
in view
view of
of the
the national
national policy
policy of
of
they
the
government.
It
is
not
at
war
with
the
neighboring
state;
it
proIt is not
war with the neighboring
state; it prothe government.
poses no
no aggression
aggression or seizure
seizure of
of territory;
territory; its
its purpose
purpose is
is friendly
friendly and
and
poses
it wishes
wishes to
to accomplish
accomplish its
its objectives
objectives with
with as little
little military
military display
display
it
as possible.
possible with
with a view
view to
to gaining
gaining the
the lasting
lasting friendship
friendship of
of the
the inhabi
inhabi-5
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tants of the cou]ltry.
Thus our Government is obsmve(l endeavcming
to accomplish its en(l with the n~ininlum of troops, in fact, with nothing
more tliiln n del~mnstrat ion of force if that is all thtit is necessary IUN1
reasonably sutlkient.
This policy is carried on throughout the can~paign rm(l reinforcements
are adde{l b-y “chiblets,” so many companies.
or a battalion, or a regiment al a time, nntil the force is large enollgl~
to accomplish its mission or until its its peacetime limitations in person]Iel have been reacl~w]. Evel] after landing, instruct ions probably will
be received not to exert :uly pllysicnl force unless it becomes absolutely
necessary. and then only t o tbe minimunl necessary to accomplish its
purpose.
Thus orders ma-v be received not to fire ON irregulars unless
fired upon; instruct ions may be issuecl not to fire upon irregular gr(mps
if w(mlen are presel]t with them even though it is known thi~t arme(l
women accompany tile irregulars.
(2) Dllri~~g the, initial plmse small numbers of troops may be sent
ashore to assunle tile initiative, as a clemonstration to indicate il determinantion to control tlw sit uat ion, and to prepare the way for any
troops to follow.
This vanguard is generally composed of marine
detaclunents or nlixed forces of marines and sailors from ships at the
critical points.
Owing to its limited personnel the action of the
~-anguard wdl often be restri(’ted to an active defel~se after seizing tl
critical area such as an important seaport or other city, the capital of
a country or disturbed arem of limited extent.
.—The arrival of reinforcements
and general milic. second p?lO.XP
tary operations in t.lle field.
During this period the theater of operations is divided into areas
and forces are assigned for ench. Such forces should be sufficiently
strong to seize and holcl the most important city in the area assigned
If certain
iilid to be able to send combat patrols in all directions.
neutral zones have not been designated in the first phase, it may be
done at this time if deemed aclvisable.
During this phase the organization of a native military and police force is undertaken.
In order
to release ships’ personnel to their normal functions afloat, such personnel are returned to their ships as soon as they can be relieved by
troops of the expeditionary
force.
of control of executive agencies, ancl
d. Third phmse.- Assumption
cooperation with the legislative ancl judicial agencies.
If the measures in phase 2 do not bring decisive results, it may be
necessary to resort to more thorough measures.
This may involve the
establishment
of military government or martial law in varying degree from minor authority to complete control of the principal aenn6
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ties of the native government;
it will involve the further strengthenMore detachments will be sent
i ng of our forces by reenf orcements.
out to take other important
localities;
more active and thorough
patrolling will be undertaken; measures will be taken to intercept. the
vital supply and support channels of the opposing factions and to
break the resistance to law and order by a combination
of effort of
physical and moral means. During this period the marines carry the
burden of most of the patrolling.
Native troops, supported by marines, are increasingly employecl as early as practicable in order that
these native agencies may assume their proper responsibility
for restoring law and order in their own country as an agency of their government.
(1) After continued
e. Fourth phase .—Rout ine police functions.
pressure of the measures in phase three, it is presumed that sooner or
later regular forces will subdue the lawless elements.
Military police
functions and judicial authority, to the extent that they have been
assumed by our military forces, are gradually returnecl to the native
agencies to which they properly belong.
(2) Our military forces must not assume any juclicial responsibility y
over local inhabitants beyond that expresly
provided by proper authority.
The judicial powers of commanders of detached posts must
be clearly clefined in orders from superior authority.
Furthermore, as
long as the judicial authority rests squarely upon the shoulders of the
civil authorities, the military forces should continually
impress ancl
indoctrinate them with their responsibility y while educating the people
in this respect.
Each situation presents certain characteristics
peculiar to itself; in one instance officers were clothed with almost unlimited military authority within the law and our treaty rights; in
another, less authority was exercised over the population;
and in the
third instance the forces of ouupation
had absolutely no judicial authority.
The absence of such authority is often a decided handicap to
forces of occupation in the discharge of their responsibilities.
If the
local judicial system is weak, or broken down entirely, it is better to
endow the military
authorities
with temporary
and legal judicial
powers in order to avoid embarrassing
situations which may result
from illegal assumption.
(3) During this phase the marines act as a reserve in support ‘of the
native forces and are actively employed only in grave emergencies.
The marines are successively withdrawn
to the larger centers, thus
affording a better means for caring for the health, comfort, and recreation of the command.
7
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~. l’i~tk
/.
Fifth @aw.-Withclrawal
phase.—Withdrawal from
from the
the theater
theatei' of
of operations.
operations.
Finally,
Finally, when
when order
order is restored,
restored, or
or when
when the
the responsible
responsible na,tive
native agencies
agencies
are
are prepared
prepared to
to handle
handle the
the situatim~
situation without
without other
other support,
support, the
the troops
troops
are
nn higher
are withdrawn
withdrawn upon
u[)on orders
orders frt
from
higher authority.
authority. This
This process
process is
is
progressive
ronl the
progressive ffrom
the back
back country
country or
or interior
interior outward,
outward, in
in the
the reverse
reverse
order to
to the
the el~try
entry into
into the
the country.
country. After
After evacuation
evacuation of
of the
the forces
forces of
of
order
iintervention,
ntervent ion, a r.f?gi~tion
Legation Guard,
Guard, which
which assumes
assumes the
the usual
usual functions
functions
of such
such a detachment!
detacliment, may
may be left
left in
in the
the capital.
capital.
of
1-6.
Summary.—a. Since
Since the
the World
World War
War there
there has
has been
been a floofl
flood
1–6. Summary.—a.
of literature
literature dealing
dealing with
with the
the old
old principles
principles illustrated
illustrated and
and the
the new
new
of
technique
technique developed
developed in
in that
that war:
war: but
but there
there always
always have
have been
been and
and ever
ever
will
will be other
other wars
wars of
of an altogether
altogether different
different kind,
kind, undertaken
undertaken in
in ~ery
very
diflFerent
theaters
of
operations
and
requiring
entirely
different
different
theaters
of operations
ancl requiring
entirely
different
methods fri
from
those of
of the
the World
World War.
War. Such
Such are
are the
the small
small wars
wars
methods
)m those
which
which are
are described
described in
in this
this manua].
manual.
h.
There is a sad
sad lack
lack of
of authoritative
authoritative texts
texts on
on the
the methods
methods employed
employed
b. There
in smtdl
small wars.
wars. However,
However, there
there is
is probably
probably no
no military
military organization
organizati(m
in
of
the size
size of
of the
the ~’.
U. S. Marine
Marine Corps
Corps in the
the world
world which
which has
has had
had as
as
of the
much practical
practical experience
experience in
in this
this kincl
kind of
of combat.
combat. This
This experience
experience
much
has been
been gained
gained almost
almost entirely
entirely in
in small
small wars
wars against
against poorly
poorly organized
organized
lms
and equipped
equipped native
native irregulars.
irregulars. With
With all
all the
the practical
practical advantages
advantages ~
and
we
we enjoyed
enjoyed in those
those wars,
wars, that
that experience
experience must
must not
not lead
lead to
to an
an underunderestimate of
of the
the modern
modern irregular:
irregidar, supplied
supplied with
with modern
modern arms
arms ancl
and
estimate
equipment. If
If marines
marines have
have become
become accustomed
accustomed to
to easy
easy victories
victories
equipment.
over irregulars
iri'egulars in
in the
the past.
past, they
they must
must now
now prepare
prepare themselves
themselves for
for the
the
over
increased
increased effort
effort which
which will
will be necessary
necessary to
to insure
insure victory
victory in
in the
the future.
future.
The future
future opponent
opptment may
may be as well
well armed
armed as
as they
they are;
are; he
he will
will be
be
The
•able to
to concentrate
concentrate a numerical
nujnerical superiority
superiority against
against isolated
isolated det
detachable
acl~ments
the time
time and
and place
place he
he chooses;
chooses; as in
in the
the past
past he
he will
will have
have a
ments at the
thorough
knowledge of
of the
the trails.
trails, the
the country,
country, and
and the
the inhabitants;
inhabitants;
thorough knowledge
and he
he will
will have
have the
the inherent
inherent ability
ability to
to withstand
withstand all
all the
the natural
natural ohoband
stacles,
stacles, such
such as
as climate
climate aml
and disetise,
disease, to a greater
greater extent
extent than
than a white
white
man.
All these
these natural
natural advantages,
advantages, combining
combining primitive
primitive cunning
cunning and
and
All
man.
modern
armament,
will
weigh
heavily
in
the
balance
against
the
admodern armament? will vieigh heal-ily in the balance against the a{lA'antage
of the
the marine
marine forces
forces in organization,
organization, equipment,
equipment, intelli~ence.
intelligence,
I-antage of
and discipline,
discipline, if
if a careless
careless audacity
audacity is
is permitted
permitted to
to warp
warp goocl
good
and
judgment.
judgment.
Although small
small wars
wars prese]lt
pi-esent a special
special problem
problem requiring
requiring parparc. Although
ticular tactical
tactical and
and technical
technical measures.
measures, the
the immutable
immutable principles
principles of
of
ticular
war remain
remain the
the basis
basis of
of these
these operations
operations and
and require
require the
the greatest
greatest
war
ingenuity in
in their
their application.
application. As
As a regular
regular war
war never
never takes
takes exactly
exactly
ingenuity

8
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the
the form
form of
of any
any of
of its
its predecessors,
predecessors, so,
so, even
even to
to a greater
greater degree
degree is
is each
each
small war
small
war somewhat
somewhat different
different from
from anything
anything which
which has
has preceded
preceded it.
it.
One
must
ever
be
on
guard
to
prevent
his
views
becoming
fixed
as
to
One must ever
on guard to prevent his views bwwming fixed
to
procedure
or methods.
methods. Small
Small wars
wars demand
demand the
the highest
highest type
type of
of leaderleaderprocedure or
ship directed
directed by
by intelligence,
intelligence, resourcefulness,
resourcefulness, and
and ingenuity.
ingenuity. Smnll
Small
ship
wars
y, are
wars are
are conceived
conceived in
in uncertain
uncertainty,
are conducted
conducted often
often with
with precarious
precarious
responsibility
responsibility and
and doubtful
doubtful authority,
authority, under
under indeterminate
indeterminate orders
orders
lacking specific
specific instructions.
instructions.
lacking
d. Formulation
Formulation of
of foreign
foreign policy
policy in
in our
our form
form of
of government
government is not
not a
function of
of the
the military.
military. Relations
Relations of
of the
the United
United States
States with
with foreign
foreign
function
states are
are controlled
controlled by
by the
the executive
executive and
and legislative
legislative branches
branches of
of the
the
states
Government.
These
policies
are
of
course
binding
upon
the
foi-ces
of
These
policies
are
of
course
binding
upon
the
fo,”ces
of
Government.
intervention, and
and in
in the
the absence
absence of
of more
more specific
specific instructions,
instructions, the
the corn=
comintervention,
mander in
in the
the field
field looks
looks to
to them
them for
for guidance.
guidance. For
For this
this reason
reason all
all
mander
officers
should
familiarize
themselves
with
current
policies.
A
knowlofficers should familiarize themselves with current policies.
A knowledge of
of the
the history
history of
of interventions,
interventions, and
and the
the displays
displays of
of force
force and
and
edge
other measures
measures short
short of
of war
war employed
employed by
by our
our Government
Government in
in the
the past!
past,
other
are essential
essential to
to thorough
thorough comprehension
comprehension of
of our
our relations
relations with
with foreign
foreign
are
states
insofar
as
these
matters
are
concerned.
states insofar as these matters are concerned.
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1-7.
The basis
basis of
of the
the strategy.—a.
strategy.—a. Themilitarys
The military trategyofs
strategy of mall
small
1–7. The
wars is
is more
more directly
directly associated
associated with
with the
the political.
political.strategy
of the
the
wars
strategy of
campaign than
than is
is thecase
the case in
in majoroperations.
major operations. In
In the
the lattercase,
latter case, war
war
campaign
is undertaken
undertaken only
only as
as aa last
last resort
resort after
after all
all diplomatic
diplomatic means
means of
of
is
adjusting differences
differences have
have failed
failed and
and the
the military
military commander%
commander's objecobjecadjusting
tive ordinarily
ordinarily becomes
becomes the
the enemy’s
enemy's armed
armed forces.
forces.
tive
h.
Diplomatic agencies
agencies usually
usually conduct
conduct negotiations
negotiations with
with aa view
view to
to
b. Diplomatic
arriving
at
a
peaceful
solution
of
the
problem
on
a
basis
compatible
arriving at
peaceful solution of the problem on
basis compatible
with both
both national
national honor
honor and
and treaty
treaty stipulations.
stipulations. Although
Although the
the outoutwith
come of
of such
such negotiations
negotiations often
often results
results in
in aa friendly
friendly settlement,
settlement, the
the
come
military
forces
should
be
prepared
for
the
possibility
of
an
unfavorable
military forces should
prepared for the possibility of an unfavorable
termination of
of the
the proceedings.
proceedings. The
The mobilization
mobilization of
of armed
armed forces
forces
termination
constitutes a highly
highly effective
effective weapon
weapon for
for forcing
forcing the
the opponent
opponent to
to acacconstitutes
cede to
to national
national demands
demands without
without resort
resort to
to war.
war. When
When aa time
time limit
limit
cede
for peaceful
peaceful settlement
settlement is prescribed
prescribed by
by ultimatum
ultimatum the
the military-naval
military-naval
for
forces must
must be
be prepared
prepared to
to initiate
initiate operations
operations upon
upon expiration
expiration of
of the
the
forces
time limit.
limit.
time
G.
In small
small wars,
wars, either
either diplomacy
diplomacy has
has not
not been
been exhausted
exhausted or
or the
the
c. In
party that
that opposes
opposes the
the settlement
settlement of
of the
the political
political question
question cannot
cannot be
be
party
reached diplomatically.
diplomatically. Small
Small war
war situatims
situations are
are usually
usually a phase
phase of,
of,
reached
or an
an operation
operation taking
taking place
place concurrently
concurrently with,
with, diplomatic
diplomatic effort.
effort.
or
The political
political authorities
authorities do
do not
not relinquish
relinquish active
active participation
participation in
in the
the
The
negotions and
and they
they ordinarily
ordinarily continue
continue to
to exert
exert considerable
considerable influence
influence
negotions
on the
the military
military campaign.
campaign. The
The military
military leader
leader in
in such
such operations
operations
on
thus
finds
himself
limited
to
certain
lines
of
action
as
to
the
strategy
thus finds himself limited to certain lines of action
to the strategy
and even
even as
as to
to the
the tactics
tactics of
of the
the campaign.
campaign. This
This feature
feature has
has b~n
been so
so
and
marked in
in past
past operations,
operations, that
that marines
marines have
have been
been referred
referred to
to as
as State
State
marked
Department Troops
Troops in
in small
small wars.
wars. In
In certain
certain cases
cases of
of this
this kind
kind the
the
Department
State
Department
has
even
dictated
the
size
of
the
force
to
be
sent
to
State Department has even d~ctated the size of the force to be sent to
the theater
theater of
of operations.
operations. The
The State
State Department
Department materially
materially influinfluthe
11
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ences the strategy and tactics by orders and instructions
which are
promulgated
through the Navy Department
or through diplomatic
represent at ives.
d. State Department
officials represent the Government in foreign
countries.
The force generally nearest at hand to back up the authority of these agents is the Navy.
In such operations the Navy is performing its normal function, and has, as a cornponeut part of its
organization,
the Fleet Marine Force, organized, equipped, and trained
to perform duty of this nature.
After the Force has landed, the commander afloat generally influences the operations only to the extent
necessary to insure tl]eir amtrol and direction in wcordance with the
policy of the inst r~lctions that he l~iis received from higher authority.
He supports and cooperates with the Force to the limit of his ability.
In the latter stages of the operation the local nawd commander may
relinquish practically all control in orcler to carry out routine duties
elsewhere.
In such case tl~e genera] operations plan is directed by, or
through, the office of tl]e hT:\va1 Operations in Wmhingt on.
e. Wars of int eryent ion have two classifications;
intervention in the
internal, or intervention in the external affairs of another state.
Intervention
in the il~tern.al nff ;lirs of a state may be undert aliel] to
restore order, to s~lstain govermnel)t al authority, to obtain redress, or
to enforce the fulfihuent of ol)ligat ions binding between the two states.
Intervention
in the externtil :lffairs of a state may be the result of a
treaty which authorizes one state to aid an(kher as a matter of political
expediency, to avoi(l. more seri( )11sconsequences when tile int crests of
other stat es are illV(Jl veal, or to gain certain aclvmlltages not obtainable
otherwise.
It may he simply i~n int ervent ion to enforce certain opinions or t( J Ptwpagilt (’ C@ iiin (Ioct rines, l)rinciples, or standards.
For
example, in tlwse CliljX wl]el~ lwrnici(ms propagan{la is employed to
spread revolutionary
doctrines, it is conceivable that the ~Tnited States
might int ervenr to ~}re~ent the del-elopment of polit iml clisaffect ion
which thl’eiltenS tile overthrow of a fril’nclly state tlnd inclirect.ly influences our mm security.
1–% Nature
of the operations.—a.
Irregular troops may disregard, in part or entire] y? International
IAIW and the Rides of I~and
Comrnnnders in the field
Warfare in their concluct of hostilities.
must be prepared to protect themsel~-es agninst practices and methods
of combat, not swnct ionecl by the Rules of lTTar.
b. Frequently
irreguhws kill and rob peaceful citizens in order to
obtain supplies which are then secreted in remote strongholds.
Seizure or destruction of such sources of supply is an important factor
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in
reducing their
their means
means of
of resistance,
resistance. Such
Such methods
methods of
of operation
operation
in reducing
must
be studied
studied and
and adapted
adapted to
to the
the psychological
psychological reaction
reaction they
they will
will
must be.
produce
upon the
the opponents.
opponents. Interventions
Interventions or
or occupations
occupations are
are usuusuproduce upon
ally
peaceful and
and altruistic.
altruistic. Accordingly,
Accordingly, the
the methods
methods of
of procedure
procedure
ally peaceful
must
rigidly conform
conform to
to this
this purpose;
purpose; but
but when
when forcecl
forced to
to resort
resort to
to
must rigidly
arms to
to carry
carry out
out the
the object
object of
of the
the intervention,
intervention, the
the operation
operation must
must
arms
be pursued
pursued energetically
energetically and
and expeclitiomdy
expeditiously in
in order
order to
to overcome
overcome the
the
be
resistance
as
quickly
as
possible.
resistance as quickly as possible.
c. The
The campaign
campaign plan
plan ancl
and strategy
strategy must
must be
be adapted
adapted to
to the
the charcharacter of
of tl~e
the people
people encour.tered.
encountered. National
National policy
policy ancl
and the
the precepts
precepts
acter
of civilized
civilized procedure
procedure demand
demand that
that onr
our dealings
dealings with
with other
other peoples
peoples
of
be maintained
maintained on
on aa high-moral
high-moral plan.
plan. However,
However, the
the military
military strategy
strategy
be
of
the campaign
campaign and
and the
the tactics
tactics employed
employed by
by the
the commander
commander in
in the
the
of the
field must
must be
be aclal)ted
adapted to
to the
the situation
situation in
in order
order to
to accomplish
accomplish the
the
field
mission
Avithout
delay.
mission wit]lont delay.
d. After
After aa study
study has
lias been
been made
made of
of the
the people
people who
who will
will oppose
oppose the
the
intervention, tl~e
the st
strategical
plan is
is evolved.
evolved. The
The military
military strategical
strategical
intervention,
lxtegical pl:m
\A'AVi shollld
should inclll(le
include those
those meam
means which
which will
will acccmlplish
accomplish the
the pLIL’I)Ose
purpose
plan
in
view quickly
quickly and
and completely,
conqiletely. Strategy
Strategy should
should attempt
attempt to
to gain
gain
in view
psychological
ascendancy over
over the
the outlaw
outlaw or
or insurgent
insurgent element
element prior
prior
psychological
ascendancy
to
hostilities. Renlembering
Eemembering the
the politicnl
political mission
mission which
which dictates
dictates the
the
to hostilities.
militarj'
strategy of
of small
small wars?
wars, one
one or
or more
more of
of the
the following
following basic
basic
military strategy
modes
of procedure
i^rocedure may
may be.
be decidecl
decided upon,
upon, depending
depending upon
upon the
the situasituamodes of
tion:
tion:
(1)
Attempt to
to attain
attain the
the aims
aims of
of the
the intervention]
intervention by
by a simple,
simple,
(1) Attempt
clear,
and forceful
forceful declaration
declaration of
of the
the position
position and
and intention
intention of
of the
the
clear, and
occupying
force, this
this without
without threat
threat or
or promise.
promise.
occupying force?
(2)
By aa demonstration
demonstration of
of the
the power
power which
which coLdd
could be
be employed
employed to
to
(2) By
carry
out
these
intentions.
carry out these intel)tions.
(3)
The display
display of
of the
the naval
naval or
or military
military force
force within
within tlie
the area
area
(3) The
involved,
involved.
(4)
The ZCtLl:llapplication
actual application of
of arme(l
armed force.
force. During
During the
the transitory
transitory
(4) The
stage
or
prior
to
active
military
operations,
care
sliould
be
taken to
to
stage
prior to active military operations, care shoLdcl
tnken
avoid
the commission
commission of
of any
any acts
acts that
that might
might precipitate
precipitate a breach.
breach.
avoid the
Once
armed force
force is resorted
resorted to,
to, it should
should be applied
applied with
with determinadeterminaOnce armed
tion
and to
to tl~e.
the extent
extent required
required by
by the
the situation.
situation. Situations
Situations may
may
tion and
develop so
so rapidly
rapidly that
that the
the transition
transition from
from negotiations
negotiations to
to the
the use
use
clevelop
of
armed force
force gives
gives the
the commander
commander little
little or
or no
no time
time to
to exert
exert his
his
of armecl
influence
through the
the use
use of
of the
the methods
methods mentioned
mentioned in
in subparagraphs
stibparagraphs
influence through
(2)
and (3)
(3) above.
above.
{2) and
e. The
The strategy
strategy of
of this
this type
type of
of warfare
warfare will
will be
be strongly
strongly influenced
influenced
by
the probable
probable nature
nature of
of the
the contemplated
contemplated operation;
operations. In
In regular
regular
by the
13
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warfare the
warfare
the decision
decision will
will be gained
gained on
on known
known fronts
fronts and
and probably
probably
limited
theaters
of
operations;
but
in
small
wars
no
defined
limited theaters of operations; but in small wars no defined battle
battle
front exists
front
exists and
and the
the theater
theater of
of the
the operations
operations may
may be the
the whole
whole length
length
and breadth
and
breadth of
of the
the land.
land. llThile
While operations
operations are
are carried
carried out
out in
in one
one
area, other
area,
other hostile
hostile elements
elements may
may be causing
causing serious
serious haw)c
havoc in
in another.
another.
The uncertainty
abolishment of
The
vincertainty of
of the
the situation
situation may
may require
require the
the est
establishment
of
detachecl posts
detached
posts within
within small
pmall areas.
areas. Thus
Thus the
the regular
regular forces
forces may
may be
be
widely dispersed
widelj'
dispersed and
and probably
probably will
will be
be outnumbered
outnumbered in
in some
some areas
areas
by
the hostile
hostile forces.
forces. This
This requires
requires that
that the
the Force
Force be
be organized
organized with
with
by the
a view
view to
to mobility
mobility and
and flexibility,
flexibility, and
and that
that the
the troops
troops be
be highly
highly
trained
the use
use of
of their
their special
special weapons
weapons as well
well as
as proper
proper
trained in the
utilization
of
terrain.
utilization of terrain.
f. Those
/.
Those who
who have
have participated
participated in
in small
small wars
wars agree
agree that
that these
these
operations
find an
an appropriate
appropriate place
place in
in the
the art
art of
of war.
war. Irregular
Irregular
operations find
warfare
warfai'e between
between two
two well-armed
well-ai'med and
and well-disciplined
well-disciplined forces
forces will
will
open
up a larger
larger field
field for
for surprise,
surprise, deception,
deception, ambuscades,
ambuscades, etc.,
etc., than
than
open up
is possible
possible in
in regular
regular warfare.
warfare.
is
1-9.
National war.—
war.—a.
In small
small wars
wars it
it can
can be expected
expected that
that
I–9. National
a. In
hostile
forces
in
occupied
territory
will
employ
guerilla
warfare
hostile forces in occupied territory
will employ guerilla
warfare
as
means of
of gaining
gaining their
their erid.
end. Accounts
Accounts of
of recent
recent revolutionary
revolutionary
as a means
movements, local
local or general,
general, in various
various parts
parts of
of the
the world
world indicate
indicate
movements.
that young
young men
men of
of 18 or 20 years
years of
of age
age take
take active
active parts
parts as
as organorganthat
izers in
in these
these disturbances.
disturbances. Consequently,
Consequently, in
in campaigns
campaigns of
of this
this nature
nature
izers
the Force
Force will
will be
be exposed
exposed to
to the
the action
action of
of this
this young
young and
and vigvigthe
orous element.
element. Rear
Rear installations
installations and
and lines
lines of
of communications
communications will
will
orous
threatened. Movements
Movements will
will be
be retarded
retarded by
by ambuscades
ambuscades and
and barred
barred
be threatened.
defiles, and
and every
every detachment
detachment presenting
presenting a tempting
tempting target
target will
will be
be
defiles,
harassed or
or attacked.
attacked. In
In warfare
warfare of
of this
this kind,
kind, members
members of
of native
native
harassed
forces will
will suddenly
suddenly become
become innocent
innocent peasant
peasant workers
workers when
when it
it suits
suits
forces
In
addition,
the
Force
will
be
handitheir
fancy
and
convenience.
In
addition,
the
Force
will
be
handitheir fancy and convenience.
capped by
by partisans,
partisans, who
who constantly
constantly and
and accurately
accurately inform
inform native
native
capped
forces of
of our
our movements.
movements. The
The population
population will
will be
be honeycombed
honeycombed with
with
forces
hostile sympathizers,
sympathizers, making
making it
it difficult
difficult to
to procure
procure reliable
reliable informainformahostile
tion. Such
Such difficulty
difficulty will
will result
result either
either from
from the
the deceit
deceit used
used by
by hostiIe
hostile
tion.
sympathizers and
and agents,
agents, or
or from
from the
the intimidation
intimidation of
of friendly
friendly natives
natives
sympathizers
upon whom
whom reliance
reliance might
might be
be placed
placed to
to gain
gain information.
information.
upon
T).
In cases
cases of
of levees
levees en
en masse,
masse, the
the problem
problem becomes
becomes particularly
particularly
b. In
difficult. This
This is especially
especially true
true when
Avhen the
the people
people are
are supported
supported by
by
difficult.
nucleus of
of disciplined
disciplined and
and trained
trained professional
professional soldiers.
soldiers. This
This comcomaa nucleus
bination of
of soldier
soldier and
and armed
armed civilian
civilian presents
presents serious
serious opposition
opposition
bination
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to every
every move
move attempted
attempted by
by tl~e
the Force;
Force; even
even the
the l~oncombatants
noncombatants conconto
spire
for
the
defeat
of
the
Force.
spire for the defeat of the Force.
c. Opposition
Opposition becomes
becomes more
more t’ormitlable
formidable when
\vhen the
the terrain
terrain is diffidifficult,
and the
the resistance
resistance increases
increases as the
the Force
Force moves
moves inland
inland from
from
cult, and
its
bases. Every
Every native
native is a potential
potential clever
clever opponent
opponent who
who knows
knows
its bases.
the
country,
its
trails,
resources,
and
obstacles,
and
who
has
friends
the, country, its trails, resources, and obstacles, and who has friends
and sympathizers
sympathizers on
on every
every hand.
hand. The
The Force
Force may
may be
be obliged
obliged to
to move
move
and
cautiously.
Oi)erations
are
based
on
information
which
is
at
best
cautiously.
Operations
are based on information
which is at best
unreliable,
while
the
natives
enjoy
continuous
and
accurate
informaunreliable, while the natives enjoy continuous and accurate information.
The Force
Force after
after long
long and
and fatiguing
fatiguing marches
marches fails
fails to
to gain
gain concontion.
The
tact
and probably
probably finds
finds only
only aa deserted
deserted camp,
camp, while
while their
their opponents,
opponents,
tzct and
still enjoying
enjoying the
the initiative
initiative,, are
are able
able to
to withdraw
withdraw or concentrate
concentrate
still
strong
forces at
at advantageous
advantageous places
places for
for the
the purpose.
purpose of
of attacking
attacking lines
lines
strong forces
of
communication, convoys,
convoys, depots,
depots, or
or outposts.
outposts.
of communication?
d. It
It will
will be
be chfhcu]t
difficult and
and lmzardous
hazardous to
to wage
wage war
war successfully
successfully under
under
such
circumstances.
Undoubtedly
it
will
require
time
and
adequate
such circumstances.
Undoubtedly
it will require time and adequate
forces.
The occupying
occupying force
force must
must be strong
strong enough
enough to
to hold
hold all
all the
the
forces.
The
strategical points
points of
of the
the country!
country, protect
protect its
its communications,
communications, and
and at
at
strategical
the
same
time
furnish
an
operating
force
sufficient
to
overcome
the
the same time furnish
operating force sufficient to overcome the
opposition wherever
wherever it appears.
appears. Again
Again a simple
simple display
display of
of force
force
opposition
may be
be sufficient
sufficient to
to overcome
overcome resistance.
resistance. While
While curbing
curbing the
the passions
passions
may
of
the people,
people, courtesy.
courtesy, friendliness,
friendliness, justice,
justice, ancl
and firmness
firmness should
should be
be
of the,
exhibited.
exhibited.
e. The
The difficulty
difficulty is
is sometimes
sometimes of
of an
an economical,
economical, political,
political, or
or social
social
nature
and not
not aa military
military problem
problem in
in origin.
origin. In
In one
one recent
recent Campaiw
campaign
nature and
the
situation was
was an
an internal
internal political
political problem
problem in
in origin,
origin, but
but it
it had
had
the situation
developed
to such
such a degree
degree that
that foreign
foreign national
national interests
interests were
were afafdeveloped to
fected;
simple orderly
orderly processes
processes could
could no
no longer
longer be
be applied
applied when
when it
it
fected; simple
had
outgrown the
the local
local means
means of
of control.
control. In
In another
another instance
instance the
the
had outgrown
problem
was economic
economic and
and social;
social; great
great tracts
tracts of
of the
the richest
richest land
land
problem was
were
controlled and
and owned
owned by
by foreign
foreign interests;
interests; this
this upset
upset the
the natunatuwere controlled
ral
order of
of things;
things; the
the admission
admission of
of cheap
cheap foreign
foreign labor
labor with
with lower
lower
ral order
standards
of living
living created
created a social
social condition
condition among
among the
the people
people which
which
standards of
should
have been
been remedied
remedied by
by orderly
orderly means
means before
before it
it reached
reached aa
should have
crisis.
crisis.
/.
The application
application of
of purely
purely military
military measures
measures may
may not,
not, by
by itself
itself
~. The
restore
peace
and
orderly
government
because
the
fundamental
causes
restore peace and orderly government because the fundamental
causes
of
the condition
condition of
of unrest
unrest may
may be
be economic,
economic, political,
political, or
or social.
social. These
These
of the
conditions
may have
have originated
originated years
years ago
ago and
and in
in many
many cases
cases have
have
conditions may
been
permitted to
to develop
develop freely
freely without
without any
any attempt
attempt to
to apply
apply corcorbeen permitted
rective
measures.
An
acute
situation
finally
develops
when
condiAn
acute
situation
finally
develops
when
condirective measures.
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tions have reached a stage that, is beyond control of the civil authorities and it is too late for diplomatic
adjustment.
The solution of
such problems being basically a political
adjustment,
the military
measures to be applied must be of secondary importance and should
be applied only to such extent as to permit the continuation of peaceful corrective measures.
g. The initial problem is to restore peace.
There may be many
economic and social factors involved, pertaining to the administrative,
executive, and judicial functions of the government.
These are completely beyond military power as such unless some form of military
government
is included in the campaign plan.
Peace and industry
cannot be restored permanently
without appropriate
provisions for
Moreover, productive industry
the economic welfare of the people.
cannot be fully restored until there is peace,
Consequently,
the
remedy is found in emphasizing
the corrective measures to be taken
in order to permit the orderly return to normal conditions.
h. In genera], the plan of action states the military measures to be
applied, including the part the forces of occupation will play in the
economic and social solution of the problem.
The same consideration
must be given to the pmt to be played by local government
and
The efforts of the different agencies must be
the civil population.
cooperative and coordinated to the attainment. of the common end.
i, Preliminary
estimates of the situation form the basis of plans
to meet probable situations and should be prepared as far in advance
They should thereafter be modified and developed as
as practicable.
new situations arise.
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1-10.
While
1–10. Foreword.—a.
Foreword.—a.
While it
it is
is improbable
improbable that
that aa knowledge
knowledge of
of
psychology will
psychology
will make
make any
any change
change in
in the
the fundamentals
fundamentals of
of the
the conconduct of
more intelligent appliduct
of small
small wars,
wars, it will,
will, however,
however, lead
leadtoto aarnoreintelligen
tapplication of
cation
of the
the principles
principles which
which we
we now
now follow
follow more
more or
or less
less unconunconsciously through
sciously
through custom
custom established
established by
by our
our predecessors.
predecessors.
h.
Psychology
has
always
played
an
important
b. Psychology
has always played an important part
part in
in war.
war. This
This
knowledge was
knowledge
was important
importantin in ancient
ancient wars
wars of
of masses;
masses; itit becomes
becomes more
more
so on the
the modern
modern battlefield,
battlefield, with
with widely
widely dispersed
dispersed forces
forces and
and the
the
complexity of
complexity
of many
many local
local operations
operations by
by small
small groups,
groups, or
or even
even indiindividuals, making
In
viduals,
making up
up’ the
the sum
sum total
total of
of the
the operation.
operation.
In former
former times
times
the mass
the
mass of
of enemy
enemy troops,
troops, like
like our
our own,
own, was
was visible
visible to
to and
and under
under the
the
immediate control
immediate
control of
of its leaders.
leaders, Now
Now troops
troops are
are dispersed
dispersed in
in battle
battle
and not
and
not readily
readily visible,
visible, and
and we
we must
must understand
understand the
the psychology
psychology of
of
the
individual,
who
operates
beyond
the
direct
control
of
his;
the individual,
who operates
beyond the direct control
of his
superiors.
superiors.
G. This
c.
This difficulty
difficulty of
of immediate
immediate control
control and
and personal
personal influence
influence is
is
even more
even
more pronounced
pronounced and
and important
import ant in
in small
small wars,
wars, on
on account
account of
of the
the
decentralized nature
This
decentralized
nature of
of these
these operations.
operations.
This fact
fact is
is further
firther emem.
phasized because
phasized
because in the
the small
small wars
wars we
we are
are dealing
dealing not
not only
only with
with our
our
own forces,
own
forces, but
but. also
also with
with the
the civil
civil population
population which
which frequently
frequently conconsentiments.
The
ttains
ains elements
elements of
of doubtful
doubtful or
or antagonistic
antagonistic
sentiments.
The very
very
nature of
nature
of our
our own
own policy
policy and
and attitude
attitude toward
toward the
the opposing
opposing forces
forces and
and
normal contacts
normal
contacts wdth
with them
them enable
enable the
the personnel
personnel of
of our
our Force
Force to
to
secure material
secure
material advantages
advantages through
through tlie
the knowledge
knowledge and
and application
application
of psychological
principles.
of
psychological
principles.
d. This
a?.
This knowledge
knowledge does
does not
not come
come naturally
naturally to
to the
the average
average individual.
individual.
A study
A
study of
of men
men and
and human
human nature
nature supplemented
supplemented by
by aa thorough
thorough knowlknow]17
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edge
edge of
of psychology
psycholofry should
should enable
enable those
those facecl
faced with
with concrete
concrete situations
situations
of
this type
type to
to avoid
avoid the
the ordinary
ordinary mistakes.
mistakes. The
The application
application of
of the
the
of this
principles
of psychlogy
psychology in
in small
small wars
wars is
is quite
quite different
different from
from their
their
principles of
normal
application in
in major
major warfare
warfare or
or even
even in
in troop
troop leadership.
leadership.
normal application
The
aim is not
not to
to develop
develop a belligerent
belligerent spirit
spirit in
in our
our men
men but
but mther
rather
The aim
one
of c~utioll
caution and
and steadiness.
steadiness. lnstend
Instead of
of employing
employing force,
force, one
one strives
strives
one of
to
accomplish the
the purpose
purpose by
by diplomacy.
diplomacy. A
A Force
Force Commander
Commander who
who
to accomplish
gains
his object
objective
small
war without
without firing
firing a shot
shot has
has attained
attained
ive in a sma
11 war
gains his
far greater
greater success than
than one
one m-ho
who resort
resorted
to the
the use of
of arms.
arms. While
While
far
ed to
endeavoring to
to avoid
avoid the
the infliction
infliction of
of physical
physical hnrm
harm to
to any
any native,
native,
tmdeavoring
there is always
always the
the necessity
necessity of
of preventing,
preventing, as far
far as possible,
possible, my
any
there
casualties among
among olir
our OWHtroops
own troops.
casualties
This is the
the policy
policy with
with which
which our
our troops
troops are
are indoctrinated;
indoctrinated; a
e. This
policy which
which governs
governs throughout
throughout the
the period
period of
of inter~ention
intervention and
and finds
finds
policy
exception only
only in
in those
those situations
situations where
where a resort
resort to
to arms
arms and
and the
the exerexerexception
cise of
of a belligerent
belligerent spirit
spirit are
are necessary.
necessary. This
This mixture
mixture of
of combined
combined
cise
peaceful and
and warlike
warlike temperament,
temperament, where
where adapted
adapted to
to any
any single
single operoperpeaceful
ation, demands
demands an
an application
application of
of psychology
psychology beyond
beyond the
the requirements
requirements
ation,
of regular
regular warfare.
warfare. Our
Our troops
trooi)s at the
the same
same time
time are
are dealing
dealing with
with a
of
strange people
people whose
whose racial
racial origin,
origin, and
and whose
whose social,
social, political,
political, physical
physical
strange
and mental
mental characteristics
characteristics may
may be
be difierent
different from
from any
any before
before enenand
countered.
countered.
f.
/. The
The motive
motive in
in small
small wxrs
wars is
is not
not material
material destruction.
destruction. It.
It is usuusually a project
project dealing
dealing with
with the
the social,
social, economic,
economic, and
and political
political developdevelopally
ment of
of the
the people.
people. It
It is
is of
of primary
primary importance
importance that
that the
the fullest
fullest benefit
benefit
ment
be derived
derived from
from the
the psychological
psychological aspects
aspects of
of the
the situation.
situation. That
That
implies a serious
serious study
study of
of the
the people,
people, their
their racial,
racial, political,
political, religious,
religious,
implies
and
and mental
mental development.
development. By
By analysis
analysis and
and study
study the
the reasons
reasons for
for the
the
existing emergency
emergency may
may be
be deduced;
deduced; the
the most
most practiml
practical method
method of
of
existing
solving
solving the
the problem
problem is to
to understand
understand the
the possible
possible approaches
approaches thereto
thereto
and the
the repercussion
repercussion to
to be
be expected
expected from
from any
any actions
actions which
which may
may be
be
and
contemplated.
contemplated. By
By this
this stucly
study and
and the
the ability
ability to
to apply
apply correct
correct psychopsychological
logical doctrine,
doctrine, many
many pitfalls
pitfalls may
may be
be avoided
avoided and
and the
the success
success of
of the
the
undertaking assured.
assured.
undertaking
g.
g. The
The great
great importance
importance of
of psychology
psychology in
in small
small wars
wars must
must be
be apappreciated.
ies, to
preciated. It
It is
is a field
field of
of unlimited
unlimited extent
extent and
and possibility
possibilities,
to which
which
much time
time and
and study
study should
should be
be devoted.
devoted. It
It cannot
cannot be
be stated
stated in
in rules
rules
much
and learned
learned like
like mathematics.
mathematics. Human
Human reactions
reactions cannot
cannot be
be reduced
reduced
and
to an
an exact
exact science,
science, but
but there
there are
are certain
certain principles
principles which
which should
should guide
guide
to
our conduct.
conduct. These
These principles
principles are
are deduced
deduced by
by studying
studying the
the history
history
our
of the
the people
people and
and are
are mastered
mastered only
only by
by experience
experience in
in their
their practical
practical
of
application.
application.
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1-11.
Characteristics.—The correct
correct application
application of
of the
the principles
principles
1–11. Characteristics.—’lle
of psychology
psychology to
to any
any given
given situation
situation requires
requires aa knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the traits
traits
of
peculiar t.o
to the
the persons
persons with
with whom
whom we
we are
are dealing.
dealing. The
The individual
individual
peculiar
characteristics as
as well
well as the
the national
national psychology
psychology are
are subjects
subjects for
for inincharacteristics
tensive study.
study. This
This subject
subject assumes
assumes increasing
increasing importance
importance in
in minor
minor
tensive
operations. A
A failure
failure to
to use
use tact
tact when
when required
required or
or lack
lack of
of firmness
firmness
operations.
at a crucial
crucial moment
moment might
might readily
readily precipitate
precipitate a situation
situation that
that could
could
have been
been avoided
avoided had
had the
the commander
commander been
been familiar
familiar with
with the
the customs,
customs,
have
religion, morals,
morals, and
and educztion
education of
of those
those with
with whom
whom he
he was
was dealing.
dealing.
religion,
1-12.
Fundamental considerations.—’hehe
considerations.—The resistance
resistance to
to an
an interinter1–12, Fundamental
A^ention comes
comes not
not only
only from
from those
those under
under arms
arms but
but also
also from
from those
those
vention
furnishing material
material or
or moral
moral support
support to
to the
the opposition.
opposition. Sapping
Sapping the
the
furnishing
strength
of
the
actual
or
potential
hostile
ranks
by
the
judicious
apstrength of the actual
potential hostile ranks by the judicious application of
of psychological
psychological principles
principles may
may be
be just
just as
as effective
effective as
as battle
battle
plication
casualties. The
The particular
particular methods
methods and
and extent
extent of
of the
the application
application of
of
casualties.
this principle
principle will
will vary
vary widely
widely with
with the
the situation.
situation. Some
Some of
of the
the funfunthis
damental policies
policies applicable
applicable to
to almost
almost any
any situation
situation are:
are:
(lmnental
Social customs
customs such
such as
as class
class distinctions,
distinctions, dress,
dress, and
and similar
similar items
items
1. S(Jci~l
should be
be recognized
recognized and
and receive
receive due
due consideration.
consideration.
should
2. Political
Political affiliations
affiliations or the
the appearance
appearance of
of political
political favoritism
favoritism
should be
be avoided;
avoided; while
while a thorough
thorough knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the political
political situasituashoul(l
is essentia
essential,
strict neutrality
neutrality in
in such
such matters
matters shonld
should be
be observed.
observed.
ttion
ion is
1, a strict
8. A.
A respect
respect for
for religious
religious customs,
customs.
3.
Indifference
in
all
the
above
matters can
can only
only be nqyarded
regarded as a lack
lack
Indifference in all the above matters
of tact.
tact.
of
l-i;3.
Revolutionary tendencies..---u.
tendencies.—a. In
In the
the past,
past, most
most of
of our
our inin1–13. Revolutionary
terventions
have
taken
place
when
a
revolution
was
in
full
force
or
terventions have taken p] ace when
revolution was in full force or
when the
the spirit
spirit of
of revolution)
revolution was
was rampant.
rampant. In
In view
view of
of these
these condicondiwhen
(which are
are so often
often encountered
encountered in
in small
small wars)
wars) it
it maybe
may be well
well to
to
ttions
ions (which
consider briefly
briefly some
some of
of the
the characteristics
characteristics of
of revolutions.
revolutions.
consider
1). The
The knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the people
people at any
any given
given moment
moment of
of history
history
b.
involves an
an understanding
understanding of
of their
their environment,
environment, and
and above
above all,
all, their
their
involves
past. The
The influence
influence of
of racial
racial psychology
psychology on
on the
the destiny
destiny of
of a people
people
past.
appears plainly
plainly in
in the
the history
history of
of those
those subject
subject to
to perpetual
perpetual revolutions.
revolutions.
appeam
When composed
composed largely
largely of
of mixed
mixed races-that
races—that is
is to
to say,
say, of
of individuals
individuals
When
whose diverse
diverse heredities
heredities ha~’e
ha\e dissociated
dissociated tl~eir
their ancestral
ancestral characterischaracteriswhose
tics—those populations
populations present
present aa special
special problem.
problem. This
This class
class is
is alaltics-those
ways clifficult
difficult to govern,
govern, if
if not
not ungovernable,
ungovernable, owing
owing to
to the
the absence
absence of
of
ways
fixed character.
character. On
On the
the other
other hand,
hand, sometimes
sometimes aa people
people who
who have
have
aa fixed
been under
under aa rigid
rigid form
form of
of government
government may
may affect
affect the
the most
most violent
violent
been
revolutions. hTot
Not having
having succeeded
succeeded in
in cleveloping
developing progressively,
progressively, or
or in
in
revolutions.
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adapting themselves
adapting
themselves to
to changes
changes of
of environment,
environment, they
they are
are likely
likely to
to
react violently
violently when
when such
such adaptation
adaptation becomes
becomes inevitable.
inevitable.
react
c. Revolution
€.
Revolution is
is the
the term
term generally
generally applied
applied to
to sudden
sudden political
political
changes, but
but the
the expression
expression may
may be
be employed
employed to
to denote
denote any
any sudden
sudden
changes,
transformation
transformation whether
whether of
of beliefs,
beliefs, ideas,
ideas, or
or doctrines.
doctrines. In
In most
most cases
cases
the
the basic
basic causes
causes are
are economic.
economic. Political
Political revolutions
revolutions ordinarily
ordinarily result
result
from
real or
or fancied
fancied grievances,
grievances, existing
existing in
in the
the minds
minds of
of some
some few
few
from real
men,
men, but
but many
many other
other causes
causes may
may produce
produce them.
them. The
The word
word “discon"discontent” sums
tent"
sums them
them up.
up. As
As soon
soon as
as discontent
discontent becomes
becomes general
general a party
party
is formed
formed -which
which often
often becomes
becomes strong
strong enough
enough to
to offer
offer resistance
resistance to
to the
the
is
government. The
The success
success of
of a revolution
revolution often
often depends
depends on
on gaining
gaining
government.
the assistance
assistance or
or neutrality
neutrality of
of the
the regular
regular armed
armed forces.
forces. However,
However, it
it
the
sometimes happens
happens that
that the
the movement
movement commences
commences without
without the
the knowlknowlsometimes
edge of
of the
the armed
armed forces;
forces; but
but not
not infrequently
infrequently it
it has
has its
its very
vei-y inception
inception
edge
within these
these forces.
forces. Revolutions
Revolutions may
may take
take place
place in
in the
the capital,
capital, and
and
within
by contagion
contagion spread
spread through
through the
the country.
country. In
In other
other instances
instances the
the gengenby
eral disaffection
disaffection of
of the
the people
people takes
takes concrete
concrete form
form in
in some
some place
place remote
remote
eral
from the
the capital,
capital, and
and when
when it
it has
has gathered
gathered momentum
momentum moves
moves on
on the
the
from
capital.
capital.
d. The
The rapidity
rapidity with
with which
which a revolution
revolution develops
develops is
is made
made possible
possible
a?.
by modern
modern communication
communication facilities
facilities and
and publicity
publicity methods.
methods. Trivial
Trivial
by
attendant
circumstances
often
play
highly
important
roles
in
conattendant
circumstances
often play highly important
roles in contributing
to revolution
revolution and
and must
must be observed
observed closely
closely and
and given
given approapprotribut
ing to
priate consideration.
consideration. .The
The fact
fact is
is that
that beside
beside the
the great
great events
events of
of which
which
priate
history treats
treats there
there are
are the
the innumerable
innumerable little
facts of
of daily
daily life
life which
which
history
little facts
the casual
casual observer
observer may
may fail
fail to
to see.
see. These
These facts
facts individually
individually may
may be
be
the
insignificant. Collect
Collectively,
their volume
volume and
and power
power may
may threaten
threaten the
the
insignificant.
ively, their
existence
of the
the government.
government. The
The study
study of
of the
the current
current history
history of
of ununexistence of

stable
countries should
should include
include the
the proper
proper evaluation
evaluation of
of all
all human
human
stable countries
tendencies.
Local newspapers
newspapers and
and current
current periodicals,
periodicals are
are probably
probably
tendencies.
Local
the
most valuable
valuable sources
sources for
for the
the study
study of
of present
present psychological
psychological trends
trends
the most
of
various nations.
nations. Current
Current writings
writings of
of many
many people
people of
of different
different
of various
classes
comprise a history
history of
of w-hat
what the
the people
people are
are doing
doing and
and thinking
thinking
classes comprise
and the
the motives
motives for
for their
their acts.
acts. Thus,
Thus, current
current periodicals,
periodicals, newspapers,
newspapers,
and
etc., will
will more
more accurately
accurately portray
portray aa cross
cross section
section of
of the
the character
character of
of
etc.,
the
people.
In
studying
the
political
and
psychical
trends
of
a
counthe people.
In studying the political and psychical trencls of
country, one
one must
must ascertain
ascertain whether
whether or
or not
not all
all news
news organs
organs are
are controlled
controlled
try,
by one
one political
political faction,
faction, in
in order
order to
to avoid
avoid developing
developing an
an erroneous
erroneous
by
picture of
of the
the situation.
situation.
picture
e. Governments
Governments often
often almost
almost totally
totally fail
fail to
to sense
sense the
the temper
temper of
of their
their
people. The
The inability
inability of
of aa government
government to
to comprehend
comprehend existing
existing condicondipeople.
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tions, coupled
coupled with
with its
its blind
blind confidence
confidenceininitsitsown
ownstrength,
strength,frequently
frequently
tions,
results
in remarkably
remarkably weak
weak resistance
resistancetoto attack
attackfrom
fromwithin.
within.
results in
/.
The outward
outward events
events ofof revolutions
revolutions are
arealways
alwaysa aconsequence
consequenceofof
f. The
changes, often
often unobserved,
unobserved, which
which have
have gone
goneslowly
slowlyforward
forwardininmen’s
men's
changes,
minds. Any
Any profound
profound understanding
understanding ofof aa revolution
revolutionnecessitates
necessitatesa a
minds.
knowledge of
of the
the mental
mental soil
soil inin which
whichthe
theideas
ideasthat
thatclirect
directitsitscourse
course
knowledge
have
to
germinate.
Changes
in
mental
attitude
are
slow
and
hardly
have to germinate.
Changes in mental attitude are slow and hardly
perceptible;
often they
they can
can be
be seen
seen only
onlybybycomparing
comparingthe
thecharacter
character
percept
ible; often
of the
the people
people at
at the
the beginning
beginning and
and atatthe
theend
endofofa agiven
givenperiod.
period.
of
g.
A revolution
revolution isis rarely
rarely the
the result
result ofof a a widespread
widespreadconspiracy
conspiracy
g. A
among the
the people.
people. Usually
Usually itit isis not
not aamovement
movementwhich
whichembraces
embracesa a
among
very large
large number
number of
of people
people or
or which
which calls
callsinto
intoplay
playdeep
deepeconomic
economic
very
or social
social motives.
motives. Revolutionary
Revolutionaryarmies
armiesseldom
seldomreach
reachany
anygreat
greatsize;
size;
or
they
rarely
need
to
in
order
to
succeed.
On
the
other
hand,
the
milithey rarely need to in order to succeed.
On the other hand, the miliforce of
of the
the government
government isis generally
generally small,
small, illillequipped,
equipped,and
and
ttary
ary force
poorly trained;
trained; not
not infrequently
infrequently aa part,
part,ififnot
notallallofofit,it,proves
provestotobebe
poorly
disloyal in
in aa political
political crisis.
crisis.
disloyal
A.
The
majority
of
the
people, especially
especiallyininthe
therural
ruraldistricts,
districts,disdish. The majority of the people,
like and
and fear
fear revolutions,
revolutions, which
which often
ofteninvolve
involveforced
forcedmilitary
militaryservice
service
like
for themselves
themselves and
and destruction
destructionofoftheir
theirlivestock
livestockand
andtheir
theirfarm
farmprodprodfor
uce. However,
However, they
they may
may be
be soso accustomed
accustomed toto misgovernment
misgovernmentand
and
uce.
exploitation that
that concerted
concerted effort
eifort toto check
check disorderly
disorderlytendencies
tendenciesofof
exploitation
certain leaders
leaders never
never occurs
occurs toto them.
them. ItItisisthis
thismass
massignorance
ignoranceand
and
certain
indifference rather
rather than
than any
any disposition
dispositiontototurbulence
turbulenceininthe
thenation
nationasas
indifference
a whole,
whole, which
Avhich has
has prevented
prevented the
the establishment
establishmentofofstable
stablegovernment
government
in many
many cases.
cases.
in
Abuses by
by the
the officials
officials inin power
power and
andtheir
theiroppression
oppressionofoffollowers
followers
i. Abuses
of the
the party
party not
not in
in power,
power, are
are often
often the
the seeds
seedsofofrevolution,
revolution. The
The
of
spirit which
which causes
causes the
the revolution
revolution arouses
arouseslittle
littleenthusiasm
enthusiasmamong
amongthethe
spirit
poor natives
natives at
at large
large unless
unless they
they are
are personally
personally affected
affectedbybysuch
such
poor
oppression. The
The revolution,
revolution, once
oncestarted,
started,naturally
naturallyattracts
attractsallallofoftl]ethe
oppression.
malcontents and
and adventurous
adventurous elements
elementsinin the
thecommunity.
community. The
Therevorevomalcontents
lution may
may include
include many
many followers,
followers,but
butitsitsspirit
spiritemanates
emanatesfrom
froma afew
few
lution
leaders. These
These leaders
leaders furnish
furnish the
thespark
sparkwithout
withoutwhich
whichthere
therewould
would
leaders.
be no
no explosion.
explosion. Success
Success depends
dependsupon
uponthe
theenthusiastic
enthusiasticdetermination
determination
be
of
those
who
inspire
the
movement.
Under
effective
leadership
the
Under effective leadership the
of those who inspire the movement.
mass will
will be
be steeped
steeped inin revolutionary
revolutionary principles,
principles,and
andimbued
imbued,with
witha a
mass
submission to
to the
the will
will ofof the
the leader
leaderand
andananenthusiastic
enthusiasticenergy
energytotoperpersubmission
form acts
acts in
in support
support thereof.
thereof. Finally,
Finally, they
they feel
feelthat
thatthey
theyare
arethethe
form
crusaders for
for aa new
new deal
deal which
which will
willregenerate
regeneratethe
thewhole
wholecountry.
country. InIn
crusaders
extremely remote,
remote, isolatecl,
isolated, and
and illiterate
illiteratesections
sectionsananeducated
educatedrevolurevoluextremely
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tionary
tionary leader
leader may
may easily
easily lead
lead the
the inhabitants
inhabitants to
to believe
believe that
that they,
they, in
in
the act
the
act of
of taking
taking up
up arms!
arms, are
are actually
actually engagecl
engaged in
in repelling
repelling invasion,
invasion.
h~any such
Many
such ruses
ruses are
are employed
employed in
in the
the initial
initial stages
stages and
and recruiting
recruiting is
is
carried on
carried
on in
in this
this manner
manner for
for long
long periocls
periods rrncl
and the
the inhabitants
inhabitants are
are in
in
a state
state of
of ignorance
ignorance of
of the
the actual
actual situation.
situation.
j. How
How is
is this
this situation
situation to
to be met?
met ? A
A knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the laws
laws relatrelating
ing to
to the
the psychology
psychology of
of crowds
crowds is
is indispensable
indispensible to
to the
the interpretation
interpretation
of
of the
the elements
elements of
of revolutionary
revolutionary movements,
movements, and
and to
to their
their conduct,
conduct.
Each
Each individual
individual of
of the
the crow{l,
crowd, b~sed
based on
on the
the mere
mere fact
fact that
that he is
is one
one of
of
many,
many, senses
senses an
an invincible
invincible power
power which
which at
at once
once nullifies
nullifies the
the feeling
feeling of
of
personal
personal responsibility.
responsibility. This
This spirit
spirit of
of individual
individual irresponsibility
irresptmsibility and
and
loss
of
identity
must
be
overcome
by
preventing
the
mobilization
loss of identity must
overcome by preventing the mobilization or
or
concentration
concentration of
of revolutionary
revolutionary forces,
forces, and
and by
by close
close supervision
supervision of
of the
the
actions
actions of
of individuals.
individuals.
2.
k. Another
Another element
element of
of mob
mob sentiment
sentiment is
is imitation.
imitation. This
This is
is parparticularly
ticularly true
true in
in people
people of
of a low
low order
order of
of education.
education. Attempt
Attempt should
should
be
be made
made to
to prevent
prevent the
the development
development of
of a hero
hero of
of the
the revolutionary
revolutionary
movement,
movement, and
and no
no one
one should
should be
be permitted
permitted to
to become
become a martyr
martyr to
to the
the
cause.
cause. Members
Members of
of a crowc]
crowd also
also display
display an
an exaggerated
exaggerated independence.
independence.
1.
I. The
The method
method of
of approaching
approaching the
the problem
problem should
should be
be to
to make
make revorevolutionary
lutionary acts
acts nonpaying
nonpaying or
or nonbeneficial
nonbeneficial and
and at
at the
the same
same time
time enendeavor
deavor to
to remove
remove or
or remedy
remedy the
the causes
causes or
or conditions
conditions responsible
responsible for
for
the
the revolution.
revolution. One
One obstacle
obstacle in
in dealing
dealing with
with a revolution
revolution lies
lies in
in the
the
difficulty of
of determining
determining the
the real
real cause
cause of
of the
the trouble.
trouble. When
When found,
found,
difficulty
it
it is
is often
often disclosed
disclosed as a.
a minor
minor fault
fault of
of the
the simplest
simplest nature.
nature. Then
Then
the remedies
remedies are
are also
also simple.
simple.
the
The opposing
opposing forces
forces may
may employ
employ modern
modern weapons
weapons and
and technique
technique
m. The
adapted to
to reguhm
regular organized
organized units,
units, but
but the
the character
character of
of the
the man
man who
who
adapted
uses
uses these
these weapons
weapons remains
remains essentially
essentially the
the same
same as it
it always
always was.
was. The
The
acts of
of a man
man are
are determined
determined by
by his
his character;
character; and
and to lmderstand
understand or
or
acts
predict the
the action
action of
of a leader
leader or a people
people their
their character
character must
must be
be underunderpredict,
stood. Their
Their judgments
judgments or
or decisions
decisions are
are based
based upon
upon their
their intelligence
intelligence
stood.
and experience,
experience. Uuless
Unless a revolutionary
revolutionary leader
leader can
can be discountediscounteand
nanced
nanced in
in the
the eyes
eyes of
of his
his followers,
followers, it may
may be
be best
best to admit
admit such
such
leadership. Through
Through him
him a certain
certain discipline
discipline may
may be
be exercised
exercised which
which
leadership.
will control
control the
the actions
actions of
of a revolutionary
revolutionary army;
army; for
for without
without discidisciwill
pline, people
people and
and armies
armies become
become barbaria~l
barbarian hordes.
hordes.
pline,
n. In
In general,
general, revolutionary
revolutionary forces
forces are
are new
new levies,
levies, poorly
poorly trained,
trai:ned,
n..
organized, and
and equipped.
equipped. Yet
Yet they
they can
can often
often be
be imbued
imbvied with
with an
an
organized,
ardent enthusiasm
enthusiasm and
and are
are capable
capable of
of heroism
heroism to
to tl~e
the extent
extent of
of givgivarclent
ing their
their lives
lives unhesitatingly
unhesitatingly in
in support
support of
of their
their beliefs.
beliefs.
ing
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1–14. Basic
1-14.
Basic instincts.—[f.
instincts.—a. It
It is
is perfectly
perfectlj- natural
natural that
that the
the instinct
instinct
of self
self-preservation
should be
be constantly
constantly at
at work.
work. This
This powerful
powerful
of
-presemwtion
should
influence
influence plays
plays an
an important
important part
part in
in the
the attitude
attitude of
of the
the natives
natives in
in
small
small wars.
wars. It
It is not
not slupising
surprising that
that any
any indication
indication of
of intervention
intervention
or interposition
interposition will
will prompt
prompt his
his instinct
instinct of
of self-preservation
self-preservation to
to opopor
pose this
this move.
move. Every
Every means
means should
should be employed
employed to
to convince
convince such
such
pose
people
people of
of the
the altruistic
altruistic intention
intention of
of our
our Government.
Government.
b.
h. Fear
Fear is one
one of
of tl~e
the strongest
strongest natural
natural emotions
emotions in
in man.
man. Among
Among
primitive
primitive peo])le
people not
not far
far removed
removed from
from an
an oppressed
oppressed or
or enslaved
enslaved
existence,
existence, it
it is easy
easy to
to understand
understand the
the people’s
people's fear
fear of
of being
being again
again
enslaved; fear
fear of
of political
political subj
subjugation
causes violent
violent opposition
opposition to
to
enslaved;
ugat ion causes
any
any movement
movement which
which apparently
apparently threatens
threatens political
political or
or personal
personal
liberty,
liberty.
c. Another
Another basic
basic instinct
instinct of
of man
man is
is self-assertion.
self-assertion. This
This is
is a dedesire to
to be
be considered
considered worthy
worthy among
among his
his fellow
fellow beings.
beings. Life
Life for
for the
the
sire
individual
individual centers
centers around
around himself.
himself. The
The individual
individual values
values his
his concontacts
tacts as good
good or bad
bad according
according to
to how
how he
he presumes
presumes he
he has
has been
been
treated
treated ancl
and how
how much
much consideration
consideration has
has been
been given
given to
to his
his own
own
merits.
This instinct
instinct inspires
inspires personal
personal resentment
resentment if
if his
his effort
effort is
is
merits.
This
not
recognized. Pride,
Pride, which
which is
is largely
largely self-assertion,
self-assertion, will
will not
not toltolnot recognizecl.
erate contradiction.
erate
contradiction. Self-respect
Self-respect includes
includes also
also the
the element
element of
of selfselfnegation which
negation
which enables
enables one
one to
to judge
judge his
his own
oAvn qualities
qualities and
and profit
profit by
by
the
example, precept,
precept, advice,
advice, encouragement,
encouragement, approval,
approval, or
or disapdisapthe example,
proval
of others.
others. It
It admits
admits capacity
capacity to
to do
do wrong,
wrong, since
since it
it mcepts
accepts
proval of
the
obligation of
of social
social standards.
standards. In
In dealing
dealing with
with foreign
foreign peoples
peoples
the obligation
credit shoLIld
credit
should be reaclily
readily accorded
accorded where
where meritecl,
merited, and
and undue
imdue criticism
criticism

avoided.
avoided.
d. There
There are
are also
also peoples
peoples and
and individuals
individuals whose
whose instinctive
instinctive reacreaction in
in contact
contact with
with external
external influence
influence is
is that
that of
of self-submission.
self-submission.
tion
Here is
is found
found a people
people who,
who, influenced
influenced by
by the
the great
great power
power of
of the
the
-Here
United
States,
are
too
willing
to
shirk
their
individual
responsibility
United States,
too willing to shirk their individual responsibility
and are
are too
too ready
ready to
to let
let others
others shoulder
shoulder the
the full
full responsibility
responsibility for
for
ancl
restoring ancl,
and, still
still -worse.
worse, maintaining
maintaining order
order and
and normalcy.
normalcy. In
In this
this
restoring
event, if
if the
the majority
majority of
of the
the natives
natives are
are thus
thus inclined,
inclined, the
the initial
initial
event,
task is
is quite
quite easy.
easy, but
but difficulty
difficulty arises
arises in
in attempting
attempting to
to return
return the
the
task
responsibility to
to those
those to
to whom
whom it
it rightfully
rightfully belongs.
belongs. ~b
\s little
little local
local
responsibility
responsibility
as possible
possible to
to accomplish
accomplish the
the mission
mission should
should be
be asasresponsibility
as
sumed,
while
the
local
government
is
encouraged
to
carry
its
full
sumed, while the local government
is encouraged to carry its full
capacity
of responsibility.
responsibility. Any
Any other
other procedure
procedure weakens
Aveakens the
the sovsovcapacity of
ereign
state, complicating
complicating the
the relationship
relationship with
with the
the military
military forces
forces
ereign” state,
and
prolonging the
the occupation.
occupation.
nnd prolonging
23
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e, States are naturally ver~ proud of their sovereignty.
National
policy demands minimum interference
with that sovereignty.
On
occasion there is clash of opinion between the military and local civil
power in a given situation, and the greatest tact and diplomacy
is
required to bring the local political authorities to the military point
of view.
When the matter is important, final analysis may require
resort to more vigorous methods.
Before a compromise is attempted,
it should be clearly understood that such action does not sacrifice all
the advantages of both of the opposing opinions.
f. The natives are also proud individually.
One should not award
any humiliating
punishments
or issue orders which are unnecessarily
hurtful to the pride of the inhabitants.
In the all-important
interest of discipline, the invention and infliction of sl~ch punishments
no matter how trivial must be strictly prohibited in order to prevent
the bitterness which wonld naturally ensne.
g. In revolutions
resort may be had to sabotage.
Unless the circumstances demand otherwise, the repair of damage should be done
by civilian or prison labor, This will have a more unfavorable psychological effect on the revolutionists
than if the occupying forces were
employed to repair the damage.
1. Inhabitants of countries with a high rate of illiteracy have many
childlike characteristics.
In the guichmce of the destinies of sL~ch
people, the more that one shows a fraternal spirit, the easier will be
It is manifestly
unjust
the task and the more effective the results.
In
listening
to
peasants
relate
to judge such people by our standards.
a story, whether under oath or not, or give a bit of information? it m:ly
appear that they are tricky liars trying to deceive or hide the truth,
because they do not tell a coherent story.
It should be understood
~-hat these illiterate and uneducated people live. close to nature.
The
fact tlmt they are simple and highly imaginative
and that their background is based on some mystic form of religion gives rise to unusual
It becomes a teclimw responsibility
to elicit the
kinck of testimony.
untarnished truth.
This requires patience beyond words.
The same
cannot be said for all the white-collar,
scheming politicians
of the
city who are abie to distinguish
between right and wrong, but who
flagrantly
distort the truth.
is
~, The “underground”
or “grapevine?; met hod of communication
an effective means of transmitting
information and rumors with unbeWhen events happen in one
lievable rapidity among the natives.
locality which may bring objectionable. repercussions in another upon
receipt of this information,
it is ~1’ell to be prepared to expect the
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speedy transmission of that knowledge even in spite of every effort to
keep it localized or confidential.
The same means might be considered
for use by intelligence units in disseminating
propaganda and favorable publicity.
j. Often natives refuse to give any information
and the uninitiated
might immediately presume that they are members of the hostile. forces
or at least hostile sympathizers.
While the peasant hopes for the
restoration of peace and order, the constant. menace and fear of g-uerrillas is so overpowering that he does not dare to place any confidence
in an occasional visiting patrol of the occupying forces.
When the
patrol leader demands information,
the peasant should not be misjudged for failure to comply with the request, when by so doing, he
is signing his own death warrant.
k. Actual authority must not be exceeded in demanding information.
A decided advantage of having military government
or martial law
is to give the military authorities the power to bring legal summary,
and exemplary punishment to those W11Ogive. false information.
Another advantage of such government is the authority to require natives
to carry identification
cards on their persons constantly.
It has been
found that, the average native is not only willing and anxious, but
proud to carry some paper signed by a military authority tn show
that he is recognized.
The satisfaction
of this psychological
peculiarity and, what is more important or practical, its exploitation
to
facilitate
the identity of natives is a consideration
of importance.
This also avoids most of the humiliating
and otherwise unproductive
process often resorted to in attempting
to identify natives or their
possible relationship
to the opposing forces.
t. There are people among whom the spirit of self-sacrifice does not
exist to the extent found among more highly civilized peoples or
This may account for the
among races with fanatical tendencies.
absence of the individual bravery in the attack or assault by natives
even where their group has a great preponderance of numbers; among
certain peoples there is not the individual
combat, knifing, machete
attacks by lone men which one. encounters among others.
This may
be due to the lack of medical care provided, lack of religious fanaticism, lack of recognition for personal bravery, or lack of provision for
care of dependents in case of injury or death.
Psychological
study
of the people should take this matter into consideration
and the
and security
measures must be adapted
organization,
tactics,
accordingly.
m. It is customary for some people to attempt to place their officials
under obligation to them by offering gifts, or gratuitous services of
25
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clifferent kinds.
This is their custom and they will expect it to prevail
among others.
No matter how innocent acceptance may be, and in
spite of the cleterminat ion that it shall never influence subsequent
actions or decisions, it is best not to be a party to any such petty
bribery.
Another common result of such transaction is that. the native
resorts to this practice among his own people to inclicate that he is in
official favor, and ignorant individuals
on the other ha]]d believe it.
Or practically
impossible
Needless to say, wl~en it is embarrassing,
to refuse to accept a gift or gratuity, such acceptance should not influence subsequent. decisions.
To prevent subsequent. requests for
favors the following
is suggested:
Accept the gift with the proper
:mcl ex-petted delight; then, before the donor has an opportunity
to
see you and request a favor, sencl your servant. with “a few American
art icles obtainable
in our commissaries
ad
which are considered
delicacies by the nntives.
The amount should be about equal in
value, local] y, to the gift accepted; and ~~~lliilly the native will feel
that he has not placed you under an obligation.
n. Sometimes the hospitality
of the natives must be accepted, and
it is not. intended to imply that this shou]cl not be clone on appropriate
occasitms.
Chl tile contravy, this social intercourse is often fruitful
of a better mutual unclerstanciil)g.
Great care must be exercised that
such CO1)
tacts are J]ot limitecl to the people of any social group or
political lmrty.
This often leads to the most serious charges of discrimination
an(l favoritism which> even though untrne, will diminish
the respect., confidence, and support of all who feel that they are not
If opportunities
are not presented, they should
among the favored.
be createcl to demonstrate
clearly to all, that. contacts are not discriminate ory and tlmt opinions ancl act iol~s are absolllt el y impartial.
1–15. Attitude
and bearing.—a.
A knowledge
of the character
of the people aJIC1a command of their ]al]guage are great assets. Political methods and motives which govern the actions of foreign
people and their political parties, incomprehensible
at best to the
average NTorth American, are practically
beyond the. understanding
of persons who do not speak their language.
If not already f ami liar
with the language, all officers upon assignment. to expeditionary
duty
should study and acquire a working knowledge of it.
L. Lack of exact information
is normal in these operations, ‘as is
Lack of information cloes not justify withholding
true in all warfare.
orders when needed, nor failing to take action when” the situation
clemands it. The extent to which the intelligence
service can obtain
information
depends largely on the. attitude
acloptecl toward the
26
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loyal
and neutral
neutral population.
population. The
The natives
natives must
must be
be made
made to
to realize
realize
loyal and
the seriousness
seriousness of
of withholding
withholding infornmt
information,
but at
at the
the same
same time
time they
they
the
ion, but
must
protected from
from terrorism.
terrorism.
must be protected
c. From
From the
the very
very nature
nature of
of the
the operation,
operation, it
it is
is apparent
apparent that
that
military
force cannot
cannot be
be applied
applied at
at the
the stage
stage that
that would
would be
be most
most
military force
advantageous
from a tactical
tactical viewpoint.
viewpoint. Usually
Usually turbulent
turbulent situa
situa-advantageous
from
tions
become extremely
extremely critical
critical before
before the
the Government
Government feels
feels justified
justified
tions become
in
taking
strong
action.
Therefore,
it
is
of
the
utmost
importance
Therefore,
it
is
of
the
utmost
importance
in taking strong action.
to
determine the
the exact
exact moment
moment when
when the
the decision
decision of
of a commander
commander
to determine
should be
be applied.
applied. In
In a grtidually
gradually developing
developing situation
situation the
the “when”
"when"
should
is often
often the
the essence
essence of
of the
the decision.
decision. Problems
Problems which
which illustrate
illustrate the
the
is
results
of
too
hasty
or
tardy
decisions
will
be
of
value
in
developing
results of too hasty or tardy decisions will
of value in developing
thought along
along these
these lines.
lines. The
The force
force commander
commander should
should determine
determine
thought
his mission
mission and
and inform
inform all
all subordinates
subordinates accordingly.
accordingly. Commands
Commands
his
should be kept
kept fully
fully informed
informed of
of any
any modification
modification of
of the
the mission.
mission.
should
The
The decisions
decisions of
of subordinate
subordinate commanders
commanders should
should be
be strictly
strictly in
in accordaccordance with
with the
the desires
desires of
of their
their commanders.
commanders. For
For the
the subordinate
subordinate
ance
commander,
the
commander,
the decision
decision may
may be
be to
to determine
determine when
when he
he would
would be
be
justified
in opening
opening fire.
fire. For
For example,
example, the
the patrol
patrol leader
leader makes
makes conconjustified in
tact
tact with
with a.
a known
known camp
camp and
and at
at the
the last
last moment
moment finds
finds that
that women
women
camp
camp followers
followers are
are present
present ill
in the
the camp.
camp. Shall
Shall he
he fire
fire into
into the
the group?
group ?
Insofar
Insofar as it
it is practicable,
practicable, subordinate
subordinate military
military leaders
leaders should
should be
be
aided
in
making
such
decisions
by
previously
announced
policies
aided in making such decisions by previously announced policies
and instructions.
and
instructions.
d. Delay
Delay in
in the
the use
use of
of force,
force, and
and hesitation
hesitation to
to accept
accept responsibility
responsibility
for
for its
its employment
employment when
when the
the situation
situation clearly
clearly demands
demands it,
it, will
will always
always
be
interpreted
as
a
weakness.
be interpreted as weakness. Such
Such indecision
indecision will
will encourage
encourage further
further
disorder,
disorder, and
and will
will eventually
eventually necessitate
necessitate measures
measures more
more severe
severe than
than
those
those which
which would
would have
have sufficed
sufficed in
in the
the first
first instance.
instance. Drastic
Drastic punipunitive measures
tive
measures to
to induce
induce surrender,
surrender, or
or action
action in
in the
the nature
nature of
of reprisals,
reprisals,
may awaken
may
awaken sympathy
sympathy with
with the
tlie revolutionists.
revolutionists. Ilsprisals
Reprisals and
and punipunitive measures
tive
measures may
may result
result in
in the
the destruction
destruction of
of lives
lives and
and property
property of
of
innocent peo~:le;
innocent
people; such
such measures
measures may
may have
have an
an adverse
adverse effect
effect upon
upon the
the
discipline
of our
our own
own troops.
troops. (hod
Good judgment
judgment in
in dealing
dealing with
with such
such
discipline of
problems
calls for
for constant
constaiit and
and careful
careful surveillance.
surveillance. In
In extreme
extreme
problems calls
cases,
commanding officer
officer may
may be
be forced
forced to
to resort
resort to
to some:
some mild
mild
cases, a commanding
form
of
reprisal
to
keep
men
from
taking
more
severe
action
oh
their
form of reprisal to keep men from taking more severe action on their
own
initiative. However,
However, even
even this
this action
action is
is taken
taken with
with the
the full
full
own initiative.
knowledge
of possible
possible repercussions.
repercussions.
knowledge
of
e. In
In dealing
dealing with
with the
the native
native population,
population, only
only orders
orders which
which are
are
lawful,
specific, and
and couched
couched in
in clear,
clear, simple
simple language
language should
should be
be
lawful, specific,
27
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issued.
They should be firm and just, not impossible of execution
nor calculated to work needless hardship upon the recipient.
It is
well to remember this latter injunction in formulating
all orders dealing with the native population.
They may be the first to sense that
tin order is working a needless hardship upon them, and insteacl of
developing their support, friendship, and respect, the opposite effect
may result.
f. An important consideration
in dealing with the l]ative population ill small wars is the psychological
approach.
A study of the
racial :i]~cl social characteristics
of the people is made to determine
whether to approach them directly or indirectly,
or employ both
means simulta]leously.
~Shall the approach be by means of decisions.
orders, ]~ersonal appeals, or admonitions,
unconcealed effort, or administrative
control, all of which are calculated to attain the desired
end ? 01’ d~illl indirect methods by subtle inspiration,
propagancht
through ~.llggwtionq or undermining
the influential
leaders of the
opposition be attempted ? Direct methods will naturally create some
antagonism
and encourage certain obstruction, but if these methods
of approach are successful the result may be more speedily attained.
Indirect approach, on the other hand, might require more time for
accomplishment ~bl~t the result may be equally effective and probably
with less regrettable bitterness.
g. Propaganda
plays its part in approach to the people in small
wars, since people usually will respond to indirect. suggestion
but
The strength of suggestion is
may revolt against direct suggestion,
clependent upon the following
factors:
(1) La.Yt imp%wion —that is, of several impressions, the last is most
likely to be acted upon.
(2) Frequency—that
is, repetitions,
not one after another but
intervals separated by other impressions.
(3) Ecpet;tion-this
is distinguished
from frequency by being
re.pet itions, one after the other, without, having
other kinds of
impressions
interspersed.
h. The strongest suggestion is obtained by .a combination of “frePropaganda
at home also plays its
quency” and “last impressions.”
part in the public support of small wars. An ordinary characteristic
of small wars is the antagonistic
propaganda
against the campaign
or operations in the United States press or legislature.
One cannot
afford to ignore the possibilities
of propaganda.
Many authorities
believe that the Marine Force should rest rict publicity to a minimum
in order to prevent the spread of unfavorable
and antagonistic
prop28
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aganda
Uganda at
at home.
home. Howeyer,
However, it
it is believed
believed that
that when
when representatives
representatives
of the
of
the press
press demand
demand specific
specific information,
information, it
it should
should be
be given
given to
to them,
them,
if it
if
it is
is not
not of
of a.
a confidential
confidential nature
nature or such
such as will
Avill jeopardize
jeopardize the
the
mission.
Sometimes marines
marines are
are pressed
pressed with
with the
the question:
question: “Why
"Why
mission.
Sometimes
are
you here
here?"
The best
best method
method to
to follow
follow when
when a question
question of
of public
public
are you
?” The
policy
is involved
involved is to
to refer
refer the
the individual
individual to
to appropriate
appropriate civil
civil
policy is
authorities.
authorities.
/.~. There
There is an axiom
axiom in
in regular
regular warfare
warfare to
to strike
strike the
the hardest
hardest where
where
the
going is
is the
the easiest.
easiest. In
In small
small wars
wars also,
also, it
it is
is well
well to
to strike
strike most
most
the going
vigorously
and relentlessly
relentlessly when
when the
the going
going is the
the easiest.
easiest. When
When the
the
vigorously and
opponents
are on
on the
the run,
run, give
give them
them no
no peace
peace or
or rest,
rest, or time
time to
to make
make
opponents are
further
plans. Try
Try to
to avoid
avoid leaving
leaving a few
few straggling
straggling leaders
leaders in
in the
the
further plans.
field
at the
the end,
end, who
who with
with their
their increased
increased mobility,
mobility, easier
easier means
means of
of
field at
evasion,
and
the
determination
to
show
strength,
attempt
to
revive
evasion, and the determination
to show strength> attempt to revive
interest
by bold
bold strokes.
strokes. At
At this
this time,
time, public
public opinion
opinion shows
shows little
little
interest by
patience
in the
the enterprise,
enterprise, and
and accepts
accepts with
with less
less patience
patience any
any explaexplapatience in
nation
nation for
for the
the delay
delay necessary
necessary to
to bring
bring the
the operation
operation to
to a close.
close.
j. In
In street
street fighting
fighting against
against mobs
mobs or
or rioters,
rioters, the
the effect
effect of
of fire
fire is
is gengenerally
not due
due to
to the
the casualties
casualties but
but due
due to
to the
the fact
fact that
that it
it denlondemonerally not
strates
the determination
determination of
of the
the authorities.
authorities. Unless
Unless the
the use
use of
of fire
fire is
is
strates the
too
long
delayed,
a
single
round
often
is
all
that
is
necessary
to
carry
too long delayed,
single round often
all that
necessary to carry
conviction.
Naturally one
one attempts
attempts to accomplish
accomplish his
his mission
mission vrithwitheonyiction.
Naturally
out
firing but
but when
when at
at the
the critical
critical moment
moment all
all such
such means
means have
have failed,
failed,
out firing
then one
then
one must
must fire.
fire. One
One should
should not
not make
make a threat
threat without
without the
the intention
intention
to carry
carry it
it out.
out. Do
Do not
not fire
fire without
without giving
giving specific
specific warning.
warning. Fire
Fire
without specific
without
specific warning
warning is
is only
only justified
justified when
when the
the mob
mob is
is actively
actively
endangering
life or
or property.
property. In
In disturbances
disturbances or
or riots
riots when
when a mob
mob
endangering
life
has been
been ordered
ordered to
to disperse,
disperse, it
it must
must be
be feasible
feasible for
for the
the mob
mob to
to disdishas
perse.
perse. Military
Military interventions
interventions are
are actually
actually police
police functions,
functions, although
although
warlike
warlike operations
operations often
often ensue.
ensue. There
There is
is always
always the
the possibility
possibility of
of
domestic
domestic disturbances
disturbances getting
getting beyond
beyond the
the control
control of
of local
local police.
police.
Hence the
the necessity
necessity of
of employing
employing regular
regular forces
forces as
as a reserve
reserve or
or reenreenHence
fforcements
orcements for
for varying
varying periods
periods after
after the
the restoration
restoration of
of normal
normal condiconditions.
tions.
^.
The personal
personal pride,
pride, uniform,
uniform, and
and bearing
bearing of
of the
the marines,
marines, their
their
k. The
dignity, courtesy,
courtesy, consideration,
consideration, language,
language, and
and personality
personality will
will have
have
dignity,
an important
important effect
effect on
on the.
the civilian
civilian attitude
attitude toward
toward the
the forces
forces of
of'occuan
~occupation. In
In a country,
country, for
for example,
example, where
where the
the wearing
wearing of
of a coat,
coat, like
like
pation.
wearing
w-earing shoes,
shoes, is
is the
the outward
outward and
and unmistakable
unmistakable sign
sign of
of a distinct
distinct
social classification,
classification, it
it is
is quite
quite unbecoming
unbecoming for
for officers
officers who
who accept
accept the
the
social
hospitality of
of the
the native
native club
club for
for a dance,
dance, whether
whether local
local ladies
ladies and
and
hospitality
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oent]elnell are
gentlemen
are ill
in eyenin~c]othcs
evening clothes or
or ]]ot,
]iot, to
to appear
appear ill
in theirkhaki
their khaki shirts.
shirts.
;t
It appears
appears that
that the
the Unite(l
United Stiltesandt]leir
States and their representatives
representatives have
have lost
lost
a certain
amount
of
prestige
\T-llen
they
place
then~selves
in
the
emcertain amount of i^restige Avhen they place themselves in the embarrassing position
position of
of receiving
receiving a co~llteo~lsllotefrom
courteous note from apeople
a people ordiordibarrassing
narily
narily considered
considered backward,
backward, inviting
inviting attention
attention to
to this
this impropriety.
impropriety.
On the
the other
other hand,
hand, care
care shoLdd
should be
be exercised
exercised not
not to
to humiliate
humiliate the
the
On
natives. ‘hey
They are usually
usually proucl
proud and
and humiliation
humiliation will
will cause
cause resentresent]latives.
nlent
ment which
which will
will nave
have an
an unfavorable
unfavorable reaction.
reaction. Nothing
Nothing should
should be
said
t-aid or
or done
done which
Avhich implies
implies inferiority
inferiority of
of the
the status
status or
or of
of the
the soversovereignty
of
tl]e
IIative
people.
They
should
never
be
treated
as
a
eignty of the native people. They should never be treated as conconqnereh
quered people.
people.
?.
I. Often
Often the
the military
military find
find themselves
themselves in
in the
the position
position of
of arbiters
arbiters in
in
clifferences
differences betwetm
between rival
rival political
political factions.
factions. This
This is common
common in
in serving
serving
on electoral
electoral missions.
missions. The
The in[liyidual
individual of
of any
any faction
faction believes
believes himself
himself
possession of
of the
the truth
truth and
and cam]ot
cannot refrain
refrain from
from affirming
affirming that
that anyanyin possession
OIWW11O
one who does
does not
not agree
agree witl~
with him
him is
is entirely
entirely ill
in error.
error. ELLchwill
Each will attest
attest
to the
the clishonest
dishonest intentions
intentions or stupidity
stupidity of
of the
the other
other and
and will
will attempt
attempt
to
by
by every
every possible
possible means
means to
to early
carry his
his point
point of
of view
view irrespective
irrespective of
of its
its
merits. They
They are
are excitable
excitable beings
beings and
and prone
prone to
to express
express their
their feelings
feelings
merits.
forcibly. They
They are
are infll~enced
influenced by
by personal
personal partiality
partiality based
based upon
upon famfamforcibly.
ily or
or political
political connections
connections and
and friendship.
friendship. Things
Things go
go by
by favor.
favor.
ily
Though they
they may
may appear
appear brusque
brusque at
at times
times they
they feel
feel a slight
slight keenly,
keenly,
Though
and they
they know
know I1OWto
how to respect
respect the
the susceptibilities
susceptibilities of
of their
their fellows.
fellows.
and
m.
ions$ part
icnlarly of
olin. In
In some
some revolut
reA'olutions,
particularly
of econcmic
economic origin,
origin, the
the ffollowers may
may be men
men in want
want of
of food.
food. A
A hungry
hungry man
man will
will not
not be ininlowers
clined to
to listen
listen to
to reason
reason and
and will
will resort
resort to
to measures
measures more
more daring
daring ancl
and
clined
desperate
desperate than
than uncler
under normal
normal conclitions.
conditions. This
This should
should be
be given
given conconsideration, when
when tempted
tempted to
to burn
burn or otherwise
otherwise clestroy
destroy private
private proppropsideration?
erty or
or stores
stores of
of the
the guerrillas.
guerrillas.
erty
n.
«. In
In the
the interior
interior there
there are
are natives
natives who
who have
have never
never been
been 10
10 miles
miles
from their
their home,
home, who
who seldom
seldom see strangers,
strangers, and
and much
much less
less a white
white
from
man or
or a foreigner.
foreigner. They
They judge
judge the
the ~Tnited
United States
States and
and the
the ideals
ideals and
and
man
standards
standards of
of its
its people
people by
by the
the conduct
conduct of
of its
its representatives.
representatives. It
It may
may
no more
more than
than a passing
passing patrol
patrol whose
whose deportment
deportment or
or language
language is
is
be no
judged, or
or it
it may
may be
be fairness
fairness in the
the purchase
purchase of
of a bunch
bunch of
of bananas.
bananas.
juclged,
The policy
policy of
of the
the United
United States
States is
is to
to pay
pay for
for value
value received,
received, and
and
The
])rompt payment
payment of
of a reasonable
reasonable price
price for
for supplies
supplies or
or services
services rendered
rendered
prompt
should be made
made in
in every
every instance.
instance. Although
Although the
the natives
natives of
of the
the capitals
capitals
should
or towhs
towns may
may have
have a greater
greater opportunity
opportunity to
to see
see foreigners
foreigners and
and the,
the
or
forces of
of occupation,
occupation, the
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps nevertheless
nevertheless represents
represents the
the
forces
United States
States to
to them
them also,
also, ancl
and it behooves
behooves every
every marine
marine to
to conduct
conduct
United
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There is no service which calls for greater exerhimself accordingly.
cise of judgment,, persistency, patience? tact, and rigid military justice
than in small wars, and nowhere is more of the humane and sympathetic side of a, military force demanded than in this type of operation.
1–16. Conduct of our troops.—-+
In addition to the strictly military plans and preparations
incident to the military occupation of a.
foreign country, there should be formulated
a method or policy
for deriving the greatest benefit from psychological
prmctices in the
field.
To make this effective, personnel of the command must be
indoctrinated
with these principles.
While it is true that the command will generally reflect the attitude of the commander, this will
or desire of the supreme authority should be disseminated
among the
subordinates
of all grades.
‘l%e indoctrination
of all ranks with
respect to the proper attitude toward the civilian population
may
be accomplished
readily by means of a series of brief and interesting
lectures prepared under the direction of the military
commander
and furnished all units.
These lectures may set forth our mission,
the purpose of our efforts, our accomplishments
to date in the betterment oi conditions, our objectives of future accomplishment,
etc.
b. Uncertain y of the situation and the future creates a certain
psychological
doubt or fear in the minds of the individual
concerned; if the individual
is entirely unaccustomed
to it, and the
situation
seems decidedly g-rave, his conduct mny be abnormal or
even erratic.
This situation
of uncertainty
existsl ordinarily
to a
pronounced degree in small wars, particularly
in the initial phases of
landing and occupation.
The situation itself and the form of the
orders and instructions
which the marine commander
will receive
are often indefinite.
In regular warfare, clear cut ordera are given,
or may be expected, defining situations, missions, objectives, instructions, and the like, in more or less detail; in small wars, the initial
orders may be fragmentary
and lack much of the ordinary detail.
However unfortunate
this may be, or how difficult it may make the
task, this is probably the normal situation upon landing.
In order
to be prepared to overcome the usual psychological
reaction resulting from such uncertainty,
studies and instructions
in small wars
should be accompanied
by practice in the issuance of orders.
c. The responsibility
of officers engaged in small wars and the
training necessmy are of a very different order from their responsibilities and training in ordinary military duties.
In the latter case,
they simply strive to attain a method of producing the maximum
31
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physicul
physical effect
effect with
with the
the force
force ~t
at their
their disposd.
disposal. In
In small
small wars,
wars, caucaution
tion must
must be
be exercised,
exercised, and
and instead
instead of
of striving
striving to
to generate
generate the
the nmximaximum
nium power
power with
with forces
forces avni]able,
available, the
the goal
goal is
is to
to gain
gain decisive
decisive results
results
with
with the
the least
least application
application of
of force
force and
and the
the consequent
consequent minimum
minimum loss
loss
of
life.
This
requires
recourse
to
the
principles
of
psychology,
and
of life. This requires recourse to the principles of psychology, and
is
is the
the reason
reason why
why the
the study
study of
of psychology
psychology of
of the
tlie people
people is so in~important in
portant
in preparation
preparation for
for small
small wars.
wars.
d. In
In major
major warfare,
warfare, batrecl
hatred of
of the
the enemy
enemy is developed
developed among
among
troops
to arouse
arouse courage.
courage. In
In small
small wars,
wars, tolerance:
tolerance, sympathy,
sympathy, ancl
and
troops to
kindness
should be
be the
the keynote
keynote of
of tjllr
our relationship
relationship with
with the
the mass
mass
kindness should
of the
the population.
population. There
There is nothing
nothing in this
this principle
principle which
which shoulcl
should
of
make any
any oflicer
officer or
or mall
man hesitate
hesitate to act
act with
with the
the necessary
necessary firmness
firmness
make
within
the limit
limitation
by the
the principles
principles which
which have
have been
been
within the
ation iimposed
n)poswl by
laid down,
down, whenever
wlitnever there
there is contact
contact with
with armed
armed opposition.
opposition.
laid
1-17. Summary.—a.
Summary.—a. Psychological
Psychological errors
errors may
maj'^ be committetl
connnitted
1–17.
w^hich antagonize
antagonize the
the populati{m
population of
of the
the country
country occupied
occupied ancl
and all
all
which
istakes nlay
the foreign
foreign sympathizers;
sympathizers; nl
mistakes
may huve
have tile
the most
most far-reaching
far-reaching
the
effect and
and it
it mn,y
may require
require a long
long period
period to
to reestablish
reestablish confidence,
confidence,
effect
respect, and
and order.
order. Small
Small wars
wai's involve
involve a wide
wide range
range of
of activities
activities
respect,
including diplomacy,
diplomacy, contacts
contacts with
with the
the civil
civil popul:ltion
population and
and warwarincludinq
fare of
of the
the most
most diflicult
difficult ki]l(l.
kind. The
The situation
situation is often
often Ilncertail]q
uncertain,
fare
the orders
orders are
are sometimes
sometimes in(lefinite,
indefinite, nncl
and although
although the
the authority
authority of
of
the
the military
military coinmander
commander is at time
time in (loubt,
doubt, he
he usually
usually assumes
assumes full
full
the
responsibility. The
The milit
military
individual cnunot
cannot afford
afford to
to be
be intimiintimim-y in(lividual
responsibility.
dated by
by the
the responsibilities
responsibilities of
of his
his positions,
positions, or
or by
by the
the fear
fear that
that
dated
fail
to
receive
supHe
will
rarely
his actions
actions w-ill
will not
not be
be supporte(l.
supported. He will rarely fail to receive suphis

port ifif he has acte(l
acted with
with cant
caution
and reasonable
reasonable n~()(leration,
moderation, couplecl
coupled
port
iol] ancl
with the
the necessary
necessary firn~ness.
firmness.
with

On
On the
the other
other hand
hatid inaction
inaction and
and refusid
refusal
to accept
accept responsibility
responsibility tire
are likely
to shake
shake c(mfi(lence
confidence in
in him,
him, evel~
even
to
Iilwly to
though he
he be not
not directly
directly ce~lsurecl.
censured.
though
h. The
The purpose
purpose shoul~l
should always
always be to restore
restore normal
normal government
government or
or
b.
give the
the people
people a better
better government
government than
than they
they hacl
had before,
before, and
and to
to estabestabgive
lish peace,
peace, order,
order, and
and security
security on
on as permanent
permanent a basis
basis as practicable.
practicable.
lish
Gradually there
there must
must be
be instilied
instilled in
in the
the inhabitants’
inhabitants' minds
minds the
the leading
leading
Gradually
ideas of
of civilization,
civilization, the
the security
security al~d
and sanctity
sanctity of
of life
life and
and property.
property, and
and
ideas
imlividual
ivicll~:~l liberty.
liberty. In
In so
so cloing,
doing, one
one should
should encleavor
endeavor to
to make
make selfselfin~l
sufficient native
native agencies
agencies responsible
responsible for
for these
these matters.
matters. With
With ;11
all this
this
sufficient
accomplished, orw
one should
should be
be able
able to
to leave
leave the
the country
country with
with the
the lasting
lasting
accomplished.
friendship and
and respect
respect of
of the
the native
native population.
population. The
The practicai
practical appliafflifriendship
cation of
of psychology
psychology is largely
largely a matter
matter of
of common,
common, sense,
seiise.
cation
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SEC TioN IV
SECTIONIV

RELATIONSHIP WITH
WITH THE
THE STATE
STATE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
RELATIONSHIP
Importance of
of cooperation._..
cooperation
Importance
._.. _... _________ ----------prescribed by N“avyreg(llatiolls
Navy regulations ---------Principles prescribedby
-------Contact ithSt
with ateDepartment
State Department representatives____________
representatives
Contactw
_

Pm.
Par.
1-18
1–18
1-19
1–19
1-20
1–20

Page
Page
33
33
33
33
34
34

1-18.
Importance of
of cooperation.—a.
cooperation.—a. One
One of
of the
the principal
principal obob1–18. Importance
stacles with which the
the naval
naval forces
forces are
are confronted
confronted in
in small
small war
war situasituastacleswithw-hich
tions is
is the
the one
one that
that hastoc
has to lo
do with
with the
the absence
absence ofa
of a clean-cut
clean-cut lineof
line of
tions
demarcation between
between State
State Department
Department authority
authority and
and military
military
clemarcation
authority.
nut
hority.
h.
In a major
major war,
war, “diplomatic
"diplomatic relations”
relations" are
are summarily
summarily severed
severed
b. In
at the
the beginning
beginning of
of the
the struggle.
struggle. During
During such
such a war,
war, diplomatic
diplomatic
at
intercourse proceeds
proceeds through
through neutral
neutral channels
channels in
in a mam~er
manner usually
usually not
not
intercourse
directly detrimental
detrimental to
to the
the belligerents.
belligerents. There
There are
are numerous
lumierous preceprececlirectly
dents in
in small
small wars
wars which
Avhich indicate
indicate that
that cliplomacy
diplomacy does
does not
not relax
relax its
its
dents
grip on
on the
the situation,
situation, except
except perhaps
perhaps in
in certain
certain ()f
of its
its more
more formal
formal
grip
manifestations. The
The underlying
underlying reason
reason for
for this
this condition
condition is
is the
the clesire
desire
manifestations.
to
keep
the
war
"small,"
to
confine
it
within
a
strictly
limited
scope,
strictly limitecl scope,
to keep the war “small,” to confine it within
and
to cleprive
deprive it,
it, insofar
insofar as
as may
may be
be possible.
possible, of
of the
the more
more outstnnclin~~
outstanding
ancl to
aspects
of “war.
"war."
The existence
existence of
of this
this condition
condition calls
calls for
for the
the earnest
earnest
The
aspects of
”
cooperation
between
the
State
Department
representatives
and
naval
coopcuation between the State Department
representatives
and naval
authorities.
authorities.
c. There
There are
are no
no definecl
defined principles
principles of
of “Joint
"Joint Action”
Action" between
between the
the
State
Department ancl
and the
the Na~y
Navy Department
Department by
by which
which the
the latter
latter is
is to
to
State Department
be restricted
restricted or guidecl,
guided, when
when its
its representatives
representatives become
become involved
involved in
in
situations
calling for
for such
such cooperation.
cooperation. In
In the
the absence
absence of
of a clearly
clearly
situations cfllling
defined
directive, tlie
the naval
naval service
service has
has for
for guidance
guidance only
only certain
certain gerlgendefined clirective,
eral
principles
that
have
been
promulgated
through
Navy
Regulations.
eral principles tlmt have been promulgated through YTavy Regulations.
1-19.
Principles prescribed
prescribed by
by Navy
Navy Regulations.—a.
Regulations.—a. The
The
1–19. Principles
principles
referred to
to as
as set
set forth
forth in
in N’avy
Navy Regulations,
Regulations, 19201
1920, are,
are, for
for
principles referre(l
ready
reference,
herein
quoted:
=
ready reference, herein qllotecl:
718
(1) The Cmnmander
Commander ill
in Chief shall
shall preser~-e,
preserve, so
so far as
as possible.
possible, the most
most
718 (1)
cordial relations
rehitions with the
the dipltmlatic
diplomatic and
and consular
consular representatil-es
representatives of the United
corclial
States in foreign countries
countries and
and extend
extend to them
them the
the honors.
honors, salutes,
siilutes, and
and other
States
official courtesies
courtesies to which
which they
they ill’t’
are entitlecl
entitled by these
these regulations.
regulations.
{Ifficial
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(2) He shall c:ir+lfully [III(1(lIIITco]lsider an)- rl,qnest for scrvict~or other communication from ally smh 1~’~]rt’st’]lt~~tives.
(3) .llthough dne weight sl](mld Iw .gircn 1t) the (~[)inionsand :idvice of such
representatives, a {wmlm uding oftiw’r is solely and entirely r(wponsible to his
{Jwnimmediate superior for a11{)ffk’iaI acts in the achninistratio~l(If his command.
719. The (lmmmlider in Chief :h:ill, as a g(i]wral rule, when in foreign ports,
C(JmlllUnk’at~ with local civil officials and foreign diphmlatie and consular authorities through the dil~lomatic or consular relm+entntive of the LTnited States on
the spot.
3. The

attitucle of the Navy

Department

towards

the relationship

that should exist between the naval forces and the cliplomatic
of the Government
Experience
followed

is clearly

whether

interposition

by our forces

closer cooperation

controversies,

of our Government

with the naval

have

with foreign

is incic]ent to extended

or to minor

branch

quotations.

authorities

of these articles in their intercourse
such intercourse

tained have met with the approval
towards

by the fore~oin~

has shown that where naval and military

the “spirit”

countries,

indicated

nonhostile

the results atand have tended

and military

forces on the

part of our diplomats.
c. It should be borne in mind that the matter of working

in cooper-

ation with the State Department
officials is not restricted entirely to
higher officials.
In many cases very junior subordinates of the State
Department
might involve

and the N1arine Corps
the United

may have to solve problems

that

States in serious difficulties.

with State
Department
representatives.—’hehe
1–20. Contact
State Department representative
may be of great help to the military
commander whose knowledge of the political machinery of the country
It is therefore most desirable that he
may be of a general nature.
avail himself of the opportunity
to confer immediately with the nearThrough the latter, the comest State Department
representative.
mander may become acquainted with the details of the politicnl situation, the economic conditions,
means of communication,
and the
strength and organization
of the native military forces.
He will be
able to learn the names of the governmental
functionaries
and familiarize himself with the names of the leading officials and citizens in
Through the diplomatic representhe area in whicli he is to operate.
tative the military commander may reaclily contact the Chief Executive, become acquainted with the government’s
leading officials and
expeditiously
accomplish many details incident to the occupation of
the country.
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SECTION V

THE

CHAIN

OF COMMAND—NAVY

AND

MARINE

CORPS

Par.
Navy regulations-----------------. _____ _______________
Control of joint operations---- . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _
The directive ------------________ _________________ ______
Naval offioer comrnandin gashore..___ ______ __ ____________
Marine officer commanding ashore-- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Marine+-constabulary ------ - ------------------------___
Direct control by Navy Department-.. --------------------

1-21.
states:

Navy

regulations.—a.

“When

serving

Article

575, Navy

on shore in cooperation

Page
35
35
36
37
37
39
39

1–21
1–22
1–23
1–24
1–25
1–26
1-27

Regulations,
with

1920

vessels of’ the

Navy, brigade commanders or the officer commanding the detachment
of marines shall be subject to the orclers of the commander
in chief,
or, in his absence, to the orders

of the senior officer in command

vessels specially

detailed

Lined operations

so long as such senior officer is senior in rank to the

officer commanding
the brigade

by the Commander

in chief

of

the brigacle or the detachment

commander

on such com-

of marines.

or the officer commanding

senior to the senior officer in command of the vessels specially
by the Commander
in the opinion
inadvisable

in Chief

on such combined

of the Commander

to intrust

in Chief,

such combil]ed

afloat, the ~mmander

operations,

command

576, it is provided

the whole force of marines in general
Regulations

officer

commands
under the

in Cl]ief.”
that:

other senior line officer of the Marine
in the Navy

detailed
or when,

to the senior

in Chief will constitute independent

orders of the Commander

b. In article

is

it is for any reason deemed

of the forces ashore. and afloat, which forces will cooperate
general

When

the detachment

“The

brigade

Corps

present

analogy

comxnancler or
shall command

to the duties prescribed

for the senior naval officer present when two

or more naval vessels are servin:

in. company,

but the. commander

of

each regiment, separate battalion, or detachment shall exercise the
functions of command over his regiment, battalion, or detachment in
like general
vessel.~~

analogy

to the cluties of the commander

of joint operations.-In
a situation involving
the
of a marine force in a small war campaign, the directive

1–22. Control

utilization

of each naval
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for the
for
the marine
marine force
force commander
commander usually
usually requires
requires him
him to
to report
report to
to the
the
The
The Major
Major
General
General Commandant
Commandant exercises
exercises only
only administrative
administrative control
control over
over the
the
marine
marine force;
force; its
its operations
operations are
are controlled
controlled by
by the
the Chief
Chief of
of Naval
Naval OperOperations
ations directly,
directly, or
or through
through the
the senior
senior naval
naval officer
officer present,
present, ifif he be
senior
senior to
to the
the marine
marine force
force commander.
commander. Consequently,
Consequently, no
no operation
operation
plans
plans or
or instructions
instructions with
with regard
regard to
to the
the tactical
tactical employment
employment of
of the
the
marine
marine force
force originate
originate in
in the
the office of
of the
the Major
Major General
General commandant.
Commandant.
1–23.
a. In
1-23. The
The directive.—
directive.—a.
In situations
situations calling
calling for
for the
the use
use of
of naval
naval
and marine
marine forces
forces in
in operations
operations involving
involving protection
protection of
of life
life and
and proppropand
erty and
and the
the preservation
preservation of
of law
law and
and order
order in
in unstable
unstable countries,
countries, the
the
erty
burden
burden of
of enforcing
enforcing the
the policies
policies of
of the
the State
State Department
Department rests
rests with
with
the Navy.
Navy. The
The decisions
decisions with
with regard
regard to
to the
the forces
forces to
to be
be used
used in
in any
any
the
situation are
are made
made by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy as the
the direct
direct reprerepresituation
sentative of
of the
the President.
President. Through
Through the
the Chief
Chief of
of Naval
Naval Operations,
Operations,
sentative
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy exercises
exercises control
control of
of these
these forces.
forces. The
The direcdirecthe
tive issued
tive
issued to
to the
the naval
naval commander
commander who
who is
is to
to represent
represent the
the Navy
Navy
Department
Department in
in the
the theater
theater of
of operations
operations is
is usually
usually very
very brief,
brief, but
but
the same
same time,
time, clearly
clearly indicative
indicative of
of the
the general
general policies
policies to
to be
be folfolat the
lowed.
lowed. The
The responsibility
responsibility for
for errors
errors committed
committed by
by the
the naval
naval comcommander in
in interpreting
interpreting these
these policies
policies and
and in
in carrying
carrying out
out the
the general
general
mander
orders of
of the
the Navy
Navy Department
Department rests
rests with
with such
such naval
naval commander.
commander.
orders
5. If,
If, as
as is
is the
the usual
usual situation,
situation, the
the naval
naval commander
commander is
is the
the senior
senior
b,
officer present
present in
in the
the theater
theater of
of operations,
operations, his
his sole
sole directive
directive may
may be
be
officer
in the
the form
form of
of a dispatch.
dispatch. A
A typical
typical clirective
directive of
of this
this type
type is
is set
set forth
forth
in
follows:
as follows:
senior
senior officer
officer present
present in
in the
the area
area of
of anticipated
anticipated operations.
operations.

INTERNAL
POLITICAL SITUATION
SITUATION IN (name of country
country)) HAS
HAS REQUIRED
REQUIRED
INTERNAL POLITICAL
SENDING OF FOLLOWING
FOLLOWING NAVAL
NAVAL FORCES
FORCES (here follow
follow list of forces) TO
SENDING
) WATERS
WATERS WITH
WITH ORDERS
ORDERS TO REPORT
REPORT TO SENIOR
SENIOR NAVAL
NAVAL OFFIOFFI((
CER FOR
FOR DUTY
DUTY POLICY
POLICY OF GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT SET FORTH
FORTH IN OPNAV
OPNAV DISPATCHES (
AND (
WILL ASSUME
ASSUME COMMAND
COMMAND OF ALL
ALL
PATCHES
) AND
) YOU WILL
) WATER
NAVAL FORCES
FORCES IN
IN (
WATER AND
AND Al’
AT (
IN FULLEST
FULLEST
NAVAL
}) AND IN
COOPERATION WITH
WITH AMERICAN
AMERICAN AMBASS.lDOR
AMBASSADOR AND
AND CONSULAR
CONSULAR OFFIOFFICOOPERATION
CERS WILL
WILL CARRY
CARRY OFT
OUT POLICY
POLICY OF US GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT SET FORTH
FORTH IN
IN
REFERENCE DISPATCHES.
DISPATCHES.
REFERENCE
Under the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the foregoing
foregoing directive,
directive, a naval
naval comcomc. LTnder
mander concerned
concerned would
would be placed
placed in
in a position
position of
of great
great resp-onsirespionsimander
bility and
and in
in accomplishing
accomplishing his
his task,
task, he
he would
would necessarily
necessarily clemand
demand
bility
the highest
highest degree
degree of
of loyalty
loyalty and
and cooperation
cooperation of
of all
all those
those under
under his
his
the
command.
The
usual
procedure,
adopted
by
the
naval
commander,
command.
The usual procedure, adopted by the naval commander,
would be first
first to
to make
make a careful
careful estimate
estimate of
of the
the situation?
situation, then
then
would
36
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xrrive at a decision, draw LIp his plan based on this decision, and
issue the necessary operation orders.
1–24. Naval
officer commanding
ashore.—If
the force to be
landed consists of naval and marine units and is placed under the
direct command of a naval officer, matters with regard to the relat ionship between the forces tishore and the naval commander afloat
will give rise to little or no concern.
The naval oflicer afloat will,
under such conditions,
usually remain in the immediate vicinity of
the land operations,
maintain constant contact with all phases of
the situation
as it develops, and exercise such functions
of command over both the forces ashore and those afloat as he considers
conducive to the most efficient accomplishment
of his task.
Commanders of marine units of the landing force will bear the same
relationship
toward the naval officer in command of the troops
ashore as it set down for subordinate units of a battalion. regiment,
or brigade, as the case may be.
1–25. Marine
officer commanding
ashore.—a.
When the force
landed comprises a marine brigade or smaller organization
under the
command of a marine officer, and snch forces become engaged in a
type of operation that does not lend itself to the direct control by
the naval commander afloat, many questions with regard to the relationship between the marine forces ashore and the naval forces
The marine force commander, in this
afloat will present themselves.
situation, should not lose sight of, and should make every effort to
incbctrinate
those uncler his command with the idea that the task
to be accomplished
accomplishment
and that

is a ‘{Navy

task”;

rests primarily

with

regardless

nnd control

of

any

apparent

by such superior,

that the responsibility
the immediate
absence of

the plans

direct

and policies

commander afloat must be adhered to.
b. The vessels of the naval force may be withdrawn
mediate
certain
himself,
with

theater

of

operations;

vessels to routine
may

return

the marine

force

patrol

to his

the

naval

missions

normal

commander
along

station

its

afloat;

supervision
of

the naval

from

the im-

may

the coast;

and

for

superior

assign

while

maintain

and the vessels uncler his command

he,

contact
by radio

or other means of communication.
e. The directive
provide

issued to the marine

force commander

that he keep in constant communication

mander

will

usually

with the naval com-

afloat in order that the latter may at all times be fully inThe extent to which the marine
formed of the situation ashore.
force commander will be required to furnish detailed information
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to
to the
the naval
naval commander
commander will
will depend
depend on
on the
the policy
policy established
established by
by the
the
latter.
As
latter.
As a general
general rule,
rule, the
the naval
naval commander
commander will
will allow
allow a great
great
deal
of latitude
latitude in
in the
the strictly
strictly internal
internal administration
administration of
of the
the marine
marine
deal of
force and
force
and the
the details
details of
of the
the tactical
tactical employment
employment of
of the
the various
various units
units
of
that force.
force. He
He should,
should, however,
however, be
be informed
informed of
of all
all matters
matters relarelaof that
tive to
tive
to the
the policy
policy governing
governing such
such operations.
operations. In
In case
case the
the naval
naval
commander
does
commander
does not,
not, through
through the
the medium
medium of
of routi]le
routine visits,
visits, keep
keep
himself informed
himself
informed of
of the.
the tactical
tactical disposition
disposition of
of tl~e
the mrious
various units
units of
of
the marine
the
marine force,
force, he
he should
should be
be furnished
furnished with
with sufficient
sufficient information
information
with regard
with
regard thereto
thereto as
as to
to el~able
enable l~inl
him to
to maintain
maintain ua clear
clear picture
picture of
of
the general
general situation.
situation.
the
d.
Usually the
the naval
naval commander
commander will
will be required
required to
to submit
svibmit to
to the
the
d. [-sually
Navy Department.
Department, periodically,
periodically, a report
report embracing
embracing all
all the
the existing
existing
N’avy
economic, political>
political, and
and tactical
tactical phases
phases of
of the,
the situation.
situation. The
The naval
naval
ecouomic,
commander will,
will, in
in turn,
turn, call
call upon
upon the
the marine
marine force
force commander
commander for
for
commander
any reports
reports of
of those
those matters
matters as are
are within
within the
the scope
scope of
of the
the theater
theater
any
in which
which the
the force
force is
is operating.
operating.
in
e. Estimates
Estimates of
of this
this sort
sort carefully
carefully prepared
prepared will
will often
often preclude
preclude the
the
necessity of
of submitting
submitting detailed
detailed and
and separate
separate reports
reports on the
the matters
matters
necessity
involved and
and will
will greatly
greatly assist
assist the
the naval
naval commander
commander in
in his
his endeavor.
endeavor,
involved
through the
the coordination
coordination of
of the
the other
other information
information at
at his
his disposal,
disposal,
through
to render
render to
to the
the Navy
Navy Department
Department a III(JH!
mcire comprehensive
comprehensive ana@is
analysis of
of
to
the situation
situation confronting
confronting him.
him.
the
/. When
Wlien questions
questions of
of major
major importance
importance arise,
arise, either
either involving
involving a
f.
considerable change
change in
in the
the tactical
tactical disposition
disposition aINI
and employment
employment of
of the
the
considerable.
marine force,
force, or
or the
the policies
policies outlined
outlined 1)y
by the
the na~al
naval commander,
commander, the,
the
marine
latter
latter should
should be
be informed
informed thereof
thereof in sufficient,
sufficient time
time to
to allow
allow him
him to
to
participate in
in any
any discussion
discussion that
that might
might be had
had between
between the
the political.
political,
participate
diplomatic,
diplomatic, and
and military
military authorities
authorities with
with regard
regard thereto.
thereto. It
It should
should
be remembered
remembered that
that in making
making decisions
decisions in
in matters
matters of
of importance,
importance,
be
whether
whether or
or not
not these
these decisions
decisions are
are made
made upon
upon the
the advice
advice of
of our
our diplodiplomatic
atives, the
matic represent
representatives,
the marine-force
marine-force commander
commander is
is responsible
responsible to
to
his immediate
immediate superior
superior afloat.
afloat.
his
g.
g. In
In adclition
addition to the
the principles
principles that
that are
are necessarily
necessarily adhered
adhered to
to inciincident to
to the
the “chain
"chain of
of command.”
command,"' a marine-force
marine-force commander
commander on
on foreign
foreign
dent
shore
shore habitually
habitually turns
turns to the,
the N’avy
Navy for
for assistance
assistance in
in accomplishing
accomplishing the
the
innumerable administrative
administrative tasks
tasks involved
involved in
in the
the small-war
small-war situations.
situations.
innumerable
Matters with
with regard
regard to
to water
water transport
transportation
for evacuation
evacuation of
of perperMatters
at ion for
sonnel, matters
matters concerning
concerning supply,
supply, matters
matters involving
involving intercourse
intercourse with
with
sonnel,
our diplomatic.
diplomatic representatives
representatives in countries
countries in
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of the
the
our
theater of
of operations,
operations, matters
matters relating
relating to
to iassistance
assistance from
from the.
the Army
Army
theater
38
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in supply and transportation,
and any number of other phases of an
administrative
nature can be more expeditiously
and conveniently
handled through the medium of the naval commander whose prerogatives and facilities are less restricted than those of the commander in
the field.
1–26. Marine-Constabulary.-When
there is a separate marine
detachment
engaged in the organization
and training of an armed
native organization,
the commanding
officer of this detachment occupies a dual position.
Although
he is under the supervision
of the
Chief Executive of the country in which he is operating, he is still a
In order that there may be some guide
member of the naval service.
for the conduct of the relationship that is to exist between the marineforce commander and the marine officer in charge of the native organization, fundamental principles should be promulgated by the Secretary
of the Navy.
1–27. Direct control by Navy Department.—If
the naval vessels
that participate
in the initial phases of the operation withdraw entirely from the theater of operations, the command may be vested in
the marine-force commander or in the senior naval officer ashore withi~~
the theater.
In such case, the officer in command on shore would be
His relationresponsible directly to the Chief of hTaval Operations.
ship with the Chief of Naval Operations would then involve a combination of those principles laid down for the relationship that exists
between the forces on shore and the naval commander afloat, and the
relationship that the latter bears to the Navy Department as its representat ive.
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SECTIONVI
SECTION VI

MILITARY—CIVIL RELATIONSHIP
MILITARY—CIVIL
RELATIONSHIP
Importance
__________________
Importance -------------------Contact
national government
government officials
officials _________________
Contact with national
Cooperation
with law
law enforcement
enforcement agencies
agencies _________________
Cooperation with
Contact with inhabitants
(20ntact
inhabitants ------ . --------------------------

Par.
Par.
1–28
1-28
1–29
1-29
1–30
1-30
1-31
1-31

Page
Page
41
41
41 41
4343
44
44

1–28. Importance.—a.
Importance.—
a. All
All officers
officers of
1-28.
of the
the naval
naval establishment,
establishment,
whether
serving with
with the
the force
force afloat,
afloat,the
forces ashore,
ashore, or
ortemporarily
whether serving
the forces
temporarily
the national
national forces
forces of
of another
another country,
country, are
are required
required by
by
attached
attached to the
the Constitution
Constitution
and
and by
by Navy
Navy Regulations
Regulations to
to observe
observe and
and obey
obey the
the
the
laws of
of nations
nations in
in their
their relations
relations with
with foreign
foreign states
states and
and with
with the
the
laws

governments
governmentsor

or agents
agents thereof.
thereof.

h. One
the
b.
One of
of the dominating
dominating factors
factorsinin the
the establishment
establishment. of
ofthe

mission
mission
in small
in
small war
war situations
situations has
has been
been in
in the
the past,
past, and
and will
will continue
continue totobebe
in
the future,
future, the
the civil
civil contacts
contacts of
of the
the entire
entire command.
command. The
The satissatisin the
factory
solution of
of problems
problems involving
involving civil
civil authorities
authorities and
andcivil
civil popupopufactory solution
lation requires
lation
requires that
that all
all ranks
ranlcs be
be familiar
familiar with
with the
the language,
language, the
the
geography, and
geography,
ancl the
the political,
political, social,
social, and
and economic
economic factors
factors involved
involved inin
the country
Poor
the
country in
in which
which they
they are
are operating.
operating.
Poor judgment
judgment on
onthe
thepart
part
of subordinates
of
subordinates in
in the
the handling
handling of
of situations
situations involving
involving the
thelocal
local civil
civil
authorities and
authorities
and the
the local
“local inhabitants
inhabitants isis certain
certain to
to involve
involve the
the comcommander of
mander
of the force
force in
in unnecessary
unnecessary military
military difficulties
difficulties and
andcause
cau~ pubpublicity adverse
licity
adverse to
to the
the public
public interests
interests of
of the
the United
United States.
Statis.
1-29. Contact
officials.—a.
Upon
Contact with
with national
national government
government
officials.+.
Upon the
the
1–29.
arrival of
arrival
of the United
United States
States forces
forces at
at the
the main
main point
point of
of entry
entry the
thecomcommander thereof
mander
thereof should
should endeavor,
endeavor, through
through the
the medium
medium of
of the
the United
United
States diplomatic
States
diplomatic representative,
representative, to
to confer
confer with
with the
the Chief
Chief Executive
Executive
of the
of
the government,
government, or
or his
his authorized
authorized representative
representative and
and impart
impart such
such
information as
be required
information
as may
maybe
requirecl by
by the
the directive
directive he
hehas
hasreceived.
received. Such
Such
conference will
conference
will invariably
invariably lead
lead to
to acquaintance
acquaint ante with
with the
thegovernment's
~overnment’s
leading officials
leading
officials with
with whom
whom the
the military
military commander
commander may
may be
berequired
required
to
deal
throughout
the
subsequent
operation.
to deal throughout the subsequent operation.
h. Meetings
b.
Meetings with
with these
these officials
officials frequently
frequently require
require considerable,
considerable, tact.
tact.
These officials
These
officials are
are the
the duly
duly elected
elected or
or appointed
appointed officials
officials of
of the
the govgovernment, and the
ernment,
the military
military commander
commander in
in his
his association
association with
with them,
them,
represents the President
represents
President of
of the
the United
United States.
States. These
These meetings
meetings oror
conferences usually
conferences
usually result
result in
in minimizing
minimizing the
the number
number of
of officials
oficials totobe
be
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dealt with,
with, and
and the
the waj’
^vaj' is thereby
thereby speeded
speeded to
to the
the early
early formulation
formulation
dealt
of plans
plans of
of action
action by
by the
the military
military commander.
commander. When
When the
the mission
mission is
is
of
one of
of rendering
rendering assistance
assistance to the
the recognized
recognized government,
government, the
the relarelaone
tionship between
between its
its officials
officials and
and the
the military
military commander
commander should
should be
tionship
amicable. Howeverl
However, if
if animosity
animosity shoulcl
should be shown
shown or
or cooperation
cooperation be
be
amicable.
denied or
or withdrawn,
withdrawn, the
the military
military commander
commander cannot
cannot compel
compel the
the forfordenied
eign government
government officials
officials to
to act
act according
according to
to his
his wishes.
wishes. Ordinarily
Ordinarily
eign
appeal to the
tlie Chief
Chief Executive
Executive of
of the
the country
country concerned
concerned will
will effect
effect
an appeal
the desired
desired cooperation
cooperation by
by subordinate
subordinate officials.
officials. Should
Should the
the military
military
the
commander's al}peal
appeal be unproductive,
unproductive, the
the matter
matter should
should be promptly
promptly
commander’s
referred
to
the
naval
superior
afloat
or
other
designated
superior,
who
referred to the naval superior afloat or other designated superior, who
will in
in turn
turn transmit
transmit the
the information
information to
to the
the Na~y
Navy Department
Department and/or
and/or
will
the State
State Department
Department as the
the case
case may
may be.
be.
the
In most
most of
of the
the theaters
theaters of
of operations,
operations, it
it will
will be
be found
found that,
that the
the
c. In
Chief Executive
Executive maintains
maintains aa close
close grip
grip on
on all
all phases
phases of
of the
the national
national
Chief
government. The
The executive
executive power
power is vested
vested in this
this official
official and
and is
government.
administered throu@
through his
his cabinet
cabinet and
and various
various other
other presidential
presidential
administered
appointees. Some
Some of
of these
these appointed
appointed officials
officials exercise
exercise considerable
considerable
rippointees.
power within
within their
their respective
respective jurisdictions,
jurisdictions, both
both over
over the
the people
people and
and
power
the minor
minor local
local officials.
officials. Some
Some of
of them
them exercise
exercise judicial
judicial as well
well as
the
executive i%nctions,
functions, and
and are
are directly
directly responsible
responsible to
to the
the President
President as
as
executive
head
of
the
National
Government.
head of the Natiomtl Government.
It follows,
follows, therefore,
therefore, that
that in the
the type
type of
of situation
situation which
which involves
involves
d. It
the mission
mission of
of assisting
assisting aa foreign
foreign government,
government, the
the military
military commander
commander
the
and his
his subordinates,
subordinates, in their
their associations
associations with
with national
national governmental
governmental
and
officials, as a rule
rule will
will be
be dealing
dealing with
with individuals
individuals who
who are
are adherent
adherent
officials,
to the
the political
political party
party in
in power.
power. This
This situation
situation has
has its
its advantages
advantages in
in
to
that it
it tencls
tends to
to generate
generate cooperation
cooperation by
by government
government officials,
officials, provided
provided
that
of course,
course, the
the Chief
Chief Executive,
Executive, himself,
himself, reflects
reflects the
the spirit
spirit of
of cooperacooperaof
tion. At
At the
the same
same time,
time, it
it may
maj' have
have the
the disadvantage
disadvantage of
of creating
creating a
tion.
feeling of
of antagonism
antagonism toward
toward our
our forces
forces by
by the
the opposite
opposite political
political
feeling
party, unless
unless the
the military
military commander
commander instills
instills in
in all
all members
members of
of his
his
party,
command the
the necessity
necessity for
for maintaining
maintaining an
an absolute
absolute nonpartisan
nonpartisan atatcommand
titude in
in all
all their
their activities.
activities.
titude
e. Political
Political affiliation
affiliation in
in most
most countries
countries is a paramount
paramount element
element in
the
lives
of
all
citizens
of
the
country.
the lives of all citizens of the country. Political
Political ties
ties are
are taken
taken very
very
seriously
seriously and
and serve
serve to
to influence
influence the
the attitude
attitude and
and action
action of
of the-individual
the-individual
in
in all
all his
his dealings.
dealings.
/.
When
subordinate military
military commanders
commanders are assigned
assigned independindepend~. When subordinate
ent missions
missions which
which bring
bring them
them into
into contact
contact with
with local
local and
and national
national
ent
governmental officials,
officials, they
they should
should make
make every
every effort
effort to
to acquaint
acquaint themthemgovernmental
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selves with
with the
the political
political structure
structure of
of the
the locality
locality in
in which
which they
they are
are
selves
to
be stationed.
stationed. The
The principal
principal guide
guide for
for the
the conduct
conduct of
of their
their associaassociato be
tions
with the
the civil
civil officials
officials will
will be,
be, of
of course,
course, the
the regulation
regulation previously
previously
tions with
referred
to which
which governs
governs the
the relations
relations between
betw^een members
members of
of the
the naval
naval
referred to
service
and the
the agents
agents of
of foreign
foreign governments.
governments. The
The amenities
amenities of
of
service and
official
intercourse should
should be
be observed
observed and
and the
the conventions
conventions of
of society,
society,
official intercourse
when and
when
and where
where applicable,
applicable, should
should be
be respected.
respected. When
When assuming
assuming
command within
command
within aa district
district or department,
department, an officer
officer should
should promptly
promptly
pay his
his respects
respects to
to the
the supreme
supreme political
political authority
authority in
in the
the area,
area, enenpay
deavor to
to obtain
obtain from
from him
him the
the desired
desired information
information with
with regard
regard to
to
deavor
the economic
economic situation
situation in
in that
that locality
locality and
and indicate
indicate by
by his
his conduct
conduct ancl
and
the
attitude that
that he
he is
is desirous
desirous of
of cooperating
cooperating to
to the
the extent
extent of
of his
his authority
authority
attitude
with those
those responsible
responsible for
for the
the administration
administration of
of the
the foreign
foreign governgovernwith
ment's aflairs.
affairs.
ment’s
In giving
giving the
the fullest
fullest cooperation
cooperation to
to the
the civil
civil authorities,
authorities, the
the
g. In
military commander
commander should
should insist
insist on
on reciprocal
reciprocal action
action on
on their
their part
part
military
toward the
the military
military forces.
forces. Interference
Interference with
with the
the performance
performance of
of
toward
the functions
functions of
of civil
civil officials
officials should
should be
be avoided,
avoided, while
while noninterference
noninterference
the
on the
the part
part of
of those
those authorities
authorities with
with the
the administration
administration of
of the
the military
military
on
forces
forces should
should be demanded.
demanded. In
In brief,
brief, a feeling
feeling of
of mutual
mutual respect
respect and
and
cooperation bet
between
members of
of the
the militm
military
forces and
and civil
civil officials
officials
cooperation
ween members
y forces
on a basis
basis of
of mutual
mutual independence
independence of
of each
each other
other should
should be
be cultivated.
cultivated.
on
1-30. Cooperation
Cooperation with
with law-enforcement
law-enforcement agencies.—a.
agencies.—a. United
United
1–30.
States forces,
forces, other
other than
than those
those attached
attached to
to the
the military
military establishment
establishment
States
of the
the foreign
foreign country
country in
in which
which they
they are
are operating
operating will
will not,
not, as
as a rule,
rule,
of
participate in
in matters
matters concerning
concerning police
police and
and other
other civil
civil functions.
functions.
participate
The military
military forces
forces usually
usually constitute
constitute a reserve
reserve which
which is
is to
to be
be made
made
The
available only
only in
in extreme
extreme emergency
emergency to
to assist
assist the
the native
native constabulary
constabulary
available
in
in the
the performance
performance of
of its
its purely
purely police
police mission.
mission.
b.
h. The
The mission
mission of
of our
our forces
forces usually
usually involves
involves the
the training
training of
of native
native
officers
officers and
and men
men in
in the
the art
art of
of war,
war, assisting
assisting in
in offensive
offensive operations
operations
against
against organizec{
organized banditry
banditry and
and in
in such
such defensive
defensive measures
measures against
against
threatened
threatened raids
raids of
of large
large organized
organized bandit
bandit groups
groups as are
are essential
essential to
to
the
protection
of
lives
and
property.
When
the
civil
police
functions
the protection of lives and property. When the civil police functions
are
are vested
vested in
in the
the native
native military
military forces
forces of
of the
the country,
country, these
these forces
forces are
are
charged with
with the
the performance
performance of
of two
two definite
definite tasks-a
tasks—a military
military task
task inincharged
volving the
the matters
matters outlined
outlined above
above and
and a police
police task
task involving
involving in
in gengenvolving
eral the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of the
the civil
civil and
and criminal
criminal laws.
laws. The
The native
native milimilieral
tary forces
forces cent
control
the traffic
traffic of
of arms
arms and
and ammunition;
ammunition; they
they see
see that
that
tary
rol the
the police,
police, traffic
traffic,, and
and sanitary
sanitary regulations
regulations are
are observed;
observed; they
they assume
assume
the
the control
control and
and administration
administration of
of government
government prisons;
prisons; and
and they
they perperthe
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form numerous
form
numerous other
other duties
cluties that,
that, by
by their
their nature,
nature, may
may obviously,
obviously,
directly
directly or indirectly,
indirectly, play
play an
an important
important part
part in
in the
the accomplishment
accomplishment
of
of the
the military
military mission.
mission.
c.
c, It
It follows,
follows, therefore,
therefore, that
that by
by cooperating
cooperating to
to the
the fullest
fullest extent
extent
of
of his
his authority
authority with
with the
the native
native forces
forces in
in the
the performance
performance of
of civil
civil
police
police functions,
functions, the
the military
military commander
commander will,
will, without
without actually
actually parparticipating
in
ticipating
in this
this phase
phase of the
the picture,
picture, be
be rendering
rendering valuable
valuable assistassistance
of
ance towards
towards the accomplishment
accomplishment
of the
the ultimate
ultimate mission
mission assigned
assigned
Due to
to the
the fact
fact that
that in
in most
most cases
cases
to
to the
the combined
combined military
military forces.
forces. Due
the
individuals
occupying
the
important
positions
in
those
native
the individuals
occupying
the important
positions in those native
organizations
performing
organizations
performing police
police duties,
duties, are
are United
United States
States officers
officers and
and
enlisted
enlisted men,
men, questions
questions arising
arising with
with regard
regard to
to cooperation
cooperation and
and assistassistAclherence, on
on the
the part
part of
of our
our personnel,
personnel,
ance are
Adherence,
ance
are easy
easy of
of solution.
solution.
to the
to
the dictates
dictates of
of the local
local laws
laws and
and regulations,
regulations, and
and aa thorough
thorough
knowledge of
knowledge
of the
the scope
scope of
of authority
authority vested
vested in
in the
the native
native police
police fore©
force
is essential
is
essential to the
the end
end that
that we
we do
C1Onot
not hamper
hamper this
this force
force in
in the
the perperformance of
form:mce
of its
its duty,
duty, and to
to the
the end
end that
that we
we maintain
maintain the
the respect
respect
and confidence
and
confidence of
of the
the community
community as
as aa whole.
whole.
d. With
With regard
regard to the contact
contact that
that is
is had
had with
with those
those connected
connected
with the
with
the judicial
judicial branch
branch of the
the government,
government, very
very little
little need
need be
be said.
said.
The
magistrates
and
judges
of
the
various
courts
are
usually
political
The magistrates and judges
the various courts are usually political
appointees, or are elected
appointees,
elected to the
the office
office by
by the
the national
national congress.
congress. ConConsequently, they
with
sequently,
they are affiliated
affiliated politically
politically
with the
the party
party in
in power,
power,
national
and~’or local.
local. In most
most situations,
situations, the
the civil
civil courts
courts will
will conconnational and/or
tinue
to
function.
Although
this
procedure
is
not
always
conducive
tinue to function. Although this procedure is not always conducive
to
the best
best interests
interests of
of the military
military forces,
forces, it
it is
is aa situation
situation that
that nornorto the
mally exists
The
The manner
manner in
in which
which the
the judijudimally
exists and
and must
must be accepted.
accepted.
ciary performs
ciary
performs its
its functions
functions may
may have
have aa profound
profound effect
effect on
on the
the
In the
the first
first place,
place, the
the apprehenapprehenconduct of
In
conduct
of a small
small war
war campaign.
campaign.
sion and
sion
and delivery
delivery of
of criminals,
criminals, including
including guerrillas,
guerrillas, by
by the
the armed
armed
forces
the courts
courts will
will serve
serve no
no useful
useful purpose
purpose if
if these
these courts
courts are
are
forces to the
not in
and
not
in sympathy
sympathy with
with the military
military authorities;
authorities;
and in
in the
the second
second
place,
lack of
of cooperation
cooperation on
on the
the part
part of
of the
the courts,
courts, insofar
insofar as
as the
the
place, a lack
punishment
of outlaws
outlaws is concerned,
concerned, may
may have
have aa tendency
tendency to
to place
place
punishment of
the local
the
local inhabitants
inhabitants in fear
fear of
of assisting
assisting the
the military
military forces.
forces. In
In view
view
of this
every
of
this situation,
situation,
every endeavor
endeavor should
should be
be made
made to
to generate
generate aa
friendly attitude
officials
friendly
attitude on the part
part of
of these
these law-enforcement
law-enforcement
officials in
in
order that
order
that their
their cooperation
cooperation may
may be
be had.
had.
1-31. Contact
with
Whether
1-31.
Contact
with inhabitants.—a.
inhabitants.—a.
Whether aa military
military comcommander be stationed
mander
stationed at am headquarters
headquarters in
in aa metropolis
metropolis or
or assigned
assigned
to the
to
the smallest
smallest outpost,
outpost, he must
must necessarily
necessarily come
come into
into contact
contact with
with
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the civilian population,
By ‘(contact>’ in this case is implied interThe transaction
of daily routine involves the
course in daily life.
association with the civilian element, even in the most tranquil territory.
The purchase of fresh provisions, fuel, and other necessities
of camp life involve the relationships
with merchants, bankers, those
in charge of public utilities, and many others. In relations vvith these
persons, whether they be business or social, a superiority complex on
the part of the military commander is unproductive
of cooperation.
The inhabitants
are usually mindful of the fact that we are there
to assist them, to cooperate with them in so doing, and while dignity
in such relationship should always obtain, the conduct of the military
authority should not be such as to indicate an attitude of superiority.
b. Association with civilians may be other than businew or social.
The same daily occurrences that take place in the United States
between members of the naval forces and our own police and civilian
population frequently take place on foreign soil. Damage to private
l~roperty by the military forces is frequently the cause of complaints
by members of the civilian
population.
Dealings
with civilians
making claims for damages incurred through the conduct of our
personnel shoulcl be as equitable as the facts warrant.
Even where
the responsibility
rests with the Unitecl States, the settlement
of
such claims is necessarily
protracted
by the required reference to
the ~“a~y Department,
and the lack of facilities through which to
afford prompt redress is oftentimes
the cause of bad feelings.
If
the military commander were supplied vith a fund to be used for
the prompt adjustment
of limited claims, the foregoing
condition
However, under existing laws and
might be materially
improved.
regulations the amicable adjustment of matters involving injury and
damage to the civilian population
and their property calls for the
highest degree of tact and sound judgment,
c. Cordial relationship
between our forces ancl the civilian popu]at ion is best maintained by engendering the spirit of good will, As
previously stated, a mutual feeling of dislike and aversion to association may exist between members of ri~al political parties.
Conservatives and liberals, or by whatever label they may be known, are
frequently
prone to remain “die harcls” when their political c:mdiIt is, therefore, highly important
date is unsuccessful
at the polls.
for a military commander to ascertain the party affiliation of the
The homely advice:
persons with whom he comes into contact.
should
“Don’t dabble in politics” is wise, and military authorities
scrupulously
avoid discussing the subject.
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d. Akin
Akin to politics
politics is
is the
the subject
subject of
of religion.
religion. The
The people
people of
oi many
many
countries
countries take
take their
their religion
religion as seriously
seriously as
as their
their politics.
politics. ConseConsequently
quently members
members of
of the
the United
United States
States forces
forces should
should avoid
avoid any
any attiattitude
tude that
that tends
tends to
to indicate
indicate criticism
criticism or
or lack
lack of
of respect
respect for
for the
the religious
religious
beliefs
beliefs and
and practices
practices observed
observed by
by the
the native
native inhabitants.
inhabitants.
e. Relations
Relations between
between our
our military
military forces
forces and
and the
the civilians
civilians might
might
easily
easily be disturbed
disturbed if
if the
the former
former were
were to
to get
get into
into altercations
altercations with
with
the public
public press.
press. Freedom
Freedom of
of speech
speech is
is another
another liberty
liberty of
of which
which the
the
the
inhabitants
inhabitants of
of many
many countries
countries are
are not
not only
only proud,
proud, but
but jealous.
jealous. EdiEditors
tors of
of the
the local
local newspapers
newspapers are
are not
not always
always averse
averse to
to criticizing
criticizing the
the
actions
actions of
of troops
troops other
other than
than their
their own.
own. Nothing
Nothing can
can be
be gained
gained by
by
the marine
marine commander
commander in jumping
jumping into
into print
print and
and replying
replying to
to such
such
the
newspaper articles,
newspaper
articles, other
other than
than possibly
possibly starting
starting a controversy
controversy which
which
may
may make
make his
his further
further retention
retention in
in that
that locality
locality undesirable.
undesirable. When
When
a matter
matter is
is so published
published and
and it
it is
is considered
considered detrimental,
detrimental, the
the subsubordinate
ordinate marine
marine commander
commander should
should bring
bring it
it to
to the
the attention
attention of
of his
his
immediate
immediate superior
superior for
for necessnry
necessary action
action by
by higher
higher authority.
authority.
/.
/. Every
Every endeavor
endeavor should
should be made
made to
to assure
assure the
the civilian
civilian population
population
of
of the
the friendliness
friendliness of
of our
our forces.
forces. No
No effort
effort should
should be
be spared
spared to
to demdemonstrate
onstrate the
the advantage
advantage of
of law
law and
and order
order and
and to
to secure
secure their
their friendly
friendly
cooperation. All
All ranks
ranks should
should be kept
kept mindful
mindful of
of the
the mission
mission to
to be
be
cooperation.
accomplished,
the
necessity
for
adhering
to
the
policy
of
the
United
accomplished, the necessity for adhering to the policy of the United
States and
and of
of observing
observing the
the law
law of
of nations.
nations.
States
g. Forvign
Foreign nationals
nationals are
aie often
often the
the underlying
underlying cause
cause of
of interveninterveng.
tion; almost
almost invariably
invariably they
they are
are present
present in
in the
the country
country during
during the
the
tion;
occupation. Generally
Generally their
their concern
concern is
is for
for the
the security
security of
of their
their lives
lives
occupation.
and property;
property; sometimes
sometimes they
they have
have an
an exaggerated
exaggerated opinion
opinion of
of their
their
and
importance and
and influence.
influence. Generally
Generally the
the condition
condition of
of political
political ununimportance
rest
1y against
rest does
does not
not react
react direct
directly
against foreigners,
foreigners, and
and it
it often
often happens
happens
that the
the foreign
foreign resident
resident does
does not
not consider
consider himself
himself in
in any
any danger
danger
that
until he
he reads
reads of
of it
it in
in a foreign
foreign newspaper,
newspaper, whereupon
whereupon his
his imaginaimaginauntil
tion becomes
becomes active.
active. Foreign
Foreign cooperation
cooperation may
may at
at times
times be
be a greater
greater
tion
obstacle
obstacle to
to success
success than
than the
the foreign
foreign mercenaries
mercenaries in
in a revolutionary
revolutionary
party, when,
when, for
for equally
equally unworthy
unworthy purposes,
purposes, they
they render
render aid
aid openly
openly
party,
or secretly
secretly to
to the
the revolutionists
revolutionists in
in order
order to
to assure
assure themselves
themselves of
of the
the
or
protection or
or favor
favor of
of any
any new
new government.
government. Any
Any discontented
discontented
protection
faction of
of natives
natives can
can usually
usually secure
secui-e the
the sympathy
sympathy or
or support
support from
from
faction
some group
group of
of investors
investors or
or speculators
speculators who
who think
think they
they can
can further
further
some
their m-n
own interests
interests or secure
secure valuable
valuable concessions
concessions by
by promoting
promoting a
their
revolution. In
In any
any event,
event, in dealing
dealing with
with these
these corporations
corporations and
and in
in
revolution.
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receiving
receiving reports
reports from
from them,
them, itit may
may often
often be wise
wise to
to scrutinize
scrutinize their
their
actions
carefully to
to determine
determine ifif they
they have
have any
any ulterior
ulterior motives.
motives. In
In
actions carefully
interventions,
the
interventions,
the United
United States
States accords
accords equal
equal attention
attention to
to the
the sesecurity
of life
life and
and property
property of
of all
all foreign
foreign residents.
residents.
curity of

o
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2-1.
It
been stated
2-1. General.—a.
General.—a.
It has
hnsbeen
state{l in the
the previous
previons chapter
chapter that
that
the President,
the
President, as the
the Chief
Chief Executive,
Executive, makes
makes the
the decision
decision which
which ininitiates small
itiates
small war
war operations
operations and
and that
that this
this decision
decision is
is promulgated
promulgated
through the
through
the regular
regular channels
channels to the
tl~e commander
commander of
of the
the intervening
intervening
force. Upon
from
force.
Upon the
the receipt
receipt of
of instructions
instructions
from higher
higher authority,
authority, it
it
is incumbent
is
incumbenton on each
each commander
commander in the chain
chain of
of command
commandto to make
make
an estimate
an
estimate of
of the
the situation
situation to determine
determine the
the best
best course
course of
of action
action
and how
and
how it
itisis to be carried
carried out.
out.
J.
general outline
normal "Estimate
3. This
This estimate
estimate follows
fol]ows the
thegeneral
outline of
of aanormal
’’Estimate
of the
peculiar to small
of
the Situation"
Situation’’ although
although certain
certain points
points which
which are
arepeculiarto
small
war
operations
should
be
emphasized.
In
particular
decisions
war operations should
emphasized.
In particular decisions must
must
be made
be
made as to:
to: the
the composition
composition of
of the
the staff;
staff; the
the size
size of
of the
the force
force rere+
qtaired to
quirecl
to accomplish
accon]plish the
the mission,
mission, or how
how to
to emph)y
employ the
the force
force availavailable most
able
most advantageously;
advant ageous]y; the
the proportion
proportion of
of the
the infantry,
infantry, supportsupporting arms
suited for
for the
the situation;
situation; and
and the
the requisirequisiing
arms and
and services
services best suited
tion and
of
tion
and distribution
distribution
of special
special weapons
weapons and
and equipment
equipment which
which are
are
not included,
but
not
included in
in the
the normal
normal organization
organization
but which
which are
are considered
considered
necessary.
necessary.
e. If
of
c.
If sufficient
wdlicient information
information
of the
the probable
probable theater
theater of
of operations
operations
has not
and
has
not been
been furnished,
furnished, maps,
maps, monographs,
monographs,
and other
other current
current data
data
concerning the
on
concerning
the country
country must
must be obtained,
obtained, including
including information
information
on
the
following:
past
and
present
political
situation;
economic
situathe following:
past and present political situation;
economic situation ; classes
nature
tion;
classes and
and distribution
distribution of
of the
the population;
population; psychological
psychological
nature
of the
military
of
the inhabitants;
inhabitants;
military geography,
geography, both
both general
general and
and physical;
physical;
and the
and
the military
military situation.
situation.
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2-2. The
The mission.-—In
mission.—In a major
major war,
war, the
the mission
mission assigned
assigned to
to the
the
2–2,
armed
armed forces
forces is
is usually
usually unequivocal
unequivocal—the
defeat and
and destruction
destruction of
of
—the defeat
the hostile
hostile forces.
forces. This
This is
is seldom
seldom true
true in
in small
small wars.
wars. More
More often
often
the
than
than not,
not, the
the mission
mission will
will be to
to establish
establish and
and maintain
maintain law
law and
and order
order
by
by supporting
supporting or
or replacing
re]:)lacing the
the civil
civil government
government in
in countries
countries or
or areas
areas
in
crests of
ed States
in which
which the
the int
interests
of the
the TJnit
United
States have
have been
been placed
placed in
in jeopjeopardy,
ardy, in
in order
order to
to insure
insure the
the safety
safety and
and security
security of
of our
our nationals,
nationals,
their
their property
property and
and interests.
interests. If
If there
there is
is an
an organized
organized hostile
hostile force
force
opposing
opposing the
the intervention,
intervention, the
the primary
primary objective
objective in
in small
small wars,
wars, as
as in
in
a major
major war,
war, is
is its
its early
early destruction.
destruction. In
In those
those cases
cases where
where armed
armed
opposition
opposition is
is encountered
encovintered only
only from
from irregular
irregular forces
forces under
under the
the leadeleadrship
ership of
of malcontents
malcontents or
or unrecognized
unrecognized officials,
officials, the
the mission
mission is
is one
one of
of
diplomacy
diplomacy rather
rather than
than military.
military. Frequently
Frequently the
the commander
commander of
of a
forre
force operating
operating in
in a small
small \Yars
wars theater
theater of
of operations
operations is
is not
not given
given a
specific mission
mission as
as such
such in his
his -writte,n
written orders
orders or
or directive,
directive, and
and it
it then
then
specific
becomes
becomes necessary
necessary for
for him
him to
to deduce
deduce his
his mission
mission from
from the
the general
general
intent
intent of
of the
the higher
higher authority,
authority, or
or even
even from
from the
the foreign
foreign policy
policy of
of
the
the L’nited
United States.
States. In
In any
any event,
event, the
the mission
mission should
should be
be accomplished
accomplished
with
with a minimum
minimum loss
loss of
of life
life and
and property
property and
and by
by methods
methods that
that leave
leave
no
no a.ftermat.h
aftermath of
of bitterness
bitterness or
or render
render the
the return
return to
to peace
peace unnecessarily
unnecessarily
difficult,.
difficult.
2-3.
2-3. Factors
Factors to
to be
be considered
considered in
in estimating
estimating enemy
enemy strength.—
strength.—
1 ) In
a. Po?dtkal
Political statttts.—
status.— ((1)
In the
the majority
majority of
of our
our past
past small
small wars
wars operoperations, intervention
intervention has
has been
been due
due to
to internal
internal disorder
disorder which
which endanendanations,
gered foreign
foreign lives
lives and
and property,
property, or
or has
has been
been undertaken
undertaken to
to enforce
enforce
gered
treaty obligations.
obligations.
treaty
(2)
(2) In
In the
the first
first instance,
instance, the
the chaotic
chaotic condition
condition usually
usually has
has been
been
brought
brought about
about as
as a result
result of
of the
the tyrannical
tyrannical measures
measures adopted
adopted by
by the
the
party
party in
in control
control of
of the
the government,
government, by
by the
the unconstitutional
unconstitutional usurpausurpation
tion of
of power
power by
by a political
political faction
faction for
for the
the sake
sake of
of gain,
gain, or
or because
because
of
of intense
intense hatred
hatred between
between rival
rival factions
factions which
which culminated
culminated in
in a revolt
revolt
against
against the
the recognized
recognized government..
government. As
As the
the result
result of
of such
such action,
action,
>~.
tate of
a sstate
of revolution
revolution existed
existed which
which was
was detrimental
detrimental to
to internal
internal and
and
external
external peace
peace and
and good
good will.
will. The
The intervening
intervening power
power was
was faced
faced usuusually
ally with
with one
one of
of two
two alternatives;
alternatives; either
either to
to intervene
intervene between
between the
the
warring
factions,
occupy
one
or
more
proclaimed
neutral
zones,
and
warring factions, occupy one or more proclaimed neutral zones, and
endeavor
endeavor by
hy pacific.
pacific or
or forceful
forceful action
action to
to make
make the
the rival
rival parties
parties accept
accept
mediation
mediation and
and settlement
settlement of
of the
the controversy;
controversy; or
or to
to assist,
assist, by
by pacific
pacific
or
or forceful
forceful action,
action, one
one side
side or
or the
the other,
other, or
or even
even to
to support
support a new
new
party,
party, in
in the
the suppression
suppression of
of the
disorders.
the disorders.
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(3) In the second instance, that of enforcing treaty obligations, the
immediate cause of intervention
usually has been the neglect and repeated refusal of the local government
to carry out its obligations
under the terms of a commercial
or political
treaty.
The intervening forces so@it, by show of force or by actual field operations,
to enforce those obligations.
If such action was unsuccessful,
the
intervening
power in some cases deposed the party in control and
established a de faci-o or de jwe government
which would carry out
This often resulted in active opposition
the provisions of the treaty,
by the ousted party against the intervening
forces who were giving
aid, force, and power to the new government.
(4) It is evident from the above that the internal political organization of the country concerned, the strength of the forces which may
oppose the intervention,
and the external obligations
of the country
as a member of the family of nations, should be carefully considered
In acldition, the estimate must inin the estimate of the situation.
clude the probable effect which the intervention
will have upon the
public opinion of the citizens of the intervening
power and upon the
good will of other countries.
The latter, in particular,
is of great
importance since the friendship and trade relations of countries which
are not sympathetic
to the intervention
may be alienated by such
action.
b. Economic status and logistic support avaiilzble.-!l?he ability of
a hostile force to oppose the intervening
force may be limited by the
availability
of subsistence, natural resources, finances, arms, equipment, and ammunition.
The forces opposing the intervention
often
live off the country by forcing contributions
of money, subsistence,
and other supplies from the peaceful inhabitants,
or by donations
from local civilians sympathetic
to their cause.
Even though the
country concerned may be heavily indebted to their own citizens as
well as to foreign powers, funds are often diverted from the state
treasury or may be received from foreign sources for the purchase
of modern arms and munitions of war. As a result, the intervening
force usually finds the forces opposing them armed and equipped
with modern weapons and capable of sustaining
themselves
in the
This is especially true if, as is usually
field for an unlimited period.
the case, the hostile forces resort to guerrilla warfare.
c. Geographical f tmtures .—That part of the estimate of the ‘situation which considers the geographical
features of the theater of operations is fully as important in small wars as in a major war. It
covers the general terrain features, the geographical
clivisions of the
3
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country m fixed by relief, suitable debarkation places, the character
and suitability
of routes of communication,
the distribution
of population, the location of principal cities, the political (livisions of the
state, and the strategical
and tactical aspects of the frontiers.
The
location and extent of plain, platean, and Ilmunt:lin regions, and of
open, wooded, or jlmgle areas will affect the organization,
equipment,
and field operations of the intervening
force.
If a st ah of revolution is the basic cause of intervention,
the political (Iivisicms within
dethe country are particularly
important ancl may in themselves,
termine the strategic plan of operation.
Of special significance, also,
a m those areas in which the majority of foreign citizens and interests are concentrated!
si]~ce the establishment
of neutral zones and
similar
protective
oper;[tiuns
us~~ally will be initiated
in those
localities.
d. Ci’imntk con{77’fion.9 .—Clinmtic conditions in the probable theater of operations
will affect the organization,
clothing,
equipment,
supplies, hea]t h, and especially
the operations
of the intervening
forces.
A campaiegn planned for the dry season may be entirely
different from one planned for the rainy season.
This is particularly
true in countries where the road system is primitive,
or where dependence is placed on river transportation
for the movement
of
troops and supplies.
lTTenther conditions
(luring certain seasons of
the year may increase the difficlllties of combat. operations
in the
theater of operations, bl~t if properly evaluated, they should not be
considered as insurmountable
obstacles.
e. Information and sect[ rit,y setwicc of the enemy.-It
can be stated
as an accepted premise that, in small wars, the intelligence
service of
the opposing forces will be superior initially to that of the intervening force.
From the point of view of the intervening
power, the
intervention
is nsually considerwl a friendly effort to assist the occupied country to reestablish peace and order within its boundaries.
From the viewpoint
of the majority of the citizens of the occupied
country, however, this action by an alien power is an nnf rie.ndly one.
Although the majority of these inhabitants
will not actively oppose
the intervention,
many of them will indirectly assist the native forces
with information
relative to the movements of the intervening
forces.
This is especially true of those citizens who have relatives among
To off-set this situation,
the native forces operating
in the field.
recourse must be had to propaganda
rlearly stating the definite purpose of the intervening
forces in order to show the friendly aid that
Friendships
should be made with
is being offered to the country.
the inhabitants in an honest and faithful endeavor to assist them to
4-
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resumei their peaceful occupations
and to protect them from the illegal demands made upon them by the malcontents.
The liberal use
of intelligence
funds will be of assistance in obtaining information
of hostile intentions.
Secrecy and rapidity of movements, the distribution of false information
regarding
proposed operations,
and
the use of code or cipher messages will aid in preventing the hostile
forces from gaining information
of contemplated
movements of our
own forces.
Routine patrols must be avoided.
An effort must be
made to learn the terrain and to become familiar with and utilize
every road and trail in the theater of operations.
Above all, an
active and aggressive campaign against the hostile forces in the field
is the most eflkctive method of destroying
their intelligence
service,
A guerrilla band which is constantly harassed and driven from place
to place soon loses contact with its own sources of information;
it
becomes confused and its intelligence
system breaks down.
AS the
occupation
continues, superiority
in this respect will gradually
be
obtained by the intervening
forces.
f. MateAd
charwti%tics.—Irl-egulars
in small wars are not encumbered with modern supply loads or other impedimenta
which
reduce the speed at which troops can march.
Their knowledge
of
the terrain and their mobility permits them to move quickly and safely
to avoid combat and then to launch an attack against a defenseless
village or some isolated outpost.
In the past, these irregulars have
been armed with old types of weapons, most of which have been considered obsolete, while the intervening forces have been equipped with
Due to the ease with which modern arms
superior modern weapons.
and equipment can be obtained from outside sources, it can be expected that, in the future, irregulars will have weapons and equipment equally as effective as those of the intervening
fore.es. Except
for aviation, therefore, the decided advantage in arms and equipment
enjoyed by intervening
troops in the past wili seldom obtain in the
future.
g. CompowYwn, condition, am? di.qposition of ewmy forces.—When
the intervening
forces initially enter a small wars country, they usL~ally find the opposing elements organized into fairly large groups
If these large groups can be encontrolling g certain definite areas.
gaged and decisively defeated, armed opposition to the intervention
may be brought to an end and an early peace achieved.
If this fails,
the larger groups either retire to more remote areas, or are dispersed
into numerous small bands which remain in the same general locality,
and the action becomes one of protracted guerrilla warfare.
5
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h. Racial
Racial characteinstics,
characife?istics, morale,
morale, and
and skill.—The
sJcz%?.-The leadership
leadership of
of the
the
opposing
forces in
in small
small wars
wars must
must not
not be
be underestimated.
underestimated.
Very
opposing forces
Very
often the
often
the opposition
opposition is
is led
led by
by men
men who
who have
have been
been trained
trained in
in the
the United
United
States
or
European
military
schools
and
who
have
had
much
experiStates
European military schools and who have had much experience in practical
ence
practical soldiering
soldiering in
in their
their specialized
specialized type
type of
of warfare.
warfare. IrIrregular
forces in active
active operations
operations always
always attract
attract foreign
foreign soldiers
soldiers of
of
regular forces
fortune
fort
une of
of varied
variecl experience
experience and
and reputation
Keputat ion whose
whose fighting
fighting methods
methods
(For further
further dedeinfluence the
(For
influence
the character
character of
of opposition
opposition encountered.
encountered.
tails, see Section
tails,
Section III,
III, Chapter
Chapter I,
I, "Psycliology.")
“Psychology.”)
2-4. Relative
strength.—After
considering
2–4.
Relative
strength.—.~fter
considering the
the strength
strength of
of your
your
own forces,
own
forces, always
always keeping
keeping the
the mission
mission of
of the
the force
force in
in mind,
mind, the
the facfactors of
~ors
of the
the Enemy
Enemy and
and Own
Own Strength
Strength are
are compared
compared in
in order
order to
to arrive
arrive
at a definite
at
definite conclusion
conclusion as
as to
to the
the relative
relative combat
combat efficiency
efficiency of
of the
the
opposing forces.
opposing
forces.
2-5. Enemy
probable
2–5.
Enemy courses
courses of
of action.—The
action.—The
probable intentions
intentions of
of the
the
opposing forces
opposing
forces will
will depend
depend aa great
great deal,
deal, initially,
initially, upon
upon the
the causes
causes
In the
the majority
majority of
of cases,
cases, their
their purpurleading up
In
leading
np to the
the intervention.
intervention.
pose
W'ill
be
to
hold
the
area
in
which
they
are
located
as
a
section
pose will
hold the area in which they are located as a section
seceding
from that
that part
part of
of the
the. country
country which
which isis first
first occupied
occupied by
by the
the
seceding from
intervening force.
intervening
force. Even
Even though
though under
under the
the control
control of
of aa single
single leader,
leader,
they will
they
will seldom
seldom oppose
oppose the
the landings
landings or
or engage
engage in
in oifensive
offensive action,
action,
initially,
against the
the forces
forces of
of occupation.
occupation.
initially, against
As
As the
the movement
movement inland
inland
begins, strong
begins,
strong defensive
defensive action
action can
can be
be expected
expected from
from the
the larger
larger hoshostile groups.
When
tile
groups.
When these
these. have
have been
been dispersed,
dispersed, smaller
smaller bands
bands or
or groups
groups
will operate
will
operate actively
actively not
not only
only against
against the
the intervening
intervening forces
forces but
but also
also
against
the towns
towns and
and population
population then
then under
under control
control of
of the
the latter.
latter.
against the
Finally, the
I’inally,
the opposition
opposition usually
usLlaliy will
will degenerate
degenerate into
into guerrilla
guerrilla warwarfare. So many
fare.
many small
small bands
bands will
will be
be in
in the
the field
field that
that aa definite
definite conconclusion
probable intentions
intentions of
of any
any one
one of
of them
them will
will be
be diffidifficlusion as to the probable
cult to determine.
Generally
cult
determine.
Generally their
their intentions
intentions will
will be
.be to
to make
make sursurprise
attacks against
against the
the intervening
intervening forces
forces in
in superior
superior numbers
numbers and
and
prise attacks
against undefended
against
undefended local
local villages
villnges and
and towns.
towns. To
To offset
offset such
such action,
action,
patrols must
patrols
must be strong
strong enough
enough in
in numbers
numbers and
and armament
armament to
to withwithstand any
stand
any anticipated
anticipated attack
attack or
or ambush,
ambush, and
and the
the principal
principal villages
villages
and towns
Further,
and
towns must
must be given
given adequate
adequate protection.
protection.
Further, by
by energetic
energetic
patrolling
of
the
area
and
vigorous
pursuit
of
the
hostile
forces
patrolling of the area and ~’igorous pursuit of the hostile forces once
once
contact is gained,
contact
gained, the
the irregulars
irregulars should
should be
be forced
forced to
to disband
disband comcompletely or to move
pletely
move to
to more
more remote
remote and
and less
less fertile
fertile areas.
areas. The
The pursuit
pimsuit
of these
of
these small
small bands
bands must
must be
be continuous.
continuous.
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2–6. Own courses of action.—The
intervening
force commander
must choose the best course of action to follow in order to accomplish
his mission.
This will necessarily result in a scheme of maneuver,
either strategical or tactical.
To accomplish this mission, it n-lay be
necessary to make a show of force in occupying the State capital, for
often the history of the country will indicate that he who holds the
Again, he may be forced to occupy the
capital holds the country.
principal cities of the country, or a certain area, the economic resources of which are such that its possessor controls the lifeblood of
the country.
More frequently, it will be necessary to initiate active
combat operations against the large groups of opposing forces which
The entire scheme of maneuver will frequently
occupy certain areas.
result in the occupation of the coastal area initially with a gradual
coordinated movement inland, thus increasing the territory over which
control and protection may be established.
As this territory extends,
it will be necessary to create military areas within it under the conThe area commander in turn will
trol to subordinate commanders.
seek to control his area by use of small detachments to protect the
towns and to conduct active operations against irregular groups until
the area becomes completely pacified.
>7. The decision.—When
the force commander has finally selected
the best course of action and determined,
in general terms, how
it may be executed, he makes his decision, which consists of a statement of his course of action followed by how it is to be carried out,
and why.
The decision indicates the commander’s general plan of
action as expressed in paragraph 2 of an operation order.
The basic
principle underlying
any decision in a small-wars operation is that
of initiating
immediately
energetic action to disband or destroy the
This action should hasten the return of normal peace
hostile forces.
and good order to the country in the shortest possible time.
2-8. Supporting
measures.—.4fter
the basic decision has been
reached, the Force Commander must consider carefully the supporting measures which are required to put it into effect.
The mission;
the operations required to carry out the scheme of maneuver;
the
organization,
armament, and leadership of the opposing forces; the
terrain, geography,
and climate in the theater of operations;
the
natural resources and routes of communication
within the country to
be occupied; all must be considered and all will affect the formulation of the campaign and operation plans.
These factors will determine the size and composition of the commander’s staff; the organiza-
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tion of the force; the type of infantry
weapons and the proper
proportion of aircraft, artillery, and other supporting arms and services required;
and the administrative
and iogistic details.
When
these supporting
measures have been determined,
the commander
evolves his campaign and operation plans.
2–9. Campaign
and operation
plans.—a.
In military operations
of small wars, strategical and tactical principles are applied to attain
the political
objective of the government.
The political
objective
indicates the general character of the campaign which the military
leader will undertake.
The campaign plan indicates the military
objective and, in general terms, the nature and method of conducting the campaign.
It will set forth the legal aspects of the operations and the corelated authority
ancl responsibilities
of the force.
If military government
or some form of political control is to be
instituted, the necessary directives are included in the campai=m plan.
This plan also indicates the general nature of employment
of the
military
forces.
It indicates
what use, if any, will be made of
existing native forces or of those to be organized.
b. The operation plan prescribes the details of the tactical employment of the force employecl and the important. details of supply and
It may indicate the territorial division
transportation
for that force.
of the country for tactical or aclministmtive
control.
It provides
also for the most efficient employment,
maintenance,
and development of the existing signal conlmunieation
system.
If the campaign
plan calls for the organization
of a native constabulary,
detailed
plans must be made for its early organization
and training.
If the
campaign plan calls for the employment
of local armed civilians or
guards, or if such action is considered necessary or advisable, plans
must be made for the organization, training, equipment, supply, clothing, subsistence> pay, shelter, and employment
of such troops.
If
the mission calls for the supervision of elections, this plan must, include the necessary arrangements
for the nonmilitary
features of this
duty as well as the tactical disposition of the force in the accomplishment of the task.
c. Tactical” operations of regular troops against guerrillas in small
Even though operating under a strawars are habitually offensive.
in contact, with
tegic defensive campaign plan, regular combatants
hostile forces will emphasize the principle of the offensive to gain
Isolated forces exposed to possible attack
psychological
supremacy.
by overwhelming
numbers must be well protected in positions pre-

8
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pared to develop the grentest possible effect of their weapons.
Reverses, particularly
at first, must be avoided at all costs.
d. The initiation of a campaign before adequate preparations
have
been made, may well be as fatal in a small war as in regular warfare.
Prolonged operations are detrimental to the morale and presThey can be avoided only by proptige of the intervening
forces.
erly estimating the situation and by evolving as comprehensive,
flexible, and simple a plan as possible before the campaign begins.

9
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2-10. Command
Command and
and staff
staff responsibility
responsibility in
in small
small wars.—A
wars.—A force
force
2-10.
engaged in
in small
small wars
wars operations,
operations, irrespective
irrespective of
of its
its size,
size, is
is usually
usually
engaged
independent or semi-independent
semi-independent and,
and, in
in such
such aa campaign,
campaign, assumes
assumes
independent
strategical, tactical,
tactical, and
and territorial
territorial functions.
functions.
strategical,

Strategical decisions
decisions
Strategical

and territorial
territorial control
control are
are usually
usually matters
matters for
for the
the attention
attention of
of the
the
and
high command
command in
in major
major warfare.
warfare.
high

In small
small wars
wars the
the Force
Force ComComIn

mander must
must be
be prepared
prepared to
to make
make or
or recommend
recommend decisions
decisions as
as t,o
to the
the
mander
strategy of
of the
the operation,
operation, and
and his
his staff
staff mustbe
must be ableto
able to function
function as
as aa
strategy
GHQ staflp. In
In short,
short, the
the force
force must
must be
be prepared
prepared to
to exercise
exercise those
those
GHQstidl’.
functions
of
command,
supply,
and
territorial
control
which
are
functions
of command, supply, and territorial
control which are
11
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reqnirwl of the supreme command or its major subdivisions in regular
warfare.
More extensive planning is required than would ordinarily
be expected of the same size unit that is part of a higher command.
For these reasons, it is obvious that a force undertaking
a small wars
campaign must be adequately staffed for independent operations even
if the t~bles of orga]]ization
do not specify a full Stilff complement.
Whether or not the executive staff is relieved of all ol)erative functions will depend on the size and com~msit ion of the. force and the
situation.
It is possible to vislmlize an independent regiment in such
a sitllation that the demands placed l~poll the orga~]izatioll would
make it inadvisable for a rnen]ber of the Execntive Staff to operate
the various act ivitit’s pertaining to his Executive Staff section.
I~ikewise it is possible tl~at, the Executive St :lff of a much larger force can
operate the activities of their sections after the situation is thoroughly
under control.
The staff orgal~ization must be fitted to the unit after
consideration of its size, composition, and tile. situatio]l confronting it.
2-11. The Force Commander.—One
of the first clecisions of the
force commander ]~l~lst make is the size and composit i(m of his staff.
He then considers the extent to which he will decentralize authority
to his staff and to subordinate
commanders.
This decision will
greatly influence his assig]lments of ofilcers to specific staff and comTl:e assig]]l~~el]t of officvrs according to their attainmand duties.
ments, temperarne]lts, an(l speri:.1 qualitkations,
is one of the most
important measures to insure smooth and efficient operation of the
organizations
or establishmelltso
The lar:<er the unit, the more important this becomes.
The force commander must be able to issue
directives only, leaving the details to his sl~bordinates.
He contents
himself with seeing that the work is properly done and that the
principle of the directive is not departed from, always holding himself ready to rule on doubtful points and to advise subordinates who
are having difficulty.
2-12. Staff procedure.—a.
The staff of a unit or organization
consists of those officers specifically provided for the purpose of assisting
the commander in exercising his command functions.
It is divided
or General, Staff (Chief of Staff;
into two groups: the Executive,
F-1, Personnel;
F–2, Intelligence;
F–3, Plans and Training;
and
F4, Supply),
who comprehend all the functions of command; and
the Special Staff, which inclucles the heads of technical, supply; and
Usually,
administrative
services, and certain technical specialists.
the Executive
Staff is not. an ope~ating agency; in a small force,
Executive
Staff officers may, or may not, actually operate one or
12
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more

of the services

staff

is shown

under their

dia~rammatieally

se.ctif)ns.

The

in Plate

1.

organization
Staff

principles

of the
and

as cletined in the ‘iWar Department
Field 31anual 101–5/’
remain fundamentally
the same irrespective of the type of operation.
b. The staff, in close cooperation,
works out the plans enunciated
by the commander, formulates the orders and instructions for putting
the plans into execution, and by observation and inspection insures
proper execution.
Staff officers must keep themselves informed of
the situation at all times, and be able to place before the commander
information
in sL~ch thoroughly
digested form as will enable him
to come to a sound and prompt decision without having to consider
an infinite number of details.
c. Staff conferences, staff visits, staff inspections,
measures to insure adequate liaison , and provision for administrative
details are
the usual rnethocls employed by all staif organizations
to facilitate
the proper perfornlance of their specific duties.
This procedure unifies the efforts of the staff in furthering
the accomplishment
of the
will of the commander.
d. Administrative
procedure find the details of the organization
and
routine of the various staff offices are largely dependent on the requirements of the particular situation.
It is important that essential information
be immediately
available and that every item coming under the cognizance of the staff section or special staff officer
concerned receive proper attention and be disseminated
to individThis entails the formulation
of a systematic office
uals concerned.
routine and proper allocation
of duties to individuals.
Executive
staff sections are not offices of permanent record.
Each of these sections keeps a journal (Plate II) which is the daybook of the section.
It contains briefs of important written ancl verbal messages, both received and sent, and notations of periodic reports, orders, and similar
matters that pertain to the section,
If an item is received or issued
orally, it is entered in detail; if written, the entry may be either a
reference to the file number of the document or a brief of its conA brief notation is also made of instructions
and directions
tents.
pertaining
to the section which have been given by the commander
i]r a member of the section to someone outside of the section.
The
imrnal is closed when directed by the commander, at the end gf the
These journals are the permanent
day, a phase, or other period.
records of the activities of the sections; combined, they form the recFor further details, see FM 101–5.
ord of events of the organization.
functions,

13
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The foregoing
foregoing diagram
diagram shows
shows the
the staff
staff of a small
small wars
wars force consisitngof
conslsltng of a reinforced
reinforced
The
brigade. Special
Special Staff
Staff Mk’ers
Officers nre
are here
here wowed
grouped under
under Executive
Executive Staff
Staff Sections
Sections under
under
brigade.
which they
they would
would normally
normally Perform
perform the
the major
major Portion
portion of their
their functions.
functions. The
The diagram
diagram
which
presumes a situation
situation in
in which
which the
the function
function of the
the Executive
Executive Staff
Staff is that of direction,and
direction, and
presumesa
the functionof
function of the
the SpecialStaff
Special Staff is that
that of operation.
operation.
the
Arrows indicate important functions with other
other staffsections.
staff sections.
Arrowsindicateimportantfunctionswith
Asterisks indicate assignments of staff
staff oficers
officers in certain
certain situations,althoughtheir
situations, although their funcfuncAsterisksindicateassignmentsof
tions may
may be
be assumed
assumed by
by other
other membersof
members of the
the staff
staff if not
not of sufllcientimportanceto
sufflcient Importance to
tions
warrant
the detail
detail of a separateotlicer,
separate officer.
warrant the

JOURNAL'
JOURNAL ‘
Hq _..
.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . (TJnlt.)
Hq
(Unit.)
(Place.)
(Place.)
-------------------- (Date.)
(Date.)

From:
(Date and hour.)
From:..._
.. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . ..,_. (Dateandhour.)
To: .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. . .. . . ..(Date
and our.)
hour.)
To:
(Dat.emdh

Time
"
Time
1

Serial
No.
SerialNo

Time
Time
dated'3
dated

Incidents,
messages,
Incidents,
messages,
orders,
etc.
orders,etc.
Dispositions
Dispositions
——
In
Out
In
out

Remarks
Remarks

I

11Insert
Insert F
F-1,
r-2, F-3, F-4, or "Consolidated,"” asappropriate.
as appropriate.
-1,F-2,F-3,.F-4,or’‘Consolidated,
> Refers to
to timeofreeelpt
time of receipt o
orrseuding
sending intbeofficekseptng
in the office keeping tthe
journal.
~Refers
hejournal.
' Refers to
to timetheinformation
time the information wassentandthuscallsattention
was sent and thus calls attention to
to howoldit
how old it is.
is.
aRefers

2-13.
The chief
chief of
of staff.-a.
staff.—a. In
In a force
force no
no greater
greater than
than a regiment
regiment
2-13. The
or a reinforced
reinforced regiment,
regiment, the
the executive
executive officer
officer may
may perform
perform all
all of
of the
the
or
duties of
of chief
chief of
of staff.
staff. In
In larger
larger forces,
forces, the
the chief
chief of
of staff
staff usually
usually will
will
duties
be an
an officer
officer specially
specially detailed
detailed for
for the
the purpose.
purpose. His
His principal
principal duties
duties
be
are
to act
act as
as military
military adviser
adviser to
to the
the commander
commander and
and to
to coordinate
coordinate the
the
are to
activities
of the
the staff.
staff. (See
(See “War
"War Department
Department Field
Field Manual
Manual 101–5.”)
101-5.")
activities of
He
conducts all
all routine
routine business
business in
in order
order to
to enable
enable the
the commander
commander to
to
He conducts
devote
his time
time and
and efforts
efforts to
to more
more important
important mattms,
matters. During
During the
the
devote his
temporary
absence of
of the
the commander,
commander, the
the chief
chief of
of staff
staff makes
makes such
such
temporary absence
decisions
as the
the situation
situation may
may demand;
demand; in
in each
each case
case he
he is
is guided
guided by
by the
the
decisions as
policies,
general instructions,
instructions, or
or his
his intimate
intimate knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the comcompolicies, general
mander's
wishes.
mander’s wishes.
6.
The chief
chief of
of staff
staff prescribes
prescribes the
the internal
internal organization
organization of
of the
the varivarib. The
ous
sections so as
as to
to fix
fix responsibility
responsibility for
for the
the initiation
initiation and
and supervision
supervision
ous sections
of
work in
in order
order to
to secure
secure efficiency
efficiency and
and teamwork.
teamwork. He
He decides
decides which
which
of work
members
of one
one staff
staff section
section will
will understudy
understudy the
the members
members of
of another
another
members of
staff
section. He
He makes
makes sure
sure that
that the
the special
special staff
staff is
is properly
properly orga~ized.
organized.
staff section.
Each
chief of
of section
section will
will be
be so
so engrossed
engrossed in
in his
his own
own work
work that,
that, at
at
Each chief
times,
one section
section will
will infringe
infringe on
on the
the duties
duties of
of another.
another. The
The chief
chief of
of
times, one
15
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staff must adj ustj this at once. His diplomacy and tact in adjusting
such situations at the start will have a favorable reaction on the entire
command.
c. As the organization
progresses, it often develops that certain
duties should be shifted from one unit to another.
The chief of staff
should see that such changes are made promptly.
The map section of
the engineers has been shifted logically, at times, from that unit to the
second section.
If a military government
has not been established,
civil relations may be shifted from the first to the second section.
a?. During the concentration period, the chief of staff will be particularly interested in the plans of the staff sections and their arrangements for:
(1) Receiving incoming details and individuals.
(2) Prompt issue of equipment.
(3) Prompt completion of medical and other administrative
inspections.
(4) Facilities for training.
(5) Coordination of training of all units.
(6) Organization
of the Intelligence
Service to meet the probable
requirements of the situation.
(7) Organization
of the Provost Service to meet adequately the
probable demands that will be made upon it in the theater of operations.
e. The chief of staff should supervise the plans for increasing the
intelligence personnel and for the establishment
of provost services if
it can be foreseen that the operations may result in the occupation of a
country or a large section of it. The forces of occupation have four
weapons with which to act: (a) Moral effect of the presence of troops;
(b) intelligence
service; (c) provost service (including
Exceptional
Military Courts) ; and finally (4) offensive action.
The intelligence
and provost services should be careful] y considered in connection with
In the past, scant attention has been given to
“peaceful occupation.”
these services in the preparation
of operation plans for small wars
operations.
As a rule, they have been established only when the necessities of operation forced it upon the higher command.
In most cases
an increase of personnel in intelligence units will be required over that
allowed in organization
tables when the operations include the complete occupation of a country or of large areas of it.
the exceptional
military-court
f. The provost service, including
system, represents the military government to the mass of the people,
with whom it comes in direct contact, and is the normal active instru16
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ment
for the
the maintenance
maintenance
of tranquillity,
tranquility,
freeing the
the natives
natives from
from
ment for
of
freeinj^
agitation and
and intimidation
intimidation
by their
their own
own countrymen.
countrymen.
The provost
provost
agitation
by
The
service,
more than
than any
any other
other element
element of
of the
the forces
forces except
except the
the IntelliIntelliservice, more
gence
Service, should
should understand
understand
the people,
people, their
their tempenviment,
temper[~ment,
gence Service,
the
customs, activities,
activities, and
and the
the everyday
everyday working
working of
of the
the average
average native
native
customs,
mind. It
It warrants
warrants a well-founded
well-f ouncled and
and complete
complete organization,
organization, includincludmind.
ing provost
provost marshals
marshals and
and judges
judges with
with legal
legal knowledge,
knowledge,
good and
and
ing
good
loyal
interpreters,
and sufficient
sufficient clerical
clerical assistance
assistance to
to dispatch
dispatch busibusiloyal interpreters,
and
ness
with justice
justice and
and celerity.
celerity.
ness with
2-14. The
The first
first section
section (personnel)—F-1.—a.
(personnel)
—F-l.—a.
The assistant
assistant chief
chief
2-14.
The
of staff,
staff, F-1,
F-1, coordinates
coordinates the
the activities
activities of
of those
those agencies
agencies performing
performing
of
the functions
functions that
that he
he is
is charged
charged with
with in the
the "War
“War Department
Department Field
Field
the
Manual
101–5.>’ He
He cooperates
cooperates with
with the
the second
second section
section on matters
matters
Manual 101-6."
pertaining to
pertaining
to prisoners
prisoners of
of war,
war, espionage,
espionage, etc.,
etc., and
and with
with the
the third
third and
and
fourth
sections in regard
regard to quartering,
quartering, priorities
priorities of
of replacement,
replacement,
fourth sections
He is responsible
responsible for
for
and
allotment of
of time
time for
for recreational
recreational work.
work.
and allotment
He
certain provisions
order,
certain
provisions of
of the
the administrative
administrative
order, and
and must
must cooperate
cooperate
with
the fourth
fourth section
section in
in this
this matter.
matter.
Because he
he is charged
charged with
with
with the
Because
those functions
which
as
those
functions
which relate
relate to
to the
the personnel
personnel of
of the
the command
command ‘as
individuals,
he is
is brought
brought into
into close
close contact
contacti with
with the
the adjutant,
adjutant, the
the
individuals, he
inspector, the
inspector,
the chaplain,
chaplain, the
the law
law officer,
officer, the
the surgeon,
surgeon, the
the provost
provost marmarshal,
the paymaster,
paymaster, the
the communications
communications
officer, the
the exchange
exchange officer,
officer,
shal, the
officer,
and the
officer,
and
the commanding
commanding
officer, special
special troops.
troops.
&. The
b.
The first
first section
section organizes
organizes the
the personnel
personnel of
of the
the staff
staff section,
section,
and makes
of
orderlies,
and
and
makes assignments
assignments
of the
the clerical
clerical personnel,
personnel,
orderlies,
and
specialists
therein.
specialists therein.
G.
a
c. Prior
Prior to
to leaving
leaving the
the United
United States,
States, this
this section
section formulates
formulates
plan covering
to
plan
covering the
the replacements
replacements
to accompany
accompany the
the force,
force, numbers
numbers
and classes
to
and
classes of
of replacements
replacements
b be dispatched
dispatched later,
later, dates
dates that
that such
such
replacements are
This
replacements
are desired,
desired, and
ancl priorities.
priorities.
This plan
plan may
may appear
appear as
administration
order.
In
an annex
annex to
to an
an appropriate
appropriate
administration
order.
In determining
determining
the number
the
number of
of replacements
replacements to be provided,
provided, the
the losses
losses which
which may
may be
incurred
among the
the various
various classes
classes of
of troops
troops must
must be
be estimated.
estimated.
incurred among
An
ample margin
mariin should
should be allowed
allowed for
for casualties
casualties in
in transit
transit and
and
An ample
during
the
landing,
and
consideration
given
to
the
climatic
and
saniduring the landing, and consideration
given
tl~e climatic and sanitary conditions
en route
the
tary
conditions
route and
and within
within the
the area
area of
of operations,
operations,
the
types of
contemplated,
the
types
of operations
operations
contemplated,
the branch
branch of
of service,
service, and
and the
the
time required
to arrive.
After
time
required for
for replacements
replacements
arrive.
After arrival
arrival in
in the
the
F-1
should
insure
by
timely
planning
that
theater of
theater
of operations,
opwmtions, F-1 should insure by timely planning that
complete
as to
complete information
information
to the
the needs
needs of
of the
the force
force reaches
reaches the
the approappropriate
priate headquarters
headquarters in
in the
the United
United States
States in sufficient
sufficient time
time for
for replacereplace-
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ments
ments to
to arrive
arrive when
when needed.
needed. He
He should
should cooperate
cooperate closely
closely with
with the
the
third section
third
section in estimating,
estimating, well
well in
in advance
advance of
of actual
actual needs,
needs, changes
changes
in conditions
in
conditions that
that will
will require
require replacements,
replacements, augmentation,
augmentation, or
or reducreduction of
tion
of the
the Force.
Force. When
When replacements
replacements or
or reinforcements
reenforcements are
are
recieved,
they
are
distributed
in
accordance
with
priorities
formurecieved, they are distributed in accordance with priorities formulated by
lated
by the
the third
third section.
section.
d. F-1,
d^
F-1, in
in collaboration
collaboration with
with the
the Commanding
Commanding Officer,
Officer, Special
Special
Troops, is
Troops,
is charged
charged with
with the
the allocation
allocation of
of space
space to
to the
the various
various headheadquarters’
quarters' offices.
offices. Whatever
Whatever the
the contemplated
contemplated duration
duration of
of the
the occupaoccupation, force
force headquarters
headquarters should
should be
be so located
located and
and space
space so
so allocated
allocated
tion,
thereat as
thereat
as to
to facilitate
facilitate either
either the
the expansion
expansion or
or the
the reduction
reduction of
of its
its
In
activities.
In selecting
selecting and
and allocating
allocating office
office space,
space, the
the first
first section
section
activities.
confers with
confers
with all
all members
members of
of the
the staff
staff relative
relative to
to their
their needs,
needs, and
and
particularly
with
particularly
with the
the fourth
fourth section,
section, which
which supervises
supervises rentals
rentals and
and
purchases.
purchases.
e, Until
e.
Until personnel
personnel is
is specifically
specifically designated
designated to
to take
take active
active charge
charge
of
military
government,
the
first
section
prepares
plans
as
necesof military government, the first section prepares plans
necessary
for its
its establishment.
establishment. Usually
Usually it
it will
will be advisable
advisable to
to or~lnize
organize
sary for
a special
special staff
staff section
section for
for this
this purpose.
purpose. If
If the
the military
military government
government
is
is an
an independent
independent organization
organization apart
apart from
from the
the force,
force, the
the first
first secsection acts
acts as the
the liaison
liaison agent
agent between
betAveen the
the force
force commander
commander and
and the
the
tion
staff of
of the
the military
military governor.
governor. For
For details,
details, see Chapter
Chapter XIII,
XIII, “Mili"Milistaff
tary Government.”
Government."
tary
/.
Since
post exchanges
exchanges are
are established
established for
for the
the welfare
welfare and
and conconf. Since post
venience of
of the
the enlisted
enlisted meny
men, supervision
supervision of
of this
this activity
activity comes
comes
venience
under the
the first
first section.
section. See
See paragraph
paragraph 2–36.
2-36.
under
g. The
The first
first section
section is
is charged
charged with
with the
the rendition
rendition of
of reports
reports concong.
cerning, and
and the
the handling
handling of,
of, civilian
civilian prisoners
prisoners or
or prisoners
prisoners taken
taken
cerning,
from hostile
hostile forces.
forces. If
If a local
local constabulary
constabulary is
is operating
operating in
in cocofrom
operation with
with the
the intervening
intervening force,
force, such
such prisoners
prisoners usually
usually are
are
operation
turned over
over to
to the
the former
former for
for trial
trial by
by the
the constabulary
constabulary courts
courts marmarturned
tial or
or by
by civil
civil courts;
courts; otherwise
otherwise they
they are
are held
held at
at the
the disposal
disposal of
of
tial
the force
force commander.
commander.
the
The first
first section
section prepares
prepares and
and promulgates
promulgates regulations
regulations governgovernh. The
ing
the
conduct
of
personnel
in
their
associations
with
friendly
ing the conduct of personnel in their associations
with friendly
natives in
in an
an effort
effort to
to further
further cordial
cordial public
public relations.
relations. Social
Social cuscusnatives
toms in
in countries
countries in
in which
which small
small wars
wars operations
operations usually
usually occur
occur ,differ
differ
toms
in many
many respects
respects from
from those
those in
in the
the United
United States.
States. Violation
Violation of
of
in
these
customs,
and
thoughtless
disrespect
to
local
inhabitants,
tend
these customs, and thoughtless
disrespect to local inhabitants,
tend
to create
create animosity
animosity and
and distrust
distrust which
which makes
makes our
our presence
presence unwelcome
unwelcome
to
and the
the task
task of
of restoring
restoring law
law and
and order
order more
more difficult.
difficult.
and
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i. The first section prepares and transmits to the fourth section
such parts of the force administrative
orders as affect the activities
These are principally:
Replacements;
military
of the first section.
police; postal service; care and clisposition of civilian prisoners and
prisoners taken from the hostile forces; payment of the command;
and post exchange supplies.
j. The records kept in the office of the first section should be reduced
to the minimum.
See paragraph 2-12, d. The following documents
are neecled in order to function efficiently:
(1) Section journal.
(2) A suspense file of orders, memornnda, and letters of instructions, which later are turned over to the adjutant.
(3) Copies of important
communications
which affect the force
cent inuousl y. (The originnls are kept in the adjutant’s files. )
(4) A situation map should be kept posted, showing the status of
matters pertaining to the first section at all times.
2-15. The second section
(intelligence)
F-2.—a. Genenzi.-(l)
The assistant chief of staff F–2 constitutes
the Bureau of Enemy
Information.
This section must keep in close touch with all other
staff sections and is responsible for the dissemination
of enemy information which may affect the operations of those agencies.
This
includes not only information
of the military
situation,
but the
political, economic, and social status of the occupied area, together
with the attitude and activities of the civil population
and political
leaders insofar as those elements may affect the accomplishment
of
the mission.
(2) The duties of the intelligence officer are outlined in “War DeIn addition, the following
are of
partment Field Manual 101–5.”
special importance in small wars “operations:
({() The names and descriptions
of leaders, areas in which they
operate, and the methods and mat erial means which they employ in
combat.
(b) Hostile propaganda in occupied territory, adjacent territory or
countries, and our own country; and the methods, meads, and agents
used for its propagation.
(c) Liaison with government
and local officials of the occupied
country or areas, and with the civil representatives
of our own and
foreign governments therein.
(d) Close liaison with the commander of aviation in arranging for
aerial reconnaissance.
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(e) Maintenance of cordial relations with the local, American, and
foreign press, and censoring of all press releases.
( 1) llmin~
the concentration
b. Duties prz”or to embarkation.—
phase prior to embarkation, the second section will be primarily concerned with obtaining all available information
relative to the country in which it is proposed to operate.
Monographs, maps, and other
pertinent
information
normally should be furnished
by the Force
General Staff.
In no type. of warfare is the latest current information more vital.
For this reason the second section should immediately establish liaison with tile correspomling
sections of the naval
and military services and with the nearest representatives
of the State
Department.
(2) The selection, organization,
and training of tl~e commissioned
and enlisted intelligence
personnel
of both the headquarters
and
combat units should be carriecl on concurrently with the F–2 estimate
of the situation.
(See paragraph 2-13, e.)
Every effort should be
made to obtain personnel conversant with the language of the country.
The force of interpreters
will generally be augmented by the
employment of natives.
The second section, in conjunction with F4,
should compile and obtain approval of an “Allowance and Pay Table
for Interpreters,”
based on the scale of wages of the country concerned, and funds should be allocated for payment thereunder prior
to embarkation.
(3) A r&um6 of the available information
of the theatre of operations should be completed as soon as practicable and reproduced and
disseminated
throughout the command.
The following
form is suggested for compiling
this information.
Some items listed therein
may not be applicable in every situation, and additional items may
be of great value in certain situations.
A FORM FOR A STUDY OF THE THEATER OF OPERATIONS
1.

POLITICAL.-+Z.

I{i.StO~~.

b. iSyatcm of Government.
(1) Form of government (dictatorship, republic, etc.).
(2) Organization aml method of operation.
(3) Political subdivisions.
c. Internal political si.tvotion.
(1) Present government (head of state and other political leaders;
personalities).
(2) Political issues.
(3) Analysis of parties.
(4) ltegional an(l social differences.
(5) The press,
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1. PomT1c.+L—a.
PouTicAL.—a. Historfp—C’ontinued.
History—Continued.
1.
International politics.
politics.
d. International
(1) Bearing
Bearing of
of iuternal
internal political
political situation
situation on international
international policies.
policies.
(1)
(2) Foreign
Foreign PO]
policies.
(2)
iciw.
(3) Foreign relxtions.
relations.
e. Summation
Summation (How
(How does this affect
affect the contemplated
contemplated operations?).
operations?).
e.
EcoNOMic.^—a. General
Oencral cconmn
economic
characteristics.
2. EcoNomc.-a.
ic characteristics.
(1) Natural resourms.
resources.
(1)
(2) Degree
Degree of economic
economic development.
(2)
(3) Depen(lence
Dependence on fforeign
(3)
omign trade.
6. National
National prod?
productive
capacity.
b.
(ctive capacity.
(1) Agriculture.
Agriculture.
(1)
(2) Mining.
(2)
(3) Manufacture.
Manufacture.
(3)
(4) Shipbuilding.
Shipbuilding.
(4)
Commerce.
c. Commwce.
(1) Domestic
Domestic trade.
(1)
(2) Foreign
Foreign trade.
(2)
Transportation.
d. Transportation.
(1) Railroads.
(1)
(2) Highways.
(2)
(3) Water.
(3)
(4) Ah-.
Air.
(4)
€. Communication.
Communication.
e.
(1) Cables.
(2) Radio.
Radio.
(2)
(3) Telegraph.
Telegraph.
(3)
(4) Telephone.
(4)
Finance (method
(method of
of financing
financing government).
government).
f. Finance
ff. Population
Population (economic
(economic nspects;
aspects; present population
population analysis
analysis of
of popula~.
labor, and social conditions
conditions).
tion, labor,
).
h. Plans for
for industrial
industrial mobilization.
mobilization.
Economic penetration
penetration by foreign.
foreign intereata.
interests.
i. Economic
Influence of
of economic
economic situation
situation on foreign
foreign relations.
relations.
j. Influence
Oencral conelusiong
conclusions (reference
(reference to economic
economic self-sutliciency,
self-sufficiency, capacity
capacity
k. General
for production
production of
of war
war supplies and food
food supplies, and degree of
of defor
maintenance of
of trade routes).
routes).
pendence on maintenance
3.
GEOGRAPHY ((PHYSICAL).^
—a. Generat
General topo~raph
topographyu and
and h.ydroflraph~.
hydrography.
3, GEOORAPHY
PHYSICAL)?—a,
b. Eiver8
Rivers and mater
vyater 8upplu.
supply.
c. climatic
Climatic cxMdition8.
conditions.
d. Critical
Critical area8
areas (areas
(areas the loss of
of which would
would seriously
seriously hamper
hami)er the
country
consideration).
country under consideration
).
e. Vital
Vital areaa
areas ({areas
essential
the coantr~
country concerned).
concerned).
areatq c&wn
t ial to the
(1) Routes of
of approach.
approach.
(2) Roads,
Roads, trails, and
and railroads.
(2)
(3) Harbors and
and beaches
beaches near critical areas.
areas.
(3)
^ Such geographicalitems
geographical items as
as have
have been
been consideredunder
considered under political
political or economic
economic headings
headings
1Such
should be
be omitted.
omitted.
should
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3.
GE»GBAPHY (PHYSICAL)
(PHTSICAL)..—a.
—a. (kneral
General topofnwphy
topography and
and h~dro~raph~.--Contd.
hydrography.—Contd.
(4)
(4) Communications.
Communications.
(5) General terrain considerations.
considerations.
(5)
f,
f. Conch&ons
ConclM»ions (the
(the effect of
of general terrain c<msideratitms
considerations <m
on opernoperatiozw.
tions. The most favorable
favorable theater of
of operation
operation from
from iia standpoint,
standpoint of
of
physical geography).
geography).
physical
4. PSYCHOLOGICAL
PSYCHOLOGICAL SI’NJATIOFi.’-U.Gmeral
SITUATION.'—a. Ocneral racial
racial ch
vharavterintirn;
types, rwca,
races,
4.
a?acteri,~t iw; t~pcs,
etc.
etc.
Education.
b. Edl/ration.
Religion.
c. Religion.
Attitude of inltabitwnta
inhahitants towurd
toicard foreigners.
foreigners.
d. Attitude
e. 6’asceptibility
Susceptihility to
to propaganda
propaganda (influence
(influence of
of church, press, radio, or
c.
agency).
other agency
).
Conelusions.
f. Conclusions.
COMBAT ESTIMATE.-•
ESTIMATE.—a. Coordination
Coordination of
of national
national defense.
defense.
5. COMBAT
(1)
Military
forces
(government
and
opposition).
(1) Military forces (government
opposition
).
(2) Supreme commander
commander (government
(government and opposition
opposition).
(2)
).
Personnel.
b. Personnel.
(1) Estimated strength
strength of components
components of both
both g(wernrnent
government and
and hoshos(1)
forces.
tile forces.
(2) Government
Government forces and
and leaders.
leaders.
(2)
(3) Hostile
Hostile forces and
and leaders.
leaders.
(3)
c. Training,
Training, eflcienc~,
efflciency, and
and flLoralc
morale (government
(government and hostile forces).
forces).
c.
(1) Individual.
Individual.
(1)
(2)
(2) Unit and combine(l
combined training.
training.
(3) Training
Training of
of reserves.
(3)
(4) System of promotion
promotion of
of officers.
(4)
(5) Efficiency.
Efliciency.
(5)
(6)
(6) Morale.
d. Remwiting
Recruiting rnetl~ods.
methods.
d.
(1)
(1) Government
Government forces.
forces.
(2) Hostile
Hostile forces.
forces.
(2)
e. Equipment
Equipment and
and supplies
supplies available.
at-ailahle.
e.
(1) To government
government forces.
forces.
(1)
(rt) On hand.
(a)
(6) Replacement Possibility
possibilities
ies and sources.
(b)
hostile forces.
(2) To hostile
(a)
(a) On
On hand.
(6) Replacement
Replacement possibilities and sources.
sources.
(b)
f. Method
Method of
of conducting
conducting combat.
combat.
g. Navy.
Navy.
(1)
(1) Strength.
(2)
Organization.
(2) Organization.
(3)
Training, efficiency,
efflciency, and morale.
(3) Training,
Conclusions.
h. Conclusions.
GENERAL CONCLUSION
CoNci-rsioN ((Relative
factors and final
6. GENERAL
Relative value should be given to all factors
conclusions must be based on the study as a whole).
conclusions
whole).

"Discuss only
only suchitemsas
sucbitems as are
are not
not covered
covered fully
fully elsewherein
elsewhere in the
the stucly.
study. Refer
Refer to
to other
other
2Discuss

paragraphs where appropriate,
appropriate.
paragraphswhere
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(4) (a) Available maps nre usually inaccurate and of small scale;
their procurement is costly and the supply limited.
They have often
proved so unreliable as to detail as to be valueless except for the purpose of correction.
It is often more practical and economical
to
obtain ‘maps only for headquarters and executive staff sections of all
units, providing means for the reproduction
and distribution
of corrected sections or of new maps made after arrival in the theater of
operations.
In small-wars operations where engineer troops have not
been present, map reproduction has been made a responsibility
of the
second section; in other cases, the map-reproduction
section of the
engineers has been transferred to the force headquarters
intelligence
In
any
event,
the
second
section
is
responsible
for
the prosect ion.
curement and distribution
of maps.
(6) Aerial photography,
in addition to its other military uses, will
play an important part in the development of new maps and obtaining
accurate information
for the correction of old ones after reaching the
The procurement of an initial supply of film
theater of operations.
and other materials for this purpose is essential.
(5) In order to establish favorable press relations at the start, and
to avoid the publication
of harmful and incorrect information,
a
definite policy must be adopted as to who will receive representatives
of the press, what information will be furpished, and what means will
be provided for obtaining it. Even though the campaign may be too
insignificant
to have correspondents
and photographers
attached for
the entire operation, they will invariably be present at the beginning.
In some cases, officers have been permitted to act as correspondents;
if this is done, a definite ngreement must be made relative to the class
of information
which will be furnished.
(6) If a military government
is not established,
civil relations
with the local officials, native civilians,
and foreign nationals, including citizens of the United States, become a function
of the
second section.
Best results will be obtained if the policy for dealing with the various elements is established before the force arrives
in the theater of operations.
After arrival, the local representatives
of the State Department
should be consulted and such changes made
in the policy as appear to be desirable.
(7) Organizations
which are opposed to intervention
in the affairs
of other nations, regardless of the causie, have at times disseminated
their propaganda to the force.
The second section is responsible for
guarding against this by locating the source and notifying,
through
official channels, the proper civilian officials.
An early statement of
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the facts relating to the situation, by the commander, will usually
forestall any ill effects from such propaganda.
(8) Intelligence
funds, which are not a part of the quartermaster
allotment,
are required for the proper functioning
of the second
F–2 is responsible
for requesting
the allotment
of such
section.
funds prior to the embarkation of the force.
o. Dutia in the theater of operations.— (1) The F–2 section is
primarily an office for the consolidation
of information
supplied by
lower units, special agents, and outside sources; and for the prompt
distribution
of the resulting information
to other staffs, sections, and
If
circumstances
require the second secorganizations
concerned.
tion to assume the duties of the 05cer in charge of civil affairs or
other functions,
additional
divisions must be organized within the
section under competent assistants.
(2) The following
intelligence
agencies are available to F-2 for
the collection
of information:
Secret agents, voluntary
informers,
aviation, intelligence
agencies of lower organizations
(brigades, regiments, areas, etc. ), other governmental
departments.
(a) Secret agents, hired from among the inhabitants in the theater
of operations, have proved valuable collectors of information
in the
past.. They must be carefully selected and, once employed, a close
watch should be kept o]~ their activities.
Usually such agents have
been politically
opposed to the native forces whose activities have
If they attempt to use their position
resulted in the intervention.
for their own aggrandizement
or to embarrass personal enemies,
they are useless as sources of information
and handicap the intervening force in gaining the confidence of the population.
However,
when reliable agents have been obtained in past operations, they have
provided extremely valuable information.
It is often advisable to
pay them low regular wages and to reward them with bonuses for
timely and accurate information.
(5) The major portion of the information
obtained from voluntary informers is often false, grossly distorted, or tuo late to be of
value unless the informer has personal reasons for making the report.
Liberal cash payments for information
that proved correct
and timely have sometimes brought excellent results.
Hired agents
and informers have been of assistance in the past in uncovering the
The source of the information
must be
hostile sources of supply.
kept inviolable in order to protect the informers and to insure an
The universal tendency of even
uninterrupted
flow of information.
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reliable hired
hired agents
agents and
and vo]unt
voluntary
informers is
is to
to protect
protect anyone
anyone
reliable
ary informers
with
whom they
they are
are connected
connected by
by politics,
politics, business,
business, or
or blood.
blood.
with whom
(c)
It is
is not
not improbable
improbable that
that high
high officials
officials of
of both
both the
the party
party in
in
(c) It
power and
and the
the opposition
opposition may
may “secretly
secretly support
support insurrectionary
insurrectionary activiactivipower
ties in
in order
order to
to insure
insure themselves
themselves an
an armed
armed following
following in
in the
the field
field
ties
in case
case the
the intervention
intervention should
should be
be ended
ended suddenly.
suddenly. Such
Such a condicondiin
tion increases
increases the
the difficult
difficult task
task of
of securing
securing agents
agents who
who will
will report
report
tion
impartially on
on all
all disturbing
disturbing elements.
elements.
impartially
(d)
Excellent results
results have
have been
been obtained
obtained through
through the
the cooperation
cooperation of
of
(d) Excellent
business establishments
establishments which
which maintain
maintain branches
branches or
or other
other contacts
contacts
business
throughout the
the occupied
occupied areas.
areas. For
For financial
financial reasons,
reasons, the
the central
central
throughout
office of
of such
such concerns
concerns must
must have
have timely
timely and
and impartial
impartial knowledge
knowledge of
of
office
actual or
or prospective
prospective conditions
conditions throughout
throughout the
the country.
country. In
In many
many
actual
cases they
they are
are dependent
dependent upon
upon the
the intervening
intervening forces
forces for
for protection
protection
cases
of their
their personnel
personnel and
and property,
property, and
and it
it is
is to
to their
their advantnge
advantage to
to restore
restore
of
peaceful conditions
conditions as
as rapidly
rapidly as
as possible.
possible. In
In seeking
seeking to
to establish
establish
peaceful
such a contact,
contact, the
the intelligence
intelligence ofhcer
officer should
should look
look for
for a business
business estabestabsuch
lishment with
with which
which the
the force
force normally
normally does
does business,
business. Liaison
Liaison should
should
lishment
be maintained
maintained through
through members
members of
of the
the command
command who
who visit
visit the
the busibusibe
ness house
house in
in the
the routine
routine course
course of
of duty
duty and
and who
who are
are publicly
publicly known
known
ness
to do
do SO.
so. It
It is
is unfair,
unfair, as well
well as
as poor
poor intelligence
intelligence technique,
technique, to
to risk
risk
to
the life
life or
or the
the business
business career
career of
of a man
man in his
his community
community through
through carecarethe
lessness or
or loose
loose talk.
talk. Many
Many companies
companies have
have accurate
accurate and
and detailed
detailed
lessness
maps or
or surveys
surveys on
on file
file which
which may
may be
be obtained
obtained and
and reproduced
reproduced to
to supsupmaps
plement
the
small-scale
maps
available
to
the
force.
plement the small-scale maps available to the force.
(e) Aerial
Aerial reconnaissance
reconnaissance is
is invaluable
invaluable in
in locating
locating large
large movemove(e)
ments, encampments,
encampments, and
and affected
affected areas..
areas. When
When the
the opposition
opposition has
has
ments,
been broken
broken into
into small
small groups,
groups, the
the lapse
lapse of
of time
time between
between gaining
gaining ininbeen
formation
and
the
arrival
of
a
ground
patrol
is
usually
too
great
to
formation and the arrival of
ground patrol is usually too great to
give effective
effective results.
results. The
The use
use of
of observation
observation aviation
aviation in
in close
close support
support
give
of infantry
infantry patrols
patrols operating
operating against
against small
small hostile
hostile forces
forces is
is of
of doubtdoubtof
ful value.
value. The
The airplane
airplane discloses
discloses the
the presence
presence and
and location
location of
of the
the
ful
patrols and
and enables
enables the
the hostile
hostile groups
groups to
to avoid
avoid them
them or
or to
to choose
choose the
the
patrols
time and
and place
place for
for making
making contact.
contact. Any
Any ambush
ambush that
that can
can be
be located
located
time
from the
the air
air should
should be
be uncovered
uncovered in
in ample
ample time
time by
by the
the exercise
exercise of
of a
from
little
care
on
the
part
of
the
patrol
leader.
Aerial
photographic
mislittle care on the part of the patrol leader.
Aerial photographic
missions often
often will
will be the
the best
best or
or only
only means
means for
for securing
securing accurate
accurate inforinforsions
mation of
of the
the terrain
terrain in
in the
the theater
theater of
of operations.
operations. For
For further
further d~tails,
details,
mation
see Chapter
Chapter IX,
IX, “Aviation.”
"Aviation."
see
(/)
Subordinate
units provide
provide the
the force
force commander
commander with
with detailed
detailed
(/) Subordinate
units
information on
on hostile
hostile activities,
activities, the
the terrain
terrain and
and geography,
geography, and
and the
the
information
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political and
political
and economic
economic situation
situation in
in the
the areas
areas in
in which
which they
they operate.
operate.
As combat
As
combat intelligence
intelligence for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of gaining
gaining contact
contact with
with and
and
destroying hostile
hostile armed
armed opposition,
opposition, such
such information
information usually
usually will
will be
be
destroying
of value
value only
only to
to the
the unit
unit first
first gaining
gaining it,
it. But
But such
such information,
information, when
when
of
collected from
from the
the entire
entire theater
theater of
of operations
operations and
and transformed
transformed into
into
collected
military intelligence,
intelligence, provides
provides the
the commander
commander with
with the
the information
information he
he
military
must
must have
have to
to dispose
dispose his
his forces
forces in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the situation
situation and
and
to
to prepare
prepare for
for eventualities.
eventualities. F–2
F-2 should
should coordinate
coordinate the
the activities
activities of
of
the
ions of
the intelligence
intelligence sect
sections
of subordinate
subordinate units.
units. The
The second
second section
section of
of
a subordinate
subordinate organization,
organization, quartered
quartered in
in the
the same
same city
city or
or town
town as
as force
force
headquarters,
headquarters, should
should not
not be
be used
used as an
an appendage
appendage to
to the
the force
force intelliintelligence
gence section,
section, but
but should
should be
be permitted
permitted and
and required
required to
to function
function in
in its
its
normal
normal manner.
manner. However,
However, F-2
F-2 should
should utilize
utilize every
every opportunity
opportunity to
to
develop a close
close understanding
understanding and
and personal
personal relationship
relationship with
with suborsubordevelop
dinate intelligence
intelligence officers.
officers.
dinate
(g) F-2
F-2 should
should maintain
maintain close
close liaison
liaison with
with other
other agencies
agencies of
of our
our
(g)
government
government established
established in
in the
the theater
theater of
of operations.
operations. Information
Information
from
from such
such agencies
agencies concerning
concerning the
the higher
higher officials
officials of
of the
the government
government
of
of the
the occupied
occupied state
state and
and of
of the
the opposition
opposition party,
party, as
as well
well as
as of
of the
the
economic
economic condition
condition of
of the
the state,
state, may
may be accepted
accepted as
as sound.
sound. But
But bebecause of
of the
the limited
limited circle
circle within
Avithin which
which they
they move,
move, as
as well
well as
as for
for other
other
cause
reasons,
reasons, their
their opinion
opinion concerning
concerning the
the effect
effect of
of the
the national
national economy
economy
on
on the
the peace
peace of
of the
the state,
state, and
and of
of political
political and
and social
social trends
trends to
to which
which
the higher
higher classes
classes are
are unsympathetic,
unsympathetic, must
must be
be accepted
accepted with
with care.
care. The
The
the
same
same applies
applies to
to the
the opinions
opinions of
of America
America businessmen
businessmen domiciled
domiciled in
in
the
the country.
country. An
An officer
officer possessing
possessing a working
working knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the lanlanguage, a knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the psychology
psychology of
of the
the people,
people, good
good powers
powers of
of
guage,
observation, and
and who
who has
has associated
associated w“ith
with the
the average
average civilian
civilian in
in the
the
observation,
outlying
outlying districts
districts for
for a month,
month, is
is in
in a position
position to
to possess
possess a sounder
sounder
knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the fundamental
fundamental disturbing
disturbing factors
factors at
at work
work in
in the
the councountry that
that an official
official or
or businessman
businessman who
who may
may have
have spent
spent years
years in
in the
the
try
capital only.
only.
capital
(h)
(k) Close
Close contact
contact should
should be
be maintained
maintained also
also with
with representataives
representataives
of our
our government
government in
in bordering
bordering states,
states, especially
especially with
with naval
naval and
and milimiliof
tary attach&.
attaches. This
This is
is particularly
particularly applicable
applicable when
when the
the affected
affected area
area
tary
borders the
the frontier.
frontier.
borders
(3) The
The same
same agencies
agencies for
for securing
securing information
information are
are available
available to
to
(3)
brigade
(if
the
force
consists
of
more
than
a
reenforced
brigade)
and
brigade (if the force consists of more than
reinforced brigade) and
regimental intelligence
intelligence officers
officers as are
are available
available to
to F–2,
F-2, except
except that
that
regimental
it will
will be
be unusual
unusual for
for them
them to
to contact
contact representatives
representatives of
of our
our own
own or
or
it
foreign governments
governments directly.
directly. Iteconnaissance
Reconnaissance aviation
aviation is
is usually
usually
foreign
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available cm
on request.
request. If
If aa regiment
regiment is
is operating
operating independently
independently in
in a*
available
small wars
wars situation,
situation, the
the regimental
regimental intelligence
intelligence sect
section
should be
be
small
ion should
strengthened
to fulfill
fulfill adequately
adequately the
the functions
functions of
of the
the F–2
F-2 section.
section.
strengthened
to
(4)
(a) Even
Even the
the battalion
battalion in
in small
small wars
wars rarely
rarely operates
operates as
as a unit.
unit.
(4) (a)
Its
companies often
often occupy
occupy the
the more
more important
important villages
villages in
in the
the batbatIts companies
talion
area and,
and, in
in turn,
turn, send
send out
out subdivisions
subdivisions to
to occupy
occupy strategically
strategically
talion area
located
settlements and
and outposts.
outposts. The
The batt
battalion
intelligence officer
officer
located settlements
alien intelligence
should
spend
as
much
time
as
possible
in
the
field
in
order
that
he
should spend as much time
possible in the field in order that he
may become)
become thoroughly
thoroughly familiar
familiar with
with the
the situation
situation throughout
throughout the
the
may
area.
area.
(&)
As soon
soon as
as it
it is
is established,
established, every
every detacl~ed
detached post
post or
or station
station must
must
(b) As
organize and
and develop
develop its
its own
own intelligence
intelligence system.
system. Each
Each ~gywrison
garrison
organize
must initiate
initiate active
active patrolling
patrolling for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of becoming
becoming familiar
familiar
must
with the
the rout~
routes of
of communication,
communication, topogrnpl~
topography
and &eography
geography of
of the
the
with
y and
district,
the
inhabitants,
and
the
economic
and
political
forces
at
work
district, the inhabitants, and the economic a]ld political forces at work
in the
the community.
community. Routine
Routine patrols
patrols over
over the
the same
same roads
roads or
or trails
trails and
and
in
at regular
regular intervals
intervals of
of t.im~
time should
should be
be avoided;
avoided; rather
rather the
the objective
objective
at
should be
be to
to discover
discover new
new trails
trails and
and to
to explore
explore new
new areas
areas with
with each
each
should
successive
patrol
and
to
confuse
the
qpponents
by
vaiying
the
dates
successive patrol and to confuse the qpponents by varying the dates
and hours
hours of
of departure.
departure. Loc~l
Local garrisons
garrisons must
must become
become ~so familiar
familiar
and
with their
their subdistricts
subdistricts that
that any
any changes
changes or
or unusual
unusual conditions
conditions will
will
with
be immediately
immediately apparent.
apparent. Local
Local commanders
commanders and
and their
their noncom.
noncombe
missioned officers
officers should
should be
be able
able to
to proceed
proceed to
to any
any point
point in
in their
their
missioned
subdistrict via
via the
the shortest
shortest and
and quickest
quickest route
route and
and without
without the
the assistassistsubdistrict
ance of
of aa guide
guide or
or interpreter.
interpreter.
ance
(c)
Maps furnished
furnished from
from the
the higher
higher echelons
echelons must
must be
be supplemented
supplemented
(c) Maps
by road,
road, sketches
sketches and
and the
the correction
correction or
or addition
addition of
of all
all pertinent
pertinent milimiliby
information. This
This work
work should
should be
be undertaken
undertaken immediately
immediately upon
upon
ttary
ary information.
arrival, beginning
beginning with
with the
the most
mogt important
important unmapped
unmapped roads
roads or
or trails
trails
arrival,
and
continuing
throughout
the
occupation
until
accurate
large-scale
and continuing
throughout
the occupation nntil accurate large-scale
maps are
are available
available of
of all
all subdistricts.
subdistricts. A
A supplementary
supplementary chart
chart should
should
maps
be compiled
compiled indicating
indicating the
the distances
distances between
between all
all points
pointsi of
of military
military
be
importance
and the
the time
time factor
factor involved
involved for
for each
each type,
type of
of transportatransportaimportance and
tion
available
and
for
each
season
of
the
year.
tion available and for each season of the ytmr.
(d)
A record
record should
should be
be kept
kept of
of all
all prominent
prominent citizens
citizens in
in the
the
(d) A
locality, whether
whether friendly
friendly or
or hostile
hostile to
to the
the intervention.
intervention. Each
Each record
record
locality,
sihould show:
show: The
The full
full name
name of
of the
the individual
individual as taken
taken from
from the
the bapbapshould
tismal
or
birth
certificate
(both
when
these
records
differ)
;
the
name
tismal or birth certificate (both when these records (liiler); the ‘name
by which
which the
the person
person is
is customarily
customarily known;
known; all
all known
known aliases,
aliases, if
if any;
any;
by
and his
his reputation,
reputation, character,
character, and
and activities.
activities. Additional
Additional information
information
and
should be
be entered
entered on
on the
the record
record as
as it
it becomes
becomes availfible.
available. Duplicatm
Duplicates
should
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arc
are forw:trclwl
forwai-ded to
to the
the next
next higher
higlier echelon.
echelon. It
It is
is only
only by
by this
this means
means
that
that :wcllrnte
aceiuate and
and continuous
continuous information
information can
can be
be maintained
maintained on
on the
the
inhabitantg of
of the
the occupied
occupied areas,
areas, which
which will
will prove
prove invaluable
invaluable when
when
inhabitants
questioning
questioninjr individuals,
individuals, for
for i-mienting
orienting newly
newly arriving
arriving officers,
officers, and
and
for
for preparing
preparing charges
charges when
when it
it is
is desired
desired to
to bring
bring suspects
suspects to
to trial
trial
for their
for
their activities.
activities.
(e) Intelligence
(e)
Intelligence activities
activities are
are greatly
greatly handicapped
handicapped if
if the
the officers
oflScers
attached to
attached
to battalions
battalions and
and smaller
smaller units
units in
in the
the field
field are
are not
not familitir
familiar
with the
with
the local
local language.
language. This
Tliis is especially
especially true
true with
with Bn-2.
Bnr-2. Each
Each
officer
should endeavor
endeavor to
to learn
learn the
the language
language sufficiently
sufficiently well
well to
to el~enofficer should
gage in
gage
in social
social activities
activities and
and to
to dispense
dispense with
with interpreters
interpreters as
as soon
soon n,
apossible.
possible.
(/)
Outpost commanders
commanders mity
may obtain
obtain information
information by:
by:
(~) Outpost
Establishing a service
service of
of information
information through
through the
the local
local mnyor
mayor or
or
Establishing
senior civil
civil official;
official;
senior
Weekly reports
reports from
fiom the
the senior
senioi- civi
civil1 official
official in
in each
each sett
settlen)ent
len]ent
Weekly
within the
the subdistrict;
subdistrict;
within
Questioning commercial
commercial travelers;
travelers;
Questioning
Interrogating persons
persons or
or tllc
the relatives
relatives of
of persons
persons injured
injured or
or momoInterrogating
lested by
by the
the hostile
hostile forces;
forces;
lested
dose surveillance
surveillance of
of relatives
relatives of
of hostile
hostile individuals:
individuals;
Close
Examination of
of prisoners;
prisoners; and
and
Examination
Constant observation
observation of
of the
the movements
movements of
of all
all able-bodied
able-bodied men
men in
in
Constant
the
district.
the district.
(ff) Methods
Methods of
of extracting
extracting information
infonnation which
which are
are not
not countenanced
countenanced
(g)
by the
the laws
laws of
of wnr
war and
and the
the customs
customs of
of humanity
humanity cannot
cannot be
be tolerated.
tolerated.
by
Such
actions
tend
to
produce
only
false
information
and
are
degradSuch actions tend to procluce only false information
and are degrading
to
the
person
inflicting
them.
ing to the pemon inflicting them.
d. Intelh’qmwe
Intelligence recora?8.—
records.— (1)
(1) Study
Study of
of the
the t)i.eizter
tJieater of
of operati0n8.—
operaiiona.—
a?.
A thorough
thorough knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the theater
theater of
of operations
operations in
in small
small ware
wars is
is
A
highly important
important to
to all
all officers
officers from
from the
the force
force commander
commander tQ
to the
the
highly
junior patrol
patrol or outpost
outpost commander,
commander. Information
Information compiled
compiled prior
prior to
to
junior
arrival in
in the
the theater
theater must
must bC
be supplemented
supplemented by
by reconnaissance
reconnaissance and
and
arrival
research on
on the
the ground.
ground. See
See paragraph
paragraph >15,
2-15, b.
research
(2) Speciul
Special stud&3s.—From
sttidi^s.—^From time
time to
to time
time the
the intelligence
intelligence officxm
officer may
may
(2)
be called
called upon
upon to
to make
make special
special studies
studies of
of particular
particular localities,
localities, situasituabe
tions, or
or other
other factors
factors arising
arising during
during the
the COUrSSOf
course of the
the camPai@.
campaign.
tions,
A complete
(3) The
The intelligence
intelliffence wmex.—
annex.—A
complete intelligence
intelligence annex
annex may
mky be
(3)
issued
at
the
beginning
of
the
operations
to
accompany
the
campaign
issued at the beginning of the operations to accompany the campaign
plan. Such
Such an annex
annex is
is not
not usually
usually necessary
necessary in
in small
small ware
wars operations
operations
plan.
unless strong,
strong, organized
organized resistance
resistance to
to the
the intervention
intervention is
is anticipated.
anticipated.
unless
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The form for the intelligence annex given i~~‘bWar Department Field
Manual 101–5° may be used as a guide.
(4) Tlw intelligence editnate.— (a) The intelligence
estimate during the early phases of intervention may closely ptirallel the F–2 estimate of a major war. It is that part of the commander’s @imate of
the. situation which covers the hostile forces and their probable course
of action.
The following outline may be used m n guide for such tin
~~tinlate :
F-2 ESTIMATE
(Heading)
File SO.
Maps ;
1. HOSTILEFOSCES:
Dispositions; strength; physical wi)diti(ms; momle ; tr:dnillg; exposition; supply and equipment; awlsi~inw It) Iw vxIwteIl frlmi other stmrws.
2. J.MDiY’s CAPABIHTISS:
Enemy’s mission ; plans qwn to tviemy ; illllllyk?iS t)l’ courses {y)w~ to the
enemy.
3. MOSTPBOBABLE
COuramOFENEMYACTION.

( Signtltlll’e.)

(b) As the intervention
continues and the hostile forces me dis~terswl into small groups, purely milittwy operatifms lisually become
subordinate
to civil problems.
The following
form n]ay bc used as
a guide for an F–2 estimate of the pol it ica], eeolmnical,
:md civil
situation:
ESTIMATE OF THE POLITICAL, ECONOMICAL+ANI) CIVIL SI’I’1JATION
From :

Date til]d hour

To:

Date und hour
Ul)it
Plact!
1~ateand hour

File No.
Mnps :
1. GEZSRBAL
STA~ OFTmuumMYOCCUPIED:
State under the appropriate number of suhpamgf’nphs, a genernI sunmmry
of hostile activities as it exists in each subdivision of the state or territory,
allotting a subparagraph to each geogrnl)hic subdivision.
cm CrvIL POPULATION:
2. ATTITUDE

Discuss attitude of the leaders, whether p{~litieal or military. The gwwrnl
attitude of the population, whether fritm(lly, tolerant, apathetic, {jr hostile.
Local &VdSttinC(2
or obstruction we m:ly exINx’tto our d~ork
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3.
TION:
.1. EcONOMrc
ECONOMIC SITI‘.\
SixiATiitN:
Condition of
of husiuess.
l)u.sine.s.s. Muploymt>nt
Euiplo.vini'nt situation.
situation. Price of foodstuffs. C!onConC{nKiitioll
dition of CI’OIW.
ci'oiis. Influx (W(~uttiowof
or outflow of l:ilmrers,
liiborers. Conditions amongst laborers.
ditiou
PoucE OPIEIMTION
OPER.\TION ::
4. POLICE
Police cmiditi(ms.
conditions. C!oiiperntit~ll
Cooporatioti o
off native forces and native Civil
Civil Police
Pollee
oxii- own. TYIW
Tj'iw of
of minw
crime for
for which
wliich most arrests
arrests are made, whether
whether
with mu”own.
major
major or minor offensrs.
ofieniscs. Aumunt
Amount and reliability
reliability of
of information
information furnished
furnished
local force
force or ~)li(.r,
police. Arms ill
in use I]Y
b.v local police,
police, type and number. If
If
by heal
imlice are sllbjert
subject to lw.al
Itx-al politi(>nl
iiolitical Icnders
leaders for
for their jobs. Sources of
of their
police
comparison (~f
of it with other
other snlaried
salaried positions
positions in the locality.
locality.
pay and a comparison
5. MILITARY
MILITARY OPEaATION:
OPEBATION :
5.
Either dlscwss
discuss or wfw
refer tu
to B–2
B-2 IiqMwts.
ReiM)rts.
Either
6. I’OLITIO.AL
I'OLiTicAL S
SITUATION:
6.
ITU.\
TION:
discussion of the I(Nw1
local lMII
iMiIitical
situation in v~rious
various sections of
of the
itic:lI situation
A discussi(m
territory, :is
as it a
atTocts
tlie st:ltc
state as a whole. A discussion
discussion of
of nastate or territory,
t~ects tlw
poltics and political
political questitms.
questions. The statements or actions
actions of
of national
national
tional poltics
poll
tical leaders or the lMtimml
political
national political
p)lltical governing
governing body. Political
Political situaadjacent states which may have an immediate
Immediate bearing
bearing on the local
local
tion in ndjtieent
situation.
7. MISCELLANEOUS:
MiscEi-i,ANEOua:
7.
Items of
of intcrest
Interest bmring
bearing on
on tile
the political,
i>oUtical, eeonomie,
economic, aud
and civil sitnation
situation
Such items
as does
does not come
come belong uuder
under the proceeding
pnK-eeding paragraphs.
paragraphs.
(s)
(s) B
Major
Major
F–z
F-2
(5) The
TJie ~m~rna?.—See
Jwirmal.—See l}aragraph
paragraph 2-12,
2-12, d.
d.
(5)

(6) The
The Intelligewx
Intelligen£(' Repwt.Repwi.—{a)
The information
information which
which has
has
(6)
(a) ‘I’he
been collected
collected and
and evaluated
evaluated dm-ing
during a given
given period
period is disseminated
disseminated by
by
been
means of
of an
an intelligence
intelligence report
report or
or an
an intelligence
intelligence memorimdum.
memorandum. The
The
means
period of
of time
time to
to be
be covered
covered by
by the
the report
report is
is prescribed
prescribed by
by higher
higher auauperiod
thority, or
or by
by the
the unit
unit commander.
commander. It
It is issued
issued by
by all
all combat
combat units
units
thority,
down to
to and
and including
including the
the battalion
battalion or corresponding
corresponding command
command for
for
down
the purpose
purpose of
of informing
informing superior,
superior, adjacent,
adjacent, and
and subordinate
subordinate organiorganithe
zations of
of the
the situation
situation confronting
confronting the
the unit
unit preparing
preparing the
the report.
report. It
It
zations
may be
be supplemented
supplemented by
by a sit
situation
map or
or overlay.
overlay. In
In small
small wars
wars
may
uatioll map
operations, it
it may
may be
be advisable
advisable to
to prepare
prepare separate
separate reports
reports on
on the
the
operations,
military, economic,
economic, and
and political
political situations,
situations, or,
or, if
if they
they interlock,
interlock, a.
a
military,
combined report
report may
may be
be submitted.
submitted. The
The military
military report
report is
is similar
similar to
to
combined
that given
in “War
"War Department
Department Field
Field Manual
Manual 101–5.”
101-5." The
The following
following
that
given in
form may
may be
be used
us:ed as
as aa guide
guide in
in preparing
preparing aa combined
combined report:
report:
form
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PERIODIC REPORT OF INTELLIGENCE
From:
From:
To:
‘l’(.):

Date aud
and hour
Date nud
and hour

File No.
CONFIDENTIAL
CONmDICNWL

(Heading)
( Heading)
1. A’ITITLmE
ATTITUDE OF
OP CIVIL
CIVII, POPUUTION‘1’owARl~MILITARYGOVEUs
PoPui-iTioN TOWAHD MIUTARY (JOVEUXMENT
OR OccuOCCU~ENT (W
1.
PATION ::
PATION
friendly; by socij~l
social classes.
Hostile, neutral, or friendly;
PouncAi. ACTIVITIES:
ACTIVITIES :
2. PmzmcAL
Activity of political
political parties during period-deductions,
period—deductions.
Activity
3. ECONOMIC
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS:
CONDITIONS :
3.
Condition of “crops,prices
crops, prices of foodstuffs, if
if low or high, reason therefor,
therefor,
(lmdition
economic conditions
conditions which
pests, epidemics, disasters, labor and wages, economic
may tend to produce
produce disorder
disorder aml
and unrest.
4. LOCALDISTURBANCES:
LOCAL DISTUBBANCES :
4,
Agitation or disorder
disorder caused by rumors, secret orgilnimt
organizations,
Agitation
ions, disputes
over property,
property, criminal
criminal element.
over
5. ~ECUTIONS:
PKOSECUTIONS :
5.
Prosecution of
of prominent people sucl!
such as uewspaper
newspaper men,
men, civil
civil officials,
Prosecution
etc.
fi. HOSIITLE
HOSTILE F
FORCES:
6.
ORCES:
Names of
of leaders, strength;
strength; number and kinds of
of nrms,
arms, localities
localities fre.R’ames
quented—activity during
during period, uormal
normal or abnormal-deductions.
abnormal—deductions.
quented—activity
7. HOSTILE
HOSTILE AmIWTIES:
ACTIVITIES:
7.
8. lllLITABY
MILITARY OPERATIONS:
OPERATIONS :
S.
Synopsis of
of military
military activity
activity to offset hostile operations
operations and unsettled
conditions.
conditions.
9. AEMS
ABMS ANDEQVIPMENT:
AND EQUIPMENT:
%
9.
%
of arms and equipment capture(l,
captured, surrendered, or taken up,
up, with
Number of
general locality,
locality.
general
10. MISOELLANEOtW.
MlSOELLANEOUS.
10.
11. C0NCLUSIONt3:
CONCLUSIONS :
11.
(a) General state of
of territory
territory occupied.
(a)
(b) Possible
Possible future
future trend of
of events or courses of
of action open to the
(b)
opposition.
opposition.
(c) Most probable
probable future
future trend and course
course of
of actiou,
action, bused
based on a sound
(c)
estimate
only.
estimnte only,
(Signature.)
(Signature. )

(6) Reports
Reports submitted
submitted by
by organization
organization commanders
commanders in
in the
the field
field
(b).
should be
be complete
complete and
and detailed.
detailed. It
It is
is better
better to
to send
send in
in too
too much
much ininshould
formation than
than too
too little.
little. A
A report
report which
which is
is meaningless
meaningless to
to the
the comcomformation
mander of
of aa small
small detachment
detachment may
may be
be essential
essential to
to the
the next
next higher
higher
mander
echelon when
when considered
considered with
with the
the information
information received
received from
from other
other
echelon
sources.”
sources. @
On the
the other
other hand,
hand, F-2
F-2 reports
reports to
to higher
higher authority
authority may
may be
be
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in the
in
the form
form of
of brief
brief summaries,
summaries, omitting
omitting the
the mass
mass of
of detail
detail collected
collected
by the
by
the combat
combat organizations.
organizations. Where
Where the
the immediate
immediate transmission
transmission of
of
items of
items
of information
information is
is necessary,
necessary, the
the most
most rapid
rapid means
means of
of comnmnicacommunication
available is employed.
employed.
tion available
(c)
The rapid
rapid dissemination
dissemination of
of military
military intelligence
intelligence to
to all
all organiorgani(c) The
zations
concerned is
is fully
fully as
as important
important as
as the
the collection
collection of
of original
original
zations concerned
information.
The distribution
distribution of
of intelligence
intelligence reports
reports shoulcl
should include
include
information.
The
the
smallest separate
separate detachment
detachment in
in the
the field.
field. Because
Because of
of the
the wide
wide
the smallest
dispersion
of troops
troops in
in usual
usual small
small wars
wars operations,
operations, intelligence
intelligence reredispersion of
ports
are often
often the
the only
only means
means by
by which
which a patrol
patrol commander
commander can
can be
ports are
kept
informed of
of hostile
hostile activities,
activities, or
or plan
plan his
his operations
operations to
to intercept
intercept
kept informed
probable
enemy
movements.
probable enemy movements.
(d)
In view
view of
of the
the peculiar
peculiar status
status of
of our
our forces
forces in
in small
small wars
wars operoper(d) In
ations,
which they
they frequently
frequently become
become involved
involved for
for the
the sole
sole purpose
purpose
ations, in which
of
providing military
military aid
aid to
to the
the civil
civil power
power of
of a foreign
foreign nation
nation in
of providing
order
restore peace
peace within
within the
the boundaries
boundaries of
of the
the state,
state, the
the use
use of
of
order to restore
the
term “enemy”
"enemy" should
should be
be avoided
avoided in
in all
all records,
records, reports,
reports, ancl
and other
other
the term
documents.
documents.
(7)
The intelligence
intelliffence work
work ~heet
sheet.—As
information is
is receivecl
received by
by the
the
.—As information
(7) The
second
section, it
it must
must be
be recorded
recorded in
in an
an orderly
orderly fashion
fashion preliminary
preliminary
second section,
to
the preparation
preparation of
of the
the intelligence
intelligence report.
report. This
This is
is done
done by
by means
means
to the
of the
the intelligence
intelligence work
work sheet.
sheet. No
No form
form for
for this
this is
is prescribecl,
prescribed, but
but a
of
convenient method
method is
is to
to classify
classify the
the information
information as
as it
it is
is received
received
convenient,
under the
the headings
headings used
used in the
the intelligence
intelligence report,
report, starting
starting each
each headheadlmder
ing
ing with
with a new
new sheet.
sheet. This
This provides
provides a satisfactory
satisfactory means
means for
for segre.segregating the
the information,
information, and
and greatly
greatly facilitates
facilitates the
the preparation
preparation of
of the
the
gating
intelligence report.
report.
intelligence
(8)
The intelligence
intelligence situatwn
situation nzap.—A
map.—A situation
situation map,
map, showing
showing the
the
(8) The
latest reported
reported disposition
disposition of
of the
the hostile
hostile forces,
forces, is
is kept
kept by
by the
the second
second
latest
section.
section.
2-16. The
The third
third section
section (plans
(plans and
and training)
training)—F-3.—a.
The asas2-16.
—F4.--+z.
The
sistant chief
chief of
of staff
staff F–3
F-3 performs
performs the
the specific
specific duties
duties outlinecl
outlined in
in
sistant
"War Department
Department Field
Field Manual
Manual 1oI–5.”
101-5."
“War
h. One
One of
of the
the first
first duties
duties of
of F–3
F-3 may
may be
be to
to prepare
prepare letters
letters of
of ininb.
struction
struction for
for the
the immediate
immediate subordinate
subordinate organization
organization commanders
commanders
as outlined
outlined by
by the
the force
force commander.
commander. Such
Such instructions
instructions are
are secret.
secret.
as
They indicate
indicate the
the successive
successive steps
steps to
to be
be taken
taken if
if the
the operations
operations proproThey
gress
gress favorably,
favorably, or
or contemplated
contemplated plans
plans in
in case
case of
of reverse
reverse or
or other
other
eventualities. In
In major
major warfare,
warfare, letters
letters of
of instruction
instruction are
are not.
not comcomeventualities.
mon in
in units
units smaller
smaller than
than a corps
corps but
but in
in small
small wars
wars situations,
situations, which
which
mon
are usually
usually extremely
extremely vague
vague and
and which
which present
present so many
many possibilities,
possibilities,
are
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some. instructions of this nature will assist the commander’s immediate subordinates
in the execution of his scheme of maneuver and
campaign plan.
c. The third section prepares the necessary organization,
movement,
Organization
of
the
combat
communications,
and tactical plans.
units includes the priority of the assignment
of replacements,
and
recommendations
for desirable changes in armament and equipment.
In conjunction with F–2, he estimates the strength, armament, equipment, and tactics of the opposing forces, and determines the necessity
for the attached supporting
arms with the Force such as aviation,
artillery, tanks, etc., and the appropriate
strength thereof.
Every
availnble means of communication
must be utilizecl; generally additional equipment
and personnel will be required as a shortage of
The
communication
material may influence the plan of campaign.
prompt preparation
of an air-ground liaison code is very important.
d. In conjunction
with the special staff and F-4, the third section
cletermines the number of units of fire of normal and special ammuni t ion to be carried with the force initially, and requests replacements
from the United States as necessary.
e. F–3 prepares and issues orders for all troop movements.
Howof the
ever. he prescribes only the general location and dispositions
technics 1, supply, and administrative
units and the actual movement
orders for these units are issued by the staff section concerned after
consultation
with and approval of F-3.
In considering
the combat
missions to be assigned to the various organizations,
arem, or districts
in the theater of operations, he makes appropriate
redistribution
of
personnel or requests replacements
when necessary.
Because of the
time factor involved in the redistribution
of men or the arrival of
replacements
from the United
States, troop movements
must be
planned farther in advance in small wars operations than in regular
warfare.
~. In small ware, the units of the force are generally so widely distributed throughout
the theater of operations that the commander
may have difficult y in k~ping
abreast of the situations existing in
the various elements.
Operations orders should usually be phrased
in general terms and the details of execution delegated to subordinate commande~
This necessary decentralization
of authority
is
simplifie~l by partition
of the theater and the organization
of the
comrna,ncl into areas, districts, and subdistricts.
g. By intimate contact with other staff sections, F–3 keeps informed of all pertinent matters affecting the combat efficiency of the
33
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force.
force. He
He maintains
maintains close
close liaison
liaison with
with the
the special
special staff
staff officers
officers conconcerning all
cerning
all matters
matters in
in which
which their
their duties,
duties, technical
technical knowledge,
knowledge, and
and
functions
will
affect
the
operations.
He
coordinates
the
efforts
functions will affect the operations. He coordinates the efforts of
of
subordinate units
subordinate
units or
or the
the various
various area
area organizations,
organizations, the
the supporting
supporting
arms (aviation
arms
(aviation in
in particular),
particular), and
and armed
armed native
native organizations,
organizations, to
to
the end
iveness is
the
end that
that the
the greatest
greatest combat
combat effect
effectiveness
is assured.
assured.
h. In
In addition
addition to
to situation
situation maps,
maps, overlays,
overlays, and
and other
other data
data perpermitting
a ready
mitting
ready grasp
grasp of
of the
the tactical
tactical situation,
situation, the
the third
third section
section
keeps a suspense
keeps
suspense file
file of
of all
all memoranda
memoranda or orclers
orders emanating
emanating theretherefrom,
ancl
a
work
sheet
and
a
section
journal.
from, and work sheet and section journal.
2-17. The
)—F-l.–-a.
The
2-17.
The fourth
fourth section
section (supply
(supply)—F-4.—a.
The assistant
assistant chief
chief
of staff
of
staff F–1
F-4 is
is charged
charged with
with tlw
the preparation
preparation of
of plans,
plans, policies,
policies, priorpriorities, and
ities,
and decisions
decisions incurred
incurred in
in dle
the supervision
supervision ancl
and coordination
coordination of
of
the technical,
the
technical, supply,
supply, and
and administrative
administrative services,
services, in
in matters
matters of
of supsupply, transport
at ion? evacuation,
ply,
transportation,
evacuation, hospitalization,
hospitalization, zncl
and maintenance.
maintenance.
F4
F-4 must
must so exercise
exercise his
his supervision
supervision of
of these
these services
services that
that the
the troops
troops
will
not
be
incapacitated
by
the
lack
of
sufficient
clothing,
food,
will not be incapacitated by the lack of sufficient clothing, food, ancl
and
ammunition,
ammunition, and
and so as to
to relieve
relieve their
their commanders
commanders of
of the
the worry
worry as
to
to whether
whether these
these articles
articles will
will be furnished.
furnished. The
The specific
specific duties
duties of
of the
the
fourth
fourtli section
section are
are outlined
outlined in
in “War
"War Department
Department Fielcl
Field Manual
Manual
101-5."
101–5.”
h. F–4,
F-4, in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with the
the third
third section,
section, recommends
recommends changes
changes
b.
in
in types
types and
and amounts
amounts of
of individual,
individual, organization,
organization, combat,
combat, supplesupplementary,
mentary, and
and special
special equipment,
equipment, and
and the
the units
units of
of fire
fire of
of normal
normal and
and
special
special ammunition
ammunition to
to be carried
carried initially.
initially. In
In cooperation
cooperation with
with t,he
the
first
first section,
section, F4
F-4 estimates
estimates the
the civilian
civilian labor
labor needed
needed and
and obtainable
obtainable
in
in the
the theater
theater of
of operations?
operations, and
and the
the number
number and
and composition
composition of
of
specialists units
units to
to be
be attached
attached to
to the
the force
force for
for the
the service
service of
of supply.
supply,
specialists
hospitalization, communication,
communication, and
and transportation.
transportation. He
He determines
determines
hospitalization,
the
the amount
amount of
of supplies
supplies that
that can
can be
be obtained
obtained from
from local
local sources
sources and
and
prepares
prepares a schedule
schedule for
for shipment
shipment of
of replacements.
replacements. The
The amounts
amounts and
and
types of
of transport
transport to
to be
be taken
taken will
will depend
depend upon
upon the
the tactical
tactical and
and
types
administrative
administrative requirements,
requirements, the
the genernl
general nature
nature of
of the
the terrain
terrain in
in the
the
theater of
of operations,
operations, and
and the
the availability
availability and
and suitability
suitability of
of native
native
theater
transport.
transport. In
In many
many situations,
situations, a large
large reduction
reduction in
in allowances
allowances or a
complete change
change in
in type
type from
from that
that specified
specified in
in organization
organization tables.
tables,
complete
both,~ may
may be required.
required. See
See Chapter
Chapter 111,
III, “1.mgistics.”
"Logistics."
or both
c. The
The fourth
fourth section
section normally
normally coordinates,
coordinates, supervises,
supervises, and
and directs
directs
the supply
supply services
services without
without in any
any way
way operating
operating their
their specialities.
specialities.
the
Ordinarily these
these services
services deal
deal directly
directly with
with F4,
F-4, who
who settles
settles routine
routine
Ordinarily
matters
and
refers
those
which
involve
new
policies
to
the
chief
of
matters and refers those which involve new policies to the chief of
staff' for
for decision.
decision.
statl
34
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d. Since our relations with the local government
in the theater of
operations
is usually friendly,
F4
makes the necessary arrangements with the customs officials relative to the clearance of supplies
and material for the force.
The special staff consists of all officers,
2-18. The special staff.-a.
other than the executive staff (chief of staff, F–1, F–2, F-3, and F4),
specifically provided for the purpose of assisting the commander in
exercising his command functions.
This special group includes the
heads of the technical, supply, and administrative
services, and cerIn the Force, the executive staff and the
tain technical specialists.
special staff are separate and distinct,
while in lower units they
usually merge into each other, one officer frequently
being charged
with the duties of one or more special staff officers as well as with
those of a member of the executive staff.
Special staff officers normally assigned to a small wars force of a reinforced brigade or larger
organization
are listed in the succeeding paragraphs.
the special stafl sections usually function
under the
b. Although
coordination
of the executive staff sections (See Pla% I, paragraph
2-12, a), such staff officers are not precluded from dealing directly
Spewith the chief of staff or the force commander when necessary.
cial staff officers are not “under” any one officer of the executive staff
but function with any or all of them, and with each other,
of the adjutant
correspond
2-19. The adjutant.—The
functions
with those prescribed for the adjutant general in “War Department
Field Manual 101–5.” In lower units, these functions are combined
with those of F–1.
b. (1) The Force postal service is operated, under orders of the
adjutant, by the postal officer, or enlisted mail clerk when no postal
It is advisable, however, to place an officer in
officer is appointed.
when a large portion of the
charge of the post office, particularly
force is in the field, and cash for the purchase and payment of money
orders must be handled by messenger.
or port of em(2) The postmaster at the point of concentration
barkation should be consulted for information
on the postal forms
required.
thereafter
as may be neces(3) Prior to sailing, and periodically
sary, an order should be published giving the correct mailing address
of the command, and recommending
that officers and men advise
their correspondents

to send money

cmly by domestic,

international
money orders.
(4) If the prompt and efficient dispatch
cannot be effected

by the authorized
35
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adjutant should not hesitate to request the temporary or permanent
assignment of additional
personnel.
officers and men of the command must be able to send and receive mail with facility; valuables
must be secure while in transit within the Force; and the mail clerk
must receive promptly the signed receipt of the addressee for registered and insured articles on the postal form provided
for that
purpose.
c. Combat organizations
conducting
operations in the field should
be relieved of as much routine administrative
work as possible.
Company first sergeants and company clerks may be assembled at battalion
or area headquarters where, under the supervision of Bn-1, they are
responsible
for the preparation
of muster rolls, pay rolls, service
record-book entries, routine correspondence,
etc.
2-2o. ‘l’he inspector.—a.
In addition to the functions prescribed
in “War Department Field Manual 101–5,” the inspector in small wars
operations is usually required to investigate claims for damages resulting from the occupation.
should not interfere with tactical
b. In.spect&ww.— (1) Inspections
operations.
(2) When patrols escort the inspector from one outpost to another,
they should be of a reasonable strength; it is preferable that the inspector accompany ordinary patrols demancled by routine operations.
(3) The inspector assumes no authority while making his inspection
and issues no orders unless specifically authorized to do so by the force
commander.
(4) No report should be made of minor discrepancies which can be
and are corrected locally.
(5) When the inspector makes recommendations
or notes deficiencies in his report, he should see that proper action is taken in accordance with the policy or orders of the force commander.
This is particularly true with reference to matters affecting the morale and efficiency of the troops.
c. Investigations.-he
of the most important duties of the inspector in small wars is to investigate matters which involve controversies
between individuals
of the force and local inhabitants.
These investigations should be promptly, thoroughly,
and fairly made, bearing
in mind the interests of the individuals
concerned and those of our
Government.
The finding of facts should be recorded and filed for
future reference to meet those charges of impropriety y which so often
follow our withdrawal from the theater of operations.
..
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(1) (lttims
d.
Claims dand damge8.—
damages.—(1)
Oaims and
and clamages
damages may
may be
be a source
source
d. Clmh.8

of embarrassment
embarrassment to
to the
the command
command ifif they
they are
are not
not investi@ed
investigated and
and
of
acted upon
upon promptly.
promptly.
acted

When a special
special claim
claim board
board is
is not
not designated,
designated,
When

the inspector
inspector generally
generally acts
acts in
in that
that capacity.
capacity.
the
(2) In
In every
every small
small war,
war, claims,
claims, involving
involving personal
personal injury
injury or
or propprop(2)
erty damage,
damage, are
are presented
presented which
v^'hich could
could be
be settled
settled immediately
immediately and
and
erty
at great
great savings
savings to
to the
the Governrnent
Government ifif fuhds
fuMs were
were made
made available
available for
for
at
that purpose.
purpose.
that
(3) If
If an injury
injury has
has been
been done
done to
to any
any individual
individual or
or private
private propprop(3)
erty is damaged,
damaged, it
it should
should be reported
reported to the
the proper
proper authority
authority without
without
erty
delay. The
The latter
latter should
should order
order an immediate
immediate investigation
investigation even
even
delay.
though no
no claim
claim has
has been
been presented.
presented.
though

Damages which
which are
are the
the result
result
Damages

of neglect
neglect or
or misconduct
misconduct on
on the
the part
part of
of members
members of
of the
the command
command
of
should be
be determined
determined before
before the
the departure
departure of
of the
the individuals
individuals conconshould
cerned from
from the
the locality.
locality.
cerned

The investigation
investigation should
should determine
determine whether
whether
The

the damages
damages are
are the
the result
result of
of a wilful
wilful act,
act, negligence,
negligence, accident;
accident, uninuninthe
tentional injury,
injury, or
or of
of ordinary
ordinary wear
wear and
and deterioration.
deterioration.
tentional

Private or
or
Private

public propelly
property occupied
occupied or
or employed
employed by
by our
our forces
forces should
should be
be ininpublic
spected by
by the
the local
local commander
commander or
or his
his representative
representative and
and the
the native
native
spected
inhabitants concerned
concerned and
and aa record
record made
made of
of all
all deficiencies
deficiencies or
or irreguirreguinhabitants
larities.
larities.

Such an inspection
inspection is made
made upon
upon taking
taking posswion
possession of
of and
and
Such

upon vacating
vacating the
the property.
property.
upon
(4) Prior
Prior to
to withdrawal
withdrawal from
from the
the theater
theater of
of operations,
operations, the
the force
force
(4)
commander may
may issue
issue a proclamation
proclamation indicating
indicating that
that all
all claims
claims for
for
commander
damages must
must be submitted
submitted to
to the
the desi.gnaked
designated authority
authority before
before a given
given
damages
date.
date.

This enables
enables the
the investigation
investigation and
and adjustment
adjustment of
of the
the claims
claims
This

before the
the evacuation
evacuation of
of the
the area.
area. It
It has
has the
the disadvantage
disadvantage of
of encmrencourbefore
aging aa flood
flood of
of unreasonable
unreasonable claims.
claims.
aging
(5)
(5) No
No claims
claims should
should be
be allowed
allowed for
for damage
damage to
to property
property or
or for
for
personal injury
injury which
which is incident
incident to
to military
military oper~tions
operations or
or the
the mainmainpersonal
tenance of
of public
public safety,
safety, when
when no
no criminal
criminal intent
intent or
or carelessnw
carelessness is
tenance
in question.
question.
in
(6)
(6) Records
Records of
of all
all data
data affecting
affecting claim%
claims, including
including receipts
receipts and
and
releases,
releases, shoulcl
should be
be retained
retained with
with the
the files
files of
of the
the Force
Force or
or otherwise
otherwise

disposed of
of as
as directed
directed by
by higher
higher authority.
authority.
disposed
z–21.
2-21. The
The law
law officer.-In
officer.—In small
small wars
wars operations,
operations, the
the law
law officer
ojficer is
the legal
legal adviser
adviser to
to the
the force
force commander
commander and
and his
his staff
staff on
on questions
questions
the
of local
local civil
civil law,
law, in addition
addition to
to the
the functions
functions prescribed
prescribed for
for the
the
of
"Judge Advocate”
Advocate" in
in “War
"War Department
Department Field
Field Manual
Manual 101-5.”
101-5."
“Judge
2-22. The
The officer
officer in
in charge
charge of
of civil
civil affair&-See
affairs.—See “War
"War DepartDepart2-22.
ment Field
Field Manual
Manual 101-5.”
101-6."
ment
37
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2-23. The chaplain.—See
2–24. The paymaster.—a.
for “The

duties prescribed
Field

Manual

mand,

“War Department
Field Manual 101–5.”
The paymaster
is chzrged ~vith those

101-5,”

including

lhance

which

mileage

Officer”

pertain

and

in the “War

Department

to the payment

traveling

expenses

of

of

the

conl-

commissioned

officers.
In small wars operations, he must be prepared to advise
the force commander re~arding
the trend of foreign exchange, esp~
cially

whether

lJnited

the command

States currency

b. The

paymaster

shall

be paid

in whole

or in part

in

or local currency.

does not

pay

travel

expenses

of enlisted

men,

except when travel by air is involved,
nor does he handle the expenses of transportation
of depenclents, which payments are made
In the absence of a disbursing
by the disbursing
quartermaster.
quartermaster,
tl]e paymaster may make disbursements of funds pertaining

to the Quartermaster’s

ments to the quartermaster’s
2–25, The
prescribed
Manual

provost
for

marshal.+.

the

101–5,”

relative

in

llepartment,
appropriation

provost
small

to the control

In addition

marshal

wars

charging

such disburm-

involved.

in

operations

of the local civilian

to the normal

duties

Department

Field

“War

he has many
population,

functions

some of which

are listed below:
(1)

Control

(2)

Detention

Executive

of circulation
of

Orders

Repression

(4)

Enforcenlent

(5)

Execution
.lrrest

bearing
(’i)

of

the Executive

Orders

and execution

of sentences of military
cletention

on civilian

activities.

investigation

of

suspects.

(9)

of complaints

any official violation

of this trust.

Custody

prisons

of

of prison re@ations;
(10)

issue

Orders.
(11) Control
explosives

the

certain

the storage

persons possessing

and

and supervision

and cancel firearms

imported

into

of

the

courts.
investigation

of

reports

made by civilians

against

the members of the occupation, municipal police, etc.
(8) Observe
civil officials in performance
of their
report

against

of Intervention.

authority.

and

Special

population.

to -justice offenders

of crime.

of the mditnry

(6)

of civilian

bringing

ancl the Proclamation

(3)

mandates

and

their

inmates;

duties

and

enforcement

of prison labor.

permits

in accordance

with

Force

and release of firearms, ammunition, and
The sale of ammunition
to

the country.

arms on permits
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b. Native
Native prisoners
prisoners shouldneve
should never rbeccmfined
be confined with
with personnel
personnel of
of the
the
b.
intervening force;
force; separate
separate prisons
prisons should
should be
be used.
used.
intervening

F-2 is
is permitted
permitted
F–2

to have
have free
free access
access to
to all
all native
native prisoners
prisoners for
for interrogation
interrogation and
and examexamto
ination.
ination.

The first
first section
section is
is responsible
responsible for
for such
such action
action as
as may
may be
be
The

necessary concerning
concerning prisoners
prisoners in
in the
the hands
hands of
of hostile
hostile forces,
forces, and
and
necessary
for individuals
individuals who
who become
become embroiled
embroiled with
with the
the friemlly
friendly civil
civil popupopufor
lation or
or are
are arrested
arrested by
by the
the local
local authorities.
authorities.
lation
2-26. The
The commanding
commanding officer
officer of
of special
special troops.—The
troops.—The conlmandcommand2-26.
ing officer
officer of
of special
special troops
troops normally
normally performs
performs those
those duties
duties prescribed
prescribed
ing
for the
the “Headquarters
"Headquarters Commandant”
Commandant" in
in “war
"War Department
Department Field
Field
for
Manual
101-5."
In
many
cases
he
will
also
be
the
provost
marshal,
Manual 101–5.”
In many cases he will also be the provost marshal,
and charged
charged with
with the
the duties
duties of
of that
that officer.
officer.
and
2-27. The
The artillery
artillery officer.-The
officer.—The artillery
artillery officer
officer has
has the
the functions
functions
2–27.
set forth
forth for
for the
the “Chief
"Chief of
of Artillery”
Artillery" in
in “War
"AVar Department
Department Fielcl
Field
set
Manual 101–5,”
101-5," and,
and, in
in addition,
addition, normally
normally serves
serves in
in the
the dual
dual capacity
capacity
Manual
of commander
commander of
of the
the artillery
artillery units
units with
with the
the force.
force. If
If aa landing
landing
of
against oppositicm
opposition is
is anticipated,
anticipated, the
the artillery
artillery officer
officer is
is responsible
responsible
against
for the
the artillery
artillery annexes
annexes attached
attached to
to the
the operations
operations orders.
orders.
for
2-28. The
The air
air officer.-See
officer.—See “War
"War Department
Department ~ielcl
Held lIanual
Manual
2-28.
101-5." In
In his
his dual
dual capacity
capacity of
of commander
commander of
of the
the force
force aviation,
aviation, he
he
101-5.”
is
responsible
for
the
execution
of
all
duties
and
operations
assigned
is responsible for the execution of all duties and operations assignecl
to such
such aviation
aviation by
by the
the force
force commander.
commander.
to
2-29. The
The communications
communications officer.-a.
officer.—a. General
General duties.-(1)
duties.— (1) The
The
2-29.
communications officer
officer performs
performs those
those functions
functions prescribed
prescribed for
for the
the
communications
"Signal Officer”
Officer" in
in “War
"War Department
Department Field
Field Manual
Manual 101–5.”
101-5." In
In
“Signal
addition he:
he:
addition
(a) Coordinates
Coordinates communication
communication activities
activities with
with the
the U.
U. S.
S. Naval
Naval
(a)
Forces, native
native communication
communication agencies,
agencies, and
and communication
communication estabestabForces,
lishments owned
owned by
by commercial
commercial concerns.
concerns.
lishments
(&) Assumes
Assumes responsibility
responsibility for
for all
all naval
naval cocles
codes an(l
and ciphers.
ciphers.
(b)
(c)
Supervises
all
encoding
and
decoding
of
dispatches.
(c) Supervises all encoding and decoding of dispatches.
(2) If
If the
the headquarters
headquarters of
of the
the force
force is
is so located
located that
that its
its comcom(2)
munication system
system becomes
becomes of
of primary
primary importance
importance in
in the
the chain
chain of
of
munication
Naval Communication
Communication and
and is
is the
the principal
principal agency
agency for
for handling
handling
Naval
dispatches for
for the
the State
State Department,
Department, a separate
separate communications
communications
dispatches
officer with
with rank
rank corresponding
corresponding to
to that
that of
of the
the chiefs
chiefs of
of section
section of
of
officer
the executive
executive staff
staff should
should be
be assigned
assigned to
to the
the special
special staff.
staff. This
This
the
officer would
would not
not necessarily
necessarily have
have to
to be a communications
communications technician.
technician.
officer
By virtue
virtue of
of his
his rank
rank and
and position
position he
he would
would be
be able
able to
to advise
advise the
the
By
force commander
commander relative
relative to
to communication
communication matters,
matters, and
and in
in general
general
force
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execute the
execute
the communication
communication policy,
policy, leaving
leaving the
the technical
technical details
details of
of
training and
and operation
operation to
to a technical
technical assistant
assistant or
or to
to the
the commander
commander
training
of the
the force
force communication
communication unit.
unit.
of
—The classes
h.
Classes of
of conwnunication.
communication.—The
classes of
of communication
communication to
to
b. Cla88es
be handled
handled as
as wire
wire or
or radio
radio messages,
messages, and
and the
the classes
classes to
to be
be handled
handled
be
by
letter, should
should be
be determined
determined prior
prior to
to embarkation.
embarkation. Authority
Authority to
to
by letter,
handle class
class E
E (personal
(personal messages)
messages) by
by radio
radio should
should be
be obtained.
obtained.
handle
e. Additional
Additional comrnunicatiun
communication perwnnei
personnel and
and e@wnent.-Organizaequipment.—Organization tables
tables do
do not
not provide
provide sufficient
sufficient personnel
personnel or
or material,
material, especially
especially
tion
radio
radio equipment,
equipment, to
to meet
meet the
the normal
normal requirements
requirements of
of small
small wars
wars
operations.
The communication
communication officer
officer is
is responsible
responsible for
for augmenting
augmenting
operations.
The
the
trained personnel
personnel and
and obtaining
obtaining the
the additional
additional equipment
equipment dedethe trained
manded by
by the
the situation.
situation.
manded
d.
Comm/unication policy.—
policy.—(1)
Irrespective of
of the
the size
size of
of the
the force,
force,
cl. Conwn-uni.cation
(1) Irrespective
there are
are certain
certain duties
duties relative
relative to
to policy
policy which
which fall
fall to
to the
the communicacommunicathere
tions officer
officer in
in small
small wars.
wars. The
The more
more extended
extended the
the force,
force, the
the more
more
tions
involved the
the policy
policy will
will be. Part
Part of
of the
the policy
policy will
will be
be dictated
dictated by
by the
the
involved
Naval Communication
Communication Service,
Service, as
as defined
defined in
in Naval
Naval Communication
Communication
Naval
Instructions, while
while a part
part will
will be
be incident
incident to
to the
the type
type of
of intervention.
intervention.
Instructions,
(2)
The communications
communications officer
officer should
should ascertain
ascertain whether
whether the
the comcom(2) The
munication facilities
facilities of
of the
the country
country concerned
concerned are
are privately
privately or
or pubpubmunication
licly
licly owned
owned and
and operated,
operated, their
their extent,
extent, and
and the
the communication
communication agencies
agencies
employed. He
He should
should determine
determine what,
what, if
if any,
any, communication
communication agencies
agencies
employed.
are devoted
devoted exclusively
exclusively to
to military
military activities,
activities, obtaining
obtaining the
the call
call signs
signs
are
and frequencies
frequencies of
of the
the radio
radio establishment.
establishment. He
He should
should also
also ascertain
ascertain
and
what
communication facilities
facilities are
are owned
owned and
and operated
operated by
by foreign
foreign
what communication
companies.
Upon
arrival
in
the
theater
of
operations,
he
should
verify
companies.
Upon arrival in the theater of operations, he should verify
this
information.
this information.
2-30. The
2-30.
The engineer
engineer officer.-See
officer.—See “War
"War Department
Department Field
Field Manual
Manual
101-5."
101-5.”
2-31.
The surgeon.-a.
surgeon.—a. See
See “War
"War Department
Department Field
Field Manual
Manual
2-31. The
101-5.”
101-5."
h.
In small
small wars
wars operations,
operations, when
when the
the force
force maybe
may be widely
widely dispersed,
dispersed,
b. In
the
force surgeon
surgeon should
should consider:
consider:
the force
(1)
The necessity
necessity for
for additional
additional medical
medical personnel.
personnel.
(1) The
(2)
Extra supplies
supplies of
of medical
medical materials,
materials, quinine,
quinine, and
and similar
similar
(2) Extra
medicaments.
medicaments.
(3)
Portable dental
dental outfits.
outfits.
(3) Portable
(4)
The preparation
preparation of
of medical
medical supplies
supplies for
for airplane
airplane drops.
drops.
(4)” The
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In addition
addition
the functions
functions
pre2-32.
to the
pre2-32. The
The quartermaster.—In
quartermaster.—
scribed in
scribed
in "War
“War Department
Department Field
Field Manual
Manual 101-5,"
101–5,” the
the force
force quarterquartermaster is
master
is charged
charged with:
with:
a. The
operation
The operation of
of sales
sales stores.
stores.
5. The
including
b.
The procurement
procurement of
of local
local transportation,
transportation,
including riding,
riding, draft,
draft,
and pack
and
pack animals,
animals, either
either by
by hire
hire or purchase.
purchase.
changes
c. Recommending
Recommending
changes in
in existing
existing system
system of
of accountability,
accountability,
when required.
when
required.
funds,
d. Making
Making estimates
estimates and
and requests
requests for
for quartermaster
quartermaster
funds, and
and
sup>ervising the
supervising
the allotment
allotment of
of funds
funds as approved
approved by
by the
the force
force comcommander.
mander.
of
funds,
e. Custody
Custody and
and disbursement
disbursement
of quartermaster
quartermaster
funds, and
and funds
funds
from other
from
other branches
branches of
of the
the naval
naval service,
service, as authorized.'
authorized.’
/.
~. Payment
Payment for
for supplies
supplies and
and services
services purchased;
purchased; and
and for
for damages
damages
and claims,
and
claims, when
when authorized.*
authorized.S
g. Payment
hired.'
g.
Payment for
for labor
labor and
and transportation
transportation
hired.’
2-33. The
"War
2-33.
The chemical
chemical officer.—See
officer.-See
“War Department
Department Field
Field Manual
Manual
101-5."
101-5.”
2-34. The
commanding
officer
2-34.
The tank
tank officer.—^The
officer.-The
commanding
officer of
of the
the tank
tank unit
unit
attached to
attached
to the
the force
force is the
the technical
technical and
and tactical
tactical advisor
advisor to the
the force
force
commander in
commander
in all
all matters
matters pertaining
pertaining to the
the use
use of
of tanks
tanks or armored
armored
cars, and
cars,
and to
to defense
defense against
against mechanized
mechanized forces.
forces.
2-35. The
officer.—The
munitions
officer
2-35.
The munitions
munitions
ofiicer.-The
munitions
officer performs
performs
those functions
those
functions specified
specified for
for the
the "Ordnance
“Ordnance Officer"
Officer” and
and the
the "Muni“Munitions Officer"
tions
Oflicer” in
in "War
“War Department
Department Field
Field Manual
Manual 101-5."
101-5.”
2-36. The
officer.—^The
post
2-36.
The post
post exchange
exchange
olilcer.-The
post exchange
exchange officer
oilicer is a
distinct member
distinct
member of
of the
the force
force special
special staff.
staff. His
His duties
duties are:
are:
of
a. To
To obtain
obtain initial
initial funds
funds for
for establishment
establishment
of the
the exchange.
exchange.
h.
b. To
To procure
procure exchange
exchange supplies
supplies by
by purchase
purchase or on consignment.
consignment.
of
c. To
To plan
plan for
for the
the distribution
distribution
of post
post exchange
exchange stores
tires to
to outlying
outlying
garrisons.
garrisons.
d. To
o?.
To conduct
conduct the
the exchange
exchange in accordance
accordance with
with regulations.
regulations.
2-37. The
and
>37.
The amusement
amusement
and welfare
welfare officer.—a.
officer. —a. An
An officer
officer may
may be
specifically designated
specifically
designated as the
the amusement
amusement and
and welfare
welfare officer
officer and
and assigned to
signed
to the
the force
force special
special staflf,
staff, or these
these duties
duties may
x-nay be
be delegated
delegated to
to a
staff officer
staff
officer in
in addition
addition to
to his
his regular
regular duties.
duties
h. His
b.
His duties
duties are:
are:
'*If
If an
officer other the
designated as disbursing
assistant quarteran,oflicerother
the force
force quartermaster
quartermasterIs
1sdesignatedas
disbursingassistantquartermaster, the duties
under e,
by that
master,the
duties specified
speeifledunder
e, f, and
and g are
are performed
performedby
that officer.
oftleer.
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(1) To
To obtain
obtain amusement
amusement funds
funds from
from proceeds
proceeds of
of the
the post
post exex(1)
change, and
and from
from the
the government
government fund
fund “Recreation
"Recreation for
for enlisted
enlisted men.”
men."
change,
(2)
To procure
procure and
and administer
administer Red
Red Cross
Cross and
and Navy
Navy relief
relief funds.
funds.
(2) To
(3) To
To establish
establish libraries
libraries at
at the
the bases
bases and
and hospitals.
hospitals.
(3)
(4)
To
purchase
and
distribute
current
periodicals.
(4) To purchase and distribute current periodicals.
(5) To
To obtain
obtain and
and distribute
distribute athletic
athletic equipment
equipment a]~d
and material
material for
for
(5)
other forms
forms of
of recreation.
recreation.
other
e. In
In the
the initial
initial phases
phases of
of a small
small wars
wars operation,
operation, the
the duties
duties of
of
c.
the
amusement
and
welfare
officer
often
may
be
assigned
to
thw
the amusement
and welfare oflicer often n]ay
assigne~l to tl}~
chaplain.
chaplain.
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Par.
Par.
General
2-38
Gencr~______________________
____ _______________________
2-38
Infantry __________________________________
2-39
Itiantry
________ _______ 2–39
Infantry weapom
weapons..
2-40
infantry
----------------------------------------2-40
a. General.
0.
b. U. S. Rifle, cal. .30, Ml9O3.
M 1903.
b.
S. Rifle,
Rifle, cal. .30, M 1.
1.
c. U. S.
BAR, cal.
cal. .30,
.30, Ml9l7.
M 1917.
d. BAR,
e. BAR,
BAR, cal.
cal. .3O,
.30, M 1917
1917 (mod.).
e.
/. TSMG,
TSMG, cal .45,
.45, M 1928.
1928.
$.
g. V. B. Rifle
Rifle grenade, MkI.
Mk I.
g.
60-mm. Mortar.
h. 60-mm.
Grenade, frag, Mk
Mk II.
II.
i. Hand Grenade,
cal. .45,
.45, M 1911.
1911.
j. Auto. Pistol, cal.
M 1905.
k. Bayonet, M1905.
I. BMG,
BMG, cal.
cal. .30,
.30, Ml9l7.
M 1917.
2.
BMG, cal.
cal. .5O,
.50, M2.
M 2.
m. BMG,
n. 81–mm.
81-mm. Mortar,
Mortar, M 1.
1.
n.
o. 37-mm.
37-mm. Gun,
Gun, M 4or
4 or M 1916.
1916.
0.
Infantry individual
individual equipmentequipment ---- --------------------_. 2–41
2-41
Infantry
-Mounted troops ___________________________________________
2-42
Mounted
2–42
Engineers
2-43
En@neers__________________________
---------------------2-43
armored cars-------------------------------cars
2-44
Tanks and amored
___ 2–44
Transport -------------------Transport
----------------------------2-45
Signal troops _________________________________________
Si@al
____ 2-46
2–46
2-47
Chemical troops -----------------------------------------2-47
Medical troop
troops -----------------------Medic~
--------------------2-48
ArtiUery
Ati,iUery-----------------------------------_______________ 2-49
Aviation -------------------------------------2-50
Aviation
----------2–50
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2-38. General.—a.
General.—a. It
It can
can be assumed
assumed that
that the
the Fleet
Fleet Marine
Marine Force
Force
2-38.
in the
the Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, and
and the
the reinforced
reenforced infantry
infantry or
or cavalry
cavalry brigade
brigade
in
in the Army,
Army, will
will be
be the
the basic
basic organizations
organizations for
for small
small wars
wars operations.
operations.
inthe
Major changes
changes in
in their
their strength,
strength, organization,
organization, armament,
armament, and
and equipequipMajor
ment are neither
neither essential
essential nor
nor desirable.
desirable. However,
However, some
same slight
slight modimodimentare
fications in
in armament
armament and
and equipment
equipment may
may be
be advisable,
advisable, and
and the
the
fications
proportion
of
supporting
arms
and
services
attached
to
the
force
may
proportion of supporting arms and services attached to the force may
vary fromthe
from the normal.
normal.
vary
A force
force assigned
assigned a small
small wars
wars mission
mission should
should be
be tactically
tactically and
and
b. A’
administratively
a
self-sustaining
unit.
It
must
be
highly
mobile,
adrninistratively
self-sustaining
unit.
It must be highly mobile,
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and tactical
tactical units,
units, such
such as the
the battalion,
battalion, must
must be
be prepared
prepared to
to act
act
and
The
final
composiindependently
administrative organizations.
organizations. The final composiindependently
as administrative
tion
of the
the force
force will
will depend
depend upon
upon its
its mission,
mission, the
the forces
forces available,
available,
tion of
and
the character
character of
of the
the operations.
operations.
and the
c. The
The organization
organization and
and armament
armament of
of the
the opposing
opposing force
force may
may range
range
from
small, roving,
roving, guerrilla
guerrilla bunds,
bands, eq~~ipped
equipped only
only with
with small
small arms,
arms,
from small,
to
completely modern
modern force
force armed
armed with
with the
the latest
latest types
types of
of nlaterial.
material.
to a completely
The
lack of
of preponderance
preponderance of
of any
any arm
arm or weapon
weapon by
by the
the opponent
opponent
The lack
will
be the
the material
material factor
factor in
in determining
determining what
what arms
arms and
and weapons
weapons
will be
will
be required
required by
by the
the intervening
intervening force.
force. The
The force
force must
must be
be of
of suffisuffiwill be
cient
strength and
and so
so proportioned
proportioned that
that it
it can
can accomplish
accomplish its
its mission
mission
cient strength
in
the minimum
minimum time
time and
and with
with the
the minimum
minimum losses.
losses.
in the
ion facilities,
d. The
The terrain,
terrain, climatic
climatic conditions,
conditions, transp{}rtat
transportation
facilities, and
and the
the
availability
and source
source of
of supply
supply will
will influence
influence the
the types
types of
of arms
arms and
and
availability
and
equipment
and especially
especially the
the classes
classes of
of transportation
transportation required
required by
by the
the
equipment and
force.
force.
2-39.
Infantry.—a. Importance.—Infantry,
Importance.—^Infantry, the
the arm
arm of
of close
close comcom2-39. Infantry.—a.
bat,
has been
been the
the most
most important
important arm
arm in
in small
small wars
wars because,
because, from
from the
the
bat, has
very
nature of
of such
such wars,
wars, it
it is
is evident
evident that
that the
the ultimate
ultimate objective
objective will
will
very nature
be reached
reached only
only by
by close
close con]bat.
combat. The
The policy
policy that
that every
every man,
man, regardregardless
of his
his specialty,
specialty, be
be basically
basically trained
trained as an infantryman
infantryman has
has been
been
less of
vindicated
time an(l
and again,
again, a]~d
and any
any tendency
tendency to
to deviate
deviate from
from that
that
vindicated
time
policy
must be
be guarded
guarded against.
against.
policy must
6.
Training.—Infantry units
units must
must be
be efficient,
efficient, mobile,
mobile, light
light ininb. Tralniny.—Infantry
fantry,
composed of
of individuals
individuals of
of high
high morale
morale ancl
and personal
personal courcourfantry, composed
age,
thoroughly trained
trained in
in the
the use
use of
of the
the rifle
rifle and
and of
of automatic
automatic
age, thoroughly
weapons
and capable
capable of
of withstanding
withstanding great
great fatigue
fatigue on
on long
long and
and often
often
weapons and
fruitless
patrols. As
As they
they must
must assume
assume the
the offensive
offensive under
mider the
the most
most
fruitless patrols.
difficult
conditions of
of war,
war, terrain,
terrain, and
and climate,
climate, these
these troops
troops must
must be
be
difficult conditions
well
trained and
and well
well led.
led.
well trained
c. Rifte
Rife companies.
comfanien.—Sooner
or later,
later, it
it is
is inevitable
inevitable that
that small
small wars
wars
—Sooner or
operations
will degenerate
degenerate into
into guerrilla
guerrilla warfare
warfare conducted
conducted by
by small
small
operations will
hostile
groups in
in wooded,
wooded, mountainous
mountainous terrain.
terrain. It
It has
has generally
generally
hostile groups
been
found that
that the
the rifle
rifle platoon
platoon of
of three
three squads
squads is
is the
the basic
basic unit
unit best
best
been found
suited
to combat
combat such
such tactics.
tactics. Each
Each platoon
platoon sent
sent on
on an
an independent
independent
suited to
combat
mission should
should have
have at
at lewst
least one
one and
and preferably
preferably two
two conmliscommiscombat mission
sioned officers
sioned
officers attacl~ed
attached to
to it.
it. It
It is
is desirable,
desirable, therefore,
therefore, that
that the
the numnumber
of
junior
officers
assigned
to
rifle
companies
be
increasexl
above
the
ber of junior officers assigned to rifle companies
increased above the
normal
complement authorized
authorized in
in the
the tables
tables of
of organization.
organization. The
The
normal complement
number
of cooks
cooks in a rifle
rifle company
company should
should also
also be
be increased
increased to
to propronumber of
vide
one for
for each
each platoon
platoon as the
the company
company often
often may
may be
be divided
divided into
into
vide one
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three separate
separate combat
combat patrols
patiols or outpost
outpost detachments.
detachments. The
The attachattachthree
ment
of a hospital
hospital corpsm:m
corpsman to
to each
each clet
detachment
is essential.
essential.
ment of
achment is
d. Machine
Machine gun
gun con~panies.-The
companies.—The infantry
infantry machine
machine gun
gun company
company
fulfills
its
normal
roles
during
the
initial
operations
in
small
wars.
In
fulfills its normal roles during the initial operations in small wars. In
the later
later phases
phases of
of guerrilla
guerrilla warfare
warfare and
and pacification,
pacification, it
it will
will seldom
seldom be
the
used
as a complete
complete organization.
organization. Squads
Squads and
and sections
sections often
often will
will be
be
used as
attached
to small
small combwt
combat patrols,
patrols, or to
to detached
detached outposts
outposts for
for the
the purpurattached to
pose
of defense.
defense. In
In order
order to
to conserve
conserve personnel,
personnel, some
some machine
machine gun
gun
pose of
units in
in past
past small
small wars
wars operations
operations have
have been
been converted
converted into
into rifle
rifle
units
organizations, and
and their
their machine
machine guns,
guns, minus
minus the
the operating
operating personnel,
personnel,
organizations,
distributed among
among ol~tlying
outlying stations.
stations. This
This is
is not
not good
good practice.
practice. MaMadistributed
chine gun
gun organizations
organizations should
should be
be maintained
maintained as
as such,
such, and
and the
the smaller
smaller
chine
units detached
detached to
to rifle
rifle platoons
platoons and
and companies
companies as
as the
the necessity
necessity therethereunits
for arises.
arises. These
These remarks
remarks are
are also
also applicable
applicable to
to the
the 81 mm.
mm. mortar
mortar
for
and antitank
antitank platoons.
platoons.
and
2-40.
Infantry weapons.—a.
weapons.—a. General-(l)
General.—(1) The
The nature
nature of
of small
small
2-4o. Infantry
wars operations,
operations, varying
varying from
from landings
landings against
against organized
organized opposition
opposition
wars
in the
the initial
initial stages
stages to
to patrolling
patrolling the
the remote
remote areas
areas of
of the
the country
country
in
against poorly
poorly armed
armed guerrillas
guerrillas in
in the
the later
later stages,
stages, ma-y
may make
make some
some
against
changes in
in the
the armament
armament of
of the
the infantry
infantry clesirable.
desirable. Whether
Whether these
these
changes
changes should
should take
take place
place before
before leaving
leaving the
the United
United States,
States, or
or
changes
whether they
they should
should be anticipated
anticipated nnd
and effected
effected in
in the
the theater
theater of
of
whether
operations,
must
be
determined
during
the
estimate
of
the
situation.
operations, must be determined during the estimate of the situation.
(2)
The a,ming
arming of
of the
the infantry
infantry for
for small
small war
war purposes
purposes is
is influinflu(2) The
enced by—
by—
enced
{a)
Fighting power
power of
of the
the enemy,
enemy, with
with particular
particular reference
reference to
to
(a) Fighting
numerical strength,
strength, armament,
armament, leadership
leadership, and
and tactics.
tactics.
numerical
(&)
The short
short ranges
ranges of
of jun~le
jungle warfare.
warfare.
(b) The
(c)
The necessity
necessity for
for small
small units
units to
to defend
defend themselves
themselves at
at close
close
(c) The
quarters when
when attacked
attacked by
by superior
superior numbers.
numbers.
quarters
{d) The
The method
method of
of transporting
transporting men,
men, -weapons,
weapons, and
and ammunition.
ammunition.
(d)
(e) The
The strength
strength of,
of, and
and the
the offensive
offensive or
or defensive
defensive mission
mission assigned
assigned
(e)
to,
a
patrol
or
outpost.
to,
patrol or outpost.
(/) The
The personal
personal opinions
opinions of
of the
the officers
officers concerned.
concerned. A
A company
company
(~)
commander on
on an independent
independent mission
mission in
in a small
small war
war is
is generally
generally
commander
given more
more latitude
latitude in
in the
the arming
arming of
of his
his company
company than
than he
he would
would be
given
permitted in
in a major
major war.
war.
permitted
(3) Ammunition
Ammunition supply
supply is
is a difficult
difficult problem
problem in
in small
small wars
wars operaopera(3)
tions. .A
A detached
detached post
post or a combat
combat patrol
patrol operating
operating away
away from
from its
its
tions.
base cannot
cannot depend
depend upon
upon immediate,
immediate, routine
routine replacement
replacement of
of its
its amambase
munition expenditures.
expenditures. The
The state
state of
of training
training of
of the
the unit
unit in
in fire
fire disdismunition
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cipline and
and fire
fire control
control may
may be
be an
an influential
influential factor
factor in
in determining
determining
cipline
the
number and
and type
type of
of infantry
infantry weapons
weapons assigned.
assigned.
the number
b. The
The U. 8.
S. tifle,
rifle, cah%er
caliber ,30,
,30, iKlW3.—The
M1903.—The bolt-action
bolt-action magazine
magazine
fed,
U. S.
S. Rifle,
Rifle, caliber
caliber .30,
.30, M1903,
M1903, often
often erroneously
erroneously called
called the
the
fed, U.
Springfield
rifle, eventually
eventually ~vill
will be replaced
replaced by
by the
the semiautomatic
semiautomatic
Springfield
rifle,
rifle
as the
the standard
standard arm
arm of
of the
the infantry.
infantry. Its
Its rate
rate of
of fire,
fire, accuracy,
accuracy,
rifle as
and
rugged dependability
dependability in
in the
the field
field may
may influence
influence its
its continued
continued use
use
and rugged
in small
in
small wars
wars operations.
operations. When
When fitted
fitted with
with a rifle
rifle grenade
grenade disdischarger, this
this rifle
rifle acts
acts as
as the
the propellant
propellant for
for the
the rifle
rifle grenade.
grenade.
charger,
c. The
The U.
V. S. rifle,
rifle, caliber
caliber .30, Ml.—r
ilfi.—The
U. S.
S. Rifle,
Rifle, Caliber
Caliber .30,
.30,
Jle U.
Ml,
Ml, is
is a gtw
gas operated,
operated, semiautomatic,
semiautomatic, shoulder
shoulder rifle.
rifle. It
It has
has been
been
adopted
the standard
standard infantry
infantry weapon
weapon by
by the
the U.
U. S.
S. Army
Army to
to rereadopted as the
It
weighs
approximately
a
half
pound
more
place
the M1903
M1903 rifle.
rifle. It weighs approximately half pound more
place the
than
the M1903
M1903 rifle.
rifle. Its
Its effective
effective rate
rate of
of fire
fire is
is from
from 16 to
to 20
20
than the
rounds
per minute
minute as
as compared
compared to
to 10 to
to 20 rounds
rounds per
per minute
minute for
for the
the
rounds per
bolt-action rifle.
rifle. It
It is
is especially
especially useful
useful against
against low
low flying
flying aircraft
aircraft
bolt-action
and rapidly
rapidly moving
moving terrestrkl
terrestrial targets.
targets. It
It requires
requires more
more care
care and
and
and
attention than
than the
the M1903
M1903 rifle,
rifle, the
the Browning
Browning automatic
automatic rifle!
rifle, or the
the
attention
Thompson submachine
submachine gun.
gun. It
It cannot
cannot be
be used
used to
to propel
propel rifle
rifle gregreThompson
nades of
of either
either the
the V.
V. B.
B. or rod
rod type.
type. Whether
Whether or
or not
not it
it entirely
entirely
nades
replaces
the M1903
M1903 rifle,
rifle, the
the characteristics
characteristics of
of the
the Ml
Ml rifle
rifle make
make it
it
replaces the
definitely
superior to
to the
the Browning
Browning automatic
automatic rifle
rifle M1917,
M1917, and
and the
the
definitely superior
Thompson
submachine gun
gun for
for small
small wars
wars operations.
operations. A
A minimum
minimum
Thompson submachine
of
two U.
U. S.
S. rifles,
rifles, caliber
caliber .30,
.30, MI,
Ml, should
should be
be assigned
assigned to
to every
every rifle
rifle
of two
squad
engaged in
in small
small wars
wars operations
operations and,
and, in
in some
some situations,
situations, it
it
squad engaged
may
be desirable
desirable to
to issue
issue them
them to
to every
every member
member of
of the
the squad.
squad.
may be
d. T?Le
The Browning
Browning automztic
automatic rifle,
rifle, caliber
caliber .$0,
.30, M1017.—With
M1917.—^With the
the
advent of
of the
the Ml
Ml rifle
rifle and
and the
the adoption
adoption of
of the
the light
light machine
machine gun
gun
advent
as an
an accompanying
accompanying weapon
Aveapon for
for rifle
rifle units,
units, the
the Browning
Browning automatic
automatic
as
rifle, caliber
caliber .30,
.30, M1917,
M1917, with
with its
its cumbersome
cumbersome length,
length, weight,
weight, and
and
rifle,
ammunition supply,
supply, should
should no
no longer
longer be
be seriously
seriously considered
considered as
as a
ammunition
suitable weapon
weapon for
for small-wars
small-wars operations.
operations.
suitable
e. The
The Browning
Browning automatic
automatic m“fte,
rifle, cotiber
caliber .30, M191’7
M1917 (modified.
(modified.)) —
—
The Browning
Browning automatic
automatic rifle,
rifle, caliber
caliber .30,
.30, M1917
M1917 (modified),
(modified), is
is
The
essentially the
the same
same weapon,
w^eapon as
as the
the BAR,
BAR, fitted
fitted with
with a biped
bipod mount
mount
essentially
and a reduced
reduced cyclic
cyclic rate
rate of
of fire
fire which
which convert
convert the
the weapon
weapon into
into an
an
and
effective light
light machine
machine gun
gun capable
capable of
of delivering
delivering accurate,
accurate, full
full autoautoeffective
matic fire.
fire. It
It can
can be
be carried
carried by
by one
one man,
man, and
and has
has the
the mobility
mobility of
of
matic
rifle on
on the
the march
march and
and in
in combat.
combat. Two
Two ammunition
ammunition carriers
carriers are
are
a rifle.
required, the
the team
team of
of three
three men
men making
making up
up a light-machine-gun
light-machine-gun
required,
group. Two
Two groups,
groups, under
under a corporal,
corporal, comprise
comprise a light-machine-gun
light-machine-gun
group.
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squad,
Its characteristics
make the Browning automatic rifle (modified) the ideal accompanying
and supporting
weapon for rifle units.
Pending the development and adoption of some other etandard light
machine gun, two of these rifles should be provided for every rifle
platoon of three squads in small-wars operations.
f. The Thempson s-ubmac?uk yun, caliber .&i, MI.%’8.-(I)
13ecause of its light weight and short over-all length which facilitate
carrying in wooded, mountainous
terrain, the Thompson submachine
gun has been used extensively
in small-wars operations as a partial
substitute
for the Browning
automatic rifle.
It has the following
disadvantages
as a standard combat arm: it uses the caliber .45
cartridge which is employed in no other weapon in the rifle company
except the pistol; special magazines must be carried which are difficult to reload during combat if the supply of loaded magazines is
exhausted;
its effective range is only 150 to 200 yards; the continuous danger spamf is quite limited; it is not particularly
accurate.
With the development
of a satisfactory
semiautomatic
rifle, the
Thompson
submachine
gun should no longer be considered as an
organic weapon in the rifle squad in small wars.
(2) The Thompson submachine gun may be issued to messengers
in place of the automatic pistol, and to a limited number of machine
gun, tank, transport,
aviation,
and similar personnel
for close-in
In some situations it may be desirdefense in small-wars operations.
able as a military police weapon.
The 20-round magazine is quieter,
easier to carry and handle, and is not subject to as many ma.lf unctions
as the 50-round drum.
g. The V. B. rifle grenade, m.ar?i Z.—The V. B. rifle grenade has
been replaced by the 60-mm. mortar as an organic weapon of the
rifle company.
However, it has certain characteristics
which may
warrant its use in small-wars operations as a substitute for or supThe grenade weighs only 17 ounces as
plementary
to the mortar.
An M1903
compared
to 3.48 pounds for the mortar projectile.
rifle, a grenade discharger, and the necessary grenades may be issued
to each rifle squad, thus tripling the number of grenade weapons
with a rifle plataon and eliminating
the necessity for a separate
The range of the rifle grenade, using the service
mortar squad.
cartridge is from 120 to 180 yards as compared to 75 to 1,800 yards
The effective bursting
radius of both
for the 60-mm. mortar.
projectiles is approximately
20 yards.
nwrta~.-Two
60-mm. mortars
are organically
h. The M-mm.
assigned

to the headquarters

platoon
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of
corporal and
and 44 privates
privates is
is required
required to
to carry
carry one
one mortar
mortar and
nnd
of a corporal
30
therefor.
A
A weapon
weapon of
of this
this type
type has
has
30 rounds
rounds of
of ammunition
ammunition
therefor.
proved
valuable in
in previous
previous small
small wars
wars that
that at
at least
least one
one mortar
mortar
proved so valuable
rifle platoon,
platoon, or
or the
the V.
V. B.
B. rifle
rifle grenade
grenacle
should
be available
available for
for evexy
every rifle
should be
should
be provided
provided as
as aa substitute
substitute weapon.
wealmn.
should be
i. The
The hand r/renade,
grenode, fragm-entation,
f rwgmentat ion, mark
mark II.—See
ZI.—Sce War
War DepartDepartment
Field Manual
Manual 23-30.
23–30.
ment Field
j. The
The autovuitic
automatic pistol,
pistol, caliber
cu?iber .^J
.& M1911.—See
M1.911.—SW War
War Depart“Department Field
ment
Field Manual
Manual 23-35.
23-35.
k. The
The hayonet,
bayom%, M1005.—See
MI.905 .—See War
War Department
Departrne]lt Field
Field Manual
Manual
23-35.
23-35.
I. The
Mlt?17.-The
employernPJoy 1.
The Broitming
Browning machine
nuwhin.e gun,
gun, caliber
caliber .30,
.%?, M1917.—The
ment of
ment
of the
the Browning
Browning
machine
machine gun,
gun, caliber
caliber .30,
.30, M1917,
M1917, will
will be
be
normal during
no~al
during the
the initial
initial jjhases
phases of
of aa small
small war.
war. In
In the
the later*
later phases
phases
of the
will be
of
the operations,
operations, the
the machine
machine gun
~gqmwill
be used
used principally
principally for
for the
the
defense of
defense
of outlying
outlying stations
stations and
and the
the Browning
Browning automatic
automatic rifle
rifle (modi(modified) will
fied)
will probably
probably replace
replace it
it as
as the
the supporting
supporting weapon
weapon for
for combat
coxnbat
patrols.
patrols.
m.
m. The
The Browning
Browning machine
machine gim,
gum, caliber
caliber .60,
.60, M2.—The
Mi3.—The employemployment of
ment
of this
this weapon
weapon as
as an
an antiaircraft
antiaircraft and
and antitank
antitank weapon
weapon will
will be
be
normal.
normal.
n. The
The 81-mm.
81-rnrn. mortar
mortar isis one
one of
of
The 81-mm.
81-rnna. mortar,
mortar, Ml.—(1)
Ml.— (1) The
the most
During
the
most valuable
valuable weapons
weapons in
in small
small Avars
wars operations.
operations.
During the
the
landing phase
landing
phase and the
the early
early operations
operations against
against organized
organized forces,
forces, its
its
application will
application
will be
be similar
similar to
to that
that in
in aa major
major war.
war. In
In some
some situations
situations
in
in which
which hostile
hostile artillery
artillery is
is weak
weak or
or lacking
lacking altogether,
altogether, itit may
may be
be
advantageous
advantageous to increase
increase the
the usual
usual complement
complement of
of mortars
mortmrs and
and to
to ememploy
ploy them
them as infantry
infantry support
support in
in place
place of
of the
the heavier
heavier and
and more
more cumcumBecause of
of its
its weight,
weight, mobility,
mobility, and
and range,
range,
bersome
Because
bersome field
field artillery.
artillery.
the
the 81-mm.
81-mm. mortar
mortar is
is the
the ideal
ideal supporting
supporting weapon
weapon for
for combat
combat patrols
patrols
operating
operating against
against mountainous
mountainous fortified
fortified strongholds
strongholds of
of the
the enemy
enemy in
in
the
Squads
Squads and
and sections
sections often
often may
may be
be
the later
later phases
phases of
of the
the campaign.
campaign.
detached
detached for
for the
the defense
defense of
of small
small outposts
outposts scattered
scattered throughout
throughout the
the
theater
theater of
of operations.
operations.
(2)
(2) The
The mortar
mortar may
may be
be fired
fired from
from boats
boats in
in the
the initial
initial landing
landing or
or
in river
operations
by
seating
the
base
plate
in
a
pit
of
sandbags,
river operations by seating the base plate in a pit of sandbags,
straddling
the
straddling
the barrel,
barrel, and
and holding
holding and
and pointing
pointing itit by
by hand
hand as
as in
in
The barrel
barrel should
should be
be wrapped
wrapped with
with
firing
firing grenades
grenades from
from the
the rifle.
rifle. The
burlap
burlap and
and the
the hands
hands should
should be
be protected
protected by
by asbestos
asbestos gloves.
gloves.
1
he
tactics
and
employment
0.
The
37-mm.
gun,
Mlf.
or
M1916.—The
tactics
and
employment
o. The Y7-mm.
MJ or M1916.—”
of the
of
the 37-nim.
37-mm. gun do
do not
not vary
vary in
in small
small wars
wars from
from those
those of
of aa major
major
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operation.
Opportunities
for its use probably will be limited after
the completion of the initial phases of the intervention.
241. Infantry
individual
equipment.—a.
Infantry
units in the
field in small wars operations should be lightly equipped, carrying
only their weapons and essential individual equipment.
Rations, packs
or rolls, and extra ammunition shouhl be carried on pack animals or
If the situation requires the men to carry
other suitable transport.
full packs, rations, and extra ammunition,
their mobility is greatly
reduced and they are seriimsl y handicapped
in combat.
b. Entrenching tools are seldom required after the organized hostile
In some. situations, they have been entirely
forces have been disperse(l.
dispensed with duril]g the period of! pacification, patrolling, and guerrilla warfare which follows the initial operations.
c. The amount of ammunition carried in the belt is usually sufficient
Eve]l with a small combat patrol, the extra
for a single engagement.
ammunition should be transported in the train, if possible.
The cloth
bandolier is not strong enough to stancl up under hard service in the
field. If the banclolier is carried, a considerable quantity of ammunition is lost which is generally salvaged by hostile troops or their
.4 small leather box, suspended from the shoulder and
sympathizers.
large enough to carry one folcled bandolier, has proved a satisfactory
substitute for the regular bandolier.
d. If field operations continlle for a considerable length of time, it
may be necessary to reinforce the cartridge belts, magazine carriers,
This has been done in the
and other web equipment. with leather.
past by local artisans in the theater of operations.
e. Grenade carriers of leather or heavy canvas similar in design to
the Browning automatic rifle bandolier, have been improvised in recent
Another eatisfact ory carrier was made by
small wars operations.
cutting off one of the two rows of five pockets on the regular grenade
apron and attaching the necessary stral~s. Empty .30 caliber bandoleers are not satisfactory
for grenade carriers.
~. The agricultural
machete is far superior to the issue bolo for
cutting trails, clearing fields of fire, building
shelters in bivouac,
cutting forage and firewood, etc. in tropical countries.
The minimum issue should be two per squad engyged in active patrolling
in
such terrain.
g. The horseshoe roll may replace the regulation
infantry
pack
during field operations in small wars.
It is lighter in weight and
easier’ to assemble than the regular pack; it can be easily shifted
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from place to place on the shoulders, quickly discarded at halts or
in combat, and readily secured to the riding or pack saddle.
h. Mounted men should not be permitted to carry rifles or other
shoulder weapons in boots nor to secure their arms or ammunition
to the saddles while passing through hostile areas in which contact
is imminent.
242. Mounted
troops.—lnfantry
companies,
hastilY converted
into mounted organizations,
have played an important role in many
past operations.
Experience
has demonstrated
that local animals,
accustomed to the climatic conditions and forage of the country, are
more suitable for mounts than imported animals.
Preparation
for
mounted duty will consist generally in training for this duty and the
provision of necessary equipment.
For further details, see Chapter
VII, “Mounted Detachments.”
2--43. Engineers.—a.
Experience
has demonstrated
that the construction, improvement,
and maintenance
of routes of communication, including railroads, is one of the most important factors in a
This is a function of the engineers.
successful small-wars campaign.
b. The lack of accurate maps and the limited supply of those available has handicapped
all operations in the past. A trained engineer
unit supplemented
by the aerial photographic
facilities
of aviation
is indispensable
. Although much of the basic ground work will be
performed by combat organizations,
the completion and reproduction
of accurate maps must be left to skilled engineer troops.
c. With the increased use of explosives in all trades and occupations as well as in military
operations,
demolition
materials
are
readily available to, and are extensively employed by, irregular forces.
A demolition unit is required for our own tactical and construction
needs, and for counter-demo] it ion work.
d. Engineers
are trained and equipped as light infantry.
They
should not be so used, except in an emergency, but they form a potential reserve for combat, and for guard duty at bases and depots.
e. The proportion
of engineer troops with the force will depend
largely upon the means of communication
available in the theater of
operations, and the condition and suitability
of the road net for the
In most small-wars
situations,
the necescontemplated
campaign.
sary manual labor involved can be obtained locally.
%14. Tanks and armored
cars.—a. The morale effect of tanks
and armored cars is probably greater in small wars operations than
it is in a major war. The nature of the terrain in the theater of
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operations will
will determine
determine whether
whether or
or not
not they
they can
can be
be profitably
profitably

employed.
employed.
When strong
strong opposition
opposition to
to the
the initial
initial landings
landings is expected
expected or
or
b. When
encountered, the
the employment
employment of
of tanks
tanks will
will be
be a material
material aid
aid and
and will
will
encountered,
reduce
reduce the
the number
number of
of casualties.
casualties.

Tanks
Tanks are
are particularly
particularly valuable
valuable in
in

assaulting towns
towns and
and villages,
villages, and
and in controlling
controlling the
the inhabitants
inhabitants of
of
assaulting
an occupied
occupied hostile
hostile city.
city.

c. hrnored
Armored cars
cars can
can be
be employed
employed to
to patrol
patrol the
the streets
streets of
of occupied
occupied
c.
cities, and
and to
to maintain
maintain liaison
liaison between
between outlying
outlying gyuv-isons.
garrisons.
cities,

With
With
suitable motorized
motorized infantry
infantry escorts,
escorts, they
they are
are effective
effective in
in dispersing
dispersing
suitable
the larger
larger hostile
hostile forces
forces encountered
encountered in the
the early
early phases
phases of
of the
the
the
occupation.
occupation.
Except for
for the
the fact
fact that
that tanks
tanks and
and armored
armored cars
cars can
can be
be used
d. Except
more freely
freely in
in small
small wars
wars due
due to
to the
the lack
lack of
of effective
effective opposition,
opposition, their
their
more
tactics will
will be
be basically
basically the
the same
same as
as in
in aa major
major war.
war.
tactics

As the
the hostile
hostile
As

forces withdraw
withdraw into
into the
the more
more remote
remote parts
parts of
of the
the country,
country, where
where
forces
the terrain
terrain is
is generally
generally unsuited
unsuited for
for mechanized
mechanized units,
units, their
their usefulusefulthe
in the
the field
field will
will rapiclly
rapidly disappear.
disappear.
ness in
2^5. Transport.—See
Transport.—See Chapter
Chapter III,
III, “1.o@tics.”
"Logistics."
245.
2^6. Signal
Signal troops.—a.
troops.—a. General.—Signal
General.—Signal troops
troops install,
install, mainmain246.
tain, and
and operate
operate any
any or
or all
all of
of the
the following
following communication
communication agencies:
agencies:
tain,
(1) Message
Message center;
center; (2)
(2) messenger
messenger service,
service,including
foot messengers,
messengers,
(I)
including foot
mounted messengers,
messengers, motorcycle
motorcycle messengers,
messengers, and
and messengers
messengers using
using
mounted
motor vehicles,
vehicles, boats,
boats, airplanes,
airplanes, and
and railroads
railroads as
as aa means
means of
of transtransmotor
portation; (3)
(3) radio
radio service;
service; (4)
(4) wire
wire service,
service, including
including telephone
telephone
portation;
and telegraph
telegraph services
services operated
operated both
both by
by military
military and
and civilian
civilian perperand
sonnel; (5)
(5) visual
visual service,
service, including
including all
all types
types of
of flags,
flags, lights,
lights, and
and
sonnel;
pyrotechnics; (6)
(6) ah--ground
air-ground liaison;
liaison; (7)
(7) pigeon
pigeon service.
service.
pyrotechnics;

Detailed
Detailed

instructions ~overnin~
governing the
the duties
duties of
of signal
signal troops
troops will
will be found
found in
in
instructions
'War Department
Department Field
Field Manual
Manual 24-5.”
24-5."
“War
h. lmjwrtance.-The
Importance.—The importance
importance of
of an
an efficient
efficient communication
communication syssysb.
tem cannot
cannot be
be overestimated.
overestimated.
tem

It is
is only
only through
through the
the communication
communication
lt

system that
that contact
contact is maintained
maintained with
with detached
detached garrisons
garrisons and
and units
units
system
operating independently
independently in
in the
the field.
field.
operating

All officers
officers ancl
and noncommisnoncommis-411
sioned
officers
should
be
familiar
with
the
capabilities
and
limitations
sioned officers should
familiar with the capabilities and limitations
of the
the communication
communication system
system in
in order
order that
that fl~ll
full use
use may
may be made
made of
of
of
In the
the smaller
smaller units,
units, the
the commanding
commanding officer
officer will
will act
act as his
his own
own
it. In
communications officer.
officer.
communications
Commercial and
and Gowcrnmef~
Governmentt serw2es.-When
services.—When commercial
commercial radio
radio
c. Cm.mercial
and wire
wire service
service is
is available,
available, it
it may
may be
be convenient
convenient to
to execute
execute conconand
tracts for
for handling
handling certain
certain official
official dispatches,
dispatches, particularly
particularly in
in the
the early
early
tracts
61
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stages of an operation
force

should be substituted

local government

operates

possible to arrange

out charg-e.
agreement
between

its own radio

covering

contains

and the country

will

with-

find that an

and operation

of

involved.

that

limited

SLICII an agreeu]lofficial

traffic

over the cwmmunicat ion system of the occupying

in case of interruption
or dismounted,

in the commercial

employment

of

system.

military

messengers,

between detached garrisons

either

in areas of active

is to be considered an emergency measure only, due to the
nature and the uncertainty of this method of communica-

In such areas, it may be advantageous

messages

force

tl~e establishment

a clause stating

d. Messengers.— The
operations
hazardous

service, it is gen-

of official dispatches

agencies by the occupyi n~ force, has been established

may be transmitted

mounted

and wire

for transmission

our own country

ment usually

tion.

of the

However,
military
communication
therefor as soon as practicable.
If the

In some instances, the occupying
or protocol,

communication

force

facilities

can be put into operation.

facilities
erally

before. all the communication

by civilian

Pers(ms

messengers.

between the place of origin

sometimes
who

make

to transmit
regular

of the message and its destination

Written
messtiges
be employed.
should be in code or cipher.
e. C}-yptography. —Co&s

entrusted

to

civilian

trips
shoulcl

messengers

and ciphers are used by even the smallest
units in the field. It is apparent, therefore, that all officers must be
thoroughly
familiar with the systems utilized.
In general, the use
of code is simpler and more rapid than the use of cipher, due to the
ease of encoding and deco(~ing.
Codes and key words and phrases
for cipher messages are issued to using units to cover definite periods
of time.
The necessity for changing
them is del)endent upon the
enemy’s estimated ability in cryptana]ysis.
~. Wire com~~un.ication.-(
1 ) 1]~ areas wl]ere the civilian population is hostile, telephone and telegraph wires are liable to be cut and
long stretches carried away.
The enenly is likely to carry on such
operations immediately
prior to hostile activities in a definite area.
Wire may be taken by a resident civilian simply because he needs it
to fence a field or desires it for use in building a hut, and not becitus~
he is hostile to our forces. All wire lines are subject to being “tapped”
by the enemy.
(2) If there is a commercial wire system availnblej each garrison
telephone communication
system should be connected to the commerProvided
tile commercial
cial system through their switchboards.
system is connected with other towns in a large network separated
52
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units may
may thus
thus be
be put
put into
into communication
communication with
with one
one another.
another. In
In
nnits
small-war theaters,
theaters, the
the commercial
conmiercial wire
wire system
system will
will often
often be found
found
small-war
to
be poorly
poorly constructed
constructed with
with little
little attention
attention paid
paid to
to insulation.
insulation.
to be
Rains
will cause
cause interruption
interruption in
in service
service for
for hours
hovirs or even
even days
days at
at a
Rains will
time,
due to
to shorted
shorted and
and grounded
grounded lines.
lines. Ordinarily,
Ordinarily, the
the adnlinistraadministratime, due
tion
of the
the commercial
commercial telephone
telephone system
system is
is left
left to
to the
the civilian
civilian eleeletion of
ment normally
ment
normally in
in control
control of
of the
the systems,
systems, the
the forces
forces of
of txxmpation
occupation cocooperating
to the
the fullest
fullest extent
extent in
in the
the repair
repair and
and n~ai
maintenance
of the
the
operating to
]~tenance of
systems.
In those
those cases
cases where
where the
the telephone
telephone systems
systems are
are owned
owned and
and
systems.
In
operated by
operated
by the
the go~ernnlellt
government of
of the
the collntly
countjy co]~cerl~ed,
concerned, the
tiie same
same coopcooperation
in
repair
and
maintenance
is
extended.
eration in repair and maintenance is extended.
(3)
Commercial telegmph
telegraph systems
systems will
will general]
generally
be found
found to
to be
be
(3) Commercial
y be
owned
owned and
and operated
operated by
by the
the government.
government. Although
Although the
the general
general concondition
of the
the equipment
equipment ancl
and facilities
facilities may
n^ay not
not measure
measure up
tip to
to the
the
dition of
standards
of a moclern
modern system,
system, the
the telegraph
telegraph service.
service usLudly
usually will
will be
be
standards of
found to
found
to be
be very
very good.
good. Most
Most of
of the
the operators
operators are
are capable
capable men
men and
and
are quite
quite willing
willing to
to cooperate
cooperate with
with the
the occupying
occupying forces.
forces. By
By judijudiare
cious
cooperation on
on the
the part
part of
of the
the military
military in
in the
the repair
repair and
and
cious cooperation
maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the telegraph
telegraph system,
system, the
the eonficlence
confidence and
and respect
respect of
of
the
the personnel
personnel operating
operating the
the system
system are
are seclwed,
secured, with
with the
the result
result that
that
telegraphic
telegraphic communication
communication is
is constan~,ly
constantly improved.
improved. Except
Except in
in cases
cases
of
extreme
emergency,
no
attempt
shon]cl
be
made
to
enlploy
military
of extreme emergency, no attempt should
made to employ military
personnel to
personnel
to operate
operate the
the telegraph
telegraph system.
system. In
In an
an area
area of
of active
active opoperations,
erations, it
it may
may be
be advantageous
advantageous to
to do
do so for
for a limited
limited period
jieriod of
of time,
time,
returning
the
returning
the system
system to
to civilian
civilian control
control and
and operation
operation ~vhen
wlien the
the
period
period of
of emergency
emergency is
is endecl.
ended. In
In regions
regions where
where t(JWIH
towns are
are far
far apart
apart
but
but telegraph
telegraph lines
lines are
are readily
readily accessible,
accessible, civilian
civilian telegral)h
telegraph operaoperators
tors with
with small
small portable
portable telegraph
telegraph sets
sets are
are a valnable
valuable assistance
assistance to
to
patrols
patrols having
having no
no radio
radio set,
set, particularly
particularly when
when weather
weather conditions
conditions
preclude.
preclude the
the operation
operation of
of aircraft
aircraft to
to maintain
maintain liaison.
liaison.
g. Radio
Radio com:munication.communication.— (1)
(1) The
The rapid
rapid development
development of
of radio
radio as
as
g.
a,
a means
means of
of communication,
communication, in
in even
even the
the smaller
smaller countries
countries of
of the
the
world,
world, indicates
indicates that
that the
the forces
forces encountered
encountered in
in small-wars
small-wars situations
situations
may
may be as
as well
well equipped
equipped for
for radio
radio communication
commmncation as
as are
are our
our own
own
forces.
forces. It
It is
is highly
highly probable
probable that
that the
the hostile
hostile forces
forces will
will attempt
attempt the
the
interception
interception of
of radio
radio communications.
comnmnications. This
This disadvantage
disadvantage necessinecessitates the
the habitual
habitual employme]lt
employment of
of cryptograms
crytograms in
in transmitting
distates
transmitting
dispatches
patches of
of importance.
importance. By
By gaining
gaining a knowledge
knowledge of
of ollr
our radio
radio organorganization, the
the enemy
enemy is
is enabled
enabled to
to estima{-e
estimate the
the organization
organization and
and distridistriization,
bution
bution of
of our
our forces
forces in
in the
the fiel{l.
field. In
In order
order to
to offset
oflFset this
this clisadvantage,
disadvantage,
it.
ions to
it may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to curtail
curtail the
the use
use of
of radio
radio communicant
communications
to
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some
in
some extent,
extent, particularly
particularly
in an
an area
area of
of active
active operations
operations placing
placing
temporary reliance
temporary
reliance on
on other
other means
means of
of communication.
communication.
(2)
(2) Radio
Radio furnishes
furnishes the
the most
most dependable
dependable means
means of
of commvinication
communication
with
with the
the continental
continental United
United States,
States, with
with naval
naval radio
radio stations
stations outside
outside
the continental
the
continental limits
limits of
of the
the United
United States,
States, and
and with
with ships
ships atat sea.
sea.
Commercial cable
Commercial
cable facilities
facilities and
and commercial
commercial radio
radio stations
stations may
may also
also
be available
be
available for
for exterior
exterior communication,
communication, but
but are
are employed
employed only
only inin
exceptional cases.
exceptional
cases. Exterior
Exterior communication
communication isis aafunction
function ofof the
the force
force
headquarters.
headquarters.
(3)
(3) American
American owned
owned commercial
commercial radio
radio stations
stations in
in the
the theater
theater ofof
operations have
operations
have been
been utilized
utilized by
by agreement
agreement inin the
the past
past when
when the
the
radio equipment
radio
equipment with
with the
the force
force was
was limited.
limited. This
This isis especially
especially true
true
when the
when
the force
force has
has furnished
furnished military
military protection
protection for
for the
the property
property
concerned.
concerned.
(4) It
It will
will often
often happen
happen in
in small
small Avars
wars situations,
situations, that
that the
the best
best
(4)
method of
method
of radio
radio control
control is
is to
to establish
establish aa single
single net
net for
for the
the Force,
Force,
with
with all
all outlying
outlying stations
stations aa part
part of
of the
the same
same net.
net. This
This isis particparticldarly applicable
applicable when
when the
the theater
theater of
of operations
operations isis limited
limited inin area.
area.
ularly
When
the
theater
of
operations
necessitates
the
wide
separation
When the theater of operations necessitates the wide separation ofof
tactical
tactical units,
units, subordinate
subordinate nets
nets are
are established.
established.
(5) There
There are three
three types
types of
of radio
radio equipment
equipment available
available for
for forces
forces
(5)
semi-portable, portable,
portable, and
and ultraultraengaged
engaged in small
small wars
wars operations;
operations; semi-portable,
portable.
port able.
(a) Semi-portable
Semi-portable
radio equipment
equipment isis of
of aa size
size and
and weight
weight toto
(a)
radio
permit easy
easy handling
handling when
when transported
transported by
by ships,
ships, railroad,
railroad, motor
motor
permit
truck,
or
trailers,
and
is
intended
for
the
use
of
brigades
and
larger
truck,
trailers, and is intended for the use of brigades and larger
units.
units,
______________100
watts.
Power --------------------------------------------100 watts.
Frequency:
-------- 300
3043to
18,000
kilocycles.
Transmitter ----------------------------to 18,000
kilocycles.
Ileceiver ---------------------------------------300toto23,000
23,000
kilocycles.
Receiver
300
kilocycles.
transmissic}[l-----------------------Iiadiotelegrapli;
telegraph radio
: radiotelephone.
telephone,
Type of transmission
Iladio
Range:
Radio telegraph
1,500
miles.
telegraph -------------------------------------------1, 500
miles.
telephone------------------------------------------Radio telephone
300
300 miles.
miles.

(h)
(h) Portable
Portable radio
radio equipment
equipment isis designed
designed to
to permit
permit easy
easy handling
handling
when
transported
by
hand
or
on
hand-drawn
carts
when
operating
when transported by hand or on hand-drawn carts when operating
ashore.
It is
is intended
intended for
for the
the use
use of
of regiments
regiments and
and battalions.
battalions.
ashore. It
Power
watts.
Power _____________________________________ _______________________15 15
watts.
Frequency:
Transmitter -----------------------------------2,(X)0
toto 5,000
kilocycles.
2,000
5,000kilocycles.
Receiver
2,000
to to20,000
kilocycles.
Rweiver --------------------------------------2,000
20,000kilocycles.
Type of transmission
tra~lmissioll _______________________Radio
I{adiotelegraph;
telegraph;radio
radiotelephone
telephone
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Range:
Range:
miles.
Radio telegraph ______________________________________________ 400
400 miles.
telephone
miles.
Radio telephone----------------------------------------------7575miles.
Weight -------------------8G
pounds.
Weight
-------------------------------------S6 pounds.

(c) Ultrz-portable
(c)
Ultra-portable radio
radio equipment
equipment consisk
consists of
of a carrying
carrying case,
case,
having a self-contained
self-contained radio
radio transmitter,
transmitter, receiver,
receiver, and
and power
power supply
supply
having
designed
designed for
for transportation
transportation by
by one
one man.
man. It
It is
is issued
issued to
to units
units as
as
required
required and
and is
is particularly
particularly useful
useful to
to mobile
mobile units,
units, such
such as
as patrols
patrols
and convoy
convoy guards.
guards.
and
Power
,
watt.
Power ______________________________________
________________________ ~'/> watt.
Frequency
65 megacycles.
megacycles.
Freqllency____________________________________ _________ 28
28 to 65
Type of transmission
transmission ---------------------------Radio
telegraph; radio telephone.
Radio t[~le~~il~ll;radio
Range:
Range:
telegraph
10
Radio telegraph---------------------------------------------10 miles.
telephone_____________________------------------------6 miles.
Radio telaholle
5miles

(6) The
The demand
demand for
for trained
trained personnel
personnel will
will normally
normally exceed
exceed the
the
(6)
number organically
organically assigned
assigned to
to communication
communication units.
units. The
The wide
wide
number
separation of
of smtill
small units
units in
in the
the usual
usual small
small wars
wars will
will require
require the
the
separation
addition of
of numerous
numerous sets
sets of
of radio
radio equipment
equipment to
to those
those listed
listed in
in
addition
current equipment
equipment tables.
tables. The
The use
use of
of the
the ultra-portable
ultra-portable radio
radio equipequipcurrent
ment will
will also
also require
require additional
additional operators.
operators. See
See paragraph
paragraph 2-29.
2-29.
ment
(7) Totake
To take care
care of
of the
the widely
widely separatec
separated lradioequiprnen
radio equipment, t,each
each
(7)
battalion designate
designates sone
one man
man of
of the
the communication
communication platoon
platoon as
as an
an
battalion
itinerant repairman.
repairman. His
His duties
duties are
are to
to make
make repairs
repairs in
in the
the field
field
itinerant
to radio
radio sets
sets operated
operated by
by the
the communication
communication personnel
personnel of
of the
the batbatto
talion. In
In areas
areas of
of active
active operations,
operations, he
he joins
joins patrols
patrols whose
whose routes
routes
talion.
will take
take them
them to
to the
the gmrisons
garrisons where
where the
the equipment
equipment is
is located.
located.
will
He may
may be
be transported
transported to
to outlying
outlying stations
stations by
by airplane
airplane to
to make
make
He
emergency repairs.
repairs. In
In man
many ycases,h
cases, he ewillfindit
will find it advisable
advisable to
to take
take
emergency
an extra
extra set
set with
with him
him to
to replace
replace za set
set needing
needing major
major repairs.
repairs. No
No
an
system for
for making
making major
major repairs
repairs can
can be
be definitely
definitely laid
laid down
down that
that
system
wiU apply
apply to
to all
all situations.
situations. Due
Due to
to the
the technical
technical nature
nature of
of the
the
will
equipment, it
it is
is usually
usually more
more convenient
convenient to
to have
have all
all major
major repair
repair
equipment,
work accomplishedby
accomplished by the
the communication
communication personnel
personnel attached
attached to
to the
the
work
headquarters of
of the
the Forcey
Force, thus
thus obviating
obviating the
the duplication
duplication of
of test
test
headquarters
equipment as
as well
well as
as the
the necessity
necessity for
for maintaining
maintaining large
large stocks
stocks of
of
equipment
repair parts
parts at
at widely
widely separated
separated stations.
stations.
repair
Pigeon communication.—
comnvunieation.—Pigeons
may be
be carried
carried by
by patrols
patrols in
in
Pigeons may
h. Pigeon
active areas.
areas. Although
Although patrols
patrols are
are normally
normally equipped
equipped with
with portable
portable
active
radio sets,
sets, it
it may
may be
be dwirable
desirable to
to maintain
maintain radio
radio silence
silence except
except in
in
radio
cases of
of extreme
extreme emergency.
emergency. In
In such
such cases,
cases, pigeons
pigeons atlord
afford a dedecases
pendable means
meajis of
of keeping
keeping higher
higher authority
authority informed
informed of
of the
the progprogpendable
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res+s and actions of the patrol.
Crated pigeons may be dropped to
patrols in the field by aircraft, small parachutes being lwed to cushion
the fall.
This method of replenishment
is used when patrols are
in the field longer than 3 days.
i. Air-ground
liaison .- (1) Because of the nature of the terrain
usually encountered
and the operation of numerous ground units
employed in small-wars operations, air-ground
liaison is especially
important.
There must be the closest cooperation between aviation
The period of each c{mtact is limited.
Panel
and ground troops.
crews must be well trained and grou]l~l-unit comnmnders must confine their panel messages to items of importance only.
(2) Panels which indicate the code designation of the organization
or patrol are displayed in opel~ spots upon the approach of’ friendly
aircraft to ide~]tify the ground unit.
They also indicate to the airplane observer where l~e may drop nlessages, and \Vhere panel mesPanel strips are used in conjunction
sages are displayed for him.
with identification
panels for the purpose of sending prearranged
signals.
Letter and number groups of the air-grom]d liaison code are
formed from the individual panel strips, and are laid out to the right
of the clesignat ion pmnel as (Ieterminwl by the, direction of march.
When the signal has been under stood by the airplane observer, it is
acknowledged
by a pyrotechnic
signal, wing dips, or other prearranged method.
(3) The message-dropping
ground should bean open space removed
from high trees, bodies of water, and weeds.
If possible, it should
be so located that the panels can be seen at, wicle angles from the
vertical.
(4) Tl~e method of message pick-rip en,ployed in air-ground liaison
is described in detail in “War Depa rtrnellt Field, Manual 24–5. ”
Experience
has indicated that it is p~~f~~i~ble to make a complete
loop of the pick-up cord, securing the message bag at the bottom of
the loop instead of the double loose-end cord described in the abovementioned Field Manual.
(5) In small wars situations, the use of pyrotechnics
for communication between ground units, other than to acknowle(lge lamp siagnals
Pyrotechnics
are
or flag signals , may be consi(lered exceptional.
normally en]ployed for air-ground liaison only. Position lights and
usef u] to ground units when heavy
signal projectors arel particularly
vegetation
employs

makes the employment

of panels impracticable.

the ~~ery pistol #or air-~rouncl
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up the
the transmission
transmission of
of sl~or-t
short messages
messages by
by [Lprearranged
a prearranged code.
code. This
This
up
method of
of communication
communication with
witli ground
ground units
units is
is also
also employed
employed when
when
method
the establishment
establishment of
of a nless:~ge-drol>pil~g
message-dropping ground
ground is
is prevented
prevented by
the
heavy vegetation
vegetation or
or other
other reason,
reason, or
or when
when the
thei close
close approach
approach of
of the
the
heavy
airplane
to
the
ground
during
a
message
drop
would
expose
it
to
airplane to the ground during
nlessage drop would expose it to
hostile rifle
rifle fire
fire f’rom
from enemy
enemy groups
groups in
in the
the vicinity.
vicinity.
hostile
2-47.
Chemical troops.—a.
troops.—a. Properly
Properly enlployed,
employed, chemical
chemical agents
agents
247. Chemical
should be of
of considerable,
considerable value
value in
in small
small wars
wars operations.
operations. The
The most
most
should
effective
weapons to
to quell
quell civil
civil disorders
disorders in
in the,
the larger
larger towns
towns are
are the
the
effective weapons
chemical hand
hand and
and rifle
rifle grenades
grenades and
and the
the irritant
irritant candles.
candles. Their
Their
chemical
effectiveness
has been
been proved
proved so many
many times
times in
in civil
civil disorders
disorders in
in the
the
effectiveness has
United
States
that
they
are
now
accepted
weapons
for
such
situations.
United States that they are now accepted weapons for such situations.
Consideration should
should therefore
therefore be
be given
given to
to similar
similar employment
employment of
of
Consideration
these munitions
munitions in
in aa small
small wars
wars theater
theater of
of operations.
operations. The
The burningburningthese
type hand
hand grenade
grenade with
with a smoke
smoke filler
filler may
may be
be use
use by
by patrols
patrols to
to indiinditype
cate
their
location
to
friendly
airplanes.
Another
use
of
this
type
of
cate their location to friendly airplanes.
Another use of thig type of
hand grenade
grenade is the
the development
development of
of smoke
smoke to
to conceal
conceal the
the fhmking
flanking
hand
action of
of aa large
large group
group in
in an
an attack
attack over
over open
open ground
ground against
against aa
action
strongly held
held and
and definitely
definitely located
located hostile
hostile position.
position. Advantage
Advantage
strongly
should
be
taken
of
the
prevailing
wind
direction
and
the
grenades
should
taken of the prevailing wind clirection and the grenades so
fired that
that the
the target
tai-get will
will be
be covered
covered by
by the
the smoke
smoke cloud.
cloud.
fired
h.
Chemical agents
agents have
have not
not been
been employed
employed by
by the
the United
United States
States
b, Chemical
in
any
small
wars
operations
up
to
the
j^resent
time,
as
their
use
in
in any small wars operations up to the present time, as their use in
foreign country
country is
is definitely
definitely against
against the
the best
best interests
interests of
of our
our foreign
foreign
aa foreign
policy. If
If they
they are
are employcxl,
employed, in
in some
some future
future small
small war,
war, the
the armaarmapolicy.
ment,
equipment, nlunitiol~s,
munitions, and
and tactics
tactics of
of the
the chemical
chemical troops
troops will
will
ment, equipment,
not
vary
from
the
normal
doctrine.
The
strength
of
the
chemical
The
strength
of
the
chemical
not vary from the normal cloctrine.
units
to be
be included
included in
in the
the force
foi'ce will
will be
be clecidecl
decided by
by the
the force
force comcomunits to
mander
in accordance
accordance with
with their
their prospective
prospective employment
employment as
as determdetermander in
mined
by the
the existing
existing situation.
situation.
ined
by
2-48.
Medical
troops.—a.
The type
type of
of operation,
operation, the
the size
size of
of the
the
248. Medical
troops.—a.
The
force,
the nature
nature of
of the
the country
country in
in which
which operations
operations will
will take
take place,
place,
force, the
the
health conditions
conditions to
to be
be expectecl,
expected, ancl
and the
the estimated
estimated casualties
casualties
the health
from
combat will
will determine
determine the
the class
class or classes
classes of
of field
field hospitals
hospitals and
and
from combat
the
strength of
of the
the medical
medical personnel
personnel that
that will
will be
be attached
attached to
to the
the
the strength
force.
In almost
almost every
every snxdl
small wars
wars operation,
operation, the
the number
number of
of comcomforce.
In
missioned
medical and
and dental
dental officers
officers fil~cl
and enlistecl
enlisted corpsmen
corpsmen will
will be
be
missioned medical
considerably
in
excess
of
that
i-equired
for
a
corresponding
force
of
that
l~quircd
for
a
corresponding
force
considerably
in excess
in aa major
major war,
war, because
because of
of the
the numerous
numerous small
small detacl~rnents
detachments of
of combmt
combat
in
units scattered
scattered throughout
throughout the)
the entire
entire theater
theater of
of operations.
operations. ~Special
Special
units
care should
should be
be taken
taken in
in select
selecting
the hosl)it
hospital
corpsmen to
to accompany
accompany
care
ill: the
al corpsmen
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the
force. In
In many
many cmes,
cases, an enlisted
enlisted corpsman
corpsman will
will be required
required to
to
the force.
make
the diagnosis
diagnosis and
and administer
administer the
the medication
medication normally
normally prepremake the
scribed by
by a medical
medical officer.
officer.
scribed
h.
Commanding officers
officers of
of all
all grades
grades are
are responsible
responsible for
for sanitation
sanitation
b. Commanding
and for
for the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of sanitary
sanitary regulations
regulations within
within thelir
their organiorganiand
zations and
and the
the boundaries
boundaries of
of the
the areas
areas occupied
occupied by
by them.
them. They
They
zations
must be
be thoroughly
thoroughly conversant
conversant with
with the
the principles
principles of
of military
military hyhymust
giene, sanitation,
sanitation, and
and first
first aid.
aid. Particular
Particular attention
attention should
should be
be paid
paid
giene,
to
the following:
following:
to the
(1)
Instruction in
in personal
personal hygiene
hygiene of
of the
the command.
command.
(1) Instruction
(2)
The thorough
thorough washing
washing of
of hands
hands after
after visiting
visiting the
the head
head
(2) The
(latrine)
and
before
each
meal.
(latrine)
and before each meal.
(3)
The proper
proper sterilization
sterilization of
of mess
mess gear.
gear.
(3) The
(4)
Vaccination against
against small-pox
small-pox and
and typhoid
typhoid fever.
fever.
(4) Vaccination
(5)
The prevention
prevention of
of venereal
venereal disease.
disease.
(5) The
(6)
The proper
proper ventilation
ventilation of
of quarters,
quarters, and
and provision
provision of
of aclequate
adequate
(6) The
space
therein.
space therein.
(7)
The carrying
carrying out
out of
of antirnosquito
antimosquito measures.
measures.
(7) The
(8)
The
destruction
of
flies,
lice,
and
other
insects.
(8) The destruction of flies, lice, and other insects.
(9)
The purification
purification of
of non-portable
non-portable water
water supplies.
supplies.
(9) The
(10)
The proper
proper disposal
disposal of
of human
human excreta
excreta and
and manure.
manure.
(10) The
(11)
The proper
proper disposal
disposal of
of garbage.
garbage.
(11) The
c. The
The medical
medical officer,
officer, under
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the commanding
commanding ofofficer,
supervises the
the hygiene
hygiene of
of the
the command
command and
and recommends
recommends such
such
ficer, supervises
measures
as he
he may
may deem
deem necessary
necessary to
to prevent
prevent or
or diminish
diminish disease.
disease.
measures as
He
should investigate
investigate and
and make
make recommendations
recommendations concerning
concerning the
the
He should
following:
following:
(1) Training
(1)
Training in
in matters
matters of
of personal
personal hygiene
hygiene and
and military
military
sanitation.
sanitation.
(2) The
(2)
The adequacy
adequacy of
of the
the facilities
facilities for
for maintaining
maintaining sanitary
sanitary
conditions.
conditions.
(3)
Insofar as
as they
they have
have a bearing
bearing upon
upon the
the physical
physical condition
condition
(3) Insofar
of the
the troops:
troops:
of
(a) The
{a)
The equipment
equipment of
of organizations
organizations and
and individuals.
individuals.
(&)
The character
character and
and condition
condition of
of the
the buildings
buildings or
or other
other shelter
shelter
(b) The
occupied by
by the
the troops.
troops.
occupied
(c)
The character
character and
and preparation
preparation of
of food.
food.
(c) The
{d)
The suitability
suitability of
of clothing.
clothing.
(d) The
(e)
The presence
presence of
of rodents,
rodents, vermin,
vermin, and
and disease-bearing
disease-bearing insects
insects
(e) The
and
and the
the eradication
eradication thereof.
thereof.
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d. The medical personnel with the force is one of the strongest
elements for gaining the confidence and friendship
of the native
inhabitants
in the theater of operations.
So long as it can be done
without depleting
the stock of medical supplies required for the
intervening
troops, they should not hesitate to care for sick and
wounded civilians who have no other source of medical attention.
e. If the campaign plan contemplates
the organization
of armed
native troops, additional medical personnel will have to be provided
with the force or requested from the United States, as required.
f. See Chapters 12 and 14, Landing Force Manual, United States
Navy, and Field Manuals 840 and 21–10, United States Army, for
detailed instructions regarding military hygiene, sanitation,
and first
aid.
2-49. Artillery.—+.
The amount of artillery to be included in the
strength of a force assigned a small wars mission will depend upon
the plan for the employment
of the force, the nature of the terrain
the armament and equipment of the
in the theater of operations,
prospective
opponents,
and the nature of the opposition
expected.
As a general rule, some artillery should accompany every expedition for possible use against towns and fortified positions, and for
the defense of towns, bases, and other permanent
establishments.
The morale effect of artillery fire must always be considered when
planning
the organization
and composition
of the force.
If the
hostile forces employ modern tactics and artillery, and the terrain
in the country permits, the proportion of artillery to infantry should
be normal.
b. The role of artillery in small wars is fundamentally
the same
as in regular warfare.
Its primary mission is to support the infantry.
Light artillery
is employed
principally
against personnel, accompanying we%pons, tanks, and those material targets which its fire
is able to destroy.
Medium artillery
reinforces
the fire of light
artillery, assists in counterbattery,
and undertakes missions beyond
the range of light artillery.
Unless information
is available that
the hostile forces have heavy fortifications,
or are armed with a
type of zrtillery
requiring other than light artillery for counterbattery work, the necessity
for medium artillery
will seldom be
apparent.
Antiaircraft
artillery, while primarily for defense against
air attack, may be used to supplement the fire of light artillery.
c. The artillery must be able to go where the infantry can go, It
must be of a type that can approach the speed and mobility
of
foot troops.
The 75-mm. gun and the 75-mm. pack howitzer fulfill
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these requirements.
requirements. Because
Because the
the pack
pack howitzer
howitzer can
can be
be employed
employed
these
as
pack artillery
artillery where
where a satisfactory
satisfactory road
road net
net is
is lacking
lacking in
in the
the
as pack
theater
of operations,
operations, the
the pack
pack howitzer
howitzer usually
usually will
will be
be preferable
preferable
theater of
to
the gun
gun in
in small
small wars
wars situations,
situations, although
although the
the latter
latter may
may be
be
to the
effectively
employed in
in open
open country.
country.
effectively employed
d. Pack
Pack artillery
artillery utilizes
utilizes mules
mules as its
its primary
primary means
means of
of transport
transport
and
has reasonably
reasonably rapid,
rapid, quiet,
quiet, and
and dependable
dependable mobility
mobility over
over all
all
and has
kinds
of terrain;
terrain; however,
however, it
it is
is incapable
incapable of
of increased
increased gaits.
gaits. It
It is
is
kinds of
especially
suitable for
for operations
operations in
in mountains
mountains and
and jungles.
jungles. Mules
Mules
especially suitable
required for
required
for pack
pack purposes
purposes normally
normally will
will be
be secured
secured locally.
locally. The
The
loads
carried by
by these
these animals
animals require
require a mule
mule of
of not
not less
less than
than 950
950
loads carried
pounds
weight for
for satisfactory
satisfactory transportation
transportation of
of the
the equipment.
equipment. If
If
pounds weight
mules
of this
this size
size cannot
cannot be
be obtained,
obtained, a spare
spare mule
mule may
may be
be used
used
mules of
for
each load
load and
and the
the load
load shifted
shifted from
from one
one animal
animal to
to the
the other
other
for each
after
each 3 hours
hours of
of march.
march. One
One hundred
hundred horses
horses and
and mules
mules are
are
after each
required
for pack
pack and
and riding
riding purposes
purposes with
with each
each battery.
battery. The
The
required for
approximate
road spaces
spaces for
for the
the battery,
battery, platoon,
platoon, and
and sect
section,
in
approximate
road
ion, in
single
column, are
are as
as follows:
follows:
single column,
Yards

Battery
Battery . _____________________________________
Platoon ______________________________________
Platoon
Section
Section --------------------------------------

400
400
150
150
52
52

Since there
there is
is no
no fifth
fifth section
section in
in the
the pack
pack battery,
battery, the
the supply
supply of
of
Since
ammunition
ammunition available
available within
within the
the battery
battery is
is limited
limited to
to about
about 40
40
rounds per
per piece.
piece.
rounds
The separate
separate artillery
artillery battalion
battalion is
is an
an administrative
administrative and
and tactical
tactical
e. The
unit. It
It is
is responsible
responsible for
for the
the supply
supply of
of ammunition
ammunition to
to batteries
batteries
unit.
long as
as they
they remain
remain under
under battalion
battalion control,
control. When
When a,
a battery
battery is
is
so long
detached from
from the
the battalion,
battalion, a section
section of
of the
the combat
combat train
train and
and
detached
the necessary
necessary personnel
personnel from
from the
the service
service battery
battery should
should be
be attached
attached
the
to it.
it. In
In the
the same
same way,
way, a detached
detached platoon
platoon or
or section
section carries
carries with
with
to
it a proportional
proportional share
share of
of battery
battery personnel
personnel and
and ammunition
ammunition vehicles.
vehicles.
it
In determining
determining what
what amount
amount of
of artillery,
artillery, if
if any,
any, should
should be attached
attached
In
to the
the smaller
smaller infantry
infantry units
units in
in the
the field,
field, the
the nature
nature of
of the
the termin,
terrain,
to
the size
size and
and mission
mission of
of infantry
infantry units,
units, and
and the
the kind
kind of
of opposition
opposition
the
to be
be expected
expected are
are the
the guiding
guiding factors.
factors. The
The infantry
infantry unit
unit should
should
to
be large
large enough
enough to
to insure
insure protection
protection for
for the
the artillery
artillery attached
attached to
to
be
it, and,
and the
the terrain
terrain and
and nature
nature of
of the
the opposition
opposition should
should be
be such
such as
as
it,
to permit
permit the
the attached
attached artillery
artillery to
to render
render effective
effective support.
support. Also,
Also,
to
the ammunition
ammunition supply
supply should
should be
be attached
attached to
to infantry
infantry units.
units.
the
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No
No artillery
artillery should
should be
be attached
attached to infantry
infantry units
units smaller
smaller than
than
rifle company.
company.
a rifle
A section
A
section of
of artillery
artillery to
to a rifle
rifle company.
company.
A
battery to
to an
an infantry
infantry batallion.
batallion.
A battery
A battalion
battalion to
to an infantry
infantry regiment.
regiment.
A
f.
/. The
The employment
employment of
of artillery
artillery in
in small
small wars
wars will
will vary
vary with
with
developments
developments and
and the
the opponent’s
opponent's tactics,
tactics. When
When resistance
resistance is
is encounencountered upon
upon landing
landing and
and the
the advance
advance inland
inland is
is opposed,
opposed, artillery
artillery
tered
will be employed
employed in
in the
the normal
normal manner
manner to
to take
take under
under fire
fire those
those
will
targets impeding
impeding the
the movement.
movement. When
When the
the opponent’s
opponent's organization
organization
targets
is broken
broken and
and his
his forces
forces wiclely
widely dispersed,
dispersed, the
the role
role of
of artillery
artillery as
as
is
supporting arm
arm for
for the
the infantry
infantry will
will normally
normally pass
pass to
to the
the 81-mm.
81-mm.
a supporting
mortar
mortar platoons.
platoons. (see
(See paragraph
paragraph 240,
2-40, n.)
n.)
g.
Artillery in
in the
the mavch
march column.-(1)
column.—(1) In
In marches
marches in
in the
the presence
presence
g. ArWenJ
of hostile
hostile forces
forces tactical
tactical consid
considerations
govern the
the location
location of
of the
the
of
e.rations govern
artillery units
units in
in the
the column.
column. Artillery
Ai'tillery should
should be
be sufficiently
suflSciently well
well
artillery
forward in
in the
the column
column to
to facilitate
facilitate its
its early
early entry
entry into
into action,
action, but
but
forward
not so
so far
far forward
forward as
as to
to necessitate
necessitate a rearward
rearward movement
movement to
to take
take
not
up a position
position for
for firing.
firing. It
It should
should be
be covered
covered by
by sufficient
sufficient infantry
infantry
up
for security
security mexsures.
measures.
for
(2) In
In advance
advance and
and rear
rear guards
guards the
the artillery
artillery usually
usually marches
marches at
at
(2)
or near
near the
the tail
tail of
of the
the reserve.
reserve. In
In flank
flank guards
guards the
the artillery
artillery marches
marches
or
so as
as to
to best
best facilitate
facilitate its
its early
early entry
entry into
into action.
action.
so
(3) The
The artillery
artillery with
with the
the main
main body,
body, in
in advance,
advance, usually
usually marches
marches
(3)
near its
its head.
head. In
In retirement,
retirement, if
if the
the enemy
enemy is
is aggressive,
aggressive, the
the artillery
artillery
near
should march
march at
at or
or near
near the
the tail
tail of
of the
the main
main body.
body. However,
However, when
when
should
the enemy
enemy is
is not
not aggressive,
aggressive, it
it may
may even
even precede
precede the
the main
main body,
body, taktakthe
ing advantage
advantage of
of its
its mobility
mobility to
to relieve
relieve congestion.
congestion.
ing
(4) The
The difficulties
difficulties to
to be
be anticipated
anticipated in
in passing
passing through
through defiles
defiles are
are
(4)
due to
to the
the narro~~7ness
narrowness of
of the
the front
front and
and to
to a restricted
restricted route
route where
where
due
the column
column may
may be subjected
subjected to
to concentrated
concentrated infantry
infantry and
and artillery
artillery
the
fire. When
When resistance
resistance is
is anticipated
anticipated during
during the
the passage
passage of
of a defile,
defile,
fire.
the column
column should
should be
be organized
organized into
into small
small groups,
groups, eadl
each composed
composed of
of
the
infantry and
and artillery,
artillery, capable
capable of
of independent.
independent action.
action. When
When meeting
meeting
infantry
resistance at
at the
the exit
exit of
of aa defile,
defile, artillery
artillery is
is employed
employed to
to cover
cover the
the
resistance
debouchment.
When
meeting
resistance
at
the
entrance
of
a
defile,
debouchrnent.
When meeting resistance at the entrwnce of
defile,
the artillery
artillery is
is employed
employed as in
in the
the attack
attack against
against a defensive
defensive position.
position.
the
(5) Due
Due to
to the
the limitations
limitations in its
its employment
employment at
at night,
night, the
the entire
entire
(5)
artillery is
is usually
usually placed
placed near
near the
the tail
tail of
of the
the main
main body
body on
on night
night
artillery
marches.
marches.
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h. Artillery with tti outpost.-Normally
the artillery which has
been assigned to the advance or rear guard is attached to the outpost.
The outpost commander
designates
the general position
for the
artillery, prescribes whether it shall be in position or posted in readiNormally, the outpost :mtilness, and assigns the artillery mission.
Defensive
fires are prepared in advance
lery is placed in position.
insofar as practicable.
;. Employment of artillery on the de f rnkve.( 1 ) The defense of
towns, camps, etc., does not present the complex problem of ammunition supply that confronts artillery on the offensive.
The ammunition
available at each place usually will be ample and no question of
The sLlpply of ammunition need not
transportation
will be involved.
affect the assignment of artillery for defensive purposes.
The presence of a single piece in a defended town will often have a deterring
effect on hostile forces.
(2) After the initial stages of the operation, if it appears that
artillery will be required for special limited missions only, it can
be used to advantage in the defense of stabilized bases, and permanent
stations and garrisons.
The troops not needed with the artillery can
be used to relieve rifle units on special guard duty, such as at heaclquarters, fixed bases, and on lines of communication.
The conversion
of artillery
into infantry
units should be considered
only as an
emergency measure.
However, artillery units of the force carry with
them (boxed ) the necessary rifles, other infantry weapons, and equipment required to convert them into infantry
when the situation
develops a need for this action.
j. An f$azhraf t and base defense artillery.— ( 1) It can be assumed
that, in the future, some hostile aviation will be encountered in small
wars operations, and the inclusion of antiaircraft artillery in the force
will have to be considered.
To depend upon aviation alone for antiaircraft protection presupposes thnt friendly air forces can annihilate
all hostile aircraft and all facilities
for replacements.
Even one
hostile operating plane will be a potential threat to vital areas such as
the beachhead, supply bases, and routes of communication.
(2) The comparative mobility of the .50 caliber AA machine gun
makes it particularly
suitable for employment
in small wars operations. However, its limited range renders it impotent against any hostile aircraft other than low-flying
planes.
If it becomes apparent
that antiaircraft
machine guns, as such, are not needed, this weapon
can be profitably employed for the defense of the more important,
bases and outlying garrisons against g-round targets.
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(3) Whether the 3“ AA gun will be included in the force will
depend largely upon the opposition expected.
This weapon may be
used with restricted mobility on defensive missions against land targets
in the same manner as the 75 mm. gun.
(4) It is difficult to conceive of any small wars situation in which
base defense w’capons of 5“ caliber would be requirecl with the force.
If the opponent can muster sufficient armament to make the inclusion
of such artillery necessary in the force, the campaign will probably
take on all the aspects of a major war, at least during the initial
stages of the operation.
2-50. Aviation.—For
the employment
of aviation in small wars
operations, see Chapter IX, “Aviation.”
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
3-1. Logistics is that branch of the milit w-y art which embraces
the details of transportation
and supplies.
“The Tables of Equipment,
Supplies, and Tonnage, U. S. Marine
Corps:’ set forth the equipment and supplies that are prescribed for
Marine Corps expeditionary
forces to take the field.
These tables
are a guide to the fourth section of the commander’s executive staff
in making a decision as to the type and amount of transportation
and supplies required.
However, the supply on hand at the port
of embarkation,
the time allowed for preparations,
the ship’s storage
space available, the supplies in the theater of operations, the distance
from home ports, when replacements can be expected on the foreign
shore, and the condition of the roads and the road net within the
anticipated
field of operations will all be essential and controlling
factors in arriving iit the final decision.
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3-2. Influence
3-2.
Influence of
of Supply
Supply on
onacolumn.-The
a column.—The 'big
‘bbigthree’’o
three" of supply
fsupply
are Ammunition,
Food,
Combat
are
Ammunition,
Food, and
and Water.
Water.
Combat troops
troops can.
can operate
operate in
in
the field
very limited
combat with
the
field for
for aavery
limited time
timeinin actual
actualcornbat
with only
only AMMUAMML~NITION, but
NITION,
but their
their continued
continued existence
existence requires
requires the
the other
other two,
two, FOOD
FOOD
and WATER.
Therefore,
and
WATER.
Therefore, in
in order
ordertoto conduct
conduct the
the advance
advance inland,
inland,
one of
one
of the
the first
first considerations
considerations in
in such
such aa movement
movement must
must be
be the
the means
means
of supply.
of
supply.
Supplies may
Supplies
maybebe obtained
obtained as
as follows:
follows:
(1)
(1) From
From the
the country
country en
en route,
route, by
by requisition
requisition or
or other
other authorized
authorized
method.
method.
(2)
(2) By
By continuous
continuous resupply
resupply via
via convoys
convoys despatched
dispatched from
from the
the base.
base.
(3) By
By taking
taking sufficient
sufficient supplies
supplies with
with the
the column
column for
for its
its maintemainte(3)
nance from
resupply
nance
from the base
base to
to its
its destination;
destination;
resupply to
to begin
begin after
after
arrival at destination.
arrival
destination.
(4) By
By the
the establishment
establishment
of fortified
fortified advanced
advanced bases
bases along
along the
the
(4)
of
route.
These advanced
advanced bases
bases are
are established
established by
by detachments
detachments from
from
route.
These
the
the column
column initially
initially and
and supplies
supplies built
built up
up at
at them
them by
by convoys
convoys disdispatched
patched from
from the
the rear
rear or
or main
main supply
supply base;
base; thereafter,
thereafter, the
the column
column
draws
draws.itsits supplies
supplies from
from these
these advanced
advanced bases
bases direct.
direct.
(5)
(5) By
By airplane,
airplane, either
either in
in plane
plane drops
drops or
or landing
landing of
of transport
transport
planes
planes on favorable
favorable terrain
terrain at
at the
the camp
camp site
site of
of the
the column.
column. {See
(~e~
Chapter
Chapter IX,
IX, Aviation.)
Aviation.)
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(6) In most small wars operations, a combination of all these methods will be used.
3-3. Supply
officers.-0flicers
charged }rith sl~pl)l~ have a dual
They must first get the. supplies, then s~~pply them to the
mission.
troops.
In order to carry out these duties it is essential that the
officer responsible for supply has the following resent ial information
at all times:
(1) The supplies ancl equipment require(l by the. force.
(2) The supplies and equ il}ment tile force has on hand.
(3) Where the require{l items m:ly be procured, from ~vhom,
and when.
(4) When, where, :,),d i]~ what q[iantities rq)lacements
will be
needed,
The matter of storage is very closely c(nmected
34. Storage.—(/.
with the problem of supply and starts at the port of debarkation.
Prior to or upon arrival of the expeditiontiry
force at the port of
debarkation,
a decision must be mmde as to the location of the mainThe following
factors are of importance in reaching
supply depot.
this

decision:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

hlission of the intervening
force.
Docking or lighter facilities.
Availability
of suitable shelter for stores.
Railroads,
highways,
water routes available for
purposes and types of carriers.
Availability
of civilian labor.
Security.
Location of troops; distance from supply base.
Location of possible landing fields.

supply

b. It is always clesirable to have the supply base near the point of
debarkation in order to facilitate unloading and segregation of stores.
However, for various reasons, this is not always practicable.
It will
then be necessary to establish at the debarkation point a forwarding
depot, and place the main depot or base at an intermediate
point.,
between the forwarding
depot and the area to be supplied.
From
the main supply depot, the flow of supply would ordinarily be to and
through advanced supply bases, and forward to organizations
in
combat zones. The usual route would be via railroad, where it exists,
or highway, using motor transportation
to advanced supply bases in
to build
organization
areas. It will usually be found advantageous
up small stocks of essential supplies, at these advanced bases? or even
farther forward at the advanced distributing
points, in order to
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insure a continuous
continuous supply.
supply. This
This is
is especially
especially necessary
necessary when
when operoperinsure
ating in
in aa theater
theater that
that has
has a rainy
rainy season.
season.
ating
c.
The available
available transportation
transportation facilities
facilities will
will also
also be
be an
an important
important
C. The
consideration in
in determining
determining the
the location
location of
of distributing
distributing points,
points, and
and
consideration
the levels
levels at
at which
which they
they are
are to
to be
be kept.
kept.
the
d.
Quartermaster department
department personnel
personnel will
will be
be kept
kept at
at the
the depots.
depots.
o?. Quartermaster
These
units will
will ordinarily
ordinarily be organized
organized to
to handle
handle the
the main
main subdivisubdiviThese units
sions
with warrant
warrant officers
officers or
or staff
staff noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers
officers of
of the
the
sions with
department as
as assistants
assistants or
or section
section chiefs.
chiefs. At
At these
these points
points the
the
department
enlisted
force should
should be
be augmented
augmented by
by civilian
civilian labor
labor if
if available.
available.
enlisted force
e. Routine
Routine replacements
replacements of
of depot
depot stocks
stocks will
will ordinarily
ordinarily be
be mainmaintained
by timely
timely requisitions
requisitions submitted
submitted by
by officers
officers in
in charge
charge to
to the
the
tained by
proper
supply
depot
in
the
United
States
or,
in
the
case
of
articles
proper supply depot in the United States or, in the case of articles
not
normally carried
carried by
by these
these depots,
depots, by
by requisitions
requisitions submitted
submitted direct
direct
not normally
to
the Quartermaster,
Quartermaster, Headquarters
Headquarters Marine
Marine Corps.
Corps.
to the
/.
The foregoing
foregoing replenishment
replenishment should
should be
be augmented
augmented by
by local
local purpur~. The
chases
of items
items available
available locally
locally at
at reasonable
reasonable prices.
prices.
chases of
g.
It will
will be
be necessary
necessary to
to inspect
inspect existing
existing local
local facilities
facilities regarding
regarding
g. It
shelter
for depot
depot stocks
stocks and
and service
service units
units in
in order
order that
that proper
proper recomrecomshelter for
mendations
may be
be made
made to
to Force
Force Headquarters
Headquarters relative
relative to
to preparapreparamendations may
tion
of formal
formal agreement
agreement for
for rental.
rental. Failing
Failing this,
this, it
it would
would be
be
tion of
proper, in
proper,
in the
the event
event a long
long stay
stay is
is anticipated,
anticipated, to
to recommend
recommend conconstruction
of suitable
suitable buildings
buildings for
for this
this purpose.
purpose. Ordinarily,
Ordinarily, in
in
struction
of
tropical
countries, service
service units
units may
may be
be quartered
quartered in
in tents.
tents.
tropical countries,
h. The
The location
location of
of transportation
transportation units
units employed
employed in
in the
the depot
depot
supply
plan will
will usually
usually be
be controlled
controlled by
by the
the location
location of
of the
the depot
depot
supply plan
or
bases. Such
Such units
units should
should be
be reasonably
reasonably close
close to
to the
the depots
depots and
and
or bases.
subject
to depot
depot control.
control.
subject to
3-5.
Distribution.—a. Ordinarily,
Ordinarily, depots
depots with
with force
force transportatransporta3–5. Distribution.—a.
tion
will supply
supply as
as far
far forward
forward as consistent
consistent with
with existing
existing condicondition will
tions.
Organization
tions.
Organization transportation,
transportation, whether
whether motor
motor or
or pack,
pack, will
will
carry forward
carry
forward from
from this
this point
point either
either directly
directly to
to troops
troops or
or to
to positions
positions
from which
from
which troops
troops may
may be
be supplied
supplied by
by carrying
carrying parties.
parties. Force
Force HeadHeadquarters units
quarters
units and
and rear
rear echelons
echelons of
of all
all organizations
organizations will
will normally
normally
be supplied
be
supplied directly
directly by
by supply
supply depots
depots or
or bases.
bases.
b. If
&,
If fortified
fortified advanced
advanced bases
bases are
are to
to be
be established,
established, the
the decision
decision
relative to
relative
to their
their location
location will
will be
be influenced
influenced by
by the
the suitability
suitability of
of the
the
sites as
sites
as camps.
camps. The
The type
type of
of shelter
shelter utilized
utilized will
will depend
depend on
on the
the availavailability
ability of
of buildings
buildings or
or construction
construction material
material in
in the
the vicinity
vicinity or
or the
the
feasibility
of
feasibility
of transporting
transporting shelter
shelter material
material to
to these
these sites
sites from
from the
the
main or
main
or intermediate
intermediate base.
base. In
In the
the latter
latter case,
case, the
the decision
decision will
will be
be
5
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influenced by
by the
the amount
amount of
of transportation
transportation available
available at
at the
the time
time the
the
influenced
bases are
If
bases
are being
being established.
established.
If local
local shelter
shelter or
or transportation
transportation for
for
such
construction material
material is
is not
not available,
available, the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of the
the adadsuch construction
vanced
bases should
should at
at least
least be
be cleared
cleared and
and developed
developed as
as aa camp
camp
vanced bases
site.
An adequate
adequate water
water and
and fuel
fuel supply
supply should
should be
be available.
available.
site. An
G.
chart
c. The
The accompanying
accompanying
chart shows
shows how
how procurement
procurement and
and supply
supply
will
normally exist
exist in
in small
small wars.
wars.
will normally
Desm”pt~on
of chart.—Step
chart.— Step (1)—^Procurement
d. Description
of
here
( 1)—Procurement
here and
and (2)
(2)
transportation
depot or
or forwarding
forwarding depot
depot isis of
of course
course continuous,
continuous,
transportation to depot
based
requisitions from
from the
the expeditionary
expeditionary force.
force. Requisitions
Requisitions are
are
based on requisitions
varied,
consisting
of periodical
periodical requirements
requirements submitted
submitted on
on usual
usual
varied, consisting
of
forms
together with
with letter
letter and,
and, in
in emergencies,
emergencies, radio,
radio, telegraphic,
telegraphic, or
or
forms together
cable
dispatches.
Decisions as
as to
to quantities
quantities for,
for, and
and places
places of,
of, storstorcable dispatches.
Decisions
age
depend upon
upon the
the particular
particular situation
sitnation and
and mission.
mission. In
age depend
In some
some
instances
the port
port of
of debarkation
debarkation might
might be
be selected
selectecl as
as the
the. site
site of
of
instances the
the force
the
force depot.
depot. If
If the
the operation
operation necessitates
necessitates the
the presence
presence of
of the
the
bulk
of the
the force
force far
far inland,
inland, it
it is
is probable
probable that
that. only
only aa forwarding
forwarding
bulk of
depot or segregation
depot
segregation point
point would
would be
be maintained
maintained at
at the
the port
port of
of declebarkation,
and the
the main
main depot
depot established
established further
further iidand
inland along
along the
the
barkation, and
line of
There
line
of communications.
communications.
There can
can be
be no
no set
set rule
rule regarding
regarding this
this
arrangement.
From
the
depot
or
main
base,
field
distribution
bearrangement. From the depot or main base, field distribution begins. Those
gins.
Those nearest
nearest the
the main
main base
base would
would probably
probably be
be supplied
supplied
through the
through
the medium
medium of
of advanced
advanced supply
supply bases
bases at
at which
which small
small stocks
stocks
would
maintained.
If possible,
possible, aa daily
daily distribution
distribution would
would be
be
would be maintained.
If
made to points
Failing
Failing this,
this, aa periodical
periodical system
system of
of disdismade
points beyond.
beyond.
tribution would
tribution
would be
be made,
made, carrying
carrying forward
forward to
to combatant
combatant units
units suffisufficient supplies
cient
supplies and
and ammunition
ammunition to
to meet
meet their
their needs
needs for
for stated
stated periods.
periods.
This would
This
would entail
entail the
the establishment
establishment of
of additional
additional advanced
advanced dumps
dumps
from which
from
which troops
troops could
could be
be supplied
supplied either
either by
by means
means of
of their
their own
own
transportation, or
or in
in some
some instances,
instances, by
by pack
pack trains.
trains. Carrying
transportation,
Carrying
parties might
parties
might be employed
employed at
at this
this point.
point.
e. It
It is doctrine
doctrine that
that supplies
supplies are
are echeloned
echeloned in
in depth
depth to
to the
the rear,
rear,
and that
and
that some
some system
system be
be decided
decided upon
upon that
that results
results in
in aa proper
proper disdistribution forward.
In
tribution
forward.
In most
most small
small wars
wars situations
situations almost
almost every
every acaccepted
principle
of
warfare
on
a
large
scale
is
subject
to
modification
cepted principle of warfare on a large scale is subject to modification
due to the
of
It
due
the irregularity
irregularity
of the
the operation.
operation.
It isis this
this characteristic
characteristic
that sets
that
sets the
the "small
“small war"
war” in
in aa class
class by
by itself.
itself. It
It isis obvious
obvious then,
then, that
that
a successful
successful supply
supply plan
plan in
in any
any small
small war
war theater
theater must
must be
be ready
ready to
to
meet these
Here,
Here, the
the means
means offered
offered by
by the
the
meet
these irregular
irregular conditions.
conditions.
specific local
specific
local country
country and
and used
used extensively
extensively by
by it,
it, should
should most
most certainly
certainly
be exploited,
exploited, modified,
modified, improved,
improved, where
where necessary,
necessary, and
and adopted
adopted to
to the
the
7
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use of
use
of our
our forces.
forces.
This
This is particularly
particularly
true
true of
of methods
methods of
of transtransport.
Supply
port.
Supply officers
officers of
of a small
small war
war operation
operation should
should never
never overoverlook
look the
the fact
fact that
that it is always
always possible
possible to
to learn
learn something
something from
from close
C1OSS
observance of
of local
local facilities
facilities and customs.
customs. They
They may
may need
need modificamodificaobservance
tion and
and improvement
improvement in order
order to meet
meet our
our requirements,
requirements, but
but basically
basically
tion
there
will almost
almost always
always be found
found something
something of
of value
value that
that can
can and
and
there will
should
should be
be used.
used.
3–6. Supply
Supply steps.—From
steps.—From
study of
of the
the chart
chart above,
above, it
it will
will be
be
3-6.
a study
apparent that
that some
some of
of these
these steps
steps may,
may, in
in certain
certain situations,
situations, be
be
apparent
eliminated,
such as the
the Forwarding
Forwarding
Depot and
and carrying
carrying parties
parties
eliminated,
such
Depot
where step
step No.
No. 7 supplies
supplies directly
directly to
to step
step No.
No. 10.
10.
where
3-7.
3-7. Local
Local purchases.—a.
purchases.— a. Local
Local purchases
purchases may
may be
be made
made at
at any
any
of
of the
the five
five places
places shown
shown along
along the
the chain
chain of
of supply,
supply, and
and sent
sent to
to troops
troops
in combat
combat areas.
areas.
in
5.
b. Where
Where local
local purchases
purchases are made
made by
by other
other than
than aa regularly
regularly dedetailed
for
tailed purchasing
purchasing officer, prior
prior authorization
authorization
for such
such practice
practice must
must
be
be secured
secured from
from Force
Force Headquarters.
Headquarters.
3-8.
for
of
3–8. Requisitions.—a
Requisitions.—
a Requisitions
Requisitions
for replacements
replacements
of equipequipment,
ment, supplies,
supplies, ammunition,
ammunition, etc.,
etc., are
are submitted
submitted to
to the
the nearest
nearest accountaccountable
able or
or supply
supply officer by the
the officer
officer responsible,
responsible, usually
usually company
company
commanders,
Sufficient
commanders, to
to and
and through
through Bn-4's.
Bn+.’s.
Sufficient forethought
forethought must
must be
be
employed
by
employed to permit
permit procurement
procurement and
and distribution
distribution
by the
the required
required
time.
time.
h.
Deb. Close
Close teamwork
teamwork should
should exist
exist between
between the
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster
DeIt is
is essential
essential that
that. the
the QuarterQuarterpartment and
It
partment
and the
the field
field commanders.
commanders.
master know
master
know what
what supplies
supplies can be procured
procured by
by the
the field
field commander,
commander,
and
and likewise
likewise the
the field
field commander
commander should
should know
know what
what supplies
supplies can
can
be
be furnished
furnished by
by the
the Quartermaster.
Quartermaster.
3-9,
points.—a.
The
3-9. Depots,
Depots, dumps,
dumps, and
and distributing
distributing
poin%.-a,
The Advanced
Advanced
Distributing Points
or
Distributing
Points may
may be at Area
Area Headquarters
Headquarters
or merely
merely at
at aa
selected site
selected
site close
close to combatant
combatant troops.
troops. In
In countries
countries where
where the
the concondition of
dition
of roads
roads in forward
forward areas
areas will
will not
not permit
permit aa daily
daily delivery
delivery
routine,
routine, and
and such
such occasions
occasions will
will be
be common,
common, it
it will
will be
be necessary
necessary
to
maintain
small
stocks
of
essential
supplies
at
these
Advanced
to maintain
small stocks of essential supplies at these Advanced
Distributing
Points.
In
In most
most systems
systems of
of supply
supply operating
operating in
in the
the
Distributing
Points.
field,
field, there
there exists
exists the
the necessity
necessity for
for establishing
establishing permanent
permanent and
and temtemporary
porary points
points of
of storage
storage and
and points
points where
where distribution
distribution takes
takes place.
place.
The
used
The terms
terms commonly
commonly
used to designate
designate such
such points
points are
are "depot,"
“depot:’
The word
word "depot"
“depot” is
is used
used to
to
"dump,"
point."
“distributing
point. ” The
“dump,?’ and
and "distributing
designate
a place
designate
place where
where supplies
supplies in
in bulk
bulk are
are stor^
storcid permanently
permanently
and
and from
from which
which the
the first
first step
step in field
field distribution
distribution takes
takes place.
place. Such
Such
8
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point requires
requires shelter,
shelter, security,
security, and
and close
close proximity
proximity to
to some
some good
good
a point
This
point
is
usually
established
means
of transporting
transporting supplies.
supplies. This point is usually established
means of
by
the organization
organization carrying
carrying the
the bulk
bulk of
of replacement
replacement supplies.
supplies.
by the
h.
The word
word “distributing
"distributing point”
point" signifies
signifies a position
position or
or site
site seseb. The
lected
for
the
transfer
and
distribution
of
supplies
to
consuming
lected for the transfer and distribution
of supplies to consuming
units.
It is
is most
most often
often used
used in
in connection
connection with
with the
the daily
daily distribudistribuunits.
It
tion
of automatic
automatic supplies
supplies used
used by
by troops
troops at
at a fairly
fairly uniform
uniform rate,
rate,
tion of
such
as
rations,
oil,
fuel,
forage,
etc.
It
simply
means
a
spot
or
such
rations, oil, fuel, forage, etc. It simply means
spot or
area to
to which
which supplies
supplies are
are brought
brought by
by one
one means
means and
and turned
turned over
over
area
to another
another for
for purpose
purpose of
of interorganizational
interorganizational distribution.
distribution.
to
c. Advanced
Advanced supply
supply bases
bases are
are in
in reality
reality subsidiary
subsidiary depots
depots estabestablished inland
inland to
to facilitate
facilitate the
the forwarding
forwarding of
of supplies
supplies to
to the
the disdislished
tributing points.
points.
tributing
3-10. Chain
Chain of
of responsibility.—a.
responsibility.—a. The
The usual
usual chain
chain of
of responsiresponsi3–Io.
bility of
of individuals
individuals connected
connected with
with procurement
procurement and
and distribution
distribution
bility
of equipment
equipment and
and supplies
supplies in the
the field
field is:
is:
of
Force
Headquarters . . ... . _.. -----------Force Ht’adq~~art(’rs

-- F-4.
F’4.
Force
Force Qai.
QM.
Force
QM.
Force Depot QM.
Brigades
B-4.
Brigades _________________________ ._--.. --. _B4.
Regiments
R-4.
Regiments _______ . . . . ... . . . . . . --------. -.R4.
Battalions
Bn-4.
Battaliol]s _____________________ __-.. ___-Bn4n4.
Companies
Company
Companies------. -----------------.-------.
(`ompany commander.
Platoons
Platoon
Platoons or detachments-----------------Platoon or detachment commander.

h.
In each
each company
company is
is a company
company sL~pply
supply sergeant,
sergeant, whose
whose duties
duties
b. In
include the
the preparation
preparation of
of company
company requisitions
requisitions and
and through
through whom
whom
include
requests for
for replacements
replacements of
of any
any kind
kind emanating
emanating from
from squads,
squads, secsecrequests
tions, and
and platoons
platoons should
should be
be smt
sent to
to the
the company
company commander.
commander.
tions,
When these
these requisitions
requisitions are
are filled,
filled, the
the company
company supply
supply sergeant
sergeant is
is
When
in charge
charge of
of proper
proper distribution
distribution of
of the
the new
new material
material to
to the
the lower
lower
in
units and
and individuals.
individuals. Th3s
This man
man holds
holds the
the rank
rank of
of sergeant
sergeant and
and is
is
units
entrusted
with
matters
of
company
supply.
entrusted with matters of company supply.
Company and
and detachment
detachment commanders
commanders should
should exercise
exercise close
close
c. Company
supervision over
over requisitions
requisitions and
and the
the issuing
issuing of
of supplies.
supplies. This
This is
is
supervision
particularly
true
of
rations.
particularly
true of rations.
3-11. Accountability.—a.
Accountability.—a. Ordinarily,
Ordinarily, accountability,
accountability, when
when it
it exex3–lI.
ists, extends
extends down
down to
to the
the battalion
battalion in field
field organizations
organizations where
where the
the
ists,
battalions are
are administrative
administrative units.
units. From
From there
there on
on down
down to
to the
the
battalions
individual, responsibility
responsibility obtains.
obtains.
individual,
&.
There is
is no
no set
set rule
rule by
by which
which decisions
decisions may
may be
be reached
reached relarelab. There
tive to
to recommend
recommending
the cliscont
discontinuance
of all
all or
or part
part of
of accountaaccountative
ng the
inuance of
bility.
In any
any eve~lt,
event, sL~ch
such discontinuance
discontinuance will
will have
have to be authorized
authorized
bility.
In
9
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by the
by
the Quartermaster,
Quartermaster, Headquarters
Headquarters Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, and
and approved
approved
by
by the
the Major
Major General
General Comrnandmt.
Commandant.
c. There
There will
will be
be occasions
occasions when
when some
some nwdifications
modificationsofofthis
thissystem
system
will
be
desirable
and
necessary,
b~~t
normally
the
administrative
will be desirable and necessary, but normally the administrative
units of
units
of the
the force
force will
will be
be able
able toto establish
establishand
andconduct
conductthetheroutine
routine
of their
of
their rear
rear echelons
echelons so
so asas toto permit
permit and
and justify
justifythe
thecontinuance
continuance
of accountability
of
accountability and
and proper
proper records
records involving
involvingresponsibility.
responsibility.
d.
The absence
absence of
of accountability
accountability promotes
promotes carelessness
carelessnessancl
andwaste
waste
o?. The
and presents
and
presents aa serious
serious obstacle
obstacle toto intelligent
intelligentand
andeconomical
economicfilsupply.
supply.
Loose
Loose handling
handling in
in the
the responsibility
responsibility for
for weapons
weaponsand
andammunition
ammunition
makes
o l~nalltl~orized
makes itit easier
easier for
for these
these articles
articles toto get
get i]lt
into
unauthorizedhands
liandsand
and
even
even into
into the
the bands
hands of
of the
the opposing
opposing form.
force.
The exigencies
exigencies of
of field
field condit
conditions
are recog]]
recognized
everyone
e. The
io]ls are
ized bybyeveryone
connected with
with our
our service
service ofof supply
supply and
and consideration
considerationis isalwwys
always
connected
given to
to such
such conditions.
conditions. Headquarters,
Headquarters,‘U.
U.S.S.Marine
MarineCorps,
Corps,is isfully
fully
given
cognizant of
of hazards
hazards engendered
engendered by
by field
field conditions.
conditions. Under
Underjustijusticognizant
fiable circumstances,
circumstances, certificates
certificates ofofadjustment
adjustmenttotoaccountable
accountableofficers’
officers'
fiable
accounts will
will be
be acceptable.
acceptable. The
Tlie Quartermaster’s
Quartermaster'sDepartment
Departmentrecrecaccounts
ognizes this
this fact
fact and
and acts
acts accordingly
accordingly but
butthe
thepoint.
pointis,is,that
thatininconconognizes
tinuing accountability,
accountability, tl]ere
there nlust
nuist bebe aa certified
certifiedrecord
recordofofallallsuch
such
tinuing
unusual occurrences.
occurrences.
unusuml
/.
It may
may be
be entirely
entirely impossible
impossible for
for anan administrative
administrativeunit
unitto to
f. It
obtain proper
proper receipts
receipts for
for its
its issues,
issues,but
buta arecord
recordfor
forsuch
suchissues
issuescan
can
obtain
and should
should be
be kept
kept in
in order
order that
thatrequests
requestsfor
forreplacements
replacementswithin
withinthethe
and
unit can
can be
be intelligently
intelligently supervised
supervised byby the
the unit
unitsupply
supplyofficer.
officer. If If
unit
the entire
entire administrative
administrative unit
unithas
hastaken
takenthe.
thefield
fieldact
actively,
suchrecord
record
the
ively, such
should be
be kept
kept by
by the
the accountable
accountable officer
officerininthe
tlielast
laststep
stepofofthethesILpply
supply
should
chain before
before itit reaches
reaches the
the unit,.
unit.
chain
3-12. Public
Public funds.—a.
funds.—a. Public
Public funds
funds for
for procurement
j)rocurement ofofsuch
such
3–12.
material and
and services
services as
as the
the force
force may
may find
findclesirable
desirableand
andeconomi~al
economical
material
are usually
usually entrusted,
entrusted, through
through official
official channels,
channels,totoananofficer
officerdesigdesigare
nated as
as aa disbursing
disbursing assistant
assistantquartermaster.
quartermaster.
nated
h. These
These officers,
officers, when
when authorized
authorized by
by competent
competent authority,
authority,may
may
b.
advance
public
funds
to
officers
in
outlying
stations
for
certain
local
advance public funds to officers in outlying stations for certain local
purchases. When
When such
such purchases
purchases are
are made,
made, standard
standard forms
forms of of
purchases.
vouchers are
are either
either prepared
prepared by
by the
the officer
officermaking
makingthe
thepurchase,
purchase,oror
vouchers
ordinary receipts
receipts are
are taken
taken by
by him
him and
and furnished
furnished the
the disbursing
disbursing
ordinary
In
order
that
such
transaction
assistant
quartermaster
concerned.
In
order
that
such
transaction
assistant quartermaster
concerned.
may have
have proper
proper basic
basic authentication
authentication itit has
hasbeen
beenthe
theusual
usualpractice
practice
may
to write’
write into
into the
the orders
orders for
for such
such officers,
officers,when
whendetailed
detailedforforduty
dutyatat
to
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outlying points, a specific designation
as agent for the disbursing
assistant quartermaster
concerned which becomes the authority for
advancement
of public funds.
c. An officer receiving
such designation
as agent should, before
entering
on his new duties, confer with the disbursing
assistant
quartermaster
in order that there will be complete understanding
of how the money in the possession of the agent is to be accounted
for when expended.
If such a procedure is impracticable,
the matter
should be made the subject of immediate
correspondence
between
these two officers. There exists such a multitude of regulations and
decisions governing
the expenditure
of Government
funds that no
one shoul-d undertake disbursing even to the extent of a very small
sum, without first learning the proper method to pursue.
Such procedure will avoid explanation
and correspondence
later, and may be
the means of saving the one concerned the necessity of making good
from personal funds an amount of public funds spent in error, solely
because of lack of sufficient and proper advance information.
It is
desired to stress this point most emphatically.
3-13. Objective .—The objective is the one common to all military
The well trained and supplied
operations,
i. e., success in battle.
fighter needs but proper leadership to win; therefore the task of the
supply officer becomes one of considerable importance from the commander’s point of view.
3–14. Supervision
of requisitions.—a.
The most important funct ion of a supply officer is the supervision
of requisitions.
To know
what, when, where, and how to get what the command needs, and
then get it and distribute it, is perhaps the whole story of supply
insofar as it affects the one to be supplied.
The remainder consists
of proper recording of what has been done; this is known as accountability.
b. The requisition
is the starting point of the whole process.
If
it be wrong, everything
else can’t help but be wrong also. Never
pad a requisition on the assumption that it will be cut down.
Sooner
or later this will become known and your requisitions will be worthless to the one who reviews them.
If your real needs are cut by
someone, find out why and, if you can, insist on what you ask for.
But be sure you know what you want, and why.
On the other
hand, a requisition should never be cut without a thorough investigation.
c. Place explanations
on the face of requisitions
covering items
that are exceptional from previous requests.
11
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3–15. Accumulation
of stores .—a. There is a delicate balance between overstocking
and understocking.
Overstocking
means forced
issues, while understocking
means privation and possibly failure.
b. Do not permit the accumulation
of slow-moving
stores, particularly clothing in extreme sizes.
If it fails to move, report its presence
nnd ask for disposition.
Someone, elsewhere, may want the very
Arrange to turn over subsistsizes that are in excess of your needs.
ence stores of a staple nature at least once every 90 days.
Report
your excess quantities to your nearest senior supply officer through
official channels.
3–16. General.—a.
The following
general rules may be of assistance to persons responsible for the handling and storing of supplies:
(1) As a rule, provide an air space under all stored articles.
It
prevents deterioration.
(2) In the absence of buildings for storage, request that necessary
security measures be taken to safeguard your stores.
(3) Visit. the units that you supply.
(4) Find out how your system works and adjust it where necessary.
(5) Watch your stock of subsistmce stores.
(6) Become familiar with the data. contained under “Minimum
safekeeping period” for subsistence stores under article 14-54, Marine
(Note particularly
the remarks in this table.)
Corps Manual.
(7) Ask for an audience from time to time with your commander.
Keep him apprised of the supply situation.
Give him your picture,
clearly and briefly, and then recommend desirable changes, if any.
Above all, make. your supply system fit into his plans.
(8) Keep in close touch with your source of supply.
Know what
is there and how long it will take you to get it.
(9) Get a receipt for everything that leaves your control.
If field
conditions are such that this is, in part, impracticable,
then keep a
record of all such transactions,
and set down the reasons for not
being able to obtain proper receipts.
(10) Keep your own supply records up-to-date and render necessary
reports regarding them.
(II) When you need help, ask for it md state fCCCtS. camouflage,
or any attempt at it in the SUPPIY game, is fatal.
If your best j u&It
is
a
human
characteristic
and can rarely
ment has failed, admit it.
be cloaked by a garment of excuses.
3–17. Importance
of supply.—rl?he importance of the qllestion of
SUpPIY upon small wars is well set forth in the following extract taken
from Small W~rs by Callwell:

swl!&
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The fact that small wars are, generally speaking, campaigns rather against
nature than against hostile armies has been already referred to. It constitutes
(JIK? of the most distinctive
characteristics of this class of warfare. It effects
the course of operations to an extent varying greatly according to circumstances,
but so vitally at times as to govern the whole course of the campaign from start
to finish. It arises almost entirely out of the ditllculties as regards supply which
the theaters of small wars generally present. Climate effects the health of
troops, absence of communication retards the movement of soldiers, the jungle
and the bush embarrass a commander; but if it were not for the difficulty as
regards food for man and beast which roadless and inhospitable tracts oppose
to the operations of a regular army, good troops well led would make light
of such obstacles in their path. It is not the question of pushing forward the
man or the horse or the gun, that has to be taken into acccmht so much as
that of the provision of the necessities of life for the troops when they have
been pushed forward.
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SECTION III

TRANSPORTATION
Par.

General ___________________________________________
_________ 3-18
Railroad transportatiol~_____________________________________ 3-19
Nlotor transportation _______________________________________ %20
Tractor-trailer trans~rtatioll -----------------________________3-21
3-22
Transportation pools---------------------------------------3-23
Aviation trans~rt -------------------------------------------3-24
lVater transportation ____________________---- ------------------3-25
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3-18. GeneraL-a.
The types of transportation
used in small wars
operations
will vary widely, depending
upon local conditions
such
as roads, terrain, and distanms to be covered.
In some cases the
seasons of the year willbea
controlling factor.
b. During small wars inthe past every possible type oftra.nsportation known to mankind has been used, from railroad, aviation, and
motor transportation
to dogs, elephant, camel, and porter service.
c. It is safe to say that the type of transportation
most suitable
to any specific country isbeing utilized there.
Astudyof
these local
methods, together with the local conditions, will aid the commander
in determining
the type of transportation
to be used by the intervening forces.
d. In countries where srnallwars
usually tnkeplace,
theroaclsare
generally bad and exist in only a few localities.
When there is a
season of heavy rain, it is most probable that practically
all roads
andtrails will become impassable fortrucks
and tractor-trailer
transportation.
For that reason other means of transportation
must be
This may mean that railroads and air transport, where
utilized.
15
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they are available, will have to be used for very short hauls.
Animal, cart, boat, or porter transportation
will have to be used where
there are no passable roads, trails, or railroads.
3–19. Railroad
transportation.—a.
Normal principles of loading
and transporting
troops ancl supplies will apply as they do in similar
movements
elsewhere,
making use of whatever
rail facilities
the
country has to offer.
b. For the use of railroads for movement inland see chapter 5,
paragraph 3, Movement by Rail.
3-2o. Motor
transportation.—a.
This type of transportation
should be under the direction of officers specially qualified in its uses.
It is not always known exactly what road conditions can be found
in the field, and the motor transportation
officer, knowing the capabilities and limitations
of this type of transportation,
considering
the conditions of the roads, the road net, and the seasons of the year,
will have to use ingenuity in carrying out the task assigned to him.
b. Trucks should be of uniform type generally, but sturdy enough
The U. S. Marine Corps equipment tables
to stand heavy usage.
provide for Vz- and 2-ton trucks; these seem to be best for our
purposes.
c. Motor transport
assignment
varies according to the situ%tion.
Motor transportation
is attached to the. force by sections, platoons,
or companies, as the case may be. In the case of an independent
regiment,
a section or more of motor transportation
is usually
attached.
d. Motorcycles, with or without sidecars, m-e of very little value
in small wars.
They require good roads and have some value for
messenger service.
e. When needed, native-owned
transportation
can be used to great
Native chauffeurs, mechanics, and laborers are used when
advantage.
practical.
Sudden demands made on the native type of transportation will usually exceed the supply, resulting in very high costs for
transportation;
but this cannot be avoided.
3–21. Tractor-trailer
transportation.—a.
In certain localities it
is likely that where the roads stop, there will be trails and terrain
that are passable for tract ors with trnilers, where mot ortrucks will
be unable to go.
b. Tractors maybe available in four sizes.
The lightest will weigh
approximately
2 tons and run on wheels, using “,Jumbo” tires, w’ith
small wheels in front and large ones in rear. Tl~e other three sizes

16
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will weigh approximately
3 tons, 5 tons, and either 7 or 8 tons.
.411
of these are to be the track-laying
types.
habitually
3–22. Transportation
pools. —a. Certain organizations
requiring transportation
have vehicles along with their operators
and supplies attached to them as a part of their organic organization.
Other organizations
request transportation
as it is ~;eecled.
b. In some instances it will be more economical to operate a transThis is done by placing all transportation
in the
portation pool.
force

under the ‘Force

different

vehicles

Motor

Transport

to the different

Officer, who will

assign the

tasks as they are required.

3-23. Aviation
troops by aircraft,

transport.—k’or
transportation
of supplies and
see chapter IX (“Aviation”).
.—a. In some instances river boats and
transportation

3–24. Water
li~hters can be used to transport
the port of debarkation

troops,

animals,

and supplies

from

inlancl.

b. Where lakes or other inland waterways exist within the theater
may be open
of operations, a most valuable method of transportation

to the force, and every effort shoLdd be made to utilize all watertransportation
facilities available.
o. Boats for this purpose and outboa r(l motors sholild be carried
if it is expected that they will be lleedwl.
(See ch. X, “River
Operations,”)
The use of animals for the pur3–25. Animal transportation.—a.
pose

of

transporting

used methods
b. Without
mountainous

has been one of
in small-wars

the pack animal,
and unsettled

not impossible.
always

supplies

of transportation

However,

a satisfactory

or improvised

operations

area, devoid

the most

generally

operations.

far into the interior

of a

of roads, are impracticable

if

the use of pack animals is not a simple or

solution

of a transportation

pack equipment,

unconditioned

problem.

animals,

Crude

and the gen-

eral lack of knowledge
in the elementary principles of animal management and pack transportation
will tend to make the use of pack
transportation

difficult,

c. The efficiency with

costly,

and possibly

which the pack train

and material

effect on the mobility

dates.

an inefficient

With

the pack train

with
with
hamper

has a direct

pack train the hour of starting,
conditioned
a modicum

can accommodate

and not materially

is handled

of the column which it accommo-

of march, and the amount of distance covered
On the other hand,
ment, and personnel

unsatisfactory.

itself

its mobility.
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d.
If time
time permits
permits it
it is
is highly
liighly important
important to
to have
have the
the animals
animals that
that
d. If
are to
to be
be used
used for
for transporting
transporting supplies
supplies accustomed
accustomed to
to the
the firing
firing of
of
are
rifles and
and automatic
automatic weapons,
weapons, so
so that
that they
they will
will not
not be
be frightened
frightened
rifles
and try
try to
to run
run away
away if
if a contact
contact is
is made.
made. This
This can
can be
be done
done by
by firing
firing
and
these weapons
weapons while
while the
the animals
animals are
are in
in a place
place with
with which
which they
they are
are
these
familiar and
and preferably
preferably while
while they
they are
are feeding.
feeding. The
The firing
firing should
should
familiar
be done
done at
at some
some distance
distance first
first and
and gradually
gradually moved
moved closer
closer as
as the
the
be
animals
animals get
get accustomed
accustomed to
to the
the noise.
noise. In
In a short
short time
time the
the animals
animals
will
will pay
pay no
no attention
attention to
to the
the reports
reports when
when they
they find
find that
that it
it does
does not
not
hurt
hurt them.
them. If
If this
this is
is impossible,
impossible, and
and an
an animal
animal carrying
carrying important
important
cargo,
cargo, such
such as
as a machine
machine gun
gun or
or ammunition,
ammunition, is
is frightened
friglitened and
and tries
tries
bolt, the
the animal
animal should
should be
be shot
shot to
to prevent
prevent the
the loss
loss of
of these
these supplies
supplies
to bolt,
and to
to prevent
prevent them
them from
from falling
falling into
into the
the hands
hands of
of the
the opposing
opposing
and
forces.
forces.
e. Pack
Pack animals
animals mu%
must be conditioned
conditioned before
before being
being taken
taken on
on an
an exextended march
march or
or heavy
heavy losses
losses of
of animals
animals will
will result.
result.
tended
/. The
The march
march should
should begin
begin immediately
immediately after
after the
the last
last animal
animal is
is
~.
packed.
packed.
3-26.
Important points
points in
ia packing.—a.
packing.—a. Loads
Loads and
and distances
distances travtrav3-26. Important
eled must
must be
be adjusted
adjusted to the
the condition
condition of
of the
the animals.
animals. Pack
Pack animals
animals
eled
must not
not be
be overloaded.
overloaded.
must
6.
In packing
packing up,
up, the
the time
time interval
interval between
between placing
placing the
the loads
loads on
on
b. In
the first
first and
and the
the last
last animal
animal should
should be
be reduced
reduced to
to an
an absolute
absolute minimum,
minimum.
the
This
time interval
interval should
should never
never exceed
exceed 30
30 minutes.
minutes.
This time
c. All
All equipment
equipment should
should be
be assembled
assembled neatly
neatly and
and arranged
arranged the
the night
night
before
march is
is to
to begin.
begin. Every
Every single
single item
item should
should be
be checked,
checked,
before a march
otherwise
otherwise needless
needless delays
delays will
will result
result in
in the
the morning.
morning.

All cargoes
cargoes should
should be weighecl,
weighed, balanced,
balanced, ancl
and lc.shed
lashed LIp
up the
the n@t
night
d. All
before a march
march is to
to begin.
begin.
before
e. A
A standard
standard system
system should
should be
be established
established for
for stowing
stowing all
all pack
pack
e.
gear and
and cargo
cargo loads
loads at
at each
each halt
halt for
for the
the night.
night. This
This facilitates
facilitates the
the
gear
checking of
of equipment
equipment after
after the
the halt
halt and
and greatly
greatly reduces
reduces the
the number
number
checking
of
of lost
lost pieces.
pieces. A
A satisfactory
satisfactory system
system is
is to
to place
place the
the pack
pack saddles
saddles on
on
the ground
ground in
in aa row
row just
just in
in rear
rear of
of the
the picket
picket line
line or,
or, if
if the
the animals
animals
the
are pastured
pastured at
at night,
night, place
place them
them on
on a line
line in
in a space
space suitable
suitable for
for
are
packing up
up ,in
in the
the morning.
morning. The
The harness,
harness, lash
lash ropes,
ropes, and
and all
all other
other
packing
gear that
that belong
belong to
to that
that particular
particular saddle
saddle and
and its
its load
load should
should be
be
gear
placed on
on top
top of
of each
each saddle.
saddle. The
The loads
loads should
should be
be placed
placed in
in a row
row
placed
parallel to
to the
the saddles;
saddles; each
each load
load in
in rear
rear of
of the
the saddle
saddle on
on which
which it
it is
is
parallel
to be
be packed.
packed. Only
Only by
by careful
careful planning
planning and
and by
by systematic
systematic arrangearrangeto
ment can
can delays
delays in
in packing
packing up
up be
be averted.
averted.
ment
18
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3-27. Pack
Pack mules.—a.
mules.—a. The
The mule
mule is
is the
the ideal
ideal pack
pack
2-27.
supply
trains,
pack
trains
with
foot
patrols,
and
pack
supply trains, pack trains with foot patrols, and pack
detachments
mounted on
on mules.
mules. The
The mule
mule has
has certain
certain
detachments
mounted
over
the horse
horse which
which fit
fit him
him for
for this
this work,
work, namely:
namely:
over the

animal for
for
animal
trains
with
trains with
advantages
advantages

(1)
The mule
mule withstands
withstands hot
hot weather
weather better,
better, and
and is
is less
less sussus(1) The
ceptible
to colic
colic and
and founder
founder than
than the
the horse.
horse.
ceptible to
(2)
A mule
mule takes
takes better
better care
care of
of himself,
himself, in
in the
the hands
hands of
of an
an
(2) A
incompetent
driver,
than
the
horse.
incompetent driver, than the horse.
(3)
The foot
foot of
of the
the mule
mule is
is less
less subject
subject to
to disorders.
disorders.
(3) The
(4)
The mule
mule is
is invariably
invariably aa good
good walker.
walker.
(4) The
(5)
Age and
and infirmity
infirmity count
count less
less against
against aa mule
mule than
than aa horse.
horse.
(5) Age
h. Pack
Pack mules
mules are
are habitually
habitually driven
driven and
and not
not led.
led. However,
However, pack
pack
b.
mules carrying
carrying weapons
weapons and
and ammunition
ammunition will,
will, for
for purposes
purposes of
of safety,
safety,
mules
be led
led in
in column
column by
by having
having the
the leader
leader of
of each
each mule
mule drive
drive the
the mule
mule
be
that
precedes
him.
His
mule
will,
in
turn,
be
driven
by
the
man
His mule will, in turn, be driven by the man
that precedes him.
next in
in rear
rear of
of it.
it.
next
3-28. Pack
Pack horses.—a
horses.—a. Any
Any good
good riding
riding horse
horse of
of normal
normal conforconfor3-28.
mation,
good
disposition,
and
normal
gaits
can
be
used
as
a pack
pack
mation, good disposition,
and normal gaits can be used as a,
horse. The
The pack
pack animals
animals of
of aa detachment
detachment mounted
mounted on
on horses
horses should
should
horse.
always be
be horses.
horses. This
This is
is necessary
necessary in
in order
order to
to maintain
maintain the
the mobility
mobility
always
of the
the mounted
mounted detachment.
detachment. Each
Each pack
pack horse
horse is
is led
led alongside
alongside a
of
ridden
horse.
On
very
narrow
trails
and
at
any
time
when it
it is
is
ridden horse.
On very narrow trails and at any time when
impossible for
for two
two horses
horses to
to travel
travel abreast,
abreast, the
the pack
pack horse
horse is
is led
led bebeimpossible
hind the
the ridden
ridden horse.
horse.
hind
h. Horses
Horses properly
properly packed
packed can
can march
march at
at the
the same
same gaits
gaits as
as the
the ridden
ridden
b.
horse.
horse.
3-29. Pack
Pack bulls.—a.
bulls.—a. Under
Under certain
certain conditions,
conditions, bulls
bulls can
can be
be used
used
3-29.
to
good
advantage
as
pack
animals.
A
pack
bull
with
its
wide
spreadA
pack
bull
with
its
wide
spreadto good advantage as pack animals.
ing hoof
hoof can
can negotiate
negotiate mud
mud in
in which
which aa mule
mule with
with its
its small
small hoof
hoof will
will
ing
bog down.
down. While
While slower
slower than
than mules,
mules, bulls
bulls can
can carry
carry heavier
heavier cargoes
cargoes
bog
than
the
mules
usually
found
in
most
small
war
theaters.
Good
pack
than the mules usually found in most small war theaters.
Good pack
bulls
can
carry
from
two
hundred
(200)
to
two
hundred
and
fifty
bulls can carry from two hundred (200) to two hundred and fifty
(260) pounds
pounds of
of cargo.
cargo. They
They can
can make
make about
about fifteen
fifteen (15)
(15) miles
miles aa
(250)
day loaded
loaded but,
but, after
after 55 days
days march,
march, they
they will
will require
require aa rest
rest of
of from
from
day
five
(5)
to
seven
(7)
days
if
they
are
to
be
kept
in
condition.
In
five (5) to seven (7) days if they are to
kept in condition.
In
employing pack
pack bulls
bulls it
it is
is advisable
advisable to
to hire
hire native
native bull
bull keepers
keepers to
to
employing
handle them.
them.
handle
h.
Mixed pack
pack trains
trains of
of bulls
bulls and
and horses
horses do
do not
not operate
ojierate smoothly
smoothly
5. Mixed
due
to
their
different
characteristics.
due to their different characteristics.
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3–3o. Phillips
pack saddle.--u.
The Phillips pack saddle was de.
veloped to supply the need for a military pack saddle of simple but
scientific design- a saddle that could be handled by newly organized
troops with only a short period of training.
The characteristics
of
this saddle make it ideally suited for small wars operations.
It is
manufactured
in one design in four sizes, and all sizes are suitable
for either horses or mules.

PHILLIPS

PACKSADDLE,PONYSIZE.

Correctly positionedand harnessproperlyadjusted.

(1) (?wgo-artillery type.–-” (o-mm. pack howitzer units are equipped
with this size. It is designed for the large American pack mule.
(2) Cavalry type.—A size designated
for the average American
cavalry horse.
(3) P~y
type.—A size designed for the Philippine
and Chinese
pony.
(4) Caribbean type.—A size designed for the Central American
mules.
b. This sadclle is designed for either hanger or lash loads.
Hang20
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ers for all standard equipment such as the Browning machine gun,
the 3’i’-mm. gun, ammunition
in machine-gun
boxes, some radio sets,
and the pack kitchen can be obtained with these saddles.
These
hangers consist of attachments
which can be quickly and easily
attached to the saddle.
The loads for which they are designed are
simply placed in these hangers and held firmly and rigidly in place

BROWNING
MACHIYEGCN LOADONPHILLIPSPACKSADDLE,
PONYSIZE.

with gooseneck clamps which can be instantly secured or released.
3–31. McClellan
saddle.—In
addition to the regular pack saddles,
McClellan saddles may be used in emergency for packing.
The tree
of a McClellan saddle has most of the characteristics
of a pack-saddle
tree, and fair results may be obtained by tying the two side loads
together across it and running the lashings under the quarter straps
or through the cinch strap rings, spider rings (at lower part of
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to hold the load down.
3–32. Pack equipment.—a.
The types of pack equipment in common use by the inhabitants of countnies where pack transportation
forms a basic part of the transportation
system vary in different
countries, and sometimes within a country in different areas.
This
native equipment, though crude, can be converted to military purquarter

straps),

or the quarter

strap

D-rings

BROWNING
MACHINE
GUNLOADONPHILLIPSPACKSADDLE,
PONYSIZE.

A completefighting unit of gun, tripod, ammunition,and spare parts roll. Quick release
devices on each item of load.

poses and, when no other equipment is available, must be used.
Such
native equipment invariably has one or more of the following defects:
(1)

Highly skilled specialists are required to use it satisfactorily.
(2) Due to its crude construction
it is very injurious
to
animals.
(3) It cannot be adjusted easily on the trails.
(4) Many military loads are extremely difficult to pack on this
equipment.
22
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(5)
other attachments
out rapidly
(5) The
The. pads,
pads, cinches,
ci]~ches, and
alldotl~er
attacl~ments wear
wearol~t
rapidly
under
under constant
constant usage.
usage.
(6)
and
require
great
(6) Packing
Packing
and unpacking
unpacking
require aa comparatively
comparatively
great
length
length of
of time.
time.
The advantages
b. The
advantagesof of Native
Native Equipment
Equipment are:
are:
(1) Generally
quantities in
zone of
(1)
Generally available
available in
inqua,ntities
in or
or near
near the
thezcme
of
operation.
operation.
(2) Eelatively
(2)
Relatively cheap.
cheap.
(3)
Light
in
weight.
(3) Light
weight.

BKOVVXIN(!
MACHINE
BKOWSIM;
MACHINEGLX
Gus LOAD.
I,OAD.

Tripod side.
side.

c.
c. These
These advantages
advantages are
are the
the only
only reasons
reasons which
which might
might justify
justify the
the
use of
use
of native
native pack
pack equipment
equipment in preference
preference to
to the
the Phillips
Phillips pack
pack equipequipment. However,
ment.
However, the
the cheapness
cheapness of
of native
native equipment
equipment is
is overbalanced
overbalanced
by
the
high
percentage
of
animals
incapacitated
by
its
use;
by the high percentage of animals incapacitated
by its use; its
its light
light
weight
is
not
necessarily
an
advantage
as
an
equal
or
greater
weight is not necessarily
advantage as an eqnal or greater pay
pay
load can
load
can be carried
carried on heavier
heavier modern
modern equipment
equipment with
with considerably
considerably
less damage
less
damage to
to the
the animal.
animal.
23
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d. The aparejo, or primitive pack saddle, has many shapes, being
made of leather with sometimes a wooden tree or back pieces to stiffen
it and padding placed either in the leather skirts or between the
leather and the animal’s back, or both.
This type is rather hard to
pack, as it requires a complicated hitch around the load and saddle.
e. Another form in general use by civilians is the sawbuck type.

MACHINEGUNAMMUNITION
LOADox PHILLIPS1’ACKSADDLE,
J?ONYSIZE.
Seven hundred and fifty rounds on with side with spacp on top of saddle for additional
equipment.

It consists of a wooden tree formed of two bars fitting the saddle
place (bearing
surfaces)
and four straight
wooden pieces which
form two crosses, one at the pommel and one at the cantle, fastened
to these bars. This type maybe used with flat straw pads or blankets
It has the advantage of absolute rigidity in the frame or
or both.
tree, requires little skill to construct of materials easily available,
and less skill to pack than the aparejo described above.
3–33. Native packers.— Native packers have been used to good adTwo natives experienced
in packing are generally
hired
vantage.
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for
for every
every 10 animals,
animals, since
since two
two men
men are required
required to pack
pack each
each animal
animal
and
A
A good
good system
system is to hire
hire a competent
competent chief
chief
and hence
hence work
work in
in pairs.
pairs.
packer and
With
packer
and allow
allow him
him to
to hire
hire the
the necessary
necessary number
number of
of packers.
packers.
With
such an
all
should
such
an arrangement,
arrangement,
all orders
orders and
and instructions
instructions
should be issued
issued
through
the
chief
packer
and
he
should
be
held
responsible
for
through the chief packer and
should
held responsible for the
the
handling of
handling
of the
the cargoes
cargoes of
of the
the animals.
animals.
3-34.
The
3–34. Marines
Marines as
as packers.—a.
packers.-+.
The average
average marine
marine can be trained
trained
in
a
fairly
short
time
to
pack
mules
more
securely
and
more
rapidly
in
fairly short time to pack mules more securely and more rapidly
than the
than
the average
average native
native mule
mule driver,
driver, and
and in regions
regions where
where pack
pack transtransportation is
portation
is used,
used, every
every marine
marine should
should be taught
taught to pack.
pack. The
The use
use of
of
marines
as
packers
has
the
effect
of
decreasing
to
some
extent
the
marines
packers has the effect of decreasing to some extent the
combat strength
combat
strength of
of the
the column,
column, but
but it
it has
has many
mnny advantages.
advantages.

MACHINE GUN
LOAD.
MACHINE
GUN AMMUNITION
.kMIKINI’lWSLO.$D.

Sho'\Ymg space
‘showing
space on
cm top of saddle
saddle for additional equipment.
equipment.

h.
b. In
In some
some cases
cases it
it may
may be undesirable
undesirable or impracticable
impracticable to
to include
include
native packers
The
native
packers in a combat
combat patrol.
patrol.
The hiring
hiring of
of native
native packers
packers alwarn in~ that
that the
the column
column is about
about to move
move
~,aYs
gives the
the populace
pc)pu]ace warning
ways gives
out.
out.
G. The
c.
The train
train is more
more efficiently
etliciently handled
handled by
by marines,
marines, thus
thus obviating
obviating
the necessity
the
necessity of
of issuing
issuing ordei's
orclers to
to the
the train
train in
in aa foreign
foreign language.
language.
Ammunition and
Ammunition
and weapon
weapon loads
loads should
should always
always be
be led
led by
by marines,
marines,
rather than
The
The adoption
adoption of
of the
the
rather
than herded
herded or
or turned
turned over
over to
to natives.
natives.
Phillips pack
Phillips
pack saddle,
saddle, coupled
ccwplecl with
with the
the ease
ease and
and rapidity
rapidity with
with which
which
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marines can
can be
be taught
taught to
to use
use it,
it, will
will warrant
warrant aagreater
greateruse
useofofmarines
marines
marines
as
packers in
in future
future operations.
operations.
as packers
3-35.
Bullcarts.—a. In
In some
some localities
localities the
the bull-drawn
bull-drawn cart
cart isis the
the
3-35. Bullcarts.----a.
principal
means of
of transporting
transporting bulky
bulky articles,
articles, and
and when
when large
largequanquanprincipal means
tities
of supplies
supplies are
are required,
required, the
the bullcart
bullcart may
may be
be the
thebest
bestmeans
meansofof
tities of
transportation
available. ItIt isis aa suitable
suitable means
means ofof transport
transport whel]
when
transportation
available.

THE Nmv
THE
NEW CAVALItY
CAVALHV: PACK
PACK COOKING
COOKING Oc.rmr
OUTFIT ONTHE
ON THEPHILLIPS
PHILLIPSSADDLFL
SADDLE.
This outfit
This
outfit is
is made
made up
up of
of many
many standard
standard utensils
utensils nested
nestedtotoform
formtwo
twoside
sideloads.
loads, Each
of cavalry
cavalry is
is to
to have
have oue
one pack
pack cooking
cooking outfit.
outfit.
troop of

motortrucks
motortrucks or
or tractors
tractors are
are impracticable
impracticable and
and when,
when the
the time
timeelement
element
does not
does
not equire
equire supply
supply by
by the
the faster
faster methods.
methods. Supplies
Supplies shipped
shipped inin
bullcarts
will ordinarily
ordinarily arrive
arrive inin good
good condition,
condition, ifif properly
properlyloaded
loaded
bullcarts will
and protected.
protected. Weapons
Weapons and
and munitions
munitions soso transported
transported should
should bebe
and
constantly under
under special
special guard.
guard.
constantly
&.
If itit can
can possibly
possibly be
be avoided,
avoided, bulls
bulls should
should not
not be
be purchased
purchasedfor
for
b. If
Government ownership.
ownership. Private
Private ownership
ownership isi« more
more feasible
feasible and
andless
less
Government
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expensive. Furthermore,
Furthermoie, it
it is
is unlikely
unlikely that
that good
good animals
animals can
can be
be
expensive.
purchased at
at a reasonable
reasonable price;
price; natives
natives are
are willing
willing to
to part
part with
with their
their
purchased
aged and
and disabled
disabled animals,
animals, but
but rarely
rarely sell
sell their
their good
good ones.
ones.
aged
Whenever possible,
possible, a chief
chief bullcart
buUcart driver
driver should
should be
be secured
secured or
c. Whenever
appointed. He
He should
should be
be a man
man in
in whom
whom the
the other
other native
native drivers
drivers
appointed.
have confidence,
confidence, and
and through
through whom
whom general
general instructions
instructions can
can be
be issued.
issued.
have
A definite
definite contract
contract should
should be drawn
drawn up
up with
with the
the native
native owners
owners
d. A

DIAMOND
HITCH LOAD
LOAD ON THE
THE PHILLIPS
PHILLIPS PACK
PACK SADDLE.
SADDLE.
DIAMOXDH1!L’cH

The usual lash cinch is not
not required
required on this saddle.

before the
the movement
movement begins.
begins. All
All details
details of
of pay,
pay, rationing
rationing of
of native
native
before
drivers
and
animals,
breakage,
and
damage
should
be
clearly
set
forth;
drivers and animals, breakage, and damage should
clearly set forth;
it is
is necessary
necessary to
to be
be assured
assured that
that the
the native
native contractors
contractors thoroughly
thorouglily
it
understand the
the terms
terms of
of the
the contract.
contract. Contracts
Contracts should
should be
be made
made on
on
understand
the
basis
of
weight
or
bulk
delivered
at
the
destination,
and
the
nathe basis of weight or bulk delivered
the destination,
and the natives
should not
not be
be paid
paid until
until the
the service
service is
is completed.
completed. Deductions
Deductions
tives should
can
be made
made for
for losses
losses or
or damage
damage to
to supplies
supplies en
en route.
route. In
In some
some cases
cases
can be
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it
may be necessary
necessary to
to advance
it may
ti~VtiIIC~small
st]nt]l wuins
SUII)Sfor
for the
the feeding
feeding ofof the
the
animals en
animals
w] route.
route.
i~ss~~i~t.ed with
with the
the handling
lmndling of
of bullcarts
bullc.arts must
must be
be
e.
Much that
that is
k associated
e.. Much
by
learned
f mm experience.
experiwwe.
The following
following information,
infor~natiol], ifif followed
followed by
learned from
The
will greatly
great ly lessen
lessen his
his
the inexperienced
inexperienced
bld ]c:irt conuuander,
ColIUMill(]eL”, will
the
bullcart
difficulties:
difficulties:
is aa simple
simplt? outfit,
outfit, but
but itit requires
reqliirt’s an
an experienced
experienced
(1)
The bullcart
bullmrt is
(1) The
bul]whacker
guide and
and man
mall it.
it.
bullwhacker to guide
(2)
Two thousand
thousand pounds
pounds is
is aa nuiximum
nlaximum load
load for
for aacart
cart drawn
drawn by
by
(2) Two
two
yoke of
of bulls.
bulls. If
If the
the going
going isis bad,
bad, from
from one
one thousand
thousand (1,000)
(1,000) toto
two yoke
one
thousand six
six hundred
hundred (1,600)
( 1,600) pounds
pounds isis aasufficient
sufficient load.
load. AAload
load
one thousand
of over
of
over two
two thousand
thousand (2,000)
(2,000) pounds
pounds isis dangerous,
dangerous, regardless
regardless ofofroad
road
conditions or number
conditions
nunber of
of bulls
bulls per
per cart,
cart, as
as itit isis too
too great
great a astrain
strain onon
the cart
the
cart and
tind will
will cause
cause break-downs
break-downs which
which are
are almost
almost impossible
impossible toto
repair on the
repair
the trail.
trail.
(3) When
(3)
When such
such break-downs
break-downs occur,
occur, new
new carts
carts should
should be
be secured
secured inin
the immediate
the
immediate vicinity
vicinity of
of the
the break-down,
break-down, or
or the
the load
load of
of the
the broken
broken
cart should
cart
should be
be distributed
distributed among
among the
the remaining
remaining carts.
carts. IfIf neither
neither ofof
these makeshifts
these
m~keshift.s is
is possible,
possible, sufficient
sufficient of
of the
the least
least valuable
valuable cargo
cargo should
should
be discarded
discarded and
and the
the loads
lwdds of
of carts
warts rearranged
rearranged to
to carry
carry all
all important
important
or valuable
This rearrangement
rearrangement of
of loads
loads should
should be
bemade
made by
by
or
valuable cargo.
cargo. This
the chief
the
chief bullcart
bullcart driver
driver under
under the
the supervision
supervision of
of the
the escort
escort comcommander, if
mander,
if there
there is
is one.
one.
(4) It
(4)
It is difficult
difficult to
to tell
tell whether
whether one
one pair
pair of
of bulls
bulls isis stronger
stronger oror
weaker than
Some
weaker
than another.
another.
Some. carts
carts will
will have
have to
to be
be loaded
loaded lighter
lighter than
than
others, and
an
an expeit
expert will
will be
be able
able to
to decide
decide this.
t.his.
others,
and only
011137
(5)
It is better
better to
to arrive
arri]w safely
safely with
with all
all carts,
carts, cargo,
cargo, and
aud bulls
bulls inin
(5) It
good condition
tbaIIto
to gamble
g:il~lble on
on overloads
overlouls with
witl~ their
their resultant
resultant declegood
col~ditiol~ than
lays, broken
:IIId
injured
i]lj [wed bulls.
hi] 1s.
lays,
broken cargo,
cargo, and
(6) The
The weight
w-eig%t of
of all
al! iiiilitaiy
u!i!it ;try ammunition
:Immunition and
and supplies
supplies can
can be
be
(6)

estimated,
est
imat eel, and
ancl ration
r~t ioi i containers
cent ail)ers are
:UWusually
usually

accurately
accurately marked
marked with
with
Thus
Thus proper
proper loads
loads can
can be
be assigned
assigned toto all
all carts.
carts.
(7) When
(7)
When streams
streams are
are to
to be
be crossed,
crossed, carts
carts should
should be
be loaded
loaded sosothat
that
the top
the
top layer
layer contains
contains perishable
perishable cargo,
cargo, such
such as
as sacked
sacked flour
flour and
and
sugar, thus preventing
sugar,
preventing or
or lessening
lessening losses
losses by
by wetting.
wetting.
(8)
In loading
loading carts
carts the
the native
native cart
cart driver
clriver should
should be
bepermitted
permitted toto
(8) In
distribute
lash his
his load
load as
as he
he sees
sees fit,
fit, insofar
insofar asasisk practicable.
practicable.
distribute and lash
However, the driver
However,
driver should
should not
not be
be permitted
permitted to
to say
say when
when he
hehas
hasa a
sufficiently large
sufficiently
large load
load or
or he
he will
will start
start off
off with
with as
aslight
light a aload
load asaspospossible.
He should
should be
be given
given his
his share
share of
of the
the cargo
cargo and
and such
suchassistance
assistance
sible. He
as he needs
needs in
in loading
loading it.
it, He
He will
will balance
balance his
his load
load with
with a aslight
slight
the gross
the
gross weight.
weight.
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excess
rent to
excess weight
weight to
to the
the ffront
to prevent
prevent the
the tongue
tongue from
from riding
riding upwuits
upwards
when
when ~lllder
under way.
way. He
He will
will test
test the
the loading
loading by
by lifting
lifting the
the tongue
tongue
before
the
bulls
are
hitched
to
it,
to
estimate
the
strain
on
the
before the bulls are hitched to it, to estimate the strain on the bulls
bulls
when
when they
they are
are attachwl
attached to
to tile
the C}ll’t.
cart.
(9)
(9) On
On the
the first
first day’s
day's nlarcll,
inarch, tlm
the best
best Cii~t
cart drivers
drivers d~ould
should be
be noted.
noted.
This
This can
can be
be done
done by
by pwwmal
personal observation
observation and
and careful
careful spotting
spotting of
of
the
the carts
carts that
that i~~(~
are SIOW,
slow, :il~d
and those
those tl]at
that CNUSQ,
cause most
most delays.
delays. On
On the
the
without ul~due
morning
morning of
of the
the sec(jlld
sec(;ud day,
day, or
or sooner
sooner if
if it
it ~i~
canIi be
be done
done without
undue
delay or
or conf
confusion,
poor c:~rts
carts should
should be
be l)laced
placed at
at tthe
head of
of the
the
delay
usiol], lwor
ho head
tpdin,
IN Iwst
train, lenving
leaving tthe
l)est curls
calls ill
in the
the rear.
rear. This
This will
will assist
assist in
in keeping
keeping
the
ion, and
the colulnn
colunm c1(w(I
closed lt~},
uj>, {hlls
thus ~u:diing
making s~lpwwision,
su})ervision, ]Jrotect
protection,
and concontrol
trol of
of the
the trail)
train ])iuch
much less
less (liflicu]t.
difficult. When
When the
the i.raill
train consists
consists of
of so
nMuy
many carts
carts that
that a ]Iwnt:ll
inental list
list fjf
of the
the drivers
drivers is difficult,
difficult, the
the carts
carts should
should
}~e
ed nnmerids
be numbered
numbered with
with lmilli
painted
numerals before
before departure,
departure, and
and a written
written
list
list made
made of
of each
each cart
cart by
by nun~ber,
number, clriver,
driver, :u](I
and owl]er.
owner.
(10)
(10) By
By having
having a few
few officers
officers or
or nor~col~ll~~issiollecl
nonconnnissioned officers
officers mounted,
mounted,
much
nc{ clearing
nuich til~le
time can
can be
be saved
saved in checking
checking up
up aand
clearing delays
delays on
on the
the
1rail.
(rail. If
If all
all tlouble
tiouble has
has to
to be
be (’leare(l
cleared on
on foot,
foot, needless
iieedless delays
delays will
will
reslllt
residt..
(11) Train
Train g~~ards
guards l~lllst
must keep
keep ita cawflIl
careful ~~:~td~
watch 011
on ~il~~o
cargo to
to prevel~t
prevent
(11)
drivers from
drivers
from breakil]g
breaking containers
containers and
and consuming
consuming unauthorized
unauthorized ri~rations en route
route and
and ill
in c:Lmp.
camp. Jn
Tii camp,
camp, carts
carts should
should be
be arranged
arranged in
in a
tions
park convenient
convenient for
for guarding
guarding and
and for
for the
the next
next day’s
day's departure.
departure.
park
Extra bulls
bulls should
should be provi(led
provided for
foj- aa. train,
train, especially
especially in
in hot
hot
((12)
12) Extra
weather, to
to facilitate
facilitate getting
getting carts
carts out
out of
of difficulties,
difficulties, advancing
advancing carts
carts
weather,
up steep
steep grades,
grades, and
and replacing
replacing casualties
casualties among
among the
the bulls.
bulls.
up
(13) Any
Any interference
interference on
on the.
the part
part of
of marines
marines with
with the
the function
function
(13)
of
of the
the native
native drivers,
drivers, other
other than
than that
that absolutely
absolutely necessary,
necessary, will
will probprobably work
work out
out disadvantageously.
disadvantageously,
ably
(14)
(14) Cargoes,
Cargoes, especially
especially those
those of
of rations
rations and
and ammunition,
ammunition, should
should
have
have a protective
protective covering-such
covering—such as ponchos
ponchos or
or canvas.
canvas.
(15) During
During hot
hot weather,
weather, bulls
bulls cannot
cannot be
be worked
worked in
in the
the heat
heat of
of the
the
(15)
day. A
A good
good schedule
schedule to
to follow
follow at
at such
such times
times is
is to
to start
start the
the day
day at
at
day.
about 3 a. m.,
m., and
and travel
travel until
until about
about 9 a. m.,
m., then
then give
give the
the bulls
bulls a
about
rest until
until 3 p. m.,
m., when
when travel
travel can
can be
be continued
continued again
again until
until 9 p.
p. m.
m.
rest
In this
this way
way the
the carts
carts can
can cover
cover from
from 15 to
to 20
20 miles
miles per
per day,
day, dependdependIn
ing upon
upon the
the conditions
conditions of
of the
the roads.
roads.
ing
(16) A
A marine
marine officer
officer in
in charge
charge of
of a train
train should
should cooperate
cooperate to
to the
the
(16)
fullest extent
extent with
with the
the native
native chief
chief of
of the
the bull-cart
bull-cart train
train in
in allowing
allowing
fullest
him to
to set
set his
his own
own schedule.
schedule. The
The trip
trip can
can be
be materially
materially speeded
speeded if
if
him
this is
is possible,
possible, and
and the
the schedule
schedule of
of the
the marines
marines made
made to
to conform
conform
this
to that
that of
of the
the bull-cart
bull-cart train.
train.
to
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(17) Intraveling
through barren countg,
itmaybe
necessary to
carry food for the animals and, if this is the case, the pay load must
be lessened in proportion.
As soon as responsible natives can be
found and when the route along which the supplies have to be transported is safe, it is wise to allow the train to proceed without escort.
The natives, if held strictly responsible for losses, will probably not
proceed if there is danger that the train will be captured, as they
will have been warned of this danger before the marines.
Escorting
supplies by such a slow method is very tedious and cost 1y in men.
However, ammunition and weapons must be escorted.
3–36. Trains with combat columns .—a. Pack trains which carry
the supplies, baggage, ammunition,
and weapons of combat columns
should be made as mobile as possible.
Both the number of animals
and the cargo loads should be as small as is consistent with the
absolute needs of the column.
If there is a choice, it is better to increase the number of animals than to increase the individual
cargo
loads.
b. In general, the pack loads accompanying
a combat column
should not exceed twenty-five
percent (25 ~0 ) of the weight of the
pack animal which, for small mules and horses, would mean a
maximum pay load of about one hundred and thirty (130) pounds.
One hundred pounds is considered an average load.
This is a general rule and the load must be varied to ‘meet the condition of trails
and the condition of the individual animal.
Some combat loads will
exceed this percentage, and it will be necessary to select the strongest
and best conditioned
animals to carry these special loads.

o
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4r-l.
Relation to
to other
other training.—~f.
training.—a. Training
Training for
for small
small wars
wars mismis4-1. Relation
sions is
is carried
carried on
on simultanewwly
simultaneously with
with training
training for
for naval
naval operations
operations
sions
overseas and
and training
training for
for ]n:~jor
major warfare
warfare on
on land.
land. Training
Training for
for
overseas
naval
overseas
operations
and
major
warfare
on
land
is
often
applinaval overseas operations ancl major warfare on land
often applicable, in
in many
many of
of its
its phases,
phases, to small
small wars
wars operations.
operations. Tlaining
Training
cable,
that is
is associated
associated particularly
particularly with
with snN~ll
small wars
wars operations
operations is
is of
of value
value
that
in
the
execution
of
guerilla
operations
on
the
fringes
of
the
principal
in the execution of guerilla operations ol~ the fringes of the principal
front in
in major
major warfare.
warfare.
front
&. In
In small
small wars,
wars, the
the nornR[l
normal separation
separation of
of units,
units, both
both in
in garrison
garrison
b.
as well
well as in
in the
the field,
field, requires
requires that
that all
all military
military qualities
qualities be
be well
well
developed in
in both
both the
the individual
individual and
and tl~e
the unit.
unit. Particular
Particular attention
attention
developed
should be paid
paid to
to the
the develol)ment
development of
of initiative,
initiative, adtiptability,
adaptability, leaderleadershould
ship, teamwork,
teamwork, and
and tact
tactical
proficiency of
of individuals
individuals composing
composing
ship,
ical ljroficiency
the various
various units.
units. T1~ese
These qualities,
qualities, wliile
while important
important in
in no
no snmll
small dedethe
gree in
in major
major Will’filLY
warfare,.1 art’
are Pxceedil}gl}”
exceeding!}- imlmrtant
important ill
in sma]l
small wars
wars
gree
operations.
operations.
c. Training
Training for
for small
small wars
wars ol)erations
operati(jns l)laces
places ~~itrti~(~l:ir
particular emphask
emphasis
upon the
the following
following subjects:
subjects:
upon
(1) Composition,
Composition, armament,
armament, and
and eqllilnnent
equipment of
of il]fa]ltry
infantry patrols.
patrols.
(1)
(2) Formations
Formations and
and tactics
tactics of
of iufalltry
infantry L)atrols.
patrols.
(2)
(3) lklounted
Mounted detachments.
detachments.
(3)
(4) ‘1’ransportation
Transportation of
of }vounded.
wounded.
(4)
(5) Planned
Planned schemes
sciiemes of
of n,ane,~ver
maneuver ~vlieu
when enemy
enemy is el]eomltered
encountered by
by
(5)
l)atrols.
llatrols.
(6) security
Security on
on the
the march.
march.
(6)
(7) Security
Security durkg
during halts
halts and
and ill
in ca]i~p.
camp.
(7)
(8)
Organization
of
the
ground
for
all-around defense.
defense.
(8) organization
of the ground for all-:lround
(9)
Night
operations,
both
offensive
and
defensive.
(9) N@t operations, both offensive and defensive.
(10) Employmel]t
Employment of
of ]veapons.
weapons.
(10)
3
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(11)
Messing. To
To include
include the
the feeding
feeding of
of troops
troops on
on the
the trail
trail and
and
(11) Messing.
in small
small groups
groups in
in garrison.
garrison.
in
(12)
Laying ambushes.
ambushes.
(12) Laying
(13)
Attacking a house.
house.
(13) Attacking
(14)
Street fighting.
fighting.
(14) Street
(15)
Kiot duty.
duty,
(15) Riot
(16)
Defense of
of garrisons.
garrisons.
(16) Defense
(17)
Surprise attacks
attacks on
on enemy
enemy encampments.
encampments.
(17) Surprise
(18)
Stratagems and
and ruses.
ruses.
(18) Stratagems
(19) Scouting
Scouting and
and patrolling,
patrolling, including
including tracking.
tracking.
(19)
(20) Combat
Combat practice
practice firing.
firing.
(2o)
(21)
Sketching and
and aerial
aerial photograph
photograph map
map reading.
reading.
(21) Sketching
(22)
Marching, with
with particular
particular attention
attention paid
paid to
to marching
marching over
over
(22) Marching,
rough, wooded
wooded trails,
trails, both
both dirt
dirt and
and rocky,
rocky, under
under varied
varied weather
weather
rough,
conditions. Trail
Trail cutting
cutting through
through dense
dense underbrush
underbrush and
and conservation
conservation
conditions.
of drinking
drinking water
water to
to be
be included.
included.
of
(23)
Bivouacs
and
camps.
(23) Bivouacs and camps.
(24) Sanitation,
Sanitation, first
first aid,
aid, and
and hygiene.
hygiene.
(24)
(25)) Handling
Handling of
of small
small boats
boats on
on inland
inland waterways.
waterways.
(25
(26) Air-grouncl
Air-ground liaison.
liaison.
(26)
(27) Training
Training of
of officers
officers as aviation
aviation observers.
observers.
(27)
(28) Rules
Rules of
of land
land warfare.
warfare.
(28)
4-2. Tactical
Tactical training.—The
training.—The current
current training
training manuals
manuals describe
describe the
the
4-2.
combat principles
principles for
for the
the ~7arious
various arms
arms and
and are
are the
the basis
basis of
of tactical
tactical
combat
instruction for
for Lmits
units preparing
preparing for
for or
or participating
participating in
in aa small
small war.
war.
instruction
These
combat
principles
may
be
supplemented
or
modified
to
conform
These combat principles may
supplemented
modified to conform
with the
the requirements
requirements of
of anticipated
anticipated or
or existing
existing conditions.
conditions. The
The
with
usual enemy
enemy tactics
tactics encountered
encountered in
in small
small wars
wars are
are those
those associated
associated
usual
with the
the ambush
ambush of
of patrols
patrols and
and convoys,
convoys, river
river fighting,
fighting, and
and surprise
surprise
with
These
operations
are
described
attacks
against
garrisons
and
towns.
These
operations
are
described
attacks against garrisons and towns.
in chapters
chapters V
V to
to X,
X, inclusive.
inclusive.
in
4-3. Rifle
Rifle company.—a.
company.—a. ‘I’he
The rifle
rifle company
company and
and its
its subdivisions
subdivisions
4-3.
are often
often called
called upon
upon to
to perform
perform independent
independent mission.
mission. Such
Such mismisare
sions include
include the
the establishment
establishment of
of small
small garrisons
garrisons in
in isolated
isolated comcomsions
munities and
and at
at strategic
strategic points
points along
along lines
lines of
of communication
communication and
and
munities
supply, patrol
patrol operations
operations coordinated
coordinated With
with the
the operations
operations of
of aviation
aviation
supply,
and other
other patrol
patrol units,
units, and
and independent
independent operations
operations that
that may
may carry
carry
and
the rifle
rifle company
company and
and its
its subdivisions
subdivisions beyond
beyond supporting
supporting distance
distance
the
of their
their bases
bases or
or friendly
friendly patrol
patrol units.
units. Training
Training for
for small
small wars
wars
of
operations,
therefore,
must
be
conducted
with
a
view
to
the
probable
operations, therefore, must be conducted with a view to the probable
assignment of
of the
the rifle
rifle company
company and
and its
its subdivisions
subdivisions to
to independent
independent
assignment
4
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In the larger patrols, the patrol leader will usually find it
missions.
impracticable,
if not impossible,
to direct the actions of each subdivision of his patrol during action against the enemy.
In such
cases, the leaders of the several subdivisions
of the patrol must control their units in such manner as will best promote the known plan
of the patrol leader.
Upon contact with the enemy in the field, there
will often be no opportunity
for the leaders of the several subdivisions of the patrol to consult with and receive orders from the patrol
leader prior to committing
their units to action.
They must know,
in advance, his plan of action in case contact is made with the enemy
and must be prepared to act independently
without the slightest
In the training of patrols, the independent
control of
hesitation.
subdivisions
should always be stressed.
b. The principal weapon of the combat organizations
is the rifle.
The man so armed must have complete confidence in his ability to
hit battlefield targets and must be thoroughly imbued with the “spirit
the desire to close with the enemy in personal combat
of the bayonet”The fact that small wars operations may be conand destroy him.
ducted in localities where the terrain and vegetation will often prevent engaging the enemy in hand-to-hand
combat does not remove
the necessity for training
in the use of the bayonet.
It is only
through such training that each individual
of the combat team is
Every man attached to a combat
imbued with the “will to win.”
organization must be trained in the use of the rifle grenade and hand
grenade, both of which are important weapons in small wars operations,
The rifleman should be given a course of trnining in the other
infantry weapons in order that he may know their employment
and
Machine guns, mortars, and 37 mm. guns may, at
functioning.
times, be issued the infantry company to augment the fire power of
its rifles.
Since additional trained personnel will often not be available to man the added weapons it becomes the duty of the infantry
company to organize squads for the operation of such weapons.
In the
c. The rifle is an extremely
accurate shoulder weapon.
hands of an expert rifle shot (sniper) it is the most important weapon
of the combat units.
Other infantry
weapons cannot replace the
rifle. The rifle is exceedingly
effective in the type of fire fight conA course in sniper firing is of
nected with small wars operations.
great value in the development
of individuals
as snipers.
Such a
course may be readily improvised by placing vegetation
before the
line of targets on any rifle range or by. using growing vegetation,
provided its location makes the method practicable.
Silhouette tar5
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TRAINING
CHARACTERAND

gets are
are shovm
shown for
for several
several seconds
seconds fit
at irregular
irrfegular intervals
intervals and
and at
at difEerdiffergets
ent
locations within
within the
the vegetation
vegetation by
by the
the manipulation
manipulation of
of ropes
ropes or
ent locations
wires from
wires
from a pit
pit or
or other
other shelter
shelter in
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of the
the targets.
targets. This
This
type
of training
training develops
develops fast,
fast, accurate
accurate shooters.
shooters.
type of
d. While
While the
the clevelopment
develo^mient of
of expert
expert individual
individual rifle
rifle shots
shots is
is highly
highly
desirable,
desirable, it
it is
is even
even more
more important
important that
that combat
combat units
units receive
receive a course
course
of
of training
training in
in the
the application
application of
of musketry
musketry principles
principles to
to the
the conditions
conditions
of
of combat
combat ordinarily
ordinarily encountered
encountered in
in small
small wars
wars operations.
operations. WhenWhenever
ever facilities
facilities are
are available,
available, the
the training
training program
program should
should devote
devote conconsiderable time
time to
to combat
combat range
range firing.
firing. Every
Every phase
phase of
of actual
actual combat
combat
siderable
should
should be
be included
included in
in this
this training.
training. To
To make
make the
the practice
practice realistic
realistic
will
will require
require much
much ingenuity
ingenuity and
and skillful
skillful planning
planning but
but there
there is
is no
no
other method
method of
of training
tiaining that
that will
Avill develop
develop effective
effective combat
combat teams.
teams.
other
Combat practice
practice firing
firing presents
presents the
the nearest
nearest approach
approach to
to actual
actual battle
battle
Combat
conditions that
that is
is encountered
encountered in
in the
the whole
whole scheme
scheme of
of military
military training.
training.
conditions
Exercises should
should be
be so designed
designed that
that leaclers
leaders are
are required
required to
to make
make an
an
Exercises
estimate of
of the
the situation,
situation, arrive
arrive at
at a decision,
decision, issue
issue orders
orders to
to put.
put the
the
estimate
decision into
into effect,
effect, and
and actually
actually supervise
supervise the
the execution
execution of
of orders
orders
decision
they
they may
may issue.
issue. The
The degree
degree of
of skill
skill and
and teamwork
teamwork of
of the
the unit
unit is
is
shown by
by the
the manner
manner in
in which
Avhich the
the orders
orders of
of the
the leaders
leaders are
are executed.
executed.
shown
The conservation
conservation of
of ammunition
ammunition should
should be stressed
stressed in
in all
all combat
combat
The
jjractices.
practices.
The l~~achine
4-^. Machine
Machine gun
gun company.—
company.—The
machine glln
gun company
company is
is oror4-4.
ganized as
as a unit
unit for
for administrative
administrative purposes
purposes to
to effect
effect uniformity
uniformity in
in
ganized
instruction, and
and to
to prolnote
promote efficiency
efficiency in
in training.
training. During
During active
active
instruction,
operations in
in the
the field,
field, however,
however, it
it will
will often
often be
be found
found necessary
necessary to
to
operations
assign platoons,
platoons, sections,
sections, or
or even
even single
single guns
guns to
to either
either permanent
permanent or
or
assign
temporary duty
duty with
with garrisons,
garrisons, patrols,
patrols, or
or other
other units.
units. In
In some
some cases
cases
temporary
it may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to arm
arm the
the personnel
personnel as ritlement
riflement to
to augment
augment the
the
it
number of
of men
men available
available for
for patrol
patrol duty.
duty. Machine-gun
Machine-gun personnel
personnel
number
are, therefore,
therefore, given
given the
the c(mrse
course of
of training
training with
with the
the rifle
rifle as outlined
outlined
are,
in
in paragraph
paragraph 43,
4-3, c and
and d.
d.
4-5. Mortars
Mortars and
and 37
37 mm.
mm. guns.—a.
guns.—a. These
These weapons
Aveapons are
are employed
employed
4-5.
to augment
augment the
the fire
fire power
power of
of other
other weapons.
weapons. They
They are
are of
of particular
particular
to
value in
in the
the organization
organization of
of the
the clefensiw
defensive fires
fires of
of small
small garrisons.
garrisons.
value
Because
of
their
bulk
and
the
difficulty
of
effective
employment
in
Because of their bulk and the difficulty of effective employment
in
heavy vegetation,
vegetation, they
they are
are not
not normally
normally carried
carried by
by small,
small, highly
highly
heavy
mobile patrols
patrols in
in the
the field.
field. In
In an
an attack
attack on
on an
an organized
oi'ganized position,
position, the
the
mobile
need for
for both
both weapons
weapons is apparent.
apparent.
need
h. The
The 37
37 mm.
mm. gun
gun is employed
employed against
against definitely
definitely lt}cate(l
located automatic
automatic
b.
weapons and
and for
for the
the destruction
destruction of
of light
light field
field works.
works. It
It delivers
delivers
weapons
6
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fire frol~la
fire
from a l~laske[l
masked l)ositit)ll
position by~~seof
by use of thequadrallt
the quadrant sight.
sij^ht. Whentime
When time
is
is an important
important element,
element, direct
direct laying
laying is
is used
used or fire n]ay
may be
be conducted
eondvicted
from a masked
masked position
position having
having sight
sight defilade
defilade only.
oidy. Since
Since its
its tactical
tactical
from
employment in
in small
small wars
wars cloes
does not
not vary
vary from
from its
its IIf)rnl:ll
normal lwe
une in llliljO1’
major
employment
warfare,
warfare, there
there is
is no
no need
need for
for special
special triiil~il)g
training applicabk
applicable oIIly
only to
to s}iall
small
lvars situations.
wars
situations.
c. The
The ability
ability of
of the
the mortar
mortar to fire
fire from
from well-c(mcealed
Mell-conoealed positions
positions
:Igainst, targets
against
targets on reverse
reverse slopes
slopes and
and under
under coyer
cover ndws
nuikes it.
it a valuable
valuable
weapon
weapon for
for small
small wars
wars operiitions.
operations. Because
Because of
of its
its nwbi]ity
moVjility it
it will
will
often be used
used as
as a sllbstitute
substitute for
for light
light artillery.
artillery. It
It can
can be used
used against
against
often
targets that
that can
can not
not be reached
reached by
by other
other infantry
infantry wea]w]~s.
weajwns. No
No special
si)ecial
targets
training is
is required
required for
for snlall
small wars
wars operations.
oi)erations.
training
4-6.
Troop schools.—ti.
schools.—a. ‘Nle
The ttroop
school is
is an iim})ortant
agency
4–6. Troop
mop school
l~l]mrtant agency
of the
the unit,
unit commander
commander for
for the
the training
training of
of his
his own
own personnel
personnel to
to meet
meet
of
the requirements
requirements of
of the
the training
training program.
program. ‘h’00])
Ti'oop SC]1OO]S
schools ln:ly
may t:ike
take
the
any form
form that
that pro~luces
produces effective
effective results,
results, including
including informal
informal conferconferany
or lectures,
lectures, demonstrate
demonstrations,
sand ti~ble
table or
or squ:idro(
squadroom
instruction,
ences or
ions, sand
ml inst
ructj( l]),
as well
well as the
the fornlnl
formal or~~inizecl
organized school
school with
with its
its stall
staff of
of il]structors,
i)istructors,
m
a definite
definite course,
course, and
and fixed
fixed periods
periods of
of instruction.
instruction.
6. The
The object
object of
of the
the troop
troop school
school is
is to
to train
train persomlel
personnel for
for c~))]~bi~t
combat
b.
iil)d
and
to
to coordinate
coordinate such
such training.
training. It
It insures
insures uniformity
uniformity in
in the
the traintraining of
of the
the enti
entire
command. ~’ertain
Certain technical
technical s~lbjects,
subjects, in which
whieh a
ing
m command.
comparatively small
small number
number of
of men
men from
from each
each orgiulization
organization are
are to
to
comparatively
be qualified,
qualified, can
can frequently
frequently be taught
taught n~ore
more ecollon~ically
economically ant
andI
be
thorollghly
thoroughly in classes
classes or schools
schools conducted
conducted by
by a higher
higher ecl~elon.
echelon.
Instruction in centralized
centralized classes,
classes, whether
whether they
they be cmnpmy
company
c. Instruction
classes
classes or
or those
those of
of a higher
higher unit,
unit, does
does not
not relieve
relieve tl~e
the s~lbordinate
subordinate twn~commander
mander from
from further
further training
training of
of troops
troops under
under his
his comman(l.
command. It
It is
is
his
his cluty
duty and
and responsibility
responsibility to so organize
organize his
his unit
unit that
that each
each individual
individual
is placed
placed where
where he
he may
may contribute
contribute most
most to
to the
the efficient
efficient wtn’king
working of
of the
the
combat team.
team. Thus,
Thus, a scout
scout may
may recei~e
receive instruction
instruction in
in scouting
scouting and
and
combat
]Jatrolling
ize(l class,
ifm upon
l)atrolling in
in a central
centralized
class, returning
returning to
to his
his ol’ganizat
organization
upon
the completion
completion of
of the
the course.
course. Upon
Upon his
his ret[lrnl
return, his
his trail]ing
training is conconthe
tinued
tinued un(ler
under his
his squad
squad leader
leader and
and officers
officers of
of his
his OW]]unit
own unit in or(ler
order that
that
the unit
unit may
may gain
gain tile
the iiClV:lIltiig(3
advantage of
of tile
the training
training he llilS
liiis ]ecwived
received wliile
wliile
the
attending the
the centralized
centralized class
class for
for scouts.
scouts.
attending
A course
course in a troop
troop school
school is plan]]e{l
jilanned wit]]
with o]ie
one ~)f
of tlje
tlie two
two followfollowd. A
ing objectives:
objectives:
ing
1) A
A course
course conducted
cond<icted for
for the
the purlmw
purj)ose (~t
of (le~eli)pillg
deve]o])ing il~struct
instructors
(~rs in
((1)
particular subject.
subject. As
As a rule,
rule, these
these classes
classes ;Ire
are tl)]l(lll(”tc(l
conducted I)Y
by the
the
a particular
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battalion
or higher
higher echelon.
echelon. Graduates
Graduates of
of such
such classes
classes are
are particuparticubattalion or
larly
valuable as
as instructors
instructors in
in newly
newly organized
organized units.
units.
larly valuable
(2)
A course
course conducted
conducted for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of teaching
teaching troops
troops the
the
(2) A
mechanics
and technique
technique of
of their
their work
work and
and equipment.
equipment. It
It does
does not
not
mechanics and
concern
itself with
with the
the development
development of
of qualified
qualified instructors.
instructors. As
As a
concern itself
rule,
these classes
classes will
will be
be conducted
conducted by
by companies,
companies, the
the course
course being
being
rule, these
somewhat
shorter than
than the
the course
course designed
designed for
for developing
developing instructors.
instructors.
somewhat shorter
e. The
The group
group method
method of
of instruction
instruction may
may be
be used
used in
in the
the training
training of
of
any
group, regardless
regardless of
of its
its size
size or
or organization.
organization. It
It provides
provides carecareany group,
ful
systematic instruction
instruction under
under the
the direct
direct supervision
supervision of
of an
an instructor,
instructor,
ful systematic
and
centralizes control
control within
within the
the group
group for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of teaching
teaching
and centralizes
the
mechanics of
of any
any subject.
subject. The
The group
group method
method of
of instruction
instruction is
is
the mechanics
preferable
for introductory
introductory training
training and
and is
is especially
especially adapted
adapted to
to ininpreferable for
struction
in basic
basic military
military subjects.
subjects. It
It consists
consists of
of five
five distinct
distinct steps,
steps,
struction in
as
follows:
as follows:
(1)
Explanation of
of the
the subject
subject or action
action by
by the
the instructor.
instructor.
(1) Explanation
(2)
Demonstration of
of the
the subject
subject or
or action
action by
by the
the instructor
instructor and
and
(2) Demonstration
assistants.
assistants.
(3)
Imitation (application)
(application) by
by all
all undergoing
undergoing instruction.
instruction.
(3) Imitation
(4)
Explanation and
and demonstration
demonstration of
of common
common errors
errors by
by the
the inin(4) Explanation
structor
and his
his assistants.
assistants.
structor and
(5)
Correction of
of errors
errors by
by the
the instructor
instructor and
and his
his assistants.
assistants.
(5) Correction
Instruction
should be
be clear
clear and
and precise.
precise. Every
Every error
error made
made by
by the
the
Instruction
should
student
during the
the applicator
applicatory step
step should
should be corrected
corrected immediately
immediately
student during
in
order to
to prevent
prevent the
the formation
formation of
of faulty
faulty habits
habits and
and wrong
wrong inlimin order
pressions.
It is
is often
often easier
easier to
to instruct
instruct a new
new recruit
recruit than
than to
to change
change
It
pressions.
the
faulty habits
habits of
of a man
man who
who has
has been
been longer
longer in
in the
the service.
service.
the faulty
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SECTION II
SECTION
II

TRAINING
DURING
CONCENTRATION
TRAINING
DURING
CONCENTRATION
Par.
Par.
Training objective
4_7
Training
objective._. -__.
-.. _.... _
-----------------------4–7
Scope of training
Scope
training_____________________ ____________________________ 4-s
4–X
Disciplinary training
Disciplhmry
training_________________________ _____________________4-9
~_~

I'age
I’age
99
99
99

4r-7. Training
objective.—a.
The
character
The
character of
of the
the training
training concon.
+7.
Training
objective.—a.
ducted during
depends
ducted
during concentration
concentration
depends upon
upon the
the time
time available,
available, the
the
state of
state
of training
training of
of the
the individual
individual units
units concentrated,
concentrated, the
the nature
nature of
of
the country
the
country in which
which operations
operations are
are to
to be
be conducted,
conducted, the
the character
character
and armament
and
armament of
of the
the forces
forces likely
likely to
to be
be encountered,
encountered, and
ancl the
the type
type of
of
operations
that
orxwattions
that may
may be necessary.
necessary.
b. Training
during
is
concerned
Training
during concentration
concentration
is primarily
primarily
ctmcerned with
with
preparation for
preparation
for the
the following
following operations:
operaticus:
(1) Ship-to-shore
movement,
and
against organized
organized opposition
opposition
ancl
(1)
Ship-to-shore
movement , against
without opposition.
without
opposition.
(2) Reorganization
preliminary
(2)
Reorganization
preliminary to
to movement
movement inland.
inland.
(3) Movement
(3)
Movement inland,
inland, including
including the
the seizure
seizure of
of defended
defended cities
cities and
ancl
towns, and
towns,
and operations
operations against
against guerrilla
guerrilla forces
forces whose
whose tactics
tactics include
include
surprise attacks
surprise
attacks and
and ambushes.
ambushes.
4-8. Scope
During
itit isis necessary
4-8.
Scope of
of training.—a.
training.—a.
During concentration
concentration
necessary
to verify
to
verify the
the readiness
readiness of
of troops
troops for
for the
the conduct
conduct of
of small
small wars
wars operaoperaDeficiencies in training
training must
must be
be corrected,
corrected, particularly
particularly if
if the
the
ttions.
ions. Deficiencies
deficiency
is
such
as
to
hazard
the
successful
prosecution
of
condeficiency is such as to hazard the successful
prosecution
of contemplated operations.
templated
operations,
.. b.
b. For
For subjects
subjects to
to be
be stressed
stressed during
during training
training for
for small
small wars
wars operaoperations,
see
paragraph
4r-l,
G.
tions, see paragraph 4-1, c.
4-9. Disciplinary
training.—Where
time
+9.
Disciplinary
training.—Where
time is
is short,
short, all
all training
training in
in
ceremonies and
ceremonies
and close
close order
order drill
drill should
shoulcl be
be reduced
reduced to
to aa minimum.
minimum.
The disciplinary
value
The
disciplinary
value of close
close order
order drills
drills may
may be
be achieved
achieved through
through
the
efficient
conduct
and
close
supervision
of
field
exercises,
the efficient conduct and close supervision
of field exercises, during
during
instruction in
instruction
in bayonet
bayonet fighting,
fighting, and
ancl in
in training
training in
in the
the use,
use, functionfunctioning, and
Smartness,
Smartness, prompt
prompt obediobediing,
and care
care of
of weapons
weapons and
and equipment.
equipment.
ence,
and
orderly
execution
can
be
exacted
of
troops
during
ence, and orderly execution can be exacted of troops during such
such
exercises,
exercises? thus
thus increasing
increasing the
the value
value of
of the
the instrviction
instruction as
as well
well as
as dedeveloping a higher
veloping
higher degree
degree of
of battle
battle efficiency
efficiency in
in the
the individual.
individual.
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SECTION III
.$k’ll(~h’
III

TRAINING EN
TRAINING
EN ROUTE
ROUTE ON
ON BOARD
BOARD SHIP
SHIP
Par.
I'ar.
Ooneral l--------------------------4-10
Genera
----------------------------4–10
Ship
Ship routine
routine______________________________________________________4-11
4–11
4-12
Time available
available for
for trooij
tro,,l) training'
tralnil}x_ . . . .._. -------. ----------------4–12
4-1."
Troop schools
schools on
on lioard
I)oard ship
ship---------------------------------------4–1:
Size of classes
4-14
Size
classe6--------------------------------------------------4–14
Example of
uMupItnY )_________________4-15
4–15
Example
of instruction
instruction assignments
assignments (rifle
( rilkcompany)
Subjects
Subjects covered
covered_________________________________________________4-16
J–16
Essential training
4-17
I!ssential
training------------------------------------------------I-17

Page
Page
11 11
11 11
12 12
12 12
12 12
13 13
14 14
14 14

4-10.
4-10. General.—a.
General.—a. The
The relative
relative value
value of
of training
training conducted
conducted aboard
aboard
ship
depends
on
the
necessity
for
the
training.
The
more
an
organship depends on the necessity for the training.
The more an organization is in need
ization
need of
of training,
training, the
the more
more itit will
w-ill profit
profit from
from every
every hour
hour
devoted to such
The
The more
more advanced
advanced an
an organization
organization isis
clevoted
such training.
training.
in its
in
its training,
training, the
the more
more difficult
difficult itit isis to
to prepare
prepare aaprofitable
profitable schedule
schedule
that can
that
can be carried
carriecl into
into effect
effect on
on board.
board. ItIt must
must be
be remembered
remembered
that one
that
one of
of the
the main
main features
features of
of aa system
system of
of instruction
instruction isisthe
the preprevention of
AA schedule
vention
of idleness
iclleness and
and resultant
resultant discontent.
discontent.
schedule that
that allows
allows
practically no
practically
no time
time for
for relaxation,
relaxation, however,
however, isis always
always toto be
beavoided.
avoided.
h. The
b.
The total
total time
time available
available for
for instruction
instruction isis aa factor
factor toto bebe conconsidered wheni
the
sidered
wheu formulating
formulating
the training
training schedule.
schedule. Some
Some organizaorganizations will
tions
will be
be on
on board
board only
only during
during the
the period
period spent
spent enroute
enroute toto the
the
scene
of
operations
and
will
disembark
immediately
upon
arrival
scene of operations
and will disembark immediately
upon arrival
thereat. Other
(sometimes
thereat.
other organizations
organizations
(sometimes called
callecl "floating"
“floating” battalbattalions) may
ions)
may be quartered
quartered on
on board
board for
for varying
varying periods
periods ofof time,
time, pospossibly for
sibly
for several
several months.
months.
c. The
c._
The thoroughness
thoroughness of
of the
the instruction
instruction will
v-ill be
be dependent
(lepen(lent upon
upon the
the,
skillful planning
skillful
planning of
of schedules,
schedules, the
the ability
ability of
of the
the instructors,
instructors, the
the
time allotted
time
allotted for
for each
each subject,
subject, and
and the
the facilities
facilities available.
available.
4r-ll.
Ship
routine.—a.
Any
training
to
be
conducted
&ll.
Ship routine.-a.
Any tmining
to be conducted on
on board
board
ship must
ship
must be fitted
fitted into
into the
the ship's
ship’s routine.
routine. The
The troop
troop commander
commander
is in command
command of
of the
the troops
troops on
on board,
board, but
but the
the commanding
commanding officer
officer
of the
of
the ship
ship is
is responsible
responsible for
for all
all the
the activities
activities on
on board.
boar(l. The
The troop
troop
activities
must
not
interfere
with
the
normal
routine
of
the
ship,
activities
must not interfere with the normal routine of the ship,
without specific
without
specific permission
permission of
of the
the commanding
commanding officer
officer of
of the
the ship.
ship.
Usually, the
Usually,
the ship's
ship’s routine
routine will
will include
include breakfast
breakfast atat 0730,
0730, inspection
inspection
of quarters
of
quarters at
at 0830,
0830, quarters
quarters at
at 0900,
0900, dinner
clinner atat 1200,
1200, and
and supper
supper atat
1700. Friday
1’700.
Friday is
is normally
normally given
given over
over to
to field
fielcl day,
day, with
with Saturday
Saturclay
morning reserved
morning
reserved for
for inspection
inspect ion of
of living
living spaces
spaces and
and personnel
personnel by
by
the commanding
officer.
As aa result,
resu!t, training
training isis limited
limited toto 4 4full
full
the
commanding
officer. As
days per
days
per week.
week.
11
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b. Mess
T).
Mess facilities
facilities on
on board
board ship
ship are
are usually
usually limited.
limited. Troops
Troops will
will
probably
probably eat
eat cafeteria
cafeteria style,
style, using
using their
their individual
individual mess
mess equipment.
equipment.
~Normally
Normally 1 hour
hour will
will be ample
ample time
time for
for the
the troops
troops to
to be
be served
served and
and
to
to complete
complete any
any meal.
meal. This
This includes
includes sufficient
suificient time
time for
for them
them to
to
procure
procure their
their mess
mess gear,
gear, be
be served,
served, wash
wash their
their mess
mess gear,
gear, and
and stow
stow it.
it.
c. Working
Working parties
parties will
will be
be required
required for
for serving
serving the
the food,
food, work
work in
in
the
the galley,
galley, and
and hancl]ing
handling stores.
stores. In
In order
order that
that interference
interference with
with
training may
may be reduced
reduced to
to a minimum,
minimum, it
it is
is desirable
desirable that
that a complete
complete
training
unit,
unit, such
such as
as a platoon
platoon or company,
company, be
be detailed
detailed daily
daily for
for such
such duty.
duty.
The
The duty
duty should
should be
be assigned
assigned to
to troop
troop units
units in
in rotation.
rotation.
d. Emergency
Emergency drills
drills will
will also
also interfere
interfere with
with the
the schedule
schedule of
of traintraining. These
These drills
drills are
are an
an important
important part
part of
of the
the ship’s
ship's routine.
routine. They
They
ing.
include
include abandon
abandon ship,
ship, collision,
collision, fire,
fire, and
and fire
fire and
and rescue
rescue drills.
drills.
Everyone
Everyone on
on board
board will
will participate
participate in
in these
these drills.
drills.
4-12. Time
4-12.
Time available
available for
for troop
troop training.—The
training.—The time
time available
available for
for
which definite
definite schedules
schedules for
for troop
troop training
training may
may be made
made up
up is
is limited
limited
which
to two
two daily
daily periods,
periods, 0900
0900 to
to 1130
1130 and
and 13(JOto
1300 to 1600,
1600, a total
total of
of 51A
51/2
to
hours.
Since only
only 4 full
full days
days per
per week
week can
can be
be definitely
definitely scheduled,
scheduled,
hours.
Since
the
weekly schedule
schedule is limited
limited to
to 22 hours
hours of
of inst
instruction.
If Friday
Friday
the weekly
rut”t,ion. If
may
be used
used for
for training,
training, another
another 51/2
5% hours
hours will
will be available.
available.
may be
^13.
Troop schools
schools on
on board
board ship.—a.
ship.—a. Classes
Classes are
are organized
organized to
to
4-13. Troop
cover
instruction in such
such subjects
subjects as may
may best
best prepare
prepare each
each member
member
cover instruction
of
command to
to become
become a more
more proficient
proficient member
member of
of his
his combat
combat
of a command
team.
Due
to
lack
of
space
and
facilities,
the
establishment
of
team. Du.e to lack of space and facilities, the establishment of troop
troop
schools,
employing the
the group
group method
method of
of instruction,
instruction, is
is the
the accepted
accepted
schools, employing
method
for shipboard
shipboard training.
training. Classes
Classes covering
covering essential
essential subjects
subjects
method for
are
organized for
for officers,
officers, noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers
officers (including
(including selected
selected
are organized
privates)
and privates.
privates.
privates)
and
6.
Formations are
are usually
usually limited
limited to
to assemblies
assemblies for
for quarters
quarters and
and
b. Formations
inspections.
At such
such formations,
formations, it
it is
is often
often possible
possible to
to carry
carry out
out
inspections.
At
exercises
such
as
the
manual
of
arms,
setting-up
exercises,
and
physiexercises such
the manual of arms, setting-up exercises, and physical
drill under
under arms.
arms.
cal drill
4r-14.
Size of
of classes.—Training
classes.—Training on
on board
board ship
ship is
is generally
generally atat+14. Size
tended
by a number
number of
of distracting
distracting and
and annoying
annoying features
features such
such as
as
tended by
seasickness,
wet
paint,
scrubbing
of
decks,
heat,
etc.
It
is,
therefore,
seasickness, wet paint, scrubbing of decks, heat, etc. It
therefore,
desirable
that classes
classes be
be organized
organized in
in small
small groups.
groups. Groups
Groups of
of 20
20
desirable that
are
the largest
largest that
that one
one able
able instructor
instructor can
can be
be expected
expected to
to handle
handle
are the
efficiently.
In the
the instruction
instruction of
of groups
groups in
in the
the mechanics
mechanics of
of the
the
efficiently.
In
several
types
of
weapons,
care
should
be
taken
to
avoid
assigning
several types of weapons, care ShOU~d be taken to avoid assigning
too
many individuals
individuals to
to aa single
single weapon.
weapon. Not
Not more
more than
than two
two men
men
too many
should
be assigned
assigned to
to one
one automatic
automatic rifle
rifle and
and not
not more
more than
than three
three
should be
to
machine gun,
gun. .4
A man
man learns
learns very
very little
little about
about the
the mechanics
mechanics of
of
to a machine
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weapon by
by watching
watching someone
someone else
else assemble
assemble and
and disassemble
disassemble the
the
a weapon
weapon.
He must
must have
have the
the weapon
weapon in
in his
his own
own hands
hands and
and perform
perform
weapon.
He
the
work himself
himself as it
it is
is only
only through
through this
this method
method that
that he
he attains
attains
the work
proficiency.
proficiency.
4-15.
Assignment to
to classes.—a.
classes.—a. An
An example
example of
of the
the assignment
assignment
4-15. Assignment
of
the personnel
personnel of
of a rifle
rifle company
company to
to the
the several
several classes
classes of
of a troop
troop
of the
school
on board
board ship
ship is
is as follows:
follows;
school on
~uvev~ision
Class
Supervision Attendance
Attendance
ckZ8S
Automatic
Company, 2
1S), plus instructors.
Automatic rifle--------rifle
Company,
2 per squad ((18),
instructors.
Do.
Machine gun___________
gun
Do.
Grenades _______________
Do.
Scout -----------------scout
Company,
.3 from
from co. hclqtrs.
hdqtrs. and 3 per platoon
platoon hdqtrs.
lidqtrs.
Signal -----------------Company, 3
(12),
(12 ), plus instructors.
Communication --------Battalion,
"Signal" and pvt.
Communication
Battalion, 2 per company ((cp.
cp. “Signal”
“Agent” ) (S).
"Agent")
(8).
b.
h. Classes
Classes organized
organized as shown
shown above
above are
are of
of a convenient
convenient size.
size.

Qualified instructors
instructors are
are assigned
assigned to
to each
each group,
group, the
the number
number of
of asasQualified
sistants depending
depending upon
upon the
the type
type of
of instruction
instruction and
and the
the availability
availability
sistants
of qualified
qualified personnel,
personnel. The
The name
name of
of the
the class
class indicates
indicates the
the subject
subject
of
in which
which that
that class
class receives
receives the
the major
major part
part of
of its
its instruction.
instruction. HowHowin
ever, each
each class
class receives
receives instruction
instruction in
in such
such other
other subjects
subjects as
as may
may
ever,
be considered
considered necessary.
necessary.
be
An example
example of
of a day’s
day's schedule
schedule for
for the
the automatic
automatic rifle
rifle class
class is
is
c. An
as follows:
follows:
as
Functioning of automatic rifle.
rifle. Lieutenmt,
Lieutenant, first platoon, senior
0930-1030 Functioning
instructor.
1045-1130 Stoppages of automatic ritk’.
riflt'. Lieutenant,
Ijieuteuuut, first phitoon,
platoon, senior in104$1130
structor.
1300--1330
1300-1330 Bayonet training. Lieutenant, bayonet instructor,
instructor, a rifle company
company
tlie battalion commander, senior instructor.
instructor.
officer designated by the
He coordinates
coordinates all bayonet instruction
instruction within the battalion.
battalion.
1345-1430 Tactics, street fighting. Company commander,
commander, instructor.
instructor. Scout
134G–1430Tactics,
joins for
for this period.
class joins
1445-1530 First aid, application
application of t(JUIYIiqLletS.
tourniquets. Battalion
Battalion surgeon, senior in1445–l~&OFirst
structor.
1545-1600 Talk, racial
racial characteristics
characteristics of country
country of
of destination. Company comm[inder,
mander, senior instructor.
instructor. Entire
Entire company
company assembles for
for this
period.

d. Division
Division of
of personnel
personnel of
of machine
machine gun
gun and
and howitzer
howitzer units
units into
into
G?.
groups for
for class
class instruction
instruction is effected
effected similarly
similarly to
to the
the outline
outline shown
shown
groups
for the
the rifle
rifle company
company in
in paragraph
paragraph 4-15,
4^15, a. The
The daily
daily schedules
schedules for
for
for
the different
different classes
classes are
are made.
made up
up in
in a manner
manner similar
similar to
to the
the example
example
the
shown for
for the
the automatic
automatic rifle
rifle class
class in paragraph
paragraph +15,
4^15, c.
shown
13
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4-16.
Subjects
covered. —a. Paragraph
Paragraph
4–1, c, lists
lists a number
number of
of
4-16. Subjects
covered.—a.
4-1,
subjects
that are
are suitable
suitable for
for shipboard
shipboard instruction.
instruction.
Deficiencies in
subjects that
Deficiencies
training
of the
the troops
troops on board,
board, as influenced
influenced by
by the
the tactical
tactical situasituatraining of
tion
likely to be encountered,
encountered,
will govern
govern the
the selection
selection of
of subjects
subjects
tion likely
will
that
are to
to be stressed.
stressed.
Having determined
determined the
the training
training needs
needs of
of
that are
Having
the
several units,
units, the
the subjects
subjects to be stressed
stressed may
may be selected
selected and
tind
the several
schedules
prepared accordingly.
accordingly.
schedules prepared
b.
In addition
adclition to the
the subjects
subjects listed
listetl in paragraj)]!
paragr:ll)h 4-1,
4--1, c, the
tile folfol5. In
lowing
subjects are
are particularly
particularly important
in~portant and
and should
should be emphasized
emphasized
lowing subjects
enrcmte
to the
the theater
theater of
of operations.
operations.
enroute to
~(1)
Information
of the
the country
country of
of destination;
destination;
its people,
people, lanlan(1) Information
of
its
gr~lage,
topography,
political and
and military
military situation.
situation.
guage, topography,
political
(2)
Enemy tactics
tactics likely
likely to be encountered.
encountered.
Tactics to be adopted
adopted
(2) Enemy
Tactics
by
our own
own troops.
troops.
by our
(3) Relations
(3)
Relations with
with inhabitants
inhabitants of
of the
the country
country of
of destination.
destination.
4-ir. Essential
training.—a.
units
4-17.
Essential
training.— a. Newly
Newly organized
organized
units will
will often
of tell
inclncle
men who
who are
are only
only partially
partially trained
trained in handling
handling their
their weapons.
weapons.
include men
After
formation of
of the
the unit,
unit, there
there may
may be only
only a short
short period
period for
for
After formation
instruction
prior to
to embarkation.
embarkation.
instruction prior
In
In some
some cases,
cases, there
there will
will be no
time
for any
any instruction
instruction whatsoever.
whatsoever.
time for
While
While enroute
enroute to
to the
the country
country
of
destination, troop
troop schools
schools should
should aim
aim to acquaint
acquaint every
every man
man with
with
of destination,
tlw
mechanics, technique,
technique, firing,
firin~, and
ancl technical
technical employment
employment
of the
the
the mechanics,
of
weapon
with which
which he is armed,
armecl, thus
thlw increasing
increasing his
his value
value to his
his
weapon with
organization
member of
of the
the combat
combs t team.
team. Permission
organization as a member
may
Permission
may be
readily
officer
read
ily secured
secured from
from the
the commanding
commanding
officer of
of the
the ship
ship to fire
the various
the
various infantry
infantry weapons
weapons from
from the
the deck
deck while
while the
the ship
ship is under
under
way. Targets
way.
Targets may
may consist
consist of
of articles
articles floating
floating at sea or articles
articles
thrown overboard
(tins
For
thrown
overboard
(tins and
and boxes
boxes from
from the
the galley).
galley).
For safety,
safety.
shooting is
If
shooting
is conducted
conducted only
only from
from the
the stern
stern of
of the
the ship.
ship.
If there
there
are no articles
may
are
articles available
available to
to be used
used as targets,
targets, "white-caps"
“white-caps”
may be
used
nsecl as aiming
aiming points.
points.
h.
in tactics
6. Instruction
Instruction
tactics should
should be sufliciently
sufficiently adequate
adequate to
to give
give all
all
enlisted
enlisted personnel
personnel a
n knowledge
knowledge of
of scouting,
sco~~ting, patrolling,
pat rolling, security
security measmeasMethods
ures,
Methods
ures. and
and troop
troop leading
leading problems,
problems, appropriate
appropriate to
to their
their rank.
rank.
of Instruction
include
(the
of
Instruction
include sketches
sketches on blackboards
blackboards
(the best
best method),
method),
chalk sketches
chalk
sketches on the
the deck,
deck, and
and matches
matches laid
laid out
out on
on deck.
deck. The
The
instructor
instruct
or explains
explains the
the situation
situation (diagram
(diagram or sketch)
sketch) and
and asks
asks difdif ferent
men
for
their
decisions
and
reasons
for
their
decisions.
Initiaferent men for their decisions and reasons for their decisions.
l~itiative and
In
tive
and discussion
discussion should
should be encouraged.
encouraged.
In small
small wars
wars situations,
situations?
the noncommissioned
officer
the
noncommissioned
officer and
and private
private are often
often faced
faced with
with probproblems requiring
lems
requiring decision
decision and
and subsequent
subsequent immediate
immediate execution.
execution.
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4-18.
Upon
4-18. System
System of
of training.—a.
training.—a.
Upon arrival
arrival in
in tlie
the theater
theater of
of op01)erations,
immediate steps
steps are taken
taken to
to continue
continue the
the training
training along
along
erations, immediate
methodical
and progressive
progressive lines.
lines. The
methodical and
The training
training is
is goverened
goverened by
by traintraining
programs and
and schedules
schedules prepared
prepared by
by the
the various
various organizations.
organizations.
ing programs
h.
b. For
For each
each training
training subject
subject functional
f uncticmal units
units (squads,
(squacls, sections,
sections, and
and
platoons)
employed.
platoons) are employed.
This
for
This places
places the
the responsibility
responsibility
for traintraining
progress upon
upon the unit
unit leader.
leader.
ing j)rogress
Unfortunately,
all
Unfortunately,
all training
training subsubjects cannot
In
jects
cannot be so handled.
handled.
In many
many instances,
instances, subjects
subjects must
must be
be
taught by
taught
by classes
classes composed
composed of individuals
individuals from
from several
several subdivisions
subdivisions
of
unit.
of a unit.
4-19.
early
4-19. Facilities.—As
Facilities.—As
early as
as possible
possible after
after the
tl~e force
force is
is estabestablished
on shore,
shore, organization
organization commanders
commanders of
of higher
higher echelons
echelons should
should
lished on
provide
their respective
respective commands
commands with
with the
the facilities
facilities necessary
necessary for
for
provide their
the
conduct of
of training.
training.
Whenever
practicable,
these facilities
facilities
the conduct
Whenever
practicable,
these
should
include the
the establishment
establishment
of training
training centers,
centers, troop
troop schools,
schools,
should include
of
ranges for
ranges
for practice
practice and
and record
record firing
firing of
of infantry
infantry weapons,
weaponsl ranges
ral~ges
for combat
for
combat practice
practice firing,
firing, and
and terrain
terrain suitable
suitable for
for the
the conduct
concluct of
of
field exercises.
field
exercises.
4-20. Subjects
covered.—a.
Paragraphs
4-1,
4-20.
Subjects
covered.+.
Paragraphs
+1, c,
c, and
ancl 4-16,
4-16, b,
b, list
list
subjects
suitable for
for training
training conducted
conducted in
in the
the theater
theater of
of operations.
operations.
subjects suitable
h. All
b.
All training
training should
should include
include field
field exercises
exercises involving
involving the
tl~e tactical
tactical
employment of
employment
of troops
troops in military
military situations
situations peculiar
peculiar to
to the
the terrain
terrain
and enemy
and
enemy resistance
resistance likely
likely to
to be
be encountered
ei~counterecl in
in different
different sections
sections
f>f the
of
the country.
country.
4-21. Training
centers.—a.
J17eapons are
ure constantly
constantly improving
improving
4–21.
Training
centers.— a. Weapons
and
minor powers
powers are progressively
progressively arming
arming themselves
themselves with
with aa greater
greater
and minor
number of
This
number
of improved
improved weapons.
weapons.
This indicates
il;dicates the
the necessity
necessity for
for
trained
troops if
if our operations
operations are
are to
to succeed
succeed without
wit bout excessive
excessive
trained troops
casualties to personnel.
When
trained
casualties
personnel.
l~hen partially
partially
trainecl troops
trool)s compose
compow
a large
large part
part of
of the
the units
units of the
the force,
force, the
the establishment
establishment of
of aa training
training
center is highly
center
highly important.
important.
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b. The establishment
of a trainiug
center offers the following
advantages:
(1) It pro~ides
for metl~odical,
progressive,
and coordinated
training.
(2) It is the central agency for the receipt and dissemination
of
information
with respect to the unusual features of the campaign
as they develop during operations in the field.
(3) It may be made sufficiently extensive to include terrain for
field exercises and ranges for combat practice firing, thus providing
facilities that might otherwise be denied to detached companies and
battalions.
(4) It is an ideal agency for the training of replacements.
All
replacements, both officers and men, should be put through an intensive course of training before they are assigned to active units in the
field.
(5) It supplies a location for troop schools.
(6) It provides the ranges necessary for the record firing of all
infantry weapons.
c. A training center includes the following activities:
These include the ranges, courses,
(1) Ranges for record practice:
md courts necessary to conchlct record practice with all weapons.
(2) Ranges for combat practice firing:
These ranges should be sufficiently extensive to permit the maneuvering
of units and the firing
of all weapons under conditions similar to those encountered in the
type of combat peculiar to the country in which operating.
The unit in charge of the training center will
(3) Troop schools:
be better able t.o conduct classes in special subjects than will other
units of the force.
Units of the force are thus enabled to send selected personnel to the training center for an intensive course of
training in a particular specialty.
4-22. Troop schools.-Each
theater of operations will present different problems that will require a knowledge of special subjects.
A
troop school is the ideal agency for such instruction.
The following
are a few of the subjects that may have special application:
Scouting and patrolling.
(To include tracking. )
Sniping.
native
canoes, etc.)
(Launches,
Handling
small boats.
Language of the country.
(Ox carts, small boats, animals.)
Transportation,
Care of animals, riding and draft.
Packing.
(Pack animals, pack saclclles, and their cargoes.)
16
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.
First

aid, hygiene,

field sanitation.

(.kn advanced

course. )

Horseshoeing.
Saddlery.
(Leather
working.)
Cooks and bakers.
(To include
units on the march
Aviation

observers.

butchering

and cooking

for small

and in garrison.)
(For

all officers.)

Organization
of troop schools
and training
centers.—a.
423.
Instructors
for troop schools that are conducted by the various garrison units are supplied by the units themselves.
The students for
such troop schools are the members of the unit and duties are so
arranged that the troop school does not interfere with the normal
routine of the garrison,
At times, the unit will be called upon to perform some emergency type of duty that may necessitate the temporary
Instructors
for a training
center
suspension
of the troop school.
come from the unit in charge of the training center and from the unit
Ordinarily, units such as complete
or units undergoing instruction.
companies are assigned to training centers for instruction.
In addition, replacements
are organized into casual units in the order in
which they arrive for duty from the continental United States.
At
times, it will be advantageous
to assign certain qualified individuals
among the replacements
to receive special instruction
in one of the
troop school classes conducted at training centers.
Troop school instructors are members of the unit in charge of the training centm.
b. The training
unit is the company.
Instruction
may be by
platoons, sections, or squads.
Companies undergoing
training at a
training center furnish many of their own instructors.
Special instructors are furnished
by the unit operating
the training center.
The supervision
and coordination
of training is a function of the
staff of the training center.
c. A list of subjects suitable for the troop school method of instruction is found in paragraph 422,
Classes are organized from
among selected personnel sent to the training center from the various
units in the field and from among qualified replacement
personnel
who have just arrived.
Upon completion
of the assigned courses,
men are sent to active units in the field. Provided existing conditions do not require otherwise, men who have been sent to the training
center for specialized training are ordinarily returned to the organizations from which they were originally
detailed.
Replacement
personnel who have completed
a special course are sent to those
organizations
-where their specialized training will be most valuable.
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4-24.
Training instructions.—Training
instructions.—Training programs
programs and
and traini]]g
training
4-24. Training
schedules are
are the
the means
means generally
generally used
used to
to outline
outline the
the training
training for
for
schedules
the various
various units,
units, thus
thus providing
providing uniformity
uniformity in
in training.
training. Training
Training
the
memoranda may
may supplement
supplement training
training programs
programs and
and training
training
memoranda
schedules,
schedules.
4r-25.
Training programs.—a.
programs.—a. Training
Training programs
programs are
are issued
issued by
by
425. Training
all commands
commands down
down to
to and
and including
including the
the company.
company. They
They express
express
all
the general
general plan
plan of
of training
training of
of the
the command
command over
over a considerable
considerable
the
period of
of time,
time, usually
usually a training
training cycle
cycle of
of 1 year,
year, but
but may
may be
be issued
issued
period
to
cover
periods
of
6
months,
3
months,
or
1
month.
to cover periods of
months,
months,
month,
b. The
The essential
essential elements
elements of
of the
the training
training program
program include
include the
the
training objective
objective or
or objectives,
objectives, the
the time
time available
available in
in which
which to
to accactraining
complish the
the mission
mission or
or missions,
missions, and
and such
such special
special instructions
instructions relatrelatomplish
ing to
to the
the conduct
conduct of
of the
the training
training as may
may be necessary,
necessary. A
A feature
feature
ing
of the
the training
training program
program with
with which
which unit
unit commanders
commanders are
are primarily
primarily
of
concerned is
is the
the total
total amount
amount of
of time
time allottecl
allotted for
for the
the training
training of
of
concerned
their
own
units.
The
authority
issuing
a
training
program
should
The authority issuing
training program should
their own units.
indicate clearly
clearly the
the time
time available,
available, whether
whether the
the training
training period
period
indicate
covered by
by the
the program
program is
is 1 year,
year, 6 months,
months, 3 months,
months, or
or 1 rmInth.
m<inth.
covered
c. Prior
Prior to
to the
the preparation
preparation of
of a training
training program,
program, a careful
careful estiestimate is
is made
made of
of the
the entire
entire training
training situation.
situation. The
The following
following factors
factors
mate
must be
be taken
taken into
into consideration:
consideration: (1)
(1) Analysis
Analysis of
of order
order from
from higher
higher
must
authority;
(2) mission
mission (training
(training objective
objective);
(3) essential
essential subjects;
subjects;
authority;
(2)
) ; (3)
(4) time
time available;
available; (5)
(6) equipment
equipment and
and facilities
facilities available;
available; (6)
(6) perper(4)
sonnel; (7)
(7) local
local conditions
conditions (climate
(climate and
and terrain)
terrain);; (8)
(8) existing
existing
sonnel;
state
of training;
training; (9)
(9) organization
organization for
for training;
training; and
and (10)
(10) obstacles
obstacles
state of
to be overcome.
overcome.
to
d.
The amount
amount of
of information
infonnation that
that should
should appear
appear in
in the
the training
training
d. The
program
(order) depends
depends upon
upon the
the size
size of
of the
the unit
unit and
and the
the particular
particular
program (order)
situation.
A small
small unit
unit requires
requires a training
training program
program in
in more
more detailed
detailed
A
situation.
form
than
does
a
larger
unit.
A
situation
pertaining
to
a
mobilizaA situation pertaining to
nlobilizaform than does
larger unit.
tion will
will demand
demand more
more centralized
centralized control
control than
than will
will aa situation
situation
tion
19
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normal
normal to
to peacetime
peacetime training.
training. lhring
During peacetime
peacetime training,
training, brief
brief
orders
isorders containing
containing only
only essential
essential information
information may
may be
be considered
considered sat
satisfactory,
factory, since
since the
the various
various units
units will
will usually
usually contain
contain a number
number of
of
experienced officers.
officers.
experienced
e. It
It is
is assumed
assumed that
that the
the First
First Battalion,
Battalion, Fifth
Fifth Marines,
Marines, has
has rereceived
ceived the
the regimental
regimental training
training program
program (order),
(order), with
with annex
annex showing
showing
regimental “losses”
"losses" for
for the
the training
training period,
period, October
October 1, 19..--,
19
, to
to
regimental
March 31,
31, 19----19
The battalion
battalion training
training program
program is
is then
then prepared
prepared
The
March
and is
is sent
sent to
to the
the various
various companies
companies of
of the
the battalion
battalion and
and such
such other
other
and
units as
as may
may be concerned.
concerned. hAn annex
annex showing
showing battalion
battalion “losses”
"losses" acacunits
companies the
the battalion
battalion training
training program.
program. The
The following
following is
is an
an
companies
example of
of such
such a battalion
battalion training
training program
program (order)
(order) ::
example
HEADQUARTERS lET
1ST BN
BN i5THMARIIVES,
5TH MARINES,
HEADQt’.4RTERS
Marine
ice, Vs.,
Marine Barracks,
Barracks, Qllartt
Quantico,
Fa.,
Aaul(d 20,
20, 19
19---Auyugt
1.
following training
training program
program governing
governing the training
training of
of the 1st Bn 5th
1. The following
Marines during
during the period, 1 October, 19_...,
19
, to 31
31 March, 19--__,
19
, is published
for
information and guidance
guidance of
of all concernsd.
concerned.
for the information
2. A conference,
conference, at which all officers of
of the battalion
battalion will
will be present, will
will
be held at battalion
battalion headquarters
headquarters at 0930,
0930, 25 August, 19---,
19
, to discuss this trainhe
program. All officers will make a
a rtireful
careful study of
of the training
training program
program
ing program.
prior to the conference.
conference.
prior
A
B.
C
----- —---,,
A---------------B. (!------Lieutenant
CoJoiiel, U. S.
8. Marine
Marine CorW,
Corps, C’onwwanding.
Commanding.
Licatrnar! t Colojtel,
Official:
Offleial:
D
E.
F
D-------------------E. F--__
--.----------., ,
First
Lievfenant, U.
V. S.
8. lf(lri~je
Marine Corps,
Corps, 1{?)-3.
Bn-3.
Fir.yt Lir?(tmfa.nt,
Distribution
X.
Distribution :: A, B, X.
GENERAL
OHDER 1
GENEIMLORDER

No_-_______
-lo
No
10 }j

TK^ilNING
PROGRAM
TRA1N[N[.; PROORAM

HEAD(JUARTFJ^s
1ST Bx
BN 5TH
.5TH MARINES,
MARINES,
HEAIX)UARTFmS1ST

Marine Barracks,
Barracks, Qaantico,
Quantico, Vu.,
Va.,
Mnrine
20 Auyust,
19..
Augu8t, 19__
TRAINING M1ssloNS.—The
MISSIONS.—The training
training missions of
of this battaljon
battalion are:
are;
1. TBAINIXCI
o. To
To secure in this
tliis comnland
command a maximum of efficiency for
for the march, camp,
a.
active service at any time.
and battlefield, with a view to possible active
6. To prepare organizations
organizations for
for expansion to war strength.
b.
To develop
develop instructors
instructors for
for training
training recruits
recruits in case an emergency
emergency should
sliould
c. To
arise.
provide personnel (individuals
(individuals as well as groups)
groups) for
for increasing
increasing units
d. To provide
to war strength and to provide
provide personnel for
for newly organized
organized units.
e. To develop
develop the science and art of
of war.
e.
Six months, 1
2. TIME
TIME AV~ILARLE.—(Z.
AVAILABLE.—a. Trail)
Training
period.—Six
1 October, 19-__-,
19
, to 31
31
ing pcl”iod.-~
2.
19
(both
inclusive).
(both dates inclusive
).
March, 19---b. Training
Training week.-Six
week.—Six days, except when shortened by holidays, guard duty,
police details, and working
working details.
police

20
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c. Training
Training da~.—Normall
day.—Normally,
hotirs, 0730
0730 to 1130,
1130. During
During periods devoted
devoted
y, 4 hours,
c.
training will
will be 7
7 hours, 0700
0700 to 1200
1200 and 1300
1300 to 1500.
1500.
to marksmanship, the training
limiting hours are prescribed for
for field exercises. Valcukitions
Calculutions for
for field exer.
exerNo limiting
cises should be based upon a 7-hour day. No instructional
instructional periods
periods will
will b~
b«
for mornings that follow
follow night operations. As il
a general
general rule, after.
afterscheduled for
will be available
available for
for administrative
administrative work, additional
additional training
training for
for defi.
definoons will
cient men, athletics, troop schools, and cerenwaies.
ceremonies. Rifle com~anies
companies will devote
cient
afternoon each vref’k
week to instruction
instruction in rifle marksmanship. This
This may tiike
take
one afternoon
the form
form of gallery
gallery practice
practice al]d
and competitiwm.
competitions. No training
training will be scheduled
scheduled
for Wednesday
Wednesday or Saturday afternoons,
afternoons, except
except that during
during marksmanship
marksmanship
for
exercise perif)ds,
periods, training
training will
will be scheduled for
for Wednesday
Wednesday afternoons.
afternoons.
and field exercise
~atl~rday mornil]gs
Saturday
mornings will be set aside
aside for
for inspection except during
during marksmanship
marksmanship
instruction has heeu
been ordered
lu-dered by the battaIion
battalion commander.
commander.
periods or when other iustructiou
Training towes.-(
losses.—(1)
detailed each day to perform
perform
d. Training
1 ) One company will be detailed
necessary guard duty and furnish
furnish police and working
working parties
parties for
for the regithe necessary
ment. The Regimental
Regimental Headquarters
Headquarters t’oulpany
Company and Regimental
Regimental Service
Service Comwill not be so detailed. Guard schedules will
will be issued every 2 weeks.
pany will
The normal
normal order of detail will
will be A, B, (’,
(', D, E, F, G,
G, H, I, K, L, and M Coml’he
During regimental
regimental and battalion
battalion field exercises
exercises the necessary guard
guard duty
pany. During
performed by the regimental
regimental band. Guard mounting
mounting will
will be held at
will be performed
1145, daily, commencing
commencing on 30 September, when Company A will take over
over the
1145,
Further details relative
relative to guard
guard mounting
mounting will
will be
duty as guard company. Further
Instruction in interior
interior guard duty will
will be carried
carried on during
during the
issued later. Instruction
company is detailed
detailed to perform
perform guard duty.
days each company
(2) The following
following holidays
holidays preannounce
are announced d:23November
: 23 November (Thanksgiving
(Thanksgiving Day);
Day) ;
(2)
January (both inclusive)
inclusive) ; 22 February
February (WdShingtO1l’s
(Washington's
24 December to 1 January
Birthday).
Birthday).
Regimental losses are shovvn
shown in annex A.
(3) l%e~imeutallosses
(4) Battalion
Battalion losses are shown in annex
annex B.
(4)
SCOPE OF
OF INSTRUCTION.--a.
INSTRUCTION.—a. Z’raitl
Training
subjects ami
and re@renc@8.-The
references.—The appliinv subjects
3. SCOPE
catory system of
of training
training will
will be employed. Training
Training of
of units and individuals
individuals
cator
will be conducted
conducted as prescribed
prescribed in the following
following orders
orders and publications,
publications, as
will
applicable:
applicable:
146.
Marine Corps Order No. 146.
Landing Operations
Operations Manual, U. S.
S. Navy.
Landing
Landing Force
Force Manual, U. S.
S. Navy.
Landing
Field Manuals, U.
U. S. Army,
Army.
Wars Manual, U. S.
S. Marine
Marine Corps.
Small Wars
~.
6. ~78e
Use of
of ~c]~~ol~.—schools
schools.—Schools will
will be
be established
established and
and ~~l]dllcte&
conducted, US
as follows:
follows:
(1)
(1) Officers’
Officers' school.
(a)
(o) Advanced
Advanced course.
(6) Orientation
Orientation course
course (current
(current training).
trahiing).
(b)
(2) Enlisted
Enlisted men’s
men's schools.
(2)
(a) Basic
Basic course.
(a)
(6) Specialist
Specialist courses.
(b)
(c) Drills
Drills and tactical
tactical trilining.
trahiing.
(c)
id) Field
Field training.
training.
(d)
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A scheclule of instruction for the otlicers’ school will be issued by this
headquarters every 2 weeks. The names of ofRcers who will act as instruct(JrS in the several subjects will be included in the schedule.
Specialist courses
for enlisted personnel will be conducted by the heads of their respective sections; that is, communication ofticers will conduct the instruction of comn~unication personnel, pioneer otfieers will conduct the instruction of pioneer personnel, etc. With the except ion of the specialist courses, all other courses of
instruction for enlisted personnel will be conducted under the direction and
supervision of company commanders.
c. ~tandavds of pro ficie?f.cw—All material to be inspected shall be complete,
immaculately clean, and serviceable.
In all training covered by published
regulations, the standard for all ranks is accuracy as to knowledge and precision as to execution. In tactical training, the objective is the development
of the tt+ctical jndgment of all leaders and their replacements by the application of accepted tactical principles ancl methods to a variety of tactical
situations.
d. Inspection.—A
proficiency test will be held at the conclusion of each
phase of training. It is to be expected that the required standard of proficiency
will have been developed on the last day of trnining in any given subject and it
is ou tlmt day that the final test will be conducted. However, instruction in a
given subject may be discontinued at any time that it becomes apparent that
the desired standard has been reached. The time thus saved may be utilized
for other instruction.
Unit progress charts will be kept by each company
comrnaucler. Inspections to test proficiency in a subject will be practical and
informal in nature and will not interfere with the training.
Proma?m$and scheddes.-(
1) Training program8.—
4. MIscm.m~wus.-a.
Company commanders will PrePare comPanY training programs for the period
indicated and will submit them to this headquarters prior to 15 September.
The company training program is not to be regarded as a rigid schedule of
execution. It is merely the plan of the company commander, showing the
approximate allotment of time and the general scheme for using that time.
It is intended to be flexible and must be so considered.
(2 i Traininfl gchedule8.-Weekly
training schedules will be submitted to
this headquarters before noon on the Wednesday preceding the training week
covered by the schedule. Alternate instruction for 1 day will be added to
wreekly schedules to provide for possible interruption due to inclement weather.
detailed to special duty will receive not less than 8
b. .4ttrndance.-Men
hours instruction weekly, excePt during weeks shortened by holidays or guard
duty. Company commanders will submit requests to this headquarters, 1
week in advance, when the attendance of special duty men is desired for hlstructionnl periods. Administrative details will be so arranged that every
man performing special duty will receive at least 4 hours training each week.
c. Ceren/onies.-Weather
perrnitting, there will be one regimental cerernouy
and one ceremony for each battalion weekly, except dnring the marksmanship
period. All units will normally participate in the regimental ceremony. Days
Monday, First Battalion; Tuesday,
for ceremonies are assigned as follows:
Second’ Battalion; Thursday, Third Battalion; Friday, Fifth Marines.
d. Athleiics.—Participa tion in athletics is voluntary. Company commnnrlers
will encourage intercompany sports and company competition. The bat-
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talion athletic ofRcer will coordhmte the use of the vmhm+ athletic .fmilities.
c. Junior ofixv-s.-Except m otherwise prescribed in regulations, each lieutenant will be given a permanent assignment to a clearly clefinecl cluty pertaining to the daily command training and administrative activities of his
OrganIzation.
f. J3mrci8e8 in teauin~ f)08L~rgankXiti011S will be prepared to leave the
post at any time upon order of the regimental comrnauder. The order for
the exercise will include instructions relative to the amount of equipment to
be carried and whether preparations will be made for prolonged tiekl service
or for only a short period of time.
g. Uniform.-Post
regulations prescribe the uniform of the clay for different
seasons of the year. During training, the uniform of the clay may be modified
at the discretion of company commanders, depending UPOUthe nature of the
training; i. e., dungarees may be worn by Company D during gun drills and by
all companies during instruction in scouting and patrolling; shooting coats
may be worn during marksmanship training, etc.
h.. In8trnctiOnal method87- Instructions in oral orders, messages, range estimation, target designation, hasty sketches, care ancl display of equipment, and
similar subjects, will be carried on concurrently with other training.
A----------B. C’___________
Lioutcnu?lt Colonel, V. S. Muriuc Corp.Y. ~owmwjjdiny.
Oftici/tl:

D----------13. l’------------First licutc}l(z~jt, U. S. Marine
W-3.
Annexes :
A—Regimental losses.
B—Battalion losses.
Distribution: A, H, X.

Corph.

sareordinarilymade
up in tabular
/. Company training program
form and list the training subjects, the estimated number of hours to
be devoted to each subject, and the allocation of these hours by weeks.
These forms are convenient and useful, provided they are regarded
as flexible.
At best, they only estimate the time factor ancl indicate
a proposed scheme for employing
that time.
They are understood
to be tentative programs and should be so considered.
It is assumed
that Company B, Fifth Marines, has received a copy of the training
program of the First Batt alien.
Using the battalion training program as a guide, the following is an example of the vnnpany training
program prepared to cover the period October 1, 19.-__, to March
31, 19---- :
schedules are issued by a
4-26. Training
schedules .—l’rainiug
commander
accomplished

for

that

under

part

of the training

his direct

command.

of his unit that
They

is to be

are based upon the

i~nd orders of higher commanders.
The amount
of time devoted to the several snbjects is dependent upon the state of

t rainhl~

programs
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proficiency
proficiency of
of the
the unit
unit for
for which
which the
the training
training schedule
schedule is
is prepared,
prepared,
more time
more
time being
being allotted
allotted to
to instruction
instruction in
in those
those subjects
subjects in
in which
which the
the
unit
is deficient.
deficient. Training
Training schedules
schedules are
are generally
generally made
made up
up in
in tabtabunit is
ular
form and
and include
include the
the name
name of
of the
the subject,
subject, hours,
hours, place,
place, uniform
uniform
ular form
and
equipment, references,
references, and
and name
name of
of the
the instructor.
instructor. When
When proppropand equipment,
erly
prepared, no
no additional
additional information
information is
is required
required for
for training
training durdurerly prepared,
ing
the
period
covered
by
the
schedule.
ing the period covered by the schedule. Training
Training schedules
schedules are
are issued
issued
to cover
to
cover relatively
relatively short
short periods
periods of
of time.
time. The
The usual
usual period
period covered
covered
is
week, since
since schedules
schedules covering
covering a longer
longer period
period are
are likely
likely to
to be
be
is 1 week,
interrupted.
In
interrupted.
In addition
addition to
to imparting
imparting the
the information
information necessary
necessary to
to
conduct
the training,
training, schedules
schedules are
are so
so arranged
arranged that
that the
the required
required
conduct the
standards
of proficiency
proficiency are
are reached
reached in
in a minimum
minimum of
of time.
time. Jvhen
When
standards of
approved
by higher
higher authority,
authority, training
training schedules
schedules become
become instruments
instruments
approved by
of
execution. This
This does
does not
not mean,
mean, however,
however, that
that a training
training schedule
schedule
of execution.
is to
to be followed
followed blindly.
blindly. Should
Should it
it become
become apparent
apparent that
that the
the ininstruction
is not
not accomplishing
accomplishing the
the desired
desired result,
result, the
the schedule
schedule should
should
struction is
be varied
varied immediately.
immediately. It
It is
is assumed
assumed that
that Company
Company B,
B, Fifth
Fifth MaMarines,
has received
received a copy
copy of
of the
the battalion
battalion training
training program
program of
of the
the
rines, has
First
Battalion and
and that
that the
the company
company training
training program
program has
has been
been
First Battalion
prepared.
Using these
these programs
programs as
as a guide,
guide, the
the following
following is
is an
an
prepared.
Using
example
of the
the weekly
weekly training
training schedule
schedule prepared
prepared to
to cover
cover the
the week
week
example of
ending
October 6,
6, 19...-.
19
ending October

24
24
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5-1. General.—a.
5-1.
General.—a. Ane~~tr:l]zolleisal~al@~l
A neutral zone is an ai-ea inwhicll
in Avhicli no
no hostilities
hostilities
are permitted.
permitted. The
The establishment
establishment of
of neutral
neutral zones
zones is
is not
not of
of recent
recent
are
origin; the
the system
system has
has been
been employed
employed not
not only
only by
by civilized
civilized nations
nations
origin;
but also
also by
by early
early American
American Indians
Indians ancl
and by
by African
African tribes.
tribes. The
The
but
procedure at
at the
the beginning
beginning of
of a small
small war
war operation
operation often
often follows
follows
procedure
sequence that
that is
is more
more or
or less
less a matterof
matter of routine.
routine. First,
First, one
one or more
more
a sequence
of our
our cruisers
cruisers arrive
arrive off
off a foreign
foreign port
port in
in consequence
consequence of
of actual
actual or
or
of
potential danger
danger to
to our
our nationals
nationals and
and their
their property.
property. Then
Then if
if the
the
potential
situation
situation requires
requires it,
it, a ship’s
ship's landing
landing force
force is sent
sent ashore
ashore at
at this
this port
port

to suppress
suppress disorder,
disorder, provide
provide a guard
guard for
for our
our nationals
nationals and
and their
their
to
property
property in
in the
the port,
port, including
including our
our le@ion
legation or
or consular
consular buildings,
buildings,
and, in addition,
addition, certain
certain local
local government
government buildings,
buildings, such
such as custom
custom
and,
houses.
houses. If
If there
there is
is a prospect
prospect of
of fighting
fighting between
between the
the local
local factions,
factions,
the
the cruiser’s
cruiser's commander
commander (or
(or senior
senior naval
naval officer
officer in
in command
command locally)
locally)
forbids
forbids combat
combat in areas
areas where
where the
the lives
lives tind
and property
property of
of oLw
our nationals
nationals
might.
might be endangered.
endangered. Tl~is
This is
is done
done by
by the
the establishment.
establishment of
of neutral
neutral
zones;
zones; and
and this
this procedure
procedure frequently
frequently results
results in
in the
the cessation
cessation of
of hoshostilities; the
the mutually
mutually clestrnct
destructive
strife may
may become
become so severe
severe that
that
tilities;
ive strife
absolute chaos
chaos is
is imminent,
imminent, and
and neither
neither faction
faction is
is capable
capable of
of guaranguaranabsolute
teeing the
the security
security of
of life
life and
and property.
property. Then
Then the
the neutral
neutral forces
forces may
may
teeing
be
be forced
forced to
to enlarge
enlarge their
their sphere
sphere of
of action
action by
by a movement
movement inland.
inland.
h. The
The foreign
foreign policy
policy of
of the
the United
United States
States relative
relative to
to clomestic
domestic disdisb.
orders in
in unstable
unstable countries
countries is
is one
one of
of llol~illter~~el~tioll.
nonintervention. However,
However, as
orders
measure to
to safeguard
safeguard our
our nationals
nationals and,
and, incidental
incidental thereto,
thereto, other
other
a measure
foreign nationals,
nationals, havens
havens of
of refuge
refuge will
will no
no cloubt
doubt be
be established
established at
at
foreign
certain seaports
seaports of
of an
an unstable
unstable country
country whenerer
whenever the
the domestic
domestic disdiscertain
order threatens
threatens the
the lives
lives of
of these
these nationals.
nationals. To
To provide
provide protection
protection
order

1
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en route to the haven

of refuge, certain routes of evacuation,
such
as railroads, highways,
and rivers leading to the seaports may also
be designated as a part of the neutral zones. 111 such cases, a definite
time limit may be set for refugees to clear the routes.
Situations
undoubtedly
will arise where our individual
nationals will not seek
safety within the neutral zone established
at the seaport, but will
111
elect to remain with their property and goods in the interior.
such cases the responsibility
of the commander of the United States
forces at the seaport neutral zone should be considered to be at an
end with regard to any protection
to be afforded these nationals.
Should any lmrm come to these nationals who elect to renlain with
their property and goods in the interior of the country, recourse must
be had later to diplomatic
action for redress, and recompense for
loss of goods and property must be made in the case of those nationals
who seek safety in the neutral zone seaports and abandon their
property in the interior.
c. The establishment
of a neutral zone may not necessarily be followed by further military operations; however the prolongation
of the
unsettled condition in the country may necessitate SUCI]action, involvAccordingly,
Neutral
ing a movement
inland from those zones.
Zones and Movement
Inland are presented in that order in this
chapter.
5-2. Purpose,
occasion,
and circumstances.—a.
Purpose.— ( 1)
Protect treaty rights.
(2) Assist in maintaining
the existence of, or the inc]ependenu? of,
a government in accordance with treaty provisions.
(3) Protect lives and property of our nationals locatecl ill disturbed
areas and unfortified cities.
(4) Further the provisions of our national policy.
(5) Protect and prevent depredations
on neutral territory of adjacent countries.
b. Occasion..— (1) In time of revolution, during riots, or when the
local government has ceased to f unct ion.
(2) In time of war between two nations.
c. f%wum.starnces.-( 1 ) At the request of a recognized government.
or at the insistence of regular local officials.
(2) At the request of the opposing factions.
(3) By forces of another power, or group of powers. without the
invitation
of any faction.
(4) By agreement between contending states or ftmces.
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5-3.
5-3. Basic
Basic orders.—The
orders.—The orders
orders directing
directing the
the establishment
establishment of
of a
neutral
neutral zone
zone should
should be brief
brief and
and concise,
concise, ancl
and should
should contain
contain the
the folfollowing information:
information:
lowing
(1)
Designation of
of the
the military
military force
force to be employed
employed in
in the
the estabestab(1) Designation
lishment
lishment and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the zone,
zone, ancl
and the
the zone
zone force
force commander.
commander.
(2) The
(2)
The mission
mission of
of the
the force.
force.
(3) Information
(3)
Information relative
relative to
to the
the purpose,
purpose, occasion
occasion allcl
and circumstances
circumstances
necessit
sting
the
establishment
of
the
neutral
zone,
necessitating the establishment of the neutral zone.
(4) The
(4)
The exact
exact time
time after
after which
which an
an area
area shall
shall be considered
considered as a
neutral
neutral zone,
zone, relative
relative to movements
movements by
by land,
land, water
water and
and air.
air.
(5)
The
limits
of
the
neutral
zone.
(5) The limits of the neutral zone.
(6)
Logistic provisions,
provisions, including
including those
those pertaining
pertaining to
to the
the requirerequire(6) Logistic
ments of
ments
of refugees.
refugees.
(7) Reference
(7)
Reference to
to the
the communication)
communication plan
plan and
and notification
notification of
of the
the
location
location of
of the
the zone
zone force
force commander.
commander.
54. Instructions.—Aclclitional
5-4.
Instructions.—Additional information
infoi-mation required
required should
should acaccompany
company the
the Basic
Basic Order
Order in
in the
the form
form of
of an
an annex,
annex, or
or if
if there
there are
are
existing
existing general
general instructions
instructions relative
relative to
to the
the establishment
establishment of
of neutral
neutral
zones,
zones, reference
reference should
should be made
made to them
them in the
the order.
order. These
These instrucinstructions
tions should
should contain,
contain, when
when applicable,
applicable, stipulations
stipulations covering
covering the
the folfollowing
lowing matters:
matters:
(1)
Control to
to be exercised
exercised by
by the
the zone
zone force
force commander
conmiander and
and the
the
(1) Control
local
local civil
civil authorities.
authorities.
(2)
Restrictions placed
placed on opposing
opposing force
force(s)
within limits
limits of
of
(2) Restrictions
(s) within
neutral
neutral zones
zones at the
the time
time of
of establishment.
establishment.
(3) Instructions
(3)
Instructions relative
relative to
to local
local authorities
authorities and
and civilians
civilians bearing
bearing
arms
arms within
within the
the zone.
zone.
(4)
Acts to
to be
be prohibited,
prohibited, sL~ch
such as
as the
the delivery
delivery from,
from, or
or passage
passage
(4) Acts
through the
through
the zone,
zone, of
of supplies
supplies destined
destined for
for the
the contending
contending forces
forces who
who
are
prohibited the
the use
use of
of the
the zone.
zone.
are prohibited
(5)
Type of
of vessels
vessels and
and also
also land
land and
and air
air transportation
transportation carriers
carriers
(5) Type
prohibited
entrance to
to or
or passage
passage through
through the
the zone.
zone.
prohibited entrance
(6)
Restrictions upon
upon the
the communication
communication facilities.
facilities.
(6) Restrictions
5-5.
Zone force
force commander’s
commander's order.—The
order.—The operation
operation orders
orders of
of
5–5. Zone
the
zone force
force commander
commander should
should contain
contain so much
much of
of the
the information
information
the zone
furnished
him in
in his
his orders
orders from
from higher
higher authority
authority as will
will be
be of
of value
value
furnished him
to
his subordinates,
subordinates, and
and also
also any
any additional
additional information
information that
that may
may
to his
be pertinent.
pertinent. The
The order
order should
should contain
contain detailed
detailed instructions
instructions for
for each
each
task
group of
of his
his force.
force. If
If general
general instructions
instructions for
for the
the establishment
establishment
task group
of
neutral zones
zones have
have been
been issued
issued by
by higher
higher authority,
authority, those
those parts
parts
of neutral
that
are applicable
applicable to
to the
the immediate
immediate situation
situation should
should be promulgated
promulgated
that are
3
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to the task groups of the local zone force either in the zone force comLogistic provisions,
commander’s order or as an annex thereto.
munication
plan and location of the zone force commander should
complete the order.
5-6. Proclamation.—The
civilian population
of the neutral zone
and its vicinity, as well as the factions to be prohibited the use of the
zone, should be informed of its establishment
as early as practicable.
This may be accomplished by the delivery of a written memorandum
to the local authorities and to the heads of the contending
factions,
or by the publication of a proclamation
in the local newspapers with
a delivery of same to the local authorities and to the heads of the
contending
fact ions.
SUCII memorandum or proclamation
should be
published both in English and in the local language.
The delivery
of the memorandum or proclamation may be made direct or through
the diplomatic
agent of the country represented by the zone force
commander.
Regardless of the method of transmission
or its form,
the proclamation
should contain stipulations regarding the following
matters:
(1) Precise date and hour at which the establishment of the neutral
zone becomes effective.
(2) Area included in the neutral zone, with the boundaries or
limits clearly defined by terrain features.
(3) Relationship
of armed forces of contending
factions with the
neutral zone.
(4) Relationship
of the zone force with the civilian population and
local authorities within the zone.
(5) Acts to be prohibited in or over the zone.
(6) Transportation
restrictions on routes of communication through
the zone.
(7) Communication
restrictions within the zone.
(8) Conduct or status of armed vessels within the zone.
(9) Such other information
as maybe necessary for a clear understanding of the exact circumstances upon which the establishment
of
the zone is based, the purpose to be accomplished,
and the means to
be used.
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6-7. Pointof
Point of departure.—a.
departure.—a. Asin
As in all
all forms
forms of
of warfare,logistic
warfare, logistic
5-7.
requirements must
must be
be given
given careful
careful consideration
consideration in
in preparing
preparing strastrarequirements
tegic and
and tactical
tactical plans;
plans; in
in fact
fact such
such requirements
requirements are
are frequently
frequently the
the
tegic
determining factor.
factor. Before
Before a movement
movement inland
inland is
is undertaken
undertaken an
an
determining
analysis and
and estimab
estimate of
of the
the local
local transportation
transportation and
and supply
supply facilities
facilities
analysis
must be
be made
made in
in order
order to
to insure
insure a reasonable
reasonable rate
rate of
of advance
advance with
with
must
i-eplacement of
of supplies.
supplies.
wplacernent
h. The
The movement
movement inland
inland will
will not
not always
always be
be a movement.
movement from
from a
b.
seaport to
to the
the interior.
interior. Frequently
Frequently the
the movement
movement will
will be
be made
made from
from
seaport
the capital
capital or
or principal
principal city,
city, located
located at
at the
the terminus
terminus of
of a railroad
railroad at
at
the
the head
head of
of navigation
navigation on
on the
the upper
upper part
part of
of a large
large river,
river, or
or on
on a
the
well-developed highway,
highway, with
with well-defined
well-defined lines
lines of
of communication
communication
well-developed
connecting it
it with
with the
the seacoast.
seacoast. In
In any
any case
case the
the point
point of
of departure
departure
connecting
becomes a base
base of
of operations
operations as
as well
well as
as a base
base of
of supply
supply until
until other
other
becomes
bases more
more advanced
advanced are
are established.
established. Should
Should the
the small-war
small-war operaoperabases
tions be
be initiated
initiated by
by the
the establishment
establishment of
of neutral
neutral zones,
zones, one
one or
or more
more
tions
of them
them may
may later
later become
become a base
base for
for extended
extended operations.
operations.
of
c. If
If the
the point
point of
of departure
departure for
for the
the movement
movement inland
inland is
is to
to be
be other
other
than a seaport,
seaport, the
the movement
movement to
to the
the point
point is
is made
made by
by the
the most
most conconthan
venient means.
means. The
The movement
movement will
will be of
of the
the same
same general
general nature.
nature
venient
as an
an advance
advance in
in major
major warfare
warfare in
in the
the presence
presence of
of the.
the enemy.
enemy. The
The
special features
features of
of a movement
movement by
by inland
inland waterways
waterways are
are presented
presented
special
in chapter
chapter XII.
XII.
in
5-8.
Mobile columns
columns and
and flying
flying' columns.-a.
columns.—a. When
When, the
the successsuccess5-8. Mobile
ful prosecution
prosecution of
of the
the campaign
campaign requires
requires the
the execution
execution of
of measures
measures
ful
beyond and/or
and/or supplementary
supplementary to
to the
the establishment
establishment of
of neutral
neutral zones,
zones,
beyond
the control
control of
of seaports,
seaports, or
or key
key cities
cities along
along lines
lines of
of communication
communication in
in
the
the affected
affected areas,
areas, mobile
mobile columns
columns must
must be
be projected
projected inland
inland from
from the
the
the
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points of cleparture, for the purpose of pursuing, rounding-up,
capany existing
irregl~lar forces; tjf covering proturing, Or dispersing
ductive mreas; or of estnblishin~~ chains of protected advancecl bases in
the interior.
b. ltlobile

columns as snch difler

in one great

essent ial—supply.

tachment,, usually

from

the so-calle(l

~ flying

of all arms, operatin~

column

insure mobility
mobile

column

an(l sllfficient ly strong
supplies

columns
as a de-

at a clistanee from,

depenclent, of, CLmain body or stlpport i~~g troops,
to a base of

flying

is defined

and in-

] ig]~t ]y eqllipped

to exempt

it from

being

to
t iecl

through

a fixed line of colnmunications.
A
is of the same description LLStl}e flyi] lg colLunn with

the exception that it is self-supporting
to a lesser degree and is dependent for its existence on its base of snpplies.
c. The movement may be ma[le by a large force operating along
a well-defined
route, hit, will usuallj’ be made by several mobile
columns opernt ing either along wparat e lines of ndvance or follm~-ing each other independently
along the same route of advance at fin
interval of about 1 day.
In some situations, columns may start from
clifferent points of departure and converge on a city or productive
area. The columns may varv ill size from a reinforced
company
to a reinforced regiment, but (be size best. adapted to SIICIIoperations
has been found to be a reinforced battalion.
d. When fortified posts with permanent garrisons are established.
flying columns should operxte therefrom.
This is the most arduous
of all operations; the idea being to combat the native guerilla at his
At the beginning of such operations,
own game on his own ground.
the column may be of considerable strength-a
company of infantry
accompanied by a machine gun and howitzer detachment preceded by
As the guerilla forces are dispersecl, combat
a mounted detachment.
patrols (mounted or dismounte(l ) consisting of two or more squads
may suffice. The mission of the flying column will be to seek out the
hostile groups, attack them el)er~etically , iLncl then pursue them to
the limit.

Therefore,

there should be nothing

in its composition

or

armament that WOLI1
d tencl to recluce its mobility or independence of
action beyond that absolutely necessary for combat and subsistence.

which can be carried by the men, the column as
These posts must
a rule will depend ~lpon the permanent garrisons.
be established in sufficient numbers to permit of such supply-a
post
always being within 1 or 2 days’ march of another ~Jost.
e. A‘ flying column should neWW be disp:~tche(l to any area ~lnless
~Jrit]1 available funds, not only may
it is amply supplied with C.wm
Except

for supplies

6
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subsistence be purchasecl, but often information
of the hostile forces
and the terrain (guides and interpreters).
The money supplied the
flying column should be in SMALL clenorninations,
principally
silver; it is difficult, frequently
impossible,
to change bills in rural
communities.
5–9. Strength
and composition
of colurnns.-a.
TIIe strength and
composition of mobile columns will depend LIpon the probable resktarrce to be encountered,
the terrain to be traversed, the type and
condition of existing transportation,
ancl the me:lns of comnlunication.
~ormally,
the addition of mounted clet achments, armorefl cars,
If a march through an
and aircraft is dwirable in such columns.
extensive area of undeveloped
country is contemplatecl,
an engineer
lmit should be included.
The use of light field pieces has been limited in the past, but with the increase of armament by all classes of
powers and the improvement
of defensive
means, they cannot be
dispensed with unless there is every assurance that they will not be
needed.
However, as a general rule, nothing should be added to the
mobile column that would tencl to decrease its mobility and which
is not absolutely necessary.
b. The column should be of sufficient strength to ennble it to cope
with the largest force likely to be encounterecl.
While weakness in
the strength of a column is dangerous, yet excessive strength shoulcl
be avoided.
The supply requirements
of a large column necessiand results in a proportionately
tate considerable
transportation,
larger train guard as the length of the column increases.
A larger
train also decreases the mobility of the column.
c. If the movement is made over broken country with poor roads
and trails, the column often will be forced to move in single file. A
column of excessive strength for its mission will march irregularly
Such a column will arrive at
due to the elongation of the column.
its destination
in a more exhausted condition than a smaller force
which is able to maintain a regular rate of march.
In case an operation necessitates a large column with the corresponding
large train,
the train may be broken up into two columns in addition to separation of the combat force.
This will prel’ent elongation of the column
and allow a regular rate of march.
d. The numerical strength of a column may be decreased by the
inclusion of an increase of automatic weapons and supporting infantry weapons above the normal allowance.
The increase of ammunition necessitated
thereby will not be proportionate
to the decrease
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in
the amount
amount of
of subsistence.
subsistence. Such
Such a decrease
decrease will
will also
ako decrease
decrease
in the
the
amount of
of transportation
transportation required.
required.
the amount
e. By
By means
means of
of the
the modern
modern portable
portable light
light radio
radio sets
sets (one
(one of
of which
which
at
least
should
be
assigned
to
the
column)
and
contact
planes,
at least should be assigned to the column)
and contact planes, a
column
can be
be readily
readily reinforced
reinforced when
when necessary.
necessary. Columns
Columns moving
moving
column can
in
the same
same general
general area
area are
are better
better able,
able, due
due to
to the+se
these means
means of
of comcomin the
munication,
to keep
keep in
in close
close touch
touch and
and to
to render
render mutual
mutual support
support
munication,
to
than
in the
the past.
past. This,
This, with
with the
the offensive
offensive support
support available
available from
from
than in
aviation,
must be
be considered
considered in
in determining
determining the
the composition
composition and
and
aviation,
must
strength
of the
the column.
column.
strength of
~. Radio
/.
Radio and
and contact
contact planes
planes may
may be
be the
the only
only reliable
reliable means
means of
of
communication
at the
the beginning
beginning of
of a movement.
movement. However,
However, all
all means
means
communication
at
of
communication must
must be
be considered,
considered, not
not only
only in
in deciding
deciding upon
upon
of communication
the
strength of
of the
the column
column but
but also
abo the
the route
route to
to be
be followed.
followed. TeleTelethe strength
graph and
graph
and telephone
telephone lines
lines may
may be
be destroyed,
destroyed, and
and in
in the
the early
early stages
stages
of
the operations
operations it
it may
may not
not be
be worth
worth while
while to
to repair
repair and
and maintain
maintain
of the
them.
If
them.
If not
not interfered
interfered with,
with, or
or when
when control
control is
is established
established and
and
repairs
effected, these
these land
land lines
lines should
should be
be utilized.
utilized. Dispatch
Dispatch riders
riders
repairs effected,
(runners,
foot or
or mounted)
mounted) may
may not
not be
be of
of much
much value
value until
until condicondi(runners, foot
tions
become fairly
fairly settled,
settled, but
but at
at times
times they
they may
may be
be the
the only
only me~ns
means
tions become
available,
or they
they may
may be
be used
used to
to supplement
supplement other
other means.
means. Where
Where
available, or
the
country lends
lends itself
itself to
to the
the employment
employment of
of armored
armored cars,
cars, they
they may
may
the country
be used
be
used for
for courier
courier service.
service. Any
Any courier
courier service
service on
on a regular
regular time
time
schedule
and via
via restricted
restricted routes
routes is
is dangerous.
dangerous.
schedule and
5-10.
Protective measures
measures covering
covering movement.—a.
movement.—a. When
When a colcol5–10. Protective
umn
starts
its
movement,
it
is
immediately
concerned
with
the
genumn starts its movement, it is immediately
concerned with the general
means of
of insuring
insuring its
its uninterrupted
uninterrupted advance
advance through
through hostile
hostile
eral means
territory.
Usually all
all parts
parts of
of a column
column are
are vulnerable
vulnerable to
to attack.
attack.
territory.
Usually
In
major warfare
warfare an
an army
army usually
usually has
has such
such an
an extent
extent of
of frout
front that
that
In major
its rear
its
rear and
and base
base are
are reasonably
reasonably secure,
secure, and
and attacks
attacks are
are launched
launched by
by
the
enemy at
at the
the flanks
flanks and
and front.
front. In
In small
small wars,
wars, however,
however, the
the frontfrontthe enemy
age of
age
of the
the regular
regular force
force is
is relatively
relatively narrow
narrow and
and the
the column
column of
of regular
regular
troops
liable to
to attack
attack by
by encircling
encircling detachments
detachments of
of the
the irregular
irregular
troops is liable
forces,
Therefore
forces.
Therefore the
the column
column must
must insure
insure itself
itself from
from an
an attack
attack from
from
every
direction.
every direction.
h.
In major
major warfare,
warfare, this
this security
security is effected
effected by
by outposts,
outposts, by
by acladb. In
vance,
flank, and
and rear
rear guards,
guards, by
by scouts,
scouts, by
by combat
combat patrols
patrols and
and conconvance, flank,
necting
groups, by
by deployment
deployment in
in depth,
depth, and
and by
by means
means of
of air
air reconreconnecting groups,
naissance.
In small
small wars,
wars, the
the principles
principles of
of security
security are
are the
the same
same but
but
In
naissance.
their
application varies
varies with
with the
the hostile
hostile tactics,
tactics, armmnent.
armament, :lncl
and the
the
their application
terrain
over which
which the
the forces
forces operate.
operate. The
The guiding
guiding principle
principle of
of
terrain over
8
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security is to prevent the hostile fire from being effective against the
The enemy should be denied all termain body of a march column.
rain from which he may inflict losses upon the column, and the advantage of superior armament and accuracy of fire maintained
to
prevent the opponent from closing in to effective range of his own
weapons even though he be superior numerically.
c. The nature of the terrain has a marked influence on security
measures.
Often in the theaters of operations, thick low brush interspersed w-ith cactus extends along the main trails and roads making
an almost impenetrable
jungle, too thick for the movements therein
of even small combat groups.
In such cases the use of flank guards
for a marching column is practically impossible, the lack of which at
times permits the hostile force to establish favorable ambushes along
such a route.
d. An active hostile force bent on small depredations
and armed
with rifles and automatic weapons will have ample opportunity
to
ambush the main body of a column after the advance guard has
passed unless patrols are kept continually
moving through the underbrush on both sides of the road at a distance from which the ambush
position would be effective (normally
about 20 to 40 yards).
The
progress of such flank patrols, however, will be slower than that of
the main body with the result that these patrols will be continually
falling behind.
This necessitates sending out frequent patrols from
To prevent uncovering the head of
the head of each organization.
each organization
by these detachments
therefrom,
the patrols
should be started out well ahead of the organization
when opposite
the rear.
e. On mountain
trails with heavy growth of brush and timber
which restricts or prohibits the use of flank patrols, a column may be
obliged to march in single file. Its only security in this case will
depend upon a prompt return of a heavy volume of fire from the part
of the column attacked.
When the column is restricted in its march
formation, it should be diviclecl into a number of small combat teams,
each being capable of independent
action.
5-11. Establishment
of advanced
bases inland.—a.
After the
mobile columns have successfully
dispersed the larger groups of t~~e
hostile forces in any area, the next step is the establishment
of advanced bases and fortified posts inland for the prosecution of the next
phase-the
operation of flying columns into the interior.
b. The particular functions of a fortified post are as follows:
(1) To cover productive
areas and their lines of communication
with their markets.
9
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(2) Toafford protection tfJtlle loc~lllj{J[>~~latiol~ il~tl~:ltarea.
(3) To form abaseof
supply, rest, replacement, andinforrnation
for flying columns.
c. As a general rule, these posts should be locatecl at the heads of
valleys on main roacls or waterways leading from seaports, and at the
~l.pexes of val]eY and interva]]ey roads and trails leading to the more
tlifficult wooded and mountain regions —the final theater of operations.
d. The site of the post should if possible have the following
characteristics:
(1) Be capable of defense by a relatively small detachment.
(2) Be of sufficient extent to permit the. bivouac of n flying column
of not less than 100 men with a mounted detachment.
(3) Be so situated as to control any town in the vicinity and all
approaches thereto, especially roads and ravines.
(4) Be located on commanding ground overlooking the surrounding
country.
(5) Be accessible to water supply and main roads.
(6) Be located near terrain suitable for a landing field.
e. In many cases, old forts, redoubts, or isolated masonry buildings
with compounds can be organized for defense.
Often however it will
be found that conditions will warrant the construction of an entirely
new fortified post from the material available in the vicinity.
#’. The main requirements of a fortified post, garrisoned as it will
be by only a few men is that is must not be vulnerable to a sudden
attack or rush.
This requirement can be met by the construction of
a double line of defense; an outer line of defense (occupied only when
the flying column is present) to inclose the bivouac area, and an inner
line of defense to inclose the depot facilities and permanent garrison,
provision being made in both lines for free use of automatic weapons and grenades.
(For further details concerning the defense of
towns, etc., see ch. VI.)
g. Communication
with fortified posts should primarily
depend
All such posts should be equipped with a
upon radio and aviation.
radio set capable of communicating
not only with its headquarters
A landing
and other nearby posts, but also with the air service.
field at times may not be available in the vicinity of the post so recourse must be had to the use of the pick-up and drop message method
of communication.
5-12, Movement
by rail. —a. If the movement to the point of departure is opposed, or the adjacent territory not under complete control, a movement
by rail will involve many tactical features not
10
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Even after the railroad is
encountered in a simple rail movement.
functioning
and the hostile forces dispersed, raids and other operations by guerrillas may require the use of armored trains with train
guards.
Guards may be necessary
at stations, briclges, junction
points, and other critical points along the railroad.
b. In case a country, or an extensive part of it, containing railroads
is to be occupiecl as a part of the campaign plan, then the operation
order for the seizure of the seaport terminus of the railroad should
include instructions directing the seizure of the rolling stock and the
terminal
and shop facilities.
This action may prevent their destruction or their removal from the seaport area. Rolling
stock
having been seized in accordance with the aforesaid
instructions,
measures must be taken to continue the operation of the railroad
service, provided the strategical
plan involves the establishment
of
a point of departure at some. place along the railroad line or at some
inland terminus thereof.
Opposition to such use of the railroad may
be encountered in the form of organized military resistance, or by
sabotage.
c. The first step taken to operate a railway train over the line
where opposition may be expected, is to provide a pilot train.
The
engine of this train should be protected by placing armor, usually
improvised,
over the vital parts, supplemented
by additional
protection of sandbags or similar material.
Several cars loaded to fullweight capacity, preferably flat cars or gondolas, that do not obstruct
the view from the engine and rear cars, should be placed ahead of
These flat cars will then serve as
the engine to serve as a buffer.
a test-load element, over mines laid in the roacl bed, or over bridges
and viaducts that have been weakened through sabotage.
The car
immediately
in rear of the engine should be a box or cattle car
from the top of which rifle and machine gun fire may be directed
over the engine to the front.
The remaining cars in the pilot train
should be flat cars, gondolas or cattle cars, from which troops protected by sandbags or similar material may deliver all-around fire.
Some of the personnel accompanying
the pilot train should consist
of engineer troops to be employed in counter-dernolit ion work and
in inspecting
the roadbed for mines and the bridges and viaducts
for structural weakness.
IYhere such mines are found, these engineer
troops should accomplish
their destruction,
and in the case of
weakened
bridges, etc., should make the necessary repairs.
The
main body of the troops embarked on the pilot train should consist of sufficient personnel to protect the train and the working
11
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parties of
parties
of engineers
engineers and
and laborers.
laborers. A
A number
number of
of volunteer
volunteer local
local
civilian
laborers
may
be
added
to
the
complement
in
order
to
obviate
civilian laborers may be added to tbe complement in order to obviate
the
necessity of
of using
using the
the combat
combat troops
troops as
as working
working parties
parties with
with
the necessity
the engineers.
the
engineers. The
The combat
combat troops
troops should
should be
be armed
armed with
with a large
large
proportion
of
proportion
of automatic
automatic weapons,
weapons, light
light mortars
mortars and
and 37
37 mm.
mm. guns.
guns.
Some fire-fighting
fire-fighting equipment
equipment should
should also
also be carried
carried with
with this
this pilot
pilot
Some
train.
A few
few light
light chemical
chemical tanks,
tanks, water
water barrels
barrels and
and tools
tools for
for beatbeatA
train,
ing
ing out
out a fire,
fire, should
should be
be placed
placed in one
one of
of the
the cars.
cars. Irregular
Irregular forces
forces
not provided
not
provided with
with demolition
demolition equipment
equipment will
will probably
probably resort.
resort to
to
burning
the wooden
wooden bridges
bridges and
and railroad
railroad trestles
trestles usually
usually found
found in
in
burning the
the
theater of
of operations
operations in
in small
small wars.
wars. Material
Material available
available for
for putputthe theater
ting
out a fire
fire of
of this
this nature
nature in
in its
its initial
initial stage
stage will
will gain
gain many
many
ting out
hours of
of valuable
valuable time
time in
in the
the advance
advance inland.
inland. A
A troop
troop train
train should
should
hours
follow
the pilot
pilot train
train within
within close
close supporting
supporting distance;
distance; it
it should
should
follow the
contain
sufficient troops,
troops, properly
properly armed,
armed, as
as to
to be capable
capable of
of disdiscontain sufficient
persing
any hostile
hostile forces
forces until
until the
the arrival
arrival of
of additional
additional troop
troop trains.
trains.
persing any
If the
the use
use of
of artillery
artillery is
is contemplated
contemplated later
later in
in the
the combat
combat operations,
operations,
If
some
of it
it should
should be
be carried
carried on this
this troop
troop train.
train.
some of
d.
This troop
troop train
train should
should have
have some
some flat
flat cars
cars or
or gondolas
gondolas ahead
ahead
G?.This
of its
its engine
engine and
and should
should also
also be
be equipped
equipped with
with improvised
improvised protective
protective
of
material
for the
the troops.
troops. The
The troops
troops on
on the
the forward
forAvard flat
flat cars
cars or
or
material for
gondolas
should be
be armed
armed with
with machine
machine guns
guns and
and howitzer
howitzer platoon
platoon
gondolas shonld
weapons. The
The remainder
remainder of
of the
the train
train should
should be
be composed
composed of
of railrailweapons.
road cars
cars readily
readily adapted
adapted to
to all-around
all-around defense
defense and
and of
of such
such type
type
road
to permit
permit the
the rapid
rapid debarkation
debarkation therefrom
therefrom of
of the
the troops.
troops. DeDeas to
pending on
on the
the capacity
capacity of
of the
the trains
trains available,
available, cletachments
detachments of
of
pending
troops from
from the
the first
first troop
troop train
train or
or another
another closely
closely following
following it
it
troops
should
be
debarked
at
critical
points
along
the
railroad
line
for
its
should be debarked
critical points along the railroad line for its
protection. These
These protective
protective detachments
detachments should
should iustit
institute
system
protection.
ute a system
of patrols
patrols along
along the
the line
line to
to prevent
prevent sabotage
sabotage and
and interruption
interruption of
of
of
the railroad
railroad line
line at
at points
points intermediary
intermediary between
between the
the critical
critical points.
points.
the
Aviation may
may rencler
render most
most valuable
valuable aid
aid to
to these
these trains
trains in
in the
the initial
initial
Aviation
movement inland
inland as well
well as
as during
during the
the period
period of
of operation
operation of
of the
the
movement
line. On
On the
the approach
approach to
to aa city,
city, defile,
defile, or
or other
other critical
critical points,
points, the
the
line.
troop
train
should
close
up
on
the
pilot
train
and
a
reconnaissance
troop train should close up on the pilot train and
reconnaissance
should be made
made by
by ground
ground troops
troops to
to supplement
supplement the
the information
information
should
furnished by
by the
the aviation.
aviation. Positive
Positive information
information from
from the
the aviation
aviation
furnished
can usually
usually be
be acted
acted upon;
upon; however,
however, negative
negative data
data from
from the
the aviation
aviation
can
may be
be misleading
misleading and
and if
if acted
acted upon,
upon, may
may lead
lead to
to fatal
fatal results.
results.
may
Where a goocl
good road
road parallels
parallels closely
closely a railroacl.
railroad, a flank
flank covering
covering
e. Where
detachment in
in trucks
trucks may
may expedite
expedite the
the trmin
train movement.
movement.
detachment
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5-13. Purpose.—a.
In all warfare, territorial organization
isnecessary to facilitate
the performance
of strategical,
tactical,
and
administrative
functions by allocating
appropriate
tasks to various
units.
5. Nearly all independent
states include internal territorial
subdivisions that are utilized to facilitate
the execution of numerous
In many cases the limits of these subdigovernmental
functions.
visions
were predetermined
by the necessities
of government.
Usually one or more of the following
factors have fixed the geographical limits of the internal territorial subdivisions
ofa country:
Density of population.
Routes of communication.
Economic conditions.
Geographic features.
Racial extraction.
Military requirements.

c. The larger subdivisions
of a country, regardless of name (Department, Province, State, etc.,) are usually the political, electoral,
administrative,
judicial, and military districts of the country.
$–14. Influence
The

mission

of

of the mission
the intervening

of the following
headings:
(1) Restoration
of law
the recognized

government

on territorial
force

and order,

will

organization.—+.

usually

(either

or by establishing

by

come

under

furnishing

a temporary

one

aid to
military

government).
(2)

Supervision

of elections.

(3) Establishment
of neutral zones.
b. If the mission is to aid the local government
and order,

or to establish

military

government

13
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ment is organized
ment
organized and
and functioning.
functioning, it is advisable
advisable to
to recognize
recognize the
the
political
subdivisions
political
subdivisions of
of the
the country.
country. lVhen
When the
the militnry
military situation
situation
requires that,
requires
that all
an arbitrary
arbitrary division
division of
of the
tlie country
country into
into areas
areas be macle,
made,
easily ]Jecognized
opcyp phical features
easily
recognized ttopographical
features should
should be used as boundary
boundary
In
lines.
lines.
In areas
areas of
of military
military activity.
activity, boundaries
boundaries should
should not
not split
split a
locality SLlch
locality
such as
as del]se
dense forests
forests and
and rugged
rugged terrain,
terrain, that
that favors
favors hostile
hostile
operations,
but
shoulcl
il~clude
sLwh
features
in
a
single
command
operations, but should include such features in
single command
area
area when
when practicable.
practicable.
c. In
In mpervisillg
supervishig elections,
elections, politicz]]
political sub(livisiolls
subdivisions sholdd
should be recogrecognized
anti
followed
in
the
assigmnent
of
personnel.
nized and followed in the assignment of personnel.
Xeuti-al zones
zones me
are generally
generally as 1imited
limited as
as the
the accomplishment
accomplishment
d. Neutral
of
of the
the mission
mission will
will permit.
permit. Thus
Thus the
the boundaries
boundaries of
of sLlch
such zones
zones will
Avill
often
often be
be arbitrary
arbitrary and
and at
at other
other times
times will
will follow
follow some
some distil~ctive.
distinctive
terrain
terrain feature.
feature.
>15.
5-15. Assignment
Assignment of
of troops
troops to
to areas.—a..
areas.—a. hfajor
Major territorial
territorial clividivisions~
sions, such
such as
as areas,
areas, should
should hare
have complete
complete tactical
tactical and
and adnlinisadministrative contro]
control within
within their
their limits
limits sUbject
subject to
to such
such coordinating
coordinating
trative
instructions as
as are
are issued
issued by
by higher
higher authority.
authority. This
This necessitates
necessitates the
the
instructions
assignment of
of sufficient
sufficient executive
executive nnd
and special
special staff
staff personnel
personnel to
to enenassignment
able the
the unit
unit to
to perform
perform all
all of
of its
its functions
functions efficiently.
efficiently. Thus
Thus the
the
able
assignment of
of a regiment,
regiment, independent
independent battalion,
battalion, or
or other
other tactical
tactical
assignment
and administrative
administrative unit
unit to
to an
an appropriate
appropriate area
area is
is advantageous.
advantageous.
and
Small tactical
tactical units
units must
must have
have the
the necessary
necessary administrative
administrative staff
staff
Small
assigned to
to them.
them.
assigned
J. Large
Large areas
areas are
are usually
usually subdi~-ided
subdivided for
for the
the reasons
reasons stated
stated in
in
b.
Paragraph 5-13.
5-13. Such
Such minor
minor cli~isions
divisions are
are usually
usually called
called departdepartParagraph
ments, districts,
districts, or
or subdistricts,
subdistricts, depending
depending on the
the size
size and
and importance
importance
ments,
of the
the area.
area. Command
Command ancl
and staff
staff appropriate
appropriate to
to the
the task
task are
are allocated
allocated
of
to these
these subdivisions.
subdivisions.
to
5-16. Size
Size and
and limits
limits of
of areas.—iz.
areas.—a. It
It is
is not
not necessary
necessary that
that areas
areas
5-16.
equal in
in military
military strength,
strength, population,
population, or
or extent,
extent, but
but for
for reasons
reasons
be equal
of organization
organization and
and command
command previously
previously cliscussed,
discussed, more
more or
or less
less simisimiof
larity in
in these
these features
features is desirable.
desirable. Some
Some of
of the
the considerations
considerations that
that
larity
should be borne
borne in
in mind
mind when
when defining
defining the
the size
size and
and limits
limits of
of specific
specific
should
areas are:
are:
areas
(1) Available
Available troops
troops in
in the
the theater.
theater.
(1)
(2) Location
Location and
and strength
strength of
of hostile
hostile force(s).
force(s).
(2)
(3) Present
Present boundaries
boundaries of
of subdivisions
subdivisions of
of the
the country.
country.
(3)
(4)
Political
affiliations
of
the
inhabitants.
affiliations of the inhabitants.
(4) Political
(6) Geographic-topographic
Geographic-topographic features.
features.
(5)
(6) supply.
Supply.
(6)
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(7) Communication.
(7)
Communication.
(8) Transportation.
(8)
Transportation.
(9)
Distriblltiol~ of population.
population.
(9) Distribution
(10)
Econonlic conditions.
conditions,
(10) Economic
The
more important
important of these
t l~e>e are
are discussed
[liscusswl in
in order
orcler in
The more
in the
the subsubparagraphs
below.
paragraphs below.
b.
In considering
considering
the troops
troops available,
available, it
it will
will usually
uslml” y be
h. In
the
be found
found
that
a
considerable
number
are
required
for
garrisoning
areas
where
that considerable number are required for garrisoning areas where
unrest
exists, and
aIIcl for
f (jr the protection
protection of
of bases,
bases, lines
lines of
of communication
comnlunicat iol~
unrest exists,
and the
and
the like.
like. Often
Often this
this duty
duty can
can be
be utilized
utilized as
as rest
rest periods
periods for
for
troops
that have
have been
been engaged
engaged in
in active
active operations.
operations.
A decision
decision as
as
troops that
A
to
the strength
strength of
of forces
forces required
required in
in various
various localities
localities will
~vill determine
determine
to the
the
location of
of the
the administrative
administrative
ancl tactical
tactical units
units of
of the
the Force.
K’orce.
the location
and
This
in turn
turn should
should be considered
considerwl in
in determining
determining the
the size
size of
of military
military
This in
areas.
areas.
c. If
If active
active opposition
opposition is
is localized,
localized, it
it may
may be
be desirable
desirable to
to form
form an
an
area
of the
the turbulent
turbulent zone
zone in
ill order
order to
to centralize
centralize the
the command
command so
so
area of
The nature
nature of
of the
the opposition
opposition
far as combat
The
far
combat activities
activities are
are concerned.
concerned.
has considerable
has
considerable influence
influence on
on the
the composition
composition of
of the
the force
force assigned
assigned
to an
to
an area.
area. A large
large area
area with
with varied
Yaried terrain
terrain and
and considerable
considerable reresistance to overcome
sistance
overcome might
might have
l~ave aa force
force of
of all
all arms
arms for
for the
the task.
task.
This force,
This
force, in turn,
turn, may
may have
have aa section
section particularly
particularly adapted
adapted to
to the
the
operation
of a particular
particular arm
arm (mounted
(molmtecl units,
units, mechanized
mechanized unit,
unit, or
or
operation of
special river
special
river patrol),
patrol ), in
in which
which case
case the
the particular
particular arm,
arm, if
if available,
available,
might well
might
well compose
compose a district
district garrison.
garrison.
being
d. Other
Other considerations
considerations
being equal,
equal, retention
retention of
of existing
existing boundboundaries when
aries
when defining
defining the limits
limits of
of command
command areas
areas isis desirable
desirable for
for
several reasons,
several
reasons, among
among which
which are:
are:
(1) Political,
judicial,
functions
(1)
Political,
judicial, and
ancl administrative
administrative
functions (insofar
(insofar as
as
the civil
the
civil population
population is concerned)
eoncerlled ) are
me better
better coordinated.
coordinated.
(2) The
(2)
The routine
routine of the people
people is
is less
less disturbed;
disturbed; thus
thus better
better ininformation and
formation
ancl less antagonism
antagonism may
nmy result.
result.
(3) Often
(3)
Often such
such boundaries
boundaries coincide
coincide with
with those
those dictated
dictated by
by strategy
strategy
and tactics.
and
tactics.
e. When
e,
When political
political or other
other antagonisms
antagonisms among
among the
the inhabitants
inhabitants concontribute materially
tribute
materially to the difficulties
difficulties of
of the
the situation,
situation, formerly
formerly estabestablished subdivisions
may
lished
subdivisions
may be
be divided
divicled or
or combined
combined in
in aa manner
manner best
best
calculated to accomplish
calculated
accomplish the
the desired
desired end.
end. In
In cases
cases where
where aa step-bystep-bystep occupation
step
occupat icm of
of the
the country
country is
is necessary,
necessary, territorial
territorial organization
organization
may conform
may
conform to the
the geographical
geographical features
features which
which control
control the
the successive
successive
objectives.
object
ives.
15
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~. Each area should have its own base(s) of supply.
A landing
field should be in each area. If the supply channels of one area
pass through another area, positive steps must be taken by the supreme commander to insure that the flow of supplies to the far area
is uninterrupted.
It is highly desirable that areas have transversal
as well as longitudinal
lines of communication.
Ordinarily an undeveloped section with poor roads or trails that might serve as a hideout
or stronghold
for irregulars should be incorporate ed in a command
area in such a way that the commander controls the routes thereto.
g. Consideration
of the existing wire communication
installations
is of importance when defining the limits of an area. Area commanders should not be forced to rely on radio and airplane communications alone, if there are other means of communication
available.
h. In countries which are not well developed, maps are not usually
up to the normal standard as to variety or accuracy.
When defining
areas, the use of a particular map designated
as “official” by all
units facilitates coordination
and partly eliminates the confusion as
to names of localities, distances, boundaries, and other matters that
result from the use of erroneous maps of different origin.
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5–17. The
5-17.
The nature
nature of
of the
the problem.—The
problem.—Theregular
regularforces
forcesinthistype
in this type
of warfare
warfare usually
usually are
are ofof inadequate
inadequate numerical
numerical strength
strengthfrom
fromthethe
of
viewpoint
viewpoint of
of extent
extent of
of terrain
terrain totodecontrolled.
be controlled. Thusthe
Thus thedecision
decisionasas
to the amountof
amount of dispersion
dispersion ofof regular
regularforces
forcesthat
thatmay
maybeberesortedto
resorted to
tothe
is an
an important
important problem.
problem. Detachments
Detachments with
Avith offensive
offensive missions
missions
is
should be
be maintained
maintained tit
at sufficient
sufficient strength
strengthtotoinsure
insuretheir
theirability
abilityto to
should
overcome
overcome the
the largest
largest armed
armed bands
bands likely
likely totobebeencountered.
encountered. DetachDetachments with
with security
security missions,
missions, such
such asas the
thegm-risen
garrisonofofa atown
townororthethe
ments
escort of
of aa convoyl
convoy, should
should be
be ofof the
the strength
strengthessential
essentialtotothetheaccomaccomescort
plishment
plishment of
of the
the task.
task.
5-18. Methods
Methods of
of operations.—Among
operations.—Among the
the various
variousmethods
methodsthat
that
5-18.
have been used
used for
for the
the pacificationof
pacification ofan
anarea
areainfested
infestedwithirregulars
with irregulars
havebeen
are:
are:
(1) Occupation
Occupation of
of an
an area.
area.
(1)
(2) Patrols.
Patrols.
(2)
(3) Roving
Roving patrols.
patrols.
(3)
(4) Zones
Zones of
of refuge.
refuge.
(4)
(5) Cordon
Cordon system.
system.
(5)
(6) Blockhouse
Blockhouse system.
system.
(6)
(7) Special
Special methods.
methods.
(7)
Each of
of these
these will
will bediscusse.d
be discussed inin the
the succeecling
succeedingparagraphs.
paragraphs.
Each
5-19. Occupation
Occupation of
of an
an area.—a.
area.—a. This
This consists
consistsofofdispersing
dispersingthethe
5-19.
force in
in as
as many
many small
small towns
towns and
and important
importantlocalities
localitiesasastha
theisecurity
security
force
will
permit.
It
partakes
and
patrolling
required
of
each
garrison
will
permit.
It
partakes
and patrolling
required of each garrison
of the
the nature
nature of
of an
an active
active defense.
defense. When
When communications
communicationsare
aregood,
good,
of
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a coordinated
coordinated counter-offensive
counter-offensive may
may be taken
taken up
up rapidly!
rapidly, because
because
patrols
patrols from
from various
various garrisons
garrisons will
will receive
receive prompt
prompt operation
operation orclers.
orders.
h.
Sometimes the
the requirements
requirements that
that certain
certain localities
localities be
be defended
defended
b. Sometimes
necessitates
the
application
of
this
method;
at
other
times
necessitates the application of this method; at other times pressure
pressure
from the
from
the outside,
outside sources
sources to
to secure
secure protection
protection for
for communities
communities and
and
individuals makes
individuals
makes this
this method
method manclatory.
mandatory. In
In establishing
establishing numerous
numerous
fixed posts,
fixed
posts, consideration
consideration should
should be
be given
given to
to the
the fact
fact that
that withdrawd
withdrawal
thetefrorn during
thefefrom
during active
active operations
operations involves
involves protests
protests from
from those
those proprotected
directly or
or inclirectly,
indirectly, loss
loss of
of prestige,
prestige, and
and increased
increased danger
danger
tected directly
to
the installations
installations or
or individuals
individuals that
that were
were protected.
protected. The
The greater
greater
to the
the number
the
number of
of localities
localities that
that are
are garrisoned
garrisoned permanently,
permanently, the
the less
less
is the
is
the mobility
mobility of
of the
the command;
command; consequently,
consequently, care
care should
should be
be tnken
taken
to
retain sufficient
sufficient reserves
reserves properly
properly located
located to
to take
take up
up the
the countercounterto retain
offensive
at every
eveiy opportunity.
opportunity.
offensive at
G.
The necessity
necessity for
for bases
bases of
of operation
operation indicates
indicates that
that this
this method
method
c. The
will be
■will
be used
used to na greater
greater or
or less
less extent
extent in
in every
every operation,
operation, that
that is,
is,
irrespective
of
irrespective
of the
the plan
plan adopted,
adopted, this
this method
method will
will be used
used at
at least
least
in
part. The
The discussion
discussion in this
this paragraph
paragraph is
is particularly
particularly applicable
applicable
in part.
to
those situations
situations where
where this
this plan
plan is
is the
the fundamental
fundamental one
one for
for accomaccomto those
plishing the
the pacification.
pacification.
plishing
d. Modification
Modification of
of this
this scheme
scheme wherein
wherein many
many detachments
detachments of
of regulreguars
lars are
are encamped
encamped in
in infested
infested localities
localities and
and on
on or
or near
near hostile
hostile routes
routes
of movement,
movement, has
has been
been used
used successfully
successfully in
in combination
combination with
with other
other
of
courses of
of action.
action.
courses
5-20.
Patrols.—a. These
These are
are detachments
detachments capable
capable of
of operating
operating for
for
5–20. Patrols.—a.
only a comparatively
comparatively limited
limited time
time without
without returning
returning to
to a base.
base. They
They
only
vary anywhere
anywhere from
from powerful
powerful combat
combat patrols
patrols to
to small
small detachments
detachments
vary
performing police
police functions
functions according
according to
to the
the situation
situation and
and mission.
mission.
performing
They are
are usually
usually controlled
controlled by
by the
the commmder
commander responsible
responsible for
for the
the
They
area in
in which
which they
they operxt
operate,
but in
in operations
operations ag:linst
against well
well defined
defined
area
e, but
objectives they
they are
are often
often coordinated
coordinated by
by higher
higher commanders.
commanders.
objectives
5. Patrolling
Patrolling is
is essentially
essentially offensive
offensive action.
action. Accordingly
Accordingly its
its use
use
b.
in small-wars
small-wars operations
operations is
is universal
universal even
even under
under conditions
conditions that
that
in
require the
the strategical
strategical defensive.
defensive.
require
G.
When
information
of hostile
hostile forces
forces is lacking
lacking or meager,
meager, rerec. When information
of
course to
to patrolling
patrolling for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of clenying
denying the
the opposing
opposing forces
forces
course
terrain and
and freedom
freedom of
of movement
movement may
may be the
the only
only effective
effective form
form of
of
terrain
offensive action
action open
open to
to the
the commander.
commander. In
In this
this case,
case, patrols
patrols become
become
offensive
moving garrisons
garrisons and
and del]y
deny the
the opposing
opposing forces
forces such
such terrain
terrain m
as they
they
moving
can
cover by
by observation,
observation, movement,
movement, and
and fire.
fire. Extensive
Extensive operations
operations
can cover
of
this nature
nature exhaust
exhaust the
the command,
command, but
but on
on the
the other
other hand
hand are
are often
often
of this
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more effective
effective in
in the
the restoration
restoration of
of order
order than
than first
first appemances
appearances
more
indicate.
indicate.
5-21. Roving
Roving patrols
patrols.—a.
A roving
roving patrol
patrol is
is a self-sustaining
self-sustaining dede.—a. .4
*21.
tachment of
of aa more
more or
or less
less independent
independent nature.
nature. It
It usually
usually operates
operates
tachment
within an
an assigned
assigned zone
zone and
and as a rule
rule has
has much
much freedom
freedom of
of action.
action.
within
As distinguished
distinguished from
from other
other patrols,
patrols, it
it is
is capable
cai)abl6 of
of operating
operating away
awaj'
As
from its
its base
base for
for an
an indefinite
indefinite period
period of
of time.
time. Nlissions
Missions generally
generally
from
assigned include
include a relentless
relentless pursuit
pursuit of
of guerilla
guerilla groups
groups continuing
continuing
assigned
until their
their disorgmization
disorganization is
is practically
practically complete.
complete.
until
&. This
This method
method is
is particularly
particularly applicable
applicable when
when large
large bands
bands are
are
b.
known to
to exist
exist and
and the
the locality
locality of
of their
their depredations
depredations is
is approximately
approximately
known
known. Such
Such patrols
patrols are
are often
often employed
employed in
in conjunction
conjunction with
Avith other
other
known.
methods of
of operation.
operation.
methods
5-22. Zones
Zones of
of refuge.—a.
refuge.—a. ‘I%is
This system
system consists
consists of
of establishing
establishing
5-22.
protected zones
zones in
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of glrrisons.
garrisons. Their
Their areas
areas are
are so
so
protected
limited
as
to
be
susceptible
of
protection
by
the
garrisons
concerned.
limited as to
susceptible of protection
the garrisons concerned.
Peaceful inhabitants
inhabitants are
are drawn
drawn into
into this
this protected
protected area
area together
together with
with
Peaceful
their effects,
effects, livestock,
livestock, and
and movable
movable belongings.
belongings. Unauthorized
Unauthorized perpertheir
sons
found
outside
of
these
areas
are
liable
to
arrest,
and
property
sons found outside of these areas are liable to arrest, and property
that could
could be
be used
used by
by insurgent
insurgent forces
forces is
is liable
liable to
to confiscation.
confiscation.
that
h. This
This procedure
procedure is
is applicable
applicable at
at times
times when,
when, through
through sympathy
sympathy
b.
with
or
intimidation
by
insurgents,
the
rural
population
is
furnishing
with
intimidation
by insurgents, the rural population
furnishing
such extensive
extensive support
support to
to the
the resistance
resistance as
as to
to seriously
seriously hamper
hamper atatsuch
tempts at
at pacification.
pacification. This
This is
is a rather
rather drastic
drastic procedure
procedure warranted
warranted
tempts
only by
by military
military necessity.
necessity.
only
5-23.
The
cordon
system.—a.
This system
system involves
involves placing
placing a
a. This
5-23. The cordon
system.—
cordon of
of troops
troops around
around an
an infested
infested area
area and
and closing
closing in
in while
while
corclon
restoring order
order in
in the
the area.
area.
restoring
h. The
The cordon
cordon may
may remain
remain stationary
stationary while
while patrols
patrols operate
operate within
within
b.
the line.
line.
the
c. This
This system
system may
may be
be used
used when
when the
the trouble
trouble is
is localized
localized or
or the
the
c.
regular
force
is
of
considerable
size.
Due
to
the
limited
forces
regular force
of considerable
size. Due to the limited forces
usually available,
available, the
the application
application of
of this
this system
system by
by aa marine
marine force
force
usually
will usually
usually be
be confined
confined to
to situations
situations where
where the
the trouble
trouble is
is rather
rather
will
localized, or
or to
to the
the variation
variation of
of the
the method
method where
where only
only aa general
general or
or
localized,
partially
effective
cordon
is
established.
partially effective cordon is established.
5-24. The
The Blockhouse
Blockhouse system.—The
system.—The blockhouse
blockhouse system
system involves
involves
5-24.
the establishment
establishment of
of aa line
line of
of defended
defended localities.
localities. In
In one
one way
way it is
is
the
similar
to
the
cordon
system
as
both
methods
deny
the
opposing
similar to the cordon system as both methods deny the opposing
forces terrain
tei'rain beyond
beyond an
an established
established line.
line. In
In principle
principle it
it is
is defen:
defenforces.
sive while
while the
the latter
latter is
is ofiensive.
offensive.
sive
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5-25. Special methods.+.
‘l’he peculiar nature of any situation
may require the application
of some special method i D coil j mwtion
with and in accord with the general principles discussed in the preceding paragraphs.
Two important phases of operation that may be
used in any campaign of this nature are:
(1) River operations.
(2) Flying columns.
b. The tactics ancl technique of river operations are discussed in
chapter X.
c. Flying
columns are self-sustaining
detachments
with specific
objectives.
Their most common use is in the early phases of campaign such as the movement inland where large columns with important strategic objectives in view may temporarily
sever their connect ion with the base, seize the objective, and thereafter
establish
lines of communication.
(See par. 5-8.)
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6-1. Tactics during initial phases.—During
theinitialphases
of
intervention,
when the landing and movement inhmdmay
be opposed
by comparatively
large, well lecl, organized,
and equipped hostile
forces, the. tactics employed are generally thoseof
a force of similar
strength and composition
engaged in major warfare.
If a crushing
defeat can be inflicted upon those forces, the immediate cessation of
armed opposition may result.
This is seldom achieved.
Usually the
hostile forces will withdraw as a body into the more remote parts of
the country, or will be dispersed into numerous small groups which
continue to oppose the occupation.
Even though the recognized
leaders may capitulate, subordinate commanders often refuse to abide
by the terms of capitulation.
Escaping to the hinterland,
they assemble heterogeneous armed groups of patriotic soldiers, malcontents,
notorious outlaws, and impressed civilians, and, by means of guerrilla
warfare, continue to harass and oppose the intervening
force in its
attempt to restore peace and goocl order throughout the country as a
whole.
6-2. Tactics during later phases .—To combat such action, the intervening
force must resort to typical small war operations,
with
numerous infantry patrols and outposts dispersed over a wide area,
in order to afforcl the maximum protection to the peaceful inhabitants
of the country and to seek out and destroy the hostile groups.
The
tactics of such infantry patrols are basically the military methods,
principles, and doctrines of minor tactics, as prescribed in the manuals
pertaining to the combat principles of the units concerned.
The majority of contacts in small wars is in the nature of ambushes, or surprise-meeting
engagements,
in which the various subdivisions
of a
small patrol may be brought ahnost simultaneously
under the opening
hostile fire. This prevents the normal development
and deployment

1
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of the
the command
command for
foi' combat.
combat. In
In larger
larger patrols,
patrols, however,
however, most
most of
of the
the
of
main
main body
body may
may escape
escape the
the initial
initial burst
burst of
of fire
fire and
and consequently
consequently may
may
be
be developed
developed and
and deployed
deployed for
for combat
combat from
from the
the march
march column
column in
in an
an
orthodox
orthodox manner.
manner.
6-3.
Influence of
of terrain.
terrain.—The
tactics employed
employed by
by patrols
patrols in
6-3. Influence
—The tactics
combat over
over open
open terrain
terrain are,
are, in
in general,
general, the
the same
same as those
those in
in open
open
combat
warfare
warfare operations
operations in
in a major
major war.
war. Since
Since open
open terrain
terrain is
is more
more adadvantageous
vantageous to
to regular
regular troops
troops than
than to
to irregulars,
irregulars, the
the latter
latter usually
usually try
try
to
to avoid
avoid combat
combat uncler
under these
these conditions.
conditions. AS
As a result,
result, infantry
infantry patrols
patrols
engaged in the
the later
later phases
phases of
of small
small wars
wars operations
operations generally
generally must,
must
engaged
cope with
with the
the military
military problems
problems encountered
encountered in
in combat
combat in
in mounmouncope
tainous,
tainous, wooded
wooded terrain,
terrain, with
with the
the attendant
attendant limited
limited visibility
visibility and
and lack
lack
of centralized
centralized control.
control. These
These tactics
tactics are
are analogous
analogous to
to those
those prepreof
scribed in
in training
training manuals
manuals for
for combat
combat in
in wooded
wooded areas
areas in
in major
major
scribed
warfare.
warfare.
6-4. The
ri-4.
The principle
principle of
of the
the offensive.-So
offensive.—So long
long as
as there
there is
is arnled
armed
opposition to
to the
the occupation,
occupation, the
the intervening
intervening force
force must
must rnaintaill
maintain
opposition
the principle
principle of
of the
the offensive.
offensive. If
If it
it adopts
adopts a defensive
defensive attitude
attitude by
by
the
garrisoning
only the
the more
more important
important cities
cities and
and towns
towns without
without accomaccomgarrisoning only
panying
combat patrols
patrols throughout
throughout the
the theater
theater of
of operations,
operations, minor
minor
panying combat
opposition to
to the
the force
force will
will soon
soon increase
increase to
to alarming
alarming proportions.
proportions. A
A
opposition
guerrilla leader,
leader, if
if unmolested
unmolested in
in his
his activities,
activities, creates
creates the
the impression
impression
guerrilla
among
tlie native
native population
population that
that the
the intervening
intervening forces
forces are
are inferior
inferior
among the
to him;
him; recruits
recruits flock
flock to his
his standard,
standard, and
and the
the rapid
rapid pacification
pacification of
of
to
the
country will
will be
be jeopardized.
jeopardized. Such
Such hostile
hostile groups
groups will
will seldom
seldom
the country
openly
attack the
the regular
regular garrisons,
garrisons, but.
but will
will pillage
pillage defenseless
defenseless towns,
towns,
openly attack
molest
the peaceful
peaceful citizenry,
citizeni-y, and
and interfere
interfere with
with the
the systems
systems of
of sLlpply
supply
molest the
i] nd communication
and
communication of
of the
the force
force of
of occupation.
occupation. The
The latter
latter must,
must,
therefore,
adopt an
an aggressive
aggressive attitude
attitude in
in order
order to
to seek
seek out,
out, capture,
capture,
theref
ore, adopt
destroy, or
or disperse
disperse the
the hostile
hostile groups
groups and
and drive
drive them
them from
from the
the
destroy,
country. (See
(See also
also Section
Section II,
II, Chapter
Chapter I,
I, “Psychology.”)
"Psychology.")
country.
6-5. The
The principles
principles of
of mass,
mass, movement,
movement, surprise,
surprise, and
and security.—
security.—
6–5.
(L.
Moss.
a. Mass.—In
nearly every
every engagement,
engagement, the
the hostile
hostile groups
groups will
will outout—In nearly
number
number the
the infantry
infantry patrols
patrols opposed
opposed to
to them.
them. This
This superiority
superiority in
in
numbers must
must be
be overcome
overcome by
by increased
increased fire
fire power
power through
through the
the proper
proper
numbers
employment of
of better
better armament,
armament, superior
superior training
training and
and morale,
morale, and
and
employment
development of
of the
the spirit
spirit of
of the
the offensive.
offensive.
development
—Infantry
patrols
b.
Z>. Movement.
Movement.—Infantry
patrols of
of the
the intervening
intervening foroe
foroe must
must
develop
develop mobility
mobility equal
equal to
to that
that of
of the
the opposing
opposing forces.
forces. The
The guerrilla
guerrilla
group’s
groups must
must be continually
continually harassed
harassed by
by patrols
patrols working
working throughthroughout the
the theater
theater of
of operation,
operation.
out
2
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c. Sqwi-se.-Surprise
is achieved by varying the route, dates, and
h(mrs of departure of combat pntrols, by mobility, and by stratagems
and ruses.
The intelligence system of the guerrillas decreases in proportion to the mobility and number of patrols employed in the theater of operations.
d. Secw--ity.-The
tendency
of the force to relax its service of
security during the later phases of small war operations
must. be
carefully guarded against.
Security on the march and at rest. must be
constantly enforced throughout the entire period of occupation.
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f)r{lel's _______________________________________________
Verbal ~)rtlers----------------------------------------------____________________________________ -----General i~~str{~ctions

Par.
6-6
6-7

6--8

Page
5
5

5

6-6. Written orders.—Whenever
possible, orders to n patrol lender
This is especially
true when several
should be issued in writing.
patrols are operating sirnultaneousl
yin the same general area. The
patrol leader must assure himself that he understands
the orders
issued to him.
Subordinate
leaders and the other members of the
patrol should be thoroughly
informed of such parts of theorder
m
willenab]et hem tocarry out the mission of the particular patrol, and
of the force asa whole.
For the purpose of secrecy it is sometimes
necessary to limit the information
impartetl to imlividmd
members
of the patrol.
Written orders follow the general form of a regular
operation order.
6-7. Verbal orders.—l3ecause
of the nature of small war operations, verbal orders willbe
issued to patrol ]eaders morefrequently
than written orders.
Such verbal orders should be as complete m
the situation permits, and will follow the general form of an operaPatrol leaders should reduce to writing
any verbal
tions order.
orders or verbal modifications
of written orders received.
6-8. General instructions.—The
force commander should publish,
the policies which will govern
in the form of general instructions,
the action of patrols in the theater of operations
in regard to the
following:
a. Firing Npon suspicious individuals or gro[ll}s btlf ()re beiqg fired
upon.
b. Firing upon guerrillas accompanied
by wonlen and children.
c. The seizure of property and foodstuffs
for tl}e benefit of the
patrol or to prevent its use by hostile forces.
d. The destruction of houses.
e. The destruction
of crops which m:ly be of vnlue to the hostile
forces.
~. Other pertinent

instructions

re.gar(ling

5

gener:ll
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SECTION 111
III

ORGANIZING THE
THE INFANTRY
INFANTRY PATROL
PATROL
ORGANIZING
Definition
Definition ----------------------- ----- ------ -. -—_- -..—_
Factors
which gover’l
govern its organizationorganization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Factors which
Size of
of the patrol
patrol -.-- . . . . . . . ..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Permanent roving
Permanent
roving patrols -_... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Selections
of units . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Selections of
Elimination
of the physically
physically unfit.._
unfit
Elimination of
.......................
Patrol
subordinate leaders.
leaders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Patrol and subordinate
The
The rifle squad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The
The headquarters
headquarters section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Attached
Attached units . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Guides and interpreters
interpreters __- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Native
Native transport
transport personnel _.._.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Native
Native troops
troops --- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Prominent
civilians . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Prominent native
native ci\-ilians-.
Transportation
Transportation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Weapons
Weapons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ammunition
Ammunition.. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
Signal equipment
equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ^. . . . . . . . . . .-Medical
Medical supplies . . . . . . . . . . ..-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous equipment
equipnlent_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Personal
accessories . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Personal clothing
clothing and accessories.
General preparations
preparations -------. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .—
...
----
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G-9. Definition.-.
Definition.—An
infantry patrol
patrol is a detachment
detachment of
of infantry
infantry
0-9.
-h infantry
troops clispatchecl
dispatched from
from agarrison,
a garrison, camp,
camp, orcolunm
or column with
with t.he
the mission
mission
troops
of visiting
visiting designated
designated areas
areas for
for combat
combat or
or for
for other
other purposes.
purposes. It
It is
is
of
military unit
vmit disposed
disposed in
in such
such a manner
manner that
that its
its various
various subdivisubdivia military
sions are
are in
in suitable
suitable formations
formations to
to engage
engage the
the enemy
enemy immediately
immediately
sions
after contactis
contact is made.
made.
In general,
general, the
the infantry
infantry patrol
patrol in
in a small
small
after
In
vrar
war differs
differs from
from one
one in
in a major
major war
war in
in the
the following
following respects:
respects:
It is
is larger.
larger.
a. It
&. It
It is
is more
more capable
capable of
of independent
independent action.
action.
b.
G. It
It operates
operates at greater
greater distances,
distances, in miles
miles and
and h(mrs
hours of
of ]ni~rchillg,
marching,
c.
from its
its base
base or supporting
supporting troops
troops;; a distilIICe
distance of
of 50 IIliles
miles or
or more
moi'e
from
is
is not
not uncommon.
uncommon.
il. It
It conducts
conducts its
its operations
operations for
for :1
a longer
longer ]Jerio(l
jjeriod {~f
of time;
time; missions
missions
d.
of 10daysorn~ore
10 days or more duration
duration are
are not
not unusual.
unusual.
of
7
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e. It is often encumbered by a proportionately
large combat train.
6-10. Factors which govern its organization.—Some
of the fact ors that govern the size and composition
of WI infantry patrol in a
small war are:
a. Mission.
b. Information
of the hostile forces.
c. The probability
of combat.
d. Strength and armament of the enemy.
e. NTature of the terrain, with particular reference to its eifect oll
the formation and length of the column, the number of men requirecl
on service of security, and the work to be clone. sllch as cntting trails.
~. Proximity
of friendly troops.
.
g. Aviation
support,
including
recolmaissanee.
liaison,
combat
support, transportation
of sllpplies
and pe]w)l)llel, evacuation
of
wounded.
h. Personnel available for assignment to the patrol. their efficiency
and armament.
i. Native troops available, their efficiency and a r])uunent.
~ j. Native nonmilitary
personnel available, such as guides, interpreters, and transportation
personnel.
k. Time and distance involred.
7. Problem of supply.
m. Methods of communicant ion.
The above factors are consi(lered in the estimate of the situation
which precedes the organization
of any patrol.
6–11. Size of the patrol.—a.
Gener[ll.—The patrol should be large
enough to defeat any enemy force that it can reasonably expect to
encounter in the fielcl. It should be able to assume the defensive anti
successfully
withstand host ile attacks while awaiting reinforcement
if it encounters enemy forces of unexpected strength.
It is clesirnble
to keep the patrol as small as is consistent with the accomplishment
of its mission.
The larger the patrol tFie more difficult its control
in combat, the more complicated
its supply problems, and the more
it sacrifices in the way of concealment and secrecy of movement.
.—The mission assigned an infantry
patrol in
b. E#’ect of mis.~io?~
a small

war,

such as reconnaissance,

combat, is nnalogom
and will

nffect the stren@l

be desirable
porary

caJl maintain

sufficiently

base ill the theater

one or more combat patrols

8

liaison,

conl-oy,

and

mission in major warfare.
ln some situations it will

of the patrol.

to have the patrol

or permanent

security.

to the corresponding

large

to establish

of operations
in the fielcl.

from

a temwhich it
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c. llflect
will

of temcu%.—Tl~e nature of the terrain

operate

fairly
larger

distances

with

within

organizations

efficiency.
march

has a markecl influence on its size and composition.

open country,

normal

with

its combat train

combat

rifle

groups

route and within
Liaison

should
during

a reinforced

rifle

reasonable

control

with

winding

where

trails,

on the march

In

the use of
company

or

and battle

the colLunn must

the reenforcecl

has been fo~md to be the largest

effectively

the situation

pli~tooll,

rifle
ul~it

and in combat.

reql~ires a stronger

it is advisable

equivalent

to

supporting
be established

head of the following
intervals

permit

It

unit in the later phases of small war operations.

in such terrain,

reenforcecl

which

wooclecl terrain,

file over narrow,

is the basic combat

available

the column,

can operate

that can be controlled
If,

roads

In mountainous,

in single

platoon

in which the patrol

patrol

to divide

a platoon,

patrol

the column

marching

over

distance. ( 5 to 15 minutes)
between

the rear

clurin~ halts

than

leacling

the

a

into
same

of each other.
patrols

and at prearranged

ancl
time

the day’s march.

roving patrols. —It is sometimes
desirable to
6–12. Permanent
organize a few permanent combat patrols with roving commissions
throughout. the theater of operations, irrespective of area boundaries
or other limitations.
l’hese patrols shoulcl be M lightly equipped as
Authority should, be grantecl
possible commensurate with tl~eir tasks.
them to secure from the nearest outpost or garrison such replacements
of personnel, animals, equilmlent, and rations as may be reqmred.
Aviation is normally their main source of supply while. in the fielcl.
Permanent
or~an&at;on~.-lWen6–13. Selection
of units.—u.
ever possible, an infantry patrol should be composed of personnel
permanently
assigned to organized units, sl~ch as a squad, platoon, or
This applies also to attached machine-gun
units or other
company.
supporting
weapons.
b. Haatily organized patrols .—In the rapidly changing situations
encountered
in wars, the operations may require the simultaneous
movement of more patrols than can be furnished by a single organizaIn some instances, two or more units from different posts will
tion.
be combined
into a single patrol for an emergency
operation.
Other
situations will recluire that supply train escorts and special cluty men

be relieved and made available for patrol duty.
The result of this
pressing need for men is the intermingling
of personnel from several
whose individual
combat efficiency is un~
different organizations,
known to the patrol leaders, or to one another.
Although
such
hastily organized patrols shoulcl be avoided whenever possible, they
are often necessary.
9
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6-14.
Elimination of
of the
the physically
physically unfit.-Men
unfit.—Men who
who are
are physicphysi6-14. Elimination
cally unfit
unfit for
for duty
duty in
in the
the field
field or
or whose
whose presence
presence would
would hinder
hinder the
the
ally
operations
of a patrol
patrol should
should be
be eliminated
eliminated from
from the
the organization.
organization.
operations of
They include
They
include the
the following:
following:
a. Those
Those who
who have
have been
been recently
recently ill,
ill, and
and especially
especially those
those vvho
who have
have
recently
had malaria,
malaria, dysentery,
dysentery, jaundice,
jaundice, or
or a venereal
venereal disease.
disease.
recently had
h.
Those suffering
suffering from
from deformities
deformities or
or diseases
diseases of
of the
the feet,
feet, particparticb. Those
ularly flatfoot,
flatfoot, hammertoes,
hammertoes, bunions,
bunions, corns,
corns, or
or severe
severe trichophytosis
trichophytosis
ularly
(athlete's foot).
foot).
(athlete%
c. The
The old
old or
or fat,
fat, or
or those
those of
of obviously
obviously poor
poor physique
physique from
from any
anj'
cause.
cause.
d.
The neurotic
neurotic or
or mentally
mentally unstable;
unstable; and
and the
the alcohol
alcohol addicts.
addicts.
d. The
6-15. Patrol
Patrol and
and subordinate
subordinate leader.+.
leader.—a. Officers
Officers and
and noncomnoncom6-15.
missioned officers
officers assigned
assigned to
to the
the theater
theater of
of active
active operations
operations in
in
missioned
small
wars
will
generally
command
smaller
elements
than
those
assmall wa= will generally command smaller elements than those assigned to
to them
them in major
major warfare,
warfare, for
for the
the following
following reasons:
reasons:
signed
(1)
A patrol
patrol on
on an
an independent
independent mission
mission is
is usually
usually far
far removecl
removed
(1) A
from the
the direction
direction and
and control
control of
of more
more experienced
experienced superiors.
superiors.
from
(2)
The suddenness
suddenness with
with which
which action
action may
may break,
break, and
and the
the necessity
necessity
(2) The
for rapid
rapid and
and practical
practical employment
employment of
of all
all the
the small
small elements
elements in
in the
the
for
patrol. An
An officer
officer or
or experienced
experienced noncommissioned
noncommissioned officer
officer should
should be
be
patrol.
with each
each small
small group
group to
to facilitate
facilitate its
its control
control during
during combat.
combat. This
This
with
is especially
especially true
true in
in wooded
wooded terrain
terrain n-here
where the
the limited
limited visibility
visibility
is
and short
short battle
battle ranges
ranges usually
usually restrict
restrict the
the patrol
patrol leader’s
leader's control
control
and
over the
the situation
situation to
to his
his immediate
immediate vicinity,
vicinity.
over
(3)
The possible
possible clispersion
dispersion of
of the
the troops
troops in
in column
column at
at the
the moment
moment
(3) The
of contact,
contact, and
and in
in the
the subsequent
subsequent attack
attack and
and assault.
assault.
of
(4)
The possibility
possibility that
that the
the troops
troops are
are not
not thoroughly
thoroughly trainecl.
trained.
(4) The
&.
Two commissioned
commissioned officers
officers should
should accompany
accompany every
every rifle
rifle plaplab. Two
toon assigned
assigned to
to an independent
independent combat
combat mission.
mission. If
If this
this cannot
cannot be
be
toon
done, the
the second
second in
in command
command must
must be an
an experienced,
experienced, capable,
capable, senior
senior
done,
noncommissioned
noncommissioned officer
officer who
who is in
in addition
addition to
to the
the regular
regular complecomplement. This
This requirement
requirement is
is necessary
necessary to
to insure
insure a continuity
continuity of
of effort
effort
ment.
in
in the
the event
event the
the patrol
patrol leader
leader becomes
becomes a casualty.
casualty. The
The normal
normal
complement of
of officers
officers is
is usually
usually sufficient
sufficient if
if the
the combat
combat patrol
patrol conconcomplement
sists of
of two
two or
or more
more rifle
rifle platoons
platoons combined
combined under
under one
one commander.
commander.
sists
6-16.
The rifle
rifle squad
squad.—^Wherever
possible, the.
the rifle
rifle squad
squad is emem.—Wherever
possible,
6-16. The
ployed in
in small
small wars
wars in
in the
the same
same manner
manner as
as in
in major
major warfare.
warfare. In
In
ployed
many situations
situations in
in small
small war
war operations,
operations, however,
however, it
it will
will be
be desirable
desirable
many
to divide
divide the
the squfid
squad into
into two
two combat
combat teams
teams of
of four
four or
or five
five men
men each,
each,
one
of
which
is
commanded
by
the
corporal,
the
other
by
the
second
one of which is commanded by the corporal, the other by the second
10
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in command.
command. Such
Such combat
combat teams
teams can
can bebe profitably
profitably employed
employed asas
in
the
point for
for aa combnt
combat patrol
patrol inin close
closecountry,
country,asasflank
flankpatrols,
patrols,and
and
the point
for
reconnaissance or
or other
other security
security missions.
missions. InIn thickly
thicklywooded
wooded
foil reconnaissance
terrain,
is often
often impossible
impossible for
for the
the corporal
corporal totomaintain
maintaincontrol
control
terrain, itit is
over
the entire
entire squad
squad inin combat.
combat. Under
Under such
such conditions,
conditions,thethetwo
two
over the
combat
teams must
must fight
fight as
as independent
independent units
unitsuntil
untilthe
thesituation
situationoror
combat teams
better
visibility permits
permits the
the corporal
corporal toto regain
regain direction
directionand
andconconbetter visibility
trol
of the
the squad
squad as
as aa whole.
whole. Automatic
Automaticand
andspecial
specialweapons
weaponswithin
within
trol of
the
squad shoulcl
should be
be equally
equally divicled
divided between
between the
thecombat
combatteams,
teams.
the squad
6-17.
The headquarters
headquarters section.—a.
section.—a. The
Theheadquarters
headquarterssection
sectionofof
0-17. The
a combat
combat patrol,
patrol, consisting
consisting ofof aa rifle
rifle platoon
platoonororreinforced
reenforcedrifle
rifleplaplamust be
be augmented
augmented by
by certain
certainpersonnel
i^ersonnelwho
whoare
ai'enot
notorganically
organically
. toon,
toon, must
assigned
to it.
it. Such
Such personnel
personnel includes
includes one
one oror more
more competent
comf)etent
assigned
to
cooks,
medical officer
officer or
or one
one oror more
more qualified
qualifiedhospital
hospitalcorpsmen,
corpsmen,
cooks, a medical
and
and a.
a radioman
radioman when
when the
the patrol
patrol isisequipped
equippedwith
witha aportable
portableradio.
radio.
h.
If the
the hostile
hostile forces
forces are
are not
not complying
complyingwith
withthe
the“Rules
"RulesofofLand
Land
b. If
Warfare,"
the medical
medical personnel
personnel should
should bebe armecl
armed for
forself-defense.
self-defense.
Warfare,” the
6-18.
Attached units.—--h
units.—In the
the future,
future,most
mostcombat
combatpatrols
patrolsofofthethe
6-18. Attached
strength of
of aa rifle
rifle platoon
platoon or
or more,
more, operating
operatingininhostile
hostileareas,
areas,probprobstrength
ably will
will be
be reenf
reenforced
by atattached
supportingweapons.
weapons. With
Withthethe
ably
orced by
t ached supporting
adoption of
of the
the semi-automatic
semi-automatic rifle
rifle asasthe
thestandard
standardinfantry
infantryarm
armoror
adoption
as
as a replacement
replacement for
for the
the Browning
Browning automatic
automatic rifle,
rifle,a alight
lightmachine
machine
gun squad
squad or
or section
section and
and aa 60-mm.
60-mm. mortar
mortar sqnacl
squadororsection
sectionwould
would
gun
appear
to
be
appropriate
units
to
accompany
a
rifle
platoon
assigned
appear to be appropriate units to accompany a rifle platoon assigned
a combat
combat mission.
mission. These
These organized
organized units
units should
shouldbebeattached
attachedtotothethe
platoon
from the
the headquarters
headquarters platoon
platoon ofof the
thei rifle
riflecompany.
company. A A
platoon from
combat
patrol consisting
consisting ofof aa rifle
riflecompany
companymay
mayrequire
requirethe
thesupport
support
combat. patrol
of
heavy machine
machine gun
gun section
section oror platoon
platoon and
and anan81-mm.
81-mm.mortar
mortar
of a heavy
squad
or section.
section. These
These should
should be
be attached
attachedtatothe
thecompany
companyasasintact
intact
squad or
units
from the
the appi-opriate
appropriate organizations
organizationsofofthe
thebattalion
battalionororregiment.
regiment.
units from
(For
further details,
details, see
see Section
Section III,
III, Chapter
ChapterII,II,“organization.”)
"Organization.")
(For further
6-19.
Guides and
and interpreters.—
interpreters.—a.
Native officials
officials and
and foreign
foreign
a. Native
6-19. Guides
residents
are usually
usually helpful
helpful inin securing
securingreliable
reliableguides
guidesand
andinterpreinterpreresidents are
ters
whenever their
their employment
employment isis necessary.
necessary. Local
Localinhabitants
inhabitantswho
who
ters whenever
have
suffered injury
injury from
from the
the hostile
hostile forces
forcesand
andthose
thosehaving
havingmemmemhave suffered
bers
of their
their families
families who
who have
have soso suffered,
suffered, often
often volunteer
volunteertheir
their
bers of
The
integrity
of
these
men
must
be
tested
services
for
such
duty.
The
integrity
of
these
men
must
be
tested
services for such duty.
in
the field
field before
before they
they can
can be
be considered
consideredentirely
entirelyreliable
reliableand
andtrusttrustin the
Avorthy.
In many
many cases,
cases, their
their employment
employment inin any
any capacity
capacitymakes
makes
worthy.
In
them
subject to
to hostile
hostile reprisal
reprisal measures
measures and
and the
theintervening
interveningforce
force
them subject
must
assume responsibility
responsibility for
for their
their protection.
protection.
must assume
11
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b. Troops assigned to combal operations should learn the terrain
and trails within their sectors, nnc] ~~in a working knowledge of the
local language as quickly as possible so that they n~ay dispense with
the employment
of native guicles and interpreters
insofar as the
situation permits.
6-20. Native
transport
personnel.—In
most situations,
the em]Jloyment of native porters (carriers),
muleteers, or other transport
personnel will be required Vvitll each combat patrol.
For flwther
details, see Chapter III, ‘iLogistics.”
6-21. Native
troops.—a.
When l~ative troops are available, they
In addition to their combat duties,
may be included in the pntrol
they will, if properly indoctrinatecl,
C1Omuch to establish friendlyrelations between the peaceful inhabitants md the intervening
force.
b. Native troops are especially
valuable for reconnaissance
and
those
They will notice and correctly interpret
security missions.
signs which indicate the presence of the enemy much more quickly
force
and surely than will the a~-emge member of a foreign
llnaccustorned to the country.
c. Tl?ork and guard duty must be divicle(l an(l distributed
proportionally between the regular forces and native troops, an~[ friction
between the two organizations
must be avoided.
6-22. Prominent
native civilians.—a.
It is sometin~es atlvisahle to
inchlde

prominent

patrol.

They

native

civilians

or

can do much to explain

government

the mission

officials

in

the

of the intervening

forces in the community,
spread the gospel of peace, friendly
relations, and cooperation,
and colmter the propaganda
of the enemy.
The natives of the community
are all potential enemies and many
\vill become actively hostile if they are not convincec~ of the trlle
objective
b. If
patrol

of the occupation.
political

leader

government

alignments

must be very

and hatrecls
circumspect

officials who accompany

pected of political

lxirtisansllip,

are virile

in the area, the

in the choice of civilians

the patrol.

the problems

~f the patrol

ancl

is sLw-

of ]mcificat ion may be

intensified.
c. Frequently
valuable

prominel]t

an(l well-informed

inf ormat ion, provided

are not required

their identity

to act as .gwicles or otherwise

civilians

will

is not disclosed
openly

furnish
and tl~ey

associate theni-

‘1’heir wishes should be respected

selves with the intervening
force.
in orcler to gain their confidence ancl obtain
they possess.

the inf orn~ation

which
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6-23.
Transportation
6-23. Transportation.—a.
.—a. The
‘1’he means
means and
and amount
amount of
of transportatransportation included
tion
included in
ill an infantry
infantry patrol
l)atrol will
will influence
influence its
its composition,
composition, its
its
mobility,
the length
leugth of
of time
time that
that it
it can
can stay
stay away
away from
from its
its base,
base, and
and
mobility, the
its combat
In
its
combat efficiency.
efficiency.
In general,
general, infantry
infantry patrols
patrols should
shoL~ld carry
carry only
only
the minimum
the
minimum equipment
equipment and
and supplies
supplies necessary
necessary to
to accomplish
accomplish their
their
mission. The
mission.
The more
more nearly
nearly they
they can
can approach
approach the
the hostile
hostile forces
forces in
in this
this
respect,
the more
more efficient
efficient they
they will
will become
become in
in the
the field.
field. It
It is
is aa comcomrespect, the
nl(~n
failing for
for troops
troops engaged
engaged in
in small
small war
war operations
operatiol~s to
to decrease
decrease
mon failing
their mobility
too
their
mobility by transporting
transporting
too much
much equipment
equipment and
ancl too
too many
many
~tiried,
desirable but
but nonessential
nonessential] supplies.
supplies.
varied, desirable
1). The
employed
L.
The principal
pril~cipal means
means of transportation
transportation
eml)l(jye[l by
by infantry
infantry
j^atrols include:
]mtrols
include:
(1) All
(1)
All or part
part of
of the
the equipment
eqnipnwl~t and
allcl supplies
supplies carried
carried on
on the
the person.
lwrson.
(2) Native
(2)
Native porters.
lwrtcrs.
(3) Riding
(3)
Ricling and
and pack
pack animals.
animals.
(4) Airplanes
(4)
Airplanes for
for evacuation
evacuation of
of the
the wounded
wounded and
and supply
supply by
by plane
plane
clrops.
drops.
(5) Motor
(5)
Motor transport.
transport.
c. In
In hot,
hot, tropical
tropical climates,
climates, the
the personnel
personnel should
shoulc] not
not be
be required
required to
to
carry packs
carry
packs if
if it can be avoided.
avoiclecl. The
The weight
weight of
of the
the rations
rations which
which
troops can
troops
can transport
transport in addition
acldition to
to their
their equipment
equipment will
will limit
limit the
the
range of
range
of a combat
combat patrol
patrol unless
unless it
it can
can subsist
subsist almost
almost entirely
entirely off
off the
the
country. On
country.
On the
the other
other hand,
hancl, aa reconnaissance
reconnaissance patrol
patrol whose
whose members
members
are inured
inured to
to the
the local
local fare
fare can
can often
often accomplish
accomplish its
its mission
mission more
more
successfully
if it is not
not encumbered
encumbered with
with aa train.
train.
successfully if
d. For
For further
further details
details concerning
concerning transportation,
t ransportatioll, see
see Cluipter
Chapter III,
IH~
“Logistics,’>
"Logistics," and
and Chapter
Chapter IX,
IX, "Aviation."
“Aviation.”
6.--94.
weapons-—a.
The weapons
Tveap{)ns carried
c:lrried by
by an
nl~ infantry
illf antry patrol
patrol
6-24. Weapons.—a.
The
will
normally
be
those
organically
assigned
to
the
squad,
platoon,
will normally
those organically
assigne(l to the squad, platoon, or
or
company, plus
company,
plus attached
attached units
units of
of supporting
supporting weapons
weapons if
if the
the situation
situation
indicates the
indicates
the necessity
necessity therefor.
therefor.
h. If
equipped
b.
If the
the rifle
rifle units
units are
me completely
completely
equippecl with
with the
the semisemiautomatic rifle,
automatic
rifle, the
the inclusion
inclusion of
of any
any full
full shoulder
shoulder weapon
weapon in
in each
each
squad is
If
If the
the basic
basic arm
arm in
in the
the patrol
patrol is
is the
the boltboltsquad
is not
not warranted.
warranted.
action rifle,
action
rifle, the
the armament
armament of
of each
each squad
squad should
should include
include two
two semisemiautomatic, or two
automatic,
two Browning
Browning automatic
automatic rifles,
rifles, or
or one
one of
of each.
each. This
This
proportion of
proportion
of automatic
automatic shoulder
shoulder weapons
weapons to
to bolt-action
bolt-action rifles
rifles should
should
rarely, if
Ammunition
supply
Ammumtion
sLIpply in
in small
small wars
wars
rarelyl
if ever,
ever. be exceeded.
exceedecl.
operations is a difficult
Volume
Volume of
of fire
fire can
can seldom
seldom replace
replace
operations
difficult problem.
problem.
accuracy of
The )norale
lnorale of
of guerrilla
guerrilla forces
forces isis
accuracy
of fire in a small
small war.
war. The
little affected
little
affected by the
the loss
loss of
of au particular
particular position,
position, but
but itit is
is seriously
seriously
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affected

The maby the number of casualties sustained in combat.
in an in f ant ry patrol should be armed, therefore, with weapons that are mp:ible of delivering
deliberate, aimecl,
ncurate. fire rather than with ww~pons whose chief clmracteristic
is
(he delivery
of a great volume of fire. The a utomntic weapons
should be utilized to protect the exposed flanks, or to silence hostile
automatic weapons.
c. Whether or not the bayonet is included in the armament of the
patrol depends upon the terrain, the nature of the particular operation, the train ing of the men, and the opinion of the patrol leader.
In jungle terrain, the bayonet impedes the movement of the individuals
both ol~ the march and when deployed for combat by sl~agging on vines and the dense underbrush;
it is doubtful if it Ciill be
used effectively, even in the assault, in such terrain.
In fairly open
country, the bayonet should be carried and employed as in reb@ar
warfare.
It is an essential weapon in night attacks.
The bayonet
is practically
useless in the hands of lmtrainecl troops who have no
confidence in it; it is a very effective weapon in small war operations when employed by troops who huve been thoroughly
trained
in its use.
we
Section
d. For further details regarding
il~t’antry ]\eilponS,
111, Chapter II, “Organization.”
6–25. Ammunition.—u.
In past small war operations, the average
expenditure
of small arms ammunition
for a single engagement
hms
seldom exceeded 50 rounds for each person in the patrol.
There
have been a very few instances w-here the expenditure
has slightly
exceede(l 100 rounds per person.
It is believed that the following
is a reasonable basis for the quantities
of ammunition
to be carried for each type of weapon wit 11 inf :~ntry pnt rols assimgnecl a combat mission in small war operations:

jorit y of the personnel

(1) On the prr.,m+-the
full capacity of the belt or other c,arrim
issued to the individual.
tra;l(—~~
llnitof fire.
(2) in fhe combat
These quantities

should

be n~(dified

indicat ecl by the situation
3. Emergency

as tlictate(l

conf renting

replacements

by mq)eriel~ce or as

n particular

of some types

of

patrol.

an m~unit ion can bv

by ~)lii])e.
c. If the regnlar ammunition
containers
are too lwav-y for the
is remeal]s. of translmrtatiml
ill tl~e combat train, the ammunition
packed and the individual loads made lighter.

droplxxl
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d. Cartridge
Cartridge belts
belts :u1(l
and other
other carriers
carriers with
with the
the patrol
patrol must
must be
be in
in
cl.
perfect
condition
to
prevent
the
loss
of
iimmnnition.
perfect condition to prevent the loss of :Immnnition.
6-26. Signal
Signal equipment.—a.
equipment.—a. ‘1’l~ef
The following
signal equip
equipment
must
6–26.
ollm~ing sigl~al
nientmust
be taken
taken with
with every
every patrol:
patrol:
be
(1) Airplane
Airplane pnnels,
panels, Codes
Codes,, :llld
and pick-up
pick-up eqllil~n~ent.
equipment.
(1)
(2)
Pyrotechnics.
(2) Pyrotechnics.
&.
The following
following signnl
signal equi
e(|uipmeut
should be mrried
carried lvit
with
the
pmel]t should
II the
b. The
patrol
when
it
is
available:
patrol when
available:
(1)
Portable radio.
radio.
(1) Portable
(2)
Other special
special equipnlel~t
equipment clemanded
demanded by
by the
the situation
situation or
or
(2) Other
the use
use of
of which
which can
can be
be foreseen.
foreseen. (See
(See Section
Secti(m III,
III, Chapter
Chapter II,
II,
the
“Or~lni~ation.”)
"Organization.")
6-27. Medical
Medical supplies.—a.
supplies.—a. The
The patrol
patrol leader,
leader, in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with
6-27.
the
medical
personnel,
nmst
assure
himself
of
the
sufficiency
of
his
the medical personnel, must assure himself of the sufficiency of his
medical
equipment
and
supplies.
If
charity
medical
work
among
the
If charity medical work :mloug the
meclical equipment and supplies.
natiA-^e inhabitants
inhabitants is
is anticipated,
anticipated, additional
additional supplies
supi^lies must
must be
be propronative
vided for
for that
that purpose.
purpose.
vi(lecl
h. Besides
Besides the
the regular
regular me(lical
medical kit
kit carried
carried by
by the
the hospital
hospital c(n-pscorpsfi.
man, reserve
reserve supplies
supplies should
should be
be macle
made L~p
up into
into several
several assorted
assorted kits
kits
man>
distributed throughout
throughout the
the column.
column.
tlistributecl
c. Sufficient
Sufficient ampoules
ampoules shoulcl
should be
be cnrriecl
carried for
for chlorination
chlorination of
of water
water
r.
for
the
duration
of
the
patrol.
The
Lyster
bag,
if
carried,
should
The Lyster bag, if carried, shoulcl be
for the duration of the. patrol.
carefully inspected
inspected for
for leaks,
leaks, particularly
particularly at
at the
the taps,
taps, and
and shoulcl
should
carefully
be cleaned
cleaned and
and dried.
dried. Four
Four to
to six
six yards
yards of”
of ml~slin
muslin for
for straining
straining
be
trash from
from the
the water
water should
should be
be providecl.
provided. The
The bag
bag should
should be
be rolled
rolled
trash
and stowecl
stowed so
so that
that it
it will
will not
not chafe
chafe in
in carrying.
carrying.
and
d. A
A few
few “sanitubes”
"sanitubes" should
should be
be carried
carried for
for prophylaxis
prophylaxis and
and for
for the
the
d.
treatment of
of certain
certain skin
skin diseases.
diseases.
treatment
e. Several
Several additional
additional first
first aicl
aid packcts~
packets, t.ubcs
tubes of
of iodine,
iodine, and
and aa small
small
e.
roll of
of aclhesive
adhesive should
should be
be carried
carried with
with patrols
patrols to
to which
which meclical
medical
roll
personnel is
is not
not attached.
attached.
personnel
/. Preparations
Preparations to
to carry
carry the
the woundecl
wounded must
must be made
made before
before the
the
f.
patrol leaves
leaves the
the garrison.
garrison. In
In ad(lition
additicm to
to the
the methods
methods described
described in
in
patrol
Chapter 14,
14, “Landing
"Landing Force
Force M:lnual,”
Manual," USN,
USN, the
the canvas
canvas field
field cot
cot
Chnpter
cover is
is easily
easily carried
carried al]tl
and can
can be
be quickly
quickly converted
converted il~to
into aa stretcher
stretcher
cover
in the
the fielcl.
field.
in
(&28.
6-28. Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous equipment.—--such
equipment.—Such of
of the
the fol]o~ving
following articles
articles
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary should
should be
be carriecl
carried with
with the
the patrol:
patrol:
as
a. “Native
Native machetes,
machetes, for
for cutting
cutting ttrails,
forage, til’ewoo(l.
firewood, fiel(ls
fields of
of
a.
rnilsj forage.
fire, and
and material
material for
for bivouac
bivouac shelters.
shelters.
fire,
1). Matches
Matches in
in waterproof
waterproof conttlinersj
containers, flashlights,
flashlights, candles:
candles, and
and aa
?).
lantern for
for the
the mess
mess force.
force.
lantern
15
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c. ~ cluantity of hemp rope to assist the patrol ill crossing dangerOLIS Stre:linS. It can be stretched across the streanl tind used m a
hand

hold

while

crossing,

or it. can be used in bu il~lillg

an in~pro-

vised raft.
d. lhtrenching

tot}ls or larger

e]]g-ineering

tools

as (lemande(l

by

the situation.
e. .4 horse.-shoer’s

kit> if the ]l[~mber of

i~lli]ll:~ls ~ritl~ the p~~trol

]]]i~kes it a(lvisable.
6--%). Personal
clothing
and accessories.—a.
(}el/era/.—’I’lle personal c]otll ing :II~d :~rce+jo]’ies JVIJIIIor (’:~urir{l.by t l~tt ]vltrol must be
redllced to the mininlum col]sistent with tile lel]g~h of tin)e the patrol
will be absent fronl its base, and the clinlate and s[~i(s[>llof the year.
clothing
shoulcl be in good condition when the patrol leaves it base.
It is better to rely 01] airplane s~lpply for necessary replacements
ill
the field than to overburden the pntrol with too much impedimenta.
Superfl~lo~w articles \vill increase the transportat io~~ problems, a~]d
decrease the q~l:intities of essellt i:d ammunition
all{l rations which
can be carrietl.
Persona] colnfort all(l al)l)earance ~~][lst always bc
of serondary impOrti~nce as con]pared with the efficielit accomplis}lment of the assignecl mission.
ofiicers should fare no better in these
rmperts than tile enliste(l men of the organization.
The inclusion of
officers’ bedding rolls, field cots? and similar eqllipn~ent is unwarrante(l iil ]Jatrob+ o])er:at in.g f rol~] a b:~se ill t l~t?theater of operatiol)s.
sl~ould fit properly, be brokelk
b. O/ot?tz’n.g wont &j z%oo~s.—~hoes
New shoes, t]~{)ugh of the correct size, will
in. an(l ill goocl eollclitioll.
ilslmlly
holes

xi ~-e trouble
and darus.

:! 11(1 water

f l’edy,

ale preferable

on the nlarch.

Socks should be clean, free from

Flalu]el

shirts,

}vhkh

and still

afford

warmth

to cotto]l

absorb

l)erspiration,

ak)d protection

I-dmki shirts (IVP:l ill the tropics.

rain,

at night,
‘l’he scarf

in the field is
‘1’lie ]-al(~e of caIIvas leggings
Ilot be Tvorll.
5110111(1
(luwt ionahle.
The Tvoo]en sock ])ulled over the bottom of the t rm~ser
]Pg is :1 s:ltisfa(,tory s~lhstitute.
c. Clothing and accetwol’ic.s ca~’);etl in. the puci’.-—r~lle following articles are considered re:monable qIuLl~tities to be carricwl in the pack
or roll of each indi~i(llml with :1 patrol operating in a warm climate:
(1) A shelter-half,
~)oncllo, or ligi~t native hanmloclc, depending
upon the nature d the terrain, the season of the yeilr, and the perThe shelter-half
can be clissonal decision of the patrol leader.
pensed with if nmteria]s are NV:Iila’hk in the field for the, constrlw Ill this ~iis~. t]le poncho is lltiliml as a cover
tion of lean-to sl]eltels.
for th~’ pti~li or rO1l. Tile ]mn(llo is ])rimarily [Lseful as protection
16
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from
from the
the clamp
damp grouncl
ground while
wliile sleeping
sleeping at
at night,.
night. It
It interferes
interferes with
with
movement
of
:111individllal
if
worn
on
the
marcl~,
a]lcl
is
a
distiuct
movement of an individual if worn
the march, and
distinct
impwlinlel~t
impediment ifif worn
worn ill
in combat.
combat.

The hammock
hammock has many
many adval~advanThe
tages,
tages, but
but it is bulky
bulky and
and adcls
adds considerable
considerable weight
weight to the
the pack
pack or
or

roll.
roll.

During
During the rainy
rainy senson,
season, two
two of
of these
these articles
articles n]ay
may be desirable.
desirable.

If
If the
the shelter-half
shelter-half is carried,
carried, the
the tent
tent pole
pole tind
and ]Jins
pins me
are i]lcllldecl
included

when necessary.
necessary.
when
(2) one
One blanket.
blanket,
(2)
(3) Al
A mosquito
mosquito net
net is desirable
desirable i]l
in Illalario(ls
malarious colll~tries.
countries.
(3)
bulky
bulky ancl
and ql~ite
quite heary.
heavJ^

It is
It

Some COlllbat
combat lmtro]s
patrols in I}ilht
])ast operatiolw
operations in
SOnle

itropical
ropieal countries
countries did
did not
not carry
carry the net
net in the
the field
field ancl
and clid
did ]]ot
not illc~w
incur

any apparent
apparent harmful
harmful consequences.
consequences.
:Ln,y
(4) One
One change
change of
of underwear.
underwear.
(4)
(5) At
At least
least two
two pairs
pairs of
of woolen
woolen socks;
socks; four
four IJairs
i)airs are
are recomrecom(5)
mended, ifif the
the patrol
patrol is to
to operate
operate for
for 2 weeks
weeks or
or lo]~g-er.
longer.
mended,
(6) One
One change
change of
of outer
outer clothing.
clothing.
(6)
(7) Toilet
Toilet articles:
articles: soap,
soap, small
small bath
bath towel,
towel, tootl~
tooth brush
brush ancl
and l)owpow(7)
der or
or paste,
paste, comb,
comb, and
and mirror.
mirror.
cler

A razor,
razor, shaving
shaving brl~sh,
brush, and
and slu~vshavA

ing soap
soap mny
may be
be carried,
carried, althou@
although they
they me
are not
not considered
considered essential
essential
ing
items.
items.
(8) ‘1’obacco,
Tobacco, as
as desirecl.
desired.
(8)
(9)
Toilet
papei',
small quantity
quantity to be carried
carried by
by each
each individllall
individual,
(9) Toilet lmper, a small
the remainder
remainder with
with the
the mess
mess equipment.
equipment,
the
Personal deanliness.—A bath
bath shonld
should be
be taken
taken and
and soile(l
soiled clothing
clothing
d. PeMon~17clean?ine,sts.—A
should be
be washed
washed as
as frequently
frequently as
as opportunity
opportunity affords.
affords. Simply
Simply
should
soaking clothes
clothes in
in water,
water, wringing
wringing them
them out,
out, ancl
and permitting
permitting them
them
soaking
to dry
dry in
in the
the sun,
sun, is
is better
better than
than not
not washing
washing them
them at
at all.
all.
to
6-30.
General preparations.—Prior
preparations.—Prior to
to clearing
clearing its
its base,
base, the
the patrol
patrol
6–30. General
leader of
of an infantry
infantry patrol
patrol personally
personally verifies
verifies or arranges
arranges for
for such
such
leader
of the
the following
following as may
may be
be pertinent
pertinent to
to the
the particular
particular situation:
situation:
of
a. Aviation;
Aviation; support
support.—
.(1) Liaison,
Liaison, reconnaissance,
reconnaissance, and
and combat
combat s{lpport.
support.
(1)
(2) Regular
Regular and
and emergency
emergency supply
supply by
by plane.
plane.
(2)
h. ln~ormation.Information.—
6.
(1) A
A personal
personal airplane
airplane reconnaissance
reconnaissance over
over the
the arefl,
area, if
if practicable.
practicable.
(1)
(2)
A
map
or
sketch
of
the
area,
including
the
route
or
alternate
(2) A map
sketch of the areil, including the route
alternate
routes to
to be ffollowed.
A rucle
rude sketch,
sketch, however,
however, iuacclmte,
inaccurate, is
is better
better
routes
o] IOWN1. A
than none.
none.
than
(3) $irplme
Airplane ph~,tographs
photographs of
of villages
villages ancl
and important
important terrain
terrain feafea(3)
tures, such
such as stream
stream crossings.
crossings, possible
possible or former
former ambush
ambush positions,
positions,
tures,
etc., if
if practicable,
practicable.
etc.,
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(4) The
(4)
The condition
condition of
of the louds
roa(ls and
anti trails,
trails, the
the attitude
attitmle of
of the
the local
local
inhabitants,
and
the
possible
food
supply.
inlmbitants, and the possible foo(l supply.
c. Inspection
Inspection of.—
of.—
(1) Men;
combat,
and
conllllllnic~ltiolls,
and medical
mecliml supsllp(1)
Men; individual,
individual,
c(unbat. comnuinications,
plies and
plies
and equipment;
equipment; and
and animals,
animals, pack,
prick. and
and ridinjr
ricling eqnipment.
equipment.
(2) Cleaning
materials
for
especially
oil for
(2)
Cleaning
materials
for the weapons,
weapons,
especially
automatic
arms.
automatic arms.
d. Liaison
with .—
d.
Liaison loith.—
(1)
Native
officials, when
when desirable.
desirable.
(1) Native officials,
(2) Native
(2)
Native troops,
troops, or other
other persons
pe~sons not
IIot of the command,
commaml, who
lvho are
to accompany
accompany the
the patrol.
patrol.
(3) Other
(3)
Other friendly
friendly patrols
patrols operating
operating in the
the area.
area.
of.—Native
transpoitation
personnel,
E’mploymfwt
o~.-Native
transportation
personnel, intelligence
intelligence
e. Employment
agents,
guicles, and
and interpreters.
interpreters.
agents, guides,
for the
the purcha.se
purchase of
of supplies,
supplies,
/. Money,
for
/.
.llo~~ey, in small
small denominations,
denominations,
emergency
transportation,
and
information.
In
some
countries,
emergency transportation,
tin(l information.
In some countries, arwhich are expensive
espensive and
and difficult
difficult
ticles such
ticles
such as
m soap,
soap, salt,
salt, tobacco,
tobacco, etc.,
etc. , which
to obtain
to
obtain locally,
locally, are
are more
more acceptable
acceptable to the
the natives
natives than
than money.
money.
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6-31.
Responsibility of
of patrol
patrol leader.—Th
leader.—The epatrolleacl
patrol leader ershould
should
6-31. Responsibility
confer with
with the
the mess
mess officer
officer at
at the
the garrison
garrison or
or base
base from
from which
which the
the
confer
patrol
will
operate,
and,
in
conjunction
with
the
patrol's
mess
serpatrol will operate, and, in conjunction
with the patrol’s mess sergeant or
or cooks,
cooks, determine
determine what
what suitable
suitable foodstuffs
foodstuffs are
are available
available for
for
geant
the patrol.
patrol. Also,
Also, he
he must
must decids
decide what
what kit<~l~en
kitchen eq~til~l~lellt
equipment i~re{~~lirecl
is' required
the
and procure
procure it.
it. Written
Written menus
menus for
for breakfiist
l^reakfast :~l~tl
and s~lpper
supper for
for each
each
and
day of
of the
the propose{l
proposed operations
operations are
are preps
prepared.
It is not
not desirable
desii-able
day
w(1. It
to make
make midday
midday halts
lialts for
for the
the purp(
purpose
of cooking
cooking a meal,
meal, although
although
to
KP of
it may
may be
be desir;~ble
desirable in
in some.
some situations
situations to
to prepare
prepare cold
cold hmches
hinches wl~ich
wliich
it
may
be
issued
to
the
men
prior
to
breaking
camp
in
the
morning.
may be issued to tile. men prior
breaking m rnp
the morning.
Based on
on these
these menus,
menus, aa cheek-off
check-off list
list of
of the
the necessary
necessary rations
ration si is
is
Based
prepared, the
the rations
rations driiwn
draAvn and
and carefully
carefully verified
verified before
before loading.
loading.
prepared,
Thereafter, the
the rations
rations are
aie issued
issued :us
as required
required and
and notations
notations made
made on
on
Thereafter,
the check-off
check-off list.
list. The
The rations
rations remaining
remaining in
in the
the train
train S11OUM
should be
be
the
inventoried periodically
periodically while
while the
the patrol
patrol is
is in
in the
the field.
field. Canned
Canned
inventoried
goods shoulcl
should be inspected
inspected for
for swelling
swelling of
of the
the top
top due
due to
to deterioradeterioragoods
tion
of
the
contents,
for
leaks,
and
foi'
bad
derits.
Such
cans
should
SIICII Cans ,+olll~
tion of the contents. for leakst and f~}~ bad de]it>.
be
rejected, or
or destroyed.
destroyed.
be rejected,
6-32.
Mess equipment.—-+.
equipment.—a. Tl}e
The amount
amount of
of mess
mess equipnlent
e(iuipment falcar0-32. Mess
ried
by
the
patrol
should
be
i-educed
to
a
minimum.
ried by the patrol S11OU1C1
be reclueed to
minimnm.
h.
The cavalry
cavalry pack
pack kitchen
kitchen is
is satisfactory
satisfactory for
for aa large
large patrol
patrol which
which
b. The
includes
pack animals.
animals. The
The complete
complete unit
imit less
less hangers
hangers for
for the
the
includes pack
Phillips
pack
saddle,
weighs
118
pounds
and
constitutes
one
pack
Phillips
pack saddle, weighs 118 pounds find constitutes
one pack
load.
It is
is adequ:lte
adequate for
for feeding
feeding 200
200 men
men in
in the
the field.
field. Pztrols
Patrols of
of
load.
It
between
fifty and
and one
one hundred
hundred men
men cal]
can eliminate
eliminate mmecessary
unnecessary pieces.
pieces.
between fifty
It is
is questionable
questionable whether
whether aa patrol
patrol of
of less
less than
than 50
50 reel]
men should
should carry
carry it.
it.
It
c.
If
a
regular
pack
kitclien
unit
is
not
used,
issue
or
improvised
c. If a regular pack kitchen unit is not used, issue or improvised
cooking
equipment will
will have
have to
to be
be provided.
provided. The
The following
following points
points
cooking equipment
are
pertinent:
are pertinent:
19
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(1) Although
G. I. bnckets ~re selLlfJn~ wed for cooking in garrison, they me uscf ul for th:~t purlm+ in the field.
They can be
set cm a fire or suspended over it. ‘rhey nest well :UMl dO nOt rattle
if leaves or sin~ilar n~ate,rials art’ p:wke(l between them.
(2) In comparison
with till boilers, buckets. an~l roasting pans,
lil~g~ iron kettles am ]]ot s{) f r:igile, C1Onot burn foml so quickly+
l)oIc1 heat better, c:l]~ be used for frying, and p:[ck better.
Packed.
one on emcll side of the :i~~in~:~l,they can carry t]w cooked or uncooked
foodsi ufi+ necessary fo] tile evening n~eill, thus expe(lit i~~g its prepa li~tion.
Suitable iron kettles {on ~~llt’1’:111~be ‘pUl”~llil+(l lo~illly in
the tl)eater of O])dl’iltiOl)S.
(3) A small lllet:ll glill :Lbollt 2 fwt ●(lllill’t> ~tll(l filtetl with t’~)ul
collapsible legs facilitates cooki ug in the field.
d, Duril]g rainy J!wltllf’r 0]’ in areas lvhere nm]~y st reanw ]lave to
he forded, solne ])ml-ision must be ma(le to 1)1’otect such f (xxlst llffs as
~ug:lr. salt, flolll’. coffee, etc. TkLgYma(le of C;IIIV:IS,leather, or of
canvas material
c(mte,d with rubber: :II~d t:lr]~i~lllil~s or pieces of
canvas? have been used successfully in the past.
~’, When a p:~trol is to be made into unfamiliar country vrllere the
drinkin~’ watel’
existence of al] :lclequate water supply is doubtflll.
may h;~ve to be tm]]sportecl in the train,
$gal]on cans may be usecl
for this purpose in tile abselnce of special~y ~lesignecl equipment.
f. A limited mount
of soap should be carried as an aid in cle:~nsing the cooking equipment.
Tl]e agglw~:lte ~reigl~t of tl)e lwtions
&–33. Weight of rations.—a.
carried by a patrol is influenced by:
(1) Number of n~en in the patrol.
(2) Native foodstuffs :Ivailable in tile fiel(l.
(3) Issue fooclshlffs available.
(4) Rations to he supplied b~r plane 11lop.
(5) Replenislmlellts
expectwl froll~ (Jlltl)Ost+ illl(l otll(’1” U:l[’1’iw)ns
in tile area,
(6) The ability of tlw c,wlw.
(7) The :lbilit~’ (If tlw lwlwmlwl to }I(ljll+t tlwmselws 10 (linlinished
rations.
nl)(l
tll(’
l~lt’(l~tellllil]t’(1 size of the
(8) The methml of t I“illl!+l)ol”l
combat train.
3. The norn~:[l fiel{l rntion weighs :Ipproximately
3 pounds.
The
normal gnrrison lilt ion weights ~bo[lt 4 pOUn CIS. The average ~)il~k
animnl f(mnd i]] nlost Nllall-lw rs r~)lllltriw call r’till’~ 30 man-(lay
can
garrison rations, (mnlpntecl 0]1 the :~ssllnlption th:it I1O fodstnffs
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be procured
procured in
in the
the field,
field, 40
40 man-clay
man-day complete
complete field
field rations,
rations, or
or 50
be
reduced field
field rations.
rations.
reduced
(5-34.
The field
field ration.—-+,
ration.—a. Every
Every effort
efTort should
should be made
made to
to build
build
6-34. The
up the
the supply
supply of
of rations
rations at
at th~
the :lclvancecl
advanced patrol
jiatrol bases
bases and
and outposts
outposts
up
until
they approach
approach or
or equal
equal the
the normal
normal garrison
garrison ration
ration in
in quantity
quantity
lmtil they
and
variety. A
A patrol
patrol operating
operating from
from those
those bases,
bases, should
should never
never
and variety,
carry
more, and
and may
may often
often carry
carry less,
less, than
than the
the components
components of
of the
the
carry more,
field rat
ration,
modified in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the probnble
probable foodstuffs
foodstuffs
field
ion, modified
which can
can be obtainecl
obtained in
in the
the area.
area. Emphasis
Emphasis shoulcl
should be
be placed
placed on
on
which
those articles
articles which
which give
give the
the greatest
gi'eatest return
return in
in food
food value
value for
for the
the
those
bulk :~nd
and weight
weight carried,
carried, and
and the
the ease
ease with
with which
which they
they can
can be
be transtranshnlk
ported.
This n-my
may not
not result
result in
in na “balanced”
"balanced" ration,
ration, but
but the
the cleficiendeficienpwted.
This
cies
encountered in
in the
tlie field
field can
can be
be compensated
compensated for
for upon
upon the
the return
i*eturn
cies encountered
of
tlie patrol
patrol to
to its
itKS base.
base. The
The general
general tendency
tendency of
of troops
troops is
is to
to carry
carry
of the
too
great a wriety
variety nnit
and too
too large
large a.
a qn:lntity
quantity of
of foodstuffs
foodstuffs with
with pntrols
patrols
too great.
in the
the field.
field. 31:in
Man should
should become
become accustomed
accustomed to
to the
the native
native fare
fare as
as
quicklj'
as possible.
possible. If
If properly
properly led,
led, they
they will
will soon
soon learn
learn that
that they
they
qnickly as
can
subsist quite
quite well
well and
and operate
operate efficiently
efficiently on
on much
much less
less thnn
than the
the
can subsist
I'egular
garrison
ratitm.
This
is
matter
of
training
and
is
inThis
is
a
mntter
of
training
and
is
inl’e~~llar garrison riltiml.
fluenced in
in na Lwge
large mensure
measure b-y
by the
the attitude
attitude of
of the
the patrol
patrol lenders
leaders
fluenced
and other
other commissioned
commissioned and
and noncommissioned
noncommissioned oflicers.
officei-s.
ancl
h.
The prescribwl
prescribed fiel(l
field ration
ration is
is appr(mirnately
approximately as follo~m:
follows:
7). The
Coiiiiioiiciit
artirlen
Cowpollcnt article.?
ijound hard Imwd
bread __ _ __
11 p,~ut)cl

Suhstitiltc orticles
artichx
S’ub.stitlltc
1% fresh
fresh bread,
bread, or
or
1}4
lYi pounds
pounds flour.
flour.
1)4

11 ])t~l]n(i
pound ttinned
iI]]~ecl
. . . . . . . . .._. .._ . . . ..-.

Yn pouI)(~t
poiuid tinned
vegetables
illllvd ~wwta~)lc~
... . . . .
%
2 ounties
coffee--------201111
(:(’sc(>fft?c

____. . . .

Xy^ pounds salt meat, or
or
l}~poundssaltmeatj
lYi
pounds smoked meat,
moat, or
1% pounds
IVi pounds fresh
fre.sh meat, or
1$4pounds
1 % pounds
pounds fresh fish,
fish, or
1~
1% pounds
pounds po{dtry.
poultry.
1~
1?^ pounds fresh
fresh vty@al)les,
vegetables, or
or
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 134pounds
3 gills beans or peas, or
Yi pound
pound rice or other
other cerwl.
eercal.
~

____________________

11 mince
ounce evaporatml
evaporated ]llilk
milk _____ ____ .- ---Salt ancl
and pepper.
pepper.
Saltf

-----

2 ounces cocoa, or
or
20\mcescocoa,
Y2
ounce
tea.
?4 out]
ce tea.
J/io quart
quart fresh
fresh luilk.
milk.
}{6

c. Suitable
Suitable foodstuffs
foodstuffs fron~
from tl~e
the regular
regular issue
issue incln(le
include:: rice,
rice, rolled
rolled
C,
oats, hominy
hominy grits,
grits, dry
dry be:tlls,
beans, canned
canned pork
pork and
and beans.
beans, corllwl
corned beef
beef
oatsl
hash, salmon,
salmon, corned
corned beef,
beef, chipped
chipped beef,
beef, bacon,
bacon. Vienna
Vienna sausage,
sausage, hard,
hard
hash,
bread, .[llied
dried ffruits,
cheese, sugar,
sugar, coffee.
coffee, ten,
tea. evapor:ltecl
evaporated or dried
dried milk,
milk,
brea[l,
lwits. cheese,
salt, bl:~ck
black pepper,
pepper, and
and limited
limited amounts
amounts of
of canned
canned potatoes
potatoes ancl
and vegevegesalt,
tables. In
In genera].
general, canned
canned and
and fresl~
fresh fruits
fruits sholdcl
should not
not be c:[yriecl,
carried.
tables.
21
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Small sized cans are usually preferable to the larger sizes for issue
to patrols.
Generally a combat patrol shoulcl carry such foodstuffs
that not more than one component, other than tea or coffee, requires
cooking for each meal in order to reduce the number of cooking utensils to be carried and the time of preparation
in the field.
d. Native foodstuffs sometimes found in inhabited areas inclucle:
beef on the hoof, fish, chickens, eggs, beans, rice, corn, coffee, and
fruits and vegetables in season.
To these may be added such wild
game as may be killed by the patrol.
If hostile groups are active in
the area, the available supply of nntive food will be limited.
6-35. Butchering
on the march.—a.
Each patrol operating in the
field should include a man familiar with the killing and dressing of
If the patrol is dependent upon the country for
livestock ancl ~nme.
its meat supply, suitable stock should be procured cluring the day’s
march unless it is definitely known that the desired animals will be
available at or near the bivouac.
i5. The animal should be butchered in such a manner that it will
bleed profusely.
It should be dressed, cut-up, and cooked while it is
still warm.
Meat cooked after rigor mortis has set in will be. tough
lmless it is cooked in a solution of vinegar or acetic acid, or allowed
Excess beef may be barbecuwl and
to season for at least 24 hours.
utilized the following
day.
6-36. Feeding
native personnel.—h’~tive
personnel attached to
patrols may provide their own food and cooking arrangements.
Ill
certain situations they may be given a cash mllowanee which will permit them to eat with the local inhabitants.
When circumstances
require them to subsist vvith the patrol, tht}y should receive their proIf the patrol is living off the
portionate share of the available food.
country, equitable treatment
given to the nmtives attached to the
patrol will usually be more than repaicl by their foraging ability ancl
by assistance in preparing palatable dishes out of the foodstuffs which
are indigenous
to the locality.
6-3’?’. Emergency
rations.—Either
a specially prepared, commercial emergency ration, or one composed of available materials> sl~ould
be issued to each individual
and carried on the person at all times
while operating
in the field. This ration should be eaten only on
the orders of a responsible commander? or as a 1ast resort if an indiFrequent
inspections
vidual becomes separated
from his patrol.
should be made to insure troops are complying
with these instructions.
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(}–38. General.—The
conduct of marches will Yary considerably
with the condition of the men, their state of training, the conditiol~
of the roads or trails, the climate, the weather, the tactical situation,
and various other factors.
Whenever it can be avoided, the men
SI1OU1C1
not arrive at their destination in a state of exhaustion.
In small wars,breakfastusually
should
0-39. Hour ofstarting.—
be served at dawn,anirnalsfcd
and watered,c amp broken, packs assembled and loaded, and the march begun as soon after daylight as
possible.
The march should begin slowly in orderto
warmup
the
men and animals, and to permit packs and equipment to settle ancl
acljust themselves to both personnel and animals.
640. Rate of march.—a.
The firsthalt
should be made not later
tlmntbree-quarter
so fanhour after the start, andshouldbe
ofabout
15 minutes duration, so that the men can adjust their equipme]lt,
check and tighten the pack loads in the train, and :~tte~]cl to the calls
of nature.
71. ~Tncler normal col~ditions, troops usu~lly halt 10 minutes every
hour after the first halt,
This cannot be acceptecl as doctrine in
23
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small wars operations,

in w]]ich t lW rtite of marcl~ is dependent

the state. of

and efficiency

column
stantly

training

within

the combat

must be kept, closed up at all times.
maintained

throughout

ever a pack needs readjustment,

~hiis{nl

train.

ulxm
~hc’

should be mn-

the column by word of mouth.

lVhe]~-

or an animal becomes bogged

in some

mudhole,

or any other delay occurs within

be called

until the defect is remedied and the. patuol ready to move
If the reguhition 50 minute march, 10 minute
as a body.

forward
halt

schedule

elongated
column

is maintainecl,

that several

miles will

a small

separate

duration,

To avoid

forced

halts will

and the normal

disaster, however,

throughout

the entire

of the frequency

march

c. Uncler normal

conditions,

intervals

afford

to the column,

security

Factors

and tail

infrequent

schedule

may

that liaison

of the. column

of gootl halting

641.

become

so

of the
and of

be achievecl.

be maintained

at :~11times, regardless

of the halts.

fied to take advantage
proper

may

the head

become more

it is essential

length

patrol

a halt should

As the men become trnined

at the end of the day’s march.

in such operations,
shorter

even

the column,

influencing

march

of marchil~g

should be nwdi-

places, especially

formations.—’~he

march forma-

factors:
(1) The nature of the terrain.
(2) The strength, composition, and nrnlament of the patrol.
(3) The size of the combat train.
the principle
that se(4) The necessity for security, observing
curity elements should increase proportionately
in strength from the
point to the main body.
(5) Ability to shift rapidly an(l automatically
from a column to
a 1ine format ion that will face the enemy, cognizance being taken
of the possibility
of the enemy being in several different directions.
(6) The necessity for dividing
the patrol into small, mutually
supporting,
maneuver units, each one capable of developing its offensive power independently
an(l immediately
at short, battle ranges.
(’7) Sufficient dist ante between element-s to enable one or more
units in the main body to esca~~e the init ia 1 b~~rst of l~ostile fire, thus
fissuring some freedom of maneuver.
(8) The (distribution of sl[pporting
weup(ms t]lroughout
the colIlmn to faci] itate their entry into action in any direction.
(9) Tlw rapid cleveloprnent of maximum fire power.
(10) The necessity of withholding
an initial reserve.
(11) The degree of darkness flllriug night marches.

tion of a patrol

in small wars is influenced

those which

24
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6-42.

Influence
of terrain
on march formation.—a.
Open
/eropen country, the distribution
of the troops in the column,
and the dist antes between the various elements, wi] 1 be similar to thilt
employed by :t force of comparable strength in major warfare.
b. Close tewwin.—( 1) In the mountainous,
heavily wooded terrain
in which the majority of snNill war operations
occur, patrols are
usually forced to march in a column of files.
Underbrush
encroaches upon the trails, which are narrow and tortuous, and visibility is often limited in every direction to only a few yards.
.1s a
result, the column is greatly elongated, the distances between security
elements and the main bocly are reduced, and the patrol leader can
personally see and control only a small portion of his command,
(2) There should be sufficient distance between subdivisions
in the
column to avoid the intermingling
of units, to fix in the minds of
each individual
the maneuver unit to which he is attached, ancl to
subject as few men as possible to the initial bursts of hostile fire
The distance between units should be
delivered
at. short ranges.
sufficient to enable one or more of them to get. free to maneuver, thus
creating an opening for the employment
of fire and movement.
On
the other hand! the various elements in the column must be mutually
supporting as too much distance between them may enable an aggressive enemy to defeat the patrol in detail.
643. Road spaces.—a.
Depending
on the preva ilillg conditions,
the clistances between men within subdivisions
of a patrol operating
in thickly wooded terrain gelwrall-y will be about as follows:
ra;n.-In

Di8tcticc between men
S’ttbdivi.sio)t
Point ------------------_________________ 10 to 40 yards,
Advance party ----------------------------.5 to 20 yards.
:3 to 10 yards,
Support _____________ . .
2 to 5 yards.
Main body ----- .. . .. . . . . --- --- —....--. ——---Rear gllard _________________ -------------------2 to 20 yards.

6. The
will vary

distances
between the various subdivisions
in the column
from 10 to 50 yards or more, depending
upon the strength

of the patrol
marching.

ancl the

nature

of

the

terrain

through

which

it is

distances given above shcmlfl l~ever be considered as fixed
and immutable.
They usually will be changed several times during
a day’s march on the. orclers of the patrol and subordinate
leaders
as required by the nature of the conntry.
d. The road space for a riding or pack animal is considered to be
5 yards,
This includes the man assigned to ride, lead, (lrive, or guar(l
the anima 1.
e. The
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6-44. Location
Location of
of patrol
patrol and
and subordinate
subordinate leaders
leaders in
in march
march
formation.—
formation.—a.
Patrol leader.-The
leader.—The patrol
patrol leader
leader will
will nsmdly
usually n-mrch
march
a. Z>atvol
with
with or
or at
at the
the heatl
head of
of the
the main
main body.
body. This
This is particularly
particularly desirable,
desirable
in the
the case
case of
of large
large patrols.
patrols. In
In small
small patrols:
patrols, the
the leader
leader may
may have
have to
to
in
~ilternate
alternate with
with a subordinate
subordinate as commtinder
commander of
of the
the advance
advance guard.
guard.
The
The leader
leader of
of the
the patrol
patrol should
should not
not make
make a practice
practice of
of marching
marching in
in
the
the point
point unless
unless necwsity
necessity reqllires
requires i(.
i(. If
If he
he is
is at tl~e
the head
head of
of the
the main
main
body,
body, he
he can
can always
always move
move forwarcl.
forward to
to the
the point
point to
to illdieate
indicate the
the route
route to
to
be followed
followed or
or to
to make
make some
some other
other ilnportant
important decision
decision which
which cannot
cannot
be assumed
assumed by
by the
the advance
advance guard
guard comnml~der.
commander.
b. Subordinate
Subordinate Zeaders.—fhlbordinate
leaders.—Subordinate leaders
leaders of
of all
all elements
elements in
in the
the
pat
rol, except
patrol,
except the
the point,
point, normally
normally march
march at
at or
or l~ear
near the.
the head
head of
of their
their
l’espective
lespective units
units or
or subdivisions.
subdivisions. The
The point
point commander
commander should
should march
march
near
near the
the center
center of
of that
that group
groitp so that
that he
he may
may effectively
effectively control
ccmtrol all
all
of
of the
the men
men in
in the
the point,
point. Leaders
Leaders of
of supporting
supporting ul~ite,
units, sLIch
such as a
machine-gun
machine-gun section
section or
or platoon,
platoon, nol’nlally
normally march
march close
close to
to the
the patrol
patrol
commander.
commander.
6-45. Location
6-45.
Location of
of the
the combat
combat train.—rl’he
train.—The location-of
location* of tile
the combat
combat
train in
in the
the column
column depends
depends LIpon
upon several
several factors.
factors. These
These include
include the
the
train
strength of
of the
the patrol,
patrol, the
the probability
probability of
of combat,
combat, the
the normal
normal tactics
tactics
strength
ly, the
of
of the
the enemy,
enemy, and
and the
the size
size of
of the
the train
train itself.
itself. ~ormal
Normally,
the combat,
combat
trains should
should follow
follow the
the main
main body,
body, preceding
preceding the
the rear
rear guard
guard of
of the,
the
trains
y be
column. If,
If, as is
is often
often tlw
the case
case in
in snmll
small wars,
wars, attack
attack mn
may
be expected
expected
column.
from any
any direction,
direction, it.
it may
may be
be advisable
advisable to
to place
place the
the combat
combat train
train near
near
from
the
the center
center of
of the
the coltmm,
column, or to split
sjilit it into
into two
two or
or more.
more sections
sections
interspersed
interspersed with
with elemel~ts
elements of
of tl~e
the main
main bocly
body of
of troops.
troops. If
If the
the trail]
train
is exceptionally
exceptionally large,
large, it
it may
may be det:~ched
detached from
from the
the combat
combat elements
elements
of the
the patrol
patrol and
and lllarcl~ed
marched as a sepi~r:~te
separate convoy
convoy (s(’e
(see cli.
ch. WII,
VIII, “COlI"Conof
Yo-ys
A'oys and
and Convoy
Convoy Escorts>’).
Escorts''). Whntever
Whatever its
its location
location in
in the
the collunn,
column, tthe
l~e
leserve supply
supply of
of anununit
annnunition
should be distributed
distributed throughout
throughout the
the
reserve
ion shoLdd
train so that
that some
some of
of it
it nlay
may reas(
reasonably
be expected
expected to
to escape
escape the
the
train
~nably be
initial burst
burst of
of hostile
hostile fire
fire in tile
the event
event of
of ambush.
ambush.
initial
6-!6.
6-46. Descriptive
Descriptive march
march formations.—a.
formations.—a. &//em7.-Tl~e
General.—The murch
march
formations clesrribecl
formations
described in
in the
the next
next three
three succeeding
succeeding pamgral)hs
paragrai)hs illusillustrate
several
of
the
principles
previously
described
in
this
chapter.
trate several ot’ tl]e principles pre~-iously described in this chapter.
They
should not
not be consiclere(i
considered as the
the only
only fornlations
formations which
which organiorganiThey should
zations of
of comparable
comparable size
size and
and composition
composition may
may adopt.
adopt. It
It is believed
believed
zations
that
they will
will be effective
effective under
under the
the conditions
conditions assumed,
assumed. Ewy
Every
that. they

experienced
patrol leader
leader will
will have
have l~is
his own
own opiniol]
opinion of
of lmw
how his
his patrol
patrol
experienced patrol
should be
be org~nized.
organized. He
He shoLdd
should l]ot
not hesitate
hesitate to
to modify
modify the
the formaformashould
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t ion or
ribute the
icution
or realist
redistribute
the personnel
personnel of
of his
his command
command to
to meet
meet the
the part
particular
lar situation
situation which
which confronts
confronts him.
him.
b.
h. Assumptions
Assumptions as
as to
to terrain.—h
terrain.—In each
each instance,
instance, the
the terrain
terrain in
in
which the
which
the following
following patrols
patrols are
are operating
operating is
is assumed
assumed to
to be
be mountainmountainous, heavily
heavily wooded
wooded country,
country, with
with only
only narrow,
narrow, winding
winding trails
trails
ous,
available.
available.
&47. March
6-47.
March formations
formations for
for aa reinforced
reenforced rifle
rifle company.—a.
company.—a.
Sz’tuation.-A
reinforced
rifle
company
consisting
Sityation.—A reenforced rifle company consisting of:
of: a headheadquarters platoon
platoon, which
which includes
includes a light
light machine-gun
machine-gun section
section (4
(4
quarters
Browning automatic
automatic rifles,
rifles, modified),
modified), a 60-mm.
60-mm. mortar
mortar section
section (2
(2
Browning
60-mm.
mortars),
attached
signal
and
medical
enlisted
personnel,
60-mm. mortars),
attached signal and medical enlisted personnel, a
native guide,
guide, and
and an
an interpreter;
interpreter; 3 rifle
rifle platoons
platoons of
of 3 squads
squads each,
each,
native
armed with
with semi-automatic
semi-automatic rifles;
rifles; an
an attached
attached machine
machine platoon
platoon(( less
less
armed
section) with
with 4 machine
machine guns
guns (2
(2 of
of which
which are
are for
for defense
defense only)
only) ;;
1 section)
an
attached 81-mm.
81-mm. mortar
mortar section;
section; an
an attached
attached squad
squad of
of native
native
an attached
troops; and
and a combat
combat train
train of
of 75 pack
pack animals
animals and
and 2~
20 native
native mulemuletroops;
teers
has been
been ordered
ordered to
to proceed
proceed to
to an
an outlying
outlying village
village to
to establish
establish
teers; ; has
an
advanced base
base and
and conduct
conduct further
further patrol
patrol activities
activities therefrom.
therefrom.
an advanced
The
village is
is 3 days
days march
march from
from the
the point
point of
of departure.
departure. The
The total
total
The village
strength
of the
the patrol
patrol is
is 220
220 officer-s
officers and
and men
men and
and 30 native
native soldiers
soldiers
strength of
and civilians.
and
civilians. The
The road
road space
space for
for the
the patrol
patrol in
in column
column of
of files
files is
c~timatec~ at
estimated
at 1,140
1,140 yards,
yards, of
of which
which the
the combat
combat train
train (less
(less 6& miles
miles

carrying
organic machine-gun
machine-gun and
and 81-n~m.
81-mm. mortar
mortar equipment),
equipment), will
will
carrying organic
occupy
350 yards.
yards. A
A hostile
hostile guerrilla
guerrilla force
force estimated
estimated at
at 600
600 men
men
f~ccupy 350
has
been active
active in
in the
the area
area which
which must
must be
be traversed.
traversed. That
That force
force is
has been
well
led, and
and armecl
armed with
with bolt
bolt action
action rifles,
rifles, automatic
automatic shoulder
shoulder
well led,
weapons,
and some
some machine
machine guns.
guns. In
In previous
previous engagements,
engagements, the
the
weapons, and
enemy
has attempted
attempted to
to ambush
ambush the
the leading
leading elements
elements of
of the
the main
main
memy has
body,
but there
there has
has been
been one
one instance
instance in which
which he
he created
created a diversion
diversion
body, but
at
the head
head of
of the
the column
column and
and directed
directed his
his main
main attack
attack at
at the
the rear
rear
at the
elements.
elements.
h. F’orma+07t
Form<ition “A.”"^."—
Point
Pain------------

Element
LWnt
ettt
--------------------

Compo.yftion
Compoaition
plus YJ
% sqd.
sqd. native
native troops
troops
1 rifle sqd. PIHS
commanded
commanded by a Sgt.

Distance -------------Distall~*e
--------------Advanced lj:lrty
party -----------------Advanced
. ...
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rifle plat.
plat,
11 rifle
sect,
Lt. MG sect.
60-mm. sect.
sect,
60-mm.
Commander

(less 11 sqd.
sqd.))
(less
(less 1 sqd.)
(less
(le.ss 1
1 sqd.
sqd.))
(less
"Rifle Plat.”
Plat."
by Lieut. “Rifle
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Element
Eternent
----------Distance ----------------JIain
Main body
lJody------------------------------

C’imposition
Cnmimxitioii

.. .
Patrol
Patrol commander.
commancler.
Native
A-ative gviide.
guide,
Native
Native interpreter.
li’wd. esch.,
esch., Co.
CO. Hdqtrs.
Hdqtrs.
Fwd.
11 rifle plat.
plat.
11 MO
MG plat,
plat. (less
(less 11 sect.)
sect. )
81-mm. sect.
sect.
11 81-mm.

I)istance
Distance ------------------------------Combat
(’ombat train and
al]d train
train guard
guaril -----------

Rear
Renr esch.,
esch., Co.
Co. Hdqtrs.
Hdqtrs.
Snppl.v
Snpply personnel
personnel and
and ammnnition
ammunition sqd.
sqd.
from
from attached units.
units.
V2
% sqd. native troops.
troops.
Commanded
in command."
Commanclerl by Lt.
Lt. "2d
“211in
command.”

Distance
Distance -------------------------------Rear party ----------------------------

11 rifle
rifle plat,
plat. (less
(less 11 sqd.)
sqd.)
Lt. MG sqd.
sqd.
60-mm.
60-mm. sqd.
sqd.
Commanded by
by Lieut.
Lient. "Rifle
“llifle Plat."
I’lat.”

DLstance
Distance_________________________________
Rear
Ilear point
I)oint---------------------------. 1 1 rifle
rifle sqd.
sqrl.
Commanded by n:1 Sgt.
Sgt.

e.
c. Formation
Fovmation ''B:^—
“B..5Element
Ekwnent
Point ------------------------------------

&))>ir)08itiO?t
Composition
V>1Asqd.
sqd.
VJ
VJ sqd.
sqd. native troops
troops
hy plat.
plrrt. Lt.
Lt.
Commanded by

Distance ----------------------------------Distance
1st section ot
of main
main body
b(l{ly----------------

Patrol
Patrol commander
commanfler
Native guide
Nati~e interpreter
Native
Fwd. esch.,
esch., Co.
Co. Hdqtrs.
Hdqtrs.
11 rifle plat,
plat. (less
(less 11 sqd.)
sqd. )
3[G Sect,
Sect. (less
(less 11 sqd.)
sqd. )
Lt. JIG
60-mm.
W-mm. sect,
sect. (less
(less 11 sqd.)
sqd. )

Distance -------------------------------Distance
Combat train
and train
Combat
trfiinand
train guard
guard------------

Distance -------------------------------r)istance
Rear
Reil~ point
point------------------------------

Approximately
Approximately %% combat
combattrain
tmin
esch., Co.
~o. Hdqtrs.
Hdqtrs.
Rear esch.,
% sqd. native troops
1\2
troops
Commantled by Sgt.
Sgt.
Commanded
V21Arifle
riflesqd.
sqd.
Commanded by
hy Sgt.
Sgt.
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marrhi??g

disfu??m?

(’opposition

171cwrnt

Poi]lt ___________________________________
---

1A rifle s~l{l.

(.!omma]ldedl~j Sgt.
Distance -------------------------------X1 section of main boIly------------------

1 rifle plat, (less 1 sqd.)
1 MG plat. (less 1 NW.)
1. (W-mm. sect. (less 1 sqd.)
Comm:ilided by I.iwi. “Rifle Plat.”

l)isrance---- ---------------------------(!t)lllht traiu and train ~uar[l___________ .41}. % (“ombxt tl’ili[l.
MC anmlunitio]l sl~ppl~ personnel
(’(~lljmilll~f>(l
1)~ Sgt.
Distance ----------------------._-._. . .
IL rifle sqd.
Reap point----------------------Commanded IW Sgt.

Point________________

-----------------

1A rifle sq(l,

(’omn]:l]l(lt~{l}Iy Sgt.
Distance-- ___ __________
_________________
3(I sectiou ofmai]~ b~j(ly----------------1 rifle plat. (less 1 sqd.)
Lt. MG sqd.
66-mm. sqtl.
W-mm. sqd.
(’ommnndwl hy Lieut, “Rifle Plat.”
Distance _____________________ ___ -----Combat train nn(l train guar(l ___________ .lpp. % combat tx%in

S1-mrn.ammunition sqd.
(’ommandetlby Lt. “X1 in comrnnnd”
Distn]]ce--------------------l{ear point---------------------

. . .. . . . . . . .
--- _lb~rifle Sqd.
(hmmanded by Sgt.

Nom?-~ontact between subdi~isions of the patrol is cstnblis!wd once each honr as follows: 1st section halts. 2d section mnkes contact and halts. As ::d section gailh (wnttiet
with ?d section, word is passed forwnrd to Ist section. which resumes march, followed at
:)-minute intervals by 2d and M sections.
648. March formation
for areenforced
rifle platoon.-a.
Siturifle platoon, consisting of:
atl%n.—It is assumed that a reinforced
One rifle platoon
one light

of three squads armed

machine

(me 60-mn~. mortar
from

company

and a combat
and 4 native
fora

section

(4 Browning

semi-automatic

automatic

of

a native

15 pack mules,

muleteers;

guide;
1 riding

a native
mule

has been ordered to proceed
Tlletotalstreng-th
10-{l~~y cO1llbatIJatrolmissi(J1ls.
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rifles;

rifles, modified);

squad; an officer, a cook, and a hospital

headquarters;
train

with

corpsn~an

interpreter;
for

wounded,

from its base
of theputrol
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is 57 dicers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted menj
men, :m{l
and 66 ]latives.
natives.
is
been
active in the
the vicinity.
vicinity.
been active
h.
Patrol fovm.ution
fo7^iation.—
b. Patrol
.—

Hostile guerrillas
<j;ueiTillas have
have
Hostile

Comiio.sitinn
(<o~!t
posit
ion.

FAcmriit
F:lc)llf’)tt
I'oinl
I’oint-----------------------------------

V- rifle s@
sqd.
?4

(.'ominandcd
by }1
a Sgt.
Sgt.
(!(mlman(k’(1 h.v
Distance --------------------------Distal<.<’
_____
l’ilt~ol conmlamler.
Main bc)~Y
bod.v ______________________________ Patr<)l
conuiiander.
Maiu
Native guide.
guide.
Iiutive
Native interpreter.
Native
Fwd. e
psch.
Plat. I%lqtrs.
Hdqtrs.
I+%’(I.
sch. plat.
plat, (less 1 Ku1.).
sqd.).
1 rifle plat.
MG. sect.
sect, (less 1
1 sqd.).
Lt. MG.
(5(l-inrn. sqd.
(X)-mm.sqd.
Distance
Dist:illce___________________
_____________
Ctimbat trail)
train and
and traiu
trtiin guard----------guard
Rear
escli. Plat. Hdqtrs.
Hdqtrs.
(lnnbnt
R{wr ewh.
sqd.
Lt. MG sqd.
Commanded by Lt.”’2(lil]co]llm:]l]d?”
Lt. '2(1 in command."
C{)mmundedby
Distance ________________ _________________
Dist;l]]{<c
Rear I){]i]~t
point ------------------------------Vj ritie
ritle sqd.
sqd.
V2
Rear
Commanded by
by a Sgt.
(hnmanded

C-40. March
March formation
formation for
for a rifle
rifle platoon.—a.
platoon.—a. ,5’;tuatio~~.—It
^Situation.—It is
6–+!).
assumed that
that a rifle
rifle platoon
platoon consisting
consisting of
of three
three squaclsl
sqnads, each
each armetl
armed
2Ssluned
with bolt
bolt action
action rifles
rifles and
and t~vo
two Browning
Browning.- aufom:ttic
automatic rifles
rifles or
or semisemiwith
automatic
rifles;
an
officer,
a
cook,
and
a
hos])ital
corpsman
from
cook, an(i
hos])ita] u~rpsman fronl
alltonmtic rifles: alI officer ,
company
headquarters;; a native
native interpreter;
inter])reter; aml
and a conlbat
combat train
train of
of
c(mllxmy lleaclqllarters
pack mules
mules and
and 1 riding
riding mule
mule (for
(for wolm{le(l)
wotmded) and
and 3 native
native
10 pack
nuileteers;
has been
been ordcre(l
ordered to proceed
proceed fronl
from its
its base
base on a lo-day
10-day
has
nlllleteelx;
])atrol into
into a sectiol~
section ill
in which
which hostile
hostile gllerrillas
guerrillas are
are known
known to
to be
be
lmtrol
operating. Tile
The total
total strength
strength of
of the
the patrol
patrol is 3:1
oo (Ifficers
officers ancl
and enlisted
enlisted
operating.
men, and
and 4 natives.
natives.
men,
5.
Patrol
formatio/K—
b. Patrol forn~atioti.KlcmPiit
5:1(’1)1
elft
Point
Poilli-----------------------

Comimnition
Cowpositiol&

-------------

% rifle
rifle sqd.
sqd.
JA
Connnaiided
by n
a Sgt.
(3mmwdrd IV
Distan<-e
Distal](.e________________________________
Main
body -----------------------counnander.
IWin b(~(ly
______ Patrol commander.
Native
Native interpreter.
Pwd.
esch. Plat.
Plat. H(lqlrs.
Hdcitrs.
Fwd. fwh.
I'ifle plat.
plat, (less
(leas 1 sqd.).
1 rifle
Distance
Distance________________
_________________
Combat train and
and trnin
train guar(l----------guard
Hear
escli. Plt(t.
Plat. Hdqtrs.
Hdqtrs.
Combat
Rc:tr escll.
Commanded by Sgt.
Commundedby
Distance
Distal]ce-------------------------------point
\(. rifle HICI.
sqd.
Rear l)oi]}t----------------------.__. -. ~li
ll COIIIIn:IIId.
Ciiinniandcd by
by Lt. “’2(1
"2il iIn
conunaiid."”
C(JtJmmHdc’d
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6-50. March
March formation
formation for
for a rifle
rifle squad.—.l
squad.—A rifle
rifle squad
squad shoukl
should
rarely, if
rarely,
if evert
ever, be sent
sent as a patrol
patrol on a combat
combat mission.
mission. Its
Its normal
normal
employment
employment in
in small
small wars,
wars, as in
in a major
major war,
war, is that
that of
of reconnaisreconnaissance,
sance, security,
security, or
or liaison.
liaison.
exceed
exceed 11 day’s
day's march.
march.

The
The duration
duration of
of the
the patrol
patrol will
will seldom
seldom

If
If it
it extends
extends over
over 11 day,
day, it
it will
will usually
usually subsist.
subsist

off
off the
the country
country ancl
and should
should not.
not be encumbered
encumbered with
with a train.
train.

It may
may
It
often
often be mounted,
mounted, in which
which case the
the riding
riding anhmds
animals will
Avill carry
cai'ry tlm
the

ilecessary
iiecessary impedimenta.
impedimenta.

The
The formations
formations of
of a squad
squad acting
acting as an inin-

dependent
dependent patrol
patrol are
are basically
basically those
those prescribed
prescribed in FM
FM 21-45.
21-45. The
The
important
important points
points are:
are: it
it must
must provide
provide for
for all-around
all-around security
security by
by
means
means of
of a point,
point, rear
rear point,
point, and
and flank
flank observation
observation or
or flankers;
flankers; the
the
patrol
patrol leader
leader should
should be near
near the
the head
head of
of the
the main
main body,
body, rather
rather than
than
in
in the
the point,
point, so that
that he
he can
can control
control the
the action
action of
of the
the entire
entire pztrol;
patrol;
the
ic weapons
the automat
automatic
weapons within
within the
the patrol
patrol should
should be
be located
located near
near the
the

leader in
in order
order that
that he may
may control
control their
their initial
initial action
action before
before they
they
leader
become
become committed
committed or
or phmed
pinned to
to the
the gyonnd
ground in
in the
the first
first burst
burst of
of hostile
hostile
fire;
fire; a ~et-avray
get-away man
man should
should be clesi~nated.
designated.

The
The distances
distances between
between

the
the individuals
individuals in
in the
the patrol
patrol will
Avill depend
depend entirely
entirely Llpon
upon the
the nature
nature of
of

the terrain
terrain through
through which
which it.
it is pzssing,
passing, bearing
bearing in
in mind
mind that
that mutual
mutual
the
support
support must
must be
be assured.
assured.
0-51.
6-51. March
March discipline.—+.
discipline.—a. .~i7ence
Silence eswntia7.-A
essential.—A combat
combat patrol
patrol
operating in
in a hostile
hostile mea
area must
must march
march in
in silence.
silence. The
The noises,
noises, ininoperating
cluding voices,
voices, macle
made by
by the
the patrol
patrol at
at a halt
halt should
should not
not be loud
loud enough
enough
cluding
to
to be
be heard
heard by
by the
the outguarcls.
outguards.
h. Maintaining
Maintaining distancets.—
distances.—(1)
The clistances
distances to
to be
be maintained
maintained bebeb.
(1) The
tween subdivisions
subdivisions of
of the
the patrol?
patrol, and
and between
between inclividuals,
individuals, are
are desigdesigtween
nated by
by the
the patrol
patrol leader.
leader. If
If these
these distances
distances are
are temporarily
temporarily
nated
decreased or
or increased
increased due
due to
to the
the terrain
terrain or
or for
for other
other unavoidable
unavoidable
decreased
reasons, they
they should
should be
be resumed
resumed as soon
soon as
as warranted
warranted by
by the
the situation.
situation.
reasons,
(2) Distances
Distances should
should be
be maintained
maintained with
with respect
respect to
to the
the elements
elements
(2)
both in
in front
front and
and in
in rear.
rear. If
If an
an individual
individual loses
loses contact
contact with
with the
the
both
man next
next in
in rear
rear of
of him,
him, word
word should
should be
be passed
passed forward
forward and
and the
the
man
rate of
of march
march decreased
decreased or
or the
the patrol
patrol temporarily
temporaiily halted
halted until
until the
the
rate
gap
gap is
is closed.
closed.
(3) It
It requires
requires particular
particular effort
effort to
to prevent
prevent men
men from
from bunching
bunching
(3)
at stream
stream crossings>
crossings, fallen
fallen trees,
trees, large
large mudholes,
mudholes, and
and similar
similar obstacles.
obstacles.
at
(4)
The
arm
signals
"halt"
and
"forward"
should
be
used
freely
(4) The arm signals “halt” and “forward” should
used freely
to indicate
indicate to
to the
the men
men in
in rear
rear what
what is
is happening
happening to
to their
their front.
front.
to
General ru?et~.—All
rules.—All members
members of
of the
the patrol
patrol should
should comply
comply with
with
c. General
such of
of the
the following
following rules
rules as pertain
pertain to
to the
the situation:
situation:
such
(1) No
No noise
noise or
or “skylarking”
"skylarking" to
to be
be permitted.
permitted.
(1)
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(2)

&52

Weapons

will be reand ammunition
carried by individuals
They will not be secured to riding or pack

tained on their persons.

tinimals.
(3) A man leacling an a]limal will not secure the lead line to his
person or equipment.
(4) The riding a]limal

for the sick will march at the rear of tile
train.
(5) IIe alert at all times.
Do not depen(l entirely on the leacling”
elements for reconnaissance.
(6) Nosmokillg
except when authorized.
(~) Dollotletll'e
articles fol~ign orstrange
totlle]oca]ity
olltlle
trwil or in camp sites.
(8) Only the patrol leader will question natives encountered
on
the trial for information
about distances and directions.
When l~e
does so, he should ask for d~ta about several places so as to disguise
the rm~te to be taken.
(9) No conversations
will be entered into with natives except by
the patrol leader, designated subordi nat es, or interpreter.
( 10) The native guide w-ill not talk to other natives except in tl~e
presence of the interpreter.
(11) When passing or halting in the vicinity of dwellings occupied
by peaceful natives, do not take fruit, eggs, or other things without
fair payment;
do not gamble or drink with natives;
do not enter
]lative housm without clearly understood invitation;
do not assume
a hostile attitude.
(12) All distances will }JCmaintained
at temporary halts as when
marching.
6–52. March outposts.—--~farch
outposts should be established
at
(’very temporary halt.
The a{l~~ance party, or, in small patrols, the
main body should halt on grollnd which can be. easily defended.
The
l)oint should proceed at. least a hundred yards along the trail and
take up a position in observation.
other routine security measures
are followed, SUCIIas reconnoitering
and observing lateral trails, reconnaissance
of commandil]g
ground to the flanks, and security to
the rear.
These req~lireme]lts are fully as in]pOrtilnt il] small war
operations as in major warfare.
6-53. Camp sites.—a.
If tl]e patrol is to bivouac on the trail, the
(lay’s march should cease at least 2 hours before sundown.
J. l~7hen the location of the camp site is not definitely known, the
pat rol leader should begin looking for a favorable site at least, 3 honrs
before sundown.
In peacefnl territory.
inquiries may be made of
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friendly
friendly natives
natives but
but this
this is
is inadvisable
inadvisable in
iu aa hostile
hostile region.
region. TOO
Too
much
much relitince
reliance cannot
cannot be
be placed
placed in
in the
the information
information received.
received. Ilsuxlly
Usually
the
the natives
natives accomptinying
accompanying the
the patrol
patrol as
as .guicles,
guides, interpreters,
interpreters, or
or n~ulenndeteers will
will be
be able
able to
to give
give fairly
fairly definite
definite informatiol~
information regarding
regarding good
good
teers
camp sites.
sites.
camp
The camp
camp area
area should
should be
be a level
level or
or slightly
slightly rolling,
rolling, cleared,
cleared, dry,
dry,
c. The
well-drained field
field with
with firm
firm turf
turf free
free from
from stones,
stones, stubble,
stubble, and
and brush,
brush,
well-drained
and ample
ample in
in size
size to
to accommodate
accommodate the
the command
command without
without crowdi
crowding.
t)g.
and
Water
is essential.
essential. Fuel
Fuel al~d
and forage
forage should
should be
be available.
available. Tile
The viviWater is
cinity
of swamps,
swamps, marshes,
marshes, and
and native
native houses
houses should
should be
be part
pax'ticularly
cinity of
i~uli~rl~
avoided
because of
of the
the dtinger
danger of
of insects
insects and
and disease.
disease. Camp
Camp sites
sites
avoided because
recently
used by
by other
other troops
troops are
are undesirable
undesirable unless
unless they
they l~it~(’
have bern
been
recently used
left in
in good
good police.
police.
left
d. Dry
Dry stream
stream beds
beds and
and ravines
ravines are
are undesirable
undesirable becanse
because of
of warmth,
warmth,
poor ventilation,
ventilation, and
and the
the danger
danger of
of floods.
floods.
poor
Part or
or all
all of
of the
the desirable
desirable features
features for
for aa camp
camp site
site may
may ha~e
have
e. Part
to be
be disregarded
disregarded in
in hostile
hostile territory
territory when
when proper
proper ~lefense
defense of
of the
the
to
bivouac
will
be
paramount.
bil-ouac will
paramount.
6-54.
Making camp.—When
camp.—When tl~e
the patrol
patrol is
is halted
halted for
for tl~e
the night,
night,
G-54. Making
march outpost
outpost security
security is
is immediately
immediately enforced
enforced until
until the
the regular
regular o[~toutmarch
guards can
can be
be formed,
formed, instructed,
instructed, and
and posted.
posted. Reconnaissance
Reconnaissance p:]paguards
trols should
should be
be sent
sent over
over all
all trails
trails radiating
radiating from
from the
the camp
camp site
site for
foitrols
distance of
of at
at least
least aa half
half mile,
mile, including
including the
the route
route which
which has
has just
just
aa distance
been traversed.
traversed. outguards
Outguards will
will usually
usually be
be detailed
detailed from
from the
the unit
unit
been
which
has
furnished
the
advance
guard
for
the
day.
In
small
pawhich has furnished the advance guard for the day.
In small patrols it
it is
is often
often necessary
necessary to
to detail
detail some
some personnel
personnel from
from the
the main
main
trols
body for
for this
this duty.
duty. Plans
Plans for
for the
the defense
defense of
of the
the bivouac
bivouac should
should be
be
body
formulated, and
and every
every element
element of
of the
the patrol
patrol instructed
instructed accordingly.
accordingly.
formulated,

Squads and
and other
other umts
units should
should be
be bivouacked
bivouacked as
as {Jrg[tnizations
organizations ~lld
and in
in
~Squads
relation to
to their
their rfispect
respective
Sectors in
in the
the defeii~e.
defense. Working
Working det~ils
details
relation
ive smtors
are assigned
assigned to
to procure
procure water
water and
and fnel,
fuel, to
to dig
dig latrines!
latrines, ancl
and to
to pw-perare
form
other
necessary
tasks.
form other necessary tasks.
6-55. Shelter.—a.
Shelter.—a. T?tr
The she7tcr
s^helter ten
tent.—In
good weather
weather itit isis often
often
6–55.
t.—In good
better to
to sleep
sleep in
in the
the open
open rather
rather tlmn
than to
to c~~nstruct
construct temporary
temporary
better
shelter. If
If some
some shelter
shelter is
is clesir:tble,
desirable, the
the shelter
shelter tent
tent isis generally
generally
shelter.
the
best
type
for
troops
in
bivouac.
the, best type for troops in biv(mac.
h. Th~
The l~an-to.-When
lean-to.—When necessary
necessary materials
materials :lre
are :~v:~ilabh’
available leafl-tos
lean-tos
h.
can be
be umst
constructed
almost as
as quickly
quickly as
as shelter
shelter tents
tents call
can bc
bo erwte(l.
erected.
can
rl~cte(l almost
They
are
roomier
than
the
shelter
tent
and
afford
better
protection
They are roomier than the shelter tent and affor(l better protecti{)ll
during heavy
heavy rains.
rains. Tlw
The lean-to
lean-to consists
consists of
of two
two forked
forked uprights.
uprights,
during
a cross
cross pole,
pole, and
and aa rough
rough framework
framework which
which isis thatched
tliatched with
with 1:~rgc
large
:1
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]eaves, such as manaca, banana, palm, etc., Or lrith grass or reed
tied in bunches.
‘I’he uprights may be two convenient forked trees
or saplings.
After the cross-pole. is secured in place, the frameThe
work is leaned against it, and the covering secured in place.
various parts of the lean-to are lashed together with vines which
A well made lean-to will lnst for
are usually found in the vicinity.
3 or 4 weeks before it has to be recovered.
(See Plate I.)
C. The cawvax Z.ean-to.-’hisis
combines certain desirable features
It consists of a
of both the shelter tent and the thatched lean-to.
frame of light poles with a tarpaulin,
tent fly, or several shelter
halves or ponchos thrown over it and stakecl down on one edge.
The
two ends are enclosed.
The front is left open like a lean-to.
This
shelter is strong, quickly built, and makes use of various sizes of
canvas.
d. Nat he buiiWrLgtY.—Native buildings
generally
should not be
llsetl by patrols for shelter.
Most of them are unclean and infested
with insects.
They are usually more difficult to defend than bivouac
which can be selected with its defense in view.
Sometimes, vacant
buildings may contain mines or bombs laid by the hostile forces to
explode on contact.
6-56. Bivouac
beds.—a. Men should not sleep on damp ground.
ln temporary
camps and in bivouac, they should raise their beds
with leaves, boughs, or makeshift
bunks in addition to placing the
poncho between them and the ground.
Satisfactory
bunks can be
macle from small poles placed together on crosspieces raised about
6 inches from the ground.
The poles should be covered with leaves
or similar material.
Bamboo can be split lengthwise,
the joints
cracked, and the piece flattened out to make an excellent,
springlike bunk when laid on crosspieces at the head and foot.
b. Native hammocks made of light material are of practical use
in some operations.
The sleeper c~.n protect himself from the rain
by stretching a line between the hammock lashings ancl hanging a
shelter-half
or poncho over it.
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6–57. Methods
of reconnaissance.—rJlle
various methods of
connaissance
and security employed by patrols in small wars do
vary in principle from those used in major warfare.
Because of
nature of the terrain in which most small war operations occurl
difficulties

of

reconnaissance

months of active
individuals

operation

and

security

are

increasecl.

in the field are required

of anative

to interpret

correctly

the

the

Several

to train

as efficient scouts, and only a small proportion

the ability

renot

average

will acquire

the thin~s observed

along

the trail.
6-58. Reconnoitering
by scouts.— a. The most certain method to
unctover au enemy is to send scouts to visit suspected pf)sitio])s.
‘rhe
disadvantages

of this method

(1) It slows up the progress
(2)

Dense underbrush,

to negotiate
(3)

Scouts

and will
are

of the patrol.

andmountains,

rapidly

likely

include:

exhaust

to be ill the

lmoken terrain

aredifficl~lt

the personnel.
line

of

fire

when

il~e battle

commences.
In spite of its disadvantages,
naissance

are so reliable

L. Scouts sent to reconnoiter
the enemy at any time during
manding

positions,

the results of this method

that it should
positions

be employed.

which

may be occupied

the passage of the patrol,

and roads and trails
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traversed, should
traversed,
should lemain
remain ill
in position
position until
until tile
the patrol
patrol completes
completes its
its
passage. This
This is the
the principle
principle of
of “crowni]ig
"crowning the
the heights.”
heights."
passage.
6-59. Careful
Careful visual
visual reconnaissance.—The
reconnaissance.—The careful
careful visual
visual reconrecon6-59.
naissance of
of suspected
suspected positions
positions while
while approaching
approaching and
and passing
passing them
them
naissance
enables a patrol
patrol to
to march
march more
more rapidly,
rapidly, but
but it
it is not
not as certain
certain
enables
disclose the
the presence
presence of
of an enemy
enemy as the
the method
method of
of reconnaisreconnaisto disclose
sance by
by scouts.
scouts. Excellent
Excellent field
field glasses
glasses are
are essential
essential for
for efficient
efficient
sance
observation.
obscr~ation.
6-GO. Hasty
Hasty visual
visual reconnaissance.—a.
reconnaissance.—a. In
In some
some situations
situations reconrecon6-60.
naissance will
will consist
consist only
only of
of aa hasty
hasty visual
visual inspection
inspection of
of dangerous
dangerous
naissance
and suspicious
suspicious places.
places. Hasty
Hasty visual
visual reconnaissance
reconnaissance may
may be employed
employed
and
when:
when:
(1)
Patrols are
are operating
operating in
in supposedly
supposedly peaceful
peaceful aretis,
areas, or
or in
in areas
areas
(1) Pntrols
which
have been
been recently
recently vacated
vacated by
by the
the enemy.
enemy.
which have
(2)
Airplane reconnaissance
reconnaissance has
has indicated
indicated that
that the
the area
area is
is free
free of
of
(2) Airplane
the
enemy.
the enemy.
(3)
Military necessity
necessity requires
requires the
the patrol
patrol to
to expedite
expedite its
its march.
march.
(3) Military
1).
It
must
be
understood
that
to
carefully
reconnoiter
every
com7}. It must be understood that to carefully reconnoiter every commanding position
position and
and suspected
suspected ambush
ambush site
site will,
will, in
in some
some terrain,
terrain,
manding
almost
immobilize the
the patrol.
patrol.
almost immobilize
6-61.
Reconnaissance by
by fire.-a.
fire.—a. Reconnaissance
Eeconnaissance by
by fire
fire attempts
attempts
6-$1. Reconnaissance
to
inveigle the
the enemy
enemy to
to disclose
disclose his
his position
position by
by returning
returning fire
fire directed
directed
to inveigle
against
suspected hostile
hostile position.
position. This
This method
method should
should never
never be
be
against a suspected
lK+cI
used by
by pntrols
])atrols assigned
assigned to
to aggressive
aggressive or
or offensive
offensive missions.
missions.
h.
Some of
of the
the clisadvant
disadvantages
of reconnaissance
reconnaissance by
by fire
fire are:
are:
b. Some.
ages of
(1)
It discloses
discloses the
the presence
presence and
and location
location of
of the
the patrol
patrol to
to the
the
(1) It
tnemy
within range
range of
of the
the sound
sound of
of the
the gunfire.
gunfire.
tmemy ~vithin
(2)
It preve]lts
prevents the
the capture
capture of
of guerrillas
guerrillas w-ho
who may
may be
be traveling
traveling
(2) It
alone or
or in small
small groups.
groups.
alone
(3)
It expends
expends wdnable
valuable ammunition,
ammunition, the
the supply
supply of
of which
which may
may be
be
(3) It
limited
and all
all of
of which
which may
may be
be needed
needed in
in aa crisis.
crisis.
limited and
(4)
It has a tendency
tendency to
to make
make the
the men
men on service
service of
of security
security less
(4) It
observant.
observant.
(5)
There is always
always the
the chance
chance that
that a well-controlled
well-controlled enemy
enemy force
force in
in
(5) There
ambush
will
not
return
the
fire.
:]mbush will not retnrn the fire.
(6)
The members
members of
of the
the patrol
patrol have
have clifficulty
difficulty in
in clistinguishing
distinguishing
(6) The
between
the reconnaissance
reconnaissance fire
fire ancl
and the
the initial
initial shots
shots fired
fired from
from an
an
between the
ambush.
ambush.
c. Reconnaissance
Reconnaissance by
by fire
fire may
may be reasonably
reasonably employefl
employed by:
by:
(1)
Liaison patrols
i^atrols which
which are
are too
too weak
weak to
to engage
engage in
in combat
combat with
with
(1) Liaison
liostile forces.
forces.
hostile
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(2) Patrols
(2)
Patrols whose
whose mission
mission requires
requires them
them to
to reach
reach their
tlieir destination
destination
as quickly
quickly as
as possible.
possible.
as
6–62.
6-62. Reconnaissance
Reconnaissance by
by aviation
aviation personnel.—a.
personnel.—a. Reconnaissance
Ileconnaissance
by
by plane
plane is
is invaluable
invaluable in small
small wars
wars operations.
operations. It
It has
has the
the following
following
disadvantages, however:
however:
clisackmtages,
(1) Difficult
Difficulty
of detecting
detecting the
the enemy
enemy in
in wooded
wooded country.
country.
(1)
y of
(2) It
It may
may divulge
divulge the
the location
location of
of friendly
friendly ground
ground patrols.
patrols.
(2)
(3)
The difficulties
difficulties of
of maintaining
maintaining continuous
continuous reconnaissance,
reconnaissance.
(3) The
(4) It
(4)
It does
does not
not relieve
relieve the
the ground
ground patrols
patrols of
of their
their responsibility
responsibility
for
for continuous
continuous close
close reconnaissance,
reconnaissance, although
although it
it often
often gives
gives them
them a
false sense
false
sense of
of security.
security.
h. For
For further
further details,
details, see
see Chapter
Chapter IX,
IX, ‘(Aviation’
"Aviation."
6-63.
Airplane reconnaissance
reconnaissance by
by patrol
patrol leaders.—l%trol
leaders.—Patrol le~ders
leaders
6-63. Airplane
should make
make an
an airplane
airplane reconnaissance
reconnaissance of
of the
the arem
area of
of operation
operation at
at
should
every opportunity
opportunity in
in order
order to
to study
study termin
terrain features.
features. This
This is
is espeespeevery
cially important
important if
if accurate
accurate maps
maps of
of the
the area
area are
are not
not available.
available.
cially
6-64.
Intelligence agents.—Reliable
agents.—Keliable intelligence
intelligence agents
agents can
can sonlesome6-64. Intelligence
times be
be employed
employed to
to reconnoiter
reconnoiter an
an area
area prior
prior to
to the
the arrival
arrival of
of a
times
patrol,
and to
to continue
continue their
their reconnaissance
reconnaissance in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with the
the
patrol, and
patrol's activities.
activities.
patrol’s
6-65.
Questioning inhabitants
inhabitants for
for information.—Patrol
information.—Patrol leaders
leaders
6-65. Questioning
must
evaluate
cautiously
information
obtained
by
questioning
inhabi-must evaluate ctiut iously inf orrnation obtained by questioning
inhabi
tants encountered
encountered on the
the trail.
trail. A
A person
person who
who resides
resides in
in a community
community
tants
overrun by
by :uemillas
guerrillas generally
genei-ally is
is sympathetic
sympathetic towards
towards them
them or
or
overrun
fearful of
of their
their reprisals.
reprisals.
fearful
6-66.
Dogs on
on reconnaissance.—Dogs
reconnaissance.—Dogs may
may sometimes
sometimes be
be profitprofit6-66. Dogs
ably
employed with
with outguar(ls
outguards and
and security
security detachments
detachments on
on the
the march
march
ably employe(l
to detect
detect the
the ]JreSenCe
presence of
of hostile
hostile forces.
forces. Unless
Unless they
they are
are carefully
carefully
to
and specially
specially ttrained,
their usefulness
usefulness for
for this
this purpose
purpose is
is doubtful.
doubtful.
:md
mined, their
(;-67. Security
6-67.
Security on
on the
the march
march.—a.
General.—^Whenever
practica.—a. Gene
rol.—Whenever
practicable, the
the metho(ls
methods of
of security
security employed
employed in
in normal
normal warfare
warfare are
are used
used
ble,
by patrols
patrols in
in small
small wars.
wars.
by
h.
Breaking cati~~~.-S{’clll’ity
camp.—Security measures
measures must
must not
not be rel:ixed
relaxed when
when
b. Breaking
breaking
breaking camp.
camp. The
The exit
exit from
from the
the camp
camp should
should be reconnoitered
reconnoitered and
and
the
patrol
should
be
vigilant
when
getting
into
its
march
formation.
the patrol should
vigilant when getting into its march formation.
c. lhit
Dvties
of tl)e
the point
point.—The
primary function
function of
of the
the point
point is
is reconrecon.—The primary
i~s 0}
naissance,
to disclose
disclose the
the presence
presence of
of hostile
hostile forces
forces cm
on or
or near
near the
the
naissance, to
route
of march
march before
before the
the next
next succeeding
succeeding unit
unit in
in the
the column
column comes
comes
rout e of
\mder
fire. It
It is
is N
a security
security detachment
detachment rather
rather than
than a combat
combat unit.
vmit.
Imder” fire.
There
tendency in
in small
small war
war operations
operations to
to overlook
overlook this
this imimThere is a tendency
portant
principle. If
If :1
a patrol
pati'ol leader
leader assigns
assigns too
too large
large a proportion
proportion
portant principle.
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of
of his
his force
force to
to the
the point,
point, he
he sacrifices
sacrifices his
his freedom
freedom to
to maneuver
maneuver inin
combat. The
The leading
leading man
man of
of the
the point
point should
should never
never be
be armed
armed with
with
combat.
an automatic
automatic rifle.
rifle. He,
He, more
more than
than any
any other
other man
man in
in the
the patrol,
jiatrol,
an
is likely
likely to
to become
become a casualty
casualty in
in the
the initial
initial burst
burst of
of hostile
hostile fire
fire
from ambush.
ambush. Point
Point duty
duty isis dangerous
dangerous and
and fatiguing.
fatiguing. Men
Men asasfrom
signed
signed to
to the
the point
point should
should be
be relievetl
relieved every
every 22 or
or 33 hours
hours during
dui'ing
the
the flay’s
day's march,
march, and
and more
more frequently
frequently in
in dangerous
dangerous localities,
localities.
d. Flamk
Flamk secuv<@.—The
secunty.—The most
most difficult
difficult fe:~ture
feature of
of security
security for
for aa
patrol
marching through
through wooded
wooded terrain
terrain isis adequate
adequate protection
protection
patrol marching
against
ambush and
and attack
attack from
from the
the flanks.
flaidcs. ItIt isis usually
usually impossible
impossible
against ambush
or undesirable
undesirable to
to maintain
maintain flank
flank patrols
patrols continuously
continuously in
in such
such country.
country.
or
An
experienced patrol
patrol leader
leader will
will often
often {Ietect
detect the
the presence
presence ofof aa
An experienced
hostile
force in
in the
the vicinity
vicinity by
by signs
signs along
along the
the tr:lil.
trail. At
At that
that time:
time,
hostile force
he
should establish
establish flank
flank patrols
pati-ols abreast,
abreast or
or slightly
slightly in
in rear
rear ofof the
the
he should
point, even
even though
though the
the rate
rate of
of march
march will
will be
be adversely
adversely affectecl.
affected. 13xExpoint,
cept under
under these
these conditions,
conditions, flank
flank security
security isis generally
generally maintained
maintained
cept
by observation,
observation, and
and reconnaissance
reconnaissance of
of intemecting
intersecting trails.
trails.
by
6-68.
Security at
at rest.—a.
rest.—a. See
See paragraphs
paragraphs 6-52
6-52 tind
and 6-54.
6-54.
6-68. Security
h.
Camp fires
fires should
should be
be screene~l
screeneil at
at night
night to
to prevent
preAent the
the personnel
personnel
b. Camp
from
ecl against
from being
being silhouett
silhouetted
against them
them in
in the
the event
event of
of aa hostile
hostile attack.
attack.
c. N’ot
Not more
more than
than 50
50 percent
percent of
of the
the patrol,
patrol, including
including the
the mess
mess detail.
detail,
men washing
washing or
or bathing,
bathing, and
and working
w^orking parties,
parties, shoulcl
should be
be separated
separated
men
from
their weapons
weapons during
dui'ing daylight
daylight holws.
hours. During
During the
the night,
night, all
all
from their
men
should keep
keep their
their wmpons
Avoapons ]]ear
near their
their persons.
persons.
men shoul(l
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O–69. Definition.-An
G-GO.
Definition.—^^k,n anlbush
ambush is the
the legitin~:lte
legitimate disposition
disposition of
of
troops
troops in
in conce:ihnentforthe
conceahnent for the ~>urpose
jiurpose ofatt:~ckillg
of attacking anenemybysuran enemy by surprise.
prise. The
The layjng
htying of
of a successful
successful ambush
ambush in
in hostile
hostile territory
territory in
in a
small war
war is a difficult
difficult opera.tiom
operation.
small
(>-70. Selection
Selection of
of position.—a,
position.—a. Of)’ert.s;z*eulni!msh.-An
O-ffemive amhuah.—^An offensi~e
offensive
6–70.

ambush should
should be so locatecl
located m
as to facilitate
facilitate the
the assault.
assault after
after the
the ininambush
itial burst
burst of
of fire.
fire.
itial
&. De
Defensive
ami!m.fh
amhush.—A
defensive ambush
ambush presupposes
presupposes an
an inabilinabilb,
fewive
.—A defensive
ity to
to assault
assault and
and the
the probable
probable necessity
necessity of
of ~a rapid
rapid withdrawal.
withdrawal. It
It
ity
should be
be so located
located m
as to
to facilitate
facilitate defense,
defense, with
with natural
natural obstacles
obstacles
should
between the
the position
position and
and the
the e]]emy,
enemy, and
and routes
routes of
of withdrawal
withdrawal should
should
between
carefully planned,
planned, reconnoitered,
reconnoitered, and
and prepared,
prepared, if
if necessary.
necessary.
be carefully
Tliese requiremel~ts
requirements usually
usually lilnit
limit the
the location
location of
of a defensive
defensive ambush
ambush
T’l}ese
to tl~e
the military
military or
or .geogrnphical
geographical crest,
crest, where
where the
the withdrawal
withdrawal will
will be
t-o
protected by
by the
the reverse.
reverse slope.
slope.
protected
Direction of
of wind
wind.—The
ambush site
site should
should be
be selected
selected so
so that
that
,—The ambush
c. lA%ection
the odor
odor and
and noises
noises of
of the
the men
men will
will be
be carried
carried away
away from
from the
the enemy’s
enemj-'s
the
loute of
of :~pproach.
approach.
r(mte
(1. Obstoc?ets
Ohxtacles.—Stream
crossings, large
large m~ldhOies,
mudholes, or
or fallen
fallen trees
trees
t].
.—Streanl Irossings,
across the
the trail,
trail, are
are all
all useful
useful obstacles.
obstacles. They
They generally
generally cause
cause the
the
across
ambushed troops
troops to
to buncl~
bunch llp
up before
before the
the firing
firing starts,
starts, and
and hin[lel’
hinder
ilmbdd
their movements
movements afterwarcls.
afterwards. Intersecting
Intersecting stream
stream beds
beds and
and trails
trails at
at
their
the l)osition
position should
should be enfiladed
enfiladed by
by fire.
fire.
the
6-71. Usual
Usual characteristics
characteristics of
of an
an ambush.—livery
ambush.—Every ambush
ambush must
must
6-71.
provide suitable
suitable firing
firing positions
positions and
and concealment
concealment in
in close
close proximity
proximity
]Jrovide
to the
the hostile
hostile route
route of
of march.
march. The
The usual
usual position
position is locatecl
located on
on the
the
to
forward
slope
and
at
a
bend
in
the
trail.
Automatic
Aveapons
Automatic
weapous
or
forward slope and
bend in the trail.
machine guns
guns are
are placed
placed in
in prolongation
prolongation of
of the
the pl’obable
probable clirection
direction of
of
machine
march at
at the
iho^ bend
bend in
in order
order to
to trike
take the
the enemy
enemy in
in eufi]a(le.
enfilade. The
The nmill
main
march
bodj' of
of tl~e
the ambuscade
ambuscade is
is placec~
placed parallel
parallel to
to the
the hostile
hostile route
route of
of
body
march
to
facilitate
the
assault
after
the
initial
burst
of
fire.
Tlie
march
facilitate
the assau]t after the initial b~wst of fire. The
security elements
elements of
of the
the enemy
enemy shoul{l
should be
be permitted
permitted to
to paw
pass by
by the
the
security
41
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position in
position
in order
order to
to secure
secui-e the
the maximum
maximum effect
effect against
against the
the hostile
hostile
n~ain force.
main
force. A
A position
position that
that permits
permits engaging
engaghig the
the enemy
enemy column
column
from both
from
both flnnks
flanks simultaneously
simultaneously is
is possible
possible only
only if
if the
the trail
trail lies
lies in
in aa
deep
ravine.
Even
then
there
is
considerable
danger
that
ri~wchets
deep ravine. Even then there is considerable danger that ricochets
:{MI wild
from one
■MK\
wild shots
shots from
one flank
flank will
will cause
cause casualties
casualties to
to the
the other
other flank.
flank.

A—
A
— tdachinti
Machine Guns
Guns

/

B-M- Assault
B-MAssault Units
Units

i

RD 2820
2828
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6-72. Occupying
the position .—a. To ambush u pursuing force.—
In the event ~. combat patrol lrishes to Iimbllsh a hostile force
known to be following
over the same trail, it must proceed well
beyond the ambush position selected.
At a, suitable point, such as a
stream, it is led off the trail and counter-marched,
parallel to, but
clear of the trail, until it reaches the reverse slope immediately
in
rear of the” selected ambush.
The men then move individually,
as
carefully as possible, into their firing positions and remain motionless.
b. To am,buxh a meeting force .—It is more difficult to hty a successful ambush against a meeting force than one which is pursuing.
unless the patrol leader is thoroughly
familiar with the terrain and
l~as definite information
of the approach of the hostile party.
Tht~
ambuscade must leave the trail some distance in advance of the
selected position.
It then moves into firing position as before and
awaits the approach of the enemy.
Any movement along the trail
in advance of the ambush will disclose its location by footprints.
or
other tell-t ale signs.
c. Night ambu.sh.-In
wnne situations it may be {lesirable to occupy
an ambush position
at night.
This maneuver
requires a definit [’.
knowledge of the terrain, and good guides.
d. Ambush, outposts .—.h outpost must be established at the poi~~t
the pat rol leaves the main trail to intercept and capture any person
travel ing the trail who might inform the hostile force of the locat iol~
of the ambush.
peat .—&l observation
e. Obserwatima
post should be established ill
a position that will enable the observer to give timely warning of t}w
enemy’s appearance.
The most desirable position is some distance
from the ambush and in the direction of the enemy’s approach.
~. Firing positions. —Each man should select a. good firing posit io~~
as close to the trail as is consistent with complete concealment.
g. Te?t-taze signs.—Every
effort must be made to avoi{] moving
foliage or earth for purposes of cover, shelter, or camouflage.
The
keen eyes of the enemy may detect the turning of a leaf, the breaking of a twig, or the, appearance of a handful of new dirt.
6-73. The ambush engagement.—a.
The enemy apProache.~.-.ls
the enemy approaches
the ambush, the men lie face downward and
remain motionless nntil the signal to “commence firing’> is given.
If
they raise their heads, the position will usually be disclosed by the
outline of the heads or headgear. by movement? or by the reflection of
Too often, some man will become
light from their eyes and faces.
so excited that he cannot resist firing prematurely
at the first enenly
he sees.
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patrol leader
leader should
should give
give
b. The
The signal
8ignul to commence
commence firing.—The
jiring.— ‘1’he patrol
the
signal to commence
commence firing.
firing. An
the signal
An excellent
excellent method
method of
of doing
doing this
this
is by
by opening
opening fire with
with an
an automatic
automatic weapon.
weapon. He
He should
shoulcl be
be on
on the
the
flank
toward the
the enemy,
enemy, or
or in
in aa commanding
commanding position
position that
that will
will enenflank toward
able
him to
to observe
observe the
the entire
entire enemy
enemy force.
force.
able him
0. Action
upon
c.
Action after
after opening
opening fire.—Depending
fire. —Depending
upon the
the situation,
situation, the
the
heavy
initial fire will
will be
be followed
followed by
by an
m assault,
assault, aa defense,
defense, or
or aa
heavy initial
withdrawal.
withdrawal.
6-74.
of
weapons.—Machine
guns
6-74. Employment
Employment
of infantry
infantry
weapons.—Machine
guns should
should
be sited
he
sited to
to enfilade
enfilade aa portion
portion of
of the
the trail.
trail, Trench
Trench mortars,
mortars, hand
hand
grenadw,
and
rifle
gren:ldes
are
difficult
to
emp]oy
in
an
offensive
grenades, and rifle grenades ai-e difficult to employ in an ofi'ensive
ambush because
ambush
because of
of the
the danger
danger of
of such
such projectiles
projectiles falling
falling among
among
friendly assaulting
They
They are
are of
of value
value in
in defensive
defensive ambushes.
ambushes,
friendly
assaulting troops.
troops.
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6-75. Mental
The principal
principal objective
objective of
of an
an ott'enotlen6–75.
Mental preparation.—The
preparation.—
sive ambush
The
sive
ambush is to take
take advantage
advantage of
of surprise.
surprise.
The closeness
closeness and
and
suddenness of
suddenness
of the
the attack
attack is supposed
supposed to
to disorganize
clisor~~nize and
and demoralize
demoralize
the enemy.
A
necessary protection
the
enemy.
Anecessary
lJrotection against
against complete
completed disorganization,
isorganization,
and possible
is to prepare
ancl
possible demoralization,
demoralization,
prepare the
the troops
troops mentally
mentally for
for
the
They
the shock
shock of
of ambush.
ambush.
.They nuist
must be
be steeled
steeled to
to withstand
withstand aa sudden
sudden
blast
blast of
of fire at close
closei quarters
quarters and
and to
to react
react to
to it
it in
in aa manner
manner that
that,
wi]] unnerve
unnerve the
the enemy.
enemy.
will
To accomplish
this,
the
troops
must
have
accomplish this, the troops must have
a thorough
of what
thorough understanding
understanding
what is
is likely
likely to
to happen
happen if
if they
they are
are
ambushed.
ambushed.
r)-76.
schemes
of
General.—Since
6–76. Prearranged
Prearranged
schemes
of maneuver.—a.
maneuver.—a.
General.—Since
the great
the
great majority
majority of
of ambushes
ambushes have
have certain
certain similar
similar characteristics,
characteristics,
the natur-e
Usually
the
nature of
of an ambush
ambush attack
fittack can be
be anticipated.
anticipated.
Usually there
there
will be a burst
will
burst of
of automatic
automatic fire from
from the
the front
front that
that will
will enfilade
enfilade
the column,
the
column, combined
combined with
with an attack
attack from
from one
one flank.
flank. Both
Both of
of these
these
attacks will
attacks
will be delivered
delivered at short
short ranges
ranges and
and from
from positions
positions located
located
in thick
ground.
With
in
thick cover
cover on
On commanding
commanding
ground.
With this
this, situation
situation in
in
mind,~ the
mind
the patrol
patrol can
cam be indoctrinated
indoct riilated with
with simple
sim,ple prearranged
prearranged
schemes of
schemes
of maneuver
muneuver to combat
combat such
such attacks,
attacks.
h. Actions
and
Action-s of
of the
t?(e train,
t)ain
u}(d tram
tra;j~ guard.—(1)
guayd.—( 1) In
In the
the eivent
elvent the
the
b.
train is not
train
not under
under fire when
when the engagement
engagement commences,
commences, it
it should
should
be closed
As
be
closed up
up on the
tl~e fbrward
fbrwartl elements
elements in
in the
the column.
column.
As soon
soon as
as
closed up,
closed
up, or when
when endangered
endangered by hostile
hostile fire,
fire, the
tl~e animals
animals are
are driven
d,riven
into positions
Wlien
into
positions affording
afford ing cover
cover or shelter.
shelter.
When possible,
possible, the
the anianimals are tied
This
This
mals
tied to trees
trees to prevent
prevent them
tlwm from
fronl riuniing
running away.
away.
enables the
enables
the train
train guard
guard to
to use
use its
its weapons
wea pens to
to protect
protect the
the train,
train, and
and
assists the
assists
the native
native muleteers
muleteers to control
control the
the train.
train. In
In some
some situations,
situations,
particularly where
particularly
where the
the area is heavily
heavily wooded,
wooded, the
the animals
animals tired,
tired,
and the
the ration
ration and
and baggage
baggage animals
animals are
are
and
the enemy
enemy aggressive,
aggressive,
abandoned until
ab:~ndoned
until after
after the
the battle.
b;lttle.
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(2) Men leading animals carrying weapfms al~tl ammunition
retain possession of them.
In despcwata situations, it may be necessary
to shoot these animals to prevent them from bolting into the enemy
positions.
(3) If heavy machine guns or 81 mm, mortar llnits are attached,
to the patrol the crews take their loads from the pack animals and,
moving “by hand,” prepare to go into action.
(4) The train guard keeps the muleteers and animals under control.
It is assembled under the train commander and is availnble to
augment thel patrol reserve.
c. 3’atroL ~eser~e.—A patrol reserve should be withheld f mm the
initial action.
An alert enemy may fire upon the l~iding elements
from one flank only and, once the patrol has been committed, launch
As
an unexpected
attack from the rear or sou]e other (Iirection.
soon as the hostile posit ii m llilS been flllly developed, IIovvever, the
reserve may be employed to envelop his flank or as otherwise required
In ma]l-y situations the lear guard will constitute
by the situation.
Certain automatic weapons should be definitely
the patrol reserve.
assigned to the patrol reserve.
d. The rear guard.—If
the patrol is ambushed from either flank,
the rear of the column becomes an exposecl flank.
The primary function of the rear guard is to protect this flank, and it should not be,
committed to action until the situation makes it m~ndatory.
The
rear guard commander may; if necessary, send part of his unit to
assist the train guard in controlling
the animals and native muleIf the rear guard constitutes
the patrol reserve, it may be
teers.
employecl after the train is secured and the train guard has been
assembled to assume. the f unct ions of the reserve.
e. Anticipated action against an atta~k fjom the front mnd a forward part of the viqhfi (left) +onk .—111 the majority of an ambush
the attack

will

be delivered

against

the front

and forward

part

of

The point (advance guard)
(left ) flank of tl~e column.
and the leading elements of the main body usually are immobilized
by the initial burst of fire. They return the. fire ancl act as a holcling force, developing
the hostile position.
The rear elements of the
main body immediately
maneuver to envelop and overrun the exposed hostile flank ancl capture the enemy’s automatic weapons.
As
the attack progrmes~
the hostile force will begin to withdraw,
and
the point (adv~nce guard) imd leading units of the main body will
be enabled to participate
in the final assnuk of tl~e position.
The
the. right
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patrol reserve
patrol
reserve may
may be
be employed
employed to
to extend
extend the
the envelopment
envelopment inin order
order
to intercept
to
intercept the enemy's
enemy’s line
line of
of retreat.
retreat. The
The action
action of
of the
the rear
rear
guard
and
train
guard
is
as
outlined
above.
guard and train guard is m outlined above.
/. Anticipated
action
.4nt&if]atea!
action against
against art
an’ attach
attack from,
from. the
the front
f]ont and
ano? entire
e%t~re
f.
length of
The
flank.-(l)
The point
point (advance
(advance guard)
guard)
?en:qt?t
of the
tlw right
ri~h,t {left)
(le~f) flank.—(1)
builds up
builds
up a firing
firing line
line facing
facing the
the enemy
enemy and
and makes
makes aa holding
holding attack,
attack,
developing
the
enemy's
position,
until
able
to
participate
in
developing
the. enemy’s position,
until able to participate
in the
the
assault..
assault
(2) The
(2)
Tl,e main
nmin body
body advances
a{lvnnces the
the, attack
attack as
~s rapidly
rapi{l]y and
:,nc~aggres;lggres.
sively
as
possible
in
order
to
penetrate
the
hostile
position.
sively as possible in orcler to penetrate the hostile position. When
When
the ambush
the
ambush is
is penetrated,
penetrated, aa flank
flank attack
attack isis delivered
clelivered in
in one
one or
or both
both
directions, overrunning
and
the
the enemy's
enemy’s automatic
nut omatic
and capturing
cnpturing
directions,
overrunning
weapons.
m-capons.
(3) The
(3)
The train
train guard
guard builds
buil{ls up
up aa firing
firing line
line facing
facing the
the enemy
enemy
and makes
and
makes aa holding
holding attack,
attack. developing
developi ug the
the hostile
hostile position,
position, imtil
until
able to
able
to participate
participate in
in the
the assault.
assault.
(4) Attached
(4)
Attached weapons,
weapons, if
if present
present with
with the
the patrol,
p:~trol, are
are unpacked
unpacked
and
put
into
action.
and put into action.
(5) Enlisted
(5)
Enlisted mule
mule leadei^s
leaclers secure
secure their
their animals
nnimals under
u]~der cover
cover and
and
then
assemble
under
command
of
the
train
commander
as
the
patrol
then assemble under command of the train commantler as tile patrol
reserve.
reserve.
(6) The
(6)
The rear
rear point
point builds
builds up
up aa firing
firing line
line facing
facing the
tl~e enemy
enemy and
and
makes aa holding
n]akcs
holcling attack,
attack, developing
developing the
the hostile
l]ostile position,
position, until
until able
able,
to participate
to
pm-ticipate in
ill the
the assault.
assault.
g.
Directimi.
of
operating along
along Avinding
wintling trails
trails inin
g. Direction, of fire.—^When
#2re.—When operating
hilly country
hilly
country the
the selection
selection of
of tai'gets
targets and
and direction
clirection of
of fire
fire must
must be
be
well controlled
well
controlled to
to avoid
avoid killing
killing or
or wounding
wounding fi-iendly
frienclly personnel.
personnel.
h. The
certain
The T)olo
bolo attack.—In
u.tta&-In
certain theaters
theaters of
of small
small wars
wars operations
operations
there is the
there
the possibility
possibility that
that aa patrol
patrol may
may be
be ambushed
ambushed and
and rushed
rushed
from both
from
both sides
sides of
of the
the trail
trail by
by an
an enemy
enemy armed
armed only
only’ with
with bladed
bladed
weapons.
Such
attacks
are
launched
from
positions
located
a
weapons.
Such attacks are launcheii from positions located a few
few
feet from
The use
use of
of rifle
rifle fire
fire in
in the
the general
general
feet
from the
the sides
sides of
of the
the trail.
trail. The
melee which
melee
which results
results is
is fully
fully as
as dangerous
dangerous to
to friendly
friendly personnel
personnel asas
to the
The
The experience
experience of
of regular
regular forces
forces which
which have
have enento
the enemy.
enemy.
countered
such
tactics
in
the
past
has
indicated
that
the
bayonet
countered such tactics in the past has indicated tl)at the bayonet
is the
is
tile most
most satisfactory
satisfactory weapon
weapon to
to combat
combnt an
an attack
attack of
of this
this nature.
nature.
fi-77. Spirit
Troops
6–77.
Spirit of
of the
the offensive,—a.
offensive.+z
Troops engaged
engaged in
in small
small war
wm
operations
must
be
thoroughly
indoctrinated
with
a
determination
operations must be thoroughly
indoctrinated
with a cletermination
to close
to
close with
with the
the enemy
enemy at
at the
the earliest
earliest possible
possible moment.
moment. AA rapid,
rapid,
aggressive attack
~lgb~essive
attack is
is necessary
necessarv . to
to overrun
overrun the
the hostile
hostile positions
positions and
ancl
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seize
automatic weapons.
weapons.
seize his automatic

It
It often
often happens
happens that
that sonne
some slight
slight

movement, or
movement,
or the
the reflection
reflection of
of light
ligl~t from
from hostile
hostile weapons,
wenponsj will
will disdisclose the
close
the location
location of
of an
an enemy
enemy ambush
ambush befoi'e
before the
the first
first shot
shot has
has been
been
fired.
fired.

If
If this
this occurs,
occurs, immediate
immediate action
action of
of some
some sort
sort is
is imperative.
imperative.

To stand
or
To
stand still,
still, even
even momentarily,
momentarily,
or simply
simply to
to attract
attract the
the attention
attention
of the
If
of
the person
person next
next in
ill cokimn,
column. is usually
usually fatal.
fatal.
If the
the individual
individual or
or
unit
who
observes
the
ambush
ruslies
forward
immediately,
not
in
unit, who observes tl~e ambush rushes forward
immediately,
not in
a straight
but in a zigzag
zigzag course
course depending,
depending upon
upon the
the nature
lult[~re
a
straight line
line but
of the
In
of
the terrain,
terrain, the
the. enemy
enemy may
may break
break from
from his
his position.
position.
In any
any
event his
event
his opening
opening burst
burst of
of fire will
will be
be erratic
erratic and
and comparatively
comparatively
ineffective instead
ineffective
instead of
of deliberate
deliberate and
and well
well aimed.
aimed. The
The rush
rush should
shouhl
be accompanied
accompanied by a yell
yell to warn
warn the
the remainder
remainder of
of the
the patrol,
patrol, which
which
will also
This
will
also disconcert
disconcert the
the enemy.
enemy.
This action
action is
is effective
effective even
even though
though
the bayonet
the
bayonet. is
is not
not carried
carried or fixed
fixed to
to the
the rifle,
rifle, nor
nor is
is it
it any
any more
more
dangerous than
dangerous
than taking
taking up a firing
firing position
position near
near the
the trail
trail w^hich
which is
is
almost certain
almost
certain to
to be within
within the
the beaten
beaten zone
zone of
of some
some hostile
hostile weapon.
weapon.
It
It is analogous
analogous to the final
final assault
assault which
which is
is the
the objective
objective in
in everv
every
combat.
combat.
r>-78. Fire
If
6–78.
Fire and
and movement.—a.
movement.+.
If an
an immediate
immediate assault
assault is
is not
not iniinitiated against
tiated
against the
the. hostile
hostile position,
position, the
the ambushed
ambushed patrol
patrol must
must seek
seek
cover and
cover
and engage
engage in a fire fight.
fight. Even
Even though
though the
the patrol
patrol is
is armed
armed
with
superior
weapons
and
is
better
trained
in
combat
firing
with superior weapons and
better trained in combat firing than
than
the enemy,
the
enemy, it
it is at a disadvantage
disadvantage in
in aa purely
purely passive
passive fire
fire fight.
fight. The
The
hostile foces
ground
hostile
feces have
have the
the advantage
advantage of
of commanding
commanding
ground and
and conconcealed positions.
So
cealed
positions.
So long
long as
as they
they are
are not
not forced
forced to
to disclose
disclose their
their indiindividual positions
vidual
positions by actual
actual or threatened
threatened personal
personal contact,
contact, they
they are
are
free to
free
to break
break off the
the engagement
engagement at
at any
any time.
time. The
The eventual
eventual loss
loss of
of
ground means
If
he
can
withdraw
with
ground
means iiothing
nothing to the
the guerilla.
guerilla.
If be can withdraw
with
no casualties
no
casualties or
or only
only minor
minor ones
ones after
after delaying
delaying and
and harassing
harassing the
the
]iatrol,
has
patrol, the
the engagement
engagement
has been
been aa success.
success. The
The objective
objective of
of the
the
patrol must
patrol
must be, therefore,
therefore, to inflict
inflict as
as many
many casualties
casualties upon
upon the
the enemy
enemy
as possible.
This
as
possible.
This can
can be accomplished
accomplished in
in aa fire
fire fight
fight only
only if
if the
the spirit
spirit
of the
During
of
the offensive,
offensive, with
with movement,
movement, is
is employed.
employed.
During the
the fire
fire fight,
fight.
members of
members
of the
the patrol
patrol must
must move
move forward
forward at
at every
every opportunity
opportunity in
in
order
to
close
with
the
enemy
as
quickly
as
possible,
or
make
him
order to close with the enemy as quickly as possible, or make him
disclose his
The
disclose
his position
position so that
that he may
may become
become aa definite
definite target.
target.
The
culmination of
culmination
of the
the action
action is the
the assault,
assault, to
to overrun
overrun the
the enemy,
enemy, capcapture his
ture
his weapons,
weapons, and
and pursue
pursue him
him by
by fire
fire to
to the
the limit
limit of
of visibility.
visibility.
6-^79. Authority
of
to
6–79..
Authority
of subordinates
subordinates
to act
act on
on own
own initiative.—a.
initiative.—a.
Considerable authority
Considerable
authority must
must be
be granted
granted all
all leaders
leaders to
to act
act independinclependentlv and
In
Ill the
the absence
al)sence of
of orders,
or(lers, action
action on
on
entlv
and on
011 their
their own
olvn initiative.
initiative.
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the part
part of
of the
the patrol’s
patrol's subdivision
subdivision is
is preferable
preferable to
to inaction.
inaction. SLIbSubthe
ordinate leoders
leaders must
must remember
remember that
that the
the action
action which
which they
they initiate
initiate
ordinate
should furnish
furnish mutual
mutual support
support in
in the
the action
action to
to the
the hostile
hostile force.
force.
should
h. Leaclers
Leaders must
must make
make every
every effort
effort to
to gain
ijain clirectioll
direction ancl
and control
control of’
of
b.
the elements
elements of
of their
their own
own units.
units. They
They must
must not
not hesitate
hesitate to
to infllwl]ce
influence
the
the action
action of
of subordinate
subordinate leaders
leaders of
of nearby
nearby ehm]ents
elements which
Avhich l~ave
have
the.
become separated
separated fr(nn
from tlw
the control
control of
of their
their ]~olnlal
normal superi~~r<.
superior-.
become.
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0-80. Attacking
Attacking houses.
houses.—a.
In sn]all
small war
war operations,
operations, it
it is
is frefre6-80.
k
In
quently necessary
necessary to
to seize
seize individuals
individuals or
or attack
attack hostile
hostile groups
groups known
known
quently
to be
be at
at aa certain
certain house.
house. ~lthougl]
Although tlletasli
the task llltiy}ll>l~ear
nuiy appear to
to besinlple.
be simi)k'.
to
it isoften
is often difficult
difficult to
to accomplish
accomplish successfully.
successfully.
it
b. The
The follov-ing
following i]~structions
instiuctions are
are generally
generally applicable
applicable in
in plauning
planning
b.
an
attack
against
a
house:
an attack against
l~ouse:
(1) Secrecy
Secrecy is
is essential.
essential. Relatives,
Relatives, sympathizers,
sympathizers, or
or intimidated
intimidated
(1)
natives niay
niay warn
warn the
the enemy
enemy of
of the
the patrol’s
jjatrol's approtich.
approach. In
In some
some
natives
instances,
they have
have been
been warned
warned before
before the
the patrol
patrol cleared
cleared its
its home
home
inst
antes, they
station.
stat
ion.
(2) The
The location
location of
of the
the house
house and
and the
the nature
nature of
of the
the terrain
terrain sursur(2)
rounding it
it must
must be
be definitely
definitely known,
known, either
either by
by personal
personal reconnaisreconnaisrounding
sance, a sketch?
sketch, or through
through the
the medium
medium of
of a guide.
guide.
sance,
(3) The
The patrol
patrol sh(m]d
should usually
usually approach
approach and
and occupy
occupy its
its posit
position
(3)
ion
under cover
cover of
of darkness.
darkness.
u]]der
(4) Do
Do not
not usc
use a larger
larger patrol
patrol than
than necessary
necessary to
to early
carry out
out tl~e
the ]l]ismis(4)
sion. A
A large
large patrol
patrol is
is hard
hard to
to control,
control, difficult
difficult to
to conceal,
conceal, and
and nmkes
makes
sion.
too much
much noise.
noise.
too
(5) The
The approach
approach n]ust
must be
be made
made quietly
quietly and
and cautiously.
cautiously. BarkBark(5)
ing
dogs
often
warn
the
inhabitants
of
the
approach
of
the
patrol.
i]]g (logs often warn the inhabitants of the approach of the patrol.
(6) T-tilize
I'tilize all
all available.
available cover.
cover.
(6)
(7) Cover
Cover all
all avenues
avenues of
of escape,
escape, either
either physically
physically or
or by
by fire.
fire.
(7)
(8)
Bayonets
should
be
fixed.
The
patrol
is
sometimes
unable
The patrol
sometimes u]lab]e
(8) Bayonets
should
fixed.
to open
open fire
fire due
due to
to the
the presence
presence of
of women,
women, children,
children, or
or unident
unidentified
to
ifiwl
persons, or
or because
because of
of instructions
instructions received
received from
from higher
higher authority.
authority.
persons,
(9) If
If the
the mission
mission is
is the
the capture
capture of
of the
the occupants
occupants and
and arme(l
armed rere(9)
sistance
is
not
expected,
surround
the
house
and
approach
it
from
all1
sistance is not expected, surround the ho[lse and approach it from al
sides.
sides.
(10) If
If the
the mission
mission is
is to
to attack
attack the
the house
house,, and
and armecl
armed resistance
resistance
(10)
may
be
expected,
the
patrol
must
be
located
so
that
every
side
of the
the
may be expected, the patrol must be located so that every side of
building will
will be
be eoverecl
covered by
by fire.
fire. Particular
Particular care
care must
must be taken
taken to
to
building
make certain
certain that
that 110
no member
member of
of the
the patrol
patrol will
will be
be in
in the
the line
line of
of fire
fire
]nake
of ally
any other
other imlividual
individual in
in the
the patrol.
patrol.
of
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6-81, Attacking
Attacking
small bivouacs.—a.
bivouacs.—a.
(V-Sl.
small
A successful
successful attack
attack on aN hoshostile
effect
often has a more
more demoralizing
demoralizing
eflwt than
than a defeat
defeat in
tile bivouac
bivoww often
ordinary engagements.
ordinary
engagements.
b. Many
h.
Many of
of the instructions
instructions for
for attacking
attacking houses
l~ouses are
me applicable
applicable to
attacking' bivouacs.
In
attacliing
bivouacs.
In addition,
adclition, the leader
lea(ler of
of a:1 patrol
patrol making
making a
surprise attack
surprise
attack on a small
sl]mll enemy
enemy force
force in bivouac
bivouac should
should be guided
guided
parby
sL~chof
the following
following
instructions as may
may be applicable
applicable in the parby such
of the
instructions
ticular operation:
ticular
operation:
(1) Secure
(1)
Secure a guide
gui~le who
who knows
knows the
the exact
exact location
locat iijl] of
()f the
the bivouac.
bivouac.
If he is
If
is am reliable,
reliable> friendly
friendly native,
native, an effort
effort shordd
sholtl(l be made
macle to have
have
him reconnoiter
him
reconnoiter a good
good approach
approach to the
the bivouac.
bivouac.
(2) Require
(2)
Require the
the guide
~uide to
to make
make a sketch
sketch of
of the
the, bivouac
bivo[~ac and
and its
its
approaches. This
The
Tl~is can
can be traced
traced on
on the
the ground.
ground.
The leader
lemler should
s11ou1(1
approaches.
study it
study
it carefully,
(:arefully. but
but should
should be prepared
prepared to find
find the
the actual
actual situation
situntion
quite different
quite
different from
fronl that
that expected.
expected.
(3) Attack
A
(3)
.Ittack with
with few
few men.
men.
lk leader
leader and
and two
two teams
teams of
of four
f(~ur men
men
each is a suitable
each
suitable group
group for
for most
]~]ost situations.
sitll:ltions.
(4) Arm
(4)
.$rm the
the majority
majority of
of the
the patrol
patrol with
witl, automatic
a,,tornatic or semiautosemiautomatic weapons.
matic
weapons.
(5) Leave
(5)
Lea~e the
the trail
trail as soon
soon as convenient
convenient and
ancl approach
approach the
the bivouac
bivouac
from unexpected
direction.
When
from
unexpecte(l
<lirecti(m.
When in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of the
the bivouac,
bivouac,
approach slowly
Npl)L’each
slowly and
:iII(1 cautiously.
calltiously.
(6) After
(6}
.kfter sighring
sighting the
the bivouac,
bivouac, the
the leader
leader should
shoLIkl make
make a careful
careful
reconnaissance of
the
Determining
the exact
exact location
location of
of the
tl~e prinprinreconnaissance
of it.
it. Determining
cipal groups
When
cipal
grollps of
of the
the enemy
enemy force
force is generally
generally difficult.
difficult.
Wlwn conficonfident of
dent.
of the
the location
location of
of the
the major
major porticm
porti(m of
of the
the enemy,
enemy, the
the leader
le:~der
builds \\\)
builds
llp a final
final firing
firing line.
line.
(T) When
(’7)
~Jllen the
tile firing
filing line
line is in position
position and
an(l prepared
prepare[! to open
open fire,
fire,
enemy to surrender.
surrender.
(he
]ea(ler orders
orders the enemy
the leader
In
In the
the event
event they
they I'efuse,
refuse,
the leader
All
the
leader signals,
signals, "Commence
“Conm~ence Firing."
Firing.”
All men
men direct
clirect their
their fire
into the
into
the bivouac,
bivouac. firing
firing rapidly,
rapidly, but
but semi-automatically.
semi-automatically.
(8) The
of
(8)
The. possibility
possibility
of an assault
assault and
and a pui'suit
pllrsuit should
sl~olll(l be considconsidered, but
creel.
but the
the lack
lack of
of bayonets,
bayonets, the
the nature
nature of
of the
the teri'ain
terrs in over
over which
which
the enemy
the
enemy will
will flee,
flee, and
and the
the agility
agility of
of the
the enejny,
enemy, will
will often
oftt’n make
nmke
such efforts
such
efl’orts futile.
futile.
6-82. Destroying
captured
bivouacs.—The
~-alue of
of a bivouac
l.)ivoliac as
6-82.
Destroying
captured
bivouacs .—Tl~e value
a known
enemy
camp
site
should
be
considered
before
destroying
known enemy camp site should
considered before destroying it.
(Tuerrillas have
(herrillas
have a weakness
weakness for
for occupying
occupying camp
camp sites
sites they
they 11 ave
ave prepreviously found
particularly
if
particlllarly
if shelters
sl~elters have
have been
been conconciously
found satisfactory,
satisfactory.
structed. The
structed.
The burning
bllrning of
of bivouac
biyouac shelters
shelters I'arely
]arely serves
ser~es any
any useful
usefll I
purjKJse unless
pm-pose
unless they
they contain
c{)lltai]l nulitary
]]lilita ry stores
stores of
of some
some value.
value.
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6–83. Rules

of

opportunities

land

warfare.—patrol

for the employment

operatio]]s

of stratagems

such as are used must be in accordance
Land

with

alwnys

ancl ruses;

54
furnish
however,

the acceptecl

Rules

of

l~arfare.

Clearing

6–84.

the station.—.%

patrol

shoulfl

IN able to clear its

forces by
their intelligence
agents,
The following
methods may be used to
deceive theenerny astothe
plansof
the patrol:
(1) Having decided to attack a certain hostile bil-ouac, a rl~mor
is started among the natives that the patrol is to l~larcl~ to some place
in the. opposite direction.
The patrol clears the towl] ill that clirection and eventually
circles at some distance frol~} the station and
marches towards the objective.
(2) Clearing the station late at night.
(3) The members of the patrol filtrate (jilt of tllr camp dl~ring tl]e
(la y or night and assemble at a ren(lezvo L\s son~c d ist al)ce f I’orn tile
station.
informers.—Cilumilla
spies v-11o live ]lear
6–85. Apprehending
stations

without

the *lrrison
it is very

that fact being

are a constant

tmnsmittecl

mellac(~.

difficult. to apprehend

l~llile

to the hostile

they ii [e often

them in a gl~ilty

act.

slwpected,

One way

of

cloing this is to establish sentinels on the trails leading from the stat ion to the hostile areas.
~f ter the sentinels hi~~e reached their
posts,

organize

a patrol

nntives that the patrol

and

is clearing

t ion may cause the informers
to warn

allow

them, thlw permitting

word

to be pzssecl among

This infornm-

for the hostile area.

to start for

the enemy

the sentinels

the

camp

in order

to intercel)t

and cletain

intelligence

agents may

them for questioning.
6-86. Spies
follow

following

a patrol.

a patrol.—Hostile

but at a safe distance.
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is to leave
leave an outpost
outpost several
several hundred
hundred yarcls
yards in rear
rear of
of a selected
selected camp
camp
site. The
The men
men in the
the out
outpost
take cover
cover and
and capture
capture ally
any suspicious
suspicious
site.
l)ost take
I^ersons
following the
the patrol.
patrol.
persons following
6-87.
Guerrilla ruses
ruses and
and stratagems.—For
stratagems.—For purposes
purposes of
of protecprotec6-87. Guerrilla
tion,
careful study
study must
must be made
made of
of the
the ruses and
and st
stratagems
pract ion, a careful
rat agems pracby the
the enemy,
enemy, and
and the
the facts
facts learnecl
learned sl]ould
should be published
published for
for
tticed
iced by
the information
information of
of the
the regular
regular forces
forces coneer]]ed.
concerned. RL~SeS
Ruses ancl
and stratastratathe
gems pr<lcticed
gems
practiced in
in warfare
warfare between
between forms
forces of
of irregulal”s,
irregidais, Or
or by
by irregirregulars
against regulars,
regulars, inclllde
include::
LIlars against
(1)
Inveigling the
the enemy
enemy into
into an
an attnck
attack and
and pursuit
pursuit and
and then,
then,
(1) Inveigling
when
disorganized a]ld
and scattered,
scattered, ])iitke
make a violent
violent counter-attack
counter-attack
when he is disorganized
A modification
modification of
of this
this method
method includes
includes abandoning
abandoning animals
animals and
and supsup~
plies and
and then,
then, when
when the
the attticking
attacking force
force is
is more
more interested
interested in
in booty
booty
plies
than pursuit,
pursuit, to
to counter-attack.
counter-attack.
than
(2)
A
group
of
the enemy
enemy ]nay
may retreat
retreat before
before the attacking
attacking force
force
(2) ~ group of the
and lure
lure it
it into
into aa czrefully
carefully prel)ared
prei)ared ambush.
ambush.
and
(3) Disguisil]g
Disguising themselves
themselves to
to reseml)]e
resemble their
their foes,
foes, sometimes
sometimes wearwear(3)
ing aa similar
similar uniform.
uniform.
ing
(4) Having
Having their
their men
men on
on service
service of
of seclwity
security disguised
disguised like
like their
their
(4)
foes.
foes.
(5) (hl
On one
one pretext
pretext or
or anotl]er,
another, to
to lure
lure na small
small enemy
enemy force
force into
into
(5)
an
exposed
position
and
destroy
it.
Examples:
an exposed position and destroy it. Examples:
(a) Cutting
Cutting aa telegraph
telegraph wire
wire and
and then
then destroying
destroying the
the repair
repair party.
party.
(a)
(b) Raiding
Raiding aa community
community with
with aa small
small group
group and
and then
then striking
striking
(b)
the patrol
patrol sent
sent to
to its
its relief
relief with
with aa stronger
stronger force.
force.
the
(6) A
A guerrilla
guerrilla group
group surprised
surprised in
in an
an area
area may
may hide
hide its
its firearms
firearms
(6)
and assume
assume the
the appeilri~]l(e
appearance of
of iia peaceful
peaceful group
group of
of citizens
citizens busy
busy in
in
and
their fields
fields or
or clealing
clearing trails.
trails.
their
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6–88. Introduction.—a.
The passage of a patrol across astreamin
small wars operations is similar tothe passageof
a, defile.
It should
be assumed that every crossing will be opposecl by the enemy, and
necessary precautions
should be taken to effect the passage with a
reasonable degree of safety.
The security measures taken and the
tactics employedto
force acrossing
against opposition in small wars
donot differ from those of major warfare.
b. All streams act asobstacles
toa greater or lesser extent.
Some
means must be devised to get the troops and material across witl~out disorganization
and in condition effectively to resist an enemy
attack before., during, and after crossing.
Crossing may be. oppose{l
The probability
of opposition
is frequently the cleor unopposed.
termining
factor in the choice of a crossing site,
Poorly adapted
sites may have to be used by the reconnoitering
parties.
Time is a
factor in every crossing and the means ernployecl must. be those that
will permit a crossing in the minimum of time to avoid continued
separation of the part so fthepatrol by the. river.
6--89. Availability
of means.—Means
of crossing maybedividecl
into fords, boats (including
rubber boats of the collapsible variety),
rafts, ferries, permanent and temporary bridges, and swimming.
It
may be necessm-y to make use of several or all of these expedients
for the crossing of abody of troops with itssupplim.
It may besaid
that fording and swimming will be the normal means of crossing in
small ivars operations.
6–90. Swimming.—3Iost
~~llf()rdable streanls, esl~ec ially i~~ snlalI
wars operations, will have to be crossed, initially at least? by swinl55
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mi]lg~ until protection fol” the main crossing has been established 011
the oppositebank.
Most men will be il~capable of swimming even a
snort distance with their rifles, belts, and clothing
and would be
lwlpless and nakecl when they landed on the oplmsite bank if they
{liscarded this equipment,
swimming
istllerefore
usuallycombined
~vith some such method as the use of individual floats or rafts? or the
llse of the few boats availab]e for the transport of arms and supplies.
,$ueh floats may assist the swimmers in keeping afloat while crossing
relatively
wide rivers.
When the men land, they establish themselves in a position tll:lt will protect. the crossing, assist on tile. far
side ill construction of bridges, ferries ancl similar means of getting
tl~e remaining troops and supplies across, or proceed on their assigned
mission, which may be to drive an enemy detachment
from a more
~uitable, crossing l~lace. Life lines may be stretched across the river,
{Jl\t~above ~lnd one below- the crossing, i~s safety measures to prevent
nlen from being swept away downstream by the current.
6–91. Bridges.—a.
The construction of bridges for the passage of
~,11arms requires considerable time and material, and a certain amount
Of technical engineering
training.
Bridges are most useful at crossings on the line of communications
and have the advantage of pro]-iding a permanent means of crossing a river.
Only those forms of
l>ridges easily constrllctecl with materials or tools available at. the
hri{lge site will be considered here.
il. ~elled tree .—Very narrow’ streams may be bridgecl by felling a
large tree. across the stream, staking (Iown or otherwise securing the
ends, and then cutting off the branches above the water so that troops
can walk across.
~ li]le can be stretrhecl as a handrail if necessary
from bank to bank over the fallen tree trunk.
one tree will not reach
c. Foot biv’{lge of T’w) UT more tre~s.--l~here
across the stream, tlvo trees may be felled on ol)posite sides of tile
stream, and their

bral~clles and tops securecl together

~,ines should be n)a(le fast near their tops before
snubbed to other trees well

upstream

ropes until the two trees intertwine.
lashed together

in midstream.

felling,

and the line

and eased downstream by the
Then the tops should be securely

and the branches cleared

to provide

a. footpath

over

tile tree trunks.

Stakes on either side of the felled tree trunks may
A thircl tree, felle(l so that its top
he Iwed to stre]~gtllen this bridge,
falls on the point

where the other two meet in midstream,

a~~gle to them, w-ill strengthen the bridge:
n~ernber against tlw force of the current.

as it provides

bllt at an

a tension
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d. F70ating
Floating brz”dges,—l?loating
bridges.—Floating bridges
bridges may
may be constructed
constructed of
of r~fts
rafts
or boats,
boats, with
M'ith planks
planks laid
laid across
across the
the gunwales.
gunwales. These
These boats
boats should
should
or
be securely
securely anchored
anchored or
or moored
moored with
with their
their bows
bows upstream.
upstream. SecSecbe
tions
of
the
bridge
may
be
constructed
and
floated
downstream
into
tions of the bridge may be constructed and floated downstream
into
place. It
It is
is desirable
desirable to
to have
have all
all the
the floats
floats of
of about
about the
the same
same cacaplace.
pacity, to
to avoicl
avoid extra
extra strain
strain on
on the
the planks
planks or other
other flooring.
flooring. The
The
pacity,
larger boats
boats or
or rafts
rafts may
may be
be placed
placed at
at greater
greater intervals
intervals than
than the
the
larger
smaller,
to
accomplish
the
same
purpose.
Rafts
or
floats
may
smaller, to accomplish
the same purpose.
Rafts
floats may be
made of
of timber,
timber, casks,
casks, barrels
barrels or
or anything
anything at
at hand
hand that
that will
will float.
float.
made
(>-92. Boats.—--a.
Boats.—a. Ill
In the
the co~lntries
countries i]~
in which
which s]nall
small ~~-ars
wars ol)erations
operations
6–92.
usually occur,
occur, some
some native
native boats
boats will
will be found
found in
in the
the vicinity
vicinity c)f
of
usually
river crossings
crossings which
which are
are too
too deep
deep to
to be
be fordable.
fordable. These
These will
will nornorriver
mally be.
be of
of the
the dug-out
dug-out type
type which
which are
are quite
quite unstable,
unstable, but
but unsinkunsinkmally
able. Their
Their capncity
capacity will
will range
range from
from small,
small, t~vo-man
two-man boats,
boats, LO
to
able.
bateaux of
of 30- or
or 40-man
40-man capacity.
capacity. If
If the
the crossing
crossing is
is opposed,
opposed, it
it is
bateaux
desirable to
to have
have a sufficient
sufficient number
number of
of boats
boats available
available to
to execute
execute
desirable
the crossing
crossing of
of the
the patrol
patrol promptly.
promptly. If
If the
the passage
passage is
is unopposecl,
unopposed,
the
even
one
small
boat
will
be
found
of
inestimable
value.
even one small boat will
found of inestimable 17al11e.
h. If
If no
no boats
boats can
can be found
found in
in the
the locality,
locality, it is
is sometimes
sometimes necesnecesb.
sary to
to construct
construct makeshift
makeshift boats
boats from
from availab~e
available materials.
materials. In
In reresary
cent small
small wars
wars operations,
operations, boards
boards found
found in
in a local
local dwelling
dwelling were
were
cent
used to
to construct
construct a 6- by
by 22-foot
22-foot boat,
boat, cau]ked
caulked with
with gauze
gauze from
from th~,
the
lEW1
hospital corpsman’s
corpsman's kit.
kit. It
It was
was employed
employed to
to ferry
ferry a patrol
patrol of
of 13;
135
hospital
officers and
and men
men and
and 70
YO animals
animals across
across a stream
stream swollen
swollen ~~-ith
with tortorofllcers
rential rains
rains which
which made
made the
the customary
customary fording
fording impossible.
impossible. Tl~c
The
rential
current was
was so swift.
swift that
that the
the use
use of
of a raft
raft was
was impracticable.
impracticable.
c[wrent
Collapsible rubber
rubber boats,
boats, which
which can
can be
be carried
carried by
by patrols
patrols ill
in
c. Collapsible
the
field
or
dropped
by
aircraft
in
case
of
necessity,
will
probably
the field
chopped by aircraft in case of necessity, will probably
be usecl
used extensively
extensively in
in future
future small
small wars
wars opem(
operations.
be
ions,
()-93. Ferries.—a.
Ferries.—a. Ferries
Ferries nmy
may be
be either
either ‘~
"flying"
ferries or
or ‘~trail>)
"trail"
&93.
flyil]g>’ ferries
ferries, ancl
and in most
most streams
streams the
the current
current can
can be
be llsed
used to
to propel
propel them.
them.
ferries,
If the
the current.
current is
is too
too sluggish,
sluggish, a “rope”
"rope" ferry
ferry may
may be Ilsed;
used; i. e., the
the
If
boat or
or raft
raft is
is drawn
drawn across
across the
the stream
stream by
by pulling
pulling on
on the
the rope
rope or
or
boat
by poling.
poling. “Trail’>
"Trail" and
and “flying>’
"flying" ferries
ferries are
are propelled
propelled by
by the
the curcurby
tent by
by holding
holding the
the boat
boat or float
float at
at all
an angle
angle to
to the
the current,
current, either
either
!ent
by means
means of
of ropes
ropes or
or by
by rudders,
rudders, or
or even
even by
by p:ldclles
paddles helcl
held in
in tile
the
by
water. The
The angle
angle ancl
and the
the speed
speed of
of the
the current
current controls
controls tbe
the spee(l
speed
water.
of the.
the ferry>
ferry, and
and since
since tl~e
the angle
angle may
may be variecl?
varied, the
the speed
speed can
can also
also
of
be controlled.
controlled.
l).
erry.—.~ goml
ruet ed in
lost
h. Trail
Trail fferry.—A
good trail
trail ferry
ferry may
may be const
constructed
in nmost
streams that
that are not
not too
too wide
wide by
by stretching
stretching a rope
rope or
or cable.
cable (several
(several
streams
57
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telegraph wires
telegraph
wires twisted
twisted together
together will
will do
do for
for a small
small boat)
boat) across
across the
the
stretim
‘(sheer
stream and
and rigging
rigging a pulley
pulley so
so that
that it
it will
will travel
travel on
on this
this line
line (("sheer
line"). A
A line
line is
is then
then fastened
fastened to
to the
the pulley
pulley from
from the
the bow
bow of
of the
the
line”).
boat.
Some
ferries,
especially
in
slow
streams,
must
be
controlle,l
boat. Some ferries, especially in slow streams, must
controlle<.l
by
by a bow
bow and
and a stern
stern line
line (“maneuvering
("maneuvering ropes”)
ropes") attached
attached to
to the
th;j
pulley.
pulley. By
By hauling
hauling in
in on the
the bow
bow line
line and
and slackening
slackening the
the stern
stern
line,
line, or
or vice
vice versa,
versa, the
the bow
bow may
may be set
set at
at such
such an
an ang~e
angle to
to the
the
current
current that
that the
the force
force of
of the
the current,
current acting
acting on
on the
the hull
hull will
will cause
cause
the
the boat
boat to
to move
move across
across the
the stream.
stream. In
In a swifter
swifter mwrent,
current, where
where
the
the boat
boat points
points more
more nearly
nearly upstream,
upstream, a paddle
paddle may
may be
be held
held over
over
the
the downstream
downstream side
side at
at the
the stern,
stern, or
or a rudder
rudder may
may be used.
used.
G.
Flying ferry.—A
ferry.—A flying
flying ferry
ferry uses
uses the
the sanle
same means
means of
of propulpropulc. Flying
sion,
sion, but.
but in
in place
place of
of the
the “sheer
"sheer line,”
line," there
there is
is an
an anchmage
anchorage upstream
upstream
to
to which
which a long
long line
line is
is fastened
fastened from
from the
the bow
bow of
of the
the boat.,
boat, enabling
enabling
the boat
boat to
to swing
swing like
like a pendulum
pendulum across
across the
the stream.
stream. The
The line
line is
is
the
supported by
by floats
floats at
at intervals,
intervals, so
so that
that it
it will
will not
not trail
trail in
in the
the water
water
supported
and slow
slow up
up or
or even
even stop
stop the
the ferry.
ferry. In
In narrow
narrow streams
streams it
it may
may be
be
and
possible to
to find
find a curve
curve in
in the
the stream
stream that
that will
will permit
permit the
the anchorage
anchorage
possible
to be
be on
on land,
land, but
but still
still above
above the
the center
center of
of the
the stream
stream at
at the
the point
point
to
where
where the
the ferry
ferry crosses.
crosses. An
An island
island is also
also a convenient
convenient location
location for
for
an
anchorage.
The
cable
must
be
long
enough
so
that
the
feri-y
will
an anchorage.
The cable mnst
long enough
that the ferry will
not hare
have difficulty
difficulty in
in reaching
reaching both
both banks.
banks.
not,
Rafts as /ervies.-Rafts
ferries.—Rafts may
may be
be usecl
used in
in all
all types
types of
of ferries,
ferries, bnt
but
d. Ra~ts
they should
should be
be so
so constructed
constructed that
that the
the current
current will
will act
act against
against tl~em
them
they
efficiently, and
and so that
that they
they may
may be
be easily
easily maneuvered
maneuvered but
but har(
hard[ to
to
efficiently,
swamp.
swamp.
6-94. Fords.—a.
Fords.—a. The
The requisites
requisites of
of a good
good for(l
ford are
are low
low lmnks,
banks, no
no
6--94.
abrupt
changes
in
depth
of
water,
the
bottom
offering
a
finn
footing
abrupt changes in depth of water, the bottom offering
firm footing
for men
men and
and animals
animals and
and the
the current
current moderate.
moderate. One
One of
of the
the first
first
for
duties of
of the
the reconnaissance
reconnaissance parties
parties of
of a patrol
patrol or
or larger
larger cletachment
detachment
duties
arriving at
at a stream
stream is
is to
to ~econnoiter
reconnoiter for
for fords
fords and
and bridges
bridges in
in the
the
on arriving
vicinity, and
and when
when found,
found, to
to test
test them
them al~ci
and define
define their
their limits.
limits. DanDanvicinity,
gerous ffords
should be marked
marked before
before {we
use by
by the
the mail)
main bocly.
body. li’ords
Fords
gerous
orals should
that show
show signs
signs of
of use
use are
are likely
likely to
to be
be passable,
passable, but
but cave
care must
must be
he taken.
taken
that
to a[70w
allow for
for the height
height of
of the water
water above
above normal.
normal. This
This may
may be
bti
ascertained by
by an
an examination
examination of
of the
the baIdIs,
banks, especially
especially of
of the
the vegetavegetaascertained
tion on
on the
the banks
banks and
and of
of small
small trails
trails parallel
parallel to
to the
the water.
water. lVhen
When
tion
fording swift
swift shallow
shallow streams
streams with
with native
native pack
pack animals,
animals, each
each animal
animal
fording
.'should be
be led
led and
and not
not herded
herded across.
across. When
When the
the water
water is cleep
deep enough
enough
should
reach the
the pack,
pack, the
the cinch
cinch may be.
be loosened
k)Osened and
and two
two lnen
men accompany
accompany
to reach
each animal,
animal, one
one on either
either si(le
side to M
raise
the sugar,
sugar, coffee>
cofli'ee, and
and similar
similar
each
ise the
nli[~
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loads to
to their
their shoulders
shoulders in
in the
the deep
deep water.
water. Rain
Rain in
in the
the uplands,
uplands,
loads
which
which are
are drained
drained by
by rivers,
rivers, may
may cLLusesl~d(len
cause sudden floods.
floods. Tlwse
These floods
floods
rapidly
rapidly clescend
descend the
the rivers,
rivers, and
and make
make it
it dangerous
dangerous to
to use
use fortls
fords until
until
after the
the swollen
swollen streams
streams subside.
subside.
after
h. For{ls
Fords may
may be
be improved
improved in very
very swift
swift streams
streams or during
during freshets.
freshets,
fi.
by felling
felling trees
trees across
across the
the stream
stream and
and lashing
lashing their
their ends
ends together
together
(narrow streams
streams only)
only) or by
by fastening
fastening a line
line of
of floating
floating obstacles
obstacles
(narrow
such as logs
logs or
or barrels
barrels above,
above, the
the ford,
ford, to
to c~~t
cut clown
down the
the current,
current, at
such
least on
on the
the snrface.
surface. A
A life
life line
line should
should be stretched
stretched across
across the
the stream
stream
least
for
for the
the crossing
crossing of
of large
large numbers
numbers of
of troops,
troops, and
and men
men sl]oLdcl
should hoki
hold on
to
to this
this line.
line. Crossings
Crossings should
should be
be guarded
guarded by
by good
good swimmers
swimmers and
and
by boats
boats downstream
downstream if
if available,
available, to
to take
take care
care of
of those
those who
who may
may be
by
swept
swept off
off their
their feet
feet or
or who
who may
may strtay
stray from
from the
the ford.
ford. Infantry
Infantry may
may
ford a stream
stream in a column
column of
of squacls,
squads, by
by men
men in
in each
each rank
rank holding
holding
ford
on
on to
to each
each other
other abreast.
abreast. The
The distance
distance between
between ranks
ranks is
is greatly
greatly
lengthened
lengthened to
to avoid
avoid the
the increased
increased resistance
resistance ~Vhicll
which ~light
might t~e
be callse(~
caused
by
by partially
partially damming
damming the
the stream.
stream. Mo{mtecl
Mounted men
men pass
pass over
over the
the ford
ford
column of
of twos
twos or files.
files.
in column
6-95. Rafts.—Rafts
Rafts.—Rafts may
may be constructed
constructed of
of any
any materials
materials that
that will
will
6+)5.
furnish
furnish sufficient
sufficient buoyance,
buoyance, ancl
and which
which are
are available
available at
at or
or very
very near
near
the point
point of
of crossing.
crossing. Many
Many woods
woods do
do not
not have
have enough
enough buoyance
buoyance
the
even -when
when clry,
dry, and
and this
this is especially
especially true
true of
of green
green hard
hard WOOCIS.
woods.
even
"GI" cans
cans with
with burlap
burlap or
or other
other cloth
cloth under
under the
the covers,
covers, to
to make
make them
them
‘kGI”
}vatertightl
watertight, casks
casks ancl
and barrels
barrels,? gasoline
gasoline drums
drums and
and other
other containers
containers
may
may be used
used to
to give
give buoyancy
buoyancy to
to a.
a raft.
raft. In
In general
general the
the construction
construction
{~f
of rafts
rafts to effect
effect a crossing
crossing will
will be inadvisable
inadvisable except
except for
for the
the heavy
heavy
articles that
that cannot
cannot be
be conveniently
conveniently crossed
crossed by
by other
other means.
means. Rafts
Rafts
i~rticles
drift more
more than
than boats,
boats, and
and must
must therefore
therefore be
be started
started across
across farther
farther
clrift
llpstrearn
upstream than
than boats.
boats. Rafts
Rafts may
may be
be used
used for
for carrying
carrying equipment
equipment of
of
men
men who
Avho cross
cross by
by swimming
swimming or for
for the
the assistance
assistance of
of those
those who
who do
do
not,
not swinl
swim well
well enough.
enough. These
These individual
individual rafts
rafts may
may be
be made
made of
of two
two
logs
logs wit
withh a boarcl
board or
or two
two across
across t-hem,
them, reeds
reeds bound
bound together
together (or
(or bound
bound
banana
banana stacks),
stacks), or
or inflated
inflated rubber
rubber bags.
bags. Large
Large rubber
rubber bags
bags have
have
been
been carried
carried by
by patrols
patrols operating
operating on
on or
or near
near the
the rivers.
rivers. These
These bags
bags
were
were made
made from
from coffee
coffee sacks
sacks by
by coating
coating the
the sacks
sacks with
with crude
crude rubber.
rubber.
They were
were larger
larger than
than seaba
seabags,
and would
would hokl
hold one
one man’s
man's personal
personal
They
~m , and
belongings
belongings ancl
and equipment.
equipment. When
When partially
partially filled
filled with
with air
air and
and the
the
mouth tied
tied securely,
securely, they
they floated
floated indefinitely>
indefinitely, with
with sufficient
sufficient buoyancy
buoyancy
mouth
support a man
man in
in the
the water.
water.
to support
6-96:
G-96. Crossing
Crossing unfoldable
unfordable streams
streams with
with usual
usual infantry
infantry equipequipment.—-w
ment.—a. Recent
Recent experiments
experiments by
by the
the J?hilippine
Philippine Scouts
Scouts l~ave
have resulte(l
resiilted
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in a method of stream crossing making use of little else besides the
equil)nle]lt uslml]y carried.
This methocl is believed to be superior
to most n]ethods of crossing by swimming.
It is sl~itable for crossing
in the face of opposition,
its rapidity gives it great tactical val(~e,
and should cut (low-n caslmlties consiclerably.
b. l’~e two-man ?’;~e flof~t.-r~his float can be preparecl by two nlen
in 7 minutes.
The two shelter halves (one on top of the other) are
placed on the ground, and the remainder of the two packs and the
clothing of the two soldiers are phwecl in the center of the canl-as.
Sow the, rifIes are placed (crossed to give rigidity)
on top of the
packs a]ld clothing.
The float is completed by binding the 4 corners
of the outside shelter half to the fo[~r extremities
of the rifles by
]l]eans of the shelter tent ropes.
TwO-MAN FLOAT, USING PONCHO

I.—First st;Iw..

1+’IGITIIE

l’1(;l’
1:1.:2.-. S?c,ond.St:lg
(,.
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"In a similar
similar manner,
manner, using
using two
two 3-foot
3-f()ot sticks
sticksororshelter
sheltertent
tentpoles
poles
“In
instead of
of rifles,
rifles, aa math
machine
gun complete
complete can
can bebefloated
floatedinina ashelter
shelter
instead
ine g~ln
tent." (“Infantry
("Infantry Journal>’
Journal" for
for March
March and
and April,
April,1933.)
1933.)
tent.’)
c. In
In the
the construction
construction ofof the
the above
above float,
float,bayonets
bayonetsare
areattached
attachedtoto
c.
rifles, with
with the
the scabbards
scabbards on,
on, toto give
give greater
greater length.
length. AAvery
verylittle
little
rifles,
luitying will
will make
make the
the rifle
rifle available
available toto the
tlie man
man after
afterlanding
landingonon
lmtying
the opposite
opposite side
side since
since slip
slip knots
knots are
are use(l.
used. AS
AsI1O
noadditional
additionalmatematethe
I'ials are
are required
required this
this method
method isis suitable
suitablefor
foralmost
almostany
anystream
streamcrosscrossrials
even for
for deep
deep for(ls,
fords, an(l
and isis available
available totodetachments
detachmentswho
whomust
must
iing,
ng, even
go
up
or
dowll
tile
stl,ealll
to
Illake
a
land
:ltt:l&
on
forces
opposin~r
go up or down the stream to make a land attack on forces opposing
the use
use of
of aa ford
ford or
or ferry.
ferry. Uanvas
Canvas isis n~ore
morene:trly
nearlywaterproof
waterproofif if
the
wetted
wetted before
before making
making lip
up tl~e
tlie float.
float.
Use of
of poncho
poncho in.
in- ttwo-man
float with
loith horseshoe
horseshoe ro71s.—
rolls.—
d. 27se
we-man float
(1) A
A method
method of
of constructing
constructing aa two-man
two-man float
float lwing
usingponchos
ponchosand
and
(1)
the equipment
equipment usual]
usually
carried inin small
smallwars
warsoperations
opei-atitmswas
wasde.velope(l
developed
the
y carried
at the
the Ifarine
Marine Corps
Corps Schools
Schools along
along the
the lines
linesstated
statedininsubparagraph
subparagraph
at
above, and
and has
has met
met tests
tests satisfactorily.
satisfactorily. The
Thefloat
floatis ismade
madeupupof of
b above,
the rifles,
rifles, ponchos,
ponchos, and
and shelter
shelter tent
tent guy
guy ropes.
ropes. ItItcontains:
contains:thethe
the
horseshoe rolls
rolls consisting
consisting ofof one
one blanket,
blaiiket, spare
spare shit
suitofofunclerwear,
underwear,
horseshoe
toilet articles,
articles, food,
food, the
the cart
cartridge
belts, cant
canteons,
haversacks,and
and
toilet
ridge belts,
eellsl haversacks,

PiiiUUE ".—Finished lioat.

FiGUKK
4.—Cross section
section of’
of tiwt.
float.
17tGutu.:
4.—Cr0ss
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bayonets of two men, as well as their clothing and shoes which they
remove.
The horseshoe roll has the poncho on the outside of the
blanket with the shelter tent guy rope used for lashing.
(2) To make the +oat.- (a) Remove the ponch,)s and shelter tent
guy ropes from the horseshoe roll.
Fold the poncho the long way
with the bend hole at, tl~e si(le, and lay it flat on the ground.
(b) Lay the two cartridge
belts on top of the center of the
poncho, wnmunit ion pockets down, so that one bayonet and one
canteen will be on each side.
(c) Lay the llorsesllt)e rolls 01} top of one another on the cartridge
belts with their long dimensions
parallel to tl~e longest side of the
folded poncho.
Buckle the two cartridge belts arolmd both rolls and
slip the end of each bayonet under the other cartridge belt to hol(l
the sides of the bundle rigid.
See Diagram No. 1.
(d) Take the haversacks
and place them on edge in the space
in the center of the horseshoe rolls.
Men renlove their shoes and
place one pair on each side of the bundle so as to build out the sides.
(e) Lay the two rifles, crossed to form an X, on top of the bundle
with their ends pointed at the four corners of the folded poncho.
Lash the rifles where they cross, with a waist belt to hold them in
place.
See Diagram No. 2.
(~) Then the two men, starting at opposite ends of the same rifle,
fold the corner of the poncho up over the rifle end, and wrap the
sides of the poncho corner up around it, lashing the poncho around
the rifle encl with one end of the shelter tent, guy rope.
(g) The two men, next pass to the other rifle and wrap its ends in
the two remaining corners of the poncho, ltishing them in place with
the bight of the shelter tent guy rope.
The remaining
end of the
rope is then lashed to the next rifle end so that the float will be held
ill place by lashings between all fonr rifle ends.
Care should be
taken to wrap the corners of the poncho around the rifle ends and
1ash them so thati water will not enter the float readily if one corner
Diiigl”am hT(J.3.
(lips under.
(h) Place the other poncho, folded twice, over the top of the
eql~iprnent. in the float and tuck the sides down around the edges of
the equipment.
(3) When making up this float, stow the equipment
and lasl~
the rifles, in such a way that the float will be regular in shape.
flat on the bottom, and not too high. so that it will float on :~1~
The two men swimmins
even keel and not tend to upset ewsily.
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with the float shotdil be on opposite sides of it and use a side
stroke to swim, leaving one hand free to guide the float.
If desired, the men can take tlwns pushing the float ahead of them with
both hands, the float keeping their heads out of water while they
paddle with their legs.
(4) Trained men need about 5 minutes to make these floats, exclusive of the time they spend removing their clotl~ing.
(!are shou](l
be taken in lashing the float to use slip hitches that can be removed
quickly when the line is wet, so that the rifles call be used instantly
once the river is crossed.
(5) Similar larger floats mny be improvised,
by using wall, etc.,
tent flies with the upright poles or rid~e poles.
e. Other canmm floats. -.~ll
canvas floats should be wide enoug]l
to prevent their capsizing easily, and the loads should have sufficiel~t
bulk in proportion
to their weight so as to give buoyancy to the
whole float.
A light frame of boards or sticks will help in the
case of heavy articles.
Patrols and larger detachments
may easily
carry extra line for use in establishing
lifelines for crossing streams,
for starting animals into the water, etc., by wrapping abo~lt 30 feet
of line, one-fourth inch in diameter, about a man’s body just. below
the belt.
(Many natives habitually carry such a line on their boclies
when contemplating
crossing streams. ) Stronger lines may be carried by patrols using pack animals carrying the lines as top loads.
These lines serve as picket lines during halts, Nnd may be used in
the construction
of ferries.
Extra canvas may be carried in the
form of tent flies, which are used to construct flOiLtSl and as shelters
for galleys or other purposes in camp.
The inclusion of these few
pounds of extra equipment may actwdly increase the mobility of a
patrol.
If strong vines grow near the river, they may be used m
ropes in lashing trees together to obstruct the current, in lashing
rafts together, as lines for small flying ferries, or as life 1ines. It
is presumed that all patrols will include some machetes in their
equipment when operating in the small wars situations.
0-97. Crossing
horses and mules.—a.
A streall~ that is too deep
to be crossed by fording presents a very serious obstacle to a unit
which includes riding or pack animals, ancl particularly
so if the
unit be operating
in hostile country.
Horses ancl mules can ford
with relative exse streams that are difficult if not in]possible to forcl
To cross animals, their cargo loads and equipby men on foot.
ment over a stream too cleep or too swift to be forded is an opera-
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tion
tion to
to he
be undertaken
undertaken only
only when
when the
the situation
situation permits
permits of
of no
no other
other
course of
course
of action.
action. The
The clifficulties
difficulties of
of such
such a crossing
crossing increase
increase with:
with:
(1) Width
(1)
Width of
of the
the stream.
stream.
(2) Swiftness
(2)
Swiftness of
of the
the current.
current.
(3) Size
(3)
Size of
of the
the command
command (No.
(No. of
of animals).
animals).
(4)
Slope of
of the
the banks,
banks, particularly
particularly on
on the
the far
far side.
side.
(4) S1ope
(5)
Hostile opposition
opposition encountered.
encountered.
(5) Hostile
The width
The
width and
and t,he
the current
current are
are difficulties
difficulties which
which are
are correlate&
correlated.
lj’or any
For
any @ven
given width
width of
of stream,
stream, the
the animal
animal will
will be
be carriecl
carried farther
farther
downstream
as
the
current
is
increased
and
likewise
for
any
downstream
the current
increased and likewise for any given
given
clwrentl
current, the
the animal
animal will
will be
be carried
carried farther
farther downstream
downstream as the
the width
width
is increaseclm
increased. Since
Since some
some animals
animals will
will niltUrilll~
naturally swim
swim faster
faster than
than
others,
others, they
they will
will arrive
arrive on
on the
the far
far bank
bank dispersed
dispersed over
over a wide
wide front.
front.
‘his
This front
front will
Avill sometimes
sometimes be
be several
several hundred
hundred yards
yards wide.
wide. When
When
the
the animals
animals arrive
arrive on
on the
the far
far bank,
bank, they
they must
mvist arrive
arrive at
at a point
point
where
the
bank
is
not
too
steep
or
the
footing
too
poor
for
where the bank is not too steep or the footing too poor for them
them
to get
get out,
out of
of the
the water.
water. Many
Many horses
horses will
will be
be drowned
drowned if
if a good
good
to
landing
:Ible slope,
landing place
place of
of shit
suitable
slope, wiclth,
Avidth, and
and footing
footing is
is not
not available
available
on
ordable streams
on the
the far
far bank.
bank. unf
Unfordable
streams have
have been
been and
and can
can be
be crossed
crossed
by single
single riders
riders and
and by
by very
very small
small patrols
patrols but
but even
even the
the most
most daring
daring
by
and
and boldest
boldest leaders
leaders have
have hesitated
hesitated to
to cross
cross such
such streams.
streams. Many
Many of
of
the smaller
smaller streams
streams rise
rise and
and fall
fall very
very rapidly.
rapidly. The
The unit
unit leader
leader
the
should bear
bear this
this in mind.
mind. Frequently
Frequently it
it will
will be
be advisable
advisable to
to im
inshould
crease the.
the rate
rate of
of march
march so
so as to
to arrive
arrive at
at a crossing
crossing before
before :ul
an
crease
expected rise,
rise, or to
to decrease
decrease the
the rate
rate so as to
to take
take advantage
advantage of
of
expected
an expected
expected fall
fall before
before crossing.
crossing.
an
h. When
When the
the patrol
patrol includes
includes riding
riding or pack
pack animals,
animals, these
these are
are
3.
usually taken
taken across
across the
the stream
stream by
by swimming.
swimming. Mounted
Mounted patrols
patrols in
in
usuall.v
small wars
wars usually
usually cross
cross by
by swimming
swimming with
with full
full equipment.
equipment. SomeSomesmall
time the
the saddles
saddles and
and all
all equipment
equipment except
except the
the halter
halter and
and snaffle
snaffle
time
bridle are
are removed
removed and
and ferried
ferried across
across by
by boat
boat or
or raft,
raft, and
and the
the rider
rider
bridle
Pack
animals
are
unpacked
and
removes most
most of
of his
his clothing.
clothing. Pack animals are unpacked and ununremoves
saddled. The
The rider
rider then
then mounts
mounts and
and rides
rides the
the horse
horse into
into the
the water
water
saddled.
at aa point
point well
well upstream
upstream from
from aa good
good landing
landing place
place on
on the
the other
other
at
side.
The
reins
should
be
knotted
on
the
neck,
and
only
used
sicle. The reins should be knotted
the neck, and only used
when necessary
necessary to
to turn
turn the
the horse,
horse, and
and before
before the
the horse
horse gets
gets beyond
beyond
when
his depth
depth in
in the
the water.
water. Horses
Horses that
that are
are unwilling
unwilling to
to take
take the
the water
water
his
may
be
ridden
behind
other
horses
or
tied
behind
boats
or
rafts.
may be ridden bellincl other horses or tied behind boats or rafts.
When the
the horse
horse enters
enters deep
deep w%ter,
water, the
the rider
rider slides
slides out
out of
of the
the saddle,
saddle,
When
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or off the animal’s back, and hangs onto the mane or halter on
the. downstream
side, keeping low in the water and stretching
out.
Care must be taken to avoid being struck by the horse’s f rent feet,
and not to throw the animal off balance by putting too much weight
on his head and neck. A swimming
animal may be easily guidecl
across a stream and prevented from turning back by the rider resting slightly forward of the withers and pushing the horse’s head to
the front with either hand if he attempts to turn.
If the horse
necessary
to
release.
the
halter
or mane,
~~ets
too
excited,
it
may
be
n
and then cat ch the horse’s tail and hold on. The horse should be
in a swift current.
kept heaclecl upstream , especially
c. .i much quicker and easier method of swimming
animals is to
lwrtl them across, but animals not trained or practitml in swimming
are (jften difficult to herd into water, and often turn around and come
(Herding
shoul(l not be attempted in
back v-hen halfway
across.
a swift current. ) S(m~etimes the appearance of a few horses or mules
on the opposite bank will help to start the hercl across, and those
which are seen to turn back in midstream may be kept, out of the
herd and crossed individually
later.
Some animals will have to be
forced into the water.
This may be done by passing a strong line
across the rump of the animal and manning each end> a good rider
then mounting the animal, and having a long lead line pulled by a
In clangorous
man in a boat or on the other side of the stream.
streams it may be necessary to run a strong line across, ancl have a
lead of at least 10 feet long tied to a pulley or sliding ring on the
line ancl tied to the horse’s halter with two leads of smaller line
The horse is then put into the water,
on the ring from each bank.
head upstream , and drawn over to the other sicle by men pulling
The ring is then chawn
on the line and by the horse swimming.
If the ropes do not fail, no horse can
back for further operations.
none shoul(l be in
be washed (downstream, and if done promptly,
danger of drowning,
as the tendency of this pulley method is to
force the horse’s head up. sheer lines for trail ferries may be usecl
in tl~is manner, but it is usually more economical to lead the horse
~ few difficult horses may be crossed by simply
bel~ind the ferry.
carrying a line from the horse to the otl~er side of a narrow swift
stream, holding it at a point upstream from the lall(ling, aml letting
the horse swing across the stream and laml on the other side (as is
describe(l in par. 27–7 P, for l?lying Ferries).
As this requires n~ore
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ti'ouble
than any
any of
of the
the other
other methods,
methods, it
it should
should be
be used
used only
only when
when
trouble than
there
are few
few such
such clifficult
difficult animals,
animals, and
and when
when other
other methods
methods fail.
fail.
there are
d. Mounted
Mounted Marines
Marines should
should be
be thoroughly
thoroughly trained
trained in
in swimming
swimming
their
mounts and
and in
in fording.
fording. Practice
Practice of
of this
this kind
kind makes
makes the
the animals
animals
their mounts
willing to
to enter
enter the
the water,
water, and
and saves
saves much
much time
time in
in emergencies.
emergencies. With
With
willing
light equipment
equipment,, mounts
mounts may
may be crossed
crossed by
by swimming
swimming with
with the
the
light
cantle roll
saddles on.
on. The
The cantle
roll aids
aids b~~oy:mcy
buoyancy rather
rather than
than ~letriacts
detracts
saddles
from it.
it.
from
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One cutterat
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es

tile t.l~tting

the head of a small

a trail for pack
animals, there shoul(] be three or four cl~tters.
b. The lending cutter is charged with dirertioll.
Ill genertil tile
trail will follow a compass azin~uth, ~vith necessary variations to the
right an([ left as deternlined
by the terv,~in features, the ease of
Cutting, etc. As a pl’el’equisite to trail cutting, the patrol lea{ler
must hare a general knowledge of the areal the direction of flow of
the more important stream lines and the intervening
ridge lines, the
distance to his objective and its general direction from the point of
origin.
A fairly accurate map, an airplane mosaic or a pre~ious air
reconnaissance
over the route would be of inestimable
value? but
probably none of them will be avail:lble.
Native cutters should be
employed, if possible, and they can usLmlly be. relied upon to select
the best and shortest route.
This does not relieve the patrol leader
of his responsibility
of checking the general direction of the trail
from conlpass bearings.
c. The second cutter widens to the right? the third to the left, and
so on depending upo]~ the nL~mber of cutters and width desired.
If
the trail is to be used by mounted )nen, a second group of cutters
should follow the first, increasing
the height of cut. All cutters
should be equipped
with suitable machetes.
The cutters have a
fatiguing
task and shoulcl be relieved after from, 10 to 30 minutes,
depending L~pon the speed of movemeut desirecl, the thickness of the
underbrllsh,
and whether native or enlisted cutters are employed.
The speed of cutting will vary from all ci~hth of a mile per hour
for a large trail through the worst sort of j[ln~le. to a mile or more
The l~eaviest brush
an hour for a hasty trail through lighter growth.
will be found in tlw river bottoms, while the ridge liiles will ustI:Llly
be comparatively
ol)en.
When

it is desirable
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6-99. Night
6-99.
Night operations.—a.
operations.—a. Genera/.—Xight.
General.—Night operations
operations present.
present,
in general,
general, the
the same
same problems
problems that
that are
are associated
associated with
with such
such operao[ierain
tions
in major
major warfare.
warfare.
tions in
b. Night
h.
Night mamhes.-Night
marches.—Night marches
marches me
are extremely
extremely exl~austing
exhausting for
for
both
men and
and animals.
animals. ‘I’he
The rate
rate of
of march
march is
is approximately
approximately half
half that
that
both men
of a day
of
day march.
march. The
The distances
distances between
between men
men and
and subdivisions
subdivisions in
in the
the
column will
column
will have
have to
to be less
less than
than during
during day
day operations.
operations. In
In heavily
heavily
wooded
terrain, a night
night march
march is
is impossible
impossible on
on a dark
dark night
night unless
unless
wooded terrain,
artificial
lights are
are used.
used. When
When marching
marching over
over bad
bad trails
trails on
on clear
clear
artificial lights
or moonlight
moonlight nights
nights in
in such
such terrain,
terrain, it
it will
will be
be necessary
necessary to
to marc]~
march
slowly
and with
Avith only
only comfortable
comfortable walking
walking distance
distance between
between men
men
slowly and
and
subdivisions. h’ight
Night marches
marches are
are practicable,
practicable, and
and desirable
desirable ununand subdivisions.
der
some circumstances,
circumstances, when
when conducted
conducted over
over known
known trails.
ti'ails. They
They
der some
are
of very
very doubtful
doubtful value
value if
if made
made over
over routes
routes which
which are
are being
being
are of
traversed
for the
the first
first time.
time.
traversed for
.—A night
c. Night
Night attac=k.s
attacJcs.—A
night attack,
attack, to
to be successful,
successful, implies
implies an
an accurate
knowledge of
of the
the location
location and
and dispositions
dispositions of
of the
the enemy,
enemy, of
of
curate knowledge
the
routes
of approach,
approach, and
and of
of the
the terrain
terrain in
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of the
the h{
hosthe rout
es of
)stile
position.
Each
man
participating
in
the
operation
should
Avear
tile position.
Each man participtiting
in the operation should wear a
distinctive
white arm
arm band,
band, or other
other identification
identification marker.
marker. A
A night
night
distinctive
white
attack
should be
be an assault
assault only,
only, with
with the
the bayonet.
bayonet. Indiscriminate
Indiscriminate
attack should
firing
by the
the attacking
attacking force
force is fully
fully as dal~gerous
dangerous to
to friendly
friendly personnpersonfiring by
el as
nel
as it
it is
is to the
the enemy.
enemy. The
The problems
problems of
of control
control are
are greatly
greatly inincreased.
The favorable
favorable outcome
outcome of
of an
an attack
attack is
is so doubtful
doubtful that
that this
this
creased.
The
operation
should be
be attempted
attempted only
only after
after the
the most
most careful
careful consideraconsideraoperation shoulcl
tion.
These remarks
remarks do not
not apply
apply to
to attacks
attacks that
that are
are launched
launched at
tion.
These
dawn,
but only
only to
to those
those that
that are
are made
made during
during the
the hours
hours of
of darkness.
darkness.
damn, but
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION
Page
1
1
1
2

B3r.

l?urpose ------------------------ -------------------------Use of animals an expedient-----------------------------Need fortrainillgi t~animalc area lldelrlploylIlet~ t._....
. ...
Some difficultie sinelnl]loyil]gat]ililals.-._
_-

7-1
7-2
7-3
7-4

7–1. Purpose.—Tl~is
chapter is {lesignecl to present in convenient
form the minimum information
requiredby
Marines to procure and
handle l~ack and riding animalsin
the theater of operations, to orgmize temporary and permanent mo~mtecl detachments,
and to set
forth the uses, limitations,
and characteristics
of such detachments
in small wars. Exl~:l~lstivetre:~tnle]lt
of the subject of animal management, training and conditioning
of animals and men, and mounted
tactics, is beyond the scope of this chapter.
Hmvever, sufficient. detail is included to provide the basic essentials necessary for the successful handling of animals in the field.
If the principles enunciated
in this chapter are applied in small wars, many of the difficulties
associated with the employment of animals will be obviated.
7–2. Use of animals
an expedient.-–The
use of animals in small
wars by the Marine Corps is a move nemssitated by expediency.
The
tables of organization
of the Marine Corps do not include animals
for any purpose whatever, but the probable theaters of small-wars
operations present transportation
and tactical problems which usually
require the use of animals for their successful solution.
In those
theaters where animal transport, forms a basic part of the. native transportation system, it generally will be folmd necessary for Marine
Corps forces to employ animals, at least for transportation
of supplies, and, generally, to some extent, for mounted work.
7-3. Need for training
in animal care and employment.—’~he
value of animals for military
skill and training
is therefore

purposes

of the personnel

essential

in our small-wars

attention

be devoted

(’mployed

and to the proper

is directly

charged

proportional

to the

with their handling.

operations

that considerable

to the manner in which animals are handled
training

of personnel.

It
and
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7-4.
Some difficulties
difficulties in
in employing
employing animals.—a.
animals.—a. The
The employemploy7-4. Some
ment
of
animals
by
Marine
Corps
units
should
be
attended
by
careful
ment of animals” by Marine Corps units should be attended by careful
planning, intensive
intensive training,
training, and
and close
close attention
attention to
to detail.
detail. The
The diffidiffiplanning,
culties and
and responsibilities
responsibilities of
of an
an officer
officer commanding
commanding a,
a unit
unit employing
employing
culties
animals are
are multiplied
multiplied and
and such
such commander
commander must
must realize
realize these
these rereanimals
sponsibilities and
and make
make proper
proper preparations
preparations to
to overcome
overcome these
these
sponsibilities
difficulties.
difficulties.
h. Some
Some of
of the
the handicaps
handicaps which
which must
must be
be faced
faced by
by units
units employing
employing
b.
animals areare—
animals
(1)
Lack of
of personnel
personnel experienced
experienced in handling
handling animals
animals and
and animal
animal
(1) Lack
equipment.
equipment.
(2) Lack
Lack of
of the
the necessary
necessary specialists,
specialists, i.i. e.,
e., horseshoers,
horseshoers, veteriveteri(2)
narians, stable
stable sergeants,
sergeants, pack
pack masters,
masters, etc.
etc.
narians,
(3) Absence
Absence of
of any
any animal-procurement
animal-procurement or
or remount
remount service.
service.
(3)
(4) Necessity
Necessity for
for subsisting
subsisting animals
animals off
off the
the country
country due
due to
to pracprac(4)
tical difficulties
difficulties of
of providing
providing an
an adequate
adequate supply
supply of
of grain
grain and
and forage
forage
tical
to units.
units.
to
(5)
Lack of
of personnel
personnel experienced
experienced in
in the
the tactical
tactical handling
handling of
of
(5) Lack
mounted units.
units.
mounted
(6)
Possible necessity
necessity for
for transporting
transporting animals
animals to
to theatre
theatre of
of
(6) Possible
operations.
operations.
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Knowledge of animal management required.
Nomenclature __________________________
-.
........
Identification --_ . . . . . .._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -Duties of officers charged with care of animals. __.. . . . . . . .
Rules for handling animals ----- --------------------------Stables and corrals ---------. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Grooming -----------------............................
Forage ----------------------------------------------Principles of feeding __________ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Watering ___________________ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -Conditioning -----------------. . . -- --------------------Management of animalson the n]arch ----------------.. ..
First-aid treatment .___. _-._. .- . . .._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Communicable diseases--_... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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7–5. Knowledge
of animal
management
required.—Successful
handlingof
animals in the field demands at least alimitedknowledge of the basic principles
of animal management.
This subject
includes a general studyof
the framework and structure of the horse
and mule, the colors and markings, feeding and watering, grooming,
conditioning,
first-aid treatment of diseases and injuries and care of
the animal’s feet.
7–6. Nomenclature.—a.
The regions of the horse an(l mule are
show ninplateNo.
1 (p.4).
b. The principal bones and joints of a horse and muleareshown
inplatehTo.2
(p.5).
c. All officers and noncommissioned
officers chargecl with the handling of animals should be thoroughly
familiar with the matter containedin
these 2plates
as they constitute what might be called the
“nomenclature”
of the military animal.
All members of regularly
organized mounted detachments
and men in charge of pack animals
shouldbe
instructed in this “nomenclature.”
7–7. Identification.-a.
There are certain prominent
and permanent characteristics
by which an animal may be identifiecl.
These
characteristics
are, color, markings, and height.
A proper rxecution
of the animal descriptive card (Form NMC 790) required by article
21-2) MCM., necessitates afamiliarity
with these characteristics.
3
21O-7O5O-88-11:QL3
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b. The colors of horses and mules are shown below:
(1) Black is applied to the coat of uniform black hairs.
(2) Chestnut is a medium golden color.

(3) Bay is a reddish color of medium shade.
Black points.
(4) ,Brown is the color of the coat almost rusty black and distinguished therefrom
by the reddish coloration
around the nostrils,
elbows, flanks.
5
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(5)
about
(6)
(7)

Gray is applied to a coat of mixed white and dark colored hairs,
equal in numbers.
Mollse. is an ash gray slN& resembling tlle color of tlm mouse.
White is all absence of pigment.
Skin is ~vllite.

N.M. c.7nnQM
DESCRIPTIVE
CARD OF PUBLICANIMALS
2%(Cor organi:otion . .. .... ........ ...... . .. .......... ..
... ........... ..... ........ . ....... .. .

.

.

.

.

Dale OJpurchase ...... .. ....... ......... .. ..... .......... .... ...
Dale of rtccip( . ......... . .......... ......... .... .... ...... . .. ..
Horse: Ridin#, Drioinfl, or Drajf .

. .. .

. ....... .

(2) Twuje,redj,mm

. ... .. . ... ... ..itii=.iii.oij

.... ... ......

Mule: Drajl, Pack, or Ridimg . ........ .. ..... ..... .... ........
HOOJNo. ...... .... .... Nan.. ............... . .... ........ .. .
Sex .... .. .......... .... .... Age...... ..... .. .... ...... ~m,s
WcigM........ ...... ... ... Cob. . ....... . ..... .... ...... ....
HCIS+A
. ... .. . .. ..... ...... h~nds.... .... ..... ... .... inches
)kmarks: . .... .... .. ...... ..... ................. ... ...... .. .. .....
.......... ..... ....... ...............................
SPECIAL

. ... . ........
—

DESCRIPTION

Quarhm.de?

, 6,7,

.......................... .. .. . ... ..................................
.. ........ ................. .... ... .. .... ...........................
4.,771
, . . ........
,“m,,..

em.

,.,

(8) Roan is applied to a coat composed of red, white, and black
hairs, usually red and white on body with black mane and tail.
(9) Buckskin is applied to a c~at of uniform yellowish
colored
hairs.
(10) Piebald is applied to the coat divided into patches of white
and black only.
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(11 ) Pied Black, Pied Bay, and Pied Roan are terms used to designate the patched coats of white and black, white and bay, or white
If the color other than white predominates,
the term pied
and roan.
should follow the predominating
color, as black pied, bay pied, or
roan pied.
(12) Dapple is prefixed to the designation of any color when spots
lighter or darker about the size of a silver dollar overlay the basic
color.
c. The following are the principal white or other contrasting hair
markings found on horses and n~ules:
(1) White Hairs is a term used to designate a few white hairs on
the forehead, at the junction of the neck and withers, on the shoulders,
the coronet, over the eyes, etc.
(2) Star designates a small, clearly defined area of white hairs on
the forehead.
(3) Race designates a narrow siripe C1OW11
the face, usually in the
center and further described as “short” when it does not reach the
nose.
(4) Snip designates a white mark between the nostrils.
(5) Blaze designates a broad splash of Vv]}ite down the face.
It is
intermediate
between a Race and White Face.
(6) White Face means that the face is white from forehead to
muzzle.
(7) Silver Mane and Tail designates the reflection of white in these
appendages.
(8) White Pastern means that the w-bite extencls from coronet to
and including the pastern.
(9) Quarterstocking
means that the w-bite hairs extend from coronet to and including the fetlock.
(10) IIalfstocking
designates that the l~g is white from the coronet
to an inch or two above the fetlock.
(11) Three-Quarterstocking
means tliat tl~e white hairs extend to
midway between fetlock and knee or hock.
(12) Full Stocking designates the leg white to or including the knee
or hock.
(13) Cowlick is a term applied t,, a t,,ft of hair presenting an inverse circular growth.
They arc perlntinel]t d ist anguishing characteristics, which should be recorded.
(14) Black Points mea,~s blink m:,,,e, tail, and extremities.
(15) Ray clesignates the dark lil~e i’oluld iilol~g tlw back of some
horses, nnd really n~ules.
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(16) Cross clesigll:~tes tl~eclilrk lillt~{~ver tl~e~vitl~ers from side to
side.
(17) Zebra Marks designates thedark, horizontal stril]essee1~upo1l
the forearm, the knee, and the back of the cannons.
o?. The height of horses and mules is expressed in “hands.”
A hand
is 4 inches.
The animal is measured by first placing him on level
footing and causing him to stand squarely on all 4 feet.
The perpendicular
distance from the highest point of the withers to the
ground is then measured with u stick that is graduated in hands and
inches.
7-8. Duties of officers charged with care of animals.—a.
(Mkers
having animals attached to their units should keep them in such training and health as will enable them to do their work to the best advantage.
This requires careful instruction of the men in the treatment,
watering, feeding, grooming and handling of animals, and such continuous supervision and inspection by officers as will insure that these
instructions are ~mderstood and carried out.
b. Officers in charge of animals should know the symptoms and
treatment
of common diseases, first aid treatment
of injuries and
should be familiar with the principles of horseshoeing.
This information can be obtained from TM 2100-40, “The Horseshoer.”
7–9. Rules for handling
animals.—a.
All men connected with the
care and handling of animals must be taught, and must thoroughly
llnderstand, the following
rules for the care of animals:
(1) Animals
reql~ire gentle treatment.
Cruel or abusive treatment, reduces the n~ilitary value of animals by making them difficult
to handle.
(2) When going up t{] till animal speak to hinl gently, then approach quietly.
(3) Never punish all animal except at the time he commits an
offense, and then only in a proper manner-never
in anger.
(4) Never kick an animal, strike him about the head, or otherwise
abuse him.
(5) Never take a rapi~~ ~<ait until the animal has been warmed by
gentle exercise.
(6) Animals that have become heated by work should not be allowed to stand still but shoul(l he cooled down gra(lually by walking.
(7) Never feed grain or fresh grzws to an fil)im~~l when hwted.
Hay ~yill not hurt a heated al)inml.
(s) Never water an animal \VIMNIlwatml ul]less tlw nMrcl~ or exresIImwl.
ercise is to be imnmli:ltely
8
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(9) Ani~nals
Animals m{lsthe
must be tllf)r~}\lgl]ly
thoroughly gr{)o~~~ed
groomed after
after work.
work.
(9)
7-10. Stables
Stable3 and
and corrals.—Stables
corrals.—Stables need
need not
not be prowcled
provided in
in tropitropi7–10.
cal climates,
climates, if
if some
some type
type of
of shed
shed is
is available
available for
for protection
protection from
from
cal
rain. If
If stables
stables are
are used,
used, they
they should
should be
be well
well ventilated,
ventilated, but
but without
without
rain.
draughts. Stalls
Stalls should
should be
be so constructed
constructed that
that the
the animals
animals can
can lie
lie
draughts.
down in
in comfort.
comfort. Stables
Stables must
must be
be well
well drained,
drained, and
and stable
stable yards
yards
down
and corrals
corrals must
must be
be so
so situated
situated that
that even
even heavy
heavy rains
rains will
will drain
drain off.
off.
and
Sand is
is a good
good standing
standing for
for animals,
animals, either
either in
in stalls
stalls or
or corrals.
corrals. A
A
Sand
corral should
should have
have a strong
strong fence
fence and
and gate,
gate, and
and have
have some
some shade,
shade,
corral
either natural
natural or
or artificial,
artificial, at
at all
all hours
hours of
of the
the day.
day. A
A manger
manger should
should
either
provided if
if grain
grain is
is to
to be
be fed.
fed. It
It is
is highly
highly desirable
desirable to
to have
have water
water
be provided
available at
at all
all times
times in
in corrals.
corrals.
available
7-11. Grooming.—a.
Grooming.—a. Thorough
Thorough and
and efficient
efficient daily
daily grooming
grooming has
has a
7-11.
very close
close relation
relation to
to the
the good
good condition
condition which
which is
is so
so essential
essential in
in
very
animals being
being used
used in
in military
military operations.
operations. Proper
Proper grooming
grooming aids
aids
animals
greatly in
in maintaining
maintaining the
the skin
skin of
of the
the animal
animal in
in a healthy
healthy condition,
condition,
greatly
prevents parasitic
parasitic skin
skin diseases
diseases and
and infections,
infections, and
and reduces
reduces to
to a great
great
prevents
extent the
the incidence
incidence of
of saddle
saddle sores.
sores.
extent
h. The
The following
following points
])()ints are
are important
important in
in the
the proper
jiroper grooming
grooming of
of
b.
animals:
animals:
(1) The
The currycomb
currycomb should
should not
not be
be used
used on
on the
the legs
legs from
from the
the knees
knees
(1)
and hocks
hocks downward,
downward, nor
nor above
above the
the head.
head.
and
(2) First
First use
use the
the currycomb
currycomb on
on one
one side
side of
of the
the animals
animals beginning
beginning
(2)
at the
the neck,
neck, then
then chest,
chest, shoulders,
shoulders, foreleg
foreleg clown
down to
to the
the knees,
knees, then
then
at
back, flank,
flank, belly,
belly, loins
loins and
and rnmp,
rump, the
the }~ind
hind leg
leg dof~n
down t{)
to h(wk.
hook. I?roProback,
ceed in
in similar
similar manner
manner on
on the
the other
other side.
side.
twed
(3) Next
Next brnsh
brush the
the animal
animal in
in the
the same
same order
order as when
when currycomb
currycomb
(3)
was usetl
used except
except tl~ilt
that in
in brushing
brushing legs
legs go
go down
down to
to the
the hoof.
hoof.
was
(4) In
In using
using the
the brush,
brush, stand
stand well
well away
away from
from the
the animals,
animals, keep
keep
(4)
he arm
arm stiff,
stiff, and
and throw
throw the
the weight
weight of
of the
the body
body against
against the
the brush.
brush.
iI he
(5) The
The value
value of
of grooming
grooming is
is dependent
dependent upon
upon the
the force
force with
with which
which
(5)
the brush
brush is
is used
used and
and the
the thoroughness
thoroughness of
of the
the work.
work.
the
(6) Wet
Wet animals
animals should
should be
be dried
dried before
before grooming.
grooming.
(6)
(7) The
The feet
feet should
should be
be cleaned
cleaned and
and the
the shoes
shoes examined.
examined.
(7)
(8) Sponge
Sponge out
out the
the eyes,
eyes, nose,
nose, and
and dock.
dock.
(8)
(9) Officers
Officers and
and noncommissioned
noncommissioned officers
officers should,
should, by
by continual
continual and
and
(9)
personal supervision,
supervision, see
see that
that the
the grooming
grooming is
is properly
properly done.
done.
personal
7_19.
7-12. Forage.—
Forage.—Forage
can be conveniently
conveniently divicled
divided into
into two
two
Forage
can
classes; roughage,
roughage, including
including such
such types
types as
as hay,
hay, grass,
grass, sugarcane
sugarcane tops,
tops,
classes.;
leaves of
of trees,
trees, etc.,
etc, and
and g-rain,
grain, including
including such
such as
as oats,
oats, corn,
corn, and
and Kaffir
Kaffir
leaves
corn. Grain
Grain is not
not necessary
necessary to
to the
the animal’s
animal's existence
existence if
if he
he is
is doing
doing
corn.
9
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no work,
work, but
but for
for military
military animals
animals is
is a concentrated
concentrated energy-producing
energy-producing
no
food, which
which enables
enables the
the animal
animal to
to do
do the
the sustained
sustained work
work required
required of
of
food,
him.
him.

It requires
requires much
much more
more time
time for
for a horse
horse or
or mule
mule to
to eat
eat enough
enough
It
grass
grass or
or hay
hay to
to support
support life
life and
and keep
keep in
in condition
condition than
than if
if the
the roughroughage
age is
is supplemented
supplemented with
with a reasonable
reasonable amount
amount of
of grain.
grain. An
An ecoeconomical method
method of
of feeding
feeding is
is to
to make
make the
the fullest
fullest possible
possible use
use of
of
nomical
pasture.
pasture. Bulk
Bulk is
is an
an essential
essential for
for the
the diet
diet of
of horses
horses and
and mules.
mules. ConConcentrated foods,
foods, no
no matter
matter how
how nourishing,
nourishing, cannot
cannot alone
alone maintain
maintain
centrated
an animal
animal in
in condition.
condition. An
An unlimited
unlimited supply
supply of
of grain
grain cannot
cannot take
take
an
the place
place of
of roughage.
roughage.
the
7-13. Principles
Principles of
of feeding.—a.
feeding.—a. The
The following
following principles
principles of
of feedfeed7-13.
ing m-e
are the
the results
results of
of long
long experience
experience and
and should
should be
be adhered
adhered to
to as
ing
closely as
as the
the circumstances
circumstances will
will permit:
permit:
closely
(1) Water
Water before
before feeding.
feeding.
(1)
(2) Feed
Feed in
in small
small quantities
quantities and
and often.
often. The
The stomach
stomach of
of the
the
(2)
horse and
and mule
mule is
is small
small in
in comparison
comparison with
with the
the rest
rest of
of the
the digestive
digestive
horse
tract and
and therefore
therefore cannot
cannot digest
digest large
large feedings.
feedings. Three
Three or
or more
more feedfeedtract
ings a day
day are
are desirable.
desirable.
ings
(3) Do
Do not
not work
work hard
hard after
after a full
full feed.
feed.
(3)
(4) Do
Do not
not feed
feed a tired
tired horse
horse a full
full feed.
feed. Failure
Failure to
to observe
observe this
this
(4)
principle
principle frequently
frequently results
results in
in the
the most
most severe
severe colic,
colic, in
in laminitis
laminitis
(feed founder),
founder), or
or both.
both.
(feed
(5)
(5) Feed
Feed hay
hay before
before grain.
grain. This
This is
is not
not necessary
necessary for
for the
the first
first feedfeeding in
in the
the morning
morning because
because hay
hay has
has been
been available
available all
all night
night and
and has
has
ing
therefore taken
taken the
the edge
edge off
off the
the animal’s
animal's hunger.
hunger.
therefore
7-14. Watering.—a.
Watering.—a. The
The following
following rules
rules for
for watering
watering should
should be
be
7-14.
adhered to:
to:
adhered
(1) In
In corrals
corrals it
it is
is desirable
desirable that
that animals
animals should
should have
have free
free access
access
(1)
to
to water
water at
at all
all times.
times. If
If this
this is
is impossible
impossible animals
animals should
should be
be watered
watered
morning, noon,
noon, and
and evening.
evening.
morning,
(2) Water
Water before
before feeding,
feeding, or
or not
not until
until 2 hours
hours after
after feeding.
feeding.
(2)
(3) Animals
Animals may
may be
be watered
watered while
while at
at work
work but,
but, if
if hot,
hot, they
they should
should
(3)
be kept
kept moving
moving until
until cooled
cooled off.
off.
be
(4) On
On the
the march
march the
the oftener
oftener the
the animals
animals are
are watered
watered the
the better,
better,
(4)
especially as
as it
it is
is not
not usually
usually known
known when
when another
another watering
watering place
place
especially
will be
be reached.
reached.
will
(5)
(5) In
In camp,
camp, where
where water
water is obtained
obtained from
from a river
river or stream,
stream,
animals
ered above
animals must
must be,
be Irat
watered
above the
the place
place designated
designated for
for bathing
bathing
and for
for washing
washing clothes.
clothes.
and
(6) Animals
Animals should
should be watered
watered quietly
quietly and
and without
without confusion.
confusion.
(6)
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7–15. Conditioning.—a.
Cou(lition as applied to animals used for
military purposes means health, strength, and endurance sufficient to
perform without injury the work required of them.
b, Good hard condition is the best preventive a~~inst loss of aniThe importance
mals from any causes except accidental
injury.
of proper conditioning
cannot be overestimated.
More animals are
incapacitated
or die in military operations from lack of proper condiThis is especially true in those
tioning than from any other cause.
countries where native animals are procured locally.
As a general
rule, such horses or mules are of the grass-fed variety accustomed
to working 1 day and grazing the next 3 or 4 days.
c. There is only one way to condition animals, whether they are
required for riding, pack, or for draft.
The only method is a
judicious combination
of sufficient good feed, and healthful
work,
continued
o~-er an extended
periocl.
The transformation
of fat,
flabby flesh into hard, tongh muscle cannot be forced.
A regular
program of graduated work is the oJlly way to accomplish it. Some
animals require longer periods of conditioning
than others depending upon their age and the amount of previous w~rk they have performed.
Individual
attention to each animal is required in conditioning.
All work S11OU1C1
be light at first and gradually
increased.
7–16. Management
of animals on the march.—-w. Without condition, it is impossible for animals to undergo the fatigue and exertion
incident to any prolonged effort.
When military necessity requires
the marching of uncondition
animals, unless the situation is such as
to override all thought of loss, the space and time must be comparatively short, otherwise exhaustion,
sore backs, and sore shoulders
will shortly incapacitate the majority of the animals and the mobility and efficiency of the, unit will be very greatly reduced.
From
the viewpoint of the aninml’s welfare, the length of the march is to
be estimated not only in miles but also with regard to the number
of hours that the load has to be carried.
This latter consideration
is frequently the more important of the two.
Particularly
does this
latter consideration apply to pack animals.
The advance of a column
in small wars is sometimes as slow as 1 mile an hour and even. less.
LTnder such circumstances
a short march may, in reality, demand
extreme endurance of the animals in the column.
of the saddles, packs,
b. Prior to starting, a special inspection
harness, and shoeing should be made to insure that till is in order.
After the halt for the night all animals and equipment shoulcl be in-
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spected, necessary
necessary treatment
treatment and
and repairs
repairs made,
made, and
and all
all gear
gear placecl
placed
spected,
in order
order so
so as
as not,
not to
to delay
delay the
the hour
hour of
of starting
starting in
in the
the morning.
morning.
in
c. With
With any
any considerable
considerable number
number of
of animals
animals in
in the
the column,
column, it
it is
seldom
advisable to
to start
start before
before daylight
daylight except
except for
for purely
purely military
military
seldom advisable
reasons. In
In the
the dark,
dark, feeding
feeding and
and watering
watering cannot
cannot be satisfactorily
satisfactorily
reasons.
handled;
handled; saddles,
saddles, packs,
packs, and
and harness
harness may
may not
not be
be properly
properly adjusted
adjusted
and it
it is
is practically
practically impossible
impossible to
to properly
properly inspect
inspect the
the adjustment
adjustment
and
of equipment.
equipment. Many
Many sore
sore backs
backs will
will result
result from
from saddle
saddle blankets
blankets
of
and pads
pads being
being improperly
improperly folded
folded in
in the
the darkness.
darkness. Night
Night marches,
marches,
and
with
with any
any considerable
considerable nurnlvr
number of
of animals
animals in
in the
the column,
column, will
will prove
prove
most
most difficult
difficult and
and unsatisfactory
unsatisfactory unless
unless the
the personnel
personnel is
is thoroughly
thoroughly
experienced
experienced in
in handling,
handling, saddling,
saddling, bridling,
bridling, and
and in
in packing
packing animals.
animals.
A first
first halt
halt should
should be
be made
made after
after being
being under
under way
way for
for ten
ten (10)
(10)
d. A
or fifteen
fifteen (15)
(15) minutes
minutes to
to allow
allow men
men and
and animals
animals to
to relieve
relieve themthemor
selves.
selves. At
At this
this time,
time, equipment
equipment is adjusted,
adjusted, the
the girths
girths tightened
tightened
and an
an inspection
inspection made
made to
to insure
insure that
that the
the saddles,
saddles, packs,
packs, and
and harharand
ness are
are all
all correct.
correct.

This halt
halt is most
most important,
important, especially
especially for
for the
the
This

purpose of
of rechecking
rechecking the
the saddling
saddling and
and packing.
packing.
purpose

Subsequently a
Subsequently

short
short halt
halt of
of about
about 55 minutes
minutes should
should be
be made
made hourly.
hourly.

At
At each
each halt
halt

each
each man
man shonld
should look
look over
over his
his animal,
animal, examining
examining the
the feet
feet and
and the
the

adjustment
adjustment

of
of

animal
animal

equipment
equipment

and
and

loads.
loads.

Noncommissioned
~oncomrnissioned

officers
officers should
should be indoctrimttecl
indoctrinated to
to enforce
enforce this
this inspection.
inspection.

Animals should
should be
be watered
watered within
within reason
reason whenever
whenever an opporoppore. Animals
tunisty
tunity occurs,
occurs, especially
especially on hot
hot days.
days.

The principle
principle of
of watering
watering
The

before
before feeding
feeding is of
of course
course adhered
adhered to
to on the
the march
march but,
but, ifif a stream
stream

crossed an hour
hour after
after feeding,
feeding, they
they may
may again
again be allowed
allowed to
to
is crossed
drink
drink ifif circumstances
circumstances permit
permit the
the delay.
delay.

Bits,
Bits, especially
especially the
the curb,
curb,

should
should be removed
removed when
Avhen it
it is intended
intended to
to give
give a full
full wateril~g.
watering.

"While watering.
watering, overcrowding
overcrowding must
must be prevented,
prevented, and
and plenty
of time
time
While
plenty of
given
given every
every animal
animal to
to drink
drink his
his fill.
fill. Groups
Groups of
of animals
animals should
should come
come
up
up to
to the
the watering
watering place
place together
together and
and leave
leave together.
together. If
If they
they are
are
moved away
away individually,
individually, others
others ceuse
cease clrinking
drinking :~ncl
and try
try to follow
follow
moved
them.
them.

At
At the
the end
end of
of the
the day’s
day's march
march it
it is best to
to relieve
relieve the
the aniani-

mals
mals of
of the
the weight
weight of
of their
their equipment
equipment without
without delay
delay and
and before
before

watering.
waterin~.
/. l?eeding
Feeding of
of animals
animals on the
the march
march in small
small wars
wars IMs
has nlways
always been
been
~.
difficult problem.
problem.
a difficult

On an extendecl
extended march
march it
it is very
very difficult
difficult to
to
On

keep animals
animals in condition.
condition.
keep

The problem
problem of
of providing
providing sufficient
sufficient
The
forage
requires
constant
attention
and
is
one
that
will
tax
inforage requires constant attention and
one. that will tax the ingenuity of
of the
the leader
leader of
of any
any column
column containing
containing aa considerable
considerable numnumgenuity
ber of
of animals.
animals. ‘l%e
The first
first step
step in the
the solution
solution of
of this
this problem
problem is to
to
ber
12
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indoctrinate
thoroughly
the marine in the principle that the animal
under his care is going to suffer if he does not think of and for
his animal on all occasions.
It must become a matter of simple
routine for him to care for his animal at every possible opportunity.
At every halt, if it is at all possible, he must permit his animal to
~g-aze. Many standing
crops provide excellent filler and may be
used for feeding the animals, or if circumstances
permit, a sufficient
quantity may be cut and carried to provide for the next halt.
g. Feed bags should be provided for animals for the purpose of
feeding grain on the march.
The feeding of grain from the ground
is not only highly wasteful but is the frequent cause of severe colic.
These bags can be used for carrying g~ain on the march by filling
them and securing the open end. They are generally carried attached to the pommel of the saddle on riding animals and as a top
load on pack animals.
A supply of corn or other grain along the
trail should never be passed without. refilling the empty feed bags.
With the feed bag, the principle of feeding little ancl often can be
adhered to with greater facility.
The best type for military use is
that at present issued by the Army.
If no feed bags are available
they should be improvised from canvas or other durable material.
h. It frequently
will be possible to halt for the night at places
where small enclosed pastures are available.
If such be the case the
animals should be permitted
to graze throughout
the night.
It,
will, of course, be necessary to provide an adequate pasture guard
to prevent the seizure or destruction of the animals in case of a night
attack.
When possible a site within or adjacent to a suitable enclosed pasture should be selected.
Otherwise ground flat enough to
provide level standing for a suitable length of picket. line should be
selected.
Marshy ground should be avoided if possible.
A nearby
water supply suitable for men and animals is essential.
It should be
as near the camp as possible but. some sacrifice ma-y have to be made
in this respect in order to occupy a position suitable for night defense.
In some areas it will not be possible to graze animals at night.
In such cases some form of restraint must be used.
~ The most satisfactory
method of securing animals at. night is
to secure them to a picket line raised 3 or 4 feet above the ground.
‘I’his line should be stretched taut between trees suitably spaced or
between other suitable supports.
After the animals have been secured to the picket line it is essential that a man be kept on watch
to prebent the animals from becoming entangled and injuring themselves.
Ha-y, tall grasses, sugarcane, etc., should be procured and
13
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placed within reach of the animals along the line as it will make
them stand more quietly and provide them with nourishment.
7-17. First-aid
treatment .—a. The evidence
indicates
that in
small wars casualties among animals have occurred in the following
order of frequency:
(1) Wounds and injuries.
(Pack mnd saddle injuries account for
most of these. )
(2) Loss or want of condition and exhaustion.
(3) Intestinal
diseases.
(Colic.)
(4) Contagious
diseases.
b. Loss or want. of condition, and pack and sadclle injuries, account
These are to a large extent
for the bulk of the losses in small wars.
preventable.
While the animal is fit and in condition, hardship and
exertion can be borne without injury, but the unconditioned
animal
soon becomes unfit and a handicap because of injury or disease.
The
prevention of injuries and disease is far more important than their
And particularly
so as there are no veterinarians
availtreatment.
able. Injuries and emergency cases must be dealt with in a commonIf veterinary
service is obtainable
it S11OUM be
sense manner.
utilized.
c. The healthy
animal stands with the forefeet
square on the
ground; one hind foot is often rested naturally.
The pointing,
or
resting of one forefoot or the constant shifting of the weight on the
forefeet indicates a foot or leg ailment.
The pulse of the healthy
animal is thirty-six
(36) to forty (40) beats per minutes; the respiration at rest nine (9) to twelve (12) per minute; the temperature
ninety-nine
(99) to one hundred
(100) degrees Fahrenheit.
The
temperature is taken by placing a clinical thermometer in the rectum
for about three (3) or five (5) minutes.
The droppings
of the
healthy animal should be well formed but soft enough to flatten
when dropped.
a?. IJOSS of appetite, elevation of tenlperature,
accelerated breathing, listlessness? dejected countenance , stiffness, profuse sweating,
nasal discharge,
cough, diarrheaj pawing, excessive rolling, lameness, reluctance to move, and loss of hair or intense itching are some
of the most common indications of disease.
e. Pressure on the back will often cause. swellings, which by further
rubbing and pressure become open sores. While unbroken, swellings
may be cured by removing the pressure and soaking with cold water
packs.
If the animal is to work, folcl or cut away the saddle pad

14
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SO that
that the
the place
place isis left
left free.
free. IfIf open,
open, saddle
saddle sores,
sores,like
likeother
other
so
wounds, must
must be
be kept
kept clean
clean and
and flies
flies kept
kept out
outofofthem.
them.
wounds,
/. Wounds
Wounds will
will heal
heal naturally
naturally ifif they
they are
are kept
keptclean
cleanand
andwell
well
f.
drained. Almost
Almost any
any grease
grease that
that isis unappetizing
unappetizingtotoflies
flieswill
willhelp
help
drained.
to heal
heal the
the wound.
wound. Screwworms
Screwworms and
and maggots,
maggots,the
thelarval
larvalform
formofof
to
certain
flies,
are
frequently
found
in
wounds.
Lard
with
little
certain flies, are frequently
found in wounds.
Lard with a alittle
sulphur
sulphur mixed
mixed in
in itit isis usually
usually available.
available. IfIf the
theingredients
ingredientscan
can
be obtained,
obtained, the
the following
following mixture
mixture will
Avillkeep
keepthe
theflies
fliesout
outofofwounds:
wounds:
be
% ounce
ounce creolin.
creolin.
ounce linseed
linseed oil
oil (or
(or oil
oil ofof tar).
tar).
11 ounce
10 ounces
ounces olive
olive oil
oil (or
(or salad
salad oil).
oil).
10
If close
close inspection
inspection shows
shows the
the presence
presence ofof worms
wormsorormaggots,
maggots,oror
If
if there
there isis aa thin
thin reddish
reddish discharge
discharge from
from the
the wound
woundororsore,
sore,thethe
if
following treatment
treatment isis indicated:
indicated; swab
swab out
outthoroughly
thoroughlywith
witha asoft
soft
following
cotton swab
swab dipped
dipped in
in creolin.
creolin. The
The edges
edgesand
andespecially
especiallythe
thelower
lower
cotton
edge where
where the
the wound
wound drains
drains should
should bebe greased,
greased,totoprevent
preventburning
burning
edge
by the
the creolin
creolin or
or the
the spreading
spreading ofofthe
the sore
sorebybythe
thedischarges
dischargescoming
coming
by
in contact
contact with
with the
the skin.
skin. This
This treatment
treatment will
will kill
killthe
theworms
wormsoror
in
maggots and
and they
they will
will slough
slough off
off with
with the
thedead
deadflesh.
flesh. AllAllwounds
wounds
maggots
should have
have some
some opening
opening through
through which
which they
they may
maydrain,
drain,atatthethe
shoulcl
lowest point
point in
in the
the wound,
wound, and
and grease
grease should
should bebeused
usedtotoprevent
prevent
lowest
the
drain
causing
running
sores.
Pus
in
the
feet
is
drained
the drain causing running sores.
Pus in the feet is drained offoff
through the
the sole,
sole, and
and treated
treated like
like any
any other
otherwound.
wound.
through
g. Colic
Colic isis the
the term
term given
given toto the
the symptoms
symptomsshown
shownbybyanimals
animalswith
with
g.
abdominal
pains.
This
pain
may
be
caused
by
any
of
numerous
This
pain
m“ay
be
caused
by
any
of
numerous
abdominal
pains.
conditions. The
The predisposing
predisposing causes
causesare:
are:small
smallsize
sizeofofstomach
stomachcomcomconditions.
pared to
to the
the size
size of
of the
the animal
animal and
and capacity
capacityofofdigestive
digestivetract,
tract,and
and
parecl
inability of
of the
the animal
animal toto vomit.
vomit. The
The chief
chiefexciting
excitingcauses
causesofofcolic
colic
inability
are:
are:
(1) Over
Over feeding.
feeding.
(1)
(2) Feeding
Feeding or
or watering
watering exhausted
exhausted animals.
animals.
(2)
(.3)
Feeding
wilted
grass.
(3) I’ceding wilted grass.
(4) Suclden
Sudden changes
changes of
of food.
food.
(4)
(5) Working
Working hard
hard after
after aa full
full feed.
feed.
(5)
(6) Lack
Lack of
of sufficient
sufficient water.
water.
(6)
(7) 13ating
Eating hay
hay or
or grain
grain on
on sandy
sandy Wil.
soil.
(7)
(8) Eating
Eating mouldy
mouldy hay
hay or
or grain.
grain.
(8)
(9) Eating
Eating green
green grain.
grain.
(9)
(10) Intestinal
Intestinal tumors,
tumors, abscesses,
abscesses, etc.
etc.
(10)
h.
The
symptoms
of
colic
are
uneasiness,
increased perspiration
perspiration
h. The symptoms
of colic are uneasiness.
increased
depending upon
upon the
the degree
degree ofof pain,
pain,pulse
pulseand
andrespiration
respirationaccelerated,
accelerated,
depending
15
15
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pawing, turning
turning head
head towards
towards flanks,
flanks, lying
lying down,
down, sometimes
sometimes rolling
rolling
pawing,
and
rising
frequently,
and
excessive
distension
of
abdomen.
and rising frequently,
and excessive distension of abdomen.
^.
A compliance
compliance with
with the
the principles
principles of
of feeding
feeding and
and w-atering
watering as
as
ii. A
set forth
forth in
in this
this section
section will
will reduce
reduce the
the incidence
incidence of
of colic
colic to
to a miniminiset
mum. Prevention
Prevention is
is far
far more
more important
important than
than treatment,
treatment, and
and theretheremum.
fore
it
is
most
important
that
the
principles
of
feeding
and
watering
fore it is most important that the principles of feeding and watering
be adhered
adhered to
to closely.
closely. Military
Military necessity
necessity may
may sometimes
sometimes prevent
prevent a
be
strict adherence
adherence to
to these
these principles.
pi-inciples.
strict
j. Bed
Bed down
down a space
space with
with hay
hay or dry
dry grass
grass and
and tie
tie the
the animal
animal with
with
j.
just enough
enough shank
shank to
to allow
allow him
him to
to lie
lie down
down comfortably.
comfortably. In
In ordiordijust
nary cases
cases give
give one
one aloes
aloes ball
ball or
or the
the following
following drench:
drench: raw
raw linseed
linseed
nary
oil one
one ((1)
pint, turpentine
turpentine one
one ((1)
ounce; if
if not
not relieved
relieved repeat
repeat
oil
1 ) pint,
1 ) ounce;
the
drench
in
1
hour.
Induce
the
animal
to
drink
but
withhold
food
the drench in
hour.
Induce the animal to drink but withhold food
until the
the acute
acute symptoms
symptoms subside.
subside.
until
k. Any
Any ordinary
ordinary long-necked
long-necked bottle
bottle properly
properly wrapped
wrapped to
to protect
protect
k.
it
from
breaking
may
be
used
in
giving
a
drench.
The
animal's
it from breaking may be used in giving
drench.
The animal’s
head should
should be
be raised
raised until
until the
the mouth
mouth is
is just
just slightly
slightly higher
higher than
than
head
the throat
throat to
to provide
provide aa gravity
gravity flow
flow to
to the
the throat.
throat. The
The neck
neck of
of the
the
the
bottle is
is inserted
inserted in
in the
the side
side of
of the
the mouth
mouth and
and aa small
small amount
amount of
of
bottle
the
drench
administered.
This
must
be
swallowed
before
more
is
adthe drench administered.
This must be swallowed before nlore is ad.
ministered. Repeated
Kepeated small
small amounts
amounts are
are administered
administered in
in this
this way
way ununministered.
til the
the required
required amount
amount has
has been
been given.
given. If
If the
the animal
animal coughs
coughs or
or
til
chokes
his
head
should
be
immediately
lowered
to
prevent
strangling.
chokes his head should be immediately
lowered to prevent strangling.
7-18. Communicable
Communicable diseases.—a.
diseases.—a. Prevention
Prevention is
is again
again the
<^^he prime
prime
7-18.
aim. I%oper
Proper conditioning
conditioning and
and seasoning,
seasoning, plenty
plenty of
of wholesome
wholesome food,
food,
aim.
good
grooming,
and
protection
from
undue
exposure
to
the
elements
good grooming, and protection from undue exposure to the elements
and mud,
mud, keep
keep the
the animals
animals strong
strong and
and in
in such
such aa state
state of
of health
health that
that
and
they can
can resist
resist considerable
considerable exposure
exposure to
to infection.
infection. When
When aa disease
disease
they
appears among
among aa group
group of
of animals,
animals, there
there are
are certain
certain rules
rules of
of proproappears
cedure
that
have
been
found
absolutely
necessary
in
checking
the
cedure that have been found absolutely
necessary in checking the
spread to
to healthy
healthy animals
animals and
and in
in stamping
stamping out
out the
the disease.
disease. These
These
spread
measures are:
are:
measures
(1)
Daily inspection
inspection of
of all
all animals
animals in
in order
order to
to detect
detect new
new cases.
cases.
(1) Daily
This insures
insures the
the prompt
prompt removal
removal of
of the
the sick
sick as
as aa source
source of
of infection
infection
This
and the
the initiation
initiation of
of the
the proper
proper treatment
treatment or
or destruction.
destruction.
and
(2) Quarantine
Quarantine of
of exposed
exposed animals.
animals.
(2)
(3) Isolation
Isolation of
of sick
sick animals.
animals.
(3)
(4) Disinfection
Disinfection of
of infected
infected premises,
premises, equipment,
equipment, and
and utensils.
utensils.
(4)
h. The
The treatment
treatment of
of the
the various
various communicable
communicable diseases
diseases of
of the
the
b.
horse
and
mule
are
beyond
the
scope
of
this
chapter.
horse and mule are beyond the scope of this chapter.
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CARE OF ANIMALS
7-19.

Care

of

the

feet.—iinima]s

that have

to travel

over

and stony roads should be shod, at least in front, to prevent

hard

excessive

wear of the horn of the hoof.
On soft ,going and in pasture, shoeing
is neither necessary nor desirable.
Shoes should be flat, without
talks, and should

fit the outline

of the hoof.

When

too much, the animal goes lame, but a rest in pasture
to grow

the hoof
allows

wears

the hoof

again.

growth

Shoes left on too long do not permit the natural
and wear of the hoof, and they should be removed
from

animals

which

ble

time.

a level

are expected

i% properly

floor

without

to remain

out of service

fittecl shoe allows
.Teither

strain.

bers of the detachment

should

the animal

commercial

be allowed

for

a considera-

to stand flat on
sheers

to cut. away

nor
any

memof

sole or frog or to rasp or trim the outer surface of the hoof.
thick callous of the frog and sole protects the animal’s foot
bruises, and the compression
the foot.

The natural

moisture

in the hoof,

cleaned

out at grooming

that there
the frog

of the frog

varnish

circulates

of the outside

and keeps it from

and the sole.

rotting.

time and before

are no stones or small

the blood

of the hoof

through

retains the

Hoofs

starting

should

be

out, to make sure

sticks caught. in the hoof

Feet should be inspected

the
The
from

between

by riders and clrivers

at each halt.
7–20. Veterinary
plies

for

requisition

the

supplies.—Stan&~rd

treatment

of

surgical

common

to the quartermaster

ailments

anti medical
are

or in emergencies

sup-

obtained

from

by

the meclical

department,
(See art. 21-5, &lCM.)
In small wars l~here any considerable number of animals is employed, it is highly desirable that
Stable

Sergeant’s

partment,
chests

are

instruments

Veterinary

U. S. .krmy,
quite

Chests,

be requisitioned

complete

for all ordinary

and

supplied

contain

veterinary

Ii

by the lledical

in sufficient number.
sufficient

cases.

me{licines

DeThese
and
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7-21. Necessity
Necessity for
for local
local purchase.—a..
purchase.—a. Animals
Animals have
have seldom
seldom
‘i-21.
been transported
transported with
with expeditionary
expeditionary forces
forces to
to the
the theater
theater of
of oper:~operabeen
tions. Mounted
Mounted detachments
detachments and
and pack
pack transportatio
transportation nhavebeen
have been ememtions.
ployed only in those
those areas
areas where
where horses
horses and
and mules
mules were
were used
used locally
locally
ployedon]y
and in whichthesupp]yof
which the supply of animal
animals swasreasonably
was reasonably adequate.
adequate. A.careA careand
ful study
study of
of the
the theater
theater of
of operations
operations should
should indicate
indicate whether
whether the
the
ful
type
and
number
of
animals
available
will
be
adequate
for
the
military
type and number of animal savailable willbe.aclequate
forthemilitary
needs in
in that
that particular
particular area.
area. I’or
For special
special operations
operations and
and for
for special
special
needs
cargo loads
loads the
the type
type of
of animal
animal procurable
procvirable in
in the
the theater
theater of
of operaoperacargo
tions may
may not
not be
be suitable.
suitable. In
In some
some operations
operations it
it has
has been
been necessary
necessary
tions
to bring
bring into
into the
the occupied
occupied country
country IJnited
United States
States bred
bred mules
mules for
for use
use
to
in transporting
transporting pack
pack artillery.
artillery. Present
Present pack
pack artillery
artillery weapons
weapons cancanin
not be broken
broken down
down into
into loads
loads suthciently
sufficiently light
light to
to be transported
transported on
not
mules weighin~
weighing much
much under
under 1,000
1,000 pounds.
pounds.
mules
h. The
The great
great majority
majority of
of animals
animals used
used ill
in small-wars
small-wars operati(ms
operations will
will
b.
probably be procured
procured within
within or
or near
near the
the theater
theater of
of operations.
operations. This
This
probably
section will
will deal.
deal, therefore.
therefore, primarily
primarily with
with tl~e
the problem
problem of
of procureprocuresection
ment in
in the
the theater
theater of
of operations.
operations.
ment
7-22. Procurement
Procurement agents.—a.
agents.—a. While
While procurement
procurement is
is primarily
primarily a
7–22.
supply or
or quartermaster
quartermaster function,
function, the
the general
general practice
practice has
has been
been to
to
supply
authorize units
units in
in the
the field
field to
to procure
procure their
their own
own animals.
animals. Under
Under this
this
authorize
system the
the quartermaster
quartermaster has
has simply
simply set
set a maximum
maximum price
price and
and adadsystem
vanced the
the necessary
necessary funds
funds to
to the
the unit,
unit commander
commander in
in the
the field
field and
and he,
he,
vanced
or an
or
an officer
officer appointed
appointed by
by him,
him, has
has acted
acted as the
the purchasing
purchasing agent.
agent.
While this
this systenl
system is frequently
frequently necessary
necessary to
to provicle
provide animals
animals ql~ickly
quickly
While
19
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for immediate use in the early stages of the operation, it has the effect
of rapidly running up the price of animals due to the fact that there
will be a number of purchasing officers in the. market competing for
the more serviceable animals.
b. As soon as practicable, it is advisable. to establish a single procurement agency with the function of selecting, purchasing, distributThis
ing and accounting
for all animals procured by the Force.
should be done with a view to providing a better selection of animals,
to facilitate
acccmntabil it y, and to effect a saving in animals and in
money.
7-23. Native dealers.—It
is well to utilize native dealers in pro‘l%e average cost per head thus will possibly be
curing animals.
higher than it would be otherwise but this is offset by a saving in
Moreover, the native dealer will know where the
time and energy.
desired types are to be found,
It is most essential however, to convince the dealer at the outset that he must deliver for inspection only
such animals as conform to the minimum standards.
7-24. Purchasing
from native deaJers.—The
purchaser of native
animals should determine by thorough inquiry what prices have been
usual among the natives for the best types of animals.
Although
economy in expenditure
of government
funcls may be temporarily
subordinate
to military necessity, it is never wise to pay excessive
prices for animals.
7–25. Minimum
specifications
for animals.—a.
All animals clelivered for inspection as saddle animals or pack animals should have
all of the following
qualifications:
(1) Be reasonably souncl.
(2) Have been worked under prick or been ridden enough to require little or ]~o further training.
(3) 13e mature; imll]ature animals are useless for military purposes,
no matter how sound they may be.
(4) Bc of the size required for the purpose for which intencled;
this should be fixed only after careful consideration
of the types xncl
capabilities of the mounts available, but it will be found unprofitable
to go below the minimum, once fixed.
(5) Be as nearly w possible in condition for use; it is not necessary
to require that an animal be in perfect condition, but he ShOLLld be
able to carry his load the day of purchase.
7–% Height
qualifications.-In
most small war theaters
the
native

animals

Moreover,

are undersized

the average

according

to United

States standards.

size varies some~~hat in the various

20
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An average as low as 13.1 hands has been used in past expeditions.
The purchaser can soon determine, however, a fair average in height
from observation of the animals he finds in use. He should then set
a height standard and use this in his selection as the first step in
eliminating
undesirable animals from the herd the dealer is showing.
7-27. Age qualifications.—
a. The clealer should be given definite
age limits, as a guide toward satisfactory
animals.
Six to twelve
years is the most satisfactory
period.
The animal under 6 years of
age cannot endure the exertions and privations incident to taking the
field.
Since few matured native animals can be found that will not
show the white hairs and scars of sores and injuries, the purchaser
will be strongly tempted to choose immature animals in order to
obtain animals free from blemishes.
b. It is better to choose olcler horses because they will generally
This factor is most important at
have become thoroughly
broken.
the outset because the majority of men detailed to handle them will
have had little recent practice with animals.
c. The twelve (12) front (incisor) teeth afford the easiest ancl most
reliable means of determining
the age of a horse or mule.
These
teeth consist of six uppers and six lowers and, from side to center,
are known as the “corners,” “laterals,” and “centrals.”
The horse
(mule) has two sets of teeth:
(1) The temporary or colt teeth which are cast off when the pern~aThis shedcling of the temporary teeth begins -with
nent teeth erupt.
the “centrals” at about the age of three and is completed when the
“corners” are shed at about five years.
(2) The permanent or second set of teeth.
The perm:ment teeth
have all erupted and are in wear at the age of 5~2 years.
The temporary teeth can be distin~n~ished from the, permanents
by their
milk-white
color.
The permanent teeth stain very quickly and generally have the dull appearance of old ivory.
d. The incisor tooth in cross section is shown below:
E

~ D ,3M

INCISOR

TOOTH
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The principles of age determination
e. Wear of the incisor teeth.
from 6 years upward are based primarily
upon the wear of the
incisor teeth.
The tooth attains its greatest length the second year
after eruption.
During the succeeding years, teeth do not grow but
undergo a regular process of destruction
from wear and from the
As the tooth wears down, the
receding of the bony socket margin.
cup finally disappears.
The table surface of the tooth changes from
oval to triangular and find y becomes rounded.
~. Some of the more important means used in age determination
are:
(1) Loss of temporary teeth and eruption of the permanent teeth.
This has been completed at the age of 5.
(2) I)isappearance
of the cups.
All cups have disappeared
at
8 years.
(3) Shape of table surface of teeth.
At 10 to 12 years the centrals
and laterals are triangular.
At 16 to 20 the table surfaces are round
or flat from side to side.
(4) Angle of incidence.
The angle of incidence between the upper
and lower incisors becomes more and more acute as the age increases.
(5) Space between the teeth at the gums increases as the animal
grows older.
g. Procedure in determining
the age. The angle of incidence and
the presence or absence of temporary teeth should be noted,
The,
mouth should then be opened and the teeth examined for cups and
the shape of the table surfaces noted.
The lower incisors are more.
reliable as a guide than the uppers.
h. The following classifications
are listed:
(1) Animals under 4$4 years; temporary teeth present; permanent
teeth erupting.
(2) Animals between 5 and 8 years ; cups present, table surfaces
oval; angle of incidence about 180°; all teeth are permanent,
(3) Animals
over 8 years; absence of cups; table surfaces triangular or round; angle of incidence more. acute; space between t eetll
at the gums begins to show as the animal gets older.
Old horses
begin to show gray hairs around the eyes and nose, and the depressions over the eyes become more sunken.
for
7–28. Examination
for
soundness.—a.
The examination
soundness should be as thorough as the circumstances,
the availabilityy of trainecl men, and the knowledge of the buyer permit.
However> the average officer can buy horses and mules without having
had any special training, if he uses good judgment ancl buys what, he
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considers to be sound al~imals.
The following
points are suggested
as guides, and will assist the inexperienced
horse buyer until he
acquires experience:
(1) Observe the horse at a halt, noting whether he is very lean
or obviously crippled.
(2) Examine the head and neck.
Check for blindness by looking
at the eyes and by passing the hand suddenly over each eye in turn.
If the horse does not blink, he is blind in that eye. Pass the hallcl
over the head and face, and see if there is evidence of any sores or
injury.
See if the mouth and nostrils look healthy, and if the animal
breathes freely.
(3) Examine
back, noting scars or sores caused by packs and
saddles.
Many animals will be found with scars, but these need not
be rejected, if the scar tissue appears to be healthy.
In ‘many cases,
animals without them will turn out to be young and untrained, and
actually
less desirable.
All animals with actual puffs and sores
should be rejected.
(4) Examine the legs.
If any variation in symmetry between the
legs of a pair be found, it is safer to reject the animal unless you
know enough to differentiate
between temporary
and permanent
disabilities.
Legs should be reasonably
near to the same vertical
plane, fore and aft, and the animal should put his weight on all of
them.
Joints should not be swollen.
The feet and pasterns should not, be sore to the
(5) Examine feet.
t ouch.
There should be plenty of horn on the hoofs, and they shoulcl
The frog should rest on the ground,
not show any split or crack.
but since it is quite usual to pare the frog and sole, do not reject on
this account, but trust the frog to grow later.
Examine the coronet
A prick in the sole. of the foot will
and press it with the fingers.
sometimes result in pus breaking through at this point (just above
the horny part of the foot).
(6) Examine the hindquarters, sheath, tail, anus, etc.
b. Animals which have passed these tests shoulcl be segregated from
those already rejected and those awaiting examination.
If no serious and obvious defects have been noted, and the animal has a general
healthy appearance, an alert bearing and a reasonable amount of flesh,
then have him led on a loose rope directly away from you and then
directly toward you, at the walk and trot. If the animal is lame or
has badly formed legs, this will usually be apparent.
A lame animal
“favors” the lame foot, adjusting his weight so as to put very little
weight on it. Since his head is his principal means of doing this,
23
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you will see his head drop as he puts the sore foot down.
If all feet
are lame, the animal will trot very short and reluctantly.
Most
lameness is in the feet.
c. Have each animal saddled and mounted, and ridden for a short
distance, to demonstrate
that he can be handled.
Do not require
that a horse have any particular gait, except the walk, as many of
the best will have been gaited in a way not suitable for military
purposes, but which may be changed by training.
The bargaining
Have the animal worked at a trot or
may well be begun now.
canter for a few minutes, to see if he appears to have good wind. In
this connection, the animal with a broad muscular breast is to be
preferred to one with a veryj narrow breast, as its wind is usually
better.
7-29. Marking of purchased
animals.—As
soon as an animal has
been purchased, the animal descriptive
card (Form NMC 790) required by article 21–2 MCM should be completely
and accurately
filled in showing all markings and pertinent data and he should be
The customary method is to brand the animal
immediately
branded.
on

the

left

shoulder

with

the

lettem

“U.

S.”

(See

par.

7-7

IDENTIFICATION.)
7–30. Use of United
necessary

to transport

States
United

animals

in small

wars.—When

it is

States animals to the theater of opera-

tions, a period
will

of recuperation and acclimatization
after the sea travel
The unnatural environment
and the lack of adebe necessary.

quate exercise

incident. to sea travel

dependent

upon

period

recuperation

of

the length
and

have become gradually
by the local forage
the native
required
grain
States

to

supply,

carry

a greater

United

and

load,

requires

been suffered

to lack of feed
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to an extent

after

After

the

a

animals

of food necessitated
practically

States

to keep him in condition.

as have

been due principally

larger

animals

the voyage.

to any changes

they should thrive

The

animals

of

acclimatization,

adjusted

animals.

and roughage

debilitate

and character

bred

a greater

as well as

animal,

being

quantity

of

Such 10SWSin United

in the past operations
and to unskilled

handling.

have
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7-31. Value
Value of
of mounted
mounted detachments.—a.
detachments.—a. It
It is
is reasonabletoexreasonable to ex7–31.
pect that small-war
small-war operations
operations of
of the
the future,likethose
future, like those of
of the
the past,
past,
pectthat
will require
require the
the use of
of mounted
mounted detachments.
detachments. The
The value
value of
of
will
mounted detachments
detachments will
will depend
depend upon
upon the
the nature
nature of
of theterrain,
the terrain, the
the
mounted
character of
of the
the resistance,
resistance, the
the extent
extent of
of the
the operations,
operations, and,
and, finally,
finally,
character
the issions
missions assigned
assigned to
to them.
them.
them
&. The
The natumof
nature of the
the terrain
terrain has
has a direct
direct bearing
bearing upon
upon the
the value
vahie
b.
and use that,
that is to
to be made
made of
of mounted
mounted detachments.
detachments.
and

The more open
Thernoreopen

flat and
and rolling
rolling terrain
terrain is
is more
more favorable
favorable for
for the
the successful
successful ememflat
As
the
country
becomes
more
ployment of
of mounted
mounted detachments.
detachments. As the country becomes more
ployment
mountainous, more
more given
given to
to jungle
jungle growth
growth or
or marsh
marsh lands
lands the
the gengenmountainous,
eral use
use of
of mounted
mounted detachments
detachments becomes
becomes less
less practicable.
practicable.
eral

FurtherFurthermore,
the
more
unpopulated
and
uncultivated
areas
are
less
favorable
more, the more unpopulated and unculti~-ated areas are
favorable
for the
the general
general use
use of
of mounted
mounted detachments.
detachments. &
As the
the country
country is
is
for
more given
given over
over to
to waste
waste lands
lands it
it becomes
becomes increasingly
increasingly difficult
difficult to
to
more
maintain mounted
mounted detachments
detachments in
in the
the field.
field.
maintain
c. (1)
(1) The
The character
character of
of resistance.
resistance encountered
encountered will
will have
have considerconsiderc.
able effect
effect both
both on
on the
the general
general effectiveness
effectiveness of
of mounted
mounted detachments
detachments
able
25
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and
on the
the manner
manner in
in which
which they
they should
should be
be employed.
employed. If
If the
the enemy
enemy
and on
tends to
to retain
retain aa well
well organized
organized unity,
unity, the
the mounted
mounted detachment
detachment can
can
tends
be employed
employed by
by attaching
attaching it
it to
to the
the force
force or
or column
column sent
sent in the
the field
field to
to
destroy this
this resistance.
resistance. lf,
If, on
on the
the other
other hand,
hand, the
the enemy
enemy retains
retains
destroy
no definite
definite organization
organization but
but uses guerrilla
guerrilla tactics
tactics the
the mounted
mounted dedeno
tachment can
can be
be best
best employed
employed as
as an
an mea
area or
or district
district reserve
reserve to
to be
be
tachment
available for
for independent
independent action
action on
on special
special missions.
missions. &ain,
Again, in
in a
available
situation where
where the
the enemy
enemy operates
operates to
to any
any extent
extent mounted,
mounted, it
it may
may be
situation
necessary to
to use
use mounted
mounted detachments
detachments in
in place
place of
of foot
foot patrols
patrols for
for
necessary
regular combat
combat patrolling.
patrolling.
regular
(2)
The effectiveness
effectiveness of
of mounted
mounted detachments
detachments also
also varies
varies with
with the
(2) The
type of
of armament.
armament in
in use
use by
by the
the enemy.
enemy. Prior
Prior to
to the
the advent
advent of
of
typo
automatic weapons,
weapons, mounts
mounts were
were of
of some
some value
value after
after contact
contact was
was
automatic
gained.
gained.

They could
could be
be used
used ffor
shock action
action or
or for
for maneuver
maneuver even
even
They
m- shock

in the
the immediate
immediate presence
presence of
of the
the enemy.
enemy.
in

The modern
modern high
high powerecl
powered
The

automatic weapon
weapon in
in the
the hands
hands of
of small
small war
war opponents
opponents has
has made
made the
the
automatic
horse ‘not
not only
only of
of little
little use, but
but an actual
actual handicap
handicap once
once contact
contact
horse
is gained.
gained.
is

The mounted
mounted detachmen~
detachment is
is extremely
extremely vulnerable
vulnerable to
to amamThe

bush by
by guerillas
guerillas armed
armed with
with automatic
automatic weapons.
weapons.
bush
d. The
The more
more extensive
extensive the
the operations,
operations, the
the greater
greater will
will be the value
value
of mounted
mounted detachments.
detachments.
of

If the
the operations
operations inclucle
include the
the occupation
occupation
If

of the
the seaports
seaports and
and aa few
few of
of the
the important
important inland
inland towns
towns only,
only, the
the
of
need for
for mounted
mounted detachments
detachments will
will be
be limited.
limited. As
As the
the operations
operations
need
extend farther
farther and
and farther
farther inland
inland and
and over
over wider
wider areas,
areas, the
the neecl
need
extend
for these
these detachments
detachments will
Avill become
become greater.
greater.
for
e. Regardless
Regardless of
of the
the individual
efficiency of
of mounted
mounted detachments,
detachments,
e.
individual
efficiency
their value
value will
will depend
depend LIpon
upon their
their employment
employment by
by the
the higher
higher con~comtheir
manders who
who assign
assign them
them their
their missions.
missions.
manders

A thorough
thorough understanding
understanding
A

of the
the capabilities
capabilities and
and limitations
limitations of
of mounted
mounted units
units and
and due
due conconof
sideration of
of tlm
the factors
factors which
which affect
affect their
their combat
combat value,
value, is required
required
sideration
for the
the proper
proper assignment
assignment of
of missions
missions to these
these units.
units.
for

The mounted
mounted
The

and foot
foot patrols
patrols should
should be
be assigned
assigned missions
missions that
that enable
enable them
them to
to work
work
and
together and
and not
not in
in competition.
competition.
together
7-32. Basis
Basis for
for organization.-—.4
organization.~A definite
definite basis
basis for
for transition
transition from
from
7–32.
the normal
normal dismounted
dismounted organization
organization to
to aa mounted
mounted organization
organization status
status
the
should be adopted.
adopted. To
To this
this end
end the
the dismounted
dismounted organization
organization given
given
should
in Tables
Tables of
of organization
Organization should
should be adopted
adopted as a basis
basis for
for transition
transition
with such
such obvious
obvious modifications
modifications as may
may be necessary.
necessary. The
The converconverwith
sion of
of an
an infantry
infantry unit
unit to
to aa mounted
mounted status
status requires
requires more
more than
than the
the
sion
simple addition
addition of
of horses
horses and
and equipment.
equipment. The
The converted
converted organizaorganizasimple
tion, even
even with
with the minimum
minimum of
of necessary
necessary modifications,
modifications, presents
presents diffidiffition,
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culties of
of training,
training, aclminis~ration,
administration, and
and tact
tactical
use. The
The officer
officer
culties
ical use.
assigned
to organize
organize aa mounted
mounted unit
unit will
will find
find himself
himself so
so beset
beset with
with
assigned to
unfamiliar
details
that
the
adoption
of
some
system
is
practically
unfamiliar
details that the adoption of some system
practically
mandatory.
The deficiencies
deficiencies which
which become
become apparent
apparent may
may be
be remerememandatory.
The
died
as the
the organization
organization progresses,
progresses, without
without disturbing
disturbing the
the general
general
died as
scheme of
of organization.
organization.
scheme
7-33.
A mounted
mounted rifle
rifle company.—Assume
company.—Assume that
that aa rifle
rifle company
company is
is
7–33. A
to be
be organized
organized as
as aa mounted
mounted detachment.
detachment. The
The Tables
Tables of
of OrganizaOrganizato
tion provide
provide for
for aa company
company headquarters
headquarters and
and three
three platoons
platoons of
of three
three
tion
squads
each.
This
organization
is
suitable
for
a
mounted
company.
squads each. This organization
is suitable for a mounted company.
The platoons
platoons are
are small
small enougl],
enougli, even
even though
though mounted,
mounted, to
to be
be handled
handled
‘l’he
in most
most situations
situations by
by one
one officer.
officer. The
The addition
addition of
of the
the necessary
necessary horses
horses
in
and
equipment,
together
with
the
additional
training
and
upkeep
and equipment, together with the additional
training
and upkeep
incidental to
to the
the transformation
transformation from
from dismounted
dismounted to
to mounted
mounted status,
status,
incidental
will require
require some
some essential
essential changes
changes in
in the
the enlisted
enlisted personnel
personnel provided
provided
will
in the
the organization
organization tables.
tables. A
A stable
stable sergeant,
sergeant, aa horseshoer,
horseshoer, and
and aa
in
saddler, all
all being
being necessary
necessary for
for a mounted
mounted organization~
organization, must
must be
be
saddler,
added to
to the
the company
company headquarters.
headquartei's. It
It is
is also
also necessary
necessary to
to provide
provide
added
about five
five drivers
drivers in
in company
company headquarters
headquarters for
for the
the necessary
necessary kitchen,
kitchen,
about
cargo, and
and ration
ration pack
pack animals.
animals. The
The company
company should
should be
be able
able to
to
cargo>
operate independently;
independently; it
it must
must therefore
therefore be
be organized
organized to
to carry
carry such
such
operate
supplies as
as will
will enable
enable it
it to
to remain
remain away
away from
from its
its base
base for
for at
at least
least
supplies
3 days,
days, which
which period
period can
can be
be taken
taken as
as aa minimum
minimum patrol
patrol period.
period. For
For
3
longer
periods
away
from
the
base
provision
will
have
to
be
made
for
longer periods away from the base provision will have to be made for
additional drivers,
drivers, arrangements
arrangements made
made for
for ration
ration drops,
drops, visits
visits to
to
additional
friendly outposts
outposts planned;
planned; or
or for
for the
the unit
unit to
to subsist
subsist itself
itself off
off the
the
friendly
country, or
or some
some combination
combination of
of these
these methods.
methods.
country,
7-34. Machine-gun
Machine-gun and
and howitzer
howitzer units.—a.
units.—a. It
It is
is not
not contemcontem7–34.
plated that
that machine-gun
macliine-gun companies
companies or
or howitzer
howitzer platoons
platoons will
wdll be
be
plated
mounted as
as units
units in
in small
small war
war operations.
operations. unquestionably,
Unquestionably, how.
howmounted
ever, subdivision
subdivision of
of such units
units will
will have
have to
to be mounted
mounted and
and atever,
tached to
to the
the mounted
mounted rifle
rifle detachments.
detachments. The
The attachment
attachment of
of two
two
tached
or more
more machine-gun
machine-gun squads
squads to
to each
each mounted
mounted company
company will
will almost
almost
or
invariably have
have to
to be
be made,
made, and
and in
in some
some situations,
situations, it
it may
may be
be
invariably
necessary to
to attach
attach 37
37 mm.
mm. and
and mortar
mortar sections.
sections. For
For this
this purpose,
purpose,
necessary
it is
is simply
simply necessary
necessary to
to mount
mount the
the attached
attached units
units with
with their
their weapons
weapons
it
placed
in
pack,
the
weapon
crews
acting
as
drivers
for
their
own
placed in pack, the weapon crews acting as drivers for their own
weapon
and
ammunition
pack
animals.
weapon and ammunition pack animals.
h. It
It is
is absolutely
absolutely essential
essential that
that the
the attachment
attachment of
of these
these units
units bto
b.
the mounted
mounted companies
companies be
be made
made as
as early
early as
as possible
possible so
so that
that the
the
the
personnel
and
animals
can
be
properly
trained
and
conditioned
for
personnel and animals can be properly
trained and conditioned
for
27
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their
mounted duties.
duties. The
Tlie attachmw]t
attaclimeut of
of tlwe
these units
units will
will not
not require
require
their mounted
additional
additional specialists
specialists except
except possibly
possibly one
one additional
additional horseshoer
horseshoer per
per
mounted rifle
rifle company.
company.
mounted
7-35. Animals
Animals for
for mounted
mounted detachments.—The
detachments.—The better
better animals
animals of
of
7’-35.
the occupied
occupied country
country will
will not
not be
be available
available upon
upon landing.
landing. Great
Great
the
effort and
and ingenuity
ingenuity will
will be
be necessary
necessary to
to obtain
obtain suitable
suitable animals
animals in
in
effort
suflScient numbers.
numbers. The
The best
best animals
animals obtainable
obtainable will
will be
be necessary
necessary
sufficient
for mounted
mounted organizations.
organizations. TIIe
The purchase
purchase of
of animals
animals should
should be
be
for
undertaken as
as early
early as
as possible
possible in
in order
order to
to condition
condition the
the animals.
animals.
undertaken
T-36. Spare
Spare mounts
mounts.—Mounted
service in
in small
small war
war expeditions
expeditions
.—Mounted
service
7-36.
is especially
especially trying
trying upon
upon the
the mounts.
mounts. Experience
Experience indicates
indicates that
that the
the
is
number of
of mounts
mounts should
should exceed
exceed the
the number
number of
of men
men authorized
authorized for
for
number
the organization
organization by
by from
from 20
20 to
to 30
30 percent.
percent. The
The excess
excess should
should furfurthe
nish replacements
replacements for
for the
the lame,
lame, sick,
sick, sore-hacked,
sore-backed, wounded,
wounded, or
or dedenish
bilitated mounts,
mounts, certain
certain to
to develop
develop in
in hard
hard field
field duty.
duty. This
This figure
figure
bilitated
may decrease
decrease as
as men
men and
and animals
animals become
become accustomed
accustomed to
to each
each other.
other,
may
and
as
the
condition
of
the
animals
improves.
and as the condition of the animals improves.
7-37. Assignment
Assignment of
of mounts.—a.
mounts.—a. Every
Every officer
officer and
and man
man in
in the
the
7-37.
mounted organization
organization should
should be
be assigned
assigned a horse.
horse. Two
Two horses
horses for
for
mounted
each officer
officer will
will usually
usually be
be required.
required. The
The assignments
assignments of
of horses
horses
each
should be
be kept
kept permanent.
permanent. Changes
Changes should
should be
be made
made only
only upon
upon the
the
should
decision of
of the
the organization
organization commander
commander in
in each
each case.
case. Sickness
Sickness and
and
decision
injuries to
to animals
animals will
will require
require changes
changes from
from time
time to
to time.
time. such
Such
injuries
changes should
should be
be understood
understood to
to be
be iiist
distinctly
temporary. Men
Men
changes
inctly temporary.
whose animals
animals are
are sick
sick or
or injured
injured shoul(l
should be temporarily
temporarily mounted
mounted
whose
from the
the spare
spare animals
animals of
of the
the organization.
organization.
from
h.
The
maintenance
of
animals
in constant
constant fitness
fitness for
for cluty
duty is one
one
b. The maintenance
of animals in
of the
the most
most difficult
difficult tasks
tasks of
of the
the commander
commander of
of the
the mounted
mounted organorganof
ization. He
He cannot
cannot do
do this
this effectively
effectively unless
unless he
he holds
holds every
every indiindiization.
vidual under
under his
his command
command rw])onsible
reri)onsible in
in turn
turn for
for the
the animal
animal he
he
vidual
rides.
This
individual
responsibility
most
certainly
will
be
evaded
This individual
responsibility y most certainly will be evaded
rides.
by enlisted
enlisted men
men if
if two
two or
or more
moie riders
riders are
are permitted
permitted to
to use
use the
the
by
same mount.
mount.
same
G. In
In changing
changing horses
horses a definite
definite loss
loss in
in efficiency
efficiency results
results because
because
c.
the man
man who
who knows
knows aa certain
certain horse
horse will,
will, as
as aa rule,
rule, secure
secure the
the best
best
the
performance from
from that
that particular
particular horse.
horse. Also
Also aa man
man will
will normally
normally
performance
become fond
fond of
of his
his horse
horse after
after he
he becomes
becomes acquainted
acquainted with
with him.
him.
become
This in
in turn
tuni prompts
prompts grmter
greater interest
interest in the
the welfare
welfare wnd
and training
training
This
of the
the animal.
animal.
of
d. It
It sometimes
sometimes happel)s
happens that
that a cer(
certain
man nnd
and a certain
certain horse
horse
a in man
The
commander
of
will
not
get
along
well
with
each
other.
The
commander
of a
will not get along well with each other.
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mounted or~a]]izat
organization
slionhl 1)(’
he col)st
conslantly
on tli(’
the 100kOllt
lookoutfO1’
forSUCh
such
llWUlltc(l
iol) SIIOII1{l
ii Ilt lJ’ 011
situation tillfl,
and, after
after :wsllri]l~~
assuringllili]s(’l-f
himselftliat
that:1lmt~a
a bonati(le
fide,case
caseofofnlutual
n\utual
aii situation
unsuitability exists,
exists, correct
correct itit by
by reassignment
reassignment ofofmount
mountand
andman.
man.
unsuitability
e.
The officers
officers find
and the
the senior
senior l]ol~conlnlissiolled
nonconmiissioned officers
officersmust
musthave
have
e. The
the
best
horses
available
to
the
organization.
Their
duties
require
the best horses available to the organization.
Their duties require
them to
to exert
exert their
their horses
horses toto aa greater
greater degree
degree than
than isisrequired
requiredofof
them
men in
in the
the ranks.
ranks.
men
7-38,
Horse equipment.—a.
equipment.—a. ‘The
The following
followingisisthe
theminimum
minimumnecesneces7–38. Horse
sary equipment.,
equipment, one
one set
set ofof which,
which, modified
modified totosuit
suitthe
theconditions
conditionsofof
sary
the operations
operations and
and its
its availability,
availability, isisissued
issuedtotoeach
eachman:
man:
the
11 saddle,
saddle, McClellm.
McClellan.
11 blaalcet,
blanket, saddle.
saddle.
11 bridle, with
with snaffle
snaffle bit.
bit.
11 headstall, halter.
halter.
11 halter tie
tie rope.
rope.
1 surcingle.
surcingle.
1
11 pair
pair stidcllebags.
saddlebags.
1 feed
feed bi]~.
bMg.
11 gruic
graii; bag.
bug.
currycomb (preferably
(preferably one
one equippedwith
equipped withaahoof
hoofll~wk
liock^
11 fwrryromb
J.
horse.
11 brush, horse.
pair spurs.
spurs.
11 l~air
pair susptwders,
snspeuflers, eurtridg(,
cartridge belt,
belt, pistol.
pistol.
I1 p~lir
luaehete.
11 I]atchete.

b. Grain
Giain wld
and feed
feed lmgs
bags are
are carrid
carried Arappwl
strapped totothe
thepi~mmel.
pommel. The
The
6.
leed bag
bag s1lOII1(l
should rover
cover tile
the tilled
Hlled grain
grain b:ig.
bag.t ()toprol-wt
protectt]w
thegrai]l
grainfrtfi-<!r.i
Id
:1:~
rain and
and from
from other
other allil~lals
animals clwwillg
chewing tl)ro@~
through tl~t’
thehag.
bag.
rain
(?. The
The snaffle
snaffle bit
bit isis liste(l,
listed, lmt
but the
the r(lrl)
curb I)it
bit nla~r
may l)r{)ve
proveI)i(lre
morestltis.satisc.
factory for
for sonle
some horses.
horses.
factory
(J. The
The machete
machete should
should be
be carried
cairied i in
sheathatattached
tliesaddle
saddle
d.
11aa sheath
t achwl totothe
on the
the off
off (right)
(right) side,
side, in
in aa horizontal
horizontal Jmsition,
position,hilt
hilttotothe
thefront.
front. ltlIf
ol~
issue saddlebags
saddlebags are
are carried,
cai-ried, itit may
may he
be ]~ecessary
necessarytotoattach
attachthe
thenMmaissue
chete to
to the
the off
off (right)
(right) pommel
jionunel and
and let
let itithang.
hang. The
Themachetes
machetesare
are
chete
not intended
intended for
for use
use as
as weap(ms,
weapons, but
but are
are prm’idwl
providedfor
foi'cwt.ting
cuttingtrai!s,
trails,
not
clearing camp
camp sites,
sites, building
building shelters,
shelters, ancl
and even
even more
moreimportant,
important,forfor
clearing
cutting forage,
forage, such
such as
as grass
grass and
and cane
canetops.
tops.
cutting
7-39. individual
Individual equipment.—+.
equipment.^—n. ‘1’here
There are
arethree
threegener:d
general~vays
waysofof
7-39.
cari-ying emerge]lcy
emergency rations,
rations, mess
mess gear
gear,
groomingkit,
kit,toilet
toiletarticles,
articles,
carrying
~ groommg
etc., each
each hzvhlg
having certain
certain advtintages,
advantages, till
all being
beingpractiml,
practical,asasfollows:
follows:
etc.?
(1) Saddlebags
Saddlebags (standard
(standard equipment)
equipment) are
are two
twolarge
largeleather
leatherpt)ckpock(1)
ets,
fastened
together,
in
a
size
approximately
to
a
full-sized
cavalry
to a f 1111
-siztwl cavalry
ets, fastened togetl~er,- in a size :lppl’OXillliltely
mount rather
rather thwl
than to
to aa snltill
small lImw
horse ( (mule)
which fits
fitsononthe
thecantle
cantle
IIiIIle) \\’llicll
mount,
of the
the McClel
McClellan
saddle.
.\s they
they ate
are l;il’ge,
large,they
theymllst,
must]lot
notIkl»eove:*ove:-of
1an sa(l(l
le. .\+
2!)
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loaded, thus
thus preventing
preventing pl’eSSUre
pressure on
on the
the flanks
flanks and
and consequent
consequent chafing
chafing
loaded,
of the
the stifles
stifles and
and hips.
hips.
of
(2) Use
Use of
of infantry
infantry equipment
equipment as
as issued,
issued, but
but attach
attach the
the blanket
blanket
(2)
roll to
to the
the saddle.
saddle. ‘J7hecanteen
The canteen should
should always
always be
be carried
carried on the
the belt.
belt.
roll
(3) Use
Use of
of one
one or
or two
two NCO
NCO haversacks
haversacks per
per man,
man, fastened
fastened to
to the
the
(3)
cantle by
by their
their hooks
hooks through
through cantle
cantle rings.
rings.
cantle

These may
may be
be placed
placed one
one
These

on each
each side.
side. This
This method
method carries
carries much
much less
less than
than the
the saddle
saddle bag-s,
bags,
on
but
is
much
easier
on
the
horse,
especially
if
he
be
short
coupled.
but
much easier
the horse, especially if
short coupled.
6. A
A “cantle
"cantle roll”
roll" will
will ordinarily
ordinarily be
be carried
carried on
on patrol
patrol or
or on
on the
the
b.
march.
march.

It should
should include
include those
those articles
articles not
not needed
needed until
until camp
camp is
is
It
made
for
the
night,
which
are
not
easily
carried
in
the
saddlebags.
made for the night? which are not easily carried in the saddlebags.
Care must
must be
be taken
taken that
that rolls
rolls remain
remain small
small and
and light,
light, and
and that
that the
the
care
weight is
is divided
divided equally
equally between
between the
the sides
sides of
of the
the mount.
mount. The
The roll
roll
weight
should be
be smaller
smaller in
in the
the center,
center, so
so that,
that it
it may
may bend
bend easily.
easily. It
It is
is
should
carried
strapped
up
tight
on
the
cantle
of
the
saddle,
the
ends
excarried strapped up tight
the cantle of the saddle, the ends extending down
down about
about as
as far
far as
as the
the cantle
cantle quarterstrap
quarterstrap D-rings,
D-rings, no
no part
part
tending
of it
it touching
touching the
the horse,
horse, but
but all
all its
its weight
weight held
held up
up by
by the
the saddle.
saddle.
of
The following
following list
list is not
not exhaustive,
exhaustive, nor
nor need
need all
all these
these things
things be
be
The
carried on
on every
every patrol:
patrol:
carried
blanket, wool.
wool.
11 blanket,
pair socks.
socks.
11 pair
1 suit
suit underwear.
underwear.
poncho.
11 poncho.
mosquito net.
net.
11 mosquito
Canned
rations
may be
be placed
placed in
in the
the ends
ends of
of the
the roll,
roll, and
and will
will be
Canned rations may
more easily
easily carried
carried there
there than
than in
in the
the saddlebags,
saddlebags, especially
especially if
if in
in
more
round cans.
cans. If
If the
the roll
roll is
is carefully
carefully made
made up,
up, and
and the
the opening
opening formed
formed
round
by the
the edge
edge of
of the
the poncho
poncho turned
turned so
so that
that it
it will
will not
not catch
catch water,
water, the
the
by
roll
is
rainproof
and
nearly
waterproof.
roll is rainproof and nearly waterproof.
7-40. Arms
Arms and
and ammunition.––a.
ammunition.—a. The
The arms
arms and
and ammunition
ammunition carcar7-40.
ried by
by each
each man
man are
are regulated
regulated in
in the
the same
same manner
manner and
and by
by the
the same
same
ried
considerations as for
for dismounted
dismounted troops.
troops. It
It will
will be
be noted
noted that
that pispisconsiderations
tols and
and rifle
rifle scabbards
scabbards have
have not
not been
been included
included in
in the
the minimum
minimum reretols
quirements for
for issue.
issue to
to mounted
mounted detachments.
detachments. If
If the
the rifle
rifle scabbard
scabbard
quirements
is issued,
issued, care
care must
must be
be taken
taken that
that troops
troops are
are so
so trained
trained that
that there
there will
will
is
be
no
danger
of
their
being
separated
from
their
rifles
when
they
be no danger of their being separated from their rifles when they
dismount. The
The rifle
rifle scabbard
scabbard has
has the
the disadvantage
disadvantage of
of interfering
interfering to
to
dismount.
some extent
extent with
with the
the seat
seat of
of the
the rider
rider and
and the
the normal
normal action
action of
of very
very
some
small horses
horses on
on rough
rough going
going and
and at
at increased
increased gaits,
gaits, and
and hastening
hastening
small
rust
under
field
conditions
by
retaining
moisture.
The
rifle
scabbard
The rifle scabbard
rust under field conditions by retaining moisture.
should not
not be
be used
used in
in territory
territory where
where contact
contact is
is at
at all
all probable.
probable.
should
30
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Mounted men
men should
should be
be armed
armed with
with the
the bayonet
bayonet and
and indoctrinated
indoctrinated in
in
Mounted
its use.
use. The
The rifle,
rifle, automatic
automatic rifle,
rifle, and
and submachine
submachine gun
gun may
may be
be carcarits
ried by
by the
the mounted
mounted men
men slung
slung in
in the
the same
same manner
manner as
as they
they are
are
ried
carried dismounted,
dismounted, or
or the
the butt
butt may
may be rested
rested ol~
on the
the thigh,
thigh, or
or the
the
carried
rifle may
may be
be held
held by
by the
the right
right hand
hand at
at the
the smal
small1 of
of the
the stock,
stock, the
the
rifle
balance
resting
on
the
pommel
of
the
saddle.
balance resting on the pommel of the saddle.
h. All
All grenades
gi-enades and
and other
other ammunition
amnmnition should
should be
be carried
carried on
on the
the
b.
persons, not
not only
only to
to save
save the
the horse
horse (“live
("live loads”
loads" are
are easier
easier to
to carry
carry
persons,
than “dead
"dead loads”),
loads"), but,
but also
also to
to have
have them
them always
ahvays available
available in
in an
an
than
emergency.
All
such
loads
shovdd
be
suppoi'ted
on
the
shoulders
ernergenc y. All such loads shoulcl
supported
the shoulders
of the
the man,
man, carried
carried high
high enough
enough so as not
not to
to interfere
interfere with
with his
his seat
seat
of
in the
the saddle;
saddle; that
that is,
is, nothing
nothing should
should extend
extend lower
lower than
than the
the botbotin
tom
of
his
belt
in
front
or
rear.
If
the
50-round
drums
for
the
If
the
50-round
drums
for
the
tom of his belt in front or rear.
Thompson submachine
submachine guns
guns are
are carried,
carried, some
some form
form of
of sling
sling should
should be
be
Thompson
provided for
for them,
them, or
or they
they should
should be
be attached
attached to
to the
the left
left side
side of
of
provided
the belt,
belt, to
to keep
keep them
them off
off the
the saddle.
saddle. Carriers
Carriers for
for grenades
grenades should
should
the
be as
as high
high on
on the
the body
body as possible.
possible.
be
7-41. Pack
Pack equipment.—The
equipment.—The Phillips
Phillips packsaddle,
packsaddle, which
which is
is comcom7–41.
ing more
more and
and more
more into
into general
general use,
use, should
should always
always be
be used
used by
by
ing
mounted
detachments
if
it
is
obtainable.
This
saddle
can
be
used
mounted detachments
if it is obtainable.
This saddle can be used
at the
the walk,
w^alk, trot
trot and,
and, when
when necessary,
necessary, at
at the
the gallop
gallop without
without injury
injury
at
to the
the animal
animal or
or derangement
derangement of
of the
the load.
load. The
The mobility
mobility of
of the
the
to
detachment,
therefore,
is
not
I'educed
when
accompanied
by
pack
detachment,
therefore,
is not reduced when accompanied
by pack
horses using
using the
the Phillips
Phillips saddle.
saddle. If
If this
this saddle
saddle is
is not
not obtainable,
obtainable, aa
horses
special st~~dy
study of
of native
native equipment
equipment available
available will
will have
have to
to be
be made
made to
to
special
determine the
the type
type most
most suitable
suitable for
for military
military use.
use. If
If the
the Phillips
Phillips
determine
saddle is
is used,
used, the
the necessary
necessary hangars
hangars for
for weapons,
weapons, ammunition,
ammunition, pack
pack
saddle
kitchens, and
and other
other special
special loads
loads should
should be
be obtained.
obtained. (See
(See art.
art. 3-30.)
S-30.)
kitchens,
7-42. Training,
Training, general.—For
general.—Yov the
the general
general training
training of
of mounted
mounted
‘742.
detacliments see
see 17.
U. S.
S. Army
Army Training
Training Regulations
Regulations MP45.
60-45. “The
"The
detachments
Soldier;
Instruction
Mounted
without
Arms."
Soldier; Instruction
Mounted without. Arms.”
7-43. Training
Training for
for specialists.—a.
specialists.—-a. Nor
For the
the training
training of
of specialists
specialists
7--43.
such as
as the
the stable
stable sergeant,
sergeant, packmaster~
packmaster, horseshoer,
horseshoer, packers,
packers, and
and
such
saddlers,
the
following
publications
should
be
referred
to:
saddlers, the following
publications
should be referred to:
(1) Animal
Animal Management,
Management, the
the Cavalry
Cavalry School.
School.
(1)
(2) FM
FM 2.%5,
25-5, “Animal
"Animal Transport.”
Transport."
(2)
(3) TM
TM 2100-25,
2100-25, “The
"The Saddler.”
Saddler."
(8)
(4)
TM
2100-30,
"The
Packer."
(4) TM 21 OO-3O, “The Packer.”
(5) TM
TM 21
2100-40,
"The Horseshoer.”
Horseshoer."
(5)
OO-4O, “The
(6) BFM,
BFM, Vol.
Vol. I,
I, Chapter
Chapter 3,
3, “Equipment
"Equipment & Clothing,
Clothing, Mounted
Mounted
(6)
and Dismounted
Dismounted Organizations.”
Organizations."
and
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(7) Department
of Agriculture
Pamphlets.
These give the names
and kinds of feed found in foreign countries, with their nutritive
ratio to oats, the form in which thy
are usually fed, and other
useful information,
b. All oi? the above except ANIMAL M~NAQ~M~NT may be secured
by the Quartermaster
from the Government
Printing Office at from
5 to 15 cents per copy.
The Department
of Agriculture
pamphlets
may be secured from that Department
direct.
In this connection,
application
should be made for the pamphlet or pamphlets applicable
to the country in question.
744. Time required
for training.—Sufficient
time for thorough
training in all details will seldom if ever be available.
The mounted
unit commander is usually ordered to be ready to take the field within
a short time after
organization.
Whate% er the situation,
the
mounted unit commander
must adapt his training schedule to the
time available.
He makes every effort to secure a reasonable time
for training.
Six weekg n~ay ba considered a minimum requirement
after the order for mounting is received.
Failing this, he conducts
his initial operations
in the field with due regzard to the limited
training of his men and the conditioning
of his animals.
745. Combat training.—’hehe combat training of the mounted deThis training is all important
and
tachment cannot be neglected.
must be carried on concurrently
with the mounted training.
Since
the mounted detachment will habitually fight on foot its small wars
combat training will be practically identical to that of a foot patrol.
When contact is made the mounted unit will habitually
dismount,
turn over its mounts to horseholders,
and thereafter
fight on foot.
The combat training of mounted detachments should include numerous and varied combat exercises, which require the men to dismount
rapidly and without confusion and to go instant] y into dismounted
action against a simulated
or outlined enemy.
Only by repeated
exercises of this typa will the mounted unit become indoctrinated
in the schemes of action for combat.
746.
Tactical
uses of mounted
detachments.—a.
Some of the
tactical uses of mounted detacliments
are:
(1) For normal patrolling
in pacified areas.
Smaller numbers
of troops can patrol larger areas with greater facility when organA show of force in these pacified
ized into mounted detachments.
areas can be made almost continuously
over wide areas and with a
small force by the judicious use of mounted detachments.
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(2) As
As a mobile
mobile unit
unit attached
attached to
to a large
large combat
combat column.
column. The
The
(2)
commander of
of a large
large column
column in
in some
some small
small wars
wars situations
situations may
may
commander
require a mounted
mounted detachment
detachment for
for the
the execution
execution of
of special
special missions
missions
require
such as
as distant
distant reconnaissance
reconnaissance to
to the
the front
front and
and flanks,
flanks, escort
escort for
for
such
evacuation of
of wounded,
wounded, foraging,
foraging, investigation
investigation of
of towns
towns or
or district
district
evacuation
along the
the route
route of
of march,
march, etc.
etc.
along
(3) As
As an
an area
area or
or district
district reserve.
reserve. Such
Such a reserve
reserve can
can be
be Usecl
used
(3)
for the
the accomplishment
accomplishment of
of special
special urgent
urgent missions
missions such
such as the
the relief
relief
for
of towns
towns which
which have,
have been
been attacked,
attacked, the
the rescue
rescue of
of the
the personnel
personnel of
of
of
planes making
making forced
forced landings
landings in
in hostile
hostile territory,
territory, as
as an
an escort
escort for
for
planes
area and
and district
district commanders
commanders on
on inspection
inspection trips,
trips, and
and for
for other
other
area
special
missions
of
a
similar
nature.
special missions of
similar nature.
(4) To
To augment
augment aerial
aerial reconnaissance.
reconnaissance.
(4)
h. From
From a study
study of
of the
the above
above tactical
tactical uses
uses of
of the
the mounted
mounted dedeb.
tachment, it
it can
can be seen
seen that
that it
it is not
not contemplated
contemplated that
that the
the mounted
mounted
tachment,
detachment will
will perform
perform the
the normal
normal patrol
patrol work
work in
in small
small wars.
wars. In
In
detachment
bush and
and jungle
jungle warfare
warfare where
where the
the situation
situation is always
always vague
vague and
and
bush
the enemy
enemy never
never definitely
definitely located,
located, the
the foot
foot patrol
patrol is
is more
more effective
effective
the
for ~ombat
combat patrols
patrols and
and particularly
particularly so when
when the
the enemy
enemy habitually
habitually
for
fights on foot.
foot. The
The foot
foot patrol,
patrol, whose
whose primary
primary combat
combat training
training is
is
fights
that of
of infantrymen,
infantrymen, will
will give
give a better
better account
account of
of itself
itself in
in this
this
that
type of
of warfare
warfare when
when contact
contact is
is macle
made and
and such
such a patrol
patrol is
is far
far
type
less vulnerable
vulnerable to
to ambush.
ambush. The
The superior
superior mobility
mobility of
of the
the mounted
mounted
less
detachment means
means very
very little
little if
if there
there is
is no
no definite
definite objective
objective on
on
detachment
which to
to move.
move. But
But there
there are
are special
special missions
missions in
in most
most small
small wars
wars
which
operations in
in which
which strong
strong and
and boldly
boldly led
led mounted
mounted detachments,
detachments,
operations
well orgw~ized,
organized, trained
trained and
and equipped,
equipped, will
will be
be of
of great
great value.
value. When
When
well
such detachments
detachments are
are available
available to
to a commander
commander in
in a hostile
hostile area
area
such
they
may
be
moved
rapidly
on
a
definite
objective
when
aeroplane,
they may be moved rapidly on
definite objective when aeroplane,
radio, or
or other
other communication
communication or
or intelligence
intelligence agency
agency indicated
indicated its
its
radio,
use at
at a particular
particular point.
point.
use
7-47. Conduct
Conduct of
of mounted
mounted ~atrols.-a.
patrols.—a. In
In country
country that
that is
is open
open
7-47.
enough to
to permit
permit marching
marching at
at the
the trot,
trot, patrols
patrols may
may move
move at
at better
better
enough
speed mounted
mounted than
than dismounted,
dismounted, and
and arrive
arrive at
at the
the destination
destination or
or
speed
point of
of contact
contact with
with the
the hostile
hostile force,
force, in
in better
better condition
condition to
to fight.
fight.
point
A greater
greater load
load can
can be
be carried
carried without
without undue
imdue fatigue
fatigue by
by the
the mounted
mounted
A
man than
than by
by the
the dismounted,
dismounted, but
but loads
loads should
should not
not be
be such
such as
as to
to
man
cut down
down mobility.
mobility. Over
Over average
average dirt
dirt roads,
roads, with
with few
few steep
steep grades
grades
cut
and with
with small
small horses
horses in
in fair
fair condition,
condition, a platoon
platoon should
should march
march
and
about 30
30 miles
miles in
in 11 day,
day, or
or 80
80 to
to 85
85 in
in 33 days.
days. Longer
Longer daily
daily marches
marches
about
may often
often be
be made,
made, but
but losses
losses in
in condition
condition must
must be
be made
made up
up by
by rest
rest
may
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after the
the march.
march. These
These figures
fi^ires ~vill
will not
not b{:
be founcl
found accurate
accurate under
under all
all
after
circumstances, but
but falling
falling much
much below
below them
them makes
makes the
the mounting
mounting
circumstances,
of the
the men
men unprofitable,
unprofitable, us
as seasoned
seasoned infantry
infantry can
can move
move in
in small
small
of
bodies
for limited
limited periods
periods at
at rates
rates nearly
nearly approaching
appioaching these,
these.
bodies for
h.
Patrols required
required to rwn:lin
remain out
out for
for long
h)ng periods
periods should
should take
take adadb. Patrols
vantage
of all
all facilities
facilities of
of frien(lly
friendly g:~rrisms,
garrisons, so
so as
as to
to preserve
preserve, their
their
vantage of
Ist ])ost
mobility.
Sick
mobility.
Sick should
should be
be lc’ft
left illat the
the fifirst
])0st passed
passed throl!gh,
through, sllpsuplilies replenished
replenished ifif they
they can be spared
spared by
by the
the ~arrison
gairison,~ and
and ]nf
informaormaplies
tion exchanged
exchanged at
at every
every opportunity.
opportunity.
tion
c. Timely
Timely preptirat,ions
preparations should
should be made
made for
for any
any march,
march, to
to insure
insure

]Io iII
that
that men
men and
and animals
animals aare
in tl]e
the best
best condition
condition possible,
possible, that
that the
the
required
ies :~re
required equipment
equipment and
and :,]lllpl
supplies
ai'e l)resent
pi'esent and
and ioaded
loaded as required
i-equired
and thtit
that provision
provision is n]
made
for the
the c:]m
care and
and evacuation
evacuation of
of the
the disdisand
ade for
abled.
abled.
d. The
The strict
strict observal~ce
observance of
of march
march discipline
discipline is most
most essential
essential in
in
mounted units.
units. It
It is
is majnta
maintained
only by
by frequent
frequent and
and rigid
rigid inspecinspecmounted
ined only
tions by
by officers
officers and
and ll{)rico~~~lnissiol~ed
nonconnnissioned (JffiCers
officers bot
both
on the
the march
march
tions
h on
and at
at all
all halts.
halts. The
The object
object of
of these
these inspections
inspections are:
are:
and
(1) To
To keep
keep equipment.,
equipment, especially
especiall}^ saddles
saddles and
and packsaddles
packsaddles
(1)
correctly adjusted
adjusted at all
all times.
times.
correctly
(2) To
To require
require all
all riders
riders to
to maintain
maintain the
the correct
correct seat
seat in
in the
the saddle.
saddle.
(2)
Slouching
in
the
saddle
has
a
tendency
to
injure
the
animal's
back,
Slouching in the saddle has w tendency to injure the :~nimal’s back.
(3)
(3) TO
To maintain
maintain the
the prescribed
prescribed gaits
gaits within
within subdivisions
subdivisions of
of the
the
column.
column.
(4)
(4) To
To require
require all
all riders
riders to
to dismount,
dismount, when
when there
there is
is no
no need
need for
for
remaining
remaining mounted.
mounted. This
This is
is especially
especially important.
important. A
A horse
horse standstanding still,
still, and
and with
with his
his rider
rider sitting
sitting on
on him
him is
is not
not able
able to
to relax
relax and
and
ing
rest.
I'est.
(5)
(5) To
To permit,
permit individual
individuals to
to leave
leave the
the column
column only
only in
in case
case of
of
urgent necessity.
necessity.
urgent
(6)
(6) To
To police
police halting
halting places
places and
and camp
camp or
or bivouac
bivouac areas.
areas.
7–48.
7-48. Combat
Combat patrols.—a.
patrols.—a. Most
Most patrols
pati-ols sent
sent out
out in
in small
small wars
wars
must be
be ready
ready to
to accept
accept combat,
combat, even
even if
if not
not sent
sent out
out primarily
primarily with
with
must
the mission
mission of
of seeking
seeking it.
it. Usually
Usually psychological
psychological considerations
considerations will
will
the
require that
that no
no patrol
patrol give
give ground,
ground, ancl
and patrols
patrols are
are habitually
habitually made
made
require
strong enough
enough to
to repel
repel expected
expected attacks.
attacks. Reconnaissance
Reconnaissance and
and other
other
strong
special patrols,
patrols, therefore,
therefore, are
are considered
considered with
with combat
combat patrols,
patrols, and
and
special.
not as
as requiring
requiring special
special formations.
formations. The
The essentials
essentials required
required of
of
not
mounted formations
formations are
are the
the same
same as
as those
those of
of dismounted
dismounted formations.
formations.
mounted
There must
roust be adequate
adequate control
control by
by the
the leaders
leaders of
of parts
parts of
of the
the patrol,
patrol,
There
mutual support,
support, power
power of
of manel~ver
maneuver nlusl,
must be
be preserved
preserved as long
long as
as
mutual
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possible by holding out supports, and the patrol must be protected
from surprise from any direction.
The principles of the dismounted
patrol formations
may therefore be followed,
modifying
distances
and intervals to conform to the different capabilities of the mounted
man.
For short distances, a horse can easily travel twice as fast
as a man, and thus support can be furnished from a greater distance.
b. When the point comes under fire, the men of the leading squad
should dismount at once and take firing positions.
There will seldom be time for these men to secure the~r horses.
Other squads, not
actually engaged, may have time and opportunity
to secure their
mounts by having one man hold four of them, and it will sometimes
be possible, especially in patrols larger than two squads, for units
not engaged to make a mounted dash to a position from which they
can make a dismounted
attack on the enemy’s flank or rear. Units
not actually
engaged
should maneuver,
either mounted
or dismounted, to take the opposition in flank or rear, but always attacking dismounted.
Actions
of this type may be prearranged
and
practiced, but must be kept so simple as to be flexible in application,
and must not permit any part of the patrol to go beyond effective
control of the leader without definite orders from him.
c. Distances are shortened in woods and lengthened in more open
country.
Details for flank reconnaissance. are usually arranged before the march is begun, so that a signal by the leader will be sufficient to start the reconnaissance.
d. Mounted patrol formations
are identical
with those of foot
patrols with the exception
tlmt allowance
must be made for the
greater road space required by ]nounted units.
For patrol formations, distribution
of weapons, tactics, and other details see Infantry
Patrols, chapter VI.
7-49. Ambushes.-a.
Many areas atiord innumerable good ambush
positions.
If all such positions
are carefully
reconnoitered
by
mounted patrols operating in such areas the rate of march will be
reduced to that of foot troops.
The mounted detachment when employed on an urgent mission reqniring rapid movement on a definite
objeetive avoids being ambushed not. so much by cautions movement
and careful reconnaissance
as by rapid and secret. movement and by
radical changes of direction to deceive the enemy.
The mounted
unit leader, for this reason, must have as thorough knowledge of the
terrain as possible and must have the best guides obtainable.
b. The above paragraph
is not to be construed as relieving the
mounted detach nw]lt ccmimamler of tl~e rmponsil)ility
of pl’(widing
:’)5
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reasonable security for his column when on the march and of carefully investigating
any position which he has reason to believe is
occupied.
If the attack be from a flank on the center of the column,
the leading and following
elements do the maneuvering,
and the
attack is still normally driven home on the flank or rear. The horses
of the elements caught in the initial burst of fire will generally have
Tired horses will not stray far and
to be temporarily
abandoned.
those not wounded or killed can be recovered as soon as the enemy
The horses of elements not caught under fire
position is taken.
should be turned over to the appointeti horse hol(lers of the squad
who will get them under such cover :ts is tivailable.
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7-50. Definition
and
uses.—a. Hastily
1’-5o.
~efinition
anduses.-a.
Hastily organized
t)r~nllizetl mountetl
]~loll]~te(l patrols
patr(Jls
:trft units
without
ilrt?
units inouiitetl
mounted for
for iinnietliate
imnwditite ])atrolliii«>;
patrolling
without. prior
lwior training
training
in I'iding
ri{lin~ or
or animal
anin]a] care.
cure.
I'lii.s
‘1’llis expedient
expedient has
has been
been resorted
resorted to
to frefre(Iuel)tly
in tlie
the pa.st.
past. It
([uently in
It usually
usually suggesis
suggests itself
itself in
ill areas
areas where
~vl~ere suitsnit:~ble.ri~ling
animals are available
awlilable in considei-able
cfnlsi(lerable luunbers.
llunlberso Whether
Whether
able riding aninuils
for increasing
mobility
of
of the
the patrol,
patrol, or
or conserving
col]servillg the
the strength
strength
for
increasingthethe mobility
of the
should
of
the men,
men, due
due consideration
consideration
should be
be given
given to
to the
the advantages
advantages
ancl
disadvantages
of such
sllch procedure
procedure as
as indicated
indicated in
in this
this section,
section,
and disadvantages
of
])riorto
theacloption
of
this
expedient.
])rior to the adoption of this expedient.
b. The
The leaders
leaders of
of infantry
infantry units
units often
often err
err when
when they
they decide
decide to
to
execute combat
execute
combat patrolling
patrolling on mounts
mounts instead
instead of
of on
on foot.
foot. Past
Past operaoperations have
certain advantages
tions
have definitely
definitely indicated
indicated that
that there
there are
arecertain
advantages and
and
disadvantages of
Some
disadvantages
of hastily
hastily organized
organized, mounted
mounted patrols.
patrols.
Some of
of the
the
considerations which
hastily
consiclerations
which bear
bear upon
upon the
the advisability
advisabilityof of organizing
organizinghastily
mounted patrols
mounteil
patrols are set
set forth
forth below:
below:
(1) The
mounted patrol
more formidable in
appearance and
(1)
Tllemo~lnted
patrol is
ismoreformidable
inappearance
and it
it
affords an easy
affords
easy way
way to make
make a display
display of
of force
force in
in fairly
fairly peaceful
peaceful
territory.
territory.
(2)
For a march
march of not
not over
over 11 or 22 days'
days’ duration
duration and
and w^ith
with suitsuit(2) For
able terrain,
able
terrain, the
the hastily
hastily mounted
mmn]te(l patrol
p:ltrol can
c:l]] travel
travel moi^e
more rapidly
rapidly and
and
cover a greater
cover
greater distance
distance than
than on foot.
foot.
(3) Mounted
(3)
Mounted men
men can,
can, for
for short
s]mrt marches,
marches, carry
carry heavier
heavier individual
individual
loads than
loads
than men
men on foot.
foot.
give all his attention
attmtion to
to observing
observing the
the
(4) A
(4)
A mounted
mounted man
mtin can give
terrain
and
looking
for
signs
of
the
enemy.
The
mount
will
select
terrain and looking for signs
the enemy.
The mount will select
its own
A
A man
man on
on foot
foot on
on bad
bad trails
trails must
must
its
own footing
footing on the
the trail.
trail.

spend ,much
much time
spend
time looking
looking at the
the trail
triail to
to pick
pick his
his route.
route.
(5) A
man
(5)
A man
man on horseback
horseback presents
presents aa smaller
smaller target
tzrget than
than aa man
standing. His
standing.
His body
body appears
appears shorter
shorter and
and is
is partly
partly protected
protected by
by the
the
horse.
horse.
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(6) A mounted man is higher than a man on foot and he can see
farther.
On some terrain his eyes will clear brush over which the
man on foot cannot, see. This sometimes enables a mounted man to
deteot a waiting enemy at a distance denied to a man on foot; particularly if the enemy is not well schooled in lying in ambush.
(7) The mounted patrol is easier on the men. They will arrive at
their destination
in a less exhausted condition.
(8) The rapidity of movement and the distance covered will decrease materially as the size of the patrol is increased.
(9) For extended marches the foot. patrol, untrained in riding, and
in the care and handling of animtils, will make better progress on
foot day in and day out than if mounted on animals.
(10) For large patrols, even marches of only 1 or 2 days’ duration
can be made with greater facility on foot than if hastily mounted.
(11) If the march is to be extended, it is essential that the load on
the ridden animals be kept as light as possible.
The average load
carried by the ridden animal in the field is about 250 pounds.
It can
readily be seen that this load places considerable
burden on small
native animals and every effort should be made to reduce this load
by the use of accompanying
pack animals.
(12) The animal casualties in hastily organized mounted patrols
will be excessive because of poor handling and lack of condition in
the animals.
(13) Lack of training in dismounting
and securing animals, places
the hnstily organized mounted patrol at a distinct disadvantage
once
contact with the enemy is made..
(14) The mounted man is generally more conspicuous,
and more
clearly outlined, and he cannot hit, the ground, take cover, and return
the hostile fire as rapidly as a mnn ol~ foot.
At any given range,
therefore, he is more exposed to the hostile initial bursts of fire.
(15) A foot patrol has the advanti~ge over a mounted patrol when
In a mounted patrol the animals will
it runs into an enemy ambush.
suffer severely and the men will be more exposed.
If any men or
householders have to concern themselves with the animals they are
not much help against the enemy.
(16) A mounted patrol is more visible from a distance than a foot
patrol, particul:wly if the colors of the animals do not blencl with the
Natives on one mountain can see mounted men marchbackground.
ing on another mountain then? under tile same, conditions, they could
not see foot troops.
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(17) Afoot
A foot l~atrol
patrol ci~]~m:~ke
can make allclbreak
and break calnpmore
camp more rapidly
rapidly thana
than a
(17)
mounted patrol
jjatrol and
and is
is not
not as much
much concerned
concerned about
about a site
site that
that will
will
mounted
furnish forage
forage ancl
and water.
Avater. Hastily
Hastily organized
organized mounted
mounted patrols
patrols of
of any
any
furnish
size are
are notoriously
notoriously slow
slow in
in breaking
breaking camp.
camp.
size
(18) A
A mounted
mounted patrol
patrol is
is more
more expensive
expensive than
than a foot
foot patrol.
patrol. The
The
(18)
expenditure
for
animals
and
animal
equipment,
in
past
operations,
expenditure
for animals and animal equipment, in past operations,
has been
been extremely
extremely high
high for
for hastily
hastily organized
organized mounted
mounted patrols.
patrols.
has
(19) At
At the
the end
end of
of the
the day’s
day's march
march the
the work
work of
of the
the mounted
mounted man
man
(19)
has
just
begun.
The
animals,
pack
and
ridden,
have
to
be
groomed,
The
animals,
pack
and
ridden,
have
to
be
groomed,
has just begun.
watered, fed,
fed, tl~e
the sick
sick and
and injured
injured treated,
treated, and,
and, in
in hostile
hostile territory,
territory,
watered,
guarded during
during the
the night.
night.
guarded
(20) The
The general
general consideration
consideration that
that riding
riding is
is less
less fatiguing
fatiguing than
than
(20)
walking
is
apt
to
outweigh
other
more
important
considerations
in
walking
apt to outweigh other more important considerations
in
tropical cwnnl
countries
where tlwrc
tluMc is
is ever
ever present
present a strong
strong tendency
tendency to
to
tropical
r~cs ]vherc
av'oid bodily
bodily wwrtion.
exertion.
avoid
7-51. Discussion.
Discussion. - - ‘1’hc
'I'lie tilJ[}ve
ab«»ve considertitions
considerations indicate
indicate that
that the
the use
7–51.
of the.
the had
hastily
organized
mounted patrol
patrol in
in hostile
hostile territory
territory is
is rarely
rarely
of
ily organ
izwl mounted
justified. Only
Onlj' for
for small
small patrols
patrols when
when equipment
equipment and
and conditioned
conditioned
justifiecl.
animals are
are immediately
immediately aavailable,
Avhen the
the march
march is
is not
not in
in excess
excess
animals
vtiilable., when
of about.
about 2 clays,
days, when
when the
the patrol
patrol is
is to
to be
be made
made in
in fairly
fairly p~aceful
peaceful
of
territory, and
and when
when rapid
rapid movement
movement is desirable
desirable and
and practicable
practicable
territory,
are the
the conditions
conditions suitable
suitable to
to justify
justify the
the organization
organization of
of a hastily
hastily
are
mounted patrol.
patrol.
mounted
7-52. Type
Type of
of animal
animal to
to employ.—
employ.—In
some localities
localities there
there maybe
may be
In some
7–52.
a choice
choice between
between horses
horses and
and mules.
mules.
a

The characteristics
characteristics of
of the
the mule,
mule,
The

as set
set forth
forth in
in article
article 3-27,
3-27, make
make him
him more
more suitable
suitable for
for riding
riding and
and
as
handling by
by untrained
untrained men
men who
who for
for the
the most
most part
part make
make up
up hastily
hastily
handling
organized mounted
mounted patrols.
patrols. EIowever,
However, for
for small
small patrols
patrols on
on short
short
organized
urgent missions
missions the
the horse
horse can
can well
well be
be used
used to
to advantage.
advantage.
urgent
7-53. Other
Other details.–-The
details.—The organization,
organization, assignment
assignment of
of duties
duties and
and
7-53.
animals; marches,
marches, equipment
equipment and
and other
other details
details of
of aa hastily
hastily organized
organized
animals;
mounted patrol
patrol should
should be
be based
based upon
upon aa study
study of
of the
the preceding
preceding secsecmounted
tion, section
section 117,
IV, :incl
and shoulcl
should approximate
approximate the
the standards
standards set
set for
for rcguregution,
lar mounted
mounted detachments.
detachments.
l:ir
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8-1

8-1. Definitions.-a.
When a number of pack animals,
carts,
wagons, or trucks are to be sent from one place to another, they are
formed into a train.
The train is called a CONVOY.
b. When cart% wagons, or trucks are used at least one man armed
with rifle or automatic weapon generally goes with each vehicle, or
men so armed
train.
They

These

are otherwise
men constitute

stay with the convoy

the convoy.

disposed

They

are

what

throughout

is known

the length

as the TRAIN

of the
GUARD.

and fight only for the close protection

under

the

direct

command

territory

troops

of

the

of

convoy

commander.
c. When

operating

in dangerous

are furnished

for

the protection
of the convoy.
ESCORT. The officer in charge

These troops are called the CONVOY
of the escort is in command of, and is

responsible

He

for,

the convoy.

the convoy commander
safety precautions.
8-2. Mission.—
uninterrupted
protect.

All

accordance
offensive

The

insofar
mission

defers

of the convoy

march and safe arrival
formations

adopted

action, but merely
the safety

enemy.

Pursuit

with

of

the necessary

escort is to insure the

of the convoy

it is detailed

and all plans of action

to

must be in

This does not and should not preclude

with this mission.

purpose

to the recommendations

as is consistent

requires

of the convoy,
that carries

t?istance that it can no longer

that the attack must have as its

rather

the escort,

than the destruction
or any part

act in defense

of the

of it, to such

of the convoy

violates

the mission of the escort and such action may be just the opportunity
for which the enemy seeks. The rate of march is limited by the rate
of the slowest element of the convoy

or the convoy

escort.

8–3. Organization.—a.
Escorts vary in strength and composition
with the size and import ante of the convoy, the length of the march,
the nature of the terrain, and the type of resistance expected.
tachments from the rifle companies with the necessary machine

1
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attached will
will usually
usually constitute
constitute the
the escort.
escort. When
When the
the rate
rate of
of march
march
attached
of the
the convoy
convoy exceeds
exceeds thut
that of
of infantry,
infantry, the
the escort
escort should
should be provided
provided
of
with a means
means of
of transportation
transportation which
which is no
no slower
slower than
than the
the convoy.
convoy.
with
For other
other than
than convoys
convoys mounted
mounted detachments
detachments may
may be employed
employed very
very
For
effectively for
for this
this duty.
duty.
effectively
b. For
For large
large trains
trains the
the vehicles
vehicles or
or pack
pack animals
animals should
should be
be formed
formed
into
into sections,
sections, each
each under
under a responsible
responsible officer
officer or
or noncommissioned
noncommissioned
officer, before
before the
the march
march begins.
begins. The
The train
train guards
guards placed
placed on
on the
the
officer,
individual
vehicles
or
within
the
pack-animal
sections,
should
come
individual vehicles or within the pack-animal sections, should come
under
the eont
control
of the
the section
section commanders.
commanders.
under the
rol of
8-4.
Convoy types.—a.
types.—a. Convoys
Convoys of
of pack
pack animals
animals are
are difficult
difficult to
to
%4 Convoy
protect
because of
of the
the vulnerability
vulnerability of
of the
the animals
animals themselves
themselves and
and
protect because
because
of the
the extended
extended road
road space
space required
required on
on narrow
narrow trails.
trails. When
When
because of
possible,
the pack
pack animals
animals should
should be
be herded
herded in
in groups
groups of
of about
about five
five
possible, the
animals
but generally
generally it
it will
will be
be necessary
necessary to
to have
have them
them travel
travel in
in
animals but
Pack
trains
of
untrained
or
poorly
trained
anilmals
will
single file.
single
file. Pack trains of untrained
poorly trained animals will
take
more rowl
road spaw
space and
and will
will require
require more
more men.
men. In
In extreme
extreme cases,
cases,
take more
a man
man to
to lead
lead each
each animal
animal may
may be necessary,
necessary, but
but usually
usually the
the animals
animals
may be
be led
led in
in strings
strings of
of two
two or three,
three, fastened
fastened together,
together, ‘(head
"head to
to
may
tail." If
If train
train guards
guards are
are placed
placed in
in the
the pack-animal
pack-animal sections,
sections, they
they
tail.”
may be
be em}]loyed
employed by
by the
the section
section leader
leader to lead
lead auimals,
animals, particularly
particularly
may
ordnance animals.
animals. Compi~rativel~
Comparatively sl)eaki
speaking,
pack convoys
convoys are
are not
not
ordnance
ng, pack
economical and
and sboulcl
should be
be used
used only
only in
in very
very difficult
difficidt terrain.
tei'rain.
economical
Trains of
of native
native packmen
packmen (porters
(porters or
or carriers)
carriers) are
are sometimes
sometimes
b. Trains
necessary. The
The average
average useful
useful load
load of
of <Npackman
al packman is i~b~ut
about fifty
fifty
necessary.
pounds.
These
trains,
like
all
other
trains
should
be
organized
into
organized into
pounds.
These trains, 1ike all othev trains should
sections, each
each se(tion
section un~ler
under its
its native
native leader,
leader, when
when any
any considerable
considerable
sections!
number of
of packmwl
packmen is
is t~mployed.
employed. ‘Maim
Trains of
of pa~li~rlen
packmen have
have the
the disdisnl[rnber
advantage
of extending
extending to
to great
great Jength
Jength on
on the
the line
line of
of march
march and
and of
of
aclvant
ago of
requiring
strong
escorts.
The
packman,
unlike
the
pack
animal,
fully
requiring strong escorts. The packman, un]ike the pack animal, fully
appreciates dall.ger,
danger, al~d,
and, at
at its
its first
first appearance,
appearance, is likely
likely to
to abandon
abandon
appreciates
his load
load and
and seek
seek s:tfety
safety in flight.
flight.
his
c. A
A. train
train of
of 100 bull
bull carts
carts or wagons
wagons when
when well
well closed
closed up
up occupies
occupies
road space
space of
of about
about 1 mile.
mile. The
The diffkwlties
difficulties of
of control
control and
and proproa road
tection of
of such
such trains
trains will
will naturally
naturally increase
increase with
with their
their length.
length. In
In
tection
dangerous
territory it
it will
will seldom
seldom be
be advisable
advisable to
to operate
operate very
very large
large
dangerous territory
trains
because of
of the {liffkulties
difficulties of
of protecting
protecting thel]].
them. tlose
Close protecprotectrains because
tion
should be
be provi(led
provided by
by having
having train
train guards
guards armed
armed ~’ith
with rifle
rifle or
or
tion should
automatic weapon
weapon ride
ride on the
the individual
individual carts
carts or
or wagons.
wagons. If
If marine
marine
automatic
drivers are
are employed
employed they
they should
should be armed
armed with
with the
the rifle
rifle or
or an
an autoautoclrivers
matic
weapon
(no
pistol
or
revolver).
Communication
should
be
mat ic weapon (no pistol
revolver).
Comnnmication
S11OU1CI
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maintained
maintained between
between sections
sections of
of the
the train
train by
by mounted
mounted messengers.
messengers.
The prompt
The
prompt discovery
discovery of
of breaks
breaks in
in the
the column
column is
is dependent
dependent upon
upon
continuous
continuous communication
communication between
between sections
sections of
of the
the train
train by
by mounted
mounted
messenger.
messenger. Each
Each element
element of
of the
the convoy
convoy must
must guide
guide on
on the
the element
element
next
next in
in rear.
rear. If
If contact
contact with
with a rear
rear element
element is
is broken
broken the
the leading
leading
element
element must
must immediately
immediately halt
halt on
on ground
ground that
that will
will afford
afford the
the anianimals
mals rest
rest and
and wait
wait for
for the
the rear
rear element
element to
to close
close up.
up. If
If this
this is
is habithabitually
ually done,
done, serious
serious breaks
breaks in
in the
the column
column can
can be
be averted.
averted. Proper
Proper
consideration for
for defense
defense must
must be
be given
given in
in the
the choice
choice of
of such
such halting
halting
consideration
places.
places.
d. Motor
Motor convoys
convoys are
are made
made up
up of
of military
military motor
motor transport
transport units
units or
or
of
of hired
hired or
or unrequisitioned
unrequisitioned motor
motor vehicles.
vehicles. In
In any
any case,
case, the
the convoy
convoy
should
should be
be properly
properly organized
organized before
before starting
starting the
the march.
march. The
The escort
escort
may be
be carried
carried on
on the
the train
train or
or in
in separate
separate vehicles
vehicles capable
capable of
of at
at
may
least the
the same
same speed
speed as
as the
the convoy.
convoy. The
The slower
slower elements
elements of
of the
the
least
convoy should
should be
be placed
placed in
in the
the lead.
lead. With
With suitable,
suitable roads,
roads, motor
motor
convoy
transportation is
is peculiarly
peculiarly advantageous
advantageous for
for convoys
convoys because
because it
it is
is
transportation
less vulnerable
vulnerable to
to small
small arms
arms fire,
fire, and
and because
because of
of its
its speed
speed and
and
less
ability to
to travel
travel long
long distances
distances with
with few
few halts.
halts. Fast
Fast tanks,
tanks, armored
armored
ability
cars, or
or trucks
trucks converted
converted to
to serve
serve as armored
armored cars,
cars, may
may be
be employed
employed
cars,
to great
great advantage
advantage in
in escorting
escorting motor
motor convoys.
convoys. If
If the
the enemy
enemy has
has
to
made a practice
practice of
of using
using land
land mines,
mines, it
it may
may be
be advisable
advisable to
to have
have a
made
pilot cargo
cargo truck
truck precede
precede the
the point.
point.
pilot
For river
river convoys
convoys and
and escorts
escorts see
see chapter
chapter X.
X.
e. For
8-5. March
March of
of convoys.—a.
convoys.—a. Convoys
Convoys should
should be assembled
assembled in
in suffisuffi8–5.
cient time
time prior
prior to
to the
the march
march to
to organize
organize them
them into
into sections
sections and
and to
to
cient
appoint and
and properly
properly instruct
instruct the
the section
section leaders
leaders in
in their
their duties.
duties.
xppoint
Carts, wagons,
wagons, and
and motor
motor vehicles
vehicles should
should be
be loaded
loaded the
the day
day prior
prior
Carts,
to starting
starting the
the march,
march, and
and should
should be so located
located the
the night
night before
before
to
that there
there will
will be
be the
the minimum
minimum of
of confusion
confusion in
in forming
forming the
the column
column
that
in the
the morning
morning for
for the
the march.
march. Newly
Newly organized
organized pack
pack and
and bull
bull cart
cart
in
trains should
should be
be marched
marched only
only a very
very short
short distance
distance the
the first
first day,
day,
trains
preferably only
only a few
few miles
miles beyond
beyond the
the limits
limits of
of the
the town
town from
from
preferably
which
the
march
originates.
This
first
day
of
march
can
then
be
This
first
day
of
march
can
then
be
which the march originates.
used to
to perfect
perfect the
the organization
organization of
of the
the convoy,
convoy, to
to correct
correct any
any dedeused
ficiencies in
in equipment,
equipment, and
and to
to indoctrinate
indoctrinate the
the escort
escort in
in their
their duties.
duties.
ficiencies
Spare vehicles
vehicles or
or carriers
carriers should
should be
be provided
provided to
to carry
carry the
the burclen
burden
Spare
of those
those that
that may
may be
be disabled
disabled enroute.
enroute. When
When this
this is
is not
not practicable,
practicable,
of
the loads
loads of
of disabled
disabled vehicles
vehicles or
or pack
pack aninlals
animals must
must be
be distributed
distributed
the
amongst the
the convoy,
convoy, or
or destroyed.
destroyed.
amongst
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h.
It may
may happen,
happen, as
as it
it has
has in
in past
past operations,
operations, through
through misinformamisinformab. It
tion,
inability to
to foresee
foresee road
road conditions
conditions or
or other
other circumstances,
circumstances, that
that
tion, inability
large
convoys will
will begin
begin a march
march greatly
greatly overloaded.
overloaded. When
When such
such
large convoys
a condition
condition develops,
develops, the
the escort
escort commander
commander is
is faced
faced with
with a serious
serious
problem
which requires
requires immediate
immediate action
action to
to save
save the
the convoy
convoy from
from
problem which
serious
difficulties, or,
or, in
in extreme
extreme cases,
cases, from
from complete
complete break-down.
break-down.
serious difficulties,
If
the convoy
convoy has
has not
not proceeded
proceeded far
far from
from its
its base,
base, it
it may
may be adadIf the
visable
to return
return and
and reorganize
reorganize the
the convoy
convoy with
with lighter
lighter loads
loads or
visable to
to
procure additional
additional animals
animals or
or vehicles
vehicles from
from the
the base
base or
or in
in the
the
to procure
vicinity
of the
the halt.
halt. If
If this
this is
is not
not practicable,
practicable, it
it will
will be
be necessary
necessary
vicinity of
to
lighten the
the loads
loads by
by the
the establishment
establishment of
of a dump
dump or
or by
by destruction
destruction
to lighten
of
the excess
excess cargo.
cargo. It
It is
is far
far better
better to
to make
make a radical
radical reduction
reduction of
of
of the
the
loads as soon
soon as it
it becomes
becomes apparent
apparent that
that the
the loads
loads are
are excessive
excessive
the loads
than
to make
make small
small reductions
reductions from
from day
day to
to day
day as the
the animals
animals bebethan to
come
worn and
and exhausted
exhausted from
from carrying
carrying excessive
excessive loads.
loads.
come worn
c. The
The available
available route
route should
should be considered
considered carefully.
carefully. Long
Long disdistances,
poor roads,
roads, steep
steep grades,
grades, many
many stream
stream crossings,
crossings, sharp
shai'p turns,
turns,
tances, poor
defiles,
close count
country,
and exposure
exposure to view
view from
fi^om considerable
considerable disdisdefiles, close
ry, and
tances
along an
an open
open ridge
ridge are
are objectionable
objectionable features.
features. The
The 10SS
loss of
of
tances along
a few
few animals
animals shot
shot clown
down by
by a handful
handful of
of men
men in
in ambush,
ambush, or
or the
the
disabling
of a few
few trucks
trucks or tractors
tractors might
might seriously
seriously delay
delay the
the convoy.
convoy.
disabling of
Generally,
the best
best road,
road, even
even though
though it
it may
may not
not be
be the
the most
most direct,
direct,
Generally, the
is to
to be preferred.
preferred. The
The route
route should
should be
be selected
selected with
with a view
view to
to avoidavoiding
probable hostile
hostile forces,
forces, and
and a detour
detour is
is justifiable
justifiable if
if it
it be reasonreasoning probable
ably
certain that
that an
an ambush
ambush may
may thus
thus be
be avoidecl.
avoided. provision
Provision should
should
ably certain
be made
made for
for temporary
temporary repair
repair of
of roads
roads and
and brirlges
bridges and
and for
for the
the
be
crossing of
of fords.
fords.
crossing
8-6. Disposition
Disposition of
of the
the escort
escort on
on the
the rnarch.-a.
march.—a. The
The escort
escort commcom8-6.
mander, after
after assigning
assigning the
the necessary
necessary train
train guards
guards to
to the
the sections
sections of
of
ander,
the convoy,
convoy, should
should divicle
divide his
his force
force into
into an advance
advance guard,
guard, a main
main
the
body, a rear
rear guard,
guard, and
and flank
flank guards
guards as necessary.
necessary. ‘1’le
The functiom,
functions,
body,
armament,
and
tactical
disposition
of
these
elements
are
the same
same
armament,
and tactical
clisposition
of these elements are the
those corresponding
corresponding eleme]lts
elements in combat
combat patrol
patrol formations.
formations.
as those
J. The
The advnnce
advance guard
guard precedes
precedes the
the train
train in
in the
the convoy
convoy in
in the
the usual
usual
b.
patrol
formation.
Critical
places
on
the
route
of
march,
such
patrol
formation.
Critical
places on the route of march, such as
fords, defiles
defiles anti
and trail
trail crossings
crossings should
should be
be reconnoitered
reconnoitered and
and comcomfords,
manding positions
positions occupied
occupied before
before the
the convoy
convoy is
is committed
committed to
to them.
them.
manding
Over some
some terrain,
terrain, the
the convoy
convoy can
can be
be protected
protected best
best by
by having
having the
the
Over
advance guard
guard proceed
proceed by
by bouncls
bounds from
from one
one position
position to
to another.
another. The
The
advance
head of
of the
the convoy
convoy is never
never permitted
permitted to
to enter
enter a defile
defile until
until the
the adadhead
vance guard
guard is in
in possession
possession of
of the
the farther
farther end.
end.
vance
4
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c. The
The main
main body
body is charj^ed
charged primarily
primarily with
with the
the defense
defense of
of the
the
convoy. It
It is
is therefore
therefore likely
likely to fight
fight on the
the defensive,
defensive, this
this being
being
convoy.
The main
main body
body may
may be marched
marched ahead
ahead
forced on it by
The
forced
by its
its mission.
mission.
of the
of
the convoy;
convoy; but,
but, if
if this
this is
is” done,
done, adequate
adequate train
train guards
guards must
must be
provided within
provided
within the
the sections
sect ions of
of the
the train
train and
and the
the i-ear
rear guard
guard must
must
until
be sufficiently
sufficiently strong
strong to fight
fight, independently
independently
until support
support can
can reach
reach
it from
For
it
from the
the main
main body.
body.
For very
very long
long convoys,
convoys, it
it may
may be
be necessary
necessary
to split
to
split the
the main
main body
body and
and have
have these
these divisions
divisions of
of the
the main
main body
body
march between
march
between sections
sections of
of the
the convoy.
convoy.
d. The
The rear
rear guard
guard marches
marches a short
short. distance
distance in rear
rear of
of the
the convoy
convoy
with
the
usual
rear-guard
formation.
with the usual rear-guard formation. Rear
Rear guards
guards should
should not
not maneumaneuver
in support
support of
of advance
advance elements
elements of
of the
the escort
escort if
if by
by doing
doing so the
the rear
rear
ver in
of the
Conditions
of
the convoy
convoy is left
left totally
totally unprotected.
unprotected.
Conditions may
may sometimes
sometimes
warrant
the detachment
detachment of
of a part
part of
of the
the rear
rear guard
guard to
to maneuver
maneuver in
in
warrant the
support of
support
of advance
advance elements
elements of
of the
the escort,
escort? but
but sufficient
suilkient force
force should
should
always be retained
to protect
always
retained by
by the
the rear
rear guard
guard commander
commander
protect the
the
train from
train
from attack
attack in that
that direction.
direction.
e. The
The flanks
flanks of
of a convoy
convoy are
are most
most vulnerable
vulnerable and
and are particularly
particularly
difficult to
country
difficult
to protect
protect in heavy
heavy brush,
brush, jungle,
jungle, or mountainous
mountainous
country
where
parallel roads
roads or
or trails
trails do
do not
not exist.
exist. In
In such
such terrain
terrain it
it is
is often
often
where parallel
not practical
not
practical to
to employ
employ flank
flank guards
guards as they
they will
will slow
slow the
the rate
rate of
of
march
to too
too great
great an extent.
extent. - Whenever
march to
Whenever practical,
practical, adequate
adequate flank
flank
In terrain
terrain not
not practical
practical for
for the
the employemployguards should
In
guards
should be
be provided.
provided.
ment
of flank
flank guards,
guards, the
tlm flanks
flanks will
will generally
generally have
have to be protected
protected
ment of
by a careful
by
careful reconnaissance
reconnaissance by
by the
the advance
udvance guard
guard and
and by
by the
the occupaoccupation of
positions
roads
tion
of commanding
commanding
positions and
and. intersecting
intersecting
roads or trails
trails by
by
elements from
elements
from the
the advance
advance guard.
guard. These
These elements
elements join
join the
the rear
rear guard
guard
when the
when
the convoy
convoy has
has passed.
passed.
8-7. Defense
escort
8-7.
Defense of
of a convoy.—The
convoy.—The
escort fights
fights only
only when
when necessary.
necessary.
The mission
‘II-m
mission of
of the
the escort
escort is
is to
to protect
protect the
the. train
train and
and to
to insure
insure its
its
uninterrupted progress.
If
If the
the enemy
enemy is discovered
discovered holding
holding a comcomuninterrupted
progress.
manding position
manding
position or
or a defile
defile on the
the line
line of
of march,
march, he should
shoulcl be disdislodged and
In
lodged
and driven
driven off
off before
before the
the convoy
convoy is permitted
permitted to proceed.
proceed.
In
most
small
war
situations,
hostile
forces
attempt
to
ambush
the
conmost small war situations, hostile forces attempt
ambush the convoy. Prearranged
schemes
voy.
Prearranged
schemes of
of maneuver,
maneuver, as described
described in chapter
chapter VI
VI
should
prepared to
to meet
meet such
such ambushes.
ambushes.
The sections
sections of
of the
the
should be prepared
The

convoy under
convoy
under the
the immediate
immediate protection
protection of
of the
the train
train guards
guards should
should
seek any
seek
any available
available cover
cover that
that will
will prevent
prevent the
the hostile
host ile troops
troops from
from firIf it becomes
becomes evident
evident that
that the
the capture
capture of
of the
the
ing into
If
ing
into the
the train.
train.
train by
train
by the
the enemy
enemy cannot
cannot be prevented,
prevented, the
the transport
transport and
and its
its contents
contents
should be destroyed.
should
destroyed.
5
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8-8. Attack
Attack of
of aa convoy.—The
convoy.—’rhe most
most favorable
favorable time
time for
for an
an attack
attack
8-8.
against
convoy is
is when
when it
it is
is passing
passing through
through heavy
heavy woods,
woods, jungle
jungle
against a convoy
growth,
defiles, or
or stream
stream crossings;
crossings; when
when itit isis ascending
ascending or
or descenddescendgrowth, defiles,
ing
steep slopes,
slopes, or
or passing
passing over
over bad
bad sections
sections of
of the
the road;
road; when
when the
the
ing steep
convoy is making
convoy
making or
or breaking
breaking camp;
camp; and
and when
when animals
animals are
are being
being
watered.
The objective
objective of
of the
the attack
attack is
is always
always the
the transport
transport and
and not
not
watered. Tlie
the escort.
escort.
The attacking
attacking force
force should
should first
first bring
bring the
the convoy
convoy toto a a
the
The
halt and
and then
then throw
throw it
it into
into confusion
confusion by
by attacking
attacking from
from an
an unexunexhalt
pected direction.
direct ion. The
pected
The fire
fire of
of automatic
automatic weapons
weapons and
and the
the attacks
attacks of
of
airplanes
flying at
at low
low altitude
altitude are
are very
very effective.
effective. When
airplanes flying
When aaconvoy
convoy isis
captured, the
the parts
parts that
that cannot
cannot be
be carried
carried off
off should
should be
be destroyed.
destroyed.
captured,
8-9.
measures
8-9. Security
Security
measures at
at the
the halt.—a.
halt.—a. During
During short
short halts,
halts, eleelements
from the
the escort
escort should
should be
be so
so disposed
disposed as
as to
to afford
afford protection
protection toto
ments from
the convoy
the
convoy for
for the
the period
period of
of the
the halt.
halt. Commanding
Commanding positions
positions and
and
intersecting trails
should
intersecting
trails particularly
particularly
should be
be guarded
guarded and
and the
the train
train
guards
should be kept
kept on
on the
the alert.
alert,
guards should
b. For
For long
long halts
halts and
and halts
halts for
for the
the night,
night, the
the train
train must
must be
beso
soparked
parked
Z>.
that it will
that
will afford
afford the
the maximum
maximum protection
protection to
to the
the convoy
convoy escort.
escort. At
At
the same
the
same time
time the
the train
train should
should be
be. ready
ready to
to move
move out
out without
without delay
delay
when
march is resumed.
resumed. In
II] dangerous
dangerous territory,
territory, when
when no
no suitable
suitable dedewhen march
fensive
fensive positions
positions are
are available,
available, the
the cargoes
cargoes and
and the
the pack
pack saddles
saddles of
of
pack convoys
pack
convoys may
may be
be so
so placed
placed at
at night
night as
as to
to serve
serve as
as breastworks.
breastworks.
In very
very close
close country,
country, this
this use
use of
of the
the cargoes
cargoes isis particularly
particularly valuable
valuable
In
as
as it
it. provides
provides aa definite
definite line
line on
on which
which the
the escort
escort can
can form
form inin case
case
the
the convoy
convoy is rushed
rushed in
in aa night
night attack.
attack. Carts
Carts and
and wagons
wagons can
can be
be
arranged
in
a
circle
or
hollow
square
with
the
escort
located
within
arranged in a circle or hollow square with the escort located within
the
the enclosed
enclowd area. This
This disposition
disposition should
should not
not relieve
relieve the
the escort
escort comcomThe anianimander
of
mander from
from the responsibility
responsibility
of establishing
establishing outposts.
outposts. The
mals
mals should
should be afforded
afforded such
such protection
protection as
as isis possible.
possible. Motor
Motor vehivehicles
cles should
should be so
so parked
parked for
for night
night halts
halts as
as lOLOprovide
provide. maximum
maximum
protection
for
protection
for the
the radiators,
radiatom, motors,
motors, and
and other
other vital
vital parts
parts of
of the
the
vehicles
vehicles from
from small-arms
small-arms fire
fire in
in case
case of
of night
night attack.
attack.
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9-1. General.----u.
General.—a. The
The opposition
opposition usuall
usually yencountered
encountered in
in smallwar
small war
9-1.
operations consists
consists of
of scattered
scattered bandsof
bands of irregular
irregular troops,
troops, well
well armed
armed
operations
and
extremely
mobile,
but
deficient
in
disciplined
morale.
Logistical
and extremely mobile, but deficient undisciplined
morale.
Logistical
arrangements forsucll
for such forces
forces areaptto
are apt to be
be very
very primitive
primitive and
and sketchy,
sketchy,
arrangmellts
oflFering no
no substantial
substantial target
target for
for bombing
bombing aviation.
aviation. Air
Air opposition
opposition is
is
offering
usually
nonexistent
or
negligible.
The
Marine
air
force
is
thus
able
usually nonexistent or negligible.
The Marine air force is thus able
to concentrate
concentrate almost
almost entirely
entirely on
on the
the close
close support
support of
of ground
ground units.
units.
to
&. In
In order
order to
to secure
secure the
the full
full measure
measure of
of cooperation
cooperation between
between the
the
b.
air and
and ground
ground forces,
forces, it
it is
is necessary
necessary that
that each
each understands
understands the
the
air
problems of
of the
the other.
other. The
The aviator
aviator must
must know
know something
something of
of the
the tactacproblems
tics of
of the
the ground
ground patrol,
patrol, and
and lie
he must
must be
be ready
ready and
and willing
willing to
to assume
assume
tics
any justified
justified risk
risk to
to assist
assist the
the ground
ground commander.
commander. On
On the
the other
other hand,
hand,
any
the ground
ground commander
commander should
should understand
understand the
the hazards
hazards and
and limitalimitathe
tions imposed
imposed on
on aviation
aviation operating
operating over
over difficult
difficult terrain,
terrain, and
and should
should
tions
not expect
expect the
the impossible.
impossible.
not
9-2. Special
Special air
air tactics
tactics involved.—a.
involved.—a. The
The employment
employment of
of aviaavia9-2.
tion in
in small
small wars
wars is
is characterized
characterized by
by the
the operation
operation of
of many
many small
small
tion
units, two
two or
or three
three plane
plane patrols,
patrols, over
over a wide
wide area.
area. Normal
Normal scouting
scouting
units,
missions will
will in
in most
most cases
cases be modified
modified to
to search
search attacks,
attacks, performed
performed
missions
by airplanes
airplanes of
of the
the scouting
scouting or observation
observation class
class armed
armed with
with light
light
by
bombs and
and machine
machine guns.
guns.
bombs
&. If
If attack
attack or
or light
light bombing
bombing units
units are
are included
included in
in the
the force,
force, the
the
b.
tactics of
of their
their employment
employment will
will not
not differ
differ greatly
greatly from
from normal
normal proprotactics
cedure. They
They should
should constitute
constitute an
an aerial
aerial reserve,
reserve, to
to be
be dispatched
dispatched
cedure.
only against
against definitely
definitely located
located targets,
targets, and
and in
in such
such force
force as
as may
may be
only
necessary. Occasions
Occasions will
will arise
arise where
where one
one six-plane
six-plane division
division may
may be
necessary.
ample force
force for
for the
the task
task at
at hand;
hand; in
in fact,
fact, the
the employment
employment of
of small
small
ample
striking units
units will
will be frequent,
frequent, and
and independent
independent missions
missions for
for the
the dividivistriking
sion
the
rule
rather
than
the
exception.
The
usual
absence
of
air
The
usual
absence
of
air
sion the rule rather than the exception.
opposition in
in small
small wars
wars gives
gives to
to an
an air
air force
force a freedom
freedom of
of action,
action,
opposition
and the
the ability
ability to
to employ
employ small
small units
units independently,
independently, not
not enjoyed
enjoyed in
in
and
major conflicts.
conflicts. If
If air
air opposition
opposition should
should exist,
exist, it
it must
must of
of course
course be
be
major
countered by
by fighters
fighters in
in the
the normal
normal way.
way.
countered
1
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G.
In the
the past,
past, Marine
Marine air
air forces
forces have
have been
been equipped
equipped generally
generally
c. In
with
dual-purpose airplanes
airplanes of
of the
the two-seater
two-seater type,
type, suitable
suitable for
for obobwith dual-purpose
servation
or scouting,
scouting, and
and equipped
equipped with
with the
the armament
armament necessary
necessary
servation or
for
limited ground
ground attack.
attack. The
The observation
observation and
and light
light bomber
bomber types
types
for limited
were
so similar
similar that
that they
they were
were used
used indiscriminately
indiscriminately on
on whatever
whatever
were so
mission
came first
first to
to hand.
hand. While
While itit is
is true
true that
that such
such diversion
diversion and
and
mission came
substitution
is still
still possible
possible for
for emergency
emergency situations,
situations, modern
modern design
design
substitution
is
of
airplanes and
and engines
engines is
is along
along specialized
specialized lines
lines and
and does
does not
not perperof airplanes
mit
the
wide
latitude
of
tactical
employment
practiced
with
the
more
mit the wide latitude of tactical employment practiced with the more
simple
machines of
of former
fonner years.
years.
simple machines
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9-3. Types.—Tll
Types.—The, econ~positionof
composition of an
an air
air force
force organized
organized for
for small
small
9-3.
wars operations
operations ctil~not
cannot be definitely
definitely prescribed,
prescribed, nor
nor can
can its
its comparacomparawars
tive strength in
in relation
relation to
to the
the ground
ground force
force be
be determined
determined prior
prior to
to
tivestrength
careful estimate
estimate of
of the
the situation
situation in
in each
each case.
case. Much
Much depends
depends upon
upon
a careful
the charac.terof
character of the
the campaign,
campaign, and
and upon
upon the
the nature
nature of
of the
the theaterof
theater of
the
operations. The
The final
final choice
choice will
will be influenced
influenced by
by the
the type
type of
of air
air
operations.
units immediately
immediately available.
available. ‘he
The discussio
discussion nconttiine
contained dinthischapin this chapunits
ter assumes
assumes a typical
typical situation
situation wherein
wherein an
an independent
independent brigade
brigade or
or
ter
force issupported
is supported by
by acomposite
a composite group
group of
of aircraft.
aircraft.
force
9-4. Reconnaissance
Reconnaissance aircraft.—Prinlary
aircraft.—Primary consideration
consideration shouldalshould al9A.
ways be givento
given to reconnaissance
reconnaissance types
types in
in the
the organization
organization of
of a small
small
waysbe
wars air
air force.
force. Due
Due to
to the
the advisability
advisability of
of operatingin
operating in small
small formaformawars
tions and to
to the
the frequent
frequent calls
calls for
for air
air reconnaissance
reconnaissance tobe
to be expected
expected
tionsand
from the
the commandersof
commanders of independent
independent columns
columns and
and patrols,
patrols, at
at least
least
from
twice the
the number
number of
of observationor
observation or scouting
scouting airplanes
airplanes will
will berequirecl
be required
twice
for the
the support
support of
of a force
force engaged
engaged in a campaign
campaign of
of this
this nature
nature as
as
for
would suffice
suffice for
for normal
normal operations.
operations.
would
9-5. Combat
Combat aircraft.—The
aircraft.—The inclusion
inclusion of
of comhatt
combat ypeso
types faircraft
of aircraft
9–5.
in addition
addition to
to the
the dual-purpose
dual-purpose scouts
scouts mzy
may be
be advisable
advisable or
or necessary
necessary
in
in many
many small
small wars
wars situations.
situations. In
In making
making a decision
decision as to
to what
what
in
types to
to include
include in the
the air
air force,
force, consifleration
consideration should
should be given
given to
to
types
the existence
existence of
of objectives
objectives which
which are
are beyond
beyond the
the capabilities
capabilities o-f
of the
the
the
dual-purpose scouting
scouting airplane.
airplane.
dual-purpose
9-6. Transport
Transport aircraft.—This
aircraft.—This type
type of
of aircraft
aircraft lms
has proven
proven indisindis9–6.
pensable for
for small
small wars
wars operations.
operations.
pensable

The lack
lack of
of railroads,
railroads, improved
improved
The
motor
roads,
and
navigable
waterways
in
some
of
our
probable
theamotor roads, and navigable waterways in some of our probable theaters of
of operation
operation makes
makes the
the supply
supply and
and transportation
transportation of
of troops
troops by
by
ters
air more
more or
or less
less mnndatory.
mandatory. Two
Two types
types of
of transports
transports are
are standard:
standard:
air
the multiengined
multiengined cabin
cabin land
land plane;
plane; and
and the
the multiengined
multiengined cabin
cabin
the
3
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amphibian.
Both should
should be
be included
included in
in the
the air
air force;
force; both
both are
are ininamphibian. Both
cluded in the
the organization
organization of
of the
the present
present utility
utility squadron.
squtidron. The
The ratio
ratio
cluded
of land
land planes
planes to amphibians
amphibians will
will depend
depend upon
upon operating
operating conditions
conditions
of
to
encountered.
to be encountered.
9–7. Organization.—The
Organization.—The
preseut squadron
squadron organization
organization
of the
the
9-7.
present
of
Marine
for
The
Marine Corps
Corps is satisfactory
satisfactory
for small
small wars
wars operations.
operations.
The only
only
problem of
of organization
organization
is the
the selection
selection of
of the
the units
units which
which are
are to
to
problem
is
compose the
the group.
group.
compose
One
and
One headquarters
headquarters
and service
service squadron,
squadron, one
one
utility
utility squadron,
squadron, and
and two
two scouting
scouting squadrons
squadrons may
may be
be considered
considered as
as
the minimum
the
minimum basic
basic force
force for
for the
the support
support of
of aa brigade
brigade or
or similar
similar unit.
unit.
To
To these
these should
should be added
added such
such additional
additional transports
transports and
and combat
combat
units
The
units as the
the situation
situation demands.
demands.
The composite
composite group
group is
is flexible
flexible and
and
can
squadrons
can take
take care
care of
of several
several operating
operating
squadrons without
without additional
additional
overhead.
overhead.
9–8. Movement
Movement
to the
the theater
theater of
of operations.—Aircraft
operations.—Aircraft
should
9-8.
to
should
always
be
flown
to
the
theater
of
operations
whenever
distance
always
flown
the theater of operations whenever distance and
and
Air units
units so
so transported
transported arrive
arrive in
in the
the
the situation
Air
the
situation will
will permit.
permit.
minimum of
minimum
of time
time with
with less
less hazard
hazard of
of damage
clamage en
en route
route and
and are
are ready
ready
This method
method presupposes
presupposes availavailfor
This
for immediate
immediate action
action upon
upon arrival.
arrival.
able
able landing
landing fields
fields within
within the
the theater
theater of
of operations
operations protected
protected by
by
Marine detachments
Marine
detachments from
from naval
naval vessels,
vessels, or
or by
by friendly
friendly native
native troops.
troops.
In most
refueling
In
most cases
cases intermediate
intermediate
refueling stops
stops must
must also
also be
be available,
available,
either
on
foreign
airdromes
or
on
board
own
aircraft
carriers.
either
foreign airdromes or on board own aircraft. carriers.
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9–9.
9-9. Main
Main airdrome.-a.
airdrome.—a. The
The main
main airdrome
airdrome within
within the
the theater
theater
of
of operations
operations shou]d
should be located
located within
within a reasonable
reasonable distance
distance of
of Force
Force
Headquarters
and
must
be
accessible
by
motor
transport
or
Headquarters and must be accessible by motor transport or on
on a
navigable
navigable waterway.
waterway. The
The air
air commander
commander must
must be
be able
able to
to mainmaintain
tain close
close personal
personal ccmtact
contact with
with the
the Force
Force staff,
staff, and,
and, conversely,
conversely, the
the
various
departments
of
Force
Headquarters
should
have
easy
access
various departments of Force Headquarters should have easy access
to
to the
the airdrome
airdrome facilities.
facilities. The
The main
main airdrome
airdrome should
should be
be of
of such
such
size
size asto
as to permit
permit heavily
heavilj^ loadecl
loaded transports
transports cooperate
to operate during
during adverse
adverse
weather and
and field
field ccmditions.
conditions. Existent
Existent landing
landing fields
fields which
which meet
meet
weather
all
all of
of the
the requireme:nts
requirements will
will seldom
seldom be encountered,
encountered, and
and provision
provision
must
must be
be made
made for
for labor
labor and
and construction
construction materials
materials to
to clear
clear and
and
prepare
landing
surfaces.
prepare landing surfaces.
b.
5. The
The ground
ground activities
activities of
of a main
main airdrome
airdrome can
can be
be conducted
conducted
under
under canvas,
canvas, but
but the
the use
use of
of permanent
permanent or
or temporary
temporary buildings
buildings will
will
greatly
greatly facilitate
facilitate shop
shop work
work and
and improve
improve the
the general
general efficiency
efficiency of
of
the
the organization.
organization. Provision
Provision must
must be made
made for
for the
the underground
underground
storage of
of bombs
bombs and
and fuzes.
fuzes. Protected
Protected areas
areas for
for the
the storage
storage of
of
storage
gasoline and
and oil
oil must
must be
be selectetl,
selected, and
and preferably
preferably fenced
fenced off
off from
from other
other
gasoline
airdrome activities.
activities. Should
Should there
there appear
appear to
to be
be danger
danger of
of sabotage,
sabotage, it
it
airdrome
may
may be
be advisable
advisable to
to fence
fence off
off the
the more
more vulnerable
vulnerable areas
areas of
of the
the
airdromes
airdromes with
with barbed
barbed wire
wire entanglements.
entanglements. Airdrome
Airdrome guards,
guards, in
in
addition
addition to
to those
those furnished
furnished by
by the
the air
air units
units themselves,
themselves, may
may be
be
necessary. Should
Should the
tlie opposing
opposing forces
forces possess
possess aircraft,
aircraft, antiaircraft
antiaircraft
necessary.
protection must
must be
be p:rovidecl
provided for
for the
the airdrome.
airdrome. For
For defense
defense against
against
protection
sporadic air
air raids
raids which
which might
might be
be expected
expected from
from a weak
weak and
and poorly
poorly
sporadic
trained opposing
opposing air
air force,
force, the
the air
air units
units would
would be
be able
able to
to organize
organize
trained
their own
own antiaircraft
antiaircraft machine
machine gun
gun crews
crews for
for emergency
emergency protection,
protection,
their
provided equipment
equipment were
were made
made available.
available. In
In other
other cases,
cases, it
it would
would
provided
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be necessary to arrange for a stronger defense by regular antiaircraft units.
9–10. Auxiliary
airdromes.—In
small wars situations the use of
Auxiliary
airdromes is contemplated,
not for the dispersion of air
units for protection,
but to facilitate the provision
of air support
for semi-independent
commands.
Territorial
clepartments
are organized and garrisoned
by subordinate
units of appropriate
size.
The headquarters
of these clepartments may be situated in isolated
regions with indifferent transport facilities,
and so remote from the
main airdrome m to seriously curtail air support during periods of
unfavorable
weather.
Auxiliary
airdromes established in the vicinity of department
headquarters,
lightly
stocked with supplies
of
fuel, bombs, ammunition,
and spare parts, and staffed with skeleton
grouncl crews, enable the air commander to detach small units for
the close sup~mrt of departmental
operations.
Furthermore,
the
uninterrupted
transportation
of troops and supplies by air is dependent
upon the existence
and maintenance
of such auxiliary
airdromes.
9–11. Advanced
landing fields.-Each
detached post and outlying
detachment camp should have a field of sufficient size to permit the
operation
therefrom
of scout and combat planes.
Many of these
fields need have no special facilities,
other than the landing area,
but certain ones ill key locations should be provided with storage
facilities
for limited amounts of fuel, bombs, and ammunition.
It
may be desirable to have one or more mechanics stxtioned at such
fields.
Necessary protection
and assistance
in hanclling
airplanes
on the ground should be provided by the garrison of the station.
9–12. Emergency
landing fields.-’hesese
are merely possible landing places, Iocatecl> cleared, and properly marke(l.
Their primary
function
is to provide
clisabled or weather-bound
aircraft
with
They may also be useful in making
emergency
landing
places.
evacuations
of sick and wouncled men from isolated patrols, or for
facilitating
air support in unusual situations.
As many as possible
of these fields should be provicled. throl@out
the area of operations.
9–13. Specifications
of landing
fields.-a.
Under nt)rnml conditions current types of military airplanes in taking off and landing
usually roll on the ground for a distance of from 500 to 700 yards.
This distance will be increased by the load carried, by a rough or
muddy surface. by hot dry weather, or where the airdrome is situated at high alt it ~ldes. Therefore,
in order to allow a reasonable
factor of safety in operating airplanes under the varying conditions,
6
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landing fields
landing
fields should
should have
have minimum
minimum dimensions
dimensions of
of from
from 700
700 yards
yards
for all
The
for
all combat
combat. airplanes
airplanes up to 1,000
1,000 yards
yards for
for transports.
transports.
The landlanding fields
ing
fields should
should be
be smooth,
smooth, of
of firm
firm surface,
surface, and
and without
without obstructions
obstructions
within or
within
or near
near its
its boundaries.
boundaries.
b. If
b.
If obstacles
obstacles such
such as
as hills,
hills, trees,
trees, or
or large
large structures
structures are
are near
near the
the
boundary of
boundary
of aa landing
landing field,
field, its
its dimensions
dimensions must
must be
be increased
increased in
in
order that
order
that the
the airplane
airplane may
may clear
clear the
the obstacles
obstacles in
in taking
taking off
off or
or
landing. Obstacles
landing.
Obstacles near
near the
the ends
ends of
of runways
runways must
must not
not have
have aa height
height
greater than
greater
than one-tenth
one-tenth of
of their
their distance
distznce from
from the
the field,
field, i.i. e.,
e., aa tree
tree
50 feet
50
feet high
high cannot
cannot be
be closer
closer than
than 500
500 feet
feet to
to the
the end
end of
of the
the runway.
runway.
c. Under
c.
Under varying
varying conditions
conditions of
of terrain
terrain it
it will
will frequently
frequently be
be imimpossible to
possible
to locate
locate or
or construct
construct landing
landing fields
fields which
which will
will permit
permit airairplanes to
Under
planes
to land
land and
and take
take off in all directions.
directions.
Uncler such
such conditions
conditions
the
runways
or
longer
dimensions
of
the
landing
field
should,
the runways or longer dimensions
of the landing field should, if
if
possible lie
possible
lie in
in the
the direction
direction of
of the
the prevailing
prevailing wind
wind for
for that
that locality.
locality.
9-14. Minimum
9–I4.
Minimum size
size of
of landing
landing fields.—
fields.—
Load
Load

I

Conditions, land
and take-ofl
Conditions,
landandtake-off

TransTransports
1 ports

No
wind.ATowlnd
. . .... .. .. .. .. . ... . ... . . . . ... . ;
10
miles per
hour- . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .
10miles
perhorm
No wind . . . . . . ..-- .--- . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..--. t
Noyind
10
miles
per
hourDo
Do .................................. 10mdesperhem.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Light ... .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .
Light.
Do ..... .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .
Do
Military load.
Military
load. .. . .. .. .. . ... . .. .. .. .. . .. .

Fords
Yards
800
600
700
700
1,000
1,000
900

v“’
—

Runways should have a minimum
width of 200
yards.
Runwaysshouldhavea
minimumwidthof
ZtM
Yards.

1

All
All other
other
types
types
Yards
Yards

700
m
600
600
800
700

%
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9–15. Control and command .—a. The senior aviatoron
duty with
a command exercises a dual function similar to that of the force
artillery commander.
He commands the air force and acts as advisor
The air commander will
on air matters to the Force Commancler.
generally h~ve an extensive detailed knowledge of the area. in which
knowledge
which may
operations
are being conducted —first-hand
not be available
otherwise-ancl
he should maintain
close contact
with the Force Commander
and staff through the medium of frequmt conferences.
An aviation liaison officer may be detailed to
represent the air commander
at heaclquart ers during the absance
of the latter on flying mission.
b, Normally,
all aviation attached to a small wars expeditionary
force will operate from the main airdrome under centralized
control.
However,
when distances
are great and weather conditions
uncertain, it may become advisable to detach aviation units to subordinate commands, to be operated from auxiliary airdromes.
9–16. Details of operations .—a. At the close of each clay’s operations the air commander estimates the situntion for the following
day, and imparts his decision to his staff and unit commanders,
Formal operation orders are seldom written in advance, their substance being posted on the operations
bow-d ancl explained
to the
The hour for publishing
the daily orders will
pilots concernecl.
normally be late enough in the day to permit the commander to
analyze the day’s reports and receive last-minute
instructions
from
the higher command, but should not be so late as to interfere with
Where possible, the board should be made ready for
the crew’s rest.
inspection
at a given hour each evening-at
7 or 8 o’clock for
example.
b. During dayligl~t hours tlw airplanes and mews not scheduled
for flight should be kept in a condition
of readiness to take off
within 20 or 30 minutes.
Small wars situations often require prompt
9
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action on
action
on the
the part
part of
of the
the supporting
supporting air
air force.
force. N’ight
Night operations
operations
will
will seldom
seldom be
be required,
required, due.
due to’
to the
the nature
nature of
of the
thei support
support rendered,
rendered,
but should
but
should occasion
occasion demand,
demand, the
the air
air units
units must
must be
be equipped
equipped to
to pe,rperform
night
reconnaissance
or
combat
missions.
Operations
under
form night reconnaissance or combat missions. Operations under
unfavorable
unfavorable weather
weather conditions
conditions will
will be
be the
the rule,
rule, rather
rather than
than the
the
exception,
exception, in the
the average
average small
small wars
wars theatelr.
theater. This
This factor,
factor, and
and the
the
necessity
for
operating
small
independent
units
rather
than
large
necessity for operating small independent units rather than large
formations,
foi'mations, requires
requires a large
large percentage
percentage of
of seasoned
seasoned ancl
and highly
highly
trained
trained pilots.
pilots. At
At least
least half
half of
of the
the flight
flight personnel
personnel should
should be
be in
in
this category.
category.
this
ion is
c. Constant
Constant two-way
two-way radio
radio communicant
communication
is desi~able
desirable between
between
the air
the
air patrols
patrols and
and the
the airdrome
airdrome operations
operations Mice.
office. Present
Present equipequipment
ment will
will permit
permit such
such communication
communication within
within reasonable
reasonable distances
distances
by radio
by
radio telephone;
telephone; radio
radio telegraph
telegraph is available
available in
in the
the same
same sets

for longer
longer range
range transmission.
transmission.
for
9-17. Reports.—a.
Reports.—a. Upon
Upon the
the completion
completion of
of each
eacli tactical
tactical flight
flight the
the
9–17.
pilot and
and observer
observer should
should compare
compare notes
notes and
and submit
submit their
their report
report on
on
pilot
a standard
standard form
form which
which will
will contain
contain a brief
brief chronological
chronological record
record of
of
the flight,
flight, including
including aa statement
statement of
of the
the mission;
mission; time,
time, and
and place
place of
of
the
observation; action
action taken;
taken; comments
comments on
on the
the situation;
situation; copies
copies of
of all
all
observation;
messages sent
sent or
or received
received;; weather
weather conditions
conditions encountered;
encountered; ammuammumessages
nition expended;
expended; and
and casualties
casualties inflicted
inflicted or
or suffered.
suffered. Reports
Reportsi should
should
nition
be limited
limited to
to observed
observed facts,
facts, and
and opinions
opinions given
given sparingly.
sparingly. DeducDeducbe
tions, except
except where
where immediate
immediate action
action is
is indicated,
indicated, should
should be
be left
left
tions,
to the
the Force
Force staff
staff or
or appropriate
appropriate commander.
commander. It
It must
must be
be underunderto
stood, however,
however, that
that the
the air
air observer
observer in
in small
small wars
wars operations
operations must
must
stood,
be given
given a greater
greater latitude
latitude in
in estimating
estimating a situation
situation on
on the
the ground
ground
be
than he
he would
would be given
given in
in a comparable
comparable position
position in
in mfljor
major operations.
operations.
than
Often
the
rapidly
moving
situation
will
not
permit
of
delay
in the
the
Often the rapidly moving situation ~ill not permit of delay in
transmission of
of information
information to
to headquarters,
headquarters, but
but requires
requires immediate
immediate
transmission
positive action
action on
on the
the part
part of
of the
the air
air patrol
patrol commander.
commander. In
In such
such
positive
cases, of
of course,
coui-se, the
the written
written report
report will
will eventually
eventually be
be made,
made, with
with
cases,
notation of
of the
the action
action taken.
taken. In
In any
any event,
eivent, flight
flight reports
reports are
are subsubnotation
mitted immediately
immediately upon
upon completion
completion of
of each
each mission.
mission.
mitted
&. In
In addition
addition to
to the
the formal
formal reports
reports submitte(l
submitted upon
upon landing,
landing, flight
flight
b.
crews may
may gather
gather information
information to
to be
be dropped
dropped to
to troops
troops in
in the
the field,
field,
crews
or they
they may
may submit
submit fragmentary
fragmentary reports
reports prior
prior to
to the
tlie completion
completion of
of
or
the flight.
flight. Expwliency
Expediency will
will govern
govern the
the method
method of
of (disseminating
disseminating
the
information, but
but it
it is
is doctrinal
doctrinal for
for observers
observers to
to transmit
transmit important
important
information,
information
without
delay
to
the
units
most
immediately
concerned.
information
without delay to the units most immediately
concerned.
The airdrome
airdrome radio
radio station
station guarding
guarding the
the flight
flight will
Avill habitually
habitually copy
copy
The
all intercepted
intercepted messages.
messages.
all
10
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c. The
o.
The air
air operations
operations office consolidates
consolidates the
the information
inf ormat ion contained
contained
in the
flight
in
the individual
individual
flight reports
reports into
into the
the operations
operations report,
report, which
which is
The air
air force
force commander
commander
submitted daily
The
submitted
daily to
to Force
Force Headquarters.
Headquarters.
is responsible
is
responsible for
for the
the accuracy
accuracy of
of these
these reports
reports and
and for
for their
their immeimmediate transmission
Normally,
diate
transmission when
w-hen urgent
urgent action
action is
is required.
requirecl.
Normally, a brief
brief
summary of
is telephoned
summary
of important
important or
or unusual
unusual information
information
telephoned to
to Force
Force
Headquarters immediately,
or the
Headquarters
immediately,
the air
air commander
commander calls
calls in
in in
in person
person
to discuss
Radio
to
discuss the
the results
results of
of important
important flights.
flights.
Radio reports
reports received
received
from airplanes
from
airplanes in
in flight
flight should
should be handled
handled in the
the same
same manner,
manner,
unless Force
unless
Force Headquarters
Heaclquarters also
also maintains
maintains a radio
radio watch
watch on
on the
the aviaaviation frequency.
Standard
tion
frequency.
Standard procedure
procedure will
will govern
govern as to the
the priority
priority
of transmission.
Formal
of
transmission.
Formal reports
reports are
are intended
intended as a summary
summary of
of the
the
day's operations;
should
day’s
operations; vital
vital information
information
should never
never be withheld
withheld pending
pending
their preparation.
their
preparation.
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&-18. General
General considerations.—+.
considerations.—a. Thee
The mploymentof
employment of reconnaisreconnais9-18.
ance aviation
aviation in
in small
small wars
wars situations
situations follow’s
follows generally
generally the
the tactics
tactics
sance
prescribed for
for major
major operations.
operations. The
The principal
principal difference
difference lies
lies in
in
prescribed
the common
common usage
usage in
in small
small wars
wars of
of the
the reconnaissance
reconnaissance airplane
airplane in
in
the
the dual
dual missions
missions of
of scouting
scouting and
and attack
attack operations
operations against
against ground
ground
the
targets. The
The habitual
habitual employment
employment of
of scouts
scouts in
in pairs
pairs or
or small
small formaformatargets.
tion, primarily
primarily for
for mutual
mutual protection,
protection, favors
favors the
the dual
dual mission
mission for
for
tion,
this type.
type.
this
Reconnaissance may
may be
be classified
classified as strategical
strategical or tactical
tactical as
as
6. Reconnaissance
to mission;
mission; visual
visual or
or photographic
photographic as to
to method.
method. Visual
Visual reconnaisreconnaisto
sance will
will be
be the
the principal
principal methocl
method of
of obtaining
obtaining information
information in
in the
the
sance
typical small
small wars
wars operation.
operation. The
The type
type of
of country,
country, unusually
unusually densely
densely
typical
wooded, and
and the
the fleeting
fleeting nature
nature of
of the
the contacts
contacts to
to be
be expected
expected with
with
wooclecl,
hostile forces,
forces, will
will probably
probably limit
limit the
the use
use of
of photographic
photographic observaobservahostile
tion to
to mapping
mapping operations.
operations.
tion
c.
The
effectiveness
of air
air reconnaissance
reconnaissance is dependent
dependent upon:
upon: the
the
c, The effectiveness
of
nature of
of the
the terrain,
terrain, whether
whether open
open or densely
densely wooded
wooded jungle;
jungle; the
the
nature
habits of
of the
the opposing
opposing forces
forces with
with respect
respect to
to concealment
concealment from
fiom airairhabits
craft; and,
and, to
to a greater
greater extent
extent than
than any
any other
other factor,
factor, upon
upon the
the skill
skill
craft;
and training
training of
of the
the observer.
observer. Generally
Generally speaking,
speaking, a trained
trained observer
observer
and
will
M-ill detect
detect the
the movement
movement in
in open
open country
country of
of small
small groups,
groups, while
while in
in
densely wooded
wooded country
country he
he will
will have
have great
great difficulty
difficulty in
in locating
locating a
densely
force the
the size
size of
of a company
company or
or larger.
larger. However,
However, it
it will
will be
be very
veryforce
difficult for
for a hostile
hostile force
force of
of any
any considerable
considerable size
size to
to move
move in
in daydayclifficult
light without
without disclosil~g
disclosing some
some indication
indication of
of its
its presence,
presence, while
w^hile the
the
light
mere presence
presence of
of airphmes
airplanes in
in the
the area
area will
will be a deterrent
deterrent to
to guerrilla
guerrilla
mere
operations. Intensive
Intensive low
low altitude
altitude reconnaissance
reconnaissance over
over restricted
restricted
operations.
areas will
will seldom
seldom fail
fail to
to discover
discover the
the presence
presence of
of hostile
hostile forces,
forces, alalareas
though aviation
aviation cannot
cannot be
be expected
expected to
to always
always furnish
furnish reliable
reliable neganegathough
13
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tive
information with
with respect
respect to
to the
the hostile
hostile occupancy
occupancy of
of dense
dense woods,
woods,
tive information
towns,
and villages.
villages. In
In small
small wars,
wars, as
as in
in major
major ones,
ones, air
air reconnaisreconnaistowns, and
sance
supplements but
but does
does not
not replace,
replace, the
the normal
normal measures
measures of
of
sance supplements
security.
security.
9-19.
Strategical reconnaissance.—a.
reconnaissance.—a. Prior
Prior to
to the
the initiation
initiation of
of
9-19. Strategical
the
land campaign,
campaign, the
the commander
commander should
should dispatch
dispatch such
such reconnaisreconnaisthe land
sance
aircraft as
as may
may be available
available to
to make
make a general
general air
air survey
survey of
of the
the
sance aircraft
proposed
theater of
of operations.
operations. This
This mission
mission may
may include
include aerial
aerial
proposed theater
mapping,
verification of
of existing
existing maps!
maps, the
the location
location and
and disposition
disposition
mapping, verification
of hostile
hostile forces,
forces, their
their methods
methods of
of operation
operation and
and supply,
supply, location
location of
of
of
airdromes and
airdromes
and bivouac
bivouac sites,
sites, and
and the
the scouting
scouting of
of possible
possible routes
routes of
of
advance into
into the
the interior.
interior. During
During this
this period
period the
the flying
flying personnel
personnel
advance
will familiarize
will
familiarize themselves
themselves with
with the
the terrain
terrain and
and climatic
climatic conditions
conditions
of
the country.
country.
of the
h.
Strategical reconnaissance
reconnaissance may
may precede
precede the
the initial
initial landing
landing of
of
b. Strategical
troops, if
if patrol
patrol seaplanes,
seaplanes, shipbased
shipbased seaplanes,
seaplanes, or
or carrier-based
carrier-based
troops,
aircraft
are available.
available. Where
Where time
time is
is an
an important.
important factor,
factor, much
much
aircraft are
strategical information
information can
can be secured
secured in
in a single
single flight,
flight, although
although a
strategical
period of
of several
several days
days may
may be
be needed
needed for
for a comprehensive
comprehensive air
air survey.
survey.
period
Landplanes or
or amphibians
amphibians should
should be
be used
used for
for inland
inland reconnaissance
reconnaissance
Landphmes
when available,
available, although
although the
the urgency
urgency of
of the
the situation
situation may
may require
require
when
the dispatching
dispatching of
of seaplanes
seaplanes on
on such
such missions.
missions. In
In any
any event,
event, the
the
the
importance
importance of
of a thorough
thorough air
air reconnaissance
reconnaissance prior
prior to
to the
the advance
advance
inland will
will justify
justify the
the employment
employment of
of whatever
whatever type
type of
of aircraft
aircraft might
might
inland
be available.
available.
be
9-20.
Tactical reconnaissance.—a.
reconnaissance.—a. After
After a general
general picture
picture of
of the
the
9–20. Tactical
situation
situation has
has been
been obtained
obtained and
and the
the ground
ground forces
forces have
have started
started their
their
movement inland,
inland, reconnaissance
reconnaissance becomes
becomes more
more tactical
tactical in
in nature.
nature.
movement
When contact
contact becomes
becomes imminent,
imminent, reconnaissance
reconnaissance aviation
aviation maintains
maintains
When
close surveillance
surveillance over
over local
local hostile
hostile activities,
activities, keeps
keeps the
the ground
ground
a close
commanders
constantly
informed,
and
furnishes
such
combat
support
commanders constantly informed, and furnishes such combat support
may be
be urgent.
urgent. The
The principal
principal task
task of
of aviation
aviation operating
ojDerating in
in close
close
as may
support of
of an advancing
advancing column
column is
is to
to supplement
supplement the
the normal
normal security
security
support
measures taken
taken by
by the
the ground
ground forces
forces against
against the
the possibility
possibility of
of sursurmeasures
prise. Ambush
Ambush by
by guerrilla
guerrilla bands
bands is
is a constant
constant menace.
menace. Airplanes
Airplanes
prise.
should reconnoiter
reconnoiter ahead
ahead of
of the
the ground
ground columns,
columns, paying
paying particular
particular
should
attention to
to those
those localities
localities recognized
recognized by
by the
the skilled
skilled observer
observer as
as being
being
attention
dangerous ambush
ambush sites.
sites. This
This precaution
precaution will
will protect
protect the
the ground
ground
~iangerous
units from
from surprise
surprise by
by aa Zarge
large force.
force. It
It must
must be
be remembered,
remembered, howhowunits
ever, that
that detection
detection of
of smali?
small forces
forces of
of irregulars,
irregulars, not
not in
in uniform
uniform and
and
ever,
with no
no distinctive
distinctive formation>
formation, in
in heavily
heavily wooded
wooded country,
country, or in
in aa
with
14
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jumble of mountain boulders, is extremely difficult and largely a matter of luck for even the most skilled air observer.
The habitual
presence of airplanes in the vicinity of our column, will discourage
operations
of guerrilla
forces, even though they escape detection,
hence it is advisable to conduct more or less continuous reconnaissance
throughout
the hours of daylight over the area occupied by our advancing forces.
Flights at irregular intervals may accomplish the
same purpose with more economy of force.
b. Tactical reconnaissance
immediately
prior to combat becomes
more intensive and is centralized to a definite locality.
Detailed information
of the hostile positions, strength, movement, and dispositions will be sought out by aircraft and communicated
to the friendly
ground units without delay.
Ground observation
will usually be
very limited because of the nature of the terrain, and observation of
the enemy position from the air may be absolutely essential for the
formulation
of plans and for the conduct of the action.
Airplanes
engaged in close reconnaissance
missions may participate
in combat.
by employing bombs and machine-gun
fire against objectives particularly dangerous to ground troops, especially when requested by the
ground commander.
It shoulcl be borne in mind, however, that combat is secondary to reconnaissance,
and attacks which are not coordinated with the ground force action should generally be avoided.
9–21. Infantry
mission.—a.
In small wars there does not exist the
same line of demarcation between the tactical reconnaissance
mission
and the. infantry mission as is prescribed in air tactical doctrine for
major operations.
The functions
of each merge into the other.
Perhaps the best definition of the term “Infantry mission,” as understood for small wars, refers to a daily or periodic air patrol which
flies over a given area and contacts all the ground patrols ancl station
garrisons located within this area.
T:~ctical reconnaissance
is conducted by these air patrols incident to their passage from one ground
unit to another, and they :[re prepared to attack hostile ground forces
Their primary mission, however, is to maintain
upon discovery.
command liaison with detached units of friendly ground forces, and
to keep these forces informed of the situation confronting
them.
The
infantry airplanes may be used for the emergency transport of mel~
and supplies, or they may be called upon to nssist some ground patrol
in a difficult situation by attacking
the hostile ground force.
In
short, the airplanes assigned to the infantry mission, operating habitually in pairs, support the ground forces in whatever manner is
expedient,
regardless of their normal function in major warfare,
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b. Occasions may arise where it is desirable to dispense with air
support for some special operation.
Considerations
of secrecy of
movement
for some ground unit may just if y the responsible
commander in making such a decision.
Should it be decided that air support will not be furnished a ground patrol, the patrol commander
should be so informed, and pilots instructed not to communicate with
this unit, nor to disclose its presence in any way.
However, to avoid
being fired on, the ground patrol should display an identification
panel whenever possible,
While the infantry airplanes may disclose
the position of a ground patrol to the enemy through efforts to establish a contact, it is likewise possible to deceive the enemy as to the
true location of our forces by having the airplanes simulate contact
with fictitious units in various other places,
c. Contacts between the infantry
airplane and ground units are
established by means of panels and drop messages, and where open
ground is available, by message pick-ups.
The use of radio will be
more prevalent in the future than has been the case in the past.
9–22. Special combat missions.—Airplanes
engaged in reconnaissance missions will be prepared to attack hostile ground forces, in
order that emergency
combat support may be rendered friendly
ground units without delay.
In small wars operations targets are apt
to be fleeting and time may not permit the dispatch of regular attack
units.
If the enemy is to be struck while. he is most vulnerable, he
must be attacked immediately
by the air patrol which discovers him.
When time permits, a contact report should be made, but the patrol
leader must make the decision in each case. This doctrine is applicable mainly to jungle warfare, against small groups of irregulars,
where the offensive power of a pair of scouting airplanes would be
of some avail.
In more open country, against larger and better organized forces, search-attack
missions by small air units are not
In any event, it must be remembered that
generally rec~mmended.
the primary mission of reconnaissance
airplanes is not combat, but
the procurement of information,
and the mere existence of offensive
armament should not encourage their neecl]ess diversion to combat
tasks.
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9-23. General
General discussion.-l’he
discussion.—The primary
primary mission
mission of
of combat
combat aviaavia-

tion in
tionina

a small
small waris
war is the
the direct
direct support
support of
of the
the ground
ground forces.
forces. This
This

implies
implies generally
generally that
that all
all combat
combat aviation
aviation will
will be
be used
used for
for ground
ground

attack.
attack. Air
Air opposition
opposition will
will usually
usually be
be nonexistent
nonexistent or
or weak,
weak, and
and
friendly
friendly aviation
aviation should
should be
be able
able to
to operate
operate against
against hostile
hostile ground
ground
troops at
at will.
will. Fighting
Fighting squadrons,
squadrons, if
if included
included in
in the
the force,
force, may
may be
be
troops
employed
hile the
employed as
as light
light bombers;
bombers; w
while
the bombing
bombing squadrons
squadrons will
will find
find
more use
use for
for their
their lighter
lighter bombs
bombs and
and offensive
oifensive machine
machine guns
guns than
than
more
they will
will for
for their
their major
major weapon-the
weapon—the hwavy
heavy demolition
demolition bomb.
bomb.
they
Attack
Attack aviation,
aviation, or
or its
its substitute,
substitute, the
the dual-purpose
dual-purpose scout,
scout, is
is the
the best
best
type to
to cope
cope with
with the
the targets
targets likely
likely to
to be encountered
encountered in
in small
small wars
wars,
type
Troop columns,
columns, pack
pack trains,
trains, groups
groups of
of riverboats,
river boats, occupied
occupied villages
villages
Troop
of flimsy
flimsy construction,
construction, mountain
mountain strongholds,
strongholds, and
and hostile
hostile bivouac
bi^'ouac
of
areas are
are all
all vulnerable
vulnerable to
to the
the weapons
weapons of
of the
the attack
attack airplane—the
airplane—the
areas
light bomb
bomb and
and machine
machine gun.
gun. Occa.sionally,
Occasionally, targets
targets of
of a more
more subsublight
stantial nature may require
require the
the use
use of
of medium
medium demolition
demolition bombs.
bombs. .4s
As
stantialnaturernay
the type
type of
of campaign
campaign approaches
approaches the
the proportions
proportions of
of a major
major conconthe
flict,
flict, so
so will
will the
the employment
employment of
of the
the cliffere.nt
different types
types of
of combat
combat aviation
aviation
approach that
that prescribed
prescribed for
for major
major warfare.
warfare. For
For the
the typical
typical jungle
jungle
approach

country small
small war,
war, the
the division
division of
of missions
missions between
between the
the different
different types
types
country
is not
not so
so clearly
clearly marked.
marked.
is
9-24. Fighting
Fighting aviation.-This
aviation.—This class
class of
of combat
combat aviation
aviation will
will be
9-24.
included
in
the
small
wars
air
force
when
there
exists
a
possibility
included in the small wars air force when there exists
possibility
that opposition
opposition will
will be
be provided
provided with
with military
military aircraft.
aircraft. The
The fighting
fighting
that
squadrons should
should be
be used
used to
to neutralize
neutralize the
the hostile
hostile air
air force
force early
early in
in
squadrons
the
campaign.
Thereafter,
the
fighting
units
could
be
made
availThereafter,
the
fighting
units
could
be
made
availthe campaign.
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able
able as
as a part
part of
of the
the general
general air
air reserve
reserve to
to be
be employed
employed for
for ground
ground
attack against
against particularly
particularly favorable
favorable targets.
targets.
attack
9–25. Attack
9-25.
Attack aviation.—The
aviation.^—The employment
employment of
of attack
attack aviation
aviation (or
(or
dual-purpose scouts
scouts acting
acting as
as such)
such) differs
differs little
little in
in tactics
tactics or techtechdual-purpose
nique
nique from
from the
the doctrine
doctrine prescribed
prescribed for
for major
major operations.
operations. Such
Such units
units
a~
are
available
should
be
held
in
central
reserve
to
be
dispatched
asi are available should be held in central reserve to be dispatched
only against
against definitely
definitely located
located targets.
targets. The
The six-plane
six-plane division,
division, ininonly
stead
stead of
of the
the squadron,
squadron, will
will usually
usually be
be ample
ample force
force to
to employ
employ against
against
the average
average small
small wars
wars objective.
objective,
the
9–26, Bombing
9-26.
Bombing aviation.—’hehe
aviation.—The medium
medium dive
dive bomber
bomber is a versatile
versatile
weapon,
and although
although there
there will
will probably
probably be
be little
little call
call for
for the
the ememweapon, and
ployment
of the
the 1,000-pound
1,000-pound bomb
bomb against
against small
small wars
wars objectives,
objectives,
ployment
of
this
type of
of aircraft
aircraft can
can also
also carry
carry the
the lighter
lighter demolition
demolition and
and fragfragthis type
mentation
bombs, and
and is
is armed
armed with
with offensive
offensive machine
machine guns.
guns. BombBombmentation bombs,
ing
units may
may thus
thus be
be employed
employed against
against personnel
personnel and
and the
the lighter
lighter
ing units
material
targets usually
usually assigned
assigned to
to attack
attack aviation,
aviation. Legitimate
Legitimate
material
targets
targets
for bombing
bombing units
units include
include forts,
forts, village
village strongholds,
strongholds, railroad
railroad
targets for
rolling stock,
stock, motor
motor trains,
trains, and
and the
the larger
larger sLlpply
supply boats;
boats; secondary
secondary
rolling
targets are
are troop
troop columns
columns and
and pack
pack trains.
trains. When
When attack
attack units
units are
are
targets
available for
for strafing
strafing missions,
missions, the
the bombing
bombing squadrons
squadrons should,
should, like
like
available
the fighters,
fighters, be
be considered
considered as part
part of
of the
the general
general air
air reserve,
reserve, and
and
the
their use
use against
against unsuitable
unsuitable targets
targets avoided.
avoided.
their
9-27. Attacks
Attacks on
on troop
troop columns
columns and
and trains.—a.
trains.—a. Troops
Troops and
and aniani9–2’7.
mal
trains marching
marching in
in close
close formations
formations on
on roacls
roads or
or trails
trails are
are exexmal trains
tremely vulnerable
vulnerable to
to surprise
surprise air
air attack.
attack. Such
Such attacks
attacks should
should be
be
tremely
carefully timed
timed to
to hit
hit columns
columns as
as they
they pass
pass through
through narrow
narrow defiles
defiles
carefully
formed by
by the
the hills
hills or
or jungle
jungle growth.
growth. If
If the
the terrain
terrain permits,
permits, a low
low
formed
altitude strafing
strafing attack
attack is
is preferable,
preferable, as
as it
it favors
favors surprise,
surprise, and
and perperaltitude
mits a more
more effective
effective employment
employment of
of air
air weapons.
weapons. An
An attempt
attempt
mits
should be
be made
made to
to enfilade
enfilade the
the column
column with
w^ith machine-gun
machine-gun fire
fire and
and with
with
should
fragmentation bombs
bombs droppecl
dropped in
in trail,
trail, repeating
repeating the
the attack
attack as
as rerefragmentation
quired. Shoulcl
Should the
the hostile
hostile column
column be
be encountered
encountered in
in very
very mounmounquired.
tainous country
country it may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to employ
employ the
the diving
diving attack,
attack, each
each
tainous
airplane in
in the
the column
column selecting
selecting a part
part of
of the
the target,
target, in
in order
order to
to
airplane
cover the
the whole
whole effectively
effectively on
on the
the first
first assault.
assault. Surprise
Surprise will
will be
be
cover
more difficult
difficult to
to obtain
obtain when
when the
the diving
diving approach
approach must
must be
be used,
used,
more
although
a
skilled
leader
should
be
able
to
launch
an
effective
assault
although
skilled leader should be able to launch
effective assault
without giving
giving the
the enemy
enemy more
more than
than a few
few seconds’
seconds' warning.
warning. ReKewithout
peated diving
diving assaults
assaults are
are made
made as required,
required, although
although the
the objective
objective
peated
may be
be much
much less
less vulnerable
vulnerable after
after the
the first
first surprise
surprise attack.
attack. In
In the
the
may
attack of
of a long
long column
column which
which cannot
cannot be
be covered
covered in
in one
one assault
assault by
by
attack
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the
the air
air force
force available,
available, the
the head
head of
of the
the column
column should
should always
always be
be
chosen as
as the
the initial
initial objective,
objective, regardless
regardless of
of the
the method
method of
of attack
attack
chosen
employed.
employed. This
This will
will ensure
ensure the
the maximum
maximum of
of delay
delay and
and confusion,
confusion,
and
and facilitate
facilitate repeated
repeated assaults.
assaults.
&. The
The successful
successful attack
attack of
of a column
column by
by an
an organized
organized air
air unit
unit is
is
b.
dependent upon
upon the
the prompt
prompt transmission
transmission of
of information
information by
by the
the reconrecondependent
naissance
naissance agency
agency which
which makes
makes the
the discovery.
discovery. Small
Small columns
columns of
of
mobile troops
troops will
will usually
usually be
be attacked
attacked on
on the
the spot
spot vi-hen
when discovered
discovered
mobile
by reconnaissance
reconnaissance patrols.
patrols. If
If the
the importance
importance of
of the
the target
target and
and the
the
by
nature of
of the
the terrain
terrain appears
appears to
to warrant
warrant the
the delay
delay necessary
necessary to
to
nature
launch a concentrated
concentrated attack,
attack, the
the hostile
hostile column
column shoulcl
should be
be kept
kept under
under
launch
surveillance, if
if it
it can
can be
he dw
done without
without wwvj$ce
sacrirflce of
of swqwise,
surprise.^ and
and a full
full
surveillance,
report be
be made
made by
by radio
radio to
to the
the air
air commander.
commander. Upon
Upon the
the receipt
receipt
report
of such
such a message
message the
the air
air commander
commander should
should communicate
communicate with
with the
the
of
Force Commander
Commander while
while airplanes
airplanes are
are being
being preparecl,
prepared, advising
advising him
him
Force
of the
the contemplated
contemplated action.
action. Speed
Speed of
of movement
movement and
and surprise
surprise of
of
of
execution will
will be
be the
the essence
essence of
of success
success in
in the
the air
air attack
attack of
of a column.
column.
execution
9-28. Support
Support of
of aa marching
marching column.—a.
column.—a. When
When the
the size
size of
of a
9–28.
column,
or
the
hazardous
nature
of
its
advance
makes
the
assignment
column, or the hazardous nature of its advance makes the assignment
of combat
combat aviation
aviation advistibie,
advisable, two
two methods
methods of
of general
general support
support are
are
of
possible. A
A division
division of
of airplanes
airplanes can
can be
be kept
kept continuously
continuously in
in the
the
possible.
air over
over the
the column;
column; or
or the
the column
column can
can be
be contacted
contacted at
at short
short intervals
intervals
air
by a combat
combat patrol
patrol of
of appropriate
appropriate size.
size. In
In most
most cases
cases the
the latter
latter
by
form of
of support
support will
will suffice,
suffice, bearing
bearing in
in mind
mind that
that the
the column
column would
would
form
normally have
have a pair
pair of
of infantry
infantry planes
planes with
with it
it at
at all
all times.
times. The
The
normally
reconnaissance
airplanes
seek
out
ambushes
and
enemy
positions
reconnaissance
airplanes
seek out ambushes
and enemy positions
along the
the route
route of
of march;
march; the
the air
air combat
combat units
units assist
assist the
the ground
ground
along
forces in
in routing
routing hostile
hostile opposition.
opposition. Air
Air attacks
attacks may
may be
be coordinated
coordinated
forces
with the
the ground
ground attacks
attacks if
if communication
cojnmunication facilities
facilities and
and the
the tactical
tactical
with
situation permit,
permit, or
or they
they may
may be
be launched
launched independently
independently to
to prevent
prevent
situation
hostile interference
interference with
with the
the march
march of
of the
the supported
supported column.
column.
hostile
6. Ground
Ground commanders
commanders supported
supported by
by aviation
aviation should
should be
be careful
careful
b.
when in
in action
action to
to mark
mark the
the position
position of
of their
their advanced
advanced elements
elements by
by
when
panels, and
and where
where the
the force
force is
is held
held up
up by
by fire
fire from
from a given
given locality
locality
panels,
they should
should also
also indicate
indicate by
by the
the proper
proper panel
panel signal
signal the
the direction
direction
they
and
estimated
distance
to
the
enemy
position.
The
ground
comand estimated
distance to the enemy position.
The ground commander should
should also
also indicate,
indicate, by
by whatever
whatever means
means is
is expedient!
expedient, just
just
mander
when and
and where
where he
he wishes
wishes the
the fire
fire of
of aviation
aviation to
to be concentrated.
concentrated. In
In
when
short, he
he requests
requests fire
fire support
support in
in the
the same
same manner
manner as
as he
he would
would from
from
short,
artillery. In
In addition
addition to
to complying
complying with
with these
these requests,
requests, the
the air
air comcomartillery.
mander will
will be
be constantly
constantly on
on the
the lookout
lookout for
for the
the location
location and
and movemovemander
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ment
ment of
of any
any enemy
enemy forces
forces in
in the
the vicinity,.
vicinity,, and
and will
will be prepared
prepared to
to
exploit any
any success
success of
of the
the ground
ground forces
forces by
by the
the immediate
immediate pursuit
pursuit of
of
exploit
retreating hostile
hostile troops.
troops.
retreating
9-29. Attack
Attack on
on hostile
hostile positions.—Combat
positions.—Combat aviation
aviation may
may be
be used
used
9–29.
as a substitute
substitute for
for artillery
artillery in
in the
the organized
organized attacks
attacks of
of hostile
hostile strongstrongas
holds. As
As such
such it
it provides
provides for
for the
the preliminary
preliminary reduction
reduction of
of the
the
holds.
hostile defenses
defenses by
by bombing,
bombing, for
for the
the interdiction
interdiction of
of lines
lines of
of comcomhostile
munication and
and supply,
supply, and
and for
for the
the direct
direct close-in
close-in support
support of
of the
the
munication
attacking
infantry by
by lying
lying down
down a barrage
barrage of
of machine-gun
machine-gun bullets
bullets
attacking infantry
and
fragmentation bombs
bombs on
on the
the enemy
enemy front
front lines.
lines. All
All these
these mismisand fragmentation
sions cannot
cannot of
of course
course be performed
performed by
by one
one air
air unit;
unit; schedules
schedules of
of fire
fire
sions
must be
be worked
worked out,
out, timed
timed with
with the
the infantry
infantry advance,
advance, and
and executed
executed
must
by successive
successive waves
waves of
of aircraft.
aircraft. Details
Details of
of this
this form
form of
of air
air support
support
by
are worked
worked out
out by
by the
the air
air commander,
commander, using
using such
such numbers
numbers and
and types
types
are
of air
air units
units as are
are available
available and
and necessary.
necessary. The
The ground
ground commander
commander
of
must submit
submit a definite
definite plan
plan if
if air
air attack
attack is
is to
to be
be coordinated;
coordinated; otherothermust
wise, the
the air
air commander
commander on
on the
the spot
spot must
must use
use his
his force
force as opportunity
opportunity
wise,
offers. In
In minor
minor attacks
attacks the
the latter
latter procedure
procedure will
will probably
probably be
be the
the
offers.
rule.
rule.
9-30. Attacks
Attacks on
on towns.—When
towns.—^When hostile
hostile forces
forces seek
seek the
the shelter
shelter of
of
9–3o.
occupied
towns
and
villages,
air
combat
support
cannot
be
given
the
occupied towns and villages, air combat support cannot
given the
attacking troops
troops without
without endangering
endangering the
the lives
lives of
of noncombatants.
noncombatants.
attacking
However, it
it may
may be feasible
feasible to
to drop
drop warning
warning messages
messages to
to the
the ininHowever,
habitants,
and
allow
them
sufficient
time
to
evacuate
before
initiating
habitants, and allow them sufficient time to evacuate before initiating
an attack.
attack. Once
Once the
the attack
attack is decided
decided upon,
upon, aviation
aviation again
again performs
performs
an
the role
role of
of artillery.
artillery. One
One bomb,
bomb, penetrating
penetrating the
the roof
roof of
of a small
small
the
house before
before exploding
exploding will
will effectively
effectively neutralize
neutralize all
all occupants;
occupants; those
those
house
not
being
killed
or
wounded
will
immediately
escape
to
the
streets
not being killed
wounded will immediately
escape to the streets
to become
become targets
targets for
for machine
machine guns.
guns. Continuous
Continuous bombing
bombing forces
forces the
the
to
defenders from
from their
their shelters
shelters and
and facilitates
facilitates their
their capture
capture or
or defeat
defeat
defenders
by the
the ground
ground forces.
forces. The
The tactics
tactics and
and technique
technique involved
involved in
in the
the air
air
by
attack of
of a town
town do
do not,
not differ
differ materially
materially from
from those
those used
used against
against any
any
attack
defended position,
position, except
except that
that medium
medium dive
dive bombers
bombers may
may be
be used
used
defended
here to
to better
better advantage
advantage than
than they
they could
could be
be in
in most
most small
small wars
wars situasituahere
tions.
Care
must
be
taken
not
to
endanger
advancing
friendly
Care must
taken not to endanger
advancing
friendly
tions.
troops.
troops.
9-31. Aviation
Aviation as
as aa mobile
mobile reserve.—
reserve.—The
employment of
of aviation
aviation
‘Ile employment
9-31.
as
a
reserve
for
infantry
in
battle
is
merely
an
application
of the
the
as a reserve for infantry in battle is merely an application
of
principle of
of quick
quick concentration
concentration of
of superior
superior force
force at
at the
the decisive
decisive
principle
point. The
The mobility
mobility and
and striking
striking power
power of
of combat
combat aviation
aviation favors
favors
point.
such employment
employment in
in minor
minor operations.
operations.
such
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9--32. General
&-32.
General considerations.-a.
considerations.—a. The
The transportation
transportation of
of troops
troops
and supplies
supplies becomes
becomes of
of increasing
increasing importance
importance as
as the
the ground
ground forces
forces
and
in a small
small wars
wars campaign
campaign work
work inland,
inland, away
away from
from the
the navigable
navigable
in
waters
waters and
and railroads
railroads usually
usually found
found in
in the
the coastal
coastal regions
regions of
of tropical
tropical
countries.
Roads for
for wheeled
wheeled transport
transport tire
ere apttobe
apt to be poor
poor or
or nonnoncountries,
Roads
existent,
and dependence
dependence for
for supply
supply of
of certain
certain units
units may
may have
have to
to be
be
existent, and
placed
on slow
slow animal
animal transport,
transport. As
Ag distances
distances from
from the
the base
base of
of
placed on
operations increase,
increase, this
this form
form of
of supply
supply tends
tends to
to break
break down,
down, especiespecioperations
ally during
during rainy
rainy seasons,
seasons, andthe
and the most
most advanced
advanced of
of theground
the ground forces
forces
ally
may be
be partially
partially or
or altogether
altogether dependent
dependent upon
upon air
air transport
transport for
for
may
months at a time.
time. The
The air
air force,
force, then,
then, should
should includea
include a much
much greater
greater
monthsat
percentage
of transport aircraft
aircraft thanis
than is required
required for
for the
the normal
normal needs
needs
percentage oftransport
of
the
air
units
themselves.
of the air units themselves.
h.
Air transportatio
transportation nisjustified
is justified only
only whenmor
when more eeconomicalforms
economical forms
b. Air
of
transport will
will not
not serve;
serve; it
it should
should be
be considered
considered only
only as an
an emeremerof transport
gency
supplement for
for land
land transportation,
transportation, and
and its
its use
use rigidly
rigidly concongency supplement
trolled
by Force
Force Headquarters.
Headquarters. Factors
Factors which
which may
may influence
influence the
the
trolled by
decision
to use
use air
air transport
transport are:
are: unt’avorable
unfavorable condition
condition of
of roads
roads and
and
decision to
trails;
long distances
distances through
through hostile
hostile territory
territory necessitating
necessitating the
the proprotrails; long
vision
of
strong
escorts
for
land
transport;
and
emergency
situations
vision of strong escorts for land transport; and emergency situations
requiring
imrnediate action,
action. When
When air
air transport
transport isplanned,
is planned, the
the air
air
requiring immediate
force
will usually
usually wtablisll
establish regular
regular scl~edules
schedules for
for transport
transport airplanes.
airplanes.
force will
Force
Headquarters will
will arrange
arrange for
for routine
routine and
and priority
priority listing
listing of
of
Force Headquarters
supplies
and
replacements
to
be
forwarded
to
outlying
stations.
supplies and replacements
to
forwarded
to outlying
stations.
Routine
evacuation of
of the
the sick
sick and
and wounded
wounded is
is accomplished
accomplished on
on the
the
Routine evacuation
return
trips, and
and only
only occasionally
occasionally shoul~l
should the
the necessity
necessity for
for emeremerreturn trips,
gency
flights arise.
arise. The
The air
air force
force should
should generally
generally have
have priority
priority in
gency flights
the
use of
of air
air transport
transport for
for its
its own
own requirements.
requirements. Where
Where small
small air
air
the use
units
are maintained
maintained and
and operated
operated on
on outlying
outlying auxiliary
auxiliary fields,
fields, the
the
units are
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problem of supplying
fuel ~ ammunit itm, bombs, ancl other supplies
becomes a considerable task.
9-33. Troop transportation.—a.
Possibilities
for the transportation of troops in airplanes are limited only by the number of transport
aircraft. available and the existence of suitable landing fields.
In
small wars operations, the ability to concentrate forces quickly in any
part of the theater, through the medium of air transport, may materially influence the planning of the campaign, and offers a solution
to the grave difficulties of moving forces through a country devoid of
~S ma 11 forces, not to exceed a battalion,
communication
facilities.
can be transported and supplied by air everywhere within the operating radius of the aircraft, provided landing facilities are available.
!l’he utility squadron of eight transports will carry approximately
one
rifle company per trip, including
combat equipment.
While these
figures indicate the maximum
troop movement
possible with the
amount of air transport normally provided, they by no means imply
that movements on a larger scale are impractical.
In the typical
campaign
of this nature, the movement of a force larger than a
company will be exceptional.
b. Troop commanders of units orclered to move by air should be
advised in advance of the weight limitations
per man, in order that
Movement
excess equipment
may be stored before embarkation.
orders should be specific as to time of arrival on the airdrome; details
of loading will be supervised by a representative
of the air operations
officer, who will be guided, insofar as possible, by the principle of
tactical unity in the assignment
of troop spaces.
On outlying airdromes, the senior aviator present is charged with these details and
is responsible that safety limitations
are observed.
While in flight,
the regularly assigned pilot of the aircraft exercises command analogous to that of the commander of a surface vessel ol~ which troops
are embarked.
c. A general policy classifying
persons md articles considered eligible for air transport, with priority ratings, should be adoptecl and
Permits for air travel should be
published by Force Headquarters.
issued by Force and Area Commanders,
and passages coordinated
with scheduled
or emergency
movements
of transport
airplanes.
Requests for special airplanes should be rigidly controlled by Force
and Area Commanders.
9-34. Transportation
of supplies.—a.
Generally
speaking,
the
transportation
of bulky supplies by air is economical only for long
hauls in regions of poor communication.
Questions of tactical expe-
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diency will often outweigh those of economy, however, and where air
transport is available it will normally be used to capacity.
b. In order to handle properly the many calls for air transportation of supplies,
regulate priority,
and expedite the more urgent
shipments, a special shipping office, uncler the control of the air commander, should be maintained
at the base airdrome.
This agency
acts as a regulating depot between the rear echelon and the units in
the field.
It receives and prepakes shipments, loads and unloads the
airplanes, and arranges for the storage and delivery of incoming
Adequate storage ancl transport at ion facilities should be
shipments.
made available.
Shipping
agencies should also be provided at the
more important auxiliary airdromes if the volume of supplies appears
to warrant such installations,
Personnel
for these regulating
stations is suppliecl by the Force Quartermaster,
as requested by the
aviation supply officer who is responsible
for the preparation
and
loading of all air shipments.
The air operations officer is kept informed at all times regarding amounts and priorities of shipments,
and will issue the necessary instruct ions for the actual loading of the
airplanes.
9–35. Dropping
of supplies.—a.
Supplies transported by air may
be delivered by landing, or by dropping from the airplane while in
flight at low altitude.
To avoid undue loss by breakage, articles to
Skilled personnel can wrap
be dropped must have s~)ecial packing.
almost any ~rticle so that it will not be injured by contact with the
ground after being dropped.
Explosives,
detonators,
liquid medicines, etc., may be swathec~ in cotton and excelsior and dropped safely;
water in half-filled canteens nmy be dropped from low altitudes with
no protection other than the canvas cover; dry beans, rice, sugar, and
similar supplies may be droplml by enclosing :L half-filled sack in %
l)ril~ciple in packing is to arrange for
larger one. The governing
cushioning
tile impact and for expansion
within the container.
Machine gun~ and sin~ilar eqllipment shol~ld be (disassembled prior
to packing for air drops, a]t ho[lgh in emergency such loads cou]d be
{Iropped intact b.y ming p~~ril~hlltes. In short, it is possible to drop
safely any article of supply l~lwvided it is properly packed.
b. The dropping grolm(l should have a clear space at least 100 -yarcls
in diarnet er, with no obst Yu(’tions which would prevent. the airplane
from approaching
at 10}V altitude and minimum speed.
An idcmtification pane] shoLdd mi~~k the center of the area. Men and animals
must be kept clear, or c:]sualt ies will occur from men being struck
by heavy falling articles.
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G. Emergency
Emergency supplies
supplies of
of medicines,
medicines, ffood,
small arms
arms ammunition,
ammunition,
c.
oocl, small
clothing, money,
money, and
and mail
mail are
are usually
usually transported
transported to
to detached
detached units
units
clothing,
in the
the field
field by
by the
the daily
daily air
air patrols.
patrols. The
The observers
observers stow
stow the
the artiartiin
cles in
in their
their cockpits
cockpits and
and drop
drop them
them when
when contact
contact is
is established.
established. The
The
cles
standard
scouting
airplane
will
safely
handle
an
overload
equivalent
standard scouting airplane will safely handle
overload equivalent
to the
the weight
weight of
of an extra
extra man,
man, provided
provided room
room can
can be found
found for
for stowstowto
age near
near the
the center
center of
of gravity
gravity of
of the
the plane.
plane. TJnless
Unless a landing
landing can
can
age
be made,
made, however,
however, the
the load
load is
is limited
limited to
to what
what the
the observer
observer can
can stow
stow
be
in his
his cockpit.
cockpit.
in
9-36. Evacuation
Evacuation of
of sick
sick and
and wounded.—The
wounded.—The evacuation
evacuation by
by air
air
9–36.
of the
the sick
sick and
and wounded
wounded personnel
personnel reduces
reduces the
the percentage
percentage of
of perperof
manent casualties,
casualties, relieves
relieves the
the units
units in
in the
the field
field of
of responsibility
responsibility for
for
manent
their care,
care, and
and enhances
enhances the
the morale
morale of
of troops
troops engaged
engaged in
in patrolling
patrolling
their
or garrisoning
garrisoning remote
remote areas.
areas. Air
Air ambulance
ambulance service
service should
should have
have
or
priority
over
all
utility
missions,
and
should
be
second
only
to
urpriority
over all utility missions, and should be second only to urgent tactical
tactical requirements.
requirements. The
The normal
normal flow
flow of
of sick
sick and
and slightly
slightly
gent
wounded personnel
persoimel are
are handled
handled on
on the
the return
return trips
trips of
of regularly
regularly
wounded
scheduled transports,
transports, or
or by
by smaller
smaller airplanes
airplanes from
from the
the more
more remote
remote
scheduled
districts where
where no
no transport
transport fields
fields exist.
exist. When
When it
it is
is known
known in
in adadclistricts
vance that
that casualties
casualties are
are to
to be
be evacuated,
evacuated, a medical
medical attendant
attendant should
should
vance
accompany the
the transport
transport or
or ambulance
ambulance plane
plane on
on its
its outbound
outbound trip
trip in
in
accompany
order
that
medical
escort
will
not
have
to
be
provided
by
the
unit
order that medical escort will not have to
provided by the unit in
the field.
field. Emergency
Emergency cases
cases will
will be
be handled
handled by
by the
the senior
senior aviator
aviator
the
present without
without waiting
waiting for
for formal
formal authority
authority for
for the
the flight.
flight. Stretcher
Stretcher
present
cases can
can be
be moved
moved only
only by
by transport
transport or
or ambulance
ambulance planes;
planes; the
the
cases
patient
must
be
able
to
sit
up
if
evacuation
is
to
be
eflFected
from
patient must be able to sit up if evacuation
to
effected from aa
small field
field by
by aa two-seater
two-seater scout.
scout.
small
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10-1. NecessitY
Necessity for
for river
river operations.-a.
operations.—a. Duringth
During
10-1.

Page
Page
1
1
2

the eestirnateof
estimate of
the situation,
situation, or
or after
after the
the initiation
initiation of
of the
the intervention,
intervention, it
it maybemay bethe
come apparent
apparent that
that navigable
navigable inland
inland waterways
waterways exist
exist within
within the
the
come
theater
of
operations
to
such
an
extent
that
their
use
by
the
intertheater of operations
to such an extent that their use by the intervening forceis
force is necessary
necessary oraclvisable.
or advisable.
venin~
h. In
In many
many countries,
countries, water
water routes
routes are
are a primary
primary means
means of
of transtransb.
portation and
and communication,
communication, especially
especially if
if there
there are.
are few
few and
and inadeinadeportation
quate
quate railroads,
railroads, roads,
roads, or
or trails.
trails. In
In some
some sections
sections of
of the
the country,
country,
they may
may be
be the
the only
only avenues
avenues of
of approach
approach to
to areas
areas occupied
occupied by
by
they
hostile forces.
forces. So
So long
long as water
water routes
routes are
are more
more economical
economical in
in time
time
hostile
and money
money than
than other
other available
available means,
means, they
they will
will be
be employed
employed by
by
and
the
the local
local inhabitants
inhabitants and
and their
their use
use must
must be
be seriously
seriously considered
considered in
in
the plan
plan of
of campaign
campaign of
of any
any force
force entering
entering the
the country
country for
for s“mall
small
the
war
war operations.
operations. Such
Such river
river operations
operations as
as appear
appear practicable
practicable should
should
be coordinated
coordinated with
with the
the land
land operations
operations which
which are
are to
to be
be conducted
conducted
be
simultaneously.
simultaneously.
C.
G. In
In some
some cases,
cases, it
it may
may be
be necessary
necessary or
or advisable
advisable to
to occupy
occupy a,
a river
river
valley
valley in
in order
order to
to protect
protect the
the foreign
foreign civilians,
civilians, of
of other
other than
than ~Jnited
United
States citizenship,
citizenship, and.
and property
property located
located therein
therein against
against hostile
hostile
States
depredations.
depredations.
a?.
d. VVhen
When offensive
offensive operations
operations against
against the
the hostile
hostile forces
forces interrupt
interrupt
the normal
normal land
land routes,
routes, such
such forces
forces will
will turn
turn to
to nxvi~able
navigable rivers
rivers as a
the
means
means of
of supply
supply and
and communication,
communication, or
or as an
an avenue
avenue of
of escape.
escape. AcleAdequate and
and timely
timely preparations
preparations should
should be
be undertaken
undertaken by
by the
the intervenintervenquate
ing force
force to
to deny
deny these
these water
water routes
routes to
to the
the enemy.
enemy.
ing
Navigable rivers
rivers often
often form
form part
part or
or all
all of
of the
the boundary
boundary between
between
e. Navigable
the
affected
country
and
an
adjacent
State.
If
the
hostile
forces
are
the affected country and an adjacent State.
If the hostile forces are
receiving assistance
assistance and
and supplies
supplies from
from the
the neighboring
neighboring country,
country, river
river
receiving
patrols may
may seriously
seriously interfere
interfere with,
with, but
but never
never entirely
entirely suppress,
suppress, such
such
patrols
activities.
Amicable
agreements
should
be
completed
as
soon
as
posactivities.
Amicable
agreements should be completed
MI soon
possible, through
through the
the Department
Department of
of State,
State, for
for the
the use
use of
of territorial
territorial
sible,
waters by
by such
such patrols,
patrols, and
and for
for the
the pursuit
pursuit of
of hostile
hostile groups
groups who
who
waters
1
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may use the remote
operations
10-2.
have

districts

or place

General

certain

represented

of

the

friendly

country

as a base

of

of refuge.

characteristics

similar

of rivers.+.

characteristics.

as a series of terraces,

Their
the levels

All navigable
general

profile

of which

rivers
is best

are relatively

depth and current,
and the walls of which are. impassible
falls or rapids.
As one proceeds upstream from the mouth of the river, the depth of water in
each successive level is usually less than in the one preceding.
This
characteristic
feature det~’rmi nes the distance that a boat of any
given draft can travel and eventually
makes the use of any type
The extent of each group of falls and rapids,
of bent impossible.
their relative distance from the mouth of the river, and the length
of the intervening
stretches of smooth water will vary with every
river. For example, the first obstacle in the Congo River in Africa
is only a hundred miles from its mouth, although the second level
of the river presents no impassable falls for over a thousand miles.
The Yangtze River in China is navigable by ocean-going
vessels for
nearly a thousand miles from its mouth before the Yangtze Gorge
is reached.
The Coco River in Nicaragua can be traveled for over
200 miles before the first real falls and rapids, extending
over 30
miles, are found; the second level is navigable for some 60 miles; and
the third level for another 70 miles to the head of navigation.
b. These various levels are customarily the “lower;’ “middle,” and
‘(upper” rivers as one proceeds upstream from the mouth to the head
of navigation, and as the clepth of water in the succeeding levels necessitates a change in the type and draft of boat which can be used.
c. The condition of the river, the depth and length of the navigable
stretches, and the obstacles ljresented to navigation
vary with the
certain
times,
the
water
in
the
middle and
At
seasons of the year.

placicl

stretches

of wtiter of more

upper

rivers

when

the river is in flood,

may

be so low

that

or less uniform

numerous

such obstacles

portages

may disappear

are necessary.
entirely

and

to the middle river may proceed all
the way to the head o-f navigation,
or the lower and middle rivers
will influence the time of year
merge into one. This characteristic
The
and the ease and practicability
of conducting river operations.
probability
that supply boats could not reach Poteca, on the Coco
River, during the months of April and May, influenced the decision
to abandon that outpost in April 1929. In commenting
on the Nile
Expedition
of 188*85, Callwell says, “And it must be added that the
supply difficulties were enormously increased by the lateness of the

the boats

normally

restricted
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start,
by the
the unfortunate
unfortunate postponement
postponement in
in deciding
deciding on
on the
the dispatch
dispatch of
of
start, by
the
expedition.
A
few
weeks
suflSced
to
convert
the
Nile
between
the
the expedition.
A few weeks sufficed to convert the Nile between the
second and
and third
third cataracts
cataracts from
from a great
great waterway
waterway up
up which
which the
the
second
steamers from
from below
below Wadi
Wadi Halfa
Haifa could
could have
have steamed
steamed with
with ease,
ease, into
into
steamers
succession of
of tortuous
tortuous rapids
rapids passable
passable only
only with
with difficulty
difficulty by
by small
small
a succession
boats." (“Small
("Small Wars,
Wars, Their
Their Principles
Principles and
and Practice,”
Practice," by
by Col.
Col. C,
C. E.
E.
boats.”
Callwell, 3d
3d cd.,
ed., p.
p. 70.)
70.)
Callwell,
d. As
As the
the river
river empties
empties into
into the
the ocean,
ocean, the
the sediment
sediment which
which it
it carries
carries
a?.
is deposited
deposited to
to form
form a bar
bar or
or shoal.
shoal. In
In the
the case
case of
of large
large rivers,
rivers, the
the
shoal is
is usually
usually so
so deeply
deeply submerged
submerged that
that it
it does
does not
not prevent
prevent the
the
shoal
entrance of
of ocean
ocean going
going vessels.
vessels. In
In those
those rivers
rivers usually
usually found
found in
in the
the
entrance
theater
of
small
war
operations,
the
bar
may
be
so
near
the
surface
theater of small war operations, the bar may be
near the surface
of the
the water
water that
that it
it is
is aa real
real obstacle
obstacle and
and may
may make
make the
the passage
passage of
of
of
even the
the ordinary
ordinary ship’s
ship's boat
boat aa dangerous
dangerous undertaking,
undertaking, especially
especially if
if
even
the services
services of
of aa local
local pilot
pilot are
are not
not available.
available.
the
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of the
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10-3. General.—The
10-3.
General.—The types
types and
and characteristics
characteristics of
of boats
boats which
which are
are
to be
be used
used in
in a particular
particular river
river operation
operation clepend
depend upon
upon several
several
to
factors, of which
which themore
the more important
important are:
are:
factorsjof
(1) Coastwise
(1)
Coastwise communication
communications srequired.
required.
(2)
Nature of
of the
the river.
river.
(2) Nature
(3)
Desirable boat
boat characteristics
characteristics for
for lower,
lower, middle,
middle, and
and upper
upper
(3) Desirable
river use.
use.
river
(4) Types
Types of
of boats
boats available.
available.
(4)
(5)
(5) Method
Method of
of propulsion.
propulsion.
(6) Influence
Influence of
of tactical
tactical principles.
principles.
(6)
10-4. Coastwise
Coastwise communications.—Navy
communications.—Navy vessels,
vessels, motor”launches,
motor launches,
l@-4.
and local
local coastal
coastal schooners,
schooners, normally
normally will
will be used
used for
for maintaining
maintaining
and
coastwise communications.
communications. Unless
Unless a main
main supply
supply base
base is
is located
located
.coastwise
at the
the mouth
mouth of
of the
the river
river on
on which
which the
the operations
operations are
are being
being conconat
ducted, coastal
coastal shipping
shipping will
will be used
used for
for the,
the. transportation
transportation of
of
ducted,
personnel an!
and replacements,
replacements, an
and
primarily for
for the.
the shipment
shipment of
of
personnel
d primarily
supplies.
supplies.
10-5.
Nature of
of theriver.—The
the river.—The nature
nature of
of theriver,
the river, moret
more hanany
than any
10-5. Nature
other factor,
factor, determines
determines the
the types
types of
of boats
boats which
which will
will be
be used
used in
in
other
river operation.
operation. The
The depth
depth of
of the
the lower,
lower, middle,
middle, and
and upper
upper rivers;
rivers;
river
the swiftness
swiftness of
of the
the current;
current; the
the distances
distances between
between obstacles
obstacles in
in the
the
the
river;
the
number
and
length
of
the
portages
required;
the
season
river; the number and length of the portages required; the season
of the
the year;
year; an
and
the probability
probability of
of securing
securing native
native boatmen;
boatmen; each
each
d the
of
of these
these will
will have
have some
some effect
effect on
on the
the decision.
decision. Ordinarily,
Ordinarily, at
at least
least
of
three types
types of
of boats
boats will
will be required
required because
because of
of the
the limitations
limitations as
three
to draft
draft in
in the
the various
various river
river levels.
levels. lfIf the
the lower
loAver river
I'iver is
is more
more
to
5
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BOATS

than 300
than
300 miles
miles long,
long, or
or hxs
has a limiting
limiting clepth
depth of
of over
over 8 feet,
feet, boats
boats
of
of the
the coastwise
coastwise type
type will
will be
be used
used in
in adclition
addition to
to the
the usual
usual river
river

types.
types.

On the
the other
other hand,
hand, if
if the
the length
length of
of the
the middle
middle river
river is
On

quite
quite short,
short, it
it may
may be
be more
more economical
economical to
to use
vise only
only two
two types
types of
of
boats,
boats, those
those for
for the
the lower
lower and
and upper
upper rivers
rivers only.
only.
10–6.
10-6. Lower
Lower river
river boats.—~oats
boats.—Boats to
to be
be used
used on
on the
the lower
lower river
river
normally
normally should
should be
be motor
motor propelled,
propelled, of
of 4 feet
feet draft
draft or
or less,
less, and
and with
with

maximum speed
speed of
of 15 miles
miles or
or more
more per
per hour.
hour.
a maximum

Their propellers
propellers
Their

should
should be
be protected
protected to
to prevent
prevent damage
damage from
from submerged
submerged rocks
rocks or
or logs.
logs.
If
If they
they are
are procured
procured outside
outside of
of the
the theater
theater of
of operations,
operations, they
they should
should
be
be of
of such
such size
size and
and weight
weight as to
to permit
permit them
them to
to be
be transported
transported by
by
Navy
Navy transports.
transports. They
They should
should be
be provided
provided with
with .30 or
or .50 caliber
caliber
machine
machine guns
guns mounted
mounted on
on swivel
swivel mounts
mounts at
at the
the bow,
bow, and
and light
light armor
armor
provided
provided to
to protect
protect the
the gunner,
gunner, helmsman,
helmsman, and
and fuel
fuel tank.
tank.
10-7.
10-7. Middle
Middle river
river boats.—Boats
boats.—Boats for
for use
use on
on the
the middle
middle river
river should
should
be of
be
of sufficient
sufficient size
size to
to carry
carry at
at least
least one
one squad
squad and
and its
its equipment
equipment in
in
addition to
to the
the boat
boat crew.
crew. ~ormally
Normally these
these boats
boats shoulcl
should have
have a draft
draft
addition
of 21/2
2V2 feet
feet or
or less.
less. The
The power
power plant
plant may
may be
be an
an outboard
outboard motor
motor or
or an
an
of
inboard
inboard motor
motor with
with the
the propeller
propeller protected
protected against
against damage
damage from
from rocks
rocks
and other
other obstacles.
obstacles. A
A maximum
maximum speed
speed of
of 20
20 miles
miles per
per hour
hour is
is dedeand
sirable.
sirable. These
These boats
boats should
should be
be strongly
strongly but
but lightly
lightly built,
built, to
to facilitate
facilitate
their passage
passage through
through rapids
rapids aIid
and rou@
rough stretches
stretches of
of water!
water, or
or their
their
their
portage around
around such
such areas.
areas. The
The .30 caliber
caliber machine
machine gun
gun may
may be
portage
mounted forward,
forward, either
either on
on its
its regular
regular tripod
tripod mount,
mount, or on
on a swivel
swivel
mounted
mount
mount if
if one
one has
has been
been provided.
provided.
10-8. Upper
Upper river
river boats.–-For
boats.—For tl~e
tlie upper
upper rivers,
rivers, the
the most
most suitable
suitable
10–8.
boats are
are those
those obtained
obtained locally
locally from
from the
the natives.
natives. If
If these
these cannot
cannot be
be
boats
procured in
in sufficient
sufficient quantity,
quantity, substitutes
substitutes should
should be
be of
of the
the light,
light, shalshalprocured
low-draft, canoe-type
canoe-type boat,
boat, with
with fairly
fairly wide,
wide, flat
flat bottoms
bottoms and
and built
built as
as
low-draft,
strongly as possible
possible commensurate
commensurate with
with their
their light
light weight.
weight. ProviProvistrongly
sion should
should be
be made
made for
for the
the attachment
attachment of
of outboard
outboard motors,
motors, although
although
sion
the normal
normal method
method of
of propulsion
propulsion will
will be
be by
by hand
hand in
in most
most situations.
situations.
the
They
They will
will vary
vary in
in size
size from
from small
small canoes
canoes capable
capable of
of carrying
carrying one
one half
half
of a squad
squad plus
plus the
the crew,
crew, to
to cargo
cargo canoes
canoes capable
capable of
of carrying
carrying 8 to
to 10
of
thousand pounds
pounds of
of supplies
supplies in addition
addition to
to the
the necessary
necessary crew.
crew. The
The
thousand
average upper
upper river
river boat
boat should
should be of
of sufficient
sufficient size
size to
to carry
carry a comcomaverage
plete squad
squad with
with its
its equipment,
equipment, in
in addition
addition to
to the
the crew.
crew.
plete
10-9. Types
Types of
of boats
boats available.—a.
available.—a. Locaz
Local i50ats.-Local
boats.—Local boats
boats obob10-9.
tained in
in the
the theater
theater of
of operations
operations have
have been
been used
used in
in the
the past
past with
with a
tained
fair degree
degree of
of success.
success. Unless
Unless the
the operation
operation is
is planned
planned a considerconsiderfair
able length
length of
of time
time before
before its
its initiation,
initiation, local
local boats
boats will
will probably
probably be
be
able
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the only
only ones
ones available.
available. These
These boats
boats should
should be
be purchased
purchased outright
outrightifif
the
they
are
to
be
used
for
combat
purposes.
If
the
owners
will not
not
they are to be used for combat purposes.
If the owners will
agree
to sell
sell them,
them, as
as isis sometimes
sometimes the
the case,
case, itit may
may be
be necessaiy
necessary toto
agree to
requisition
them. Receipts
Receipts must
must be
be given
given for
for such
such boats.
boats. AA record
record
requisition them.
should
be
made
of
the
owner's
name,
if
it
can
be
ascertained,
the
should be made of the owmer’s name, if it can be ascertained, the
date and
and place
place at
at which
which the
the boat
boat was
was acquired,
acquired, its
its condition,
condition,and
andthe
the
date
estimated
value. This
This information
information should
should be
be forwarded
forwarded toto the
the area
area
estimated value.
commander
or other
other appropriate
appropriate commander
commander so
so that
that proper
proper adjustadjustcommander or
ment
can
be
made
of
the
owner's
claim
when
it
is
submitted.
ment can be made of the owner’s claim when it is submitted.
IfIf
combat
boats are
are rented
rented on
on aa per
fer o%xn
diem basis,
basis, the
the eventual
eventual cost
cost for
for
combat boats
rent, plus
plus the
the expense
expense of
of repairs
repairs or
or replacements
replacements ifif the
the boats
boats are
are
rent,
damaged
or
lost,
will
be
exorbitant.
On
the
other
hand,
it
is
usually
On the other h~nd, it is usually
damaged or lost, will be exorbitant.
more economical
economical to
to rent
rent local
local boats
boats which
which are
are toto be
be used
used solely
solely for
for
more
the transportation
transportation of
of supplies
supplies after
after the
the river
river has
has been
been pacified.
pacified.
the
Local boats
boats will
will be
be nondescript
nondescript in
in character.
character. This
This complicates
complicates the
the
Local
repair
and
upkeep
of
motor-propelled
craft.
They
have
one
decided
repair and upkeep of motor-propelled
craft.
They have one decided
advantage, however,
however, a11
all of
of them
them will
will have
have been
been built.
built for
for use
use on
on the
the
advantage,
river on
on which
which the
the operations
operations are
are toto take
take place
place andt
and, inin that
that respect,
respect,
river
they probably
probably will
will be
be superior
superior to
to boats
boats imported
imported for
for the
the operation.
operation.
they
h.
Regular
Navy
boats
will
seldom
be
available
in
sufficient
numb. Regular Nnvy boats will seldom be available in sufficient numbers to
to meet
meet the
the needs
needs of
of the
the expedition.
expedition. They
They may
may bebe used
used for
for
bers
coastwise
communications
and
on
the
lower
river,
depending
on
the
coastwise communications
and on the lower river, depending on the
depth of
of the
the water
water and
and the
the presence
presence ofof rapids
rapids or
or falls
falls ininthat
thatsection
section
depth
of the
the river.
river. They
They are
are too
too heavy,
heavy, draw
draw too
too much
much water,
water, and
and are
aretoo
too
of
slow to
to answer
answer the
the helm
helm for
for use
use in
in the
the middle
middle river.
river.
slow
c. Marine
Marine Corps
Corps landing
landing boats,
boats, especially
especially the
the smaller
smaller types,
types, probprobo.
ably
can
be
used
effectively
in
the
lower
and
middle
rivers.
Their
Their
ably can be used effectively
in the lower and middle rivers.
armament, uniformity
uniformity of
of power
power plant
plant and
and equipment,
equipment, protected
protected botbotarmament,
tom and
and propeller,
propeller, and
and the
the fact
fact that
that trained
trained crews
crewsmay
may be
beavailable
availabletoto
tom
handle them,
them, are
are important
important advantages.
advantages. Their
Their weight
weight may
may bebe aadisdishandle
advantage
for
middle
river
operation
if
many
portages
are
required.
advantage for middle river operation if many portages are required.
d. There
There are
are numerous
numerous boats
boats available
available inin the
the United
United States
States which
which
d.
are suitable
suitable for
for small
small wars
wars river
river operations
operations and
and which
which can
can bebe purpurare
chased
if
the
situation
makes
it
necessary.
They
range
in
type
from
They range in type from
chased if the situation makes it necessary.
the larger
larger shallow
shallow draft
draft boats
boats which
which can
can be
be used
used on
onthe
the lower
lower rivers,
rivers,
the
to canoes
canoes suitable
suitable for
for employment
employment inin the
the upper
upper river.
river. So
So far
far asas
to
possible they
they should
should have
have approximately
approximately the
the same
same characteristics
characteristics asas
possible
those
found
in
the
local
theater
of
operations.
Radical
changes inin
those found in the local theater of operations.
Radical changes
type should
should be
be introduced
introduced with
with caution.
caution.
type
e. Rubber
Rubber boats
boats probably
probably will
will be
be used
used extensively
extensively inin future
future small
small
e.
w"ars
river
operations.
wars river operations.
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/. Improvements
/.
Improvements and
and new
new developments
developments are
are constantly
constantly taking
taking
place
place in
in boat
boat clesign
design and
and boat
boat materials.
materials. One
One can
can never
never expect
expect to
to
obtain
obtain a uniform
uniform flotilla
flotilla of
of boats
boats for
for river
river operations.
operations. The
The difficulty
difficulty
will
will always
always be
be to
to get
get enough
enough boats
boats of
of any
any description
description to
to meet
meet the
the
demands
of the
the situation
situation which
which are
are suitable
suitable for
for use
use in
in the
the particular
particular
demands of
river involved.
river
involved. It
It is
is probable
probable that
that much
much better
better boats
boats will
will be
be availavailable in
able
in the
the future
future than
than have
have been
been utilized
utilized for
for such
such operations
operations in
in the
the
past.
past.
10-10.
Method of
of propulsion.—a.
propulsion.—a. Genera?.—Boats
General.—Boats used
used in
in river
river
10-10. Method
operations
will be
be motor
motor propelled,
propelled, rowed,
rowed, paddled,
paddled, poled,
poled, or
or towed,
towed,
operations will
depending
upon the
the type
type of
of boat
boat being
being used,
used, the
the nature
nature of
of the
the river,
river,
depending upon
and
the tactical
tactical situation.
situation.
and the
b. Inboard
6.
Inhoofrd n20tor
motor i50ats.-Inboard
boats.—Inboard motor
motor boats
boats have
have the
the following
following
advantages:
advantages:
(1)
Speed.
(1) Speed,
(2)
Usually greater
greater carrying
carrying capacity
capacity than
than other
other types
types of
of boats.
boats.
(2) Usually
(3)
Requires small
small crew.
crew.
(3) Requires
They
have the
the following
following disadvantages:
disadvantages:
They have
(1)
Noise of
of exhaust,
exhaust, even
even though
though muffled,
muffled, discloses
discloses the
the location
location
(1) Noise
of
the patrol
patrol and
and gives
gives warning
warning of
of its
its approach.
approach.
of the
(2)
Gasoline and
and oil
oil must
must be
be carried
carried for
for the
the period
period between
between the
the
(2) Gasoline
initiation of
of the
the patrol
patrol until
until the
the arrival
arrival of
of the
the first
first supply
supply boats.
boats.
initiation
This decreases
decreases the
the carrying
carrying capacity
capacity for
for troops
troops and
and rations,
rations, which
which
This
may
be offset
offset by
by the
the increased
increased speed
speed of
of the
the movement.
movement.
may be
(3)
They draw
draw too
too much
much water
water for
for use
use in
in the
the upper
upper river,
river, or
or in
in
(3) They
some
stretches of
of certain
certain middle
middle rivers.
rivers.
some stretches
(4)
Their power
power plant
plant often
often fails,
fails, or
or propellers
propellers are
are fouled
fouled or
or
(4) Their
broken in
in rapids
rapids where
where power
power is
is most
most essential.
essential.
broken
(5)
Weight of
of the
the boat
boat increases
increases the
the difficulties
difficulties of
of portaging
portaging
(5) Weight
around obstacles
obstacles in
in the
the river.
river.
around
Inboard motors
motors are
are especially
especially useful
useful for
for transporting
transporting the
the main
main
Inboard
body and
and supplies
supplies of
of a large
large patrol,
patrol, and
and in
in the
the system
system of
of supply
supply
body
in the
the lower
lower and
and middle
middle rivers.
rivers.
in
c, Outboard
Outhoard motom.-(
motors.—(1)
1) Outboard
Outboard motorboats
motorboats have
have the
the same
same adadc.
vantages and
and disadvantages
disadvantages as
as inboard
inboard motorboats.
motorboats. They
They are
are more
more
vantages
subject to
to failure
failure during
during heavy
heavy rains
rains than
than the
the inboard
inboard type.
type.
subject
(2) Outboard
Outboard motors
motors can
can be
be used
used with
with a fair
fair degree
degree of
of success
success
(2)
in
the
upper
river,
although
the
presence
of
sandbars,
rocks,
sunken
in the. upper river, although the presence of sandbars, rocks, sunken
trees, and
and other
other debris,
debris, and
and the
the innumerable
innumerable rapids
rapids normally
normally enentrees,
countered in
in this
this section
section of
of the
the river
river increase
increase the
the difficulties
difficulties of
of
countered
operation.
operation.
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(3) Outboard
Outboard motorboats
motorboats are
are especially
especially useful
useful for
for security
security units
units
(3)
with a patrol
patrol operating
operating entirely
entirely with
with motorboats;
motorboats; and
and for
for liaison
liaison
with
and command
command missions.
missions.
and
(4) Outboard
Outboard motors
motors purchased
purchased for
for river
river operations
operations should
should be
(4)
of the
the multiple
multiple cylinder
cylinder type
type and
and capable
capable of
of developing
developing at
at least
least 25
of
horsepower.
Motors
whose
water
intake
is
through
the
forward
end
horsepower.
Motors whose water intake is through the forward end
of the
the propeller
propeller housing
housing should
should not
not be purchased.
purchased. They
They are
are prone
prone
of
to pick
pick up
up too
too much
much sand,
sand, dirt,
dirt, and
and other
other debris
debris in
in the
the shallow
shallow
to
waters in
in which
which they
they often
often have
have to
to operate.
operate.
waters
RowboatH.—Rowboats will
will seldom
seldom be used
used in
in small
small war
war river
river
d. Rmuboat,~.-Rowboats
operations. Disabled
Disabled navy
navy or
or large,
large sized
sized motorboats
motorboats may
may have
have to
to
operations.
be rowed
rowed for
for comparatively
comparatively short
short distances,
distances.
be
Paddles.—Paddles are
are normally
normally used
used as the
the means
means of
of propulsion
propulsion
e. Paddze.s.-Paddles
with upper
upper river
river boats
boats which
which are
are not
not equipped
equipped with
with outboard
outboard
with
motors. They
They may
may be
be used
used when
when moving
moving a~qinst
against the
the current
current in
in
motors.
quiet
stretches
of
the
river,
depending
upon
the
strength
of
the
quiet stretches of t}~e river, depending
upon the strength
of the
current, and
and will
will always
always be
be used
used when
when going
going downstream
downstream or
or from
from
current,
one side
side of
of the
the river
river to
to the
the other.
other. They
They are
are used
used as rudders
rudders in
in
one
boats of
of the
the canoe
canoe type.
type. Because
Because of
of their
their reliability
reliability under
under all
all conconboats
ditions, they
they are
are part
part of
of the
the normal
normal equipment
equipment of
of every
every middle
middle and
and
ditions,
upper river
river boat,
boat, whether
whether they
they are
are equipped
equipped with
with motors
motors or
or not.
not.
upper
/. Po?es.—In
Poles.—In swift
swift water,
water, poles
poles must
must be
be used
used to
to make
make headway
headway
~.
against
the
current
if
the
water
is
too
shallow
for
the
operation
of
against the current, if the water is too shallow for the operation of
motors or if
if the
the boat
boat is
is not
not equipped
e<iuipped with
with a.
a motor.
motor. In
In many
many cases,
cases,
motors
poles can
can be usecl
used to
to assist
assist a motorboat
motorboat when
when passing
passing through
through rapids
rapids
poles
and bucking
bucking an lmusually
unusually strong
strong current.
current. They
They are
are part
part of
of the
the
and
normal equipment
equipment of
of every
every middle
middle and
and upper
upper river
river boat.
boat.
normal
g. Towing.-Towing
Towing.—Towing will
will have
have to
to be
be resorted
resorted to
to -when
when passing
passing upupg.
stream through
through very
very bad
bad rapids.
rapids. Occasionally
Occasionally the
the overhanging
overhanging
stream
branches close
close to
to shore
shore may
may be
be grasped
grasped to
to haul
haul the
the boat
boat along.
along. BeBebranches
fore towing
towing a boat
boat through
through bad
bad stretches
stretches of
of water,
water, it
it should
should be
be
fore
unloaded at the
the foot
foot of
of the
the rapid?
rapid, and
and the
the load
load portaged
portaged around
around it.
it.
unloaded
In
some
cases,
such
as
falls
or
extremely
bad
rapids,
the
boat
will
In some cases, such
falls
extremely bad rapids, the boat will
have to
to be
be portaged
portaged also.
also. In
In going
going downstream
downstream through
through dangerous
dangerous
have
rapids, towlines
towlines must
must be
be usecl
used to
to ease
ease the
the boat
boat and
and keep
keep it
it under
under
rapids,
control.
control.
10-11. Influence
Influence of
of tactical
tactical principles.—’llwtical
principles.—Tactical principles
principles will
will
10-11,
have considerable
considerable influence
influence on
on the
the type
type of
of boats
boats selected
selected for
for any
any parparhave
ticular river
river patrol.
patrol. Security
Security units
units should
should be transported
transported in
in small,
small,
ticular
light,
easily
maneuverable
boats,
carrying
one-half
to
a
complete
light, easily maneuverable
boats, carrying one-half to
complete
squad of
of men
men in
in addition
addition to
to the
the crews.
crews. The
The command
command group
group requires
requires
squad
9
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a small, fast boat.
Elements of the main body must be transported
as units in order to facilitate their entry into action.
Supply boats
may be of an entirely different type than the combat boats.
The
necessity for speed will influence the composition of the flotilla.
Even
in the lower river, these tactical requirements may necessitate th,e employment of some middle and upper river craft; in the upper river
sections, they will influence the size of the boats employed.
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10-12.
When
10-12. Introduction.—a.
Introduction.—a.
When the
the decision
decisiontoto seize
seize and
and occupy
occupyaa
river route
river
route has
has been
been reached,
reachecl, certain
certain preparatory
prepmwtory measures,
measures, such
such asas
the
the organization
organization of
of the
the force
force to
to be
be employed
employed and
and the
the assembling
assembling ofof
boats
IIJmany
many respects
respects these
these prepreboats and
al~d their
their crews,
crews, must
must be
be taken.
taken. In
liminary
liminary steps
steps closely
closely resemble
resemble the
the organization
organization of
of infantry
infantry patrols
patrols
discussed
VI, "The Infantry
discussed in Chapter
Cl~al]t~’l-VI,L’’rl~e
Infantry Patrol."
Patrol.”
h.
In
the
majority
of
cases,
the
occupation
a river will
6. In the majority of cases, the occupation of
ofariver
will proceed
proceed
from the
If
the situation
the occvipaIfthe
sit,~~ati(}llrequires
reqllires that
t~~atthaocc~~pafrom
the coastline
coastline inland.
inland.
tion begin
tion
begin near
near the
the head
head of
of navigation
navigation and
and work
work downstream,
downstream, the
the
difficulties
of
preparation
are
magniiied,
especially
in
the
collection
difficulties of preparation
are magniiiedy especially in the collection
of the
The measmeasof
the necessary
necessary boats,
boats? boat
boat equipment,
equipment. and
and native
native crews.
crews. The
ures to be taken,
similar in either
urestob
etaken, however,
however, are
aresimihmin
either event.
event.
c. If
If the
the river
river to
to be
be occupied
occupied isis not
not already
already held
held by
by hostile
hostile
forces,
forces, or no
no opposition
opposition isis offered,
offered, the
the problem
problem will
will be
be relatively
relatively
simple, provided
simple,
provided suitable
suitable and
and sufficient
suficient, boats
boats to
to handle
handle the
the personnel
personnel
and initial
If
If the
the. mouth
mouth of
of the
the river
river isisheld
held
and
initial supplies
supplies are
are available.
available.
by
the
enemy,
it
must
be
seized
as
the
first
step.
This
operation
it
must
be
seized
as
tile
first
step.
by the enemy,
This operation
does not
does
not differ
differ from
from any
any landing
lwlding against
against opposition,
opposition, which
which isis comcompletely
“Manual for
for Landing
Landing Operations."
Operations.”
pletely covered
covered in
in the
the "Manual
d. River
are
unfamiliar
River operaticms
operations
are relatively
relatively
unfami]it~r toto our
Otlr forces.
forcesO
They
They utilize
utilize types
types of
of transportation
transportation whose
whose capabilities
capabilities and
and care
care are
are
comparatively
unknown
The
comparatively
unknown to
to our
our personnel.
personnel.
The operations
operations are
are
conducted
conducted on routes
routes of
of travel
travel which
which are
are seldom
seldom accurately
accurately indicated
indicated
on
on the
the available
available map,
map, and
and they
they are
are executed
exe(~uted over
over waterwaj's
waterways ofof conconstantly
The
The condition
eon(lition of
of the
the water
water highhighstantly changing
changing characteristics.
characteristics.
ways
ways varies
varies with
‘with the
the low
IOWor
or flood
flood stage
stage inin the
the river
river and
and with
with the
the
part
part of
of the
the river
river in
in which
which the
the boat
boat isis operating,
operating, Avhether
whether lower,
lower,
Every opportunity
opportunity should
should be
be given
given the
the men
men
middle,
middle, or upper
upper river.
river. Every
11
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to become
become water-wise
water-wise and
and boat-wise,
boat-wise, in
in order
order to
to build
build up
up their
their boatboatto
handling
ability and
and their
their self-confidence.
self-confidence. Preparations
Preparations for
for river
river
handling
ability
operations
should commence,
commence, therefore,
therefore, as
as far
far as
as possible
possible in
in advance
advance
operations should
of
the date
date when
when such
such operations
operations are
are expected
expected to
to begin.
begin.
of the
10-13. Organizing
10-13.
Organizing the
the river
river patrol.—Many
patrol.—Many of
of the
the same
same principles
principles
apply
to organization
organization of
of a river
river patrol
patrol as
as apply
apply to
to that
that of
of an
an ininapply to
fantry patrol.
fantry
patrol. The
The size
size of
of the
the patrol
patrol is
is determined
determined by
by the
the same
same
factors,
except that
that the
the number
number and
and type
type of
of boats
boats available
available must
must
factors, except
be
be taken
taken into
into consideration.
consideration. Individual
Individual armament,
armament, the
the proportion
proportion
of supporting
supporting weapons
weapons to
to be
be attached,
attached, the
the necessity
necessity for
for additional
additional
of
officers, cooks,
cooks, medical
medical personnel
personnel and
and signal
signal personnel,
personnel, native
native guides,
guides,
officers,
and interpreters
interpreters are
are all
all considered
considered in the
the estimate
estimate of
of the
the situation
situation
and
on the
the same
same basis
basis as for
for a land
land patrol.
patrol. The,
The principles
principles to
to be
be borne
borne
on
in mind
mind are
are the
the same;
same; the
the clifferellce
difference is
is that
that a river
river is
is used
used as
as the
the
in
avenue
of approach
approach to
to the
the hostile
hostile area
area instead
instead of
of a road
road or
or trail,
trail,
avenue of
and
instead of
of riding
riding animals
animals or
or marching,
marching, boats
boats are
are used.
used.
and instead
10-14. Crews.-–a.
10-14.
Crews.—a. Whether
Whether enlisted
enlisted or
or native
native boat
boat crews,
crews, or
or a proproportion
of each,
each, are
are included
included in the
the organization
organization of
of the
the patrol
patrol dedeportion of
pends
upon the
the types
types of
of boats
boats to
to be Lwwl,
used, the
the nature
nature of
of the
the river,
river, the
the
pends upon
availability of
of reliable
reliable natives,
natives, and
and the
the general
general situation
situation in
in the
the theater
theater
availability
of operations.
operations. Very
Very few
feAV natives
natives who
who are
are good
good engineers
engineers and
and memeof
chanics will
will be
be found
found in
in the
the usual
usual small
small wtirs
wars theater,
theater. If
If the
the nature
nature
chanics
of the
the river
river is
is such
such that
that only
only motorboats
motorboats will
will be
be used
used in
in the
the patrol,
patrol,
of
the
crews
should
consist
of
enlisted
men,
with
a
sufficient
nvimber
of
the crews should consist of enlisted men, with
sufficient number of
natives to
to act
act as guides
guides in
in the
the bow
bow of
of each
each boat.
boat. Even
Even these
these can
can be
be
natives
dispensed with
with if
if the
the patrol
patrol is
is well
well trained
trained in
in river
river work.
work. On
On the
the
dispensed
other hand,
hand, if
if the
the operations
operations are
are to
to take
take place
place in
in the
the middle
middle and
and upper
upper
other
rivers,
11 be encountered,
rivers, where
where innumerable
innumerable rapids
rapids wi
will
encountered, ancl
and boats
boats have
have
to be propelled
propelled by
by hand,
hand, naf
natives
shoidd comprise
comprise the
the boat
boat crews
crews if
if
to
ives should
they can
can possibly
possibly be
be obtained.
obtained. The
The handling
handling of
of shallow-draft
shallow-draft boats,
boats,
they
such as the
the canoe
canoe and
and sampan,
sampan, in
in the
the upper
upper river
river is
is an art
art not
not easily
easily
such
or quickly
quickly acquired.
acquired. This
This is
is secoud
second nature
nature to
to the
the native
native who
who has
has been
been
or
brought up
up in
in the
the upper
upper river
river country;
country; whereas,
whereas, only
only a very
very few
few
brought
enlisted men
men will
will be
be found
found who
who can
can learn
learn to
to handle
handle all
all types
types of
of river
river
enlisted
craft in all
all kinds
kinds of
of water.
water. Every
Every enlisted
enlisted man
man who
who is
is detailed
detailed as
as a
craft
member of
of a boat
boat crew
crew depletes
depletes the
the number
number of
of effective
effectives in
in the
the combat
combat
member
personnel. The
The procedure
procedure relative
relative to
to hiring
hiring native
native boat
boat crews
crews does
does
personnel.
not differ
differ from
from the
the hiring
hiring of
of n:ative
native muleteers,
muleteers, and
and the
the same
same principles
principles
not
apply as
as with
with land
land patrols.
patrols. Every
Every situation
situation must
must be
be estima~d
estimated and
and
apply
decided upon
upon its
its merits.
merits.
decided

12
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&. The
b.
The crew
crew of
of a boat
boat powered
powered with
with an
an inboard
inboard motor
motor should
should conconsist of
sist
of a coxswain,
coxswain, an engineer,
engineer, and
and aa pilot.
pilot. An
An outboard
outboard motorboat
motorboat
requires an engineer
requires
engineer and aa pilot
pilot only.
only. Boats
Boats which
which are
are propelled
propelled
by hand;
by
hand; that
that is, by poling
poling when
when going
going upstream
upstream and
and paddling
paddling when
when
going downstream,
going
downstream, require
require aa much
much larger
larger crew
crew in
in relation
relation to
to the
the size
size
of the
of
the boat.
boat. The
The smaller,
smaller, upper
upper river
river boats,
boats, capable
capable of
of carrying
carrying from
from
a half
half squad
squad to a squad,
squad, should
should have
have aa poling
poling crew
crew of
of three
three or
or four
four
men at the
men
the bow,
bow, and aa boat
boat captain
captain who
who handles
handles the
the steering
steering paddle
paddle
or rudder
The larger
larger supply
supply and
and combat
combat boats
boats may
may
or
rudder at the
the stern.
stern. The
require as many
require
many as twelve
twelve bowmen
bowmen and
and two
two men
men at
at the
the stern.
stern. Smaller
Smaller
crews than
crews
than these
these can operate,
operate, but
but. the
the speed
speed of
of the
the patrol
patrol will
will be
be
adversely affected,
adversely
affected, and
and the
the dangers
dangers of
of capsizing
capsizing or
or losing
losing control
control of
of
the boat
the
boat in
in rough
rough water
water will
will be
be. increased.
increased.
10-15. Boat
After
10–15.
Boat procurement.—a.
procurement.—a.
After aa decision
decision has
has been
been made
made to
to
engage in a river
engage
river operation,
operation, the
the earlier
earlier the
the necessary
necessary boats
boats are
are proprocured, the
If such
such operations
operations can
can
cured,
the better
better are the chances
chances for
for success.
success. If
be foreseen
foreseen when
when the expedition
expedition is
is organizing
organizing in
in the
the United
United States,
States,
lower- and
lower.
and middle-river
middle-river boats,
boats, and
and aa few
few light-draft
light-draft boats
boats which
which may
may
be suitable
be
suitable for
for use in the upper
upper river,
river, should
shoulcl be
be carried
carried with
with. the
the initial
initial
equipment, as well
equipment,
well as aa. supply
supply of
of outboard
outboard motors.
motors.
h. If
b.
If suitable
suitable boats
boats have
have not
not been
been provided,
provided, it
it will
will be
be necessary
necessary to
to
purchase or charter
If the
the supply
supply of
of available
available craft
craft
purchase
charter local
local boats.
boats. If
exceeds the
exceeds
the needs
needs of
of the
the patrol,
patrol? only
only the
the best
best of
of the
the various
various types
types
required
as
determined
by
the
composition
of
the
patrol
should
required
cletermined by the composition
of the patrol should be
be
selected for
It
It is
is advisable,
advisable, however,
however, to
to take
take
selected
for the
the initial
initial movement.
movement.
possession of
possession
of at least
least double
double that
that number
number so
so that
that they
they will
will be
be immediimmediately
available
for
supply
and
replacement
purposes
in
the
ately available for supply and replacement
purposes in the future.
future.
Boats should
Boats
should be inspected
inspected and
and inquiries
inquiries made
made as
as to
to their
their riverriverworthiness before
In
worthiness
before they
they are
are purchased.
purchasecl.
In many
many cases
cases the
the supply
supply of
of
boats will
boats
will be less
less than
than the
the required
required number
number or
or type,
type, and
and the
the size
size of
of
the patrol
the
patrol may
may have
have to be
be curtailed,
curtailed, or
or some
some compromise
compromise effected
effected in
in
the distribution
of
the
distribution
of personnel,
personnel, equipment,
equipment, and
and supplies
supplies among
among the
the
boats.
boats.
10-16. Armament
and
Organic.—The
organic
10-16.
Armament
and equipment.—a.
equipment.+?.
Organ&x-The
organic
armament and
armament
and equipment,
equipment, and
ancl the
the proportion
proportion of
of attached
attachecl units,
units, will
will
not differ
not
differ from
from that
that of
of an
an infantry
infantry patrol
patrol of
of comparable
comparable strength.
strength.
For details,
For
details, see Chapter
Chapter II,
II, "Composition
Wornposition of
of Forces,"
Forces,” and
and Chapter
Chapter VI,
VI,
"The
Infantry
Patrol."
“The Infantry Patrol.”
&. Individual.—The
same
b.
Irtdividual.-The
same principles
principles apply
apply to
to the
the amount
amount, of
of indiindividual equipment
vidual
equipment carried
carried in
in aa river
river patrol
patrol as
as on
on an
an infantry
infantry land
land
patrol.
(See
ch.
VI,
"The
Infantry
Patrol.")
Each
man,
however,
patrol.
(See
VI, “The Infantry Patrol.”)
Each man, however,
13
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should be provided with a rubber, waterproof
bag for carrying his
personal equipment.
The bag should be securely tied at the throat
und distended to create the maximum airspace.
If the boat capsizes,
as is often the case, the bag will float and support the man in his efforts
to reach the shore.
Mosquito nets must always be included, especially
in operations along the lower and middle rivers.
c. Boat.—For
the armament of lower- and middle-river
boats, see
paragraphs
10-6 and 10-7.
Each boat should be equipped with the
followil>g:
100-foot,” stern and bow lines of 1 inch manila rope, in place ready
for instant use at all times.
1 paddle for each man required to use it.
1 pole, metal shod, for each man required to use it.
2 long range focusing flashlights.
1 gasoline or makeshift
stove for preparing
food.
d. i$~gnal.—Patrols
operating in the. lower river should be equipped
with a reliable two-way raclio set. Patrols in the middle and upper
rivers should carry the light, portab]e set and establish communication with the base each day.
(See ch. 11, “Organization.”)
Panels,
message pick-up set, and pyrotechnics
should be carried as with
infantry patrols.
(See ch. VI, “The Infantry
Patrol.”)
e. Medkwl.-Medical
supplies should be packed and distributed
among several boats ill the patrol to reduce the possibilities
of loss
if one or more of the boats should capsize.
~. Arnrmuw’tion.— The same principles apply as with an infantry
patrol, especially as to the amount of ammunition
which should be
Because of the comparative
ease with which
carried on the person.
it can be transported
with n river patrol, it might be advisable to
carry at least one complete unit. of fim in the train.
Like the
medical supplies, tile ammunition
in reserve sholdd be distributed
throughout
the entire boat flotilla, except the security units.
g. Rations and galley equipment.-See
C’hapter VI, “The Infantry
Patrol.”
10-17. Loading
boats.—.kfter
all other preparations
have been
made, the boats, in order to facilitate
an early start, should be
loaded with as much of the patrol equipment and sl~pplies as possible the day before the patrol is to clear its base.
Each man should
be required to carry his ammunition
belt ancl similar equipment
on his person, properly fastened at all times to avoid its loss if
ikrms should be carried
within reach at all
the boat is capsized.
times.

Individual

paclis are loadecl in the boat the man will occupy;
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they
can be
be used
used as
as seats
seats in
in boats
boats of
of the
the upper-river
upper-river type.
type. Boats
Boats
they can
assigned to
to the
the service
service of
of security
security should
should be lightly
lightly loaded
loaded and
and
assigned
should carry
carry only
only the
the personal
personal gear
gear of
of the
the men
men on
on that
that duty.
duty. Other
Other
shoulcl
boats in
in the
the flotilla
flotilla should
should ca~ry
carry their
their proportionate
proportionate share
share of
of the
the
boats
equipment and
and supplies.
supplies. Even
Even though
though aa supply
supply train
train is
is included
included
equipment
in the
the flotilla,
flotilla, it
it is
is necessary
necessary to
to distribute
distribute some
some of
of the
the supplies
supplies
in
among the
the other
other boats
boats as
as a precautionary
precautionary measure
measure against
against their
their
among
loss if
if the
the supply
supply boats
boats are
are capsized
capsized or
or broken
broken in
in negotiating
negotiating rough
rough
loss
water. In
In navigating
navigating fast
fast water,
water, boats
boats should
should be
be loaded
loaded down
down by
by
water.
the head
head for
for work
work against
against the
the current
current or
or down
down by
by the
the stern
stem for
for
the
work with
with the
the current,
current, so
so that
that the
the deeper
deeper end
end will
will always
always be
be upupwork
current. As
As the
the boat
boat tends
tends to
to pivot
pivot on
on its
its deeper
deeper end,
end, the
the current
current
current.
will
hold
the
boat
parallel
to
the
flow
of
the
current.
will hold the boat parallel to the flow of the current.
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10-18. The
10-18.
The mission.—The
mission.—The nlissions
missions which
which determine
determine theneeessity
the necessity
for the
the occupation
occupation of
of a river
river line
line have
have been
been stuted
stated previously:
previously: to
to
for
provide an
an easier
easier and
and more
more economical
economical route
route of
of supply
supply to
to the
the land
land
provide
forces; to
to deny
deny the
the useof
use of the
the river
river to
to the
the hostile
hostile forces
forces;; to
to interfere
interfere
forces;
with
with enemy
enemy lines
lines of
of communication
communication which
which are
are perpendicular
perpendicular to
to the
the
river line;
line; orto
or to secure
secure an
an avenue
avenue of
of approach
approach to
to the
the hostile
hostile area
area for
for
river
the establishment
establishment of
of a base
base from
from which
which active.
active land
land operations
operations can
can
the
be conducted. Each
Each of
of these
these will
will affect
affect the
the size
size and
and compositionof
composition of
reconducted.
the force
force employed,
employed, and
and the
the location
location of
of the
the garrisons
garrisons established
established
the
along the
the river.
river.
along
10-19. Similarity
Similarity to
to land
land operations.—The
operations.—The occupation
occupation of
of a river
river
10-19.
parallels in
in every
every respect
respect the
the advance
advance ofa
of a land
land patrol
patrol from
from its
its base,
base,
parallels
except in themeanso
the means ftransportation.
of transportation. After
After the
the initial
initial base
base at
at the
the
exceptin
mouth of
of the
the river
river has
has been
been seized,
seized, a first
first objective
objective is
is selected
selected and
and
mouth
patrols are
are pushed
pushed forward
forward until
until it
it is
is captured.
captured. Reorganization
Reorganization
patrols
takes
place,
supplies
and
reenforcements
are
brought
forward, and
and
takes place, supplies and reinforcements
are brought forward,
the advance
advance is
is resumed
resumed to
to the
the second
second objective.
objective. A
A third
third objective
objective
the
is selected
selected and
and taken
taken in
in the
the same
same way,
way, and
and so
so on
on until
until the
the river
river is
is
is
brought under
under control.
control. Ifoppositionis
If opposition is notexpected
not expected and
and the
the mission
mission
brought
is to
to garrison
garrison the
the river
river more
more or
or less
less equitably
equitably throughout
throughout its
its length,
length,
is
as in
in the
the case
case of
of using
using it
it as
as a route
route of
of supply
supply or
or to
to deny
deny it
it to
to the
the
as
enemy, the
the advance
advance may
may be continuous.
continuous. The
The entire
entire river
river force
force may
may
enemy,
17
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leave the original base as a body, provided enough boats are available, and detachments
are made as each outpost is established along
the route.
If opposition is anticipated,
or if the supply of boats is
not sufficient for the entire patrol, the advance will certainly be made
by bounds from objective to objective, and eventually the major portion of the river force will be concentrated at the final objective where
it is employed for coordinated land and river operations against the
enemy in hostile territory.
10–20. The day’s march .—As with land patrols, the day’s march
should begin as soon after dawn as possible.
This is facilitated
by
the fact that most of the supplies and equipment may be loaded into
the boats each evening as soon as the rations for the next 24 hours
have been removed.
Noonday halts should not be made for the purpose of preparing a hot meal.
Midday lunches may be prepared ancl
distributed in the morning although usually the ration situation will
not permit such action.
Unless tactical considerations
prevent, the
flay’s movement should be halted at least 2 hours before sundow-n in
order to carry out the necessary security measures, make the camp,
LLnclfeed the troops and boat crews before dark.
The camp should
be on fairly level ground, sufficient y above the water level to avoid
flooding in the. event of a rapid rise in the river during the night.
Boats should be secured with a sufficiently long line to prevent their
being stranded on dry land because of a sudden drop in the water
level, or being pullecl under and swamped because of a sudden rise
Boat guards should always be posted over the flotilla.
in the river.
1w21. Rate of movement.—The
rate of movement
will depend
upon the type of boat being used, whether propelled by motor or by
hand; the nature and condition of the river, whether in deep comparatively
calm water, or in the strong currents and innumerable
rapids of the middle and upper river; and the need for careful recon.l motor flotilla may average between 60 and 100 miles
naissance.
a day under the best conditions;
a flotilla moving by hand power
will average from 12 to 15 miles per day.
The rate of advance will
Regardless of the rate of
be that of the slowest boat in the column.
movement, some word of the approach of the patrol will usually
precede it up river, especially if the area is well populated.
If the
state of the river permits, it may be possible, and in certain situations
desirable, to overrun the hostile shore positions by utilizing the speed
If the mission of the patrol is to
available to a motorboat flotilla.
drive the hostile groups out. of the river valley, it may be better to

18
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advance
advance slowly,
slowly, sometimes
sometimes by
by poling!
poling, in
in order
order to
to seek
seek out
out the
the enemy
enemy
by
by reconnaissance
reconnaissance and
and engage
engage him
him in combat.
combat.
10-22.
Boat formations.-a.
formations.—a. General.—Formations
General.—Formations for
for a boat
boat
10-22. Boat
column advancing
advancing along
along a river,
river, either
either up
up or
or down
down stream,
stream, parallels
parallels
column
in every
in
every respect
respect a march
march formation
formation for
for an
an infantry
infantry patrol
patrol over
over land,
land,
and
the same
same principles
principles apply.
apply. (See
(See “The
"The Infantry
Infantry Patrol,”
Patrol," ch.
ch. VI).
VI).
and the
There
should be
be an
an advance
advance guard,
guard, a command
command group,
group, a main
main body,
body,
There should
a combat
combat or
or supply
supply train,
train, and
and a rear
rear guard.
guard. Tactical
Tactical units,
units, such
such
as half
eons, should
as
half squads
squads (combat
(combat teams),
teams), squads!
squads, and
and plat
platoons,
should be asassigned
to separate
separate boats
boats so
so as
as to
to maintain
maintain freedom
freedom of
of maneuver
maneuver and
and
signed to
yet
retain as
as much
much control
control over
over the
the various
various elements
elements of
of the
the patrol
patrol as
yet. retain
possible.
The number
number and.
and type
type of
of boats
boats within
within the
the formation
formation will
Avill
possible.
The
depend
upon the
the size
size and
and composition
composition of
of the
the patrol
patrol and
and the
the nature
nature
depend upon
of
the river
river in
in w-hich
which it
it is
is operating.
operating. Even
Even in
in the
the lower
lower river
river where
where
of the
no
opposition is
is expected,
expected, some
some security
security elements
elements shoulcl
should proceed
and
no opposition
proceed and
follow
the main
main body.
body. It
It wou
would
mistake to
to place
place an
an entire
entire
follow the
IcI be a mistake
patrol
consisting of
of a rifle
rifle platoon
platoon in a single
single lower
lower river
river boat,
boat, or
patrol consisting
even
to
divide
it
into
a
point
of
a
half
squad
in
an
upper
river
boat
even to divide it into
point of
half squad in an upper river boat
and
the remainder
remainder of
of the
the patrol
patrol in
in a single
single lower
lower river
river boat,
boat, if
if opposiopposiand the
tion
is anticipated.
anticipated. To
To do
do so
so might
might immobilize
immobilize the
the entire
entire patrol
patrol if
if
tion is
the
main body
body should
should suddenly
suddenly be fired
fired upon
upon from
from a concealed
concealed hostile
hostile
the main
position.
On the
the other
other hand,
hand, it
it would
woiild be
be tactically
tactically unsound
unsound to
to ememposition.
On
ploy
only upper
upper river
river boats
boats containing
containing one
one squad
squad each
each or
or less
less for
for a
ploy only
patrol
consisting of
of a reinforced
reenforced rifle
rifle company.
company. This
This would
would result
result
patrol consisting
in
an elongated
elongated column
column and
and a corresponding
corresponding lack
lack of
of control.
control. If
If the
the
in an
nature
of the
the river
river and
and the
the type
type of
of boats
boats available
available make
make such
such a disdisnature of
position
necessary, it
it would
would be
be better
better to
to employ
employ the
the split
split column
column
position necessary,
formation,
described in
in Chapter
Chapter VI,
VI, for
for large
large infan{ry
infantry patrols.
patrols.
formation, described
h.
Type of
of boatfi
hoats employed.-–’rhe
employed.—The elements
elements of
of the
the advance
advance guard,
guard,
b. Type
the
rear guard,
guard, and
and flank
flank security
security units,
units, as
as well
well as the,
the command
command
the rear
group
should be
be assigned
assigned to
to small,
small, light,
light, fast
fast boats
boats of
of the
the upper-river
upper-river
group should
type.
This is
is especially
especially true
true of
of the
the point,
point, rear
rear point.
point, and
and command
command
type.
This
group.
This facilitates
facilitates the
the movement
movement of
of the
the security
security elements
elements and
and
This
group.
permits
them to
to adjust
adjust the
the distances
distances in the
the formation
formation according
according to
to
permits them
the
terrain
through
which
they
are
passing
without
slowing
up
unthe terrain through which they are passing without slowing up unduly
the steady
steady progress
progress of
of the
the main
main body,
body. ~t
It enables
enables the
the patrol
patrol
duly the
commander
to proceed
proceed rap~dly
rapidly to
to my
any part
part of
of the
the dumn
column where
where his
his
commander to
presence is
is most
most urgently
urgently required.
requii-ed. The
The remainder
remainder of
of the
the patrol
patrol
presence

may be
be assigned
assigned to
to types
types of
of boats
boats which
which are
are best
best sl[itecl
suited to
to the
the tactical
tactical
may
requirements and
and the
the nature
nature of
of the
the river.
river.
requirements
19
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C. Distances
in ~omnat;on.-’l%e
&lxmces
~etween
the e]ernents
of
the column will vary with the terrain, the size of the flotilla, and the
The principles involved axe analogous to land
speed of movement.
operations in which the troops are proceeding
along a fairly wide,
open road.
The leading elements should never be out of sight of
the next element in rear for more than a minute or w at a, time.
Where the river is straight and wide, distances between the various
parts of the column should be great enough to prevent the main
body coming under machine-gun
fire before the hostile position has
been disclosed by the security detachments.
Where the river is wincling and tortuous the distance between .ggoups should be shortened.
If the distance between elements is too great etich unit may be
defeated in detail before the next succeeding unit can be brought
up, disembarked, and engaged with the enemy.
in coJwnzm-The
patrol como?. Location of patrol cowtnuwder
mander’s boat will usually move at or near the head of the main
body.
e. Location of supply boats.— Normally the supply boat or boats
should be located at the tail of the main body.
The rear echelon
In the event of combat,
of the command group acts as train guard.
the train guard assembles the boats of the flotilla and the crews, and
moves the train forward to maintain liaison with the main body as
If the rear guard is committed
to action,
the attack progresses.
the train guard assumes its functions
to protect the column from
an attack from the rear. If the train is unusually long, as may be
the case when a patrol is to establish an advance base at the end of
its river movement, it may be acl visable to detach the majority of
the supply boats from the main column and form it into a convoy,
following the combat part of the patrol at a designated distance.
1O--23. Reconnaissance
and security.–-a.
Method.y of ~leconnaissance .—A river patrol employs the same methods of reconnaissance
(See “The Infantry Patrol,” ch. VI.)
as an infantry patrol ashore.
Since the route of advance is limited to the river, it is often necessary to halt the movement
temporarily
while small Iancl patrols
reconnoiter suspicious localities some distance from the river banks.
The advance guard may consist of a point
b. The advance ywrd.boat only, or it may be broken into a point, advance party, support,
and reserve, depending upon the strength of the patrol,
As in operations on land, the function of the point is primarily reconnaissance,
to uncover and disclose hostile positions in front of the advancing
column before the main body comes within eflective range of the
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enemy’s
enemy's weapons.
weapons. The
The upper-river
upper-river type
type boat
boat is
is best
best suited
suited for
for this
this
purpose; it
it can
can be handled
handled easily
easily and
and does
does not
not expose
expose too
too many
many
purpose;
men
men to
to the
the surprise
surprise fire
fire of
of an
an ambush
ambush laid
laid along
along the
the shore
shore lines.
lines.
The
The elements
elements of
of the
the advance
advance guard
guard should
should increase
increase in
in strength
strength from
from
front
front to
to rear
rear so
so that
that increasing
increasing pressure
pressure is
is applied
applied as
as succeeding
succeeding
units
units engage
engage the
the hostile
hostile position.
position. If
If the
the river
river is
is vvide,
wide, the
the advance
advance
guard
guard should
should* employ
employ a broad
broad front,
front, with
with at
at least
least one
one boat
boat near
near
each
each bank.
bank. The
The main
main body
body should
should proceecl
proceed near
near the
the center
center of
of the
the
river
river to
to reduce
reduce the
the effects
effects of
of hostile
hostile fire
fire from
from either
either bank.
bank.
1 ) It
c.
e. Flank
Flank secmv’ty.security.— ((1)
It is
is almost
almost impossible
impossible for
for men
men in
in boats
boats
to
to discover
discover a well-laid
well-laid ambush.
ambush. When
When operating
operating in
in hostile
hostile territerritory,
tory, or
or when
when there
there are
are indications
indications that
that combat
combat is
is imminent,
imminent, shore
shore
patrols
should
precede
or
move
abremt
of
the
advance
guard
boats
patrols should precede or move abreast of the advance guard boats
on each
each bank
bank of
of the
the river.
river. Although
Although this
this will
will slow
slow the
the rate
rate of
of
on
travel,
travel, it
it is
is an
an essential
essential precaution
precaution unless
unless speed
speed is
is the
the most
most important
important
factor in the
the mission
mission of
of the
the patrol.
patrol.
factor
(2)
(2) Navigable
Navigable tributaries
tributaries entering
entering the
the route
route of
of advance
advance should
should
be reconnoitered
reconnoitered and
and secured
secured by
by some
some small
small boat
boat element
element of
of the
the patrol
patrol
while
while the
the column
column is
is passing
passing them.
them.
d. fi~iZt’C?i
.—Mtirch outposts
March outposts
outposts.—March
outposts should
should be established
established at
at every
every
temporary
temporary halt.
halt. This
This is
is accomplished
accomplished by
by reconnaissance
reconnaissance to
to the
the front
front
and
and rear
rear by
by the
the point
point and
and rear
rear point,
point, respectively,
resepectively, and
and by
by the
the estabestablishment
lishment of
of flank
flank boat
boat or
or shore
shore patrols
patrols as necessary.
necessary.
e. Secum”ty
Immediately
upon
Security at rest.rest.—Immediately
upon arriving
arriving at
at a temporary
temporary
or permanent
permanent camp
camp site,
site, boat
boat reconnaissance
reconnaissance patrols
patrols are
are sent
sent up
up and
and
or
down
down river
river for
for a distance
distance of
of one
one or
or more
more miles
miles depending
depending upon
upon the
the
nature of
of the
the river.
river. Trails
Trails and
and roads
roads leading
leading into
into the
the camp
camp site
site and
and
nature
suspicious localities
localities in
in the
the vicinity
vicinity of
of the
the site
site are
are reconnoitered
reconnoitered by
by
suspicious
land patrols.
patrols. Other
Other precautionary
precautionary measures
measures are
are taken
taken as prescribed
prescribed
land
for infantry
infantry patrols.
patrols. (See
(See “The
"The Infantry
Infantry Patrol,”
Patrol," ch.
ch. VI.)
VI.)
for
10-24. Initial
Initial contact
contact with
with the
the enemy.—The
enemy.—The initial
initial contact
contact with
with
IO--24.
the enemy
enemy in river
river operations
operations may
may be in
in the
the nature
nature of
of a meeting
meeting
the
engagement, with
with all
all the
the elements
elements of
of surprise
surprise for
for both
both forces
forces found
found
engagement,
in such
such contacts,
contacts, or,
or, as
as is more
more often
often the
the casey
case, it
it consists
consists of
of uncoveruncoverin
ing his
his outpost
outpost positions.
positions. In
In either
either event,
event, once
once contact
contact has
has been
been
ing
made, the
the choice
choice of
of position
position and
and the
the time
time of
of future
future engagements
engagements will
will
made,
pass
to
the
hostile
force
attempting
to
prevent
the
further
advance
to prevent the further advance
pass to the hostile force attempting
of the
the patrol.
patrol. In
In most
most small
small war
war operations,
operations, these
these engagements
engagements will
will
of
be in
in the
the nature
nature of
of an
an ambuscade.
ambuscade.
be
10-25. A
A typical
typical ambush.—’rhe
ambush.—The typical
typical hostile
hostile ambush
ambush will
will rerel@25.
semble those
those found
found in
in land
land operations.
operations. It
It will
will be
be located
located at
at a bend
bend
semble
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in
m the
the river
river in order
order to provide
provide suitable
suitable locations
locations for
for automatic
automatic
weapons to
weapons
to enfilade
enfilade the"
the- advancing
advancing column
column of
of boats.
boats. The
The nature
nature of
of
the river
the
river will
will be such
such that
that the
the boats
boats will
will be forced
forced close
close to
to one
one bank
bank
to
Along
to negotiate
negotiate the
the current.
current.
Along this
this bank
bank will
will be
be located
located the
the main
main
hostile
position
so
sited
that
rifle
and
automatic
weapon
fire
hostile position
sited that rifle and automatic weapon fire can
can be
be
directed at
The terrain
terrain will
will be
be heavily
heavily
directed
at the
the column
column from
from the
the flank.
flank. The
wooded to
Under
wooded
to afford
afford cover
cover and
and concealment.
concealment.
Under these
these conditions,
conditions,
the
possibilities
that
the
ambush
can
be
detected
by
men
in
boats
the possibilities
that the ambush
detected
men
boats will
will
be
Portages,
Portages, rapids,
rapids, and
and canyons
canyons may
may also
also be selected
selected as
as
be very
very slight.
slight.
ambush
ambush positions
positions in order
order to
to engage
engage the
the patrol
patrol when
when it is widely
widely disdispersed
persed and
and out
out of
of control
control of
of its
its commander.
commander.
10-26.
The
attack.—Men
in
boats
10-26. The attack.—llen
boats present
present a concentrated,
concentrated, vulnervulnerable
The
The hostile
hostile fire should
should be
be rereable target
target to
to a hostile
hostile force
force ashore.
ashore.
turned
turned by
by the
the weapons
weapons carried
carried on
on the
the boats
boats as
as normal
normal armament.
armament.
A few
few riflemen
riflemen may
may be in
in such
such a position
position that
that they
they can open
open fire
fire
without
the
without endangering
endangering
the crew
crew or other
other members
members of
of the
the boat.
boat. HowHowever, any
ever,
any fire
fire delivered
delivered from
from a moving
moving boat
boat will
will be erratic
erratic and
and
comparatively ineffectual.
The
The full
full power
power of
of the
the attacking
attacking force
force
comparatively
ineffectual.
cannot be
cannot
be developed
developed until
until the
the troops
troops are
are on
on shore
shore and
and deployed
deployed for
for
the
If
the fight.
fight.
If the
the attack
attack occurs
occurs in a wide,
wide, deep
deep stretch
stretch of
of river
river in
in
which
which the
the boats
boats can
can be maneuvered,
maneuvered, it may
may be possible
possible to run
run past
past
the hostile
the
hostile fire and
and land
land the
the troops
troops above
above the
the ambush
ambush to
to take
take the
the
attack
in
the
rear
and
cut
off
the
enemy's
prearranged
line
of
attack in the rear and cut
the enerny>s prearranged line of retreat.
retreat.
Usually
In
Usually the
the ambush
ambush will
will be so located
located that
that this
this is impossible.
impossible.
In
that event,
that
event, the
the leading
leading boats
boats should
should be beached
beached toward
toward the
the hostile
hostile
position.
Disembarking,
the
position.
Disembarking,
the men
men in these
these boats
boats take
take up
up the
the fire
fire
and hold
Those
and
hold the
the hostile
hostile force
force in its
its position.
position.
Those boats
boats not
not under
under
the initial
the
initial burst
burst of
of fire should
should be brought
brought upstream
upstream as close
close to
to the
the
hostile position
hostile
position as possible,
possible, the
the troops
troops disembarked,
disembarked, and the
the attack
attack
launched from
launched
from the
the flank
flank to envelop
envelop the
the ambush,
ambush, overrun
overrun the
the posiposition, and
Ordinarily
the
tion,
and intercept
intercept the
the hostile
hostile line
line of
of withdrawal.
withdrawal.
Ordinarily
the
patrol should
In
patrol
should land
land on one
one side
side of
of the
the river
river only.
only.
In some
some situations
sittlations
it may
it
may be desirable
desirable or necessary
necessary to land
land on both
both banks,
banks, especially
especially if
if
the
hostile
force
is
deployed
on
both
sides
of
the
river.
This
action
the hostile force
deployed
both sides of
river.
This action
increases the
increases
the difficulties
difhculties of
of control,
control, and
and may
may result
result in inflicting
inflicting casucasualties among
Once
alties
among friendly
friendly personnel.
personnel.
Once the
th~ troops
troops are ashore,
ashore, the
the
tactics are
tactics
are similar
similar to those
those employed
employed by regular
regular infantry
infantry patrols.
patrols.
10-27.
the
10-27. Garrisoning
Garrisoning
the river.—a.
river.—a. The
The location
location of
of the
the various
various posts
posts
to be
along
to
be established
established
along the
the river
river is determined
cletermined by:
by: foreign
foreign settlesettlements and
ments
and investments
investments which
which require
require protection;
protection; junctions
junctions of
of imporimportant river-ways;
location
roads
location of
of intersecting
intersecting
roads and trails;
trails;’ supply
supply
tant
river-ways;
22
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dumps and reshipping
points between the lower and middle rivers
or the middle and upper rivers ; and the strength, aggressiveness,
and clisposition of the hostile forces.
b. The strength, of each post will depend upon its mission and the
hostile forces in the area. The largest forces should be located a.t
those points on the river which are most vulnerable to attack, or fronl
which combat patrols can operate to best advantage against hostile
forces.
c. The distance between posts on the river is determined by the
If the hostile force is active and aggressive
in
existing situation.
the area, the posts should be within supporting
distance, not over 1
day’s travel upstream, from each other.
If the hostile force is weak,
unaggressive,
or nonexistent,
a distance of 150 miles between posts
may not be too great a dispersion of force.
d. In some situations, it may be necessary to establish outposts on
navigable tributaries to the main river in order to protect the line of
This is especially important if the tributary leads
communications.
from hostile areas or if trails used by the hostile force cross its course.
10+28. Defensive
measures.—a.
Each garrison
along the river
must be prepared for all-around
defense.
Wire entanglements
or
other obstacles should be erected, machine guns and other clefensive
weapons should be supplied, and normal defensive measures taken.
Active patrolling
by land and water should be maintained.
Communications
by radio or other means should be established with the
area headquarters
and with other outposts along the river.
Boats
should be supplied to each outpost. for reconnaissance,
liaison, and
local supply purposes, and as a means for evacuation down river in
case of necessity.
10-29. Passage
of obstacles.—Obstacles
in the river, such as narrows, gorges, bad rapids, and falls, whether they can be navig~t,ed
or require a portage, are. similar to defiles in ordinary warfare and
.4 combat patrol should
similar protective measure must be taken.
proceed to the head of the obstacle, and flank security patrols shcmlcl
reconnoiter both banks of the river and dangerous commanding localities, in order to secure the safe passage of the main body through
the obstacle.
10–30. Night operations.—Night
operations nmy be conducted:
(1) To make n reconnaissance.
(2) To make a search.
(3) “To secrete small detachments and picket boats.
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(4) To send out a patrol.
(5) To change the location of a post.
(6) To avoid aimed fire from shore and to avoid combat.
Night
operations must be conducted by poling or paddling, never by motor,
if secrecy is to be attained.
Movements upstream against the current
at night are extremely slow, difficult, and fatiguing to crew and combat force alike.
They should be avoided except in the most urgent
situations.
They have all the attendant difficulties of a night march
by an infantry patrol.
See “The Infantry
Patrol,” Ch. VI.)
On
the other hand, night movements by boat downstream with the current can be silently and easily executed if the night is clear and if the
river is free of dangerous obstacles.
Such night movements are often
profitably employed in river operations.
Znfantry
patro?s.—River operations
1O-31. Supporting
forces.—a.
often can be coordinated
with the operations of infantry patrols if
the trail net is satisfactory
and such supporting troops are available
in the area. Such coordinated efforts should be employed whenever
possible to effect the seizure of important towns or localities along the
river, or to increase the probability of inflicting a decisive defeat upon
the hostile forces.
support is fully as important
for the suc6. Aviation .—Aviation
cessful conclusion of river operations as for the corresponding
land
operations.
For details, see Chapter IX, “Aviation.”
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11-1. General.—a.
Due to the unsettled conditions orclinarilyprevailing in a country requiring a. neutral intervention,
and the existence of many arms in the hands of the inhabitants,
the disarming
of the general population
of that country is not only extremely
important as a part of the operation of the intervening
forces but
also to the interests of the inhabitants
themselves:
It is customary
in many undeveloped
or unsettled communities
for all of the male
population
upon reaching maturity,
to be habitually
armed, notwithstanding
that such possession is generally
illegal.
There is a
logical reason for thelargenurnber
of weapons inthe hands of the
inhabitants.
The arbitrary political methods which frequently
result, in revolut ion, and the lawlessness practiced by a large proportion of the population,
is responsible for this state of affairs.
The
professional
politicians
and the revolutionary
or bandit leaders, as
well as their numerous cohorts, are habitually
armed,
Legal institutions cannot prevail against this distressing condition; persons and
property are left at the mercy of unscrupulous despots, until in self1
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preservation
the peaceful and law abiding inhabitants
are forced
to arm themselves.
b. If it has not been done previously
by the intervening
forces,
the disarming
of the people should be initiated upon the formal
declaration
of military government,
and must be regarded as the
most vital step in the restoration of tranquility.
The disarming of
the native

population

taken place

of a country

is an imperative

in which

military

occupation

has

necessity.

c. One of the initial steps of an intervention
is the disarming
of
the native factions opposing
each other.
lf this action is successful,
serious
slibsequent
results may be averted,
T’o be effective,
this
action

must

must

be timely,

be secured

disarmament

can

diplomacy.
ment

the

not

local

only

contending
to insure

tion.

should
disarm
small
routine

the

would
of

measures

This

for

and

the

must have

willing-,

involves

the natives

depending
of

the arbiter

be ready.

upon

arbiter’s

and

able

the respon-

who
them

forces

of peace a]ld order.

-whole

resolve

population,

themselves

adopted
executed,
the

will

have
for

been

protec-

in sufficient

of

populace

locate

and confiscate

arms

the outstanclin~

may

arms

them.

to the elements

held

military

be

duties

held

or to deterioration

and

a

a large

voluntarily;
measures
These

by a few

instances,

these
which

many

designed
measures

individuals
hidden

to
will
who

arms

will

in time will acAlthough
com-

complish
the same end as surrender or confiscation.
plete disarmament
may not be attained, yet the enforcement

2

of
of

However,

effective.

disarmed
or police

to those

features

police

organizations

clandestinely,

In many

to

the size of the population,
number of available troops,

military

by military

l~~ere it possible

simple

he 100 percent

the native

be disarmed

seek to hide

not

the

into

Obviously,
considering
territory,
and the limited

will

be exposed

tact

in the settle-

voluntarily
surrendering
their
arms,
protection
by those forces charged
with the

proportim~,

will

greatest
steps

The

safety.

others
limit

not only

and maintenance

nature.

if properly

leaders

inhabitants,

completely

the extent
any

the

successive

and must

the presence

be guaranteed

wars

native
approach.

,md any agreement
effected
must
but immediate
satisfaction
to all

the individuals

to guarantee

restoration

throu@

of the agreement.

security

of

psychological

several

justice.

the natives

implies

~, Peaceful

cooperation

To secure this concession,

of

but for

numbers

only

one of

controversy,

to provide
This

full

proper

effected

the provisions

disarmed

the

the

ultimate

parties.

the confidence
sibility

be

It is only

of

insure

and

through

of any
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ordinance restricting the possession of arms will result in the illegal
possession of such arms oldy by opposing native forces, outlaws or
bandits, and a few inh:lbitants who will evade this ordinance as they
Comparatwould attempt to do with ally unpopular
legislation.
ively few of this latter class will use their weapons except in selfdefense.
Thus the inhabitants are partially segregated at the outset
of the negotiations.
The chswning
order will probably not influence the professional
guerrilla fighters to give up their weapons but,
such source of su])p]y and re~)h~nishment of weapons and anm~unition within the country will be practically eliminated.
11–2. Estimate
and Plans.--+.
Prior to the issuance of any order
or decree disarming the inhabitants.
it is necessary to make an estimate of the situation ancl analyze all features of the undertaking,
the powers and limitations,
the advantages
and disadvantages,
and
The
~Jlalls
sho[l?(i
il]clllde
the
followthen make plans accordingly.
ing provisions:
(1) The measures necessary to strengthen the local liil~~.
(2) The civil or military authority issuing the clisarmillg ordel;
or decree.
(3) The forms necessary to enforce the order or decree.
(4) The form of the order or decree.
(5) The method of promulgating
the order or decree.
to place the
(6) The measures and st~l)~~lel~lelltaiy illstructio])s
order iu effect.
(7) The designation
and preparation
of de~)ots, bui]ding>. and
magazines in convenient places for the storage of the ani]s. amnlm]ition~ and explosives.
(8) The disposition of the munitions collected.
(9) The method of accountability
for such m[ulitiol]fi. in(luding
the preparation
of the necessary forms, receipts, t~gs. a IN] permits>
to be used in this system.
(10) The arrangements
for the funds necessary to exerut e the
disarmament.
(11 ) The designation
of the types and classes of mul~it ions to he
turned in.
(12) The exceptions to the order or decree. definitely and plainly
(Special permits to indistated for the inforrnatiw
of sulmrdinates.
viduals. )
(13) The agencies (civil officials or military connnandw
.),who
will collect, guard, and transport the material.
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(14) The
(14)
The supplementary
supplementary instructions
instructions for
for the
the guidance
guidance of
of the
the
agencies charged
charged with
with the
the execution
execution of
of the
the order
order or
or decree.
decree.
agencies
(15) The
(15)
The instructions
instructions governing
governing the
the manufacture
manufacture and
and importation
importation
of
of munitions.
munitions.
(16)
The instructions
instructions governing
governing the
the sale
sale and
and distribution
distribution of
of munimuni(16) The
tions manufactured
manufactured or
or imported.
imported.
tions
(17) The
(17)
The time
time limit
limit for
for compliance
compliance and
and penalties
penalties assigned
assigned therethereafter.
after.
b. Small
Small wars
wars take
take place
place generally
generally in countries
countries containing
containing primiprimitive areas
areas where
where many
many of
of the
the inhabitants
inhabitants depend
depend on
on game
game for
for their
their
tive
fresh meat.
meat. The
The peasants
peasants in
in the
the outlying
outlying districts
districts accordingly
accordingly are
are
fresh
armed with
with shotguns
shotguns for
for hunting,
hunting, as well
well as
as for
for self-protection.
self-protection.
armed
Many
Many demands
demands for
for the
the retention
retention of
of such
such arms
arms will
will be
be made
made on
on this
this
score and
and they
they should
should be satisfied
satisfied in accordance
accordance with
with the
the seriousness
seriousness
score
of
of the
the situation>
situation, the
the justice
justice of
of the
the request,
request, and
and the
the character
character of
of the
the
il~dividual
individual making
making it.
it.
A feature
feature of
of the
the disarming
disarming of
of the
the inhabitants
inhabitants which
which is a source
source
c. A
of difficulty
difficulty ancl
and misunderstanding
misunderstanding is
is the
the question
question of
of retaining
retaining their
their
of
machetes, cutachas,
cutachas, knives,
knives, and
and stilettos.
stilettos. Machetes
Machetes in
in these
these councounmachetes,
tries are
are of
of two
two general
general types
types;; one
one is for
for work
work and
and the
the other
other for
for
tries
fighting. The
The working
working machete
machete is
is practically
practically the
the only
only implement
implement
fighting.
found on
on the
the farms
farms or
or in
in the
the forest;
forest; it
it is
is used
used for
for clearing
clearing and
and culculfound
tivating land
land as well
well as harvesting
harvesting the
the crops.
crops. It
It would
would be
be obviously
obviously
tivating
unfair to
to deprive.
deprive the
the natives
natives of
of this
this general
general utility
utility tool.
tool. It
It is
is disdisunfair
tinguished by
by its
its he:avy
heavy weight,
weight, the
the blade
blade being
being broader
broader and
and slightly
slightly
tinguished
curved at
at the
the end
end away
away from
from the
the handle,
handle, and
and without
without a guard
guard or hilt.
hilt.
curved
The fighting
fighting machete
machete or
or cutacha
cutacha has
has a hilt
hilt and
and is narrow,
narrow, light,
light, and
and
The
sharp.
sharp. Sornetinles
Sometimes working
working machetes
machetes are
are ground
ground down
down into
into fighting
fighting
weapons but
but these
these are
are readily
readily distinguished.
distinguished. Directions
Directions issued
issued for
for
weapons
the collection
collection of
of nrms
arms should
should contain
contain instructions
instructions so that
that subordisubordithe
nates may
may be informed
informed of
of the
the difference
difference in order
order to
to insnre
insure the
the colcolnates
lection
of
these
dangerous
weapons,
and
to
avoid
depriving
the
peaslection of these dangerous weapons, and to avoid depriving the peasants of
of their
their implements
implements which
which mean
mean their
their very
very livelihood.
livelihood. SimiSimiants
larly,
larly, one
one finds
finds that
that the
the natives
natives are
are almost
almost always
always armed
armed with
with some
some
kind of
of knife.
knife. They
They are
are used
used when
when packing
packing animals
animals and
and for
for all
all
kind
kinds of
of light
light work;
work; they
they are
are often
often the
the only
only implements
implements used
used in
in
kinds
eating; they
they tire
are used
used in
in butchering,
butchering, in
in trimming
trimming the
the hoofs
hoofs of
of their
their
eating;
animals, and
and for
for many
many other
other chores.
chores. Certain
Certain weapons
weapons are
are obviously
obviously
animals,
for fighting
fighting only
only and
and these
these are
are banned
banned without
without question;
question; these
these are
are
for
the stiletto
stiletto or
or narrow
nan-ow blade,
blade, dagger
dagger type
type of
of weapon.
weapon. They
They have
have
the
little or
or no
no cutting
cutting qualities
qualities but
but they
they are
are deadly.
deadly.
little
4
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The disarming
disarming order,
order, or
or supplementary
supplementary instructions
instructions thereto,
thereto,
d. The
should describe
describe these
these weapons
weapons sufficiently
sufficiently to
to properly
properly guide
guide the
the
should
subordinates
who
will
execute
the
order.
They
should
provide
that
They should provide that
subordinates
who will execute the order.
cutachas will
will not
not be
be permitted
permitted to
to be
be carried
carried at
at any
any time;
time; agriculagriculcutachas
tural machetes
machetes will
will not
not be
be permitted
permitted on
on the
the public
public roads
roads or
or in
in public
public
tural
gatherings;
stilettos
will
not
be
permitted
at
any
time
or
place.
gatherings;
stilettos will not be permitted at any time or place,
e. Care
Care should
should be
be taken
taken to
to allow
allow sufficient
sufficient time
time for
for all
all inhabitants
inhabitants
e.
to turn
turn in
in their
their arms,
arms, and
and opportunity
opportunity to
to turn
turn in
in arms
arms must
must be
be a~ured.
assured.
to
If
sufficient
time
is
allowed,
or
if
instructions
to
turn
in
arms
are
If sufficient time is allowed, or if instructions
to turn in arms are
not
widely
published,
a
number
of
inhabitants
may
have
arms
in
not widely published, a number of inhabitants
may have arms in
their possession
possession though
though willing
willing to
to turn
turn them
them in.
in. They
They will
will be
be fearfeartheir
ful
of
the
consequences,
and
through
their
ignorance
will
constitute
ful of the consequences, and tl]rough their ignorance wil] constitute
ready field
field for
for recruiting
recruiting for
for bandit
bandit ranks.
ranks. This
This is
is particularly
particularly
aa ready
true
in remote
remote areas.
areas. It
It is
is therefore
therefore most
most important
important that
that time,
time, notice,
notice,
true in
and
opportunity be
be given
given all
all concerned.
concerned.
and opportunity
11^3.
Laws, Decrees,
Decrees, Orders,
Orders, and
and Instructions.—a.
Instructions.—a. In
In most
most councoun11-3. Laws,
tries,
there are
are statutes
statutes restricting
restricting the
the possession
possession of
of arms
arms and
and exextries, there
plosives.
As aa rule
rule these
these laws
laws are
are not
not enforced
enforced rigidly
rigidly and
and even
even at
at
plosives.
As
best
are
not
sufficiently
comprehensive
to
meet
the
immediate
requirebest are not sufficiently comprehensive
to meet the immediate requirements.
The laws
laws and
and their
their enforcement,
enforcement agencies
agencies must,
must be
be strengthstrengthments.
The
ened by
by appropriate
appropriate measures
measures to
to insure
insure the
the effective
effective execution
execution of
of the
the
ened
measures
intended.
measures intended.
b.
The first
first step
step in
in disarming
disarming the
the population
population is
is to
to issue
issue aa disarmdisarmb. The
ing order
order forbidding
forbidding all
all inhabitants
inhabitants to
to have
have in
in their
their possession
possession firefireing
arms,
ammunition,
or
explosives,
except
under
special
circumstances
,
except
under
special
circumstances
arms, ammunition,
or explosives
to
be determined
determined by
by aa specific.
specific authority.
authority. This
This order
order is
is directed
directed to
to
to be
the
authority who
who will
will be
be responsible
responsible for
for its
its execution.
execution. It
It specifies
specifies
the authority
that
the prohibited
prohibited articles
articles will
will be
be turned
turned in
in to
to the
the proper
proper officers
officers
that the
of
the
forces
of
occupation,
who
will
receipt
and
care
for
such
as
who will receipt and care for such as
of the forces of occupation,
are
voluntarily surrendered,
surrendered, but
but that
that such
such articles
articles as
as are
are not
not volunvolunare voluntarily
tarily
surrendered will
will be
be confiscated.
confiscated. It.
It will
will further
further stipulate
stipulate that
that
tarily surrendirecl
after
a
certain
date
the
illegal
possession
of
arms,
ammunition,
or
after a certain date the illega 1 possession of arms, ammunition!
or
explosives
will
render
the
person
apprehended
liable
to
punishment.
explosives will render the person apprehended
liable to punishment,
The
details of
of carrying
carrying out
out this
this order
order are
are properly
properly left
left to
to the
the disdisThe details
cretion
of appropriate
appropriate military
military authority.
authority.
cretion of
c.
The official
official who
who has
has the
the authcrity
authority to
to issue
issue the
the disarming
disarming order
order
c. The
will
be indicnted
indicated by
by the
the nature
nature of
of the
the intervention.
intervention. In
In aa simple
simple
will be
intervention
where the
the civil
civil authorities
authorities are
are still
still in
in charge,
charge, aa decree
decree
intervention
where
might
be
issued
by
the
Chief
Executive,
or
a
law
might
be
enacted
might be issued by the Chief Executive,
or a law might be enacted
in
proper form
form and
and sufficiently
sufficiently forceful
forceful to
to fit
fit the
the situation.
situation. Such
Such
in proper
decrees
have been
been issued
issued in
in emergencies
emergencies in
in the
the past
past and
and have
have proven
proven
decrees have
effective. Ill
In case
case aa military
military government
government is
is established,
established, the
the milimilieffective,
5
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tary governor
stances

woulcl

issue the decree

tile commander

the disarming

of

be

for
This

but insures

in

method

should

date,

availability

for

explosives

inhabitants

against

ing

with

provision
ing

should

their

the

policy

of

under

should

use of

(civil

charticter

of

forces to make
for the routine

treatment

special

cases.

firearms

officials,

and

that

will

etc.,),

of

the

natives,

incorporat-

the military
m@t

auresult

certain

and second,

be required

with

So, in keep-

which
by

restric-

interfere

Before

thereto,

explosives

land owners?

a given

Prohibitory

conclil-ions

be

This

it effective.
The
peaceful
vocation

liberal

the

must

before

and development.

any exception

will

be ille~al.

to comply

and

supervision

and, as neces-

or use woLIld materially

first,

character

munitions
will

for these

order

consicler

legalized

individuals
and

fair

be made

in the disarming

possession

enterprise

the

of the

~ircumstances

not be overlooked.

possession

and commercial
must

thorities

of the
required

of

the country.

language

forces.

of the natives

document

an official

throughout

the prohibited

date their

upon the ability

the

industrial

issue

of the citizens

in the native

in which

which

or

tions

mi~ht

publications

the order

of the intervening

necessity
of some

gives

distribution

be published

after

will depend

some circum-

forces

of a public

official

and ~uidance

not only

the time limit

surrendered;

and character

and le@

in the langua~e

determine

~“nder

or naval

appropriate

the. information

its prompt

The order
sary,

the force

published

government
country.

or order.

the military

order.

cl. To give the order
it should

OF P013ULATION

favored
the extent

to control

their

use and their sources of sllpply.
Once these points have been determined, the order should be preparecl
to incorporate
the necessary
provisions.
lation

living

taken

with

Ranch

The

disarmament

in remote.
a

full

overseers,

appreciation

mine

of

thal- portion

of

districts

should

nnd lawless
of

superintendents,

the

the

responsibilities
paymasters

native

only

popu-

be underinvolved.

ancl local

civil

be given special consideration
in the matter of
arms permits.
There is such a thing as being over-zealous
in the
matter of disarmament,
and it is often advisable to make certain
concessions to responsible parties in order to secure their full cooperation in the enforcement of the laws.
11–4. Manner
of Collecting
Arms.—+. When opposing
native
forces are operating in the field, the intervening
forces, if acting as
an arbiter, should institute
measures to secure the arms of all the
opposing forces by organizations
prior to their disbanding.
Every
endeavor should be made to have the full cooperation of the leaders

authorities

should
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and to
and
to prevent
prevent the
the escape
escape or departure
departure of
of any
any subordinate
subordinate leader
leader and
and
such
organhis
his followers
followers with
with arms
arms in
in their
their possession.
possession. Disarming
Disarming
such
organ—
—
izations
izations involves
involves disbanding
disbanding them
them and
and providing
providing for
for their
their return
return
home.
home. With
With the
the twofold
twofold purpose
purpose of
of insuring
insuring the
the turning
turning in
in of
of their
their
arms and
and the
the return
return of
of the
the natives
natives to
to their
their homes,
homes, a price
price is
is often
often
arms
paid to
to individuals
individuals for
for their
their weapons
weapons in
in accordance
accordance with
with a schedule
schedule
paid
fixing
fixing the
the rates
rates for
for the
the various
various types
types of
of firearms
firearms and
and ammunition,
ammunition.
This
This is a reasonable
reasonable charge
charge against
against the
the native
native government
government and
and the
the
money
money from
from this
this source
source must
must be assured
assured before
before proceeding.
proceeding. This
This
procedure may
may be a source
source of
of chicanery
chicanery and
and fraud
fraud to
to deceive
deceive the
the
procedure
authorities
authorities and
and get
get money
money dishonestly.
dishonestly. Every
Every precaution
precaution should
should be
taken to
to see
see that
that money
money is
is paid
paid only
only for
for the
the arms
arms of
of men
men regularly
regularly
taken
serving with
with the
the units
units at
at the
the time
time of
of the
the agreement.
agreement. Precautions
Precautions
serving
must be taken
taken that
that the
the armories
armories and
and magazines
magazines are
are not,
not raided
raided after
after
must
the agreement
agreement is in
in effect
effect and
and that
that the
the same
same individuals
individuals do
do not
not rerethe
peatedly return
return with
with such
such rifles
rifles for
for payment.
]iayment. On
On the
the other
other hancl,
hand,
peatedly
ready money
money in sufficient
sufficient qu
quantity
the local
local government
government must
must
ready
autit y ffrom
rmn the
be available
available at the
the time
time and
and place
place of
of payment
payment agreed
agreed upon?
upon, or where
where
be
the forces
forces are
are found.
found.
the
h. If
If part
part of
of the
the native
native forces
forces ren]ain
remain arrnwl,
armed, the
the full
full benefits
benefits of
of
b.
disarmament
are not
not obtainecl,
obtained, and
and serious
serious consequences
consequences may
may later
later
d
isarnmment are
develop. When
When this
this occLm,
occurs, some
some of
of these
these small
small armed
armed groups
groups may
may
develop.
take the
the field
field and
and cent
continue
their operations
operations not
not old
only
against the
the local
local
take
inue their
y against
government but
but also
also against
against the
the intervening
intervening forces.
forces. This
This would
would
government
place the
the intervening
intervening forces
forces ill
in an embarrassing
embarrassing position.
position. After
After
place
having disarmed
disarmed the
the forces
forces which
which might
might hme
have been
been capable
capable of
of conconhaving
trolling the
the movement,
movement, the
the intervening
intervening forces
forces may
may be required
required either
either
trolling
to halt
halt the
the disarming
disarming negotiation]
negotiations
and again
again rearnl
rearm those
those forces
forces or
to
is z]lcI
send out
out its
its own
own troops
troops to
to take
take tl~e
the field
field against
against these
these armed
armed groups.
groups.
send
In other
other words,
words, to be f~dly
fully effective,
effective, (li~il~ni:~~~le]it
disarmament musi
must be
be practically
practically
In
complete.
complete.
11-5. Collecting
Collecting Agencies.—a.
Agencies.—a. The
The “following
following agencies
agencies may
may be
be enlem11-5.
ployed to
to collect
collect firearnls
firearms,, anmllu)it
arannuiition,
explosives, etc.
etc.::
ployed
ion. explosivm,
Provincial governors
governors and
and lotw]
local poliw
police authorities,
authorities, particlllarly
particidarly the
the
Provincial
communal chiefs,
chiefs, the
the chiefs
chiefs of
of police,
police, an{i
and the
the rural
rural policemen.
policemen.
communal
The military
military forces
forces of
of occll])~it
occupation.
The
ion.
igen~>c office,
Special agents
agents or
or operators
operators of
of thc
the Ff}rce
Force Intel]
Intelligence
office, or
or tile
the
Special
Provost
Department.
Provost Department.
The native
native constabulary
constabulary forces.
forces.
The
If military
military government
government has
has been
been inst
instituted,
Provost DepartDepartIf
itl~ted, tthe
l~e Provost
ment may
may very
very appropriately
appropriately be
be assigned
assigned the
the task
task of
of collecting
collecting the
the
ment.
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munitions,
munitions, the
the responsibility
responsibility for
for the
the storage
storage and
and custody
custody of
of same,
same,
keeping records
keeping
records and
and submitting
submitting necessary
necessary reports.
reports. In
In other
other situsituations where
ations
where a native
native constabulary
constabulary has
has been
been organized
organized, there
there may
may
be advantages
in
assigning
this
duty
to
that
organization.
advantages in assigning this duty to that organization.
b. (1)
h.
(1) When
When employed
employed as a collection
collection agency,
agency, the
the civil
civil authorities
authorities
are
are issued
issued supplementary
supplementary instructions
instructions at
at the
the time
time the
the disarming
disarming
order
is
promulgated,
stating
explicitly
the
manner
in
which
order is promulgated, stating explicitly the manner in which firefirearms,
arms, ammunition,
ammunition, and
and explosives
explosives will
will be collected
collected and
and stored
stored or
or
turned
turned over
over to
to the
the military
military forces.
forces. These
These instructions
instructions may
may be
be amamplified where
plified
where necessary
necessary by
by field
field commanders
commanders who
who will
will visit
visit the
the varivarions communities
ous
communities and
and issue
issue instructions
instructions to
to the
the local
local officials,
officials, imposing
imposing
such
such restrictions
restrictions as to
to the
the time
time and
and place
place the
the prohibited
prohibited articles
articles will
will
be surrendered.
surrendered. The
The civil
civil officials
officials m~y
may be
be reqnired
required to
to make
make personal
personal
delivery of
delivery
of the
the collected
collected articles
articles to
to the
the military
military forces
forces or
or to
to make
make
report of
report
of same
same and
and the
the material
material collected
collected periodically
periodically by
by desi=aated
designated
agencies.
agencies.
(2)
The success
success attained
attained through
through employment
employment of
of civil
civil officials
officials
(2) The
depends
upon the
the spirit
spirit and
and conscientiolls
conscientious effort
effort which
which they
they display.
display.
depends npon
Some
who have
have been
been thoroughly
thoroughly indoctrinated
indoctrinated with
with the
the advantages
advantages
Some vvho
of
the idea
idea will
will have
have remarkable
remarkable success;
success; others
others who
who consider
consider the
the
of the
disarming
order an unjust
unjust imposition
imposition will
will perform
perform their
their duties
duties in
in
disarming
order
a perfunctory
perfunctory manner,
manner, and
and still
still others
others will
will use
use the
the order
order to
to promote
promote
dishonest
practices, disarming
disarming some
some of
of the
the people
people and
and permitting
permitting
dishonest practices,
others
to retain
retain their
their arms,
arms, for
for personal,
personal, political,
political, or
or monetmy
monetary
others to
reasons.
reasons.
(3)
The rlisnrming
disarming of
of the
the inhabitants
inhabitants through
through the
the intervening
intervening
(3) The
instrumentality
of the
the civil
civil officials
officials possesses
possesses mnny
many redeeming
redeeming feafeainstrumentality
of
tures
over the
the ntil
utilization
of the
the armed
armed forces
forces for
for the
the s~me
same purpose.
purpose.
tures over
izat ion of
It
is the
the most
most peaceful
peaceful means
means of
of accomplishing
accomplishing the
the desired
desired object,
object,
It is
less
provocative, and
and the
the lea
least
likely to
to engender
engender antagonism
antagonism Or
or
less provocative,
st likely
create
friction. It
It gives
gives the
the peaceful,
peacefid, law--abiding
law-abiding citizens,
citizens, who
who we
are
create friction.
worn
out by
by the
the constant
constant political
political abuse
abuse of
of the
the past,
past, the
the opportunity
opportunity
worn ont
to
hand over
over gracefully
gracefully their
their weapons
weapons without
without being
being subjected
subjected to
to
to hand
what
what they
they mi~ht,
might consider
consider the
the indignitV
indignity of
of making
making a personal
personal sursurrender to
to the
the military
military authorities.
authorities. N&mderstanding
Misunderstanding will
will thus
thus be
be
render
avoided that
that might
might otherwise
otherAvise occur
occur if
if the
the nrmed
armed forces
forces are
are employed,
employed,
avoiclecl
because of
of a difference
difference of
of language
language and
and cnstmn.
custom. Moreover,
Moreover, it
it rerebecause
lieves the
the armed
armed forces
forces of
of the
the unpleasant
unpleasant responsibility
responsibility and
and elimielimilieves
nates the
the factor
factor of
of personal
personal contact,
contact at a time
time when
when the
the population
population
nates
views the
the intentions
intentions of
of the
the forces
forces of
of occupation
occupation with
with donbt
doubt xnd
and
views
suspicion.
suspicion.
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c. It is not to be assumed that an orcler as exacting and far reaching in its effect as this clisarming order will meet with willing and
universal
compliance.
As a consequence , it may “be necessary
to
resort to more stringent enforcement. in order to compel the recalcitrants to surrender their weapons.
The civil officials may be directed
to secure the prohibited articles, or the armed forces may conduct a
house-to-house
search for concealed weapons.
Both means may be
employed simultaneously.
Stringent
measures may be unavoidable
and wholly justifiable,
in an effort to promote an early return to
peace and order.
- d. (1) Special agents or operators of the Force Intelligence
office
or the Provost Department, may trace, or make collections of weapons. Their act iol~ is taken on what is considered reliable inf ormation and generally applies to comparatively
large quantities of firearms and ammunition
held by cert ail) prominent individuals.
The
success of these operations depends upon the skill and courage of the
agents WhCJhave to rely in a great measure upon their own initiative
and resources.
(2) The Intelligence
Service through special operatives
may be
employed to trace imports of arms aud ammunition
during a period
of several years preceding the occupation,
Government permits and
correspondence,
custom house tiles, ami other records vvil1 aid in
identifying
receipts of these munitions, and a search for their subsequent disposition
may be undertaken.
Deliveries
of rifles> special
weapons, automatics? machine guns, howitzers, artillery pieces, ammunition, and explosives are noted and compared with issues, sales,
and expenditures.
e. ( 1 ) Upon the establislmlent
of a native ronstalmlary,
this organization
may assist the military forces in the collection and confiscation of firearms,
These troops may perfornl ~-aluable service in
this connection
through their knowledge
of the country and their
familiarity
with the habits of the people.
(2) After a reasonable time has elmpsed, or when it appears that
the civil officials have exhausted their usefulness in the collection of
arms, the militmy authorities may issue an order to the effect that
after a givel~ date the military forces will be responsible
for the
collect ion of arms and t lie gathering of e~idence for the conviction
of persons involved.
11-6. Custody of Arms.---w. Included in tl~e plans for distirming
the population must be the designation
of personnel necessary to receive and care for the materitil turned in. Buildings and storerooms
!3
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suitable for the safekeeping
of the weapons, munitions,
and explosives must be provided prior to the actual receipt of the material;
the volume of this material may assume unwieldy proportions by the
large increments arriving during the early days of the disarmament.
An accurate system must be devised to keep a complete record of
everything
received, and the material tagged and stored in such
manner as to identify it easily; the place should be of such construction as to preserve the material and also to make it secure.
When
material is received in condition which makes its keeping dangerous,
authority should be requested to destroy it or to dispose of it otherwise.
A frequent inventory and inspection of all such material in custody should be made not only by the custodian
official but by
inspecting
officers.
b. Receipts should not be given for weapons delivered upon payment of money, nor for arms and material confiscated.
There will
be, however, a number of reputable
citizens including
merchants
authorized previously
to deal in these stocks, who wish to comply
with the latest order and turn their stocks in to the custody of the
The latter are obliged to accept this material and
military forces.
must be prepared to deliver it when a legitimate demancl is made for
its return.
c. Instructions
should be issued designating
and limiting the agencies which will accept the material
and give receipts for same.
There have been instances in the past, where sufficient time has not
been allowed for proper organization
and preparation
for the methodical receipts of arms; in the avalanche of arms turned in simultaneously at many places, junior officers, in good faith, have accepted
the material and have given personal receipts for it without having
In the rush of official business,
a proper place for its safe keeping.
they did not demand a receipt from other officers to whom they delivered the material collected.
No records were made of the ultimate
When proper authorities
subsequently
disposition
of the material.
requested information
concerning
the final disposition
of special
material, the information
was furnished only after a most difficult
search.
In many cases, the material could not be located or its disposition determined due to the lack of records.
d. If only certain officers are designated
to issue receipts on the
prescribed forms, and if the material is assembled by areas or disSuch confusion may arise from
tricts, confusion may be avoided.
junior officers giving personal receipts in several different districts
in which they may serve during the disarming period with no record
10
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being
made of
of the
the receipts.
receipts. The
The receipts
receipts should
should be
be in
in standard
standard form,
form,
being mmde
and
should indicate.
indicate the
the name
name and
and residence
residence of
of the
the owner
owner of
of the
the
and should
weapon,
and the
the date
date and
and the
the place
place of
of issue
issue of
of the
the receipt.
receipt. The
The
weapon, and
material or
or wenpon
weapon should
should be properly
properl}' identified
identified and
and other
other appropriapproprimaterial
ate remarks
remarks should
should be added.
added. This
This receipt
receipt should
should be
be signed
signed by
by the
the
ate
officer authorized
authorized to
to receive
receive the
the material,
material.
officer
e. District
District Commanders
Commanders should
should be required
required to
to submit
submit monthly
monthly
reports
of
all
arms
and
ammunition
collected
within
their
respective
reports of all arms and ammunition collected within their respective
districts. The
The larger
larger part
part of
of the
the weapons
weapons collected
collected will
will be obsolete
obsolete
districts.
and in such
such, poor
poor condition
condition as to
to render
render them
them of
of little
little or
or no
no practical
practical
and
value; those
those which
which have
have been
been paid
paid for
for or confiscated
confiscated may
may be dedevalue;
stroyed by
by burning
burning or
or dnrnpi
dumping
at sea.
sea. Those
Those of
of better
better type
type and
and
stroyed
]lg at
condition may
may be
be retained
retained or
or issued
issued to
to the
the native
native constabulary
constabulary
condition
troops. The
The collection
collection of
of arms
arms cannot
cannot be said
said to
to be terminated
terminated at
at
troops.
any given
given time;
time; it
it is
is a process
process wI]
which
continues throughout
throughout the
the
ich continues
any
occupation.
occupation.
11-7.
Disposition.—a. When
When arms
arms have
have been
been received
received from
from various
various
11–7. Disposition.--+.
sources, they
they are
are classified
classified as
as follows:
follows:
sources,
(1)
Material for
for which
which a receipt
receipt has
has been
been issued.
issued.
(1) Material
(2)
Material confiscated,
confiscated, collected
collected upon
upon payment
payment of
of money,
money, or
or
(2) Material
otherwise received.
received.
otherwise
h. The
The custody
custody of
of material
material under
under “class
"class one”
one" implies
implies responsibility
responsibility
b.
to guard
guard and
and preserve
preserve it
it for
for return
return to
to the
the rightful
rightful owner
owner when
when law
law
to
or
decree
permits.
or clecree permits.
c. The
The material
material under
under “class
"class two”
two" is
is further
further divided
divided into
into serviceservicec,
able, unserviceable,
unserviceable, and
and dangerous
dangerous material.
material. The
The s&viceable
sferviceable matemate~ble,
rial may
may be
be of
of aa type,
type, caliber,
caliber, and
and condition
condition suitable
suitable for
for reissue
reissue
rial
to native
native troops,
troops, local
local police,
police, special
special agents
agents or
or others
others whom
whom it
it is
is
to
desired to
to arm.
arm. The
The question
question of
of uniformity,
uniformity, adaptability,
adaptability, and
and ammuammudesired
nition
supply is
is involved.
involved. The
The unserviceable.
unserviceable material,
material, or
or that
that whose
whose
nition supply
keeping
is
hazardous,
is
disposed
of
as
directed;
firearms
are
burned,
keeping is hazardous,
disposed of
directed; firearms are burned,
the
metal parts
parts being
being used
used in
in reinforcing
i-einforcing concrete,
concrete, or
or disposed
disposed of
of in
in
the metal
other
effective ways
ways to
to preclude
preclude any
any possible
possible future
future use
use as a weapon.
weapon.
other effective
Sometimes
material is
is dumped
dumped in
in deep
deep water
water beyond
beyond recovery.
recovery.
Sometimes
material
Dangerous
material,
such
as
explosives,
should
be
stored
in
special
Dangerous material, such as explosives, should be stored in special
places
apart from
from other
other material.
material.
places apart
d. Whenever
Whenever any
any material
material is
is disposed
disposed of
of in
in any
any manner,
manner, permanpermanent
records
should
be
made
of
the
transaction.
Keceipts
should
be
Receipts
should
be
ent records should
made of the transaction.
(demanded
for that
that which
which is
is reissued
reissued or
or transferred
transferred no
no matter
matter in
in
glemanded for
what manner.
manner. When
When material
material is
is destroyed
destroyed or
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
disposed of,
of,
what
a certificate
certificate should
should be
be made,
made, attested
attested to
to by
by witnesses,
witnesses, which
which voucher
voucher
11
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by name,
name, mark,
mark, and
and quantity,
quantity,
should
should set forth
forth in sufficient
sufficient detail
detail by
of. This
‘rhis will
will prove
prove aa valuable
valuable
the
the identity
identity of
of the material
material disposed
disposed of.
aid if
when information
ever demanded
aid
if and
and ‘when
information is
is-ever
demanded at
at aa later
~ater date.
date.
In general,
general, records
records are
are made
made and
and subscribed
subscribed to
to by
by witnesses
witnesses
e. In
whenever material
material is destroyed
destroyed or
or disposed
disposed of
of otherwise.
otherwise.
whenever
ApproAppropriate receipts
receipts should
should be
be demanded
demanded whenever
whenever material
material is
is issued
issued in
in
priate
accordance
with
orders
from
higher
authority.
Care
must
be
taken
accordance with orders from higher authority. Care must be taken
that no weapon
weapon or material
material is
is issued
issued or
or otherwise
otherwise disposed
disposed of
of except
except
that
in an authorized
authorized manner.
manner.
in
/.
~. Great
Great care
care should
should be
be exercised
exercised in
in keeping
keeping material
material which
which has
has
been
confiscated,
or
whose
ownership
is
transferred
to
the
governbeen confiscated,
whose ownership is transferred to the government, segregated
segregated from
from that
that material
material which
Jrhich the
the government
government simply
simply
ment,
holds in custody.
custody.
holds
The
The latter
latter is
is not
not subject
subject to
to destruction
destruction nor
nor availavailable for
for issue.
issue, Beware
Beware of
of the
the ever
ever present
present souvenir
souvenir hunters
hunters of
of all
all
able
ranks who
w-ho wish
wish to get
get possession
possession of
of articles
articles of
of unusual
unusual design,
design, of
of
ranks
Ail such
such unvjsual
un{wual weapons
weapons or
or
historical interest,
interest, or of
of special
special value.
value. All
historical
articles create
create a peculiar
peculiar interest
interest whenever
whenever they
they come
come into
into our
our cuscusarticles
tody.
They arouse
arouse the
the attention
attention and
and interest
interest of
of enlisted
enlistid men
men or
or
tody.
They
civilian
civilian workers
workers who
who assist
assist around
around the
the magazines
magazines or
or storerooms
storerooms in
in the
the
receipt or storage
storage of such
sucli material.
material.
receipt
These
These unusual
unusual articles
articles which
which
are in
in greatest
greatest demand
demand as
as souvenirs,
souvenirs, and
a l]d the
the disposition
disposition of
of which
which isis
are
most closely
closely watched
watched and
and remembered
remembered by
by subordinates,
subordinates, are
are the
the very
very
most
articles
articles that
that the
the original
original owners
owners wish
wish to
to have
have returned
returned sooner
sooner or
or
later.
Minor
in
later.
Minor indiscretions
indiscretions
in the
the disposition
disposition of
of material
material received
received
assume serious
serious proportions
proportions in
in the
the minds
minds of
of the
the natives
natives which
which are
are not
not
assume
at
at all
all in
in keeping
keeping with
with their
their actual
actual importance.
importance.
11-8.
Tlie
11-8. Permits.—a.
Permits.~.
The military
military authorities
authorities determine
determine who
who shall
shall
be
be empowered
empowered to issue
issue arms
arms permits,
permits, to
to whom
whom they
the~~ may
may issue
issue them,
them,
and
Under
Under certain
certain circumstances
circumstances
and any
any other
other pertinent
pertinent restrictions.
restrictions.
District
District Commanders
Commanders and
and District
District Provost
Provost Marshals
Marshals may
may be
be the
the desdesignated
In
In any
ally event
event the
the process
process must
must be
be coordinated
coordinated to
to
ignated agencies.
agencies.
prevent
conflict
or
overlapping
authority.
Certain
civil
officials,
prevent conflict
overlapping
authority.
Certain civil officials,
such
such as provincial
provincial governors,
governors> judges,
judges, and
and others
others exercising
exercising police
police
functions,
functions, may
may be authorized
authorized to
to carry
carry arms.
arms. Certain
Certain permits
permits are
are
issued
issued which
which are honored
honored throughout
throughout the
the country;
count ry; some
some are
am issued
issued
which
which are good
good for
for more
more than
than one
one district
district or
or jurisdiction
jurisdiction but
but not
not
for
in either
either case
case the
the higher
higher authority
authority approving
approving
for the
the whole
whole country;
country; in
same
same notifies
notifies the
the responsible
responsible officers
officers in
in the
the several
several subordinate
subordinate jurisjurisdictions concerned.
When
isis
dictions
concerned.
When permits
permits are
are requested,
requested, information
information
furnished
concerning
the nationality,
character,
and
furnished
concerning
nationality,
character, commercial
commercial
and popoaddress of
of the
the applicant
applicant and
and the
the
litical
and
litical affiliations,
affiliations, occupation,
occupation,
an d address
lQ
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necessity for the gmnting
of the permit.
Officers issuing permits
must exercise great care to the end that permits be issued only where
real necessity exists ; any application
which has the appearance of
being made simply to enhance the prestige. of the individual making
it, as often happens, should be promptly refused.
b. Permits should be issued on a standard form with a description
of the person to whom issued! together with the character and serial
number of the firearm, the purpose for which it is to be used, and
the locality in which it is to be carried,
These permits should be
nontransferable
and should be renewed each year or the firearms
must be turned in to the authorized
agency.
Holders of permits
should be warned that the unauthorized
use of their firearms will
result in certain disciplinary
measures in keeping with the gravity
of the offense and the punitive authority of the official; this may
include revocation of the permit and confiscation of the firearm, and
even fine or imprisonment
or both.
c. Permits
shoulcl be issued only for the possession of pistols,
revolvers, and shotguns.
The privilege
of possessing rifles should
It should be exceedingly
difficult to secure
be refused consistently.
any kind of permit.
d. In order to maintain a strict account of all arms permits in
effect, all issuing officers should be directed to keep a record of all
permits issued by them, copies of which should be forwarded to the
district commander.
The district commanders
in turn should submit to Force Headquarters,
annually or semiannually,
a list in duplicate of all permits issued within their respective districts.
In addit ion to this annual or semiannual report, they should also render a
monthly change sheet in duplicate, containing a list of permits issued
and cancelled during the month.
11-9. Control of Sources of Supply.—a.
As the military force is
charged with the preparation
and execution of regulations concerning the possession and use of firearms, ammunition,
and explosives,
it is only proper that it should exercise similar supervision over the
sources of supply.
b. The military forces should control the entire legal supply of
This control may be exercised either (1) by
arms and ammunition.
requiring purchases to be made from official sources by the Provost
Marshal General and turning this ammunition over upon requisition
to the .District Commanders, who may distribute it to their provost
marshals for sale in limited and necessary quantities to persons having permits, or (2) certain merchants may be authorized
to sell
13
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munitions.
If there are munitions manufacturing
plants in the country, they must be controlled;
in addition, the intr~duction
of munitions into the country must be restricted vigorously.
c. Any person, or representative
of a business or firm desiring
to import these articles should make written application
for permission for each separate shipment of arms, ammunition,
or explosives, in which application should appear in detail, the quantity and
character of the stores to be imported, the use for which supplies
are contemplated,
the name of the firm from which the stores are
to be purchased, and the port from which they will be exported.
illl applications
should be forwarded
through local Provost Marshals or other designated authorities who should endorse the request
with such information
or recommendation
as will establish the charIn case there is a legal restricacter and identity of the applicant.
t ion on the importation
of arms, the approved application
should be
forwarded
to the office of the Minister of Foreign
Relations
for
request on proper authorities through diplomatic channels.
d. There have been two methods used by marines in the past to
control the sale of munitions
in the occupied territory.
Either of
these two methods shown below spears to be effective.
(1) Immediately
upon the. arrival of the arms, ammunition,
or
explosives at the port of entry, the customs officials should notify
the local Provost Marshal, who receives the shipment and deposits
it in the provost storeroom or otl~er suitable place.
The articles
may then be drawn by the consig~ee in such quantities or under such
conditions
as the Provost Marshal may indicate.
Except for an
exceptional
shipment
of explosives
for some engineering
project,
the shipments will ordinarily be small.
(2) Immediately
upon the arrival of the approved munitions shipment at the port of entry, the customs officials sboulcl notify the local
Provost Marshal.
This officer should notify the consignee, and with
him check the shipment for its contents and amount.
An enumerated record of the contents and the amounts should be prepared by
the Provost Marshal, one copy given to the consignee and the other
The shipment is then turned over
retained by the Provost Marshal.
to the consignee, after payment of all duties and with the written
A month] y cheek should then
approval of the Provost Marshal.
be made by the Provost Marshal of all munitions stores in the hands
of the approved sales agency; the sales agency making a monthly
report of all sales (on individual
approved permits) to the Provost
Marshal.
14
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11-10. Measures
Following
Disarmament.—a.
Even after the
population has been effectually disarmed, energetic measures must be
taken to discourage
or prevent
rearming.
Some plan must be
evolved without delay to make it impracticable
or dangerous to procure firearms illegally,
either from within or without the country.
If the existing laws of the country prohibiting
possession of arms
are sufficient in themselves, measures should be taken to make them
effective.
To the extent that authority is delegated or assumed, additional or new laws should be put into effect restricting
the possession of firearms.
This latter method can be applied only if military government
is established.
In issuing these laws one must
bear in mind the responsibility
assumed by the military forces in
enforcing the laws and guaranteeing
the security of life and property.
If there be remote sections where law enforcement is difficult
due to the limited number of the military forces, certain concessions
may have to be made in order to permit. the local inhabitants to protect themselves against the lawless element.
On the other hand if
the lawless elements remain in the field in numbers greatly in excess
of the military forces, special considerations
may make it advisable
to provide means for arming a certain proportion of the reliable and
responsible
natives, to compensate
in a degree for that inferiority
in numbers; this should not be prejudicial
to the other law-abiding
elements.
Sometimes this fiction will greatly discourage the lawless
factions.
b. The military forces, or native constabulary,
in conjunction with
the. customs officials, should be particularly
alert along the coast and
frontiers of the occupied country to prevent illegal entry of munitions.
Where a native constilbnlary
exists or is later established,
a
portion of such organiztition
should be constituted
a coast guard,
equipped with fast boats, to prevent such arms being smuggled along
the coast and rivers.
Until such a constabulary is constituted, a unit
of our own military forces, adequate in size and equipment, should
be established as soon as active intervention
takes place.

o
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12-1. Local armed forces.—In
most sovereign states, the executive authority is enforced by the national military forces, national
forces, and organized reserves under the control of the state.
In
addition, there may be an organized militia and police forces under
the control of political subdivisions
of the state.
Police forces are
normally maintained
by municipalities.
These armed forces represent the national-defense
forces of the state and the armed forces
employed to preserve peace and order within its borders.
12-2. United States
intervention.—a.
When the domestic situationofa
foreign country is such that it is necessary for the United
States Government to intervene, the national and local armed forces
of the country concerned
are” usually powerless
to suppress the
domestic disorder or enforce the laws.
At the time of intervention,
the armed forces of the country will probably have disintegrated
due to defeat by insurgent forces or because of desertions.
In some
cases, the armed forces may be engaged in action against an insurgent force, whose operations have created havoc and destruction
throughout
the country.
Due to the magnitude
of the domestic
disturbance, the local police authorities are usually ineffective in the
suppression
of lawlessness,
and may even have ceased to function
entirely.
Upon arrival within the foreign country, the armed forces
of the United States Government
immediately
become responsible
for the protection of the life and property of all the inhabitants
of
In order to discharge this responsibility,
it may
the foreign country.
become necessary for the United States forces to assume the functions
of the national ‘armed forces of the foreign country in addition to
the duties of the local and municipal police.
b. In assisting any country to restore peace and order, it is not
the policy of the United States Government
to accept permanent
responsibility
for the preservation
of governmental
stability by sta1
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tioning
tioning its
its armed
arnied forces
forces indefinitely
indefinitely in
in the
the foreign
foreign country
country for
for that
that
purpose.
The
purpose.
The United
Unit«d States
States forces
forces seek
seek to
to restore
restore domestic
domestic trantranquility
quility as
as soon
soon as
as possible
possible and
and to
to return
return the
the normal
noraial functions
functions of
of
government
government to
to the
the country
country concerned.
concerned. To
To accomplish
accomplish this,
this, tha
the
United
United States
States Government
Government will
will usually
usually insist
insist upon
upon the
the establishment
establishment
of
an
efficient
and
well-trained
armed
native
force,
free
from
of an efficient and well-trained armed native force, free from political
political
influence
influence and
and dictatorial
distatorial control.
control.
12-3. Restoration
12-3.
Restoration of
of authority
authority to
to local
local government.—Having
government.—Having
assumed
assumed the
the obligation
obligation for
for the
the restoration
restoration of
of domestic
domestic tranquility
tranquility
within
within the
the foreign
foreign country
country concerned,
concerned, the
the obligation
obligation is
is fulfilled
fulfilled by
by
the
the use
use of
of United
United States
States forces.
forces. There
There is
is also
also present
present the
the obligation
obligation
to
to restore
restore to
to the
the foreign
foreign country
country its
its organic
organic native
native defensive
defensive and
and
law-enforcement
law-enforcement powers
powers as
as soon
soon as tranquility
tranquility has
has been
been secured.
secured.
The orgmization
The
organization of
of an
an adequate
adequate armed
armed native
native organization
organiza-tion is
is an
an
effective
method to
to prevent
prevent further
further domestic
domestic disturbances
disturbances after
after the
the
effective method
intervention
has
intervention
has ended,
ended, and
and is
is one
one of
of the
the most
most important
important functions
functions
of
the intervention
intervention since.
since the
the lJnited
United States
States armed
armed forces
forces may
may have
have
of the
superseded or
superseded
or usurped
usurped the
the functions
functions of
of armed
armed forces
forces of
of the
the country
country
concerned
at the
the beginning
beginning of
of the
the intervention.
intervention. It
It is
is obvious
obvious that
that
concerned at
such
armed forces
forces must
must be
be restored
restored prior
prior to
to withdrawal.
withdrawal.
such armed
12-4.
Formation of
of aa constabulary.—+,
constabulary.—a. In
In the
the case
case of
of smaller
smaller
12–4. Formation
countries
whose national
national and
and international
international affairs
affairs are
are of
of limited
limited magmagcountries whose
nitude
and whose
whose finances
finances support
support only
only a small
small budget,
budget, the
the defense
defense
nitude and
functions of
of the
the country
country and
and the
the police
police functions
functions within
within the
the country
country
functions
can
usually
be
combined
and
assigned
to
one
armed
force.
Such aa
f?mch
can usually be combined and assigned to one armed force.
force is
is termed
termed a “constabulary.”
"constabulary." The
The constabulary
constabulary is
is a nonpartisan
nonpartisan
force
armed force
force patterned
patterned along
along the
the line
line of
of the
the military
military forces
forces of
of the
the
armed
United
States,
with
modifications
to
suit
local
conditions.
The
legal
United States, with modifications
to suit local conditions.
The legal
authority or
or approval
ai)proval for
for the
the formation
foiTnation of
of such
such an
an armed
armed native
native
authority
organization must
must emanate
emanate from
from some.
some person
person or
or body
body empowered
empowered
organization
with such
such sovereign
sovereign right.
right.
with
h. The
The authority
authority for
for formation
formation of
of a constabulary
constabulary may
may be
be a decree
decree
b.
of the
the de
de jure
jure or
or d~
d-e facto
fobcto Chief
Chief Executive
Executive of
of the
the country
country in
in cases
cases
of
where a legislative
legislative agency
agency does
does not
not exist.
exist. In
In such
such cases,
cases, the
the authority
authority
where
for any
any law
law enactment
enactment rests
rests with
with the
the Chief
Chief Executive
Executive alone,
alone, who
who
for
legally has
has the
the authority
authority to
to issue
issue aa decree
decree for
for the
the est
establishment
of
legally
abolishment of
armed forces
forces for
for his
his government.
government. Provision
Provision is
is made
made for
for the
the approapproarmed
priation of
of the
the necessary
necessary funds
funds from
from the
the national
national budget
budget for
for
priation
maintenance of
of the
the constabulary.
constabulary.
maintenance
c. Authority
Authority for
for the
the formation
formation of
of aa constabulary
constabulary may
may be
be granted
granted
c.
by legislation
legislation initiated
initiated by
by the
the legislative
legislative body.
body. In
In such
such cases,
cases, the
the
by
2
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existent
armed forces
forces of
of the
the country
country concerned
concerned are legally
legally disbanded
disbanded
existent armed
and
the new
new constabulary
constabulary
force lawfully
lawfully created
created by
by modification
modification of
of
and the
force
the
organic law
law of
of the
the country.
country.
Provision is made
made for
for the
the appropriapproprithe organic
Provision
ation
of the
the necessary
necessary funds
funds from
from the
the national
national budget
budget for
for its
its mainmaination of
tenance.
tenance.
d. Authority
Authority
for the
the formation
formation
of a constabulary
constabulary
may be the
the
for
of
may
result
of a treaty
treaty between
between the
the United
United States
States Government
Government
and the
the
result of
and
country
concerned, providing
providing
for creation
creation of
of such
such a constabulary.
constabulary.
country concerned,
for
The treaty
of
The
treaty normally
normally outlines
outlines the
the powers
powers and
and limitations
limitations
of the
the organization and
Often
ganization
and provides
provides funds
funds for
for its
its maintenance.
maintenance.
Often a treaty
treaty
between the
will
between
the two
two governments
governments
will already
already exist,
exist, granting
granting authority
authority
to the
to
the United
United States
States Government
Government to intervene
intervene in the
the domestic
domestic affairs
affairs
of the
of
the country
country concerned
concerned whenever
whenever the
the latter
latter is unable
unable to control
control
domestic disorder
In
In such
such cases,
cases, this
this treaty
treaty
domestic
disorder within
within its
its boundaries.
boundaries.
is usually
is
usually the
the basis
basis or the
the authority
authority for
for the
the creation
creation of
of new
new armed
armed
forces within
forces
within the
the country
country concerned,
concerned, either
either through
through the
the executive
executive
or legislative
or
legislative agencies
agencies of
of the
the State,
State, or through
through the
the powers
powers of
of a milimilitary
government
set
up
within
the
country
concerned
by
United
tary government
set up within the country concerned by United
States forces.
States
forces.
e. Authority
for
of
may
e.
Authority
for the
the formation
formation
of the
the constabulary
constabulary
may be the
the
result
of
a
decree
of
the
military
commander
of
United
States
forces
result of
decree of the military commander of United States forces
in cases
in
cases where
where a military
military government
government has
has been
been established
established to supsupplant the
In
of
In such
such cases,
cases, the
the maintenance
maintenance
of the
the
plant
the local
local government.
government.
constabulary is
of
constabulary
is provided
provided by
by means
means of
of appropriation
appropriation
of local
local revenues
revenues
under control
under
control of
of the
the military
military government.
government.
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Planning agency.+.
agency.—a. The
The establishing
establishing of
of a constabulary
constabulary12-5. Planning
is
preceded
by
the
appointment
of
a
planning
group
to draft
draft the
the
is preceded by the appointment
of
planning group to
necessary
plans for
for its
its formation.
formation. The
The initiative
initiative in
in the
the creationof
creation of
necessary plans
the
constabulary devolves
devolves upon
upon the
the United
United States
States forces,
forces, since
since it
it
the constabulary
has
assumed the
the obligation
obligation to
to restore
restore law
law enforcement
enforcement and
and defense
defense
has assumed
forces
to the country
country concerned
concerned priorto
prior to withdrawal
withdrawal of
of United
United States
States
forces tothe
forces.
forces.
6.
The planning
planning group,
group, or
or the
the majority
majority of
of the
the members
members of
of such
such
b. The
a group,
group, are
are usually
usually drawn
drawn from’
from the
the military
military and
and naval
naval forces
forces of
of
the
United States
States Government
Government within
within the
the country
country concerned.
concerned. The
The
the United
selection
of the
the planning
planning group
group from
from among
among officers
officers of
of the
the United
United
selection of
States
forces then
then inthe
in the countryis
country is advisable
advisable since
since such
such officers
officers will
will
States forces
normally
be
more
familiar
with
existing
political,
economic,
geonormally
more familiar with existing
political,
economic, geographical,
and psychological
psychological conditions.
conditions. In
In additionto
addition to such
such memmemgraphical,
and
bers,
it may
may be
be advisable
advisable to
to select
select officers
officers who
who have
have had
had prior
prior
bers, it
experience
in constabulary
constabulary duty
duty in
in other
other countries.
countries.
experience in
12-6.
Approval of
of plans.—
plans.—After
the pIanning
planning group
group has
has comcom12--6. Approval
.kfter the
pleted
its plans
plans for
for the
the organization
organization of
of the
the constabulary,
constabulary, the
the plans
plans
pleted its
must
first be approved
approved by
by the
the proper
proper officials
officials before
before the
the constabulary
constabulary
must firstbe
may
be
considered
existent.
Among
the
officials
who
approve the
the
Among
the
officials
who
approve
may
considered existent.
plans
are the Chief Executive
Executive of
of the
the local
local state,
state, the
the diplomatic
diplomatic reprep@msaretheChief
5
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resentative
resentative of
of the
the ‘United
United States
States accredited
accredited to
to the
the foreign
foreign country
country
concerned, the
concerned,
the senior
senior naval
naval otiicer
officer in
in command
command of
of the
the United
United States
States
forces operating
forces
operating within
within the
the foreign
foreign country
country concerned,
concerned, the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
of
the Navy,
Navy, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State,
State, the
the Congress
Congress of
of tl~e
tlie United
United States?
States,
and the
and
the President
President of
of the
the IJnited
United States.
States. When
When a.
a legislative
legislative body
body
exists, the
exists,
the approval
approval of
of the
the legislature
legislature of
of the
the foreign
foreign country
country conconcerned
is also
also secured.
secured. When
When a military
military government
government has
has been
been estabestabcerned is
lished, only
lished,
only the
the approval
approval of
of the
the United
United States
States executive,
executive, legislative,
legislative,
and departmental
and
departmental agencies
agencies is
is required.
required.
12-7. Local
12-7.
Local creative
creative law.—-h
law.—In order
order that
that the
the constabulary
constabulary may
may be
be
the
constituted military
military instrument
instrument of
of the
the local
local government,
government, it
it must
must
the constituted
be legally
be
legally established
established and
and provided
provided wi~h
with the
the legal
legal power
power to
to execute
execute
its
functions. In
In the
the law
law or decree
decree establishing
establishing the
the constabulary,
constabulary,
its functions.
there
should be definite
definite provisions
provisions setting
setting forth
forth the
the authority
authority and
and
there should
responsibility
of
responsibility
of the
the commander
commander of
of the
the constabulary
constabulary in
in order
order that
that
the
constabulary may
may be
be entirely
entirely free
free from
from autocratic
autocratic or
or political
political conconthe constabulary
trol
within the
the country
country concerned.
concerned. The
The law
law or
or decree
decree shonlcl
should state
state
trol within
definitely
the specific
specific duties
duties that
that the
the constabulary
constabulary is
is legally
legally empowered
empowered
clefinitely the
to
perform.
to perform.
12–8. United
.—a. The
12-8.
United States
States creative
creative laws
laws.—a.
The plans
plans for
for the
the estabestablishment
of a constabulary
constabulary will
will invariably
invariably contain
contain certain
certain provisions
provisions
lishment of
relative
to the
the employment
employment of
of members
members of
of the
the United
United States
States armed
armed
relative to
forces
officers or
or directing
directing heads
heads of
of the
the proposed
proposed constabulary
constabulary
forces as officers
upon
its ,initial
initial formation.
formation. The
The Constitution
Constitution of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
upon its
Article
I,
Section
9
(8),
states:
"No
title
of
nobility
shall
be
granted
“No
title
of
nobility
shall
be
granted
Article I, Section
(8), states:
by
the United
United States;
States; and
and no
no person
person holding
holding any
any office
office of
of profit
profit or
or
by the
trust
under them
them shall,
shall, without,
witliout the
the consent
consent of
of the
the Congress,
Congress, accept
accept
trust under
of
any present,
present, emolunwllt,
emohmient, office,
office, or
or title
title of
of any
any kind
kind whaterer
whatever from
from
of any
any
king,
prince,
or
In
order
that
members
of
any king, prince, or foreign
foreign state.”
state." In order that members of the
the
United States
States forces
forces may
may arcept
accept office,
office, including
including emolument
emolument for
for sllch
such
United
office, from
from the
the foreign
foreign cmlntry
covintry ccmcerned,
concerned, it
it is
is necessary
necessary that
that the
the ConConoffice,
gress of
of the
the United
United States
States grant
grant specific
specific authority
avjthority by
by law.
law. ‘TIM
The
gress
necessary law
law for
for servi
service
witli
the constabulary
constabulary is
is drawn
drawn lip
up by
by the
the
necessary
w wit
h the
planning
group, and,
and, after
after apprOV:ll
approval,, is
is presented
presented to
to the
the Congress
Congress for
for
planning group,
enactment and
and subsequent
subsequent approvnl
approval by
by the
the President
of the
the United
United
enactment
President of
States. Such
Such authority
authority may
may be
be included
included in
in aa treaty
treaty between
between the
the
States.
United States
States and
and the
the country
country concerned.
concerned.
United
h.
Since all
all treaties
treaties of
of the
the United
United States
States are
are ratified
ratified only
only by
by the
the
b. Since
United States
States Senate,
Senate, without
without action
action by
by the
the House
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives,
United
it becomes
becomes necessary
necessary to
to enact
enact aa separate
separate law
law approved
approved by
by both
both Houses
Houses
it
of Congress,
Congress, even
even though
though authority
authority for
for members
members of
of the
the United
United States
States
of
6
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forces to
to serve
serve in
in the
the constabulary
constabulary may
maybebe included
included in
in the
the treaty.
treaty.
forces

When
l~en

general law
of
a general
law has
has been
been already
already enacted
enacted by
by the
the Congress
congress
of the
the United
Unitecl
States
members of
of the
the United
United States
States forces
forces to
to serve
serve in
in the
the
States permitting
permitting members
armed
forces
of
the
foreign
country
concerned,
no
specific
law
is
armed forces of the foreign country concerned, no specific law is

required.
required.
12–9.
the officers
oticers of
of the
the constabulary
constabulary
12-9. Composition.—a.
Composition.—a. Initially,
Initially, the
are
qualified noncommisnoncommisare selected
selected officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
men (usually
(usually qualified
sioned
military
and naval
naval forces.
forces.
sioned officers)
officers) of
of the
the United
United States
States military
and
In
ln
time,
becomes tranquil
tranquil and
and the
the native
native memmemtime, as
as the
the domestic
domestic situation
situation becomes
bers
become proficient
proficient
in their
their duties,
duties, the
the United
United,
bers of
of the
the constabulary
constabulary become
in

States officers
officers of
of the
are
by
States
the constabulary
constabulary
are replaced
replaced
by native
native officers.
officers.
Officers and
as
Officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
the United
United States
States forces
forces appointed
appointed
officers
of the
the constabulary
constabulary
should be
be acceptable
acceptable
to the
the local
local governgovernofficers of
should
to
ment
ancl have
have the
the qualities
qualjties
considered
essential for
for a position
position
of
ment and
considered
essential
of

similar importance
importance in
States
They
must
similar
in the
the United
United
States forces.
forces.
They
must be
be
physically
fit to
to withstand
withstand
arduous duty
duty in
in the
the field
field and
and should
should be
be
physically fit
arduous
proficient
the language
language
of the
the country
country
concerned.
proficient in
in the
of
concerned.

A general
general
A
knowledge
of local
local conditions
conditions
an important
important
requirement.
They
knowledge of
is an
requirement.
They
should
for their
their tactful
tactful
relationships,
and should
should be
be in
in
should be
be known
known for
relationships,
and
sympathy
sympathy with
with the
the aspirations
aspirations of
of the
the inhabitants
inhabitants of
of the
the country
country conconcerned in
people.
They
cerned
jn their
their desire
desire to
to become
become a stable
stable sovereign
sovereign
people.
They
should be
be educationally
educationally and
equipped
should
and professionally
professionally
equippecl to
to execute
execute the
the
varied functions
functions tl~at
that they
varied
they will
will be
be called
called upon
upon to
to perform.
perform.
5. Native
Native troops
troops make
make up
up the
of
b.
the enlisted
enlisted personnel
personnel
of the
the constabuconstabulary. Service
Service is not
Kecruiting
is carried
Recruiting
carried on
on throughthrou~hlary.
not compulsory.
compulsory.
out the
the country,
country, and
and the
the desired
desired personnel
personnel is acquired
out
acquired by
by enlisting
enlkiting
only those
those volunteers
volunteers who
qualifications.
only
who possess
possess the
the requisite
re@site
qualifications.
G. Plans
Plans are
are made
made for
Schools
c.
for the
the operation
operation. of
of recruit
recruit depots.
depots.
Schools in
in
academic and
subjects
for
academic
and governmental
governmental
subjects are
are conducted
conducted
for enlisted
enlisted perpersonnel. Consicleration
Consideration must
of
sonnel.
must be
be given
given to
to the
the foi^mation
formation
of a
a, medical
medical
department. In
In some
The
department.
some cases,
cases, a coast
coast guard
guard may
may be
be required.
required.
The
medical department
department and
and the
the coast
coast guard
guard are
in
medical
are included
included
in the
the concon.
Early establishment
establishment
of a school
school for
for training
training
stabulary organization.
Early
of
stabulary
or~anizat.ion.
candidates for
for commission
commission should
candidates
should receive
receive much
much thought
thought and
and considconsideration. The
The establishment
of
orderly
establishment
of such
such a school
school will
will provide
provide
orderly
eration.
replacement of
of
States
replacement
of the
the personnel
personnel
of the
the United
United
States forces
forces utilized
utilized
initially to
to officer
officer the
the constabulary.
constabulary. It
It also
also indicates
indicates to
to the
the local
local govgovinitially
ernment
the
altruistic
motives
of
the
United
States
Government
and
ernment the altruistic motives of the United States (lovernrnent
and
indicates its
its intention
intention to
to
indicates
to turn
turn over
over the
the control
control of
of the
the constabulary
constabulary
to
the local
local government
government at
at the
the earliest
earliest possible
possible moment.
moment.
the
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12--10. Duties
Duties and
and powers.—a.
powers.—a. The
The police
police duties
duties formerly
formerly perper12-10.
formed by
by the
the organic
organic military
military and
and naval
naval forces
forces of
of the
the country
country conconformed
cerned are
are assumed
assumed by
by the
the organized
organized constabulary.
constabulary.
The constabulary
constabulary
cerned
The
the national-defense
national-defense
force of
of the
the country
country concerned
concerned and
and also
also perperis the
force
forms police
police duties
duties and
and civil
civil functions.
fnnctions.
forms
b. The
The military
military duties
duties of
of the
the constabulary
constabulary consist
consist, of
of the
the defense
defense
h.
of the
the country
country against
against outside
outside aggression
aggression and
and the
the suppression
suppression of
of dodoof
mestic disorder
disorder when
when local
local police
police in
in the
the territorial
territorial subdivisions
subdivisions of
of
mestic
the country
country are ineffective
ineffective in
in the
the maintenance
maintenance of
of law
law and
and order.
order.
the
G.
c. Among
Among the
the police
police duties
duties of
of the
the constabulary
constabulary are
are the
the prevention
prevention
of
of smuggling
smuggling and
and the
the control
control of
of the
the importation,
importation, sale,
sale, and
and custody
custody of
of
It isis also
also empowered
empowered to
to arrest
arrest
arms,
and
It
arms, ammunition,
ammunition,
and explosives.
explosives.
offenders
offenders for
for infractions
infractions of
of local
local law^s,
laws, not
not only
only of
of the
the state,
state, but
but also
also
of
It
of the
the territorial
territorial subdivisions
subdivisions and
and municipalities.
municipalities.
It isis charged
charged with
with
the protection
protection of persons
persons and
and property,
property, the
the control
cent rol of
of prisons,
prisons, and
and
the
the issuance
issuance of
of travel
travel permits
permits and
and vehicular
vehicular licenses.
licenses. The
The constabconstabthe
ulary
ulary provides
provides guards
guards for
for voting
voting places
places and
and electoral
electoral records,
records, and
and exexerts plenary
plenary control
control during
during natural
natural disasters,
disasters, such
such as
as floods
floods and
and
erts
earthquakes.
earthquakes.
d. The
The civil
civil duties
duties of
of the
the constabulary
constabulary include
include the
the distribution
distribution of
of
funds
funds for
for the
the payment
payment of
of civil
civil employees
employees in
in outlying
outlying areas
areas and
and the
the
distribution
distribution of
of executive,
executive, legislative,
legislative, and
and judicial
judicial notices.
notices. When
When rerequired,
quired, the
the constabulary
constabulary operates
operates the
the lighthouse
lighthouse and
and lifesaving
lifesaving servservice
ice by
by means
means of aa coast
coast guard.
guard. Members
Members of
of the
the constabulary
constabulary may
may
act
act as communal
communal advisors
advisors to
to municipalities.
municipality ies. The
The constabvilary
constabulary may
may
be
be assigned
assigned the
the task
task of
of supei-vision
supervision of
of the
the construction
construction of
of roads
roads and
and
bridges.
Census compilation,
compilation , supervision
bridges.
Census
supervision of
of local
local sanitation,
sanitation, and
a~d
operation
operation and
and control
control of
of telephone
telephone and
and telegraphic
telegraphic systems,
systems, including
including
air
may
air and
and radio
radio communication
communication
may also
also be
be included
included among
among the
the ci^dl
civil
duties
Other
duties of
of the
the constabulary.
constabulary.
Other civil
civil duties
duties are
are the
the supervision
supervision
of
of weights
weights and
and measures,
measures, the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of harbor
harbor and
and docking
docking
regulations,
compilation of
of reports
reports on
on the
the use
use of
of public
public lands,
lands, supersuperregulations, compilation
vision
vision of
of the
the occupancy
occupancy of
of public
public lands,
lands, and
and periodic
periodic reports
reports of
of
agricultural
conditions.
agricultural conditions.
12-11.
12-11. Size
Size of
of force.—In
force.—In determining
determining the
the strength
strength of
of the
the constabconstabulary force,
ulary
force, it is
is necessary
necessary to
to consider
consider carefully
carefully the
the domestic
domestic situation
situation
in each
in
each territorial
territorial division
division of
of the
the country
country concerned,
concerned, particularly
particularly the
the
situation
in
the
principal
cities
and
seaports.
Tha
strength
of
the
situation
the principal cities and seaports.
The strength of the
constabulary detachment
constabulary
detachment required
required for
for one
one locality
locality may
may be
be entirely
entirely
inadequate or excessive
Factors
inadequate
excessive in
in another
another locality.
locality.
Factors that
that enter
enter into
into
the determination
the
determination of
of the
the strength
strength of
of the
the constabulary
constabulary are
are the
the organic
organic
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strength of the military forces employed prior to the intervention,
the organic strength of the civil polj ce forces in territorial divisions
and municipa]it ies, the normal domes~ic situation relative to law &
servance and law enforcement in the territorial subdivisions,
and the
relative importance of the larger cities within the state.
The political,
economic, and geographical
importance of tlm various territorial subdivisions
should also be considered.
The constabulary
should be
large enough to suppress active rebellion, as well as to repel outside
aggression.
The original estimate of the strength required is based
upon the normal domestic situation in all territorial subdivisions
of
the country concerned.
Local conditions in a particular section may
call for a material increase in the strength, that would be normal~y
required for that section.
Such conditions should be taken into consideration in order that the initial strength may be adequate to meet
all situations that may require the employment
of the constabulary.
Although the foregoing considerations
may dictate the necessity for
a larger force, restrictions on the strength of the constabulary
may
be imposed by the limited finances of the local government,
as well
as the financial requirements of other governmental
activities.
12-12. Administrative
organization.—The
constabulary is organized administrative] y in the f o11owing manner: the headquarters, consisting of the commander and his staff; the administrative,
technical,
and supply departments or groups; the operating forces, organized as
administrative
or tactical units and stationed in tactical localities or
at posts and stations in conjunction with other governmental
activities, The geographical
divisions of the state are normally the determining
factor in the formation
of “g-roupments”
or territorial
commands.
12–13. %pply
and equipment.—a.
Any estimate that is mtide to
determine the required strength of a constabulary
must naturally
include provisions
for the supply and equipment for such troops.
Among the items of equipment are weapons and military uniforms
or distinctive
dress for the troops and, in some cases, vehicular
The confidence and loyalty of the native troops
transportation.
More
is promoted by careful supervision
of their material needs.
often than not, they will have been accustomed to meager salaries
irregularly paid, scant food carelessly provided, as well as indifferent
shelter, clothing, and equipment.
When they are regularly paid in
full on the. date due, when fed adequately as provided by the allowance, and when good shelter, clothing, and equiprnen.t are provided,
native troops will usually respond in the quality of service rendered.
9
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In establishing
and maintaining
an organization
of native troops,
attempts should be made to provide better clothing and shelter and
particularly
better food than native civilians
of” the same social
class enjoy.
This is decidedly
an important
morale factor.
The
equipment of the constabulary
is governed by the type of service
required.
Often clifferent types of equipnlent are employed in various localities.
b. In many countries, the distinctive
uniform or dress of native
troops prior to intervention
by United States forces is likely to
be of a type more adapted to purely peaceful mi Iitary display or
ceremony than to combat.
In some cases, the uniform is of a type
that cannot be termed a “distinctive
dress” within the meaning of
the l%ules of Land l~arfare.
There is a natllral inclination
on the
part of Unitwl states forces when organizing
a constabulary
to outfit the troops with a uniform similar to that of the ‘CJnited states
forces, with slight, modifications
in tl~e distinctive ornaments, texture
of clothing, and design.
Any uniform adopted for the constabulary
should be suitable for the combat and climatic conditions
1ikely to
be encountered.
c. The organic armed forces of the country may have been only
indifferently
armed.
Such weapons as they have are likely to be
in a poor condition, due to carelessness in upkeep.
However> modern
weapons are becoming more accessible to all countries, due to the
lowered costs as a result of moclern mass production.
Such arms
as are in good condition are retained and reissued to the constabulary after the dimrmament,
of go~ernment
and il~surgent forces.
Plans for arming the constabulary
shou]d take into consideration
all
probable tasks that may be assigned, as well as the capabilities
of
the troops in the employment
of the various types of wea pens.
It
may be advisable to arm the. constabulary
with weapons of different
types, make, and in different proportions from the organic armament
of the United States forces.
& There are three methods for subsisting the constabulary.
The
first method is by the organization
of general messes at those points
where sufficient troops are quartered together to make ‘the method
feasible.
The second method is to permit individuals
to subsist
themselves
upon the payment
of an adequate subsistence
allow‘he third method is the
ance in addition to their normal pay.
subsistence of personnel by contract with civilian contractors.
The
ration allowance should be announced in orders.
The psychology
of making the ration allowance tlie same for general mess, subsistence
11
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allowance,
and contract mess is self-evident,
since the troops will
feel that under each system they are receiving the same treatment
in regard to their food.
The organized mess is practicable only at
those posts and st,ations having a sufficient, number to make this
method economical.
Recruit depots, officers’ schools, and commands
of over 20 men are normally fed in general messes. However, even
in commands of over 20 men, activities in tile field may dictate that
a subsistence allowance is more practicable.
In small detached posts
of only a few men, it is usually more practicable
to furnish food
by contract messing, or to pay the ‘troops a subsistence allowance.
In outlying
posts and stations, troops normally ration themselves
on the cash allowance.
As a general rule, a cash allowance should
not be granted if a general mess can be organized or if contract
messing is practicable.
When a cash allowance is paid, there is a
tendency to squander the cash allowance and to contract indebtedness for food, with no assurance that troops are subsisted on a
well-balanced
ration.
When food is procured under contract, the
contractor may be so interested in making a profit, that troops will
not receive the proper amount or quality of food.
The commanding
officers of detached posts should continually
check on the quantity
and quality of food served when troops are subsisted in a contract
mess.
In the conduct of a general mess, no attempt should be made
to supply foreign
food products.
The ration component
should
be confined to local staples and garden products, since it is this type
of food to which the troops are accustomed.
e. Estimates
should be made covering the type and quantity of
miscellaneous
supplies
required by the constabulary.
Many maTo facilitate
the acquisition
of
terials may be purchased locally.
supplies not obtainable
locally, they are normally procured from
the continental
~“nited States.
12-14. Records and reports.—a.
The records and reports in general use by military
organizations
are used by the constabulary.
In addition, periodic reports may be required covering local economic and political
conditions,
reports of arrests and disposition
of such cases, reports of military
activities
of the various units,
and such special reports as may be required by higher authority.
b. Reports and records should always be in the language of the
It is unreasonable
to require natives to learn
country concerned.
the English
language
simply because that, is the language
of the
United States forces.
In the preparation
of texts to be used in
the training
of troops and in the preparation
of instructions
for
12
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handling
handling of
of legal
legal cases,
cases, the
the language
language of
of the
the country
country concerned
concerned should
should
always
be
ernplaye&
always be employed,
1>15. Finances.-u.
12-15.
Finances.—cu T%%enplanning
When planning the
the creation
creation of
of a constabuconstabulary, the
lary,
the financial
financial status
status of
of the
the country
country concerned
concerned is
is naturally
naturally a
feature
feature that
that will
will influence
influence the
the strength
strength of
of the
the constabulary
constabulary as
as well
well
as the
the acquisition
acquisition of
of supplies
supplies for
for such
such a force.
force. When
When the
the necessary
necessary
funds have
funds
have been
been estimated,
estimated, it
it is
is imperative
imperatiA^e that
that such
such funds
funds be
be
allotted from
allotted
from the
the national
national treasury
treasury by
by presidential
presidential decree
decree or
or by
by the
the
legal sanction
legal
sanction of
of the
the legislature
legislature of
of the
the country
country concerned.
concerned. Funds
Funds
are allotted
are
allotted from
from the
the revenues
revenues by
by the
the military
military government
government in
in those
those
cases where
where the
the constabulary
constabvdary is
is organized
organized during
during the
the tenure
tenure of
of a
cases
military government.
government- Appropriations
Appropriations for
for the
the establishment
establishment and
and
military
maintenance of
of the
the constabulary
constabulary may
may be
be difficult
difficult to
to obtain,
obtain, not
not only
only
maintenance
because administrative
administrative authority
authority is
is required
required for
for such
such allotment,
allotment, but
but
because
also
also due
due to
to the
the fact
fact that,
that, in most
most instances,
instances, the
the country
country will
will have
have
few funds
funds available
available for
for such
such a purpose.
purpose. The
The scarcity
scarcity of
of funds
funds is
is
few
likely to
to be
be the
tiie consequence
consequence of
of unstable
unstable economic
economic conditions
conditions due
due to
to
likely
widespread
widespread disorder,
distM^ier, the
the despoliation
despoilation of
of the
the treasury
treasury by
by individuals
individuals
or
or groups,
groups, and
and the
the lack
lack of
of an
an efficient
efficient system
system for
for the
the collection
collection
and control
control of
of taxes
taxes and
and custom
custom duties.
duties.
and
6.
Initially, a large
large part
part of
of the
the revenue
revenue of
of the
the country
country concerned
concerned
b. Initially,
will
will necessarily
necessarily be
be devoted
devoted to
to the
the financing
financing of
of the
the mmstabulary.
constabulary.
After the
the initial
initial allotment
allotment of
of funds
funds has
has been
been authorized
authorized for
for the
the
After
establishment of
of the
the constabulary,
constabulary, it
it is necessary
necessary to
to assure
assure that
that the
the
establishment
annual or
or other
other periodic
periodic allotments
allotments are
are continued,
continued, and
and that
that these
these
annual
allotments are
are given
given the
the highest
highest priority
priority in
in the
the national
national budget.
budget.
albtments
This is
is insisted
insisted upon
upon at
at all
all times,
times, and
and efforts
efforts to
to decrease
decrease or
or subsubThis
ordinate
ordinate this
this allotment
allotment for
for the
the constabulary
constabulary should
should be
be resisted
resisted
energetically.
energetically.
The pay
pay of
of officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted personnel
personnel forms
forms a large
large part
part
c. The
of the
the expenditures
expenditures of
of the
the constabulary.
constabulary. Consideration
Consideration, should
should be
be
of
given to
to the
the standards
standards of
of living
living within
within the
the country
country in
in computing
computing
given
the rates
rates of
of pay.
pay. The
The iates
rates of
of pay
pay should
should be
be such
such as
as to
to attract
attract
the
the best
best type
type of
of natives
natives to
to join
join the
the constabulary.
constabulary. By
By making
making the
the
the
rates of
of pay
pay attractive,
attractive, natives
natives of
of the
the highest
highest type
type will
will be
be encouraged
encouraged
rates
to make
make the
the constabulary
constabulary a career.
career. This
This feature
feature is
is particularly
particularly
to
desirable
since
it
will
tend
to
promote
tranquility
throughout
the
desirable since it will tend to promote tranquility
throughout
the
country after
after the
the withdrawal
withdrawal of
of the
the United
United States
States forces,
forces, if
if the
the
country
majority of
of the
the officers
officers and
and men
men have
have served
served in
in the
the constabulary
constabulary
majority
for a number
number of
of years.
years. Initially,
Initially, all
all the
the officers
officers of
of the
the constabulary
constabulary
for
are members
members of
of the
the United
United States
States forces.
forces. The
The rates
rates of
of p~y
pay granted
granted
are

13
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them as officers of the constabulary
are in addition to pay and
allowances received from the United states (government.
12--16. Recruiting.—-+.
Age and height limits are established for
Physical
requirements
are decided upon for regular enrecruits.
listments, but these may be relaxed somewhat in case of emergency.
lf recruit depots are maintained,
a definite period for recruit
training is assigned.
In some cases, it may be advisable to refuse
enlistment of men from disturbed sections of the country.
In many
cases, the political affiliations of applicants must be considered.
This
matter nmy be adjusted satisfactorily
by the enlistment of recruits of
different political beliefs in proportion to the voting strength of the
principal political parties.
In some cases, it may be deemed advisable to refuse enlistment to members of former military forces of the
country.
In some countries, the best, method of obtaining
recruits
may be to enlist troops from one locality to serve in that locality under their own noncommissioned
officers after a. period of training at
a recruit depot.
In accordance with the plan of organization
of the
constabulary into a. chain of command through departmental
control,
it may be advisable to distribute the officers of the constabulary
to
their respective. posts and stations in order that the recruiting of enlisted personnel may be accomplished under their direction and control.
The officers of the constabulary
act as recruiting
officers in
To assist in recruiting,
notices are
addition to their other duties.
published in the official gazette of the local government,
advertisements are inserted in local newspapers, and notices are furnished local
Itinerant
recruiting
civil officials for publication
to the populace.
parties may be employed in thickly settled areas.
Nfedical units are
attached to garrisons in the more important towns and villages in
order that applicants may receive prompt medical examination.
In
some cases, it may be necessary to utilize the services of contract physicians for the initial examination
of recruits, further examination
to
be conducted later by medical personnel of the constabulary.
b. Before accepting
applicants
for service, the recruiting
officer
should assure himself of the proper qualifications
of applicants.
In
addition to an oral examination,
recommendations
from reputable
citizens of the home locality of the applicants are usually required.
In many instances, the recommendations
of local civil officials are
invaluable in the selection of applicants.
12-17. Housing
and shelter.—l~hen
the organic armed forces of
the country have been disbanded upon the formation of the constabulary, it will be found that many public buildings
are available to
14
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house
house the
the constabulary.
constabulary.

These public
public builclin~s
buildings will
will consist
consist of
of barbarThese

racks,
racks, offices,
oiRces, forts,
forts, prisons,
prisons, camps,
camps, police
police stations
stations and,
and, in
in some
some cases,
cases,
naval
naval craft.
craft.

Public buildings
buildings are
are within
within the
the eminent
eminent domain
domain of
of the
the
Public
local
local government
government and
and as such
such can
can be
be lawfully
lawfully employed
employed by
by proper
proper

authority
authority to
to house
house and
and shelter
shelter the
the constabulary.
constabulary.

lVhen
When such
such housing
housing

does
does not
not exist,
exist, it
it may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to rent
rent suitable
suitable buildings
buildings or
or to
to
erect
erect permane]lt
permanent buildings.
buildings.

Prison labor
labor may
may be
be used
used in
in such
such conconPrison

struction and
and every
eveiy effort
effort should
should be
be made
made to
to use
use construction
construction matematestruction
rials
rials obtainable
obtainable locally.
locally.

Warehouses may
may have
have to
to be.
be leased
leased for
for the
the
TVarehouses
storage
storage of
of supplies
supplies when
when such
such space
space is
is not
not available
available in
in old
old arsenalsl
arsenals,
forts,
forts, or
or former
former military
military warehouses.
warehouses.
12-18.
12-18. Military
Military court.s.—
courts.—The
system of
of military
military courts-rnzrtial
courts-martial set
set
The system
up by
by the
the constabulary
constabulary must
must have
have the
the legal
legal sanction
sanction of
of the
the local
local ~ovgovup

ernment.
ernment.

Usually, the
the constitution
constitution of
of any
any sovereign
sovereign state
state will
will proproUsually,
In
In such
such cases,
cases, it
it is
is necessary
necessary only
only to
to

vide for
for military
military tribunals.
tribunals.
vide

secure legislative
legislative approval
approval for
for the
the system
system of
of courts
courts martial
martial applicable
applicable
secure
to the
the constabulary.
constabulary.
to

A modification
modification of
of the
the courts-martial
courts-martial system
system
A

employed by
by the
the [Tnited
United states
States forces,
forces, adaptecl
adapted to
to local
local conditions
conditions and
and
employed
the basic
basic laws
laws of
of the
tlie country
country concerned,
concerned, will
will usually
usually be
be acceptable.
acceptable.
the
The
The system
system of
of courts-martial
courts-martial set
set up
up within
wnthin the
the constabulary
constabulary does
does not
not

usurp any
any of
of the
the judicial
judicial ffunctions
of the
the civil
civil courts.
covirts.
usurp
unct ions of

Members of
of
~~embers

the
the constabulary,
constabulary, who
who commit
commit civil
civil offenses>
offenses, should
should be
be brou@t
brought before
before
civil
civil courts
courts for
for trial
trial and
and punishment.
punishment.

(See par.
par. 12-27.)
12-27.)
(See

Trial by
by
Trial

courts-martial is reserved
reserved for
for military
military and
and for
for criminal
criminal offenses,
offenses, when
when
courts-martial
civil jurisdiction
jurisdiction is lacking
lacking in
in the
the latter
latter case.
case.
civil
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12-19. Recruits.—The
methods adopted for the training ofrecruits
are dependent upon the military situation at the time of enlistment.
Normally,
recruits are sent to a central recruit depot for a stated
period of training.
Several recruit depots may be conducted in different sections of the country.
In some cases, recruits may be retained at the local station or military post, trained at that station,
and later assigned to duty in that locality or sentto another military
post that may have been unsuccessful in obtainingthe
required number ofrecruits.
The adoption of asinglernethod
maybe practicable
in some areas while in others a combination of training methods may
be necessary in order tomeet local conditions.
Some troops are more
effective when servingin
their own community, while others will be
foundto
operate more effectively in other localities due to changes
in climate, environment,
and food.
In some situations, it is better
to employ troops away from their home localities to prevent the use
of their authority
improperly
against personal enemies or for the
Recruiting
officers shouldbe
supplied with unibenefitof
friends.
forms and equipment sufficientto
outfit the number of recruits desired from the various sections of the country.
The training of the
recruit has two distinct objects in view, namely, training as a member of a military combat organization
and training for police duties.
The military
instruction
of a recruit covers the basic individual
training of a soldier including target practice and drill.
A recruit
training textbook in the language of the country concerned will be
Instruction
of the recruit in police duties
found extremely useful.
includes instruction in the constitution of the country, civil and criminal laws, powers and limitations
in making investigat.ions
and arrests, and the assistance the constabulary
is to render local civil
officials.
A handbook in the language of the country concerned, cov17
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ering thew police duties will materially
aid in presenting
this instruction and will also provide a useful guide to all members of the
constabulary.
For the larger cities, it may be advisable to train
units for the primary duties of municipal police with only secondary
instruction
in military
duties.
The early training
of competent
police forces for the larger cities is one of the most effective methods
to strengthen the local government
and secure the good will of the
Medical enlisted personnel is obtained
better class of inhabitants.
by enlistment
of qualified individuals
for duty with the medical
service.
12–20. Unit training.—Unit
training is carried out by individual
units of the constabulary as a part of their routine training in order
to maintain their military and police efficiency.
This training embraces unit combat training,
target practice, field firing, specialist
training, instruction in law enforcement
and, in some cases, instrucInstruction
schedules are so
tion in elementary acadwnic subjects.
arranged that training does not interfere with the normal military
In preparation
for special operations,
and police duties of the unit.
units may be more effectively
trained at a central point prior to
engaging in such operations.
12–21. Officers.-As
soon as practicable after the formation of the
constabulary,
a school for the training of native cantlidates for comThe staff of this school is composed
mission shoLdd be organized.
of officers of the United States forces, who are specially qualified
for this work.
Rigid pl~ysical qualifications
are adopted to cover
All
cantlidates
shonld have sufficient
the admitt ante of candidates.
scholastic
instruction.

qualifications
to insure their
T’he period of instruction

At the end of this period,
commission
that is confirmed
This method
to replace
replacement
forces
occur.

of instruction
the members

t-he randi[late
is given a probationary
after 1 year of service with the troops.
provides

of

of commissioned

ability to absorb the military
for such a school is 1 year.

a steady

the United
medical

is effected by commissioning
This is nsually commenced

supply

States
personnel

nxtive

of native

forces.

The

of the United

physicians

officers
~radual
States

as vacancies

just prior to withdrawal

of all
~Tnited states forces.
13ach race of people has its peculiar
12-22. Field operations.—a.
These may be modified somewhat uncharacteristics
and customs.
der influence, but cannot, be entirely tlestroyed or supplanted.
These
characteristics
and rustoms should always be recognized and considered when dealing with persons of different races.
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h. In
In the
the organization
organization of
of the
tlie constabulary,
constabulary, consideration
consideration should
should
b.
be given
given the
the form
form of
of warfare
warfare to
to which
which the
the troops
troops are
are accustomed.
accustomed.
No attempt
attempt should
should be
be made
made to
to impose
impose entirely
entirely new
new forms
forms of
of tactics
tactics
No
unless a long
long period
period of
of training
training and
and indoctrination
indoctrination is
is available.
available. In
In
unless
emergencies, or
or when
when only
only a limited
limited time
time is
is available
available for
for training,
training,
emergencies,
it may
may be
be better
better to
to organize
organize the
the troops
troops according
according to
to native
native methods,
methods.
it
Different types
types of
of organizations,
organizations, eqllil)ment,
equipment, an(l
and ttactics
will often
often
Different
aetics will
be required
required in
in various
various localities.
localities.
be
12-23.
Troop leading.—u.
leading.—a. Strict
Stiict justice
justice exerts
exerts :1
a marked
marked iIifluence
influence
12-23. Troop
on the
the discipline
discipline of
of native
native troops.
troops. A
A few
few lessons
lessons suffice,
suffice, as
as a rule$
rule,
on
to
impress
upon
them
that
orders
are
to
be
obeyed.
When
this
idea
to impress upon them that orders m-e to
obeyed.
When this idea
has been
been implanted
implanted in
in their
their minds,
minds, they
tliey generally
generally become
become amenable
amenable
has
to discipline.
discipline.
to
h.
During tl~e
the earlier
earlier fiel(l
field operations
operati(ms of
of the
the constabulary,
constabulary, it
it is
is
b. During
usually advisable
advisable to
to employ
employ mixed
mixed units
units composed
composed of
of members
members of
of the
the
usually
United States
States forces
forces and
and the
the constabulary.
constabulary. Later,
Later, the
the lTnited
United States
States
LTnited
forces are
are used
used ouly
only as a reserve
reserve availab~e
available to
to support
support the
the constabulary
constabulary
forces
in
emergencies.
The
constabulary
gradually
assumes
full
responsiThe constabulary
gradual]y assumes full responsiin emergencies.
bility for
for the
the maintenance
maintenance of
of law
law and
and order.
order. In
In active
active operations,
operations,
bility
the officers
officers of
of the
the constabulary
constabulary should
should be
be models
models of
of leadership,
leadership, ininthe
spiration,
and an
an example
example to
to their
their troops.
troops. Members
Members of
of the
the United
United
spiration, and
States
forces serving
serving with
with the
the constabulary
constabulary must
must possess
possess good
good judgjudgStates forces
ment
and extreme
extreme patience,
patience, coupled
coupled with
with tact,
tact, firmness,
firmness, justice,
justice, and
and
ment and
control.
Firmness without
without adequate
adequate means
means of
of support
support may
may degendegencent rol. Firmness
erate
into bl~lff.
bluff. Tact
Tact alone
alone may
may be interpreted
interpreted as weakness.
weakness.
erate into
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Urban

and

rural

agents.—Small

Page
21
21
22

Par.
12-24
12–25
12-26

Urban and rural agents ------------------------------------Special agents _______________________ ----------------------Auxiliary units -------------------------------------------detachments

of varying

size are stationed
throughout
the country
in townsY cities, and villages+ Each detachment
isaseigned
the taslcof
restoring
ancl maintainin~law

and order within

in the performance
ployedaspafiof
among

the inhabitants

These

are,

are appointed

United

powers
states.

provided

with

similar
They

direct

command

ployment

of

familiar

with

such
their

unit

police
by

of

granted

agents
section

local

the

a sheriff

or community

since

Only
duty.

constabulary.
and
They

are
are

in the continental
uniform,

with a special
These

constabulary

from

this

constabulary

any distinctive

is invaluable,

for

the constabulary.

of their duties.

the

of

the

are. em-

sections.

are selected

of office, together
of

agents

are selected

and outlying

rural

are not given

to bear arms in the execution
the

the

to those

and rural

‘1’hese agents

or commissioned
budgetary

a badge

To assist the detachments

in the community

in reality,

as a separate

granted

area.
urban

of communities

standing

agents

They

a~iven
duties,

the constalmlary.

men of high

paid

of their

but are

police

agents

commander.
they

and know

are

permit

are under
Em-

thoroughly

all the individ-

uals residing
in the vicinity,
thus making the apprehension
of any
easy task. They keep the local
resident malefactor
a comparatively

constabulary
commander informed of the domestic situation within
their respective sections, thereby forestalling
any organized attempt
at insurrection or rebellion against the local government.
12-25. Special
agents.—In
additio]) to urban and rural agents,
‘I-These
individuals
may be armed and endowed with police powers.
special agmts are employed by owners of large estates, plantations,
mines, ranches, banks, and other large financial and commercial
houses.
They act as guards for the protection of life and property
from marauders, bandits, and robbers.
They are paid by the estate
or firm employing them and are legally empowered by the constabulary to make arrests of trespassers as agents of that. force,
They
21
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are given
are
given a distinctive
distinctive badge
badge of
of office
oifice and
and are
are issued
issued a,
a special
special police
police
permit
to bear
bear arms
arms in
in the
the performance
performance of
of their
their duties.
duties. The
The appointappointpermit to
ment of
ment
of special
special agents
agents should
should be
be made
made only
only after
after a careful
careful investigainvestigation
by the
the local
local constabulary
constabulary commander.
commander. Under
Under no
no circumstances,
circumstances,
tion by
should the
the practice
practice of
of appointing
appointing special
special agents
agents be permitted
permitted to
to gn)w
grow
should
to
to such
such an
an extent.
extent that
that tiny
any large
large land
land owner
owner has
has a considerable
considerable numnumber of
ber
of armed
armed men
men in his
his employ
employ :ul(l
and un(ler
imder his
his co]~trol.
control. The
The hiring
hiring
of
additional special
special agents
agents should
sliould be
be strenuously
strenuously opposed
opposed when
when suffisuffiof additional
cient
personnel of
of the
the constabuhwy
constabulaiy is
is present
present in
in the
the vicinity
vicinity to
to
cient personnel
provide
protection.
provide protection.
12-26.
Auxiliary units.—
units.—^When
an organized
organized rebellion
rebellion or
or insurrecinsurrecWhen an
12-26. Auxiliary
tion
develops, or
or when
when banditry
banditry assumes
assumes such
such proportions
proportions that
that the
the
tion develops,
local
units
of
the
constabulary
are
unable
to
combat
such
domestic
local units of the constabulary
are unable to combat such domestic
disorders
successfully, volunteer
volunteer units
units under
under" the
the clirection
direction of
of the
the concondisorders successfully,
stabulai'y
may be
be organized
organized from
from the
the inhabitants
inhabitants to
to assist
assist in
in quelling
quelling
stabulary may
such disorders.
such
disorders. These
These auxiliary
auxiliary units
units are
are composed
composed of
of inhabitants
inhabitants
who
are armed
armed and
and rationed
rationed by
by the
the constabulary.
constabulary. Auxiliary
Auxiliary units
units
who are
are
temporarily armed
armed forces,
forces, and
and are
are employed
employed only
only for
for the
the duraduraare temporarily
tion of
of the
the emergency.
emergency. During
During their
their period
period of
of service,
service, they
they ara
arel govgovtion
erned and
and controlled
controlled in
in the
the same
same manner
manner as regular
regular members
members of
of the
the
erned
constabulary.
constabulary.
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12-27. Relation
Relation to
to civil
civil power.-a.
power.—a. ‘1’he
The constabulary
constabulary represents
represents
the
the power
power of
of the
the executive
executive branch
branch of
of the
the government
government and
and its
its territerritorial subdivisions.
subdivisions. Unlawful
Unlawful acts
acts committed
committed by
by membem
membei-s of
of the
the
torial
constabulary are
are usually
usually found
found to
to be in
in contravention
contravention of
of the
the regularegulaconstabulary
tions of
tions
of the
the constabulary
constabulary or
or the
the civil
civil or
or criminal
criminal laws
laws of
of the
the councountry.
In the
the former
former class
class are
are military
military misdemeanors
misdemeanors and
and crimes
crimes that
that
try.
In
are
within the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the military
military power;
power; that
that is,
is, the
the conconare within
stabulary
courts-martial system.
system. In
In the
the latter
latter class
class are
are those
those crimes
crimes
stabulary courts-martial
and
felonies that
that are
are set
set forth
forth in
in the
the penal
penal code
code of
of the
the country.
country.
and felonies
Generally,
any infraction
infraction of
of constabulary
constabulary regulations
regulations by
by a member
member
Generally, any
of
the constabulary
constabulary should
should be
be tried
tried by
by the
the constabulary
constabulary itself,
itself, either
either
of the
by
the member’s
member's immediate
immediate commanding
commanding officer
officer or
or by
by court
court martial.
martial.
by the
Likewise,
members of
of the
the constabulary
constabulary charged
charged with
with conspiracy
conspiracy
Likewise,
members
against
the local
local government
government should
should be
be tried
tried by
by court
court martial
martial and
and
against the
the
punishment executed
executed by
by the
the constabulary
constabulary after
after confirmation
confirmation of
of
the punishment
the
sentence by
by the
the Chief
Chief Executive.
Executive. Alleged
Alleged civil
civil offenses
offenses are
are first
first
the sentence
investigated
by the
the constabulary.
constabulary. If
If an
an offense
offense is
is found
found to
to be
be efficsuffiinvestigated
by
ciently
proved
by
evidence
as
to
its
commission,
the
member
should
iently
proved by evidence
to its commission? the member should
be
discharged from
from the
the constabulary
constabulary and
and delivered
delivered into
into the
the custody
custody
be discharged
of
the civil
ciA'il authorities
authorities for
for trial
trial and
and punishment
punishment as
as a civilian.
civilian. If,
If,
of the
however, after
after investigation
investigation of
of the
the. offense
offense by
by the
the constabulary,
constabulary, the
the
however,
evidence indicates
indicates that
that the
the member
member is
is guiltless,
guiltless, he
he should
should under
under no
no
evidence
circumstances be
be delivered
delivered to
to the
the civil
civil authorities
authorities for
for trial
trial and
and
circumstances
punishment
until such
such authorization
authorization has
has been
been secured
secured from
from the
the comcompunishment until
manding
officer
of
the
constabulai'y.
manding officer of the constabulary.
h.
It is
is to
to be
be expected
expected that
that some
some animosity
animosity ancl
and jealousy
jealousy will
will be
be
b. It
prevalent during
during the
the establishment
establishment of
of the
the constabulary
constabulary by
by officers
officers
prevalent
of the
the United
United States
States forces.
forces. Attempts
Attempts may
may be
be made
made to
to interfere
interfere
of
with or
or embarrass
embarrass the
the constabulary
constabulary in
in its
its operations
operations indirectly
indirectly by
by
with
civil-court act
actions
and by
by noncooperation
noncooperation on
on the
the part
part of
of minor
minor
civil-court
ions and
officials. Complaints
Complaints against
against members
members of
of the
the constabulary
constabulary should
should
officials.
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be
be thoroughly
thoroughly investigated.
investigated. When
When warrcmtecl,
warranted, a just
just trial
trial should
should be
be
immediately
immediately conducted,
conducted, with
with prompt
prompt punishment,
punishment of
of guilty
guilty individindividuals,
uals, thus
thus indicating
indicating to
to the
the populace
populace that
that the
the constabulary
constabulary enforces
enforces
the
the law
law among
among its
its own
own members
members and
and that
that they
they receive
receive no
no preferential
preferential
treatment
treatment not
not granted
granted civil
civil violztors
violators of
of the
the law.
law. The
The chief
chief of
of the
the
constabulary
y to
constabulary is responsible
responsible clirectl
directly
to the
the Chief
Chief Executive
Executive o-f
of the
the
country,
country, who
who is
is the
the commander
commander in
in chief
chief of
of all
all the
the armed
armed forces
forces of
of
the
the country.
country.
C.
acts wit
1~ci~-il
c. In
In their
their col~t
contacts
with
civil officials,
officials, members
members of
of tl~e
the constabulary
constabulary
must
must be
be courteous,
courteous, firm
firm in
in the
the execution
execution of
of their
their duties,
duties, and
and just
just
in
dealing
with
any
and
all
classes
of
inhabitants,
regardless
of
rink,
in dealing with any and all classes of inhabitants, regardless of rank,
title,
title, creed,
creed, or
or social
social position.
position. Tact
Tact is
is one
one of
of the
the most
most necessary
necessary
attributes
attributes which
which may
may be
be possessed
possessed by
by members
members of
of the
the constabulary.
constabulary.
Fair
Fair and
and just
just operation
operation of
of the
the constabulary
constabulary must
must always
always be
be tempered
tempered
with
tact.
with tact. Brutality
Brutality in
in making
making investigations
investigations and
and arrests
arrests should
should
be
be firmly
firmly and
and promptly
promptly sl~ppressed.
suppressed. The
The inhabitants
inhabitants should
should be
be enencouraged
couraged to
to regard
regard the
the constabulary
constabulary as an honest,
honest, impartial,
impartial, and
and just
just
law
law enforcement
enforcement agency,
agency, friendly
friendly toward
toward the
the law-abiding
law-abiding population.
population.
In
In times
times of
of emergency
emergency during
during fires,
fires, floods,
floods, and
and earthquakes,
earthquakes, the
the conconstabulary should
should be
be quick
quick to
to render
render aid
aid to
to the
the distressed.
distressed.
stabulary
12–28.
12-28. Relation
Relation to
to United
United States
States forces.—a.
forces.—a. The
The line
line of
of demarcademarcation between
between the
the execution
execution of
of the
the military
military power
power of
of the
the United
United
tion
States forces
forces and
and the
the constabulary
constabulary should
should be
be definite.
definite. When
When it
it has
has
States
attained
attained full
full strength,
strength, the
the constabulary
constabulary should
should have
have sole
sole responsiresponsibility
bility for
for the
the preservation
preservation of
of law
law and
and order.
order. Since
Since the
the United
United
States forces
forces have
have set
set up
up this
this military
military instrumentality
instrumentality for
for the
the local
local
States
state
state and
and endowed
endowed it
it with
with a certain
certain strength,
strength, the
the constabulary
constabulary should
should
have
have unhampered
unhampered opportunity
opportunity in
in its
its conduct
conduct of
of operations
operations as
as the
the
armed force
force of
of the
the country.
country. Interference
Interference by
by United
United States
States forces
forces
armed
not only
only seriously
seriously decreases
decreases the
the prestige
prestige of
of the
the constabulary,
constabulary, but
but also
also
not
denies to
to the
the local
local state
state the
the ability
ability to
to utilize
utilize freely
freely the
the force
force that
that has
has
denies
been created
created to
to increase
increase its
its power
power and
and prestige.
prestige. The
The constabulary
constabulary
been
assumes its
its functions
functions gradually,
gradually, as
as it
it recruits
recruits to
to full
full strength,
strength, and
and
assumes
takes over
over the
the police
police functions
functions of
of the
the country
country under
under the
the guidance
guidance
takes
and observation
observation of
of the
the United
United Stztes
States forces.
forces. When
When the
the constabulary
constabulary
and
has demonstrated
demonstrated its
its competence
competence to
to perform
perform its
its duties,
duties, the
the United
United
has
States
forces relinquish
relinquish control
control and
and command,
command, and
and are
are withdrawn
withdrawn
States forces
and
concentrated at
at central
central points
points where
where they
they are
are available
available to
to be
be
and concentrated
employed
reinforcements in
in case
case of
of unexpected
unexpected emergencies.
emergencies.
employed
as reinforcements
During
the organization
organization of
of the
the constabulary,
constabulary, the
the assignment
assignment of
of dedeDuring the
tachments
of the
the constabulary
constabulary to
to operate
operate with
with elements
elements of
of IJnited
United
tachments of
24:
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States forces in joint action against hostile forces may be advisable.
In this manner, the constabulary,
as well as the native population,
will feel that the local situation is being handled by their own governmental agency and not by a foreign power.
Unlawful
acts committed by members of the constabulary
or by civilians against the
United States forces are legally under the jurisdiction of the United
States forces and may be punishable
by an exceptional
military
court martial.
Whenever possible, every effort is made to have the
offenders tried by the constabulary
courts-martial
system or by the
local civil judicial agency in order that such unlawful acts may be
punished
by agencies of the country and not by agencies of the
United States forces.
b. When joint operations
are conducted by United States forces
and the constabulary,
the principle of seniority according to rank of
members of United States forces present should be retained.
Thus,
if the senior constabulary
officer present, who is also an officer of
the United States forces, is senior to the officer in command of the
United Sates forces present, the senior constabulary
officer assumes
When the officer in command of the
command of the joint forces.
United States forces present is senior, he assumes command of both
organizations.
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1.3--1. Scope ofchapter.—a.
The features ofthesnbjectof
military
government herein cliscussed relate to the powers, Clllties, allclxleecls of
anofficer detailed tocommanda
force on amission involving intervention into the affairs ofa foreign country uncler conditions which are
deemedto warrant theestablishment
of complete military control over
the area occupied by the intervening
force.
While the fornlofmilitary control known as military government is clesigned principally
to
meet the conditions arising during a state of war, it hasbeen resorted
to, by the United States innumerous
instances, where the inhabitants
of the country w-ere not characterized as enemies ancl where war was
neither declared nor contemplated,
b. IMilitary government
being founded on the laws of war, many
questions arise with regard to the method to be usecl in the application
of these laws in situations requiring the establishment
of such a government where no state of war exists.
It is the purpose of this chapter
to outline the general principles invo]ved in the exercise of authority
and functions of military government and to indicate how those principles are applied in the various sit uat ions with which the marine or
naval officer may be confronted.
13-2. Definitions.-a.
Military yo~~ernme~~t.—~filital”y go~-ernrnent
is the exercise of military jurisdiction
by a military
commancler,
nnder the direction of the President,
with the express or implied
sanction of Congress, superseding as far as may be cleemed expedient,
the local law.
This form of jurisdiction
ordinarily
exists only in
time of war, and not only applies to the occupied territory of a
foreign enemy but likewise to the territory of the Unitecl States in
cases of insurrection or rebellion of such magnitude
that the rebels
are treated as belligerents.
1
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h. Martw
Martial law
law.—Martial
law is
is that
that form
form of
of military
military rule
rule called
called
.—Martial law
b.
into action
action by
by Congress,
Congress, or
or temporarily
temporarily by
by the
the President
President when
when the
the
into
action
action of
of Congress
Congress cannot
cannot be invited,
invited, in
in the
the case
case of
of justifying
justifying or
or
excusing
excusing peril,
peril, in
in time
time of
of insurrection
insurrection or
or invasion,
invasion, or
or of
of civil
civil or
or
foreign
war,
within
districts
or
localities
whose
ordinary
law
no
foreign war, within districts or localities whose ordinary law no
longer adeq~~ately
longer
adequately secures
secures public
public safety
safety and
and private
private rights
rights.
c. Dit~fil~~ctial/s.—Tl~e
Dhtinctions.—The most
most ;rnportant
important distinction
distinction between
between military
military
government
government and
and martial
martial luw
law is,
is, that
that the
the former
former is
is a real
real government
government
exercised
exercised for
for a more
more or
or less
less extended
extended period
period by
by a military
military commander
commander
over
the belligerents
belligerents or
or other
other inhabitants
inhabitants of
of an
an enemy’s
enemy's country
country in
in
over the
war, foreign
war,
foreign or
or civil;
civil; martial
martial law?
law, on
on the
the other
other hand,
hand, is
is military
military
authority
authority called
called into
into action,
action, when
when and
and to
to the
the extent
extent that
that public
public danger
danger
reclnires it,
requires
it, in
in localities
localitie3 or districts
districts of
of the
the home
home country
country which
which still
still
maintain adhesiou
maintain
adhesion to
to the
the general
general government.
government. The
The subjects
subjects of
of milimilitaiy
government arc
aie the
the belligerents
belligerents or
or other
other inhabitants
inhabitants of
of occupied
occupied
taly .governme~lt
territory, those
those of
of martial
martial law
law are
are the
the inhabitants
inhabitants of
of our
our own
own territerriterritory,
tory
Avho, though
though perhaps
perhaps disaffected
disaffected or
or in
in sympathy
sympathy with
with a public
public
tory who,
enemy, are
are not
not themselves
themselves belligerents
belligerents or
or enemies.
enemies. The
The occasion
occasion
enemy,
for military
usually war;
for
military government
government ;S
\» usually
war; that
that for
for martial
martial law
law is
is simply
simply
public
exigency which,
which, though
though more
more commonly
commonly growing
growing out
out of
of pendpendpublic exigwlcy
ing war,
ing
war, may
may nevert}~elws
nevertheless be
be invoked
invoked in
in time
time of
of peace
peace in
in great
great
calamities such
calamities
such as earthquakes
earthquakes and
and mob
mob uprisings
uprisings at
at home.
home.
13-3. Authority
13-3.
Authority for
for exercise
exercise of
of military
military government.—Military
government.—Military
government
usually applies
applies to
to territory
territory over
over which
which the
the Constitution
Constitution
government usually
ancl laws
and
laws of
of the
the Llnited
United States
States have
have no
no operation.
operation. Its
Its exercise
exercise is
is
sanctioned
because the
the powers
powers of
of sovereignty
sovereignty have
have passed
passed into
into the
the
sanctioned bectiuse
hands of
hands
of the
the commander
commander of
of the
the occupying
occupying forces
forces and
and the
the local
local auauthority
is unable
unable to maintain
maintain order
order and
and protect
protect life
life and
and property
property
thority ;s
in
the immediate
immediate theater
theater of
of military
military operations.
operations. The
The duty
duty of
of such
such
in the
protection
passes to
io the
the occupying
occupying forces,
forces, they
they having
having deprived
deprived the
the
protection passes
people
of the
the protection
protection which
which the
the former
former government
government afforded.
afforded. It
It
people of
is
decidedly to
to the
the military
military advantage
advantage of
of the
the occupying
occupying forces
forces to
to
is clecidedly
establish
strong and
ajid just
just government,
government, such
such as
as will
will preserve
preserve order
order
establish a strong
and,
as far
far as possible,
possible, pacify
pacify the
the inhabitants.
inhabitants.
ancl, as
Functions of
of military
military government
government in
in general.—As
general.—As to
to its
its
~ 13-4.
13-4. Functions
function,
military
government
founded
on
actual
occupation
is
an
function, military government
founded on actual occupation
is an
exercise
of sovereignty,
sovereignty, and
and as
as such
such dominates
dominates the
the country
country which
which is
is
exercise of
its
theater in
in all
all branches
branches of
of administration
administration whether
whether administered
administered
its theater
by
officers of
of the
the occupying
occupying forces
foices or
or by
by civilians
civilians left
left in
in office.
office. It
It
by officers
is
the
government
of
and
for
all
the
inhabitants,
native
or
foreign,
is the government
of and for all the inhabitants,
native or foreign,
wholly
superseding the
the local
law and
and civil
civil authority
authority except
except insofar
insofar
wl~ oily superseding
local law
2
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as
as the
the same
same may
may be
be permitted
permitted to
to exist.
exist. Civil
Civil functionaries
functionaries who
who am
are
retained
retained will
will be
be protected
protected in
in the
the performance
performance of
of their
their duties.
duties. The
The
local
local laws
laws and
and ordinances
ordinances may
may be
be left
left in
in force,
force, and
and in
in general
general should
should
be
subject,
however,
to
their
being
in
whole
or
in
part
suspended
be subject, however, to their being in whole or in part suspended and
and
others
others substituted
substituted in
in their
their stead,
stead, in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the governing
governing
authority.
authority.
13-5.
13-5. By
By whom
whom exercised.—illilitary
exercised.—Military govermi~ent
govennnent may
may be
be said
said to
to
be
be exercised
exercised I)y
by the
the military
military txn-mnander
commander,, mlder
under tile
tlie direction
direction of
of the
the
President,
President, with
with the
the express
express or
or implic{l
implied sanction
sanction of
of Collgrcss.
Congress. Tlw
The
Presideut
President camwtl
cannot, of
of collrse,
course, personally
personally administer
administer al]
all the
the detiails,
details, so
so
he is
is regmxied
regarded as
as having
having delegated
delegated to
to the
the commander
commander of
of the
the ocxmpyoccupyhe
ing forces
forces the
the requisite
requisite authority.
authority. Such
Such commander
commander may
may legally
legally
ing
do whatever
whatever the
the President
President might
might do
do ifif he
he were
wei-e p~rstmally
personally present.
present.
do
It
It follows
follows that
that the
the commander
commander of
of the
the occupying
occupying force
force isis the
the reprerepresentative of
of his
his country
country and
and should
should be
be guided
guided in
in his
his actions
actions by
by its
its
sentative
foreign
foreign policy,
policy, the
the sense
sense of
of justice
justice inherent
inherent in
in its
its people,
people, and
and the
the
principles of
of justice
justice as
as recognized
recognized by
by civilized
civilized nations.
nations. AA single
single
principles
misuse of
of power,
power, even
even in
in aa matter
matter that
that seems
seems of
of little
little importance,
importance,
misuse
may injure
injure his
his country
country and
and its
its citizens.
citizens. Foreign,
Foreign, official,
official, commercial,
commercial,
may
and social
social relations
relations depend
depend in
in aa great
great measure
measure upon
upon the
the friendliness
friendliness
and
of other
other countries
countries and
and their
their people.
people. Acts
Acts of
of injustice
injustice by
by aa force
force
of
commander jeopardize
jeopardize this
this friendliness,
friendliness, especially
especially in
in neighboring
neighboring
commander
countries, or
or in
in those
those whose
whose people
people have
have racial
racial or
or other
other ties
ties in
in comcomcountries,
mon with
with the
the people
people of
of the
the occupied
occupied country.
country.
mon
.—In aa strict
13-6. How
How proclaimed
proclaimed.—In
strict legal
legal sense
sense no
no proclamation
proclamation of
of
13-6.
military occupation
occupation is
is necessary.
necessary. Military
Military government
government proclaims
proclaims
military
itself;
formal proclamation,
proclamation, although
although not
not required,
required isis invariably
invariably
itscl
f; a formal
issued
issued and
and is
is essential
essential in
in aa practical
practical way
way as
as announcing
announcing to
to the
the peopeople that
that military
military government
government has
has been
been established
established and
and advising
advising them
them
ple
in general
general as
as to
to the
the conduct
conduct that
that isis expected
expected of
of them.
them. ItIt should
should
in
be remembered
remembered thtit
that the
the inhabitants
inhabitants do
do not
not owe
owe the
the military
military governgovernbe
ment allegiance;
allegiance; but
but they
they do
do owe
owe itit obedience.
obedience. .k
A sample
sample form
form for
for
ment
proclamation may
may be
be found
found in
in the
the current
current issue
issue of
of Naval
Naval ~’ourts
Courts
a proclamation
and
and Boards.
Boards.
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13-7. Importance
of organization
.—The efficient administration
of a military government
requires that the officers chosen for the
administration
of various departments should be particularly qualified
for such office.
13-8. Plans.—a.
Whenever it becomes known or can be foreseen
that territoryis
to reoccupied,
the commander of the military forces
thatare to occupy itwill no doubt be called upon to formulate beforehand his plans for administering
the military government.
These
detailed plans are prepared by him under the policies prescribed by
higher authority pursuant to such general plans or policies as may
previously have been prepared, announced, orapproved
by the Navy
Department.
They will always depend upon the military situation,
and will be influenced by the political, economic, and psychological
factors which may prevail in the area to be governed.
b. The actual preparation of the main plan or plans is primarily
a function of that section of the commander’s staff which will later
take part in the administration
of the military government.
The commander of the occupying forces should ordinarily organize a separate
5
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and additional staff for the administration
of civil affairs.
However,
the plan as determined upon by the commander of the occupying force
requires coordinated study and assistance of the several staff officers.
F–1 provides the data as to personnel; F-2 the data as to the situation
in the territory to be occupied; and F-3 the data for coordination
between the tactical plan and the militnry government plan.
c. Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the necessity for having
the military government
under a separate staff section, thus avoiding the interference
with the military functions of the usual staff
sections, and yet coordinating
the whole under the supervision of the
The chief of this separate staff is designated
as
force commander.
An outline of the organization
of
Officer in Charge of Civil Affairs.
this staff showing the various subdivisions,
along with the duties
assigned to each is set forth in the following
outline which is intended as a guide only, there being no hard and fast rule prescribed
for organizing this staff:
The

militarjt

Rank
Majorgeneral. . . . . . . .

governor

and

civil affairs staff
Outlino of duties

Title

.Militarygovernor.. . . . . . .

Acts under the authority and by the direction of the
President of the United States. Exercisesmilitary

lawapplicableto theoccupation. Issuesproclamationsandsupplementalregulations. Assumes the

Colonel. . . . . . . . . . . .

Officer
in
affairs.

Commander ((TEL!),
U. S. Navy or lieu

Ofliwr

charge of

civil

irr chargeof public
works andutilitks,

tenant colonel, U. S

MarineCorps.

Lieutenant Colonel O:;c;rin
(PM or QM).

Commander(M. C.),
UnitedStateaNavy
Major. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Major. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

chatge of fiscal

duties of the Prcaident and Congrws of the occupied
territory. Continues in effect the laws not conflicting with the objects o!, or regulations issued by,
the occupation. Superwses and controls otlicials.
Supervises the collection of revenue and controls its
expenditure. Establishes military tribunals. Respects personaland property rights.
Acts as otllccr in charge of civil affairs. Promulgates
the orders of the Military Governor and supervises
their execution. Assumes the duties of the Secretmy of State (Foreign R@ations).

‘!l%%
?%&?%%%’:%%
~:b%%:%:’
:;
this department in accordance with the laws and
Constitution of the occupied territory., . Supervises
public works of all kinds, public utdltles, ~blic
building, mining, agriculture, forestry, and f% erles.
Azwrmes the duties pertaining to the Department of
the Treasury and Public Credit. Conducts the
public busiriess of this department in accordance
with the laws and Crmstltution of the occupied
territory. Has generalsupervision 0[ public finances,
taxes, excises, banking, postal service, state insurance, foreign commerec, and customs service.
LS indicated by name. Includes quarantine service.

Mhcr in chargeof sanitation and publichealth.
Otllcerin chargeofschools Assumes the duties ertaining to the Department of
Education, aa in/ mated by name. Includes reand charitableinstituligious societies and rwtivities.
tions.
Offfcer in charge of the Assumes the duties pertaining to the Department of
legaldepartment.
Justice, supervises courts, prisons, provost $ourts,

Colonelor Lieutenant Otlicer in charge of the
constabulary.
Colone!.

and military commissions. Gives legal advice and
opinions.
Assumes the duties pertaining to law enforrx?mrmt
through a native force organized as a constabulary.
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The Department
The
Department of
of War
War and
and Navy
Navy will
will be
be abolished
abolished during
during the
the
occupation.
occupation.
d. The
The plan
plan of
of the
the commander
commander for
for the
the administration
administration of
of the
the milimilitary government
government should
should give
give expression
expression to
to his
his decisions
decisions and
and instrucinstructary
tions on the
the following
following points:
points:
tions
(1) The
The distribution
distribution and
and territorial
territorial assignment
assignment of
of his
his military
military
(1)
forces in the
the occupied
occupied territory.
territory.
forces
(2) The
The immediate
immediate changes,
changes, if
if any,
any, to
to be made
made in
in the
the local
local governgovern(2)
mental system.
system.
mental
(3) The
The extent
extent to
to which
which the
the more
more important
important local
local civil
civil officials
officials
(3)
are to
to be displaced
displaced and
and officers
officers appointed
appointed to
to fill
fill their
their places.
places.
are
(4) The
The relationship
relationship which
which is
is to
to exist
exist between
between the
the civil
civil and
and milimili(4)
tary administrations,
administrations, especially
especially the
the extent
extent to
to which
which tactical
tactical subdisubditary
visions are
are to
to be
be used
used as
as units
units of
of control
control of
of the
the civil
civil administration.
administration.
visions
e. The
The following
following form
form illustrates
illustrates a guide
guide which
which might
might be
be utilized
utilized
by the
the commander
commander of
of the
the forces
forces in drawing
drawing up
up the
the general
general instrucinstrucby
tions set
set forth
forth above.
above. Annexes
Annexes to
to this
this plan
plan will
will be
be prepared
prepared showing
showing
tions
the proclamation
proclamation to
to be
be issued,
issued, the
the supplemental
supplemental regulations
regulations to
to be
be pubpubthe
lished at
at the
the beginning,
beginning, and
and proposed
proposed staff
staff organization
organization for
for adminadminlished
istering the
the military
military government.
government.
istering

MILITARY GOVERNMENT PLAN

Distribution and
and territorial
territorial assignment
assignment of
of the
the occupying
occupying forces:
forces:
Distribution
General
distribution.
General distribution.
(1) Number
Number of
of areas
areas into
into which
which the
the occupied
occupied territory
territory is
is to
to be
be
(1)
divided for
for administrative
administrative purposes.
purposes.
dividecl
(2) General
General policy
policy of
of the
the commander
commander i)]
in respect
respect itoo the
the distribut
distribution
(2)
iou
and
administration
of
the
military
government.
and administration
of the military government.
Territorial assignment
assignment of
of units.
units.
Territorial
Unit

noaclcjuartcrs
lIwsdquartms

Area

——
I
I
List task
task groups.
groups . . . Designate
city
area to
to b!
be occupied
occupied by
by the
the task
task group
group noting
noting
List
Designate clty...
. . . . . Oivc
Give political area
any extraordinary mission.
NOTE.—Within their
their respective
respective areas,
areas, commandws
commandors will
will sssign
assign districts
districts and
and subdistricts
subdistricts conforming
conforming to
to
No’rE.-Within
political subdivisions
subdivisions when
when practicable.
practicable.
political

Immediate changes
changes to
to be made
made in
in the
the governmental
governmental system:
system:
Immediate
(1)
Powers to
to be
be exercised
exercised by
by the
the Military
Military Governor
Governor in
in his
his adad(1) Powers
ministration of
of the
the occupied
occupied territory.
territory.
ministration
(2)
Immediate changes
changes to
to be
be made
made in
in the
the existing
existing governmental
governmental
(2) Immediate
system
as
a
whole.
sydxrn as a whole,

77
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Extent to wllicb Itwlc il~~l)olkl lit (iv i 1 ofliciiilw are to be displauxl :
(1) Status of (Y~ief Exemltive alltl l~is eiibil~et under the military
government.
(2) Statusof
t]leC{,l,gressl,n(l,,.tile
,,,ilitit,yg over,, n,e,~t.
(3) Statuso
ftheGoverno
rsandoth
ercivilofficersof
the several
provinces.
(4) Status of thecustoms
and tax collectors.
Relationship
between the civil anti military adrninistrat ions:
(1) Military commandw-s assigned to various ilr~as-will
they perform civil administrative
duties or act, purely
in an advisory
capacity ?
(2) Local laws and ordinances—will
they be adoptecl, amended,
or abrogated?
(3) Internal judicial system— to what extent will it function?
(4) Will a strict or liberal policy in relations with officials and
inhabitants be pursuecl ?
13-9. The proclamation.—a.
The proclamation
of the commander
to the inhabitants
of the occupied territory should be prepared beforehand, should above all be brief, and should cover the following
points:
(1) Announcement
as to the exact territory occupied.
(2) The extent to which the local laws and governmental
system
are to be continued in force, including
a statement that the local
criminal courts have no jurisdiction
in cases of of
lenses
cormnitted
by or agttinst members of the occupying forces.
(3) Warning that strict obedience of the orders of the commander
of the occupying forces is to be expected of all, and that those who
disobey such or(lers or regulations, or commit acts of hostility against
the occupying forces, will be severely punished; but those who cheerfully accept the new sovereignty
and abide by its orders will be
protected.
(4) A statement that the occupying forces come not to make war
upon the inhabitants
but to help them reestablish
themselves
in
the ways of peace and to enable them to resume their ordinary
occupations.
(5) In conclusion,
the proclamation
should make reference
to
supplemental
regulations
to be issued cent aining
more detailed
instruct ions.
b. The proclamation
should be published in English and in the
The conditions which
national language of the occupied territory.
might call for such proclamations
are varied, and in each case the
8
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particular circumsl antes JillIsi CO])lrol. ( Nor foI”lJl f(}l’ :t J)W’]}lJTJ%tiOll
see current edition of Naval (lmrts al~d Botirds.)
13--10. Supplemental
regulations.+~.
The mi Iil ary government,
being suprfime, can lawfully
demand the absolute obedience of the
inhabitants
of the area over which it is exercised.
There should,
therefore, always be prepared and ready for issue contemporaneously
with the proclamation,
or as soon thereafter as practicable, w supplement ary order giving definite expression to regnlat ions and detailed
instructions
on a variety of subjects in order that the inhabitants
may be fully informed from the first as to the conduct that is expected
of them.
b. The drafting of these regillations, usually at a headquartms far
removed from the theater of operatiol}s, is by no means an easy task.
If they are more harsh than is necessary for the preservation of order
and the proper decorum and respect, the force commander ancl his
government are bound to stand in disrepute before the civilized world.
c. One of the principal aims should be to so administer the military
government
that upon conclusion of the occupation,
the transition
to the new state of affairs may be accomplished without radical change
in the mode of life of the inhabitants
or undue strain in the return
to, or setting in motion of, the machinery of their own law-s and institutions.
Yet, restrictions must be placed upon assemblages, notwithstanding that the people, looking to the future, will want to gather
together and discuss platforms of political parties or campaigns for
Parades and gatherings in celesupremacy in their national affairs.
bration of national holidays, and even religious processions on church
holidays, may have to be restricted.
The problem of reconciling
these conflicting features is one of the most difficult and delicate with
which the military government will have to deal.
d. The principal restrictions included in the supplemental
order relate to unlawful
assembly, circulation,
identification,
possession of
arms and ammunition, policy as to manufacture
and sale of alcoholic
beverages, and offenses in general against the personnel, establishments, installations,
and material of the forces of occupation.
e. Consideration should be given to the following matters:
(1) The force ancl effect of the instructions, rules, and regulations
contained in the order.
(2) The fact that existing civil laws shall remain in effect, and be
enforced by the local officials except those laws of political mature,
and except that the civil laws shall not apply to members of the occupying force.
9
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(3)
(3) A
A list
list of
of additional
additional rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations imposed
imposed by
by the
the milimilitary authority,
tary
authority, and
and to
to be
be enforced
enforced by
by military
military tribunals,
tribunals, declaring
declaring it
it
to be unlawful:
to
unlawful:
To act as a spy or to supply information
information to the opposing forces.
To cause damage to railway
railway property;
property; war materials, and other public
utility.
utility.
To impair sources of water supply.
TO
To destroy, damage,
To
damnge, or secrete any kinds of supplies or materials useful
to the occupying
occupyi ug forces.
To aid prisoners
To
prisoners to escape, or to willing
willing assist the opposing forces.
To harm or injure
To
injure members of the occupying
occupying forces.
To attempt to influence members of the occupying
To
occupying forces
forces to fail or be
be
derelict in the performance
derelict
performance of their duties.
To damage or alter military
TO
military signs or notices.
To circulate
To
circulate propaganda
propaganda against the interests of the
the occupying
occupying forces.
To recruit troops, or to cause desertion by members of the occupying
To
forces.
forces.
anY act of
of war,
vmr, treason, or to violate
violate the laws of war.
To commit
commit any
To utter seditious
To
seditious language.
To spread alarmist
To
alarmist reports.
To overcharge
overcharge for
for merchandise
merchandise sold to members of the
the occupying
occupying forces.
To interfere
TO
interfere with troops
troops in formation.
formation.
To commit
commit arson or to unlawfully
unlawfully convert
convert property to the injury of the
the
occupying forces.
occupying
forces.
To circulate
circulate newspapers
newspapers or publications
publications of aa seditious nature.
To signal or communicate
communicate with the opposing
opposing forces
forces by any means.
means.
TO
photograph places or materials
materials used by the occupying
OCCUpYing forces.
forces.
To sketch or photograph
To escape
escape or attempt escape
escape from imprisonment.
imprisonment.
To swear falsely.
To forge, alter, or tamper
tamper with
with passes
passes or
or other
other documents
documents issued
issued by
by the
the
occupying forces.
occupying
To interfere
!ll)
intert’we with
with or refuse to
to comply
c(nnply with
with requisitions.
To jterform
act in substantial
to the
the niililary
mili Iary government.
govemmtmt.
‘1’o
perfor]n any
:IIIYact
sabstant ial obstruction
obst rue!ion to
TO show
show
flag or colors
colors of
of the United
United States.
States.
To
disrespect to the flag
To
To print, post, circulate,
circulate, or publish anything
anything antagonistic
antagonistic or detrimental
detrimental
to the Military
Military Government
Government or the Forces of Occupation. (Publications
(Publications
may be suspended or censored for
for cause.)
cause. )
To violate
violate any proclamation
proclamation or regulation
regulation issued
isslled by the
the occupying
occupying forces.
To
so, or aid and abet anyone violating
violating the foreTo conspire, attempt to do so,
going regulations.
going
regulations,

/.
f. It
It is important
important to
to have
have beforehand
beforehand a thorough
thorough knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the
customs of
customs
of the
the country
country to be occupied,
occupied, for
for the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of reguregulations which
customs
lations
which run
run counter
counter to
to long-established
long-established
customs is always
always extremely
difficult.
It
is
not
likely
that
much
difficulty
will
It
not likely that much difficulty will be entremely difficult.
countered in
of
regulations,
but
countered
in the
the enforcement
enforcement
of purely
purely military
militwy
regulations,
but
where the
where
the customary
customary daily
daily life
life of
of thfi
th~ civilian
civilian population
population is circumcircum10
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scribed by many restrictions
ancl inconveniences,
the tendency
is
towards frequent or continual violations.
Desirable as such restrictions
may seem from an idealistic
standpoint,
they will not be
conducive to success unless they are so framed as to harmonize to
the fullest possible extent with the psychology
of the population
which they are expected to govern.
13–11. Digest of inf ormation.—l
l) addition to the study of the
theater of operations,
tile conlnlall(ler should be furnished
with a
digest, prepared by the Llw [ Mker, utilizing all information
at the
disposition
of the Second Section, and such other pertinent inf ormation which would be of value to the commander in administering
A saml)le form for such a digest follows:
the military government.
DIGEST OF MILITARY, POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, AND PSYCHOLOGIC
INFORMATION
1. MII.ITARV

SITUATION

(omitted).

2. POLITICAI.
SITUATION.
a. National florcv}lnwnt.
(1)

Hxerutive power.
( u ) In whom vested.
(b) Method of accession.
(c) Term of office.
(d) Cabinet and advisers,

(2) Legislative power.

(n) ComImsitiml of legislative body.
(b) How chosen.
(r) Term of office.
(d) Lcgi slative Imocwlurc.
(X) .Jmli(i:[l

de]mrtmwlt.
( o ) Existing systwn,
( b ) I!Micitmcy fIf existing

(I(Iurts.

b. L/owl flf)ucriwlcnt.
(1) Description of ~litical

divisions of country.
(LI) Administration of politicnl subdivisions.
(3) Administration of municipalities.

c.

Politiral

purl ic.s.

Principnl parties.
(2) Leaders.
(3) Sphere of influence.
(4) Political tenets.
(5) Political background prior to establishmt’nt of military government.
d. Treuties Ctlld cowen tiws.
(1) Existing and pending.
c. Fvanch i,sc.
(1) To whom grauted.
(2) How exercised.
(1)

11
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3. l!bNOMIOSITUATION.
(/. Geog?-upllg.
(1) Arm.
(2) (“limnte WI(7 rainfall.
b. Populrrtk)n.
(1) Entire country.
(2) important cities and ports.
(3) Distribution of popnlat ion.
(4) Percentage and distribul kn (Ifforeigners.
c. Pr(jduction and induatr~.
(1) Chief industries and rwxmrces.
(2) Location.
(3) Exports and imports.
(4) Ships and shipping.
(5) Mines and quarries.
d. Finance.
(1) Monetary system.
(2) Financial condition of country.
(3) Sources of revenue.
(4) Customs administration.
e. Commwnica tion8.
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

f.

Pablic

Railroads.

(a) Extent and condition.
(b) C)wnership.
Roads and trails—extent and condition.
Waterways and harbors—extent and navigability.
Telephone, telegraph, radio and cables.
(u) Extent, equipment, and possibilities.
(b) Owners hilJ.
Air tra])sportatio.n.
(a) Extent, equipment.
(b) Ownership.
Postal service.
wti~iti~.v.

(1) Extent.
(2) Control and supervision.
Q. Labor co?ldition8.
(1) Unemployment situation.
(2) Wages, and hours.
(3) Presence and effect of lakror organizations.
(4) Social conditions of laboring class.
h. Sanitation.

SITUATION.
4. I%YcHoI-0010
a. @w’ra2 mri,al charartf’ri8tir’s.
(1) Type: superstitiolls—vacilla tillg—s~lseeptil~l~’to wwumnd~excitable.
(2) Degree of eorru@ion in politics.
(3) Fighting ability.
(4) Language and dialects.
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4. PSYCHOLOGIC
SITUATION—Coiitiiiiu'tl.
4.
PsYcHOLWIcSrruATIo~-t
‘{~]lthtu(’d.

h. Edutatimi.
ft.
Eduwtiwn.
(1)
I’Cr(’(’lltil
Kl’ i«f
[If illiteracy.
illit(’r:icy.
(1) PevcciitiiKt'
(2) Couviiulsovy
m(2)
COlulmlwu’
(Ii’ vohuituvy.
Y{) Lullt:il’y.
(3) Outline of school
(3)
school system.
system.
(4) Location
Locwtionofof important universities.
c. Religion.
Religion.
(1)
(1) I'revaillng
l’revaiiing form.
(2) Effect of
on life of people.
(If religion
r(’ligiol]{)nlif(’(]f
lwople.
(3)
centers.
(3) Location
Locationofof religious
religiouseent(’rs,
d. Attitude
Attitude toward
toua?’d other
other peoples.
peoplcx.
(1)
Foreigners in general.
general.
(1) Foreigners
(2) Members
(2)
Membersofof the occupation.
occupation.

13-12. Attitude
toward
Con13-12.
Attitude
toward local
local officials
officials and
and inhabitants.—a.
inhabitants.—a.
Clmsidering the
sidering
the data
data obtained
obtained with
with regard
regard to the
the political
political situation,
situation,
decision must
decision
must be made
made as to immediate
immediate changes
changes to be effected
effected in the
the
local government.
Ci^il
to military
local
government.
Civil control
control must
must be subordinated
subordinated
military
control. All
legislative,
control.
All the
the functions
functions of
of the
the government—executive,
government-executive,
legislative,
or
of
or administrative—whether
administrative—whether
of a general,
general, provincial,
provincial, or local
local charcharacter, cease
or continue
acter,
cease under
under military
military occupation,
occupation,
continue only
only with
with the
the
sanction,
of
sanction, or if
if deemed
deemed necessary,
necessary, the
the participation
participation
of the
the occupier.
occupier.
h.
b. The
The functions
functions of
of the
the collectors
collectors of customs
customs at all important
important ports
ports
should be assumed,
should
assumed, and
and officers
officers of
of the
the naval
naval service
service appointed
appointed to
to fill
fill
their
No
their places.
places.
No other
other civil
civil officials
officials should
should be displaced
displaced except
except as
as
may be
may
be necessary
necessary by
by way
way of
of i-emoval
removal on account
account of incompetency
incompetency or
or
The policy
policy should
should be to retain
retain the
the latter
latter in
in
misconduct in office. The
misconduct
their official
their
official positions
positions and
and hold
hold them
them responsible
responsible to the
the military
military
officers in
officers
in charge
charge of
of the
the various
various areas
areas within
within which
which their
their jurisdiction
jurisdiction
lies; the
should
lies;
the idea
idea of
of this
this responsibility
responsibility
should be emphasized
emphasized from
from the
the
beginning of
beginning
of the
the occupation.
occupation.
c. The
The following
following general
general rules
rules should
should guide
guide the
the commander
commander of the
the
occupying
force
in
his
dealings
with
the
local
government
machinery
occupying force
his dealings with the local government machinery
lo the
10
the extent
extent that
that the
the latter
latter is functioning:
functioning:
(1) Acts
(1)
Acts of
of the
the legislature
legislature should
should not
not become
become effective
effective until
lmtil apapproved by
proved
by the
the military
military governor.
governor.
(2) The
(2)
The acts
acts of
of city
city and
and minor
minor councils
councils should
should likewise
likewise not
not bebecome effective
come
effective until
until approved
approved by the
the military
military commanders
commanders having
having
immediate jurisdiction
of
concerned.
immediate
jurisdiction
of the
the political
political subdivisions
subdivisions
concerned.
(3) In
(3)
In general,
general, a liberal
liberal policy
policy should
should be preserved
preserved in all relations
relations
with the
and
with
the inhabitants
inhabitmts
and the
the greatest
greatest latitude
latitude permitted
permitted in public
public
and private
consistent with
with the
the rights
rights and security
security of
of the
the
and
private affairs,
affairs , consistent
military forces
military
forces and
and the
the termination
tirminatirm of
of the
the occupation.
occupation.
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(4)
More specifically,
specifically, all
all local
local laws
laws should
should be permitted
permitted to
to remain
remain
(4) More
in full
full force
force imd
and effect,
effect, except
except as specifically
specifically provided
provided by
by the
the military
military
in
governor.
governor.
(5) Al]
All local
local civil
civil officials,
officials, except
except those
those duly
duly removed
removed or
or suspended
suspended
(5)
from office by
by the
the military
military governor
governor or
or by
by the
the military
military commander
commander
from
having immediate
immediate jllrisdictiml
jurisdiction over
over said
said officals,
ofRcals, should
should be
be encouraged
encouraged
having
remain at,
at ttheir
j^osts tind
and be protected
protected in
in the.
the performance
performance of
of their
their
to remain
l~eir posts
oflicial
official (luties.
duties. l’hey
They shou]tl
should bc
be required
required to
to take
take an
an oath
oath to
to faithfully
faithfully
peiforni their
tlieir dllties.
duties. ‘1’1]
This
oath is
is not
not an
an out
oath
of allegiance.
allegiance.
pwform
is ottill
h of
(6)
Vacancies omo]~g
among local
local civil
civil officials
officials by
by death,
death, flight,
flight, or
or re(6) Vacancies
moval from
from office
office should
should be filled
filled as
as follows:
follows:
moval
(a)
Where the
the local
local law
law provides
provides for
for their
their selection
selection by
by the
the PresiPresi(a) Where
dent or
or by
by the
the head
head of
of a department,
department, or
or for
for their
their popular
popular election—
election—
dent
by the
the military
military governor.
governor.
by
(b)
Where the
tlie local
local law
law provides
provides for
for their
their selection
selection by
by a suborsubor(b) Where
dinate civil
civil official
official or
or minor
minor legislative
legislative body—by
body—^by the
the military
military comcomdinate
mander having
having immediate
immediate jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
over the
the said
said official
official or
mander
legislative
legislative body.
body.
(7)
An official
official of
of the
the hostile
hostile government
government who
who has
has accepted
accepted service
service
(7) An
under the
the occupant
occupant should
should be
be permitted
permitted to
to resign
resign and
and should
should not
not be
under
punished for
for exercising
exercising such
such privilege.
privilege. Such
Such official
official should
should not
not be
be
punished
forced to
to exercise
exercise his
his functions
functions against
against his
his will.
will.
forced
(8) Any
Any civil
civil official
official found
found guilty
guilty of
of acts
acts subversive
subversive of
of the
the occuoccu(8)
pying power
power should
should be subject
subject to
to trial
trial and
and punishment
punishment by
by military
military
pying
commission.
commission.
i;3-13. Law
Law enforcement
enforcement agencies
agencies and
and public
public services.—l’he
services.—The
13--13.
proclamation of
of the
the comnramler
conmiander of
of the
the force
force announces
announces the
the extent
extent
proclamation
to which
which the
the lo(wl
local law
law und
and governmental
governmental system
system are
are to
to be continued.
continued.
to
It
It should
should request
request the
the inhabitants
inhabitants to
to resume
resume their
their usual
usual occupations.
occupations.
Public
Public services
services and
and utilities
utilities should
should continue
continue or
or resume
resume operations
operations
under
under the
the climction
direction and
and control
control of
of military
military authorities.
authorities. The
The adminadministration of
of justice
justice should
should be
he given”
given slwcii~l
Hi)ecia] attention.
attention. All
All courts,
courts,
istration
lmless
unless specifically
specifically excelJtwi
excepted by
by the
the commamler
conunander of
of the
the force,
force, should
should
be
be permitted
permitted to
to function
function and
and their
their decisions
decisions enforced
enforced except
except that:
that:
(1)
(1) No
No person
person in
in the
the service
service of
of the
the naval
naval forces
forces and
and subject
subject to
to
naval law
law will
will be
be subject
subject to
to any
any process
process of
of the
the local
local courts.
courts. However,
However,
naval
writs
writs of
of subpoena
subpoena may
may be
be served
served with
with permission
permission from
from the
the local
local
commanding officer.
officer.
commanding
(2)
(2) Persons
Persons charged
charged with
with violations
violations of
of military
military orders,
orders, or
or with
with
offenses
offenses against
against persons
persons or property
property of
of members
membei-s of
of the
the occupying
occupying
forces, or
or against
against the
the laws
laws of
of war
war are
are to be
be tried
tried by
by military
military tribunal.
tribunal.
forces,
14
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(3) Persons employed byorinthe
serviceof
the occupying forces
should be subject exclusively to the military law and jurisdiction
of
such forces.
13-14. Exceptional
military
courts.—Since
a naval court martial
is a court of limited j urisdiet ion restrictefl by law to the trial of
officers and men of the naval service, it is apparent that! in order to
exercise the power conferred upon the force commander when his
duty is such as to place uncler him a wider jurisdiction
in accordance
with the principles of this chapter, it is necessary to employ tribunals
other than those used in connection with the administration
of naval
law.
Such tribunals have been referred to by the Navy Department
as exceptional military courts, and include the military commission,
the superior provost court, and the provost court.
At such time as
the proclamation
and supplemental
regulations
are issued, an order
establishing
military tribunals and defining their jurisdiction
and
procedure should be published.
For a discussion of these courts and
their procedure, see Naval Courts and Boards.
13–15. Control
of civil and military
administration.—a.
The
greatest efficiency of government
will be acquired by centralization
of policy and decentralization
of execution.
In orcler to accomplish
this, it is necessary that the actual administration
of the military
government
be decentralized
by means of a special organization
of
military personnel.
This special organization
shoLdd be designed to
facilitate
the military
supervision
necessary within the territorial
subdistricts
into which the occupied area has been (Iivided for the
purpose of governmental
control.
b. In subdividing
the area for the purpose of administering
the
military government,
the preexisting
political subdivisions,
such as
counties, townships,
municipalities,
etc., should be considered, :~nd
overlapping
and mixture of these subdivisions
should be avoided as
far as possible.
The subdivision
should also be made so as to lend
itself to geographic unity; that is, no district or area should be separated from one of its parts by a range of mountains;
each should
have adequate means of communication
and a fair share thereof;
each should have a reasonable proportion of ports of entry and egress;
and, each should have a reasonable proportion
of the population,
industries, etc. The principal feature of the organization
should be
that each territorial district or subdistrict will be placed under the
control of a tacticnl commander, and that each tactical commander
charged with duties pertaining to the supervision of civil affairs will
15
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have
have his
his staff
staff increased
increased by
by personnel
personnel totobebeorganized
organizedasasa astaff
staffsection
section
similar
similar to
to that
that previously
previously referred
referred to.
to.
c. The
<?.
The principle
principle of
of making
making the
the military
militarycommands
commandscoextensive
coextensivewith
with
the
the political
political subdivisions
subdivisions ofofthe
theoccupied
occupiedterritory
territorytends
tendstotosubordinate
subordinate
tactical
tactical considerations
considerations toto the
thenecessities
necessitiesofofcivil
civiladministration.
administration. HowHowever,
ever, the
the relationship
relationship between
between the
the civil
civil and
andmilitary
militaryadministrations
administrations
should
should be
be such
such that
that should
should itit become
becomenecessary
necessaryfor
forthe
themilitary
militaryforces
forces
to
to move
move on
on to
to aa continuation
continuation or
or renewal
renewalofofhostilities,
hostilities,the
thecivil
civilafFairs
affairs
section
section of
of the
the staff
staff may,
may, with
with aa minimum
minimum ofof interference
interferencewith
withthethe
military
military administration,
administration, remain
remain inin the
thearea
areaand
andbebecapable
capableofofextendextending
ing its
its sphere
sphere of
of activity
activity toto include
include additional
additional territory
territorythat
thatmay
may
occupied. So
So long
long as
as aa tactical
tactical unit
unitremains
remainsinina aparticular
particularsubsubbe occupied.
district,
district, its
its commander
commander will
will exercise
exercise the
theusual
usualfunctions
functionsofofcommand
command
through
through the
the agencies
agencies normally
normally atat his
his disposal.
disposal. He
Hewill
willexercise
exercisehishis
special
special functions
functions relative
relative toto civil
civil affairs
affairsthrough
throughthe
thestaff
staffwhich
whichhas
has
been organized
organized especially
especially for
for that
that purpose.
purpose. The
TheOfficer
OfficerininCharge
Charge
been
of Civil
of
Civil Affairs
Affairs in
in each
each area
area or
or district,
district,together
togetherwith
withhishisstaff>
staff,should
should
be subject
subject to
to supervision
supervision and
and coordination
coordination inintechnical
technicaland
androutine
routine
matters by
matters
by the
the Officer
OiBcer inin Charge
Charge ofof Civil
Civil Affairs
Affairs next
next higher
higher‘in in
the
hierarchy of
of military
military government,
government, but
but allall orders
orders involving
involving
the hierarchy
announcements
or
announcements
or changes
changes inin policy,
policy, oror affecting
affecting personnel
personnelshould
should
come
through the
the military
military commander
commander ininthe
theusual
usualway.
way.
come through
13-16. Public
13-16.
Public utilities.—a.
utilities.—a. Municipal
Municipal water
water works,
works, light
light and
and
power
plants should
should be
be permitted
permitted toto remain
remain open
openand
andfunction
functionasasinin
power plants
normal times,
normal
times, but
but should
should be
be supervised
supervised byby the
the officer
officerononthethecivil
civil
affairs
staff having
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
over public
public works.
works. Payments
Paymentsforfor
affairs staff
public
services should
should be
be made
made inin the
theusua-1
usuaJmanner,
manner,while
whileappeals
appealsinin
public services
the
matter of
of rates,
rates, wages,
wages, etc.,
etc., should
should bebe referred
referredtotothethemilitary
military
the matter
governor.
Wilful damage
damage to,
to, or
or interference
interferencewith,
with,any
anypublic
publicutility
utility
governor.
Wilful
should
be considered
considered as
as an
an offense
offense against
againstthe
theoccupying
occupyingforce.
force. RailRailshould be
ways,
bus lines,
lines, and
and other
other public
public carriers
carriersneeded
neededfor
formilitary
militarypurposes
purposes
ways, bus
may
be seized
seized and
and operated
operated by
by the
the public
publicworks
worksofficer
officerofofthe
themilitary
military
may be
governor's
staff. This
This officer
officer isisalso
alsoresponsible
responsiblefor
forthe
theupkeep
upkeepofofthethe
governor’s staff.
highways.
highways.
6.
All telegraph
telegraph and
and telephone
telephone lines,
lines, cable
cable terminals,
terminals, and
andradio
radio
b. All
stations,
together with
with their
their equipment,
equipment, may
maybebetaken
takenover
overand
andCOIIconstations, together
ducted
under
the
supervision
of
the
force
communication
officer.
ducted under the supervision of the force communication
officer. HeHe
should prescribe
prescribe which
which will
will be
be operated
operated byby the
the occupying
occupyingforces,
forces,
should
which closed,
closed, and
and which
which will
will continue
continuetotobebeoperated
operatedbybycivilian
civiliancomcomwhich
panies; and,
and, in
in case
case ofof the
the latter,
latter, may
may requisition
requisitionthe
theservices
servicesofofthethe
panies;
personnel, whether
whether individually
individually oror asas anan organization,
organization,asasmay
maybebe
personnel,
16
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deemed advisable.
advisable. The
The use
use by
by civilians
civilians of
of telegraph,
telegraph, telephone,
telephone, and
and
deemed
cable lines
lines and
and of
of radio
radio systems
systems should
should be
be permitted
permitted only
only under
under reguregucable
lations
lations issued
issued by
by the
the force
force commander.
commander.
13-17. Trade
Trade relationship.—a.
relationship.—a. Ships
Ships and
and shipping
shipping should
should be
be
13–17.
treated according
according to
to the
the rules
rules of
of war.
war. The
The normal
normal port
port service
service should
should
treated
be interfered
interfered with
with as little
little as
as possible.
possible. The
The port
port regulations
regulations in
in effect
effect
be
should so remain
remain as long
long as
as they
they are
are consistent
consistent with
with the
the orders
orders issued
issued
should
by the
the military
military governor.
governor. The
The occupying
occupying force
force may
may take
take over
over any
any
by
ferry or
or water
water transportation
transportation regarded
regarded as
as necessary
necessary to
to supplement
supplement
ferry
other transportation
transportation lines.
lines.
other
h. The
The general
general policy
policy of
of the
the military
military government
government should
should be
be to
to
b.
encourage, foster,
foster, and
and protect
protect all
all citizens
citizens of
of the
the occupied
occupied territory
territory
encourage,
in the
the energetic
energetic pursuit
pursuit of
of legitimate
legitimate interior
interior and
and exterior
exterior trade
trade relarelain
tionship. It
It should
should be
be unlawful
unlawful for
for inhabitants
inhabitants of
of the
the occupied
occupied territerritionship.
tory to
to engage
engage in
in any
any form
form of
of traffic
traffic with
with the
the enemies
enemies of
of the
the occupying
occupying
tory
forces, or
or to
to engage
engage in
in commerce
commerce with
with foreign
foreign states
states in
in contraband
contraband
forces,
articles of
of war,
war, or to
to export
export money,
money, gold,
gold, silver,
silver, jewelry,
jewelry, or
or other
other
articles
similar
valuables
for
the
time
being.
similar valuables for the time being.
13-18. Mines
Mines and
and quarries.—Mines
quarries.—Mines and
and quarries
quarries should
should be
be perper13-18.
mitted to
to operate
operate as in
in peace
peace except
except that
that all
all explosives
explosives on
on hand
hand should
should
mitted
be reported
reported to
to the
the local
local military
military representative.
representative. The
The manager
manager of
of a
be
mine
or
quarry
should
be
held
responsible
and
the
explosives
are
used
mine or quarry should
held responsible and the explosives are used
only for
for proper
proper purposes.
purposes. Where
Where the
the stock
stock is
is large,
large, a guard
guard therethereonly
for should
should be
be furnished
furnished by
by the
the local
local military
military commander.
commander. RequisiRequisifor
tions of
of local
local military
military commanders
commanders should
should be
be given
given priority
priority over
over all
all
tions
orders at
at mines
mines and
and quarries.
quarries. Quarries
Quarries of
of road
road material
material in
in areas
areas or
or
orders
districts may
may be
be exploited
exploited by
by the
the local
local military
military commander.
commander.
districts
13--19. Public
Public revenues.—Generally,
revenues.—Generally, the
the policy
policy of
of the
the military
military
13-19.
government should
should be
be to
to divert
divert no
no public
public revenues
revenues from
from their
their normal
normal
government
uses except
except to
to defray
defray the
the legitimate
legitimate expenses
expenses of
of the
the military
military governgovernuses
ment. Taxes,
Taxes, excises,
excises, and
and custom
custom duties
duties collected
collected at
at the
the current
current legal
legal
ment.
rate by
by agencies
agencies already
already operating,
operating, or
or otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for
for in
in
rate
orders issued
issued by
by the
the military
military governor,
governor, should
should be
be turned
turned over
over to
to the
the
orders
military government
government for
for accounting
accounting and
and disbursement
disbursement according
according to
to
military
law. Supplies
Supplies for
for the
the forces
forces of
of occupation,
occupation, and
and the
the carriers
carriers of
of same
same
law.
while employed
employed as such,
such, should
should be exempt
exempt from
from taxes
taxes or
or other
other public
public
while
revenue charges
charges of
of any
any nature.
nature.
revenue
13-20. Requisitions
Requisitions and
and contributions.—a.
contributions.—a. Requisitions
Eequisitions for
for supsup13–20.
plies required
required by
by the
the occupying
occupying forces
forces should
should be
be issued
issued under
under the
the
plies
supervision of
of the
the military
military commander.
commander. They
They should
should be
be made
made upon
upon
supervision
the officials
officials of
of the
the locality
locality rather
rather than
than upon
upon individuals;
individuals; they
they must
must
the
17
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be reasonable in proportion to the resources of the country so as to
avoid unnecessary distress among the inhabitant.
They should be
paid for in cash, if possible.
Otherwise, receipts should be given.
b. Contributions
may lawfully be levied against the inhabitants by
authority of the military governor or the commander of the occupying
force (but not by a subordinate),
for the following purposes:
(1) To pay the cost of the military government during the occupation.
(2) Compensation
for the protection of life and property, and the
preservation of order under difficult circumstances.
(3) As a fine imposed upon the community
as a whole for acts
injurious to the occupying force.
c. Contributions should be apportioned like taxes, and receipted for.
One method of exacting contributions
is to take over the customs
houses, thus controlling the revenues from import receipts.
13-21. Public and private property.—Public
buildings and public
property of the occupied country, except charitable institutions
and
those devoted to religious, literary, educational, and sanitary purposes,
may be seized and used by the forces in the manner of leaseholder.
Title does not pass to the occupying sovereignty.
Other buildings are
not to be used except in case of emergency.
Private property must
be respected.
13-22. Employment
of inhabitants.—a.
Services of the inhabitants of occupied territory may be requisitioned
for the needs of the
occupying force.
These will include the services of professional men
and tradesmen, such as surgeons, carpenters, butchers, barbers, etc.,
employees of gas, electric light, and water w-orks and other public
utilities.
The officials and employees of railways, canals, river or
coastal steamship companies, telegraph, telephone, postal and similar
services may be requisitioned
to perform their duties so long as the
duties do not directly concern operations of war against their own
country, and thereby violate the Rules of Land Warfare as recognized
by the United States.
b. The prohibition
against forcing the inhabitants to take part in
operations of war against their own country precludes requisitioning
their services upon works directly promoting the ends of the war,
such as the construction
of forts, fortifications,
and entrenchments;
but there is no objection to their being employed on such work voluntarily for pay, except the military reason of preventing information
concerning such work from falling into the hands of the enemy.

18
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13-23.
Police and elections.—The
elections.—The civil
civil police
police force
force may
may be
be concon13-23. Police
tinued in
in operation
operation in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with the
the military
military forces
forces and
and the
the
tinued
members thereof
thereof may
may be
be required
required to
to shoulder
shoulder the
the burden
burden of
of enforcing
enforcing
members
certain additional
additional police
police regulations
regulations imposed
imposed by
by the
the various
various military
military
certain
commanders. Elections
Elections may
may be
be suspended
suspended or
or held
held at
at the
the discretion
discretion
commanders.
of the
the military
military governor;
governor; and
and he
he may
may regulate
regulate such
such elections
elections to
to avoid
avoid
of
fraud, disorder,
disorder, and
and intimidation.
intimidation.
fraud,

19
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General considerations.—’hehe
considerations.—The history
history of
of our
our Government
Government
13-24. General
indicates that
that we
we have
have occupied
occupied territory
territory and
and established
established complete
complete
indicates
military contiol
control over
over such
such territory
territory in
in time
time of
of peace
peace aswellas
as well as in
in time
time
military
of war.
war. If
If war
war has
has been
been declared,
declared, the
the establishment
establishment of
of aa military
military
of
government
government over
over the
the territory
territory of
of the
the enemy
enemy occupied
occupied by
by our
our forces
forces
gives
rise to
to very
very few
few questions.
questions. However,
However, when
when military
military governgoverngives rise
ment is
is established
established over
over aforeign
a foreign sovereign
sovereign state
state or
or aa portion
portion thereof,
thereof,
merit
without Congress
Congress declaring
declaring war~
war, that
that is,
is, when
when the
the native
native inhabitants
inhabitants
without
of
the country
country occupied
occupied are
are not
not considered
considered enemiws,
enemies, it
it brings
brings up
up the
the
of the
question
of whether
whether or
or not
not the
the laws
laws of
of war
war can
can be
be legally
legally applied.
applied.
riuestion of
Such
situations have
have presented
presented themselves
themselves in
in the
the past
past and
and will
will probaprobaSuch situations
bly
present
themselves
in
the
future.
They
arise
from
the
policies
bly present themselves in the future.
They arise from the policies
of our
our Government
Government which
which dictate
dictate what
what our
our attitude
attitude should
should be
be toward
toward
of
assisting our
our neighbors
neighbors in
in maintaining
maintaining peace
peace and
and order
order and
and in
in proproassisting
tecting
the
personal
and
property
rights
of
our
own
and
other
foreign
tecting the personal and property rights of our own and other foreign
nationals. When
When we
we intervene
intervene in
in such
such cases,
cases, our
our action
action will
will always
always
nationals.
appear to
to many,
many, especially
especially those
those of
of the
the country
country concerned,
concerned, as
as aa quasiquasiappear
hostile act
act and
and they
they will
will be
be ready
ready to
to protest
protest and
and criticize
criticize the
the conduct
conduct
hostile
of the
the military
military government
government in
in all
all its
its functions.
functions. If,
If, w
as we
we are
are taught,
taught,
of
military governor,
governor, even
even in
in time
time of
of war,
war, should
should be
be careful
careful to
to make
make
aa military
his government
government humane,
humane, liberal,
liberal, and
and just,
just, because
because of
of the
the undesiraundesirahis
bility of
of making
making aa return
return to
to peace
peace difficult,
difficult, how
how much
much more
more this
this
bility
principle
must
apply
when
there
is
no
war.
principle must apply when there is no war.
13-25.
What laws
laws apply.—If
apply.—If the
the commander
commander of
of the
the force
force of
of occupaoccupa13-25, What
tion establishes
establishes aa military
military government
government and
and there
there is
is no
no war,
war, what
what laws
laws
tion
can
he
apply?
He
cannot
apply
the
laws
of
our
own
country
in
the
can he apply?
He cannot apply the laws of our own country in the
occupied
territory
and
he
cannot
accept
and
enforce
on
the
laws
of
occupied
territory
and he cannot accept and enforce on the laws of
the occupied
occupied territory.
territory. Our
Our own
own constitution
constitution cannot
cannot be
be made
made to
to
the
apply to
to aa foreign
foreign territory,
territory, and
and the
the existing
existing laws
laws in
in the
the occupied
occupied
apply
territory manifestly
manifestly will
will contain
contain no
no provisions
provisions which
which will
will guarantee
guarantee
territory
21
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the security
security of
of the
the forces
forces of
of occupation,
occupation, their
their installations
installations and
and matematethe
rial.
The fact
fact remains
remains that
that the
the commander
commander must
must govern
govern and
and he
he must
must
rial.
The
utilize
military form
form of
of control.
control. Therefore,
Therefore, he
he will
will be
be justified
justified in
in
utilize a military
adopting
any reasonable
reasonable measures
measures necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry out
out the
the task
task
adopting
any
or
mission that
that has
has been
been assigned
assigned him.
him. Whether
Whether his
his government
government
or mission
has
declared war
war is
is no
no concern
concern of
of his-that
his—that is
is aa diplomatic
diplomatic and
and
has declared
international move
move over
over which
which he
he has
has no
no control.
control. The
The very
very nature
nature
international
of
his mission
mission demands
demands that
that he
he must
must have
have absolute
absolute power—War
power—^War
of his
Power,
However, as
as a matter
matter of
of policy,
policy, the
the more
more rigorous
rigorous war
war powers
powers
Power.
However,
should not
not be
be enforced.
enforced. Contributions,
Contributions, requisitions,
requisitions, treatment
treatment of
of war
war
should
traitors,
spies,
etc.,
should
not
be
more
rigorous
than
absolute
necestraitors, spies, etc., should not
more rigorous than absolute necessity deman~
demand^ for
for self-protection.
self-protection. The
The commander’s
commander's policy
policy should
should be
be
sity
to enforce
enforce the
the laws
laws of
of war
war but
but only
only to
to such
such extent
extent as
as is
is absolutely
absolutely
to
necessary to
to accomplish
accomplish his
his task.
task.
necessary
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147-1. Introduction.—a.
Introduction.—a. The
The Government
Governmentofofthe
theUnited
UnitedStateshas
States has
14-1.
supervised the
the presidential
presidential or
or congressional
congressionalelections
electionsofofneighboring
neighboring
supervised
i-epublics on
on 12
12 different
different occasions.
occasions. By
By accepting
acceptingthe
theresponsibility
responsibility
republics
for
such
supervision,
the
Government
of
the
United
States
hassettled
settled
for such supervision , the Government of the IJnited States has
serious poliLical
political disturbances
disturbances and
and assisted
assisted ininthe
thereestablishment
reestablishmentofof
serious
law and order. Sanguinary
Sanguinary revolutions
revolutions were
werestopped
stoppedand
andcountries
countries
lawandorcler.
rescued
rescued from
from aa state
state ofof civil
civil war.
war. Assistance
Assistancerendered
renderedbybythetheGovGovernment of
of the
the United
United States
States was,
was, ininmost
mostcases,
cases,the
thedirect
directresult
resultofof
ernment
requests of
of the
the conflicting
conflicting political
political elements.
elements. InInsome
someinstances,
instances,thethe
requests
aid was
was given
given in
in order
order toto preserve
preserve peace
peace and
andtotosettle
settlecontroversies
controversies
aid
in accordance
accordance with
with existing
existing treaties.
treaties.
in
h. The
The supervision
supervision ofof an
an election
election isis perhaps
perhaps the
the most
mosteffective
effective
b.
peaceful means
means of
of exerting
exerting an
an impartial
impartial influence
influence upon
uponthe
theturbuturbupeaceful
lent affairs
affairs of
of sovereign
sovereign states.
states. Such
Such supervision
supervisionfrequently
frequentlyplays
plays
lent
prominent role
role in
in the
the diplomatic
diplomatic endeavors
endeavors that
that are
are sosoclosely
closely
a prominent
associated with
with small
small war
war activities.
activities. Due
Due toto the
thepeaceful
peacefulfeatures
features
associated
of electoral
electoral supervision,
supervision, there
there will
will probably
probably bebemore
moreofofthis
thisform
form
of
of aid
aid rendered
rendered neighboring
neighboring republics
republics inin the
the future.
future. Such
Suchaction
action
of
is in
in keeping
keeping ‘with
with the
the popular
popular revulsion
revulsionagainst
againstarmed
armedintervention
intervention
is
in the
the internal
internal affairs
affairs ofof other
other countries,
countries, and
and supports
supportsthetheprinprinin
ciples of
of self-determination
self-determination and
and majority
majority rule.
rule,
ciples
Whenever the
the Government
Government ofof the
the United
United States
States assumes
assumesthethe
c. Whenever
responsibility of
of supervising
supervising the
the elections
elections ofof another
another sovereign
sovereign
responsibility
state, itit compromises
compromises its
its foreign
foreign political
political prestige
prestigeasaseffectively
effectivelyasas
state,
by any
any other
other act
act of
of intervention
intervention ororinterposition.
interposition. There
Thereis,is,perhaps,
perhaps,
by
no other
other service
service which
which may
may be
be rendered
rendered aa friendly
friendlystate,
state,the
themotive
motive
no
of which
which isis more
more actively
actively challenged
challenged oror criticized,
criticized, asasananendeavor
endeavor
of
to control
control the
the internal
internal affairs
affairs oror the
the political
political destiny
destinyofofthat
thatstate.
state.
to
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The duty
duty of
of electorals
electoral upervisioni
supervision snormallyp
is normally erformedbymilitary
performed by military
The
and naval
naval personnel.
personnel. In
In addition,
addition, the
the electoral
electoral supervision
supervision will
will
and
often be
be conducted
conducted under
under the
the protection
protection afforded
afforded by
by United
United States
States
often
military or
or naval
naval forces
forces assigned
assigned for
for that
that specific
specific duty.
duty. A
A knowledge
knowledge
military
of the
the subject
subject of
of electoral
electoral supervision
supervision will
will be
be found
found useful
useful to
to all
all
of
personnel
personnel engaged
engaged in
in small
small wars
wars operations.
operations.
14-2.
Request for
for supervision.-The
supervision.—The supervision
supervision of
of elections
elections
14--2. Request
within
within a sovereign
sovereign State
State is
is normally
normally undertaken
vmdertaken only
only after
after a formal
formal
request
request for
for such
such supervision
supervision has
has been
been made
made to
to the
the President
President of
of the
the

United States
States by
by the
the government
government of
of the
the foreign
foreign state,
state, or
or by
by responresponUnited
sible
sible factions
factions within
within the
the foreign
foreign state,
state, provided
provided no
no de
de facto
facto governgovernment
ment exists.
exists. The
The formal
formal request
request is
is usually
usually accompanied
accompanied by
by
statements
statements from
from the
the principal
principal officials
officials of
of recognized
recognized political
political parties
parties

to the
the effect
effect that
that they
they desire
desire the
the electoral
electoral supervision,
supervision, that
that they
they
to
pledge
pledge their
their active
active aid
aid and
and support
support in
in cooperation
cooperation with
wnth the
the proposed
proposed
electoral
electoral mission,
mission, and
and that
that they
they agree
agree to
to exercise
exercise their
their influence
influence over
over
all
all their
their followers
followers to
to the
the end
end that
that a peaceful
peaceful election
election may
may be
be held.
held.
14-3.
14-3. Definitions.-a.
Definitions.—a. The
The group
group of
of individuals
individuals representing
representing the
the

Government of
of the
the United
United States
States that
that proceeds
proceeds to
to the
the foreign
foreign country
country
Government
concerned to
to supervise
supervise a particular
particular election
election in
in accordance
accordance with
with agreeagreeconcerned
ments
ments between
between the
the Government
Government of
of the
the Unitecl
United States
States and
and the
the foreign
foreign
government is known
known as the
the ELE~ORAL
ELECTORAL MISSION
MISSION To---------------To
government
(E.
(E. M.).
M.). It
It is normally
normally composed
composed of
of officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted personnel
personnel
of
of the
the military
military ancl
and naval
naval services
services of
of the
the United
United States,
States, auemented
augmented
by
by certain
certain qualified
qualified civilian
civilian assistants.
assistants.
b.
6. The
The committee
committee that
that directs
directs and
and controls
controls the
the national
national electoral
electoral
machinery
machinery and
and electoral
electoral procedure
procedure of
of the
the country
country concerned
concerned is known
known
as the
the NATIONAL BOARD
BOARD OF
OF ELECTIONS
ELECTIONS (~.
(N. B.
B. E.).
E.). It
It is governed
governed by
by
the
the existing
existing electoral
electoral laws
laws of
of the
the country
country concerned,
concerned, and
and is normally
normally

composed of
of citizens
citizens of
of the
the country.
country. During
During the
the supervision
supervision of
of a
composed
particular election
election by
by the
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United States,
States, a tnember
member
particular
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission serves
serves as a member
member of
of the
the National
National Board
Board of
of
of
Elections
Elections in
in lieu
lieu of
of one
one of
of the
the members
members who
who is
is a citizen
citizen of
of the
the foreign
foreign
country. In
In the
the past,
past, it has
has been
been customary
customary for
for the
the Chairman
Chairman of
of the
the
country.
Electoral Mission
Mission to
to serve
serve also
also as President
President of
of the
the National
National Board
Board of
of
Electoral
Elect
ions.
Elections.
The committee
committee that
that directs
directs and
and controls
controls the
the electoral
electoral machinery
machinery
c. The
and electoral
electoral procedure
procedure within
within a Department
Department is
is known
known as
as a DEPARTDEPARTand
MENTAL BOARD OF
OF ELECTIONS.
ELECTIONS. A
A member
member of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission
MENTAL
serves
on
this
board
in
lieu
of
a
citizen
member.
The
Department
The
Department
serves on this board in lieu of
citizen member.
is a political
political subdivision
subdivision of
of the
the country
country analogous
analogous to
to a State
State in
in the
the
is
2
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United States.
United
States. These
THese political
political subdivisions
subdivisions are
are sometimes
sometimes known
known as
Provinces.
Provinces.
d. Depending
Depending upon
upon the
the further
further political
political subdivision
subdivision of
of the
the country
country
concerned,
concerned, minor
minor boards
boards of
of election
election are
are set
set up.
up. Such
Such boards
boards may
may be
known
known as
as CANTONALBOARDSOF
CANTONAL BOARDS OF ELECTIONS,DISTRICTBOARDSOF
ELECTIONS, DISTRICT BOARDS OF ELECELECTIONS,or
TIONS, or COMMUNALBOARDSOFELECTIONS.
COMMUNAL BOARDS OF ELECTIONS. In
In each
each case,
case, the
the political
political
subdivisions
subdivisions of
of the
the country
country concerned
concerned will
will be
be the
the governing
governing factor
factor
in
Arin the
the organization
organization of
of such
such minor
minor boards.
boards. Normally,
Normally, a District
District ((Arrondissement
rondissement)) is
is a political
political subdivision
subdivision of
of a Department
Department (Province)
(Province)
analagous
analagous to
to a County
County in
in the
the United
United States.
States. A
A further
further political
political subsubdivision
division of
of the
the District
District (Arrondissement
(Arrondissement)) is
is known
known as a Canton
Canton
(Commune)
(Commune) and
and is
is analogous
analogous to
to a Ward
Ward or
or Township
Township in
in the
the United
United
States.
States.
14+. Responsibilities
14-4.
Responsibilities of
of an
an electoral
electoral mission.—a.
mission.—a. A
A ‘(free
"free and
and
fair”
fair" election
election implies
implies the
the unrestrain~d
unrestrained popular
popular choice
choice of
of the
the whole
whole
people
people expressed
expressed at
at the
the polls
polls by
by all
all who
who are
are lawfully
lawfully entitled
entitled to
to
suffrage.
suffrage. T’here
There must
must be no restraint
restraint or
or reservation,
reservation, either
either physical
physical
or
or mental,
mental, exerted
exerted upon
upon any
any aspirant
aspirant to
to office or
or upon
upon any
any of
of his
his
supporters,
supporters, except
except those
those normal
normal restrictions
restrictions required
required for
for the
the preserpreservation of
of law
law and
and order.
order. The
The fear
fear of
of restraint
restraint may
may be
be real
real and
and with
with
vation
sufficient reason,
reason, or
or it
it may
may be
be imaginary
imaginary and
and without
without cause.
cause.. In
In
sufficient
either case,
case, every
every etlort
effort must
must be
be made
made to remove
remove the
the fear
fear of
of restraint.
restraint.
either
It is only
only by
by a studied
studied impmtiality
impartiality on the
the part
part of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral
It
Mission that
that charges
charges ofl
of favoritism
favoritism can
can be
be avoided.
avoided.
Mission
b.
h. It
It is well
well to
to consider
consider the
the internal
internal conditions
conditions that
that make
make the
the
electoral supervision
supervision necessary.
necessary. The
The electoral
electoral laws,
laws, the
the economic
economic
electoral
conditions, and
and the
the educational
educational problems
problems of
of the
the country
country concerned
concerned
conditions,
will often
often be found
found to
to be factors.
factors. The
The Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission can
can actuactuwill
ally institute
institute few
few permanent
permanent electoral
electoral reforms
reforms during
during the
the limited
limited
ally
time that
that it
it is present
present in
in the
the country.
country. It
It can,
can, however,
however, demonstrate
demonstrate
time
method of
of conducting
conducting elections
elections that
that may
may serve
serve as a model
model to
to the
the
a method
citizens for
for future
future elections.
elections. A
A free,
free, fair,
fair, and
and impartial
impartial election
election
citizens
cannot be held
held in
in a country
country torn
torn by
by civil
civil strife.
strife. Before
Before such
such an
an
cannot
election can
can be held,
held, the
the individual
individual must
must be
be made
made to
to feel
feel safb
safe in
election
his everyday
everyday life.
life. The
The presence
presence of
of United
United States
States military
military ancl
and
his
naval
forces
is
often
necessary
to
furnish
that
guarantee.
naval forces
often necessary to furnish that guarantee.
The Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission can
can assume
assume the
the responsibility
responsibility for
for the
the conconc. The
duct of
of a “free
"free and
and fair”
fair" election
election only
only within
within the
the definite
definite limitations
duct
limitations
of the
the authority
authority granted
granted it
it and
and the
the facilities
facilities made
made available
available for
for
of
carrying
out
its
mission.
There
may
be
political
and
legal
restricThere
may
be
political
and
legal
restriccarrying out its mission.
tions over
over which
which the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission has
has no control.
control. To
To guaranguarantions
3
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tee
tee a “free
"free and
and fair”
fair" election,
election, the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission should
should have
have the
the
necessary
authority over
over the
the executive,
executive, legislative,
legislative, and
and judicial
judicial dedenecessary authority
partments of
partments
of the
the government
govarnment to
to make
make effective
effective its
its legal
legal decisions.
decisions. It
It
must also
must
also have
have the
the active
active cooperation,
cooperation, if
if not
not the
the actual
actual control,
control, of
of
military
military and
and police
police forces
forces sufficient
sufficient to
to enforce
enforce its
its rulings.
rulings.
14-5.
Intimidation of
of voters
voters.—The
employment of
of military
military and
and
1+5. Intimidation
.—The employment
police
police forces
forces for
for the
the protection
protection of
of voters
voters will
will often
often be
be a vital
vital factor
factor
in
in the
the conduct
conduct of
of a “free
"free and
and fair”
fair" election.
election. The
The selfish
selfish personal
personal
and
political
partisanship
of
individuals,
groups,
or
political
and political pai'tisanship of individuals, groups, or political parties
parties
may
may induce
induce them
them to
to use
use various
various and
and sundry
sundry methods,
methods, including
including force,
force,
in
in an
an attempt
attempt to
to influence
influence the
the outcome
outcome of
of the
the election.
election. Guerrilla
Guerrilla
elements
elements may
may be
be encountered,
encountered, whose
whose announced
armounced purpose
purpose is
is: the
the preprevention
vention of
of an
an impartial
impartial election.
election. These
These guerrilla
guerrilla elements
elements may
may be
be
banded
banded together
together on
on their
their own
own initiative
initiative for
for this
this announced
announced purpose,,
purpose,
or
or they
they may
may be
be in
in the
the hire
hire of
of some
some political
political group
group or
or party.
party. MiliMilitary
and police
police force~
forces are
are employed
employed to
to prevent
prevent violence
violence to
to personnel
personnel
tary and
conducting
conducting the
the elections
elections at
at voting
voting booths,
booths, to
to prevent
prevent the
the destruction
destruction
or
seizure of
of ballots
ballots and
and electoral
electoral records,
records, and
and for
for general
general protection
protection
or seizure)
of
the populace
populace from
from guerrilla
guerrilla activities.
activities. Protection
Protection is
is furnished
furnished
of the
the
inhabitants
in
towns,
in
cities,
and
along
lines
of
communication
the inhabitants in towns, in cities, and along lines of communication
in order
order that
that registrants
registrants and
and voters
voters may
may not
not be
be prevented
prevented from
from
in
registering
or
registering
or voting
voting due
due to
to threats
threats of
of bodily
bodily violence
violence while
while proproceeding
to and
and from
from registration
registration and
and polling
polling places.
places. In
In some
some cases
cases
ceeding to
the
homes of
of voters
voters may
may be
be threatened,
threatened, and
and the
the safety
safety of
of their
their lives,
lives,
the homes
families,
and property
property may
may be endangered
endangered as
as a result
result of
of their
their ananfamilies, and
nounced desire
nounced
desire to
to exercise
exercise their
their right
right of
of suffrage.
suffrage. This
This is
is particuparticularly true
larly
true in
in the
the case
case of
of members
members of
of campai=aing
campaigning (propaganda)
(propaganda)
parties
normally employed
employed in
in countries
countries that
that do
do not
not enjoy
enjoy good
good
parties normally
communication
facilities. The
The foregoing
foregoing measures
measures of
of violence
violence may
may
communication
facilities.
be
attempted by
by individuals,
individuals, small
small groups,
groups, or
or large
large bands
bands of
of ~guerguerbe attempted
rillas.
A large
large organized
organized group
group may
may make
make raids
raids into
into quiet
quiet sections
sections
rillas.
A
of
the country
country in
in order
order to
to frighten
frighten the
the peaceful
peaceful inhabitants
inhabitants and
and
of the
disturb
the pezce
peace to
to influence
influence the
the elections
elections in
in the
the locality,
locality, attack
attack
disturb the
isolated posts,
isolated
posts, ambush
ambush patrols?
patrols, and
and conduct
conduct other
other operation~
operation^ of
of such
such
nature
as to
to demand
demand the
the employment
employment of
of a comparatively
comparatively large
large
nature as
military
force for
for protection
protection of
of the
the inhabitants.
inhabitants.
military force
14-6.
Military and
and police
police measures.-a.
measures.—a. It
It is
is essential
essential that
that the
the
14-6. Military
Chairman
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission have
have military
military and
and police
police forces
forces
Chairman of
available
in sufficient
sufficient number
number to
to insure
insure peace
peace and
and order
order during
during the
the
available in
election
campaign, the
the registration
registration period,
period, and
and the
the voting
voting period.
period.
election campaign,

4
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Without such forces, it may be Iligldy imprnct icable to assure the
electorate of a free, fair, and impartial election.
b. llurin~ the electoral period, United States nnval and military
forces already stationed in the country may be a(lgmented tempoUnited States, by
rarilyy by troop detachments
from the cent inental
detachments from ships of tl~e United States Fleet, or others armed
forces of the United States.
In order that such Iillits may bc readily
available for recall i~r return to their nor]nri] stat ions for duty al]d
to save time and tral~sl>ort:ii-io~~, it will ~mlally be a{[visable to employ
such temporarily attached troops in or near the larger bases or along
lines of communicant ion ( lailroads, al~tonlobi]e roads, lake, and river
boats).
Veteran t mops that are accustomed to the country and inhabitants are employed in the more exposed (Iistricts.
Such assignment of troops will promote more efficient performance of duty.
c. In some countries, there may be a native mmstabldary or similar
organization
under the command of United States or nat,ive officers.
Whenever practicable, the larger portion of the military and police
duties required to guarantee an impartial election should be providecl
by the native military organization.
This force should be employed
to its maximum capacity before employing Un;t,ed States forces.
The
display of United States armed forces at or near the polling places is
kept to a minimum in order to avoid the charge that the Government
of the United States has influenced the election, or placed favored
candidates in office by the employment of military forces.
However,
the safety of Electoral Mission personnel must be considered at all
times.
The use of the native military organization
places the responsibility
for law and order where it properly belongs.
It also
tends to give the electorate the impression that the election is being
conducted under the control of their own country.
Care must be
exercised to prevent the native military organization
and individuals
composing that organization
from exhibiting
any partiality.
There
cannot be a “free. and fair” election if the use of the native const abulary degenerates into a partisan display of force.
If the organization
is not under the immediate command of IJnitecl States officers, it
becomes even more necessary to supervise its conduct during this
period.
d. Local police are generally political ap~mintees and, as a rule,
cannot be depended upon to support a “free and fair” election.
Their local, political,
and person al in tcrests will often result in
prejudices
and injl~stices, w hich will compromise
efforts for imIf they are not federalized,
nonpartisan,
and under
partial control.
5
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neutral superior
neutral
superior authority,
authority, it
it is
is better
better to
to confine
confine the
the duties
duties of
of the
the
local
police agencies
agencies to
to their
their normal
normal functions
functions of
of preserving
preserving the
the
local police
peace
in their
their localities,
localities, thus
thus furnishing
furnishing indirect
indirect support
support toward
toward
peace in
the
conduct of
of a “free
"free and
and fair”
fair" election.
election. Their
Their actions
actions should
should be
be
the conduct
observed
for any
any sibm
sign of
of partiality
partiality or
or improper
improper activities
activities that
that may
may
observed for
tend
to influence
influence the
the outcome
outcome of
of the
the election.
election. In
In some
some instances,
instances,
tend to
it
may be
be deemed
deemed advisable
advisable to
to suspend
suspend the
the civil
civil police
police and
and similar
similar
it may
organizations
during the
the period
period of
of registration
registration and
and election.
election. This
This
organizations
during
may
done by
by decree
decree or
or other
other legal
legal means.
means. Their
Their duties
duties are
are then
then
may be done
temporarily
assigned
to
the
native
military
organization.
Armed
temporarily
assigned to the native military
organization.
Armed
guards
from the
the constabulary
constabulary form
force may
may be
be stationed
stationed at
at polling
polling places
places
guards from
to
assist the
the regular
regular civil
civil police
police force
force in
in the
the maintenance
maintenance of
of order.
order.
to assist
When
so
employed,
the
members
of
the
constabulary
force
are
given
When
employed, the members of the constabulary. force are given
civil
police power
power and
and may
may make
make arrests
arrests for
for ordinary
ordinary civil
civil offenses.
offenses.
civil police
e. It
It is
is sometimes
sometimes desirable
desirable to
to station
station an
an armed
armed member
member of
of the
the
United
States forces
forces inside
inside each
each polling
polling place
place to
to protect
protect the
the elecelecUnited States
toral
personnel, to
to guard
guard the
the electoral
electoral records
records and
and ballots,
ballots, and
and to
to
toral personnel,
preserve
order within
within the
the building,
building, thus
thus relieving
relieving the
the Chairman
Chairman of
of
preserve order
the
local Board
Board of
of Elections
Elections (usually
(usually a member
member of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral
the local
Mission)
of those
those responsibilities.
responsibilities. The
The latter
latter can
can then
then devote
devote his
his
Mission ) of
entire
attention to
to his
his electoral
electoral duties.
duties. At
At times,
times, it
it may
may be
be necesnecesentire attention
sary
to Wsign
assign detachments
detachments of
of United
United States
States troopsl
troopsi to
to protect
protect
sary to
electoral
personnel and
and records
records at
at polling
polling places
places and
and while
while traveling
traveling
electoral personnel
between
polling places
places and
and departmental
departmental capitals.
capitals.
between polling
~. During
/.
During the
the electoral
electoral period,
period, and
and particularly
particularly on
on registration
registration
days
and the
the day
day of
of election,
election, aviation
aviation is employed
employed to
to patrol
patrol polling
polling
days and
places
outlying sections.
sections.
This action
action is particularly
particularly valuable
valuable in
in
This
places in outlying
that
it
gives
tangible
evidence
to
the
voters
that
they
are
receiving
that it gives tangible evidence to the voters that they are receiving
protection
in
protection
in the
the exercise
exercise of
of their
their civil
civil rights.
rights. Airplane
Airplane patrols
patrols
also
furnish an excellent
excellent means
means of
of communication
communication with
with polllng
polling
mlso furnish
places.
They are
are a constant
constant threat
threat to
to any
any organized
organized attempt
attempt to
to
places.
They
foment
disorder.
foment disorder.
14-7.
Unethical practices.—a.
practices.—a. In
In acldition
addition to
to the
the military
military or
or popo14-’7. Unethical
lice
features which
which may
may materially
materially influence
influence the
the ability
ability of
of the
the ElecEleclice features
toral
Mission to guarantee
guarantee a “free
"free and
and fair”
fair" election,
election, there
there are
are other
other
toral Mission
elements
that
may
operate
to
prevent
that
desirable
result.
These
eleelements that may operate to prevent that desirable result.
These elements
may properly
properly be
be grouped
grouped under
under the
the heading
heading of
of “political
"political prespresments may
sure"
practices. Political
Political pressure
pressure exerts
exerts a powerful
powerful influence
influence in
in the
the
sure” practices.
conduct
of elections
elections since
since it
it reaches
reaches and
and touches
touches every
every voter,
voter, whether
whether
conduct of
he
resides in the
the capital
capital or
or a remote
remote district
district of
of the
the interior.
interior. This
This
he resides
l)olitical pressure
I)olitical
pressure consists
consists of
of practices
i^ractices of
of long
long standing
standing in
in some
some councoun6
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tries, is extremely difficult to uncover, and requires tactful and painstaking effort to circumvent.
b. The incumbent Chief Executive may find it politically expedient
to declare martial law in sc ctions of the country at the beginning of the
election period, giving as a reason, the preservation of law and order.
The action may have no relation to the military situation at the time,
and may possibly be taken in spite of recommendation
against it by
the military authorities concerned.
As a consequence of such executive decree, the duly elected civil otticials are automatically
ousted from
office and replaced by presidential
appointees.
By carrying out the
process to its logical conclusion down to and including game wardens
scattered throughout
the province or provinces, political henchmen,
willing and anxious to use every kind of pressure on any voter who
might be opposed to the national administration,
are in a position to
interfere radically with an impartial election.
This is a most unhealthful
condition under which to attempt to conduct a free and
fair election.
By appealing to the sense of fair play of the executive,
and through other diplomatic endeavors, it maybe possible to have the
decree rescinded.
Unless the civil officials that have been appointed
by executive action are removed from office, however, the effect of having such individuals
continue in authority is likely to be deleterious
to the conduct
of an impartial election in the sections affected.
c. Public lands may be distributed to citizens with a tacit understanding that they will vote for the candidates of the party controlling
the distribution of the land, an act which is clearly contrary to the laws
of the country.
.By this process, a political victory for the party dispensing the land is practically assured in a district whose inhabitants
are known to be about equally divided between two political parties.
Investigation
and exposure of this practice, coupled with diplomatic
efforts on the part of the Electoral Mission, will serve to put a stop to
this activity, but it is likely to be too late to prevent full political profit
from being derived.
d. In some countries, it is an established custom during electoral
periods to arrest numerous citizens of the party, not in power, for old
offenses, for charges of minor infringement
of law, for honest political
activities, and even upon charges that have absolutely no foundation
In accordance with the law of the country, such citizens
whatsoever.
are automatically
disfranchised,
due to their having been arrested
within a given period prior to the date elections are to be held.
This
action gives the party in power a powerful weapon in influencin~ the
result of election.

It is also not uncommon
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banish
banish prominent
prominent political
politiwl opponents
(Jl)ponellts fi'oni
fr(nn tlie
t lw conntiy,
count ly, tliereby
thereby ridding
ridding
the party
opjjosition.
Another
il) power
power of
of some
some of
of its
iis intelligent
il)t(’lli~ent.
ol)l)osition.
Another
the
party in
:lLT(}St’>
iLS a
it
“\i’arl’allt for
for arrest"
pernicious custom
is
of
as
employnmlt
of the
the "warrant
pernicious
custom
is the
i l]e employment
means of
means
of depriving
depriving citizens
cit ize]ls of
of their
their c(mstitutional
constitut io]lal right
ri@t of
of suffrage.
sllffruge.
By
By this
this means,
n~eans, citizens
citizens may
may be prevented
prevented from
from voting
votiljg or
(JIOholding
holding office
ofice
during
during the
the time
time the
the charges
charges are pending
peniiing against
against them,
thelil, even though
thou@ no
arrest
arrest may
may be made.
made. Charges
Charges may
may cover
cover real
real or imaginary
imaginary offenses
offenses or
crimes
crimes alleged
alleged to have
have been committed
committed on a date
date many
many years
years before.
before.
Through
Through dilatory
dilatory procedure
procedure on the
the part
part of
of the
the civil
civil courts,
courts, trial
trial of
of
such cases
such
cases may
may be delayed
delayed beyond
beyond the
the registration
registration period,
period, thus
thus effeceffectively disfranchising
the
tively
disfranchising
the alleged
alleged offender.
otl’ender. This
This method
method is employed
employed
principally against
principally
against members
members of
of the
the party
party not
not in power,
power, since
since it is a
difficult
matter to swear
swear out a "warrant
“warrant for
for arrest"
arrest” against
against members
members of
of
difficult matter
the
party in power
power due to the
the partisanship
partisanship of
of the
the civil
civil officials
officials charged
charged
the party
with
this duty.
duty. By
with this
By exerting
exerting diplomatic
diplomatic pressure,
pressure, it
it may
may be found
found
practicable
have the
the national
national laws
laws amended
amended by the
the insertion
insertion of
of a
practicable to have
statute
of limitations
limitations providing
providing that
that "warrants
“warrants for
for arrest"
arrest” for
for civil
civil
statute of
offenses
expire automatically
automatically
after 2 years
years and
and those
those for
for criminal
criminal
offenses expire
after
offenses
after a period
period of
of 5 years,
years, provided
provided the
the civil
civil authorities
authorities have
have
offenses after
taken
steps to bring
bring the
the case
case to trial
trial before
before the
the expiration
expiration of
of such
such
taken no steps
periods.
periods.
e. Public
Public utilities
utilities and other
other agencies
agencies owned
owned or controlled
controlled by the
the
~overnment
may be used in a discriminatory
discriminatory manner
manner for
for the
the benefit
benefit
government may
of
the party
party in power.
power.
of the
Campaign
(propaganda)
parties,
Campaign
(propaganda)
parties, voters,
voters,
workers,
and others
others who may
may be of
of assistance
assistance to the
the party
party in power
power
workers, and
may
found vo
to have
have free
free passage
passage granted
granted them
them on railroads,
railroads, river
river
may be found
and
lake steamships,
steamships, airplane
airplane lines
lines and
and suburban
suburban street
street car
car lines
lines owned
owned
and lake
or
controlled by
by the
the government.
~overnment.
The party
party in power
power may
may employ
employ
or controlled
The
~overnment
trucks to carry
carry voters
voters to registration
registration and
and voting
voting places,
places,
government trucks
denying
such transportation
transportation
members of
of the
the party
party not
not in power.
power.
denying such
to members
Provided
the government
government owns
owns or operates
operates the
the telephone,
telephone, telegraph,
telegraph,
Provided the
radio,
postal service,
service, the
the party
party in power
power may
may be found
found to have
have full
full
radio, or postal
and
free use of
of these
these public
public utilities,
utilities, while
while the
the opponents
opponents of
of the
the party
party
and free
in
power do not.
not. Telegrams
Tele~rams sent
sent and
and paid
paid for
for by the
the party
party not
not in
in power
power
may
be
garbled
en
route,
and
delayed
in
delivery.
When
power may
garbled
route, and delayed
delivery. Wlien delivered,
the message
message may
may be so changed
changed from
from the
the original
original that
that it conconlivered, the
tains
entirely different
different meaning
meaning from
from that
that intended.
intended.
Members of
of
tains an entirely
Members
the
part-y not
not in power
power may
may be
be. subjected
subjected to delays
delays in telephone
telephone conconthe party
nections,
the transmission
transmission of
of telegraphic
telegraphic and
and radio
radio messages,
messages, as
nections, in the
well
delay in the
the delivery
delivery of
of personal
persona] mail.
mail.
well as delay
A
ii tactful
tactful appeal
appeal to
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the
the sense
sense of
of fair
fair ~ll:ly
play of
of the
the gwvernmel]t
government oiikials
otHcials mlwerne(l
concerned is
is generally
f^enerally
~)roduct
ire in tcrmillatil]~
productive
(erminatinji sllcl]
such practices.
practices.
/. ,Jilst
Just prior
prior to
to electio]lsj
elections, ])lll)lic
])ul)iic worlw
works ])rojwts
j)rojects l)lit~
may be
be undertaken
undertaken
~.
in (Iistricts
districts of
of doubtful
doubtful political
political compleximl
complexion or
or in
in tl~ose
those districts
districts where
where
in
the l)arty
party not
not in power
power is
is known
known to
to have
have only
oiily a slight
slight majority.
majority.
the
Workers of
of the
the party
party in
in power
power may
may be
be imported
imported into
into such
such districts
districts to
to
Workers
work on
on the
the projects
projects in
in order
order that
that they
they may
may vote
vote in
in that
that district,
district, such
such
work
workers
workers normally
normally being
being transported
transported from
from districts
districts where
where a majority
majority
for the
the party
party in
in power
power is
is definitely
definitely assured.
assured. Since
Since the
the worker
worker resides
resides
for
in the
the doubtful
doubtful district
district at
at the
the time
time of
of registration
registration and
and election,
election, he
he is
is
in
entitled to
to vote
vote there,
there, and
and thus
thus may
may gain
gain aa clear
clear majority
majority for
for the
the
entitled
party in
in power.
power. This
This situation
situation may
may be
be met
met by
by imposing
imposing a residential
residential
party
qualification for
for voters.
voters. For
For example,
example, 6 months
months residence
residence in
in aa given
given
qualification
district
just
prior
to
registration
may
be
required
as
a
qualification
district just prior to registration
may be required as
qualification
to vote
vote in
in that
that district.
district. This
This qualification
qualification may
may be
be a part
part of
of the
the elecelecto
toral law
law of
of the
the country,
country, or
or may
may be
be imposed
imposed as
as an
an interpretation
interpretation of
of the
the
toral
law by
by decision
decision of
of the
the National
National Board
Board of
of Elections.
Elections.
law
g. In
In some
some countries,
countries, the
the government
government has
has a monopoly
monopoly on
on the
the manumanug.
facture and
and distribution
distribution of
of distilled
distilled liquors.
liquors. This
This places
places aa strong
strong
facture
weapon in
in the
the hands
hands of
of the
the party
party in
in power
power during
during the
the electoral
electoral period.
period.
weapon
The government
government party
party may
may dispense
dispense free
free liquor
liquor at
at political
political rallies
rallies in
in
The
order to
to influence
influence the
the opinion
opinion of
of the
the voters.
voters. This
This practice
practice may
may be
be
order
continued through
through the
the registration
registration and
and voting
voting period.
period. Adherents
Adherents
continued
to the
the party
party in
in power
power may
may give
give liquor
liquor to
to voters
voters of
of the
the opposite
opposite party
party
to
on election
election day,
day, and
and then
then attempt
attempt to
to have
have them
them disqualified
disqualified due
due to
to their
their
on
intoxicated condition
condition when
when they
they appear
appear at
at the
the polls
polls to
to vote.
vote. By
By rereintoxicated
stricting the
the distribution
distribution and
and sale
sale of
of distilled
distilled liquor
liquor to
to normal
normal
stricting
amounts, this
this situation
situation may
may be
be alleviated.
alleviated. Distilleries
Distilleries are
are padlocked,
padlocked,
amounts,
and an
an amount
amount of
of liquor
liquor withdrawn
withdrawn for
for legitimate
legitimate sale
sale to
to authorized
authorized
and
dealers.
dealers. The
The amount
amount withdrawn
withdrawn is
is equal
equal to
to the
the average
average withdrawn
withdrawn
over
over a reasonable
reasonable period
period as
as shown
shown by
by official
official records,
records. To
To prevent
prevent the
the
further
further use
use of
of intoxicants
intoxicants during
during this
this crucial
crucial period,
period, stores
stores and
and cafes
cafes
dispensing
dispensing them
them at
at retail
retail are
are closed
closed or
or prohibited
prohibited from
from selling
selling intoxiintoxicants
cants on
on registration
registration and
and election
election days.
days.
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148. Chairman.—The
Chairman of the Electoral Mission is designated by the President. of the United States.
Usually, he is a flag
officeror general officer, and holds the title of Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister Plenipotentiary
during the period covered by his asIn order to carry out his duties
signmentto
the Electoral Mission.
in connection with the elections, he holds the appointive position of
President of the National Boardof
Elections of the foreign country
concerned.
14-9. Electoral
mission staff.-The
Electoral Mission staff consists of such officers as are required to carry out the mission in a
the size and requirements
may vary to
particular
case. Although
the following
tabulation
covers
the usual
staff
some extent,
requirements:
Chairman.
Vice Chairman.
Executive Officer.
Secretary of Electoral Mission.
Secretary of National Board of Elections.
Assistant Secretary of National Board of Elections.
Inspector.
Intelligence
and Press Relations Officer.
Assistant Intelligence
and Press Relations Officer.
Legal Advisor.
Assistant Legal Advisor.
Communications
Officer.
Disbursing
and Supply Officer.
“Assistant Disbursing
and Supply Officer.
Medical Ofllcer.
Aides.
11
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14-10. Commissioned
a. The
14-10.
Commissioned officers.—
officers.—a.
The officer
officer personnel
personnel of
of the
the
Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission should
should have
have rank
rank commensurate
commensurate with
with the
the imporimportance of
of their
their duties,
duties. Whenever
Whenever practicable,
practicable, officers
officers who
who have
have had
had
tance
prior
prior duty
duty with
with electoral
electoral missions
missions should
should be
be selected
selected for
for the
the more
more
important
important positions.
positions. A
A knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the language
language of
of the
the country
country
concerned is
is one
one of
of the
the most
most important
important qualifications.
qualifications.
concerned
b,
h. When
When United
United States
States forces
forces are
are present
present in
in the
the country
country concerned
concerned
for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of restoring
restoring law
law and
and order,
order, the
the officers
officers assigned
assigned to
to
duty with
with the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission should
should not
not be
be taken
taken from
from the
the United
United
duty
States forces
forces unless
unless suitable
suitable replacements
replacements are
are immediately
immediately available.
available.
States
In
In normal
normal small
small wars
wars situations,
situations, a proportionately
proportionately large
large number
number of
of
officers
officers are
are required,
required, and
and the
the United
United States
States forces
forces present
present cannot
cannot be
be
expected
expected to
to have
have extra
extra officers
officers available.
available. In
In general,
general, the
the qualificaqualifications
tions for
for officers
officers assigned
assigned the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission are
are identical
identical with
with the
the
qualifications required
required in
in the
the case
case of
of officers
officers serving
serving with
with the
the United
United
qualifications
States
States forces.
forces. The
The selection
selection of
of a few
few of
of the
the latter
latter officers
officers for
for duty
duty
with the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission may
may be practicable.
practicable. The
The replacement
replacement of
of
with
large number
number of
of the
the officers
officers serving
serving with
with the
the United
United States
States forces
forces
a large
by officers
officers who
who are
are unacquainted
unacquainted with
with the
the local
local situation
situation appears
appears to
to
by
be
inadvisable
during
this
critical
period.
be inadvisable during this critical period.
14-11. Enlisted
Enlisted personnel.—a.
personnel.—a. The
The most
most important
important qualification
qualification
14-11.
of enlisted
enlisted personnel
personnel selected
selected for
for duty
duty with
with an
an Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission is
is
of
fitness for
for independent
independent duty
dvity requiring
reqviiring a large
large measure
measure of
of responsiresponsifitness
bility. They
They should
should be
be able
able to
to speak,
speak, read,
read, and
and write
write the
the language
language
bility.
of the
the country
country concerned.
concerned. Men
Men selected
selected should
should have
have a scholastic
scholastic
of
background of
of at
at least
least 2 years
years of
of high
high school,
school, and
and preferably
preferably should
should
background
be high
high school
school graduates.
graduates. A
A clear
clear record
record is
is an
an important
important qllalificaqualificabe
tion together
together with
with a reputation
reputation for
for tact,
tact, good
good judgment,
judgment, and
and patience.
patience.
tion
For duty
duty in
in remote
remote areas,
areas, in
in districts
districts known
known for
for their
their unhealthful
unhealthful
For
living conditions,
conditions, and
and in
in sections
sections of
of the
the country
country where
where it
it is
is known
known
living
guerilla bands
bands operate,
operate, it
it is
is a decided
decided advantage
advantage to
to assign
assign men
men who
who
guerilla
have previously
previously served
served in
in those
those areas
areas to
to electoral
electoral cluty
duty with
with the
the
have
boards of
of minor
minor political
political subdivisions.
subdivisions. Their
Their prior
prior experience
experience with
with
boards
the military
military and
and police
police situation,h
situation, in combating
combating unhealthful
unhealthful condicondithe
tions,
and
in
the
procurement
of
food
and
shelter,
will
enable
them
tions, and in the procurement of food and shelter, 1~-ill enable them
to assume
assume their
their electoral
electoral duties
duties with
with less
less difficulty
difficulty than
than men
men who
who are
are
to
unaccustomed to
to their
their surroundings.
surroundings.
unaccustomed
Z>. In
In the
the event
event that
that United
United States
States forces
forces have
have been
been in
in the
the country
country
b.
concerned
for
some
length
of
time
to
preserve
law
and
order,
the
maconcerned for some length of time to preserve law and order, the majority of
of the
the enlisted
enlisted personnel
personnel for
for electoral
electoral duty
duty should
should be
be taken
taken
jority
from among
among those
those forces.
forces. Since
Since the
the employment
employment of
of a number
number of
of men
men
from
12
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on electoral
electoral duty
duty will
will tend
tend to
to reduce
reduce the
the activities
activities of
of the
the forces
forces enenon
gaged
in purely
purely military
military pursuits,
pursuits, it
it is
is obvious
obvious that
that they
they must
must be
be
gaged in
replaced
by
an
equal
number
of
troops
from
the
continental
United
replaced by an equal number of troops from the continental United
States
or other
other source.
source. Inasmuch
Inasmuch as
as the
the electoral
electoral period
period is
is one
one which
which
States or
requires
maximum effort
effort in
in maintaining
maintaining law
law and
and order,
order, it
it may
may be
be
requires a maximum
neccessary
to increase
increase the
the military
military forces
forces during
during the
the electoral
electoral period.
period.
necessary
to
14-12.
Civilian personnel.—A
personnel.—A number
number of
of United
United States
States civilians
civilians
14--12. civilian
should
be included
included in
in the
the personnel
personnel of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission.
Mission. This
This is
is
should be
done
to reduce
reduce the
the likelihood
likelihood of
of the
the charge
charge that
that the
the elections
elections are
are being
being
done to
controlled by
by the
the military,
military, a charge
charge to
to which
which an
an enterprise
enterprise of
of this
this
controlled
nature
is peculiarly
peculiarly susceptible.
susceptible. Since
Since employment
employment of
of any
any considerconsidernature is
able number
number of
of qualified
qualified civilians
civilians will
will generally
generally be
be impracticable
impracticable due
due
able
to the
the expense
expense involved,
involved, it
it will
will be
be possible
possible to
to employ
employ only
only a small
small
to
number of
of expert
expert legal
legal advisors
advisors and
and technical
technical men,
men, particularly
particularly ininnumber
dividuals who
who have
have made
made the
the study
study of
of elections
elections and
and government
government their
their
dividuals
life work.
work.
life
11-13. instruction
Instruction of
of personnel.—ils
personnel.—As stated
stated in
in paragraph
paragraph 14-11
14-11 a,
a,
1413.
one of
of the
the most.
most important
important qualifications
qualifications of
of enlistecl
enlisted personnel
personnel selected
selected
one
for electoral
electoral duty
duty is
is a knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the language
language of
of the
the country
country conconfor
cerned.
In order
order to
to improve
improve that
that knowledge,
knowledge, a language
language course
course is
is
cerned.
In
included
in
the
instruction
received
prior
to
taking
over
their
electoral
included in the instruction received prior to taking over their electoral
duties. The
The language
language course
course is
is confined
confined to
to the
the essentials
essentials of
of the
the
duties.
language, with
with particular
particular emphasis
emphasis placed
placed upon
upon vocabulary
vocabulary adapted
adapted
language,
to the
the particular
particular requirements
requirements of
of electoral
electoral duty.
duty. In
In addition,
addition, they
they
to
receive
instruction
in
the
electoral
law
and
procedure.
The
electoral
receive instruct ion in the electoral law and procedure.
The electoral
laAv is
is studied
studied by
by sections.
sections. Each
Each section
section is
is discussed
discussed in
in connection
connection
law
with its
its historical
historical background,
background, its
its applications,
applications, and
and weaknesses
weaknesses that
that
with
may
have
been
disclosed
in
prior
elections.
The
course
covered
by
The
course
covered
by
may have been disclosed
prior elections.
such aa school
school depends
depends primarily
primarily upon
upon the
the time
time available
available and
and the
the need
need
such
for the
the instruction.
instruction. One
One month’s
month's instruction
instruction may
may be
be considered
considered the
the
for
minimum time
time required.
required. A
A longer
longer course
course of
of instruction
instruction will
will probably
probably
minimum
be found
found to
to be advantageous.
advantageous.
14-14.
Replacements.—The personnel
personnel of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission
14-14. Replacements.—The
will have
have the
the same
same losses,
losses, due
due to
to sickne~
sickness and
and other
other casualties,
casualties, as
will
other United
United States
States forces
forces serving
serving in
in the
the same
same country.
country. For
For the
the
other
proper execution
execution of
of electoral
electoral procedure,
procedure, certain
certain positions
positions of
of the
the
proper
various electoral
electoral boards
boards are
are filled
filled by
by members
members of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral MisMisvarious
sion. In
In order
order that
that their
their work
work may
may continue,
continue, trained
trained replacement
replacements
sion.
must
be
available
in
sufficient
number
to
take
care
of
the
estimated
must
available in sufficient number to take care of the estimated
number of
of losses
losses due
due to
to sickness
sickness and
and other
other casualties.
casualties. Losses
Losses among
among
number

13
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United States forces who are already in the country may be used
as a basis for computing the radio of replacements required.
a. The government
of the country
14-15. Pay and allowances.—
in which the elections are being conducfid normally should provide
a monthly money allowance for officers of the United States forces
performing
duty with the Electoral Mission.
This allowance is to
cover extra expenses incurred in the performance of electoral duties.
b. When performing
electoral duty in cities and towns garrisoned
by United States forces, enlisted personnel of the Elecforal Mission
may be subsisted with those forces.
If this is impracticable,
they
should be furnished a per diem cash allowance for subsistence and
lodging.
This allowance
should be ample to provide them with
suitable subsistence and lodging, and should be uniform for all enlisted
personnel serving on electoral duty throughout the country.
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14-16. Chairman.—a.
.-fter his designation
by the President
of
the United States, the Chairman of the Electoral Mission visits the
State llepartmen
tin Washington,
D. C,, andacquaints
himself with
the history and the existing status of the situation in the foreign
country concerned.
He is also informed of the policy of the Government of the United States relative to the responsibility
of the
Electoral Mission, and the doctrine and procedure to be followed.
He receives definite assurances from the State Department
defining
his authority,
particularly
in relation to other diplomatic
representatives
of the Government
of the United States who may be
present in the foreign country.
b. The Chairman thellvisits
the foreigll country, accompanied by
such expert advisors as may be deemed appropriate,
in order to
make apersonal survey of the situation including the legal, personnel,
financial, and material requirements
of the Electoral Mission.
He
assures himself thata]l necessary preparations are made, by personal
The preparation
and
contact with the appropriate
authorities.
adoption of an electoral law to meet the requirements
may be involved.
It willprobablyb enecessaryto
secure agreements establishingthe
legal status of the United States electoral personnel and the
obligations
of the foreign government concerned in relation thereto,
particularly
those obligations having to do with salaries, allowances,
expenees, shelter, supplies, and theright
of ’’free entry~)
17
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c. The
G.
The Chairman
Chairman issues
issues instructions
instructions to
to United
United States
States naval,
naval, milimilitary, and
and civil
civil authorities
authorities in
in the
the country
country concerned,
concerned, directing
directing their
their
tary,
full cooperation
cooperation in
in the
the successful
successful accomplishment
accomplishment of
of his
his mission.
mission.
full
Such instructions
instructions may
may involve
involve questions
questions ha~-ing
having to
to do
do with
with reassignreassignSuch
ment of
of personnel,
personnel, shelter,
shelter, rationing,
rationing, transportation,
transportation, protection,
protection, disdisment
ciplinary procedure,
procedure, and
and replacements.
replacements. Plans
Plans are
are prepared
prepared for
for
ciplinary
instituting necessary
necessary military
military and
and police
police protection
protection to
to maintain
maintain
instituting
order during
during the
the registration
registration and
and electoral
electoral period.
period. If
If available,
available, the
the
order
native constabulary
constabulary or
or similar
similar organization
organization is generally
generally charged
charged with
with
native
the
principal effort
effort with
with relation
relation to military
military and
and police
police problems
problems
the principal
arising during
during the
the electoral
electoral period.
period. This
This force
force may
may fail
fail to
to cooperate
cooperate
arising
fully
with the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission and
and may
may even
even attempt
attempt to
to defeat
defeat the
the
fully with
purpose of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission,
Mission, of
of left
left uncler
under the
the command
command or
or conconpurpose
trol of
of an
an officer
officer of
of the
the country
country concerned.
concerned. For
For its
its proper
proper control,
control, it
it
trol
is obvious
obvioiis that
that such
such military
military force
force sholdd
should be.
be placed
placed under
under the
the auauis
thority, if
if not
not the
the actual
actual control,
control, of
of the
the Chairman
Chairman of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral
thority,
Mission
during
the
electoral
period.
The
Chairman
of
the
Electoral
The (;hairnmn of the 131ectoral
Mission during the electoral periocl.
Mission need
need have
have no administrative
administrative authority
authority over
over the
the 13nited
United States
States
Mission
forces in
in the
the country.
country. He
He cloes,
does, however,
however, expect
expect full
full support
support from
from
forces
such
forces.
The
military
protection
required
for
the
Electoral
Missuch forces.
The military protection required for the Electoral Mission will
will inelucle
include guarcls
guards at
at polling
polling places
places and
and in
in the
the towns
towns where
where
sion
polling pl:Lces
places are
are situated.
situated. It
It may
may be necessary
necessary to
to increase
increase the
the
polling

number of
of combat
combat patrols
patrols during
during the
the period,
period, particularly
particularly in
in sensitive
sensitive
number
areas.
areas.

Escorts may
ma}' be
be required
required to
to convoy
convoy groups
groups of
of citizens
citizens to
to and
and
13scorts
places of
of registration
registration ancl
and voting.
voting. ~A general
general redistriblltion
redistribution of
of
places

from
from
military forces
forces may
may be
be requirecl
required to
to support
support the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission
military
during the
the critical
critical period.
period.
during

Upon his
his arrival
arrival in
in the
the country
country concernecl,
concerned, the
the Chairman
Chairman of
of the
the
d. Upon
Electoral Mission
Mission S11OU1CI
should have
have absolute
absolute locfil
local Unitecl
United States
States authority
authority
Electoral
on all
all questions
questions pertaining
pertaining to the
the election.
election. He
He communicates
communicates with
with
on
the
State
Department,
direct,
concerning
all
electoral
matters.
The
the State Department,
direct, concerning all electoral matters.
The
State Department
Department representative
representative regularly
regularly assignecl
assigned to
to represent
represent the
the
State
Government of
of the
the United
United States
States in
in the
the foreign
foreign country
country concerned
concerned
Government
forwards reports
reports or
or other
other correspondence
correspondence concerning
concerning or
or affecting
affecting the
the
forwards
election through
through the
the Chairman
Chairman of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission.
Mission. The
The ababelection
sence of
of aa definite
definite delineation
delineation of
of authority
authority may
may leacl
lead to
to confusion
confusion and
and
sence
disagreement.
disagreement.
e. Direct
Direct contact
contact with
with the
the .Chief
Chief Executive
Executive of
of the
the country
country places
places the
the
Chairman of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission in
in aa position
position to
to exert
exert aa favorable
favorable
Chairman
influence, most
most important
important in
in its
its effect,
effect, toward
toward the
the successful
successful accomaccominfluence,
plishment of
of his
his mission.
mission. The
The political
political pm-ty
party in
in power
power may
may attempt
attempt
plishment
18
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to
adopt unethical
to adopt
unethical measures
measures that
that are
are tolerated
tolerated by
by local
local civil
civil law
law and
and
accepted by
Such
accepted
by customary
customary usage.
usage.
Such unethical
unethical measvxres
measures may
may affect
affect
the conduct
conduct of
Control
the
of a free,
free, fair,
fair, and
and impartial
impartial election.
election.
Control over
over such
such
matters generally
rests
of
matters
generally
rests with
with the
the Chief
Chief Executive
Executive
of the
the country.
country.
Insofar as practicable,
Insofar
practicable, such
such unethical
unethical practices
practices should
should be controlled
controlled
by
restrictive
measures
in
the
election
laws
themselves.
An
by restrictive measures in the election laws themselves.
An underunderstanding concerning
standing
concerning these
these practices
practices should
should be
be reached
reached by
by the
the GovernGovernment of
of the
ment
the United
United States
States and
and the
the Chief
Chief Executive
Executive of
of the
the country
country
concerned prior
by
concerned
prior to
to the
the assumption
assumption of
of responsibility
responsibility
by the
the GovernGovernment of
of the
ment
the United
United States
States for
for the
the pi'oper
proper conduct
conduct of
of the
the elections.
elections.
In the.event
theevent problems
In
problems arise
arise that
that are
are beyond
beyond his
his control,
control, the
the Chairman
Chairman
of the
the Electoral
of
Electoral Mission
Mission communicates
communicates the
the circumstances
circumst antes to
to the
the State
State
Department. Wlien
the
counsel
or
instructions
of
the
latter
Department,
When the counsel or instructions
of the latter have
have
been received,
received, he
been
he visits
visits the
the Chief
Chief Executive
Executive of
of the
the foreign
foreign country
country
and, with
with his
to
and,
his cooperation,
cooperation, makes
makes definite
definite arrangements
arrangements
to remedy
remedy a
situation which
if
to
situation
which may
may become
become intolerable
intolerable
if permitted
permitted
to continue.
continue.
The Chairman
Chairman makes
The
makes an
an estimate
estimate of
of the
the funds
funds that
that will
will be required
required
to cover
cover the
to
the expenses
expenses of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission,
Mission, submits
submits such
such estimate
estimate
to the
the proper
to
proper authority
authority of
of the
the country
country concerned,
concerned, and
and arranges
arranges for
for
its appropriation.
appropriation. He
its
He arranges
arranges for
for the
the United
United States
States funds
funds necesnecessary for
for salaries,
and
sary
salaries, allowances,
allowances,
and travel
travel expenses
expenses to
to and
and from
from the
the
country concerned.
country
concerned.
/. The
The Chairman
~.
Chairman selects
selects his
his staff
staff and
and organizes
organizes the
the Electoral
Electoral MisMission. Through
sion.
Through his
his Vice
Vice Chairman,
Chairman, he
he arranges
arranges to
to have
have the
the staff
staff
undertake studies
undertake
studies and
and the
the pi'eparation
preparation of
of detailed
detailed plans.
plans.
g. Prior
Prior to the
g.
the departure
departure of
of the
the other
other members
members of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral
Mission from
Mission
from the
the United
United States,
States, the
the Chairman
Chairman assists
assists in
in drawing
drawing up
up
definite agreement
on
a definite
agreement between
between the
the two
two governments
governments
on the
the following
following
matters:
matters:
(1)
portion of
of the
the expenses
expenses of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission to
to be
be
(1) The
The portion
borne
by
the
foreign
government
concerned,
including
the
appropriaborne by the foreign government concerned, including the appropriation and
and the
tion
the deposit
deposit of
of such
such funds
funds to
to the
the credit
credit of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral
Mission.
Mission.
(2) The
The strength
or
(2)
strength of
of the
the constabulary
constabulary
or other
other military
military organizaorganization of
of the
tion
the country
country concerned,
concerned, and
and the
the. police
police force
force estimated
estimated to
to be
be
necessary to
necessary
to insure
insure peace
peace and
and order
order in
in the
the country
country during
during the
the elecelectoral period,
period, and
preceding
toral
and during
during the
the 30 days
days immediately
immediately
preceding that
that
period.
He
receives
definite
assurances
that
the
military
and
police
period.
He receives definite assurances that the military and police
forces will
forces
will be maintained
maintained at
at the
the estimated
estimated required
required strength.
strength.
(3) The
The laws
concerned
(3)
laws and
and decrees
decrees of
of the
the government
government
concerned that
that are
are
considered
necessary
in
order
that
the
Electoral
Mission
may
accomconsidered necessary in order that the Electoral Mission may accom19
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plish its task.
Such laws anddecrees
should be passed andpromulgated prior to the assumption of its functions by the Electoral Mission in order that the appearance of pressure on the part of the
Electoral Mission may be avoided.
h. The Chairman of the Electoral Mission should be installed in a
properly furnished residence by the foreign government
concerned.
He arranges for the government
concerned to provide the Electoral
Mission with sufficient office. space where complete privacy is assured.
i, After his appointment
as President
of the National Board of
Elections,
the Chairman
of the Electoral
Mission organizes
that
Board and trains the personnel necessary for its proper functioning.
He calls meetings of the National Board of Elections to discuss the
electoral law and its procedure, and to make such decisions as are
required for the proper interpretation
and execution of that law.
In
some instances, the candidates for office, their followers, and even the
political parties themselves may require emphatic instruction to guide
them in their conduct.
Political
parties and their leaders are required to assume certain definite responsibilities,
and are charged with
maintaining
discipline within their respective organizations.
1417. Vice chairman.—The
Vice Chairman of the Electoral Mission is the assistant to the Chairman of the Electoral Mission.
He
In genis also Vice President of the National Board of Elections.
eral, his duties are comparable to those performed by a chief of staff.
As Vice President
of the National Board of Elections,
he attends
all meetings of that Board and is prepared to assume the office of
the President in the event of the latter’s inability to serve.
1+18. Executive
officer.-+.
The duties of the Executive
Officer
include
the administration.
training,
and supervision
of United
States electoral personnel in their activities of a nonpolitical
nature.
He controls the expenditure
of United States funds, and arranges
for the procurement of necessary United States supplies.
He is the
liaison officer between the Electoral Mission and United States forces.
The activities of the Executive Officer are confined to Electoral Mission duty only, as differentiated
from duties pertaining
to the
This tends to keep the administration
National Board of Elections.
of the Electoral Mission and the training of its personnel separated
from the electoral functions of the Electoral Mission.
b. The Executive Officer may be assisted in the administration
of
the personnel of the Electoral Mission by the assignment
of one or
more officers as commanding
officers of units of the electoral detachment.
When the administration
of their detachments
does not
20
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require their full time, and when there is a need for their services,
the latter may be assigned duty as assistants to the staff officers of
the Electoral Mission.
1419. Secretary .—a. The duties of the Secretary include the operation, direction,
and supervision
of the office personnel
of the
Electoral
Mission.
He records the assignments
of personnel,
including transfers
and other items of importance.
He is charged
with the safeguarding
and filing of all correspondence
of the Electoral Mission.
He keeps the daily history of tha Mission.
The
Secretary arranges for the reception of officials and other visitors.
The information
and reception desks operate under his supervision.
He supervises the work of the nonclerical civilian employees of the
Electoral Mission.
He is not assigned the dual function as Secretary
An additional
officer is reof the National
Board of Elections.
quired for that duty.
b. The Chief Clerk operates under the supervision
of the Secretary.
His duties include the management,
of the clerical
force
attached to the Executive Officer’s office, and the proper handling of
incoming and outgoing
correspondence,
files, and orders issued by
the Executive
officer.
He is charged with the duty of posting
guards to safeguard
the office and correspondence
therein.
The
Electoral Mission bulletin board is under his direct supervision.
1420. Inspector.—The
Inspector of the Electoral Mission should
be thoroughly
familiar with the electoral law and all interpretations,
decisions, and instructions
of the, National Board of Elections.
He
should be qualified to conduct investigations
and interviews
in the
language
of the country.
His duties include the investigation
of
He keeps the President
of the
complaints
of a serious nature.
National
Board of Elections
informed
of the operations
of the
electoral
law and procedure
by observation
of their operation
He visits the various outlying departments;
throughout the country.
and ~udies
conditions
which may have a direct and important
bearing on the elections.
and press relations officer.-a.
The Intelli14--21. Intelligence
gence and Press Relations Oflicer collects, evaluates, and distributes
all intelligence
information
of interest, to the Electoral Mission.
He
is in constant touch with the military, econonlic~ social? and political
situations and developments
insofar as they may affect the ele(%iCJnS.
A periodic intelligence, report, covering the political, economic, and
military situation, is made regularly. The period covered may be
He prepares and submits to the Chairman
biweekly or monthly.
21
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of the Electoral Mission, periodically
or upon call, general estimates
covering the military or political situation, and may be directed to
prepare special studies of particular localities or activities.
A personnel file of all important characters in the country is kept up to
date.
This file has a complete history of each individual,
including
his military
and political
affiliations.
The Intelligence
and Press
Relations Officer is the liaison officer of the Electoral Mission with
forces, native military
intelligence
sections of United States military
and police forces, and with the local and foreign press.
He prepares
and releases information
to the press.
A clipping bureau is maintained and brief r&um6s are prepared of all articles appearing
in
the press concerning
the Electoral Mission or the National
Board
of! Elections.
The latter are prepared daily and submitted to the
Chairman of the Electoral Mission.
If deemed advisable, a r6sum6
of such information
may be mimeographed
and distributed
to personnel of the Electoral Mission.
Prior to leaving the United States
and after arrivml in the country concerned, the Intelligence
and
Press Relations Officer collects books, texts, and articles of a nonfictional nature pertaining
to the country or region concerned, and
maintains such material for the use of the personnel of the Electoral
Photographs
are taken of various subjects having to do
Mission.
with the activities of the Electoral Mission and are later included
in the final report made to the United States State Department,
6. Assistants
to the Intelligence
and Press Relations
Officer are
assigned to relieve him of the details of compiling briefb of articles
appearing in the press, and to assist in the preparation
of press releases.
These assistants also make special investigations
and reports,
and assist in the instruction
of Electoral Mission personnel during
the period immediately
preceding the registration
of voters.
c. The office force will genemlly require a minimum of three proficient stenographers
and typists, at least one of whom should be
thoroughly
conversant with the language of the country concerned.
It will often be convenient to employ one or more native interpreters
to assist the Intelligence
Officer. They should be men of education,
good bearing, and neutrality
in politics.
If it is impossible to find
nonpartisan interpreters, they should be selected equally from among
partisans of both political parties.
The Law Officer furnishes information
to
1422, Law officer.-a.
the President of the National Board of Elections on legal matters
In the discharge of such duties, he takes
relating to that Board.
into consideration
the current electoral law, the constitution
of the
22
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country concerned,
country
concerned, various
various local
local laws
laws and
and decrees,
decrees,and,
and,asasa amatter
matter
of precedent,
of
precedent, the
the, rulings
rulings and
and decisions
decisions ofofformer
formerElectoral
ElectoralMissions
Missions
and National
and
National Boards
Boards ofof Elections.
Elections. When
When required,
required, hehe renders
renders
opinions
opinions on
on complaints
complaints sulxnittecl
submitted toto the
the National
NationalBoard
BoardofofElections
Elections
for
for a ruling.
ruling. He
He prepares
prepares the
the initial
initial draft
draft ofof the
theelectoral
electorallaw,
law,
during
the
period
of
survey
by
the
Chairman
of
the
Electoral
Misduring the period of survey by the Chairman of the Electoral Mission, provided
sion,
provided such
such aa document
document has
has not
not already
already been
been furnished
furnished
through
the United
United States
States State
State Department.
Department. U’pon
Uponthe
thecompletion
completion
through the
of its
its duties
duties by
by the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission,
Mission, the
theLaw
Law Officer
Officerprepares
preparesa a
of
report showing
showing any
any weaknesses
weaknesses inin the
the le~d
legalfeatures
featuresofofthe
theelectoral
electoral
report
law or
or procedure
procedure that
that have
have been
been disclosed
disclosed ininthe
theelection
electionjust
justcomcomlaw
pleted.
This report
report isis prepared
prepared inin the
the form
formofofproposals
proposalsforforlaws,
laws,
pleted.
This
decrees,
and instructions,
instructions, and
and isis delivered
deliveredtotoofficials
officialsofofthethecountry
country
decrees, and
concerned
as aa suggestion
suggestion for
for the
the improvement
improvementofofthe
theelectoral
electorallaw
law
concerned as
and
procedure.
and procedure.
h.
The Law
Law Officer
Officer may
may be
be assigned
assigned one
one oror more
more assistants,
assistants,in-inb. The
cluding
United States
States civilian
civilian experts
experts inin electoral
electorallaw.
law. Such
Suchclericlericluding United
cal
assistance as
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary isis provided.
provided. Two
Twostenographers
stenographers
cal assistance
and
typists may
may be
be considered
considered the
the minimum
minimum requirement
requirementforforthis
this
and typists
office.
If practicable,
practicable, they
they should
shouldhave
havehad
hadprior
priorexperience
experienceininlegal
legal
office. If
research
and reports.
reports.
research and
14r-23.
Communications officer.-a.
officer.—a. The
The Communications
Communications Officer
Officer
14-23. Communications
prepares
plans and
and recommendations
recommendations for
forthe
themaintenance
maintenanceofofefficient
efficient
prepares plans
communications
for the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission and
and National
National Board
Boardofof
communications
for
Elections,
by the
the utilization
utilization ofof existing
existingmeans
meansofofcommunication,
communication,and
and
Elections, by
through
the supply
supply of
of such
such additional
additional channels
channelsasasare
arenecessary
necessaryand
and
through the
practicable.
Methods ofof communication
communication will
will generally
generallyinclude
includeteletelepracticable.
Methods
graph,
radio, telephone,
telephone, airplane
airplane panel
panel and
andpick-up,
pick-up,and
andmessenger.
messenger.
graph, radio,
The
Communications Officer
Officer isis responsible
responsible for
forthe
thecoding,
coding,decoding,
decoding,
The Communications
routing,
and
filing
of
dispatches.
He
maintains
a
record
comrouting, and filing of dispatches.
He maintains
a record ofofcommunication
facilities throughout
throughout the
thecountry.
country.
munication facilities
h.
All the
the usual
usual agencies
agencies ofof communication
communicationininthe
thecountry
countryshould
should
b. All
be
available to
to the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Missionand
andthe
theNational
NationalBoard
BoardofofElecElecbe available
tions.
In addition,
addition, the
the communication
communication facilities
facilities ofof IJnited
UnitedStates
States
tions.
In
military
and naval
naval forces
forces may
may be
be placed
placed atatthe
thedisposal
disposalofofthe
theElecElecmilitary and
toral
Mission, provided
provided this
this can
can bebe done
done without
withoutinterference
interferencewith
with
toral Mission,
the
normal communications
communications ofof the
the latter.
latter. Such
Such forces
forceswill
willoften
often
the normal
have
only extremely
extremely limited
limited facilities
facilities for
forcommunications,
communications,and
andthese
these
have only
will
be heavily
heavily burdened
burdened with
with necessary
necessary traffic.
traffic. InInorder
orderthat
thatthese
these
will be
facilities
may not
not be
be further
further burdened,
burdened,the
theElectoral
ElectoralMission
Missionshould
should
facilities may
limit
its requests
requests for
for transmission
transmission ofof messages
messages toto cases
casesofofurgent
urgent
limit its
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necessity, or after tl]e f ai ]lu’e or prorcd in:ulequacy of other means
with cletachments at polling
of communicant ion. Commu]lication
It may be IIecessary to
places may sometimes be clifficlllt al]d slow.
depend chiefly upon the airph~ne
places lacking other communication
with

places

with

which

other

for wmlmunication
with remote
facilities,
and for communication

means

of communication

For short messages, advantage
can be taken
remote registration
and voting places.
14-24,

Disbursing

and

supply

of

officer.-The

is unreliable.

planes

that

Disbursing

patrol

and Sup-

ply Officer is responsible
for the custody and expenditure
of all funds
of the country concerned,
placed to the credit of the Electoral
Mission.
He prepares
estimates for funds required
by the Electoral
Nfission, and presents them to the chairman
of the Electoral
Mission
for

requisition

on the foreign

correspondence

pertaining

government

to funds

of

concerned.

He drafts

the Electoral

Mission

all

placed

to its credit by the foreign
vouchers
and requisitions

W’hen required, he submits
government.
requiring
expenditures
to the Executive

Officer

submits

for

ceipts

approval.

He

and expenditures,

Minister

of Finance

of the Electoral

together

monthly

of the government

Mission.

The

itemized

with the necessary
concerned,

Disbursing

reports

of

vouchers,

re-

to the

via the Chairman

and Supply

Officer

visits

the Minister
arrangement
current

of Finance and secures his approval of the worclin~ and
of vouchers in order that the latter may conform
to the
Electoral
Mission
funds
are
kept
on
governmental
practice.

deposit

in an approved

bank

in the name

of the Electoral

Mission.

The Disbursing
and Supply Officer keeps the books, records, vouchers,
and reports pertaining
to such funds, according
to approved methods,
The transportation
of personnel and freight by rail, airplane, motor,
etc., and the coordination
function

of the Disbursing

of

the employment

and Supply

of

Officer.

ture of the Electoral
Mission from the United
and Supply Officer prepares a budget estimate
siderable

detail.

TO this estimate

should

such
Prior

agencies

is a

to the depar-

States, the Disbursing
of the elections in con-

be added

the item, “Unesti-

mated, Underestimated,
and Unforeseen
Items.>’
Insofar
as can be
foreseen,
the budget estimate should contain
all contingent
items,
such

as per

included

diem

allowances

in the budget

but are included

estimate,

and

rentals.

may be found

as a precautionary

measure

Some

items

which

to be unnecessary
to insure

are
later,

an adequacy

of

funds.
It is far easier to reach an agreement
upon a definite sum
initially,
even thou.@ this sum is somewhat large, than it is to procure supplementary

funds

from

time to time in order

24
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A favorable
favorab]e imimA
a budget
budget estimate
estimate that
that was
was originally
originally inadequate.
inadequate.
pression
pression is created
created when
when iniexpended
unexpended credits
credits are turned
tllrned back
bafk to the
the
‘l~he funds
funds
credit of
The
credit
of the
the country
colmtry concei-ned
concernec] by the
the Electoral
Ele{toral Mission.
Mission.
appropriated by
appropriated
by the
the country
country concerned
concernwl should
sllf)llld l)e
be ])hiced
placed to the
tl~e credit
credit
of
the
Electoral
Mission
for
its
use
immediately
upon
arrival
at
the
of the Electoral Mission for its
inmwdiate]y
llpol~ arrival
the
beginning of
beginning
of the
the electoral
electoral period,
periocl, in order
orcler to provide
provide funds
funck for
for expenses, supplies,
Before
penses,
supplies, and
and rents,
rents, that
that will
will be needed
needed immediately.
immediately,
Before
his departure
and
his
departure from
from the
the United
United States,
States, the
the Disbursing
Disbursing
ancl Supply
Supply
Officer should
Officer
should be furnished
furnished a statement
statement by
by the
the State
State Department
Department
indicating
the exact
exact United
L’nited States
States funds
funds and
and funds
funds of
of the
the country
country
indicating the
concerned that
concerned
that will
will be
be available
available for
for the
the conduct
conduct of
of the
the elections.
elections.
1+25. Medical
Medical officer.—The
officer.-The
Medical Officer
Officer is charged
chargecl with
with caring
caring
147-25.
Medical
for
the health
health of
of the
the personnel
personnel of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission.
Mission.
He instructs
instructs
for the
He
such
personnel in hygiene,
hygiene, sanitation,
sanitation,
and related
related subjects
subjects that
that are
such personnel
and
peculiar
the country
country concerned.
concerned.
When the
the bulk
bulk of
of the
the personnel
personnel
peculiar to the
When
of
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission is distributed
distributed in
in outlying
outlying regions,
regions, the
the Medical
Medical
of the
Officer
Officer makes
makes inspection
inspection trips
trips to the
the various
various departments
departments to investigate
investigate
living conditions,
conditions, health,
health, hygiene,
hygiene, and
and sanitation.
sanitation.
living
1*26.
Aides.—.iides
assigned to the Cliairman
Chairman of
of the ElecElec14r-26. Aides.—Aides
are assigned
toral Mission
such duties
duties of
of an official,
official, or personal
personal natui"e
nature
toral
Mission to perform
perform such
It may
may be found
found practicable
practicable to assign
assign
as the
It
as
the Chairman
Chairman may
may direct.
direct.
one
aide additional
additional duty
duty as morale
morale officer. As
As such,
such, he is responsible
responsible
one aide
for the
for
the recreational
recreational activities
activities and
and equipment
equipment of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission
personnel.
personnel.
14r-27. Departmental
Departmental board
board personnel.—a.
personnel.—a. The
The Chairmen
Chairmen of
of DeDe1K27.
partmental
Boards
are
commissioned
officers
of
the
Un~ted
States
partmental Boards are commissioned officers of the United States
forces. They
forces.
They are
are directly
directly responsible
responsible to the
the President
President of
of the
the National
National
Board of
for
Board
of Elections
Elections
for the
the proper
proper conduct
conduct and
and operation
operation of
of the
the
electoral procedure
The
electoral
procedure within
within their
their respective
respective departments.
departments.
The necesnecessary facilities
sary
facilities to carry
carry out
out these
these duties
duties are placed
placed at their
their disposal.
disposal.
They
are inducted
inducted into
into office by
by the
the National
National Board
Board of
of Elections,
Elections, and
and
They are
proceed
to their
their respective
respective departments
departments about
about 6 or 8 weeks
weeks prior
prior to the
the
proceed to
Aclditional commissioned
commissioned
offirst day
for
Additional
offirst
day designated
designated
for registration.
registration;
ficers are
Boards
ficers
are designated
designated as Vice
Vice Chairmen
Chairmen of
of Departmental
Departmental
Boards and
and
serve as assistants
Chairmen.
Upon
serve
assistants to
to the
the Departmental
Departmental
Chairmen.
Upon arrival
arrival at
the capital
the
capital of
of his
his department,
department, the
tl~e Chairman
Chairman makes
makes contact
contact with
with the
the
local
civilian
officials,
and
organizes
the
Departmental
Board
of
Eleclocal civilian officials, and organizes the Department al Board of Elections. He
He surveys
surveys the
the departmental
departmental political
political organization
organization and
and studies
studies
tions.
any changes
by
any
elmnges recommended
recommended
by the
the political
political members
members of
of his
his board.
board.
Armed with
he makes
Armed
with this
this information,
information,
makes a personal
personal reconnaissance
reconnaissance of
of
his department
his
llepartrr~ent to establish
establish contacts
cord acts in the
the various
various cantons
cantons (districts)
(districts)

on
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and
to determine
determine if
if any
any rearrangement
rearrangement of
of proposed
proposed polling
polling places
places is
is
and to
advisable. He
He surveys
surveys the
the political
political znd
end military
military situation
situation throughout
throughout
advisable.
his department,
department, ascertains
ascertains the
the housing
housing and
and rationing
rationing facilities
facilities availavailhis
able to
to the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission personnel,
personnel, and
and determines
determines the
the number
number
able
of guards
guards necessary
necessary for
for their
their protection
protection and
and for
for the
the maintenance
maintenance of
of
of
order
order at
at the
the polling
polling places.
places. The
The Chairman
Chairman then
then returns
returns to
to the
the
capital of
of the
the country
country concerned,
concerned, where
where he
he makes
makes a cletailed
detailed report
report
capital
to the
the President
President of
of the
the National
National Board
Board of
of Elections.
Elections. Included
Included in
in
to
this report
report are
are recommendations
recommendations made
made as
as a result
result of
of a survey
survey of
of the
the
this
department.
department.
The Departmental
Departmental Board
Board of
of Elections
Elections is
is organized
organized in
in aa manner
manner
b. Tl]e
similar to
to the
the National
National Board
Board of
of Elections.
Elections. The
The Board
Board consists
consists of
of
similar
the Chairman,
Chairman, who
who is
is a commissioned
commissioned officer
officer of
of the
the United
United States
States
the
forces, and
and two
two political
political members,
members, one
one representing
representing each
each of
of the
the two
two
forces,
political
political parties.
parties. The
The politica~
political members
members are
are appointed
appointed by
by the
the NaNational Board
Board of
of Elections
Elections after
after nomination
nomination by
by the
the representatives
representatives of
of
tional
their respective
respective political
political parties,
parties, who
who are
are members
members of
of the
the National
National
their
Board of
of Elections.
Elections. Provision
Provision is
is made
made for
for the
the appointment
appointment of
of subsubBoard
stitutes to
to act
act in
in case
case of
of incapacity
incapacity of
of regular
regular political
political members.
members.
stitutes
The Chairman
Chairman in
in each
each department
department is
is authorized
authorized to
to appoint
appoint a
c. The
secretary for
for the
the Departmental
Departmental Board
Board of
of Elections.
Elect-ions. It
It may
may be
be adadsecretary
visable to
to restrict
restrict such
such appointments
appointments to
to commissioned
commissioned officers
officers of
of the
the
visable
United States
States forces.
forces. The
The Secretary
Secretary may
may be
be a United
United States
States civilian
civilian
United
or a civilian
civilian of
of the
the country
country concerned.
concerned. He
He takes
takes no
no part
part in
in the
the dedeor
liberations or
or decisions
decisions of
of the
the Board.
Board.
liberations
The Departmental
Departmental Board
Board of
of Elections
Elections has
has general
general supervision
supervision of
of
d. Th:
the electlon
election in
in its
its own
own department,
department, and
and deals
deals directly
directly with
with Cantonal
Cantonal
the
(District)) Boards
Boards of
of Election.
Election. The
The Departmental
Departmental Chairman
Chairman is
is
(District
frequently called
called upon
upon to
to reconcile
reconcile the
the opposing
opposing views
views of
of the
the political
political
frequently
members of
of the
the Board.
Board. Every
Every attempt
attempt is
is made
made to
to dispose
dispose of
of comcommembers
plaints, appeals,
appeals, and
and petitions
petitions by
by action
action of
of the
the Departmental
Departmental Board,
Board,
plaints,
permitting only
only the
the more
more important
important complaints,
complaints, appeals,
appeals, and
and petitions
petitions
permitting
to go
go to
to the
the National
National Board
Board of
of Elections
Elections for
for decision.
decision.
to
14^28. Cantonal
Cantonal board
board personnel.—a.
personnel.—a. The
The Cantonal
Cantonal (District)
(District)
1428.
Boards of
of Election
Election are
are similar
similar in
in composition
composition to
to the
the Departmental
Departmental
Boards
Boards of
of Election.
Election. Each
Each Cantonal
Cantonal (District)
(District) Board
Board of
of Elections
Elections
Boards
has a Chairman,
Chairman, who
who is usually
usually an
an enlisted
enlisted man
man of
of the
the United
United States
States
has
naval or
or military
military forces,
forces, and
and two
two political
political members,
members, one
one from
from each
each
naval
of the
the two
two political
political parties.
parties. The
The political
political members
members of
of a Cantonal
Cantonal
of
(District) Board
Board of
of Elections
Elections are
are appointed
appointed by
by the
the Departmental
Departmental
(District)
Board of
of Elections
Elections in a manner
manner similar
similar to
to the
the appointment
appointment of
of the
the
Board
26
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Provision
of

incapacity

Chairman,

of

of Chairmen
drawn

charges

the latter

for

MISSION

by the National

the appointment

regular

political

of

concerned.
assigned

equally

of Elections.
to act in case

members.

In some
of the Board,

cases, the
is a citizen

Care should bo exercised that the number
iunong citizens of the country concerned

from

from

Board

substitutes

as well as the other two members

of the country
are

of

is made

14-28

both

political

parties,

in

order

to

avoid

of partisanship.

b. The

Cantonal

supervision

(District)

Board

over the registration

of

Elections

and voting

exercises

direct

of the individual

voter.

The Cantonal
(District)
Board is responsible
for the enforcement
of provisions
of the. electoral regulations
to insure a “free and fair>>
election.

This

responsibility

the representative
contact

with

the voters

responsibility
members
mum
man

and

and

places

his ,guards

action

judgment.

should

arrive

at least one week prior

tion, in order
of

cumstances

and

He
his

and the military

and good

business

w-ill determine

the Chairmanl

The

who

is placed
relations
guards

in a position
with

the

at the location

of

whether

opening
or not

the

a maxi-

In

~hair-

their

polling

for registra-

and ready
day.

of

political

(District)

to the first day designated

on the

as

is in direct

-will require

Cantonal

that they may be established

official

upon

States Government,

themselves.

authority,

of the Board

of tact

rests primarily

of the United

for
each

Cantonal

the transcase,

cir-

(District)

Chairman
and his guards will be withdrawn
to the nearest garrison
during the period between the close of the registration
and the time
it will

be necsmry

to return

to the polling

places

for

the

election.

This decision will bo influenced
by the challenges,
complaints,
and
other official business to be transacted,
and by the travel time re-

The final decision is made by the Departmental (Xairrnan or higher authority after consultation with the
military commander concerned.
c. Many of the cantons (districts)
may be situated in remote and
outlying
places where United States members may be forced to
It may be necessary for them to live in
undergo some hardships.
uncomfortable
and unhealthful
surroundings
without
immediate
medical aid. ~irplane
drop and pick-up may be the only method
of communication
in some cases.
d. When the Electoral Mission personnel available is limited in
number, it may not be feasible to assign a Chairman to each Cantinal
In such caws, it nlay be necessary to use super(District)
Board.
visors.
A sllpervjsor is all enlisted member of t h~~Electoral Mission
who acts as Chairman of two or ?norc Cantonal (L)istrict) Boards of
Election.
27
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14-32
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14-33

---------------------------------------------
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29

30
30
30
32

14--29. Members and staff.-a.
The membership
of the National
Board of Elections includes the following:
1. President.—’I’he
Chairman
of the Electoral
Mission.
He is
designated
as President of the National Board of Electionsby
the
executive of the foreign country concerned.
He is legally inducted
into office in accordance with the laws of that country, as are also
the two political members,
2. Member.—This
member is designated by one of the major political parties and represents that political party on the National
Board of Elections.
3. Member.—This
member is designated by the other major political party and represents that party on the National
Board of
Elections.
b. The Staff of the National Board of Elections consists of a secretary, assistant secretary, translators,
and clerks.
The number of
translators and clerks is governed by the need for their services, and
will vary with the size of the country, the number of voters, and the
electoral laws of the country.
c. In order that the work of the National Board of Elections may
continue without interruption,
substitutes
for all members are provided to take the place of any members who are temporarily
unable
The substitutes
are designated
by theto ser~7e during meetings.
major political parties of the country concerned, and are legally inducted into office in accordance with the laws of the country in the
same manner as provided for regular members.
The Vice Chairman
of the Electoral
Mission is desigrmted as Vice President
of the
Although only one secret ary and one
National Board of Elections.
assistant secretary are normally required to carry on the work of the

29
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National
National
Board
Board of
of Elections,
Elections, it
it is convenient
convenient to
to have
have substitutes
substitutes
available who
who have
have been
been legally
legally desiamated
designated and
and inducted
inducted into
into office.
available
14--30. Duties.—The
14-30.
Duties.—The National
National Board
Board of
of Elections
Elections exercises
exercises general
general
supervision of
of the
the election
election and
and is
is the
the final
final authority
authority on
on all
all matters
matters
supervision
pertaining to the
the election.
election. It
It issues
issues interpretations
interpretations and
and instructions
instructions
pertaining
for
for the
the proper
proper execution
execution of
of the
the electoral
electoral laws.
laws. T%e
The National
National Board
Board
of Elections
Elections hears
hears all
all complaints
complaints that
that require
require its
its decision.
decision. When
When
of
such action
action is
is indicated,
indicated, complaints
complaints should
should be
be investigated
investigated initially
initially
such
by the
the political
political party
party concerned
concerned and
and then
then presented
presented to
to the
the National
National
by
Board of
of Elections
Elections by
by tke
the responsible
responsible head
head of
of that
that political
political party.
party.
Board
Petitions
Petitions and
and appeals
appeals presented
presented for
for action
action by
by responsible
responsible citizens
citizens must
must
be made
made in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the law
law of
of the
the country,
country, and
and in
in a manner
manner
be
that will
will uphold
uphold the
the dignity
dignity of
of the
the National
National Board
Board of
of Elections.
Elections.
that
14-31. Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the National
National Board
Board of
of Elections.—This
Elections.—This office
office
14-31.
is generally
generally filled
filled by
by a commissioned
commissioned oficer
officer of
of the
the United
United States
States naval
naval
is
or military
military forces.
forces. He
He is
is charged
charged with
with keeping
keeping the
the record
record of
of the
the
or
minutes of
of all
all meetings
meetings of
of the
the N’ational
National Board
Board of
of Elections.
Elections. He
He prepreminutes
pares all
all correspondence
correspondence emanating
emanating from
from the
the National
National Board
Board of
of
pares
Elections, and
and maintains
maintains a record
record of
of all
all incoming
incoming and
and outgoing
outgoing corcorElections,
respondence of
of that
that Board.
Board. Since
Since the
the National
National Board
Board of
of Elections
Elections
respondence
does not
not have
have a communication
communication system
system of
of its
its own,
own, the
the communication
communication
does
system available
available to
to the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission is
is employed
employed to
to handle
handle the
the
system
communications of
of the
the Board.
Board. ‘1’he
The Secretariat
Secretariat of
of the
the National
National Board
Board
communications
of Elections
Elections should
should be entirely
entirely apart
apart from
from the
the offices
offices of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral
of
Mission, but
but should
should be
be convenimt
conveniently
located with
with relation
relation to
to the
the latter
latter
Mission,
ly located
in order
order that
that the
the necessary
necessary contact
contact am(mg
among the
the various
various staff
staff members
members
in
may be
be readily
readily maintained.
maintained. The
The Secretary
Secretary has
has an
an assistant
assistant secretary,
secretary,
may
and one
one or
or more
more stenographers
stenographers for
for clerical
clerical assistance.
assistance. When
When the
the
and
offices of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission and
and the
the National
National Board
Board of
of Elections
Elections
offices
are separated
separated by
by several
several city
city blocks,
blocks, it
it is desirable
desirable that
that the
the Secretary
Secretary
are
of the
the National
National Board
Board of
of Elections
Elections have
have his
his office
office at
at the
the headquarters
headquarters
of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission.
Mission. The
The Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the National
National
of
Board of
of Elections
Elections is
is in
in charge
charge of
of the
the office
office of
of the
the National
National Board
Board of
of
Board
Elections. Matters
Matters requiring
requiring the
the signature
signature of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Elections.
National Board
Board of
of Elections
Elections are
are sent
sent to
to the
the latter’s
latter's office
office at
at the
the headheadNational
quarters of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission.
Mission. It
It should
should be
be clearly
clearly understood
understood
quarters
that the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission does
does not
not perform
perform aa dual
dual
that
function as
as Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the National
National Board
Board of
of Elections.
Elections.
function

These are
are
These

completely separate
separate functions.
functions.
completely
14—32. Complaints,
Complaints, appeals,
appeals, and
and petitions.—ti.
petitions.—a. All
All complaints,
complaints,
14-32.
appeals, an(l
and Petitions
pi>titions should
should be
be presente{l
presented thlo@
through the
the regul~[r
regular ~fficial
official
appeals,
30
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channels.
Subordinate agencies
agencies should
should make
make every
every effort
effort to
to settle
settle
channels.
Subordinate
such matters
matters without
without the
the necessity
necessity of
of forwarding
forwarding them
them to
to the
the next
next
higher
agency for
for action.
action. To
To further
further their
their own
own interests,
interests, complaincomplainhigher agency
ants
will often
often attempt
attempt to
to take
take their
their complaints
complaints to
to the
the highest
highest
ants will
authority
that will
will listen
listen to
to them.
them. Thus,
Thus, ifif a complainant
complainant succeeds
succeeds
authority that
in presenting
presenting a complaint
complaint before
before the
the President
President of
of the
the National
National Board
Board
of
Elections, and
and the
the latter
latter refers
refers the
the complaint
complaint to
to a Chairman
Chairman of
of a
of Elections,
Departmental
Board of
of Elections
Elections for
for an investigation,
investigation, the
the complaincomplainDepartmental
Board
ant
will have
have a tendency,
tendency, thereafter,
thereafter, to
to ignore
ignore the
the Chairmen
Chairmen of
of the
the
ant will
Departmental
Boards of
of Elections.
Elections. Much
Much correspondence
correspondence and
and time
time
Departmental
Boards
will
be saved
saved ifif the
the higher
higher authority
authority refuses
refuses to
to accept
accept complaints,
complaints,
will be
appeals,
and petitions
petitions when
when it
it is obvious
obvious that
that a subordinate
subordinate agency
agency
appeals, and
can handle
handle the
the matter.
matter.
can
h. When
When complaints,
complaints, appeals,
appeals, an({
and petitions
petitions are
are received
received througl~
through
6.
the mail,
mail, direct,
direct, by
by the
the President
President of
of the
the N’ational
National Board
Board of
of Elections,
Elections,
the
they should
sliould be
be returned
returned to
to the
the originator
originator with
with instructions
instructions that
that they
they
they
be
taken
up
with
the
proper
subordinate
authority
in
order
that
they
be taken up with the proper subordinate authority in order that they
may be
be received
received through
through regular
regular official
official channels.
channels. This
This will
will gengenmay
erally mean
mean tlmt
that the
the originator
originator will
will be
be instructed
instructed to
to submit
submit his
his comcomerally
plaint, appeal,
appeal, or
or petition
petition to
to a Departmental
Departmental Board
Board of
of Elections.
Elections.
plaint,
In order
order that
that a record
record mmy
may be
be macle
made of
of all
all such
such matters,
matters, oral
oral comcomIn
plaints, appeals,
appeals, and
and clecisions
decisions should
should not
not be
be accepted.
accepted. The
The origiorigiplaints,
nator should
should be
be instructed
instructed that
that all
all such
such matters
matters must
must be
be submitted
submitted
nator
in the
the form
form of
of a written
written document
document before
befoi*e action
action can
can be taken.
taken.
in
Members of
of the
the staff
staff of
of the
the headquarters
headquarters of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral MisMisc. Members
sion, who
who are
are personally
personally acquainted
acquainted with
with the
the leading
leading politicians,
politicians,
sion,
must be particularly
particularly careful
careful to
to prevent
prevent such
such acquaintanceship
acquaintanceship from
from
must
being imposed
imposed upon
upon by
by the
the politicians.
politicians. It
It is
is to
to be expected
expected that
that the
the
being
latter
latter will
will attempt
attempt to
to register
register complaints
complaints with
with the
the members
members of
of the
the
staff of
of the
the hedpmrters
headquarters of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission with
with the.
the expressed
expressed
staff
desire that
that such
such staff
staff member
member make
make a personal
personal iinvestigation.
If such
such
desire
uvest igation.
If
complaints are
are received,
received, they
they normally
normally will
will have
have to
to be referred
referred to
to a
complaints
Chairman of
of a Departmental
Departmental Board
Board of
of Elections
Elections to
to investigate,
investigate, and
and
Chairman
such request
request should
should go
go through
through the
the President
President of
of the
the National
National Board
Board
such
of Elections.
Elections. This
This will
will tend
tend to
to overburden
overburden the
the Secretariat
Secretariat of
of that
that
of
Board, and
and violates
violates the
the principles
principles laid
laid clown
down in
in paragraph
paragraph 14--32,
14-32,
Board,
above. When
l^Hien staff
staff members
members of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission
Mission receive
receive such
such
above.
requests,
they
should
tactfully,
but
firmly,
refuse
to
accept
the
comrequests, they s]loLlld tactfully, bnt firmly, refuse to accept the complaint and
and should
should sl~g-gest
suggest that
that the
the complaint
complaint be
be taken
taken directly
directly to
to the
the
plaint
Chairman of
of the
the Departmental
Departmental Board
Board of
of Elections
Elections concerned.
concerned. The
The
Cllairrnan
same principle
principle applies
applies to
to the
the acceptance
acceptance of
of complaints,
complaints, appeals,
appeals, and
and
same
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petitions
petitions by
by the
the Chairman
Chairman of
of a Departmental
Departmental Boarcl
Board of
of Elections,
Elections,
when it
died originally
when
it is
is obvious
obvious that
that the
the matter
matter is
is not
not to
to be
be han
handled
originally by
by
a Chairman
Chairman of
of a Cantonal
Cantonal (District)
(District) Board
Board of
of Elections,
Elections. , A
A strict
strict
compliance
compliance with
with the
the instructions
instructions contained
contained in
in this
this paragraph
paragraph will
will
simplify
many
of
the
problems
arising
in
connection
with
simplify many of the problems arising in connection with the
the
electoral
electoral laws
laws and
and electoral
electoral procedure.
procedui'e.
14–33.
14-33. Assembly.—The
Assembly.—The National
National Board
Board of
of Elections
Elections should
should be
be furfurnished
a
place
for
holding
its
sessions.
The
location
should
be
such
nished place for holding its sessions. The location should be such
as
as to
to furnish
furnish complete
complete privacy.
privacy. The
The space
space furnished
furnished should
should be
be in
in
keeping
keeping with
with the
the dignity
dignity of
of the
the high
high office
office of
of the
the National
National Board
Board of
of
Elections,
Elections, and
and should
should be
be free
free from
from the
the curiosity
curiosity of
of the
the general
general
public.
public. The
The main
main room
room for
for the
the holding
holding of
of sessions
sessions should
should be
be sufsufficiently
ficiently large
large to
to accommodate
accommodate a limited
limited number
number of
of spectators.
spectators. ProProvision
vision should
should be included
included for
for the
the maintenance
maintenance of
of complete
complete privacy
privacy
during secret
during
secret sessions.
sessions. In
In order
order that
that the
the Secrettiriat
Secretariat of
of the
the Board
Board
may occupy
occupy offices
offices convenient
convenient to
to the
the Board
Board while
while in
in session,
session, it
it will
will
may
often be
be most
most convenient
convenient to
to use
use a private
private residence
residence of
of the
the better
better
often
class
class as l~eadquarters
headquarters of
of the
the National
National Board
Board of
of Elections.
Elections. In
In some
some
cases, the
the National
National Board
Board of
of Elections
Elections may
may be
be more
more conveniently
conveniently
cases,
located
commercial building
building such
such as
as an
an office
office building.
building. In
In the
the
located in a commercial
latter
case, the
the maintenance
maintenance of
of privacy
privacy will
will be more
more difficult.
difficult. The
The
latter case,
headquarters
of the
the National
National Board
Board of
of Elections
Elections should
should be
be within
within
headquarters
of
one
or two
two blocks
blocks of
of the
the headquarters
headquarters of
of the
the Electoral
Electoral Mission,
Mission, when
when
one or
such
is pructicablt?.
practicable. The
The two
two offices
offices should
should never
never be
be in
in the
the same
same
such is
block
under the
the same
same roof,
roof, in
in order
order to
to prevent
prevent interference
interference with
with
block or under
the
proper performance,
performance of
of duty
duty by
by both
both groups
groups due
due to
to the
the close
close
the proper
intermingling
likely to
to ensue.
ensue.
intermingling
likely
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SECTION V

REGISTRATION

AND VOTING

Registration ____________________________________________
Voting -----------------------_________________________
l?inal reports ____________________ --------------------------

Par.
14-34
14–35
14–36

Page
33
33
35

14-W. Registration.—a.
The National Board of Elections designates the day or days on which voters may register,
The rules
covering the processof
registration
are issued by the proper authority. Three successive
Sllndays
and two intervening
Wednesdays
will generally be found sufficient for registration
days.
The desig]]ation of five registration
(lays will encourage the greatest possible
nllmber of voters toregister:md
will pernlit them to do so with the
least inconvenienc
etothemselves.
b. Cantonal
(District)
130ards of Election
are organized
some
time prior to the first date set for registration.
The registration
of voters is conducted by these Cantonal
(District)
Boards.
In
order that the Cantonal
(District)
Boards of Elections may hear
or dispose of any challenges
made during registration
of voters,
a day is set aside for this purpose..
It will generally be found convenient to designate a date about a week after the last registration
date for the hearing and disposition
of challenges.
c. The average voter will judge the efficiency and fairness of the
election supervision by the procedure and methods employed during
the registration
period.
The impressions
received by the average
citizen at this time will determine, in a large measure, the amount
and kind of criticism that the Electoral Mission will receive.
The
creation of a favorable impression of fairness and impartiality
will
assist the Electoral Mission in carrying out its mission of holding
a “free and fair” election, by encouraging a larger proportion of the
electorate to vote.
reports by Depart14–35. Voting.—a. A study of the registration
mental Bozrds of Elections will indicate whether any changes are
necessary in the designation
of Cantons
(Districts).
It may be
found desirable to combine some voting booths, ancl others may be
In some instances,
additional
voting
moved or closed entirely.
hoot hs may be needed in sections having poor roads or trails, and in
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sections where
sections
where there
there has
has been
been a large
large i~wrease
increase ill
in population
population since
since the
the
last
elections.
last elections.
&.
The ballots
ballots are
are prepared
prepared and
and supplied
supplied in
in a form
form in
in keeping
keeping with
with
b. The
the nature
nature of
of the
the election
election and
and the
the intellectual
intellectual attainments
attainments of
of the
the ininthe
habitants.
In
some
countries,
the
political
parties
have
a
distinguishIn some countries, the political parties have
(distinguishhabitants.
ing color.
color. For
For example,
example, the
the color
color of
of one
one political
political party
party may
may be
be
ing
green,
green, and
and the
the other
other red.
red. By
By the
the employment
employment of
of a green
green or
or red
red circle
circle
on the
the ballot.,
ballot, a voter
voter who
who cannot
cannot read,
read, and
and is
is also
also not
not color
color blind,
blind, is
is
on
enabled to
to place
place an
an (X)
(X) in
in the
the colored
colored circle
circle representing
representing the
the party
party
enabled
of his
his political
political belief.
belief. In
In some
some countries,
countries, the
the political
political parties
parties are
are
of
identified by
by certain
certain symbols.
symbols. For
For example,
example, in
in one
one country,
country, one
one popoidentified
litical party
party may
may have
have for
for its
its symbol
symbol a rooster
rooster and
and the
the other
other may
may use
use
litical
bull. The
The exact
exact form
form of
of ballot
ballot to
to be
be employed
employed should
should be
be deterdetera bull.
mined by
by a study
study of
of the
the customs
customs and
and methods
methods followed
followed in
in the
the country
country
mined
concerned, after
after consultation
consultation with
with the
the best
best local
local counsel
counsel available.
available.
concerned,
G. In
In order
order to prevent
prevent multiple
multiple voting,
voting, it
it is
is generally
generally convenient
convenient to
to
c.
require each
each voter
voter to
to dip
dip one
one finger
finger in
in a fluid
fluid stain
stain of
of aa secret
secret formula
formula
require
immediately after
after depositing
depositing his
his ballot.
ballot. The
The fluid
fluid should
should be
be of
of a
immediately
type
that
cannot
be
removed
by
ordinary
processes
available
to
the
type that cannot
removed by ordinary processes available to the
inhabitants, and
and should
should wear
wear off
off after
after the
the elapse
elapse of
of several
several days.
days.
inhabitants,
The color
color should
should be
be such
such that
that it will
will show
show clearly
clearly in
in contrast
contrast with
with
The
the color
color of
of the
the individual.
individual. The
The formula
formula of
of the
the fluid
fluid is kept
kept secret
secret
the
to prevent
prevent the
the distribution
distribution of
of neutralizing
neutralizing formulas
formulas by
by persons
persons bent
bent
to
on illegal
illegal practices.
practices. Since
Since some
some opposition
opposition to
to the
the use
use of
of marking
marking
on
fluid may
may be
be encountered,
encountered, it
it is
is well
well to
to have
have the
the Chief
Chief Executive
Executive of
of
fluid
the count
country,
leading candidates,
candidates, and
and other
other prominent
prominent citizens
citizens photophotothe
ry, leading
graphed while
while clipl;in~
dipping their
their fingers
fingers into
into the
the fluid.
fluid. Wide
Wide publicity
publicity
graphed
is given
given the
the dem{mstrations,
demonstrations, together
together ~~ith
with the
the ftivorable
favorable commellts
comments
is
from such
such prominent
prominent citizens
citizens concerning
concerning the
the requirement.
requirement.
from
d. If
If the
the registration
registration has
has been
been carefully
carefully conducted,
conducted, ancl
and disposition
disposition
o?.
has been
been made
made of
of all
all challenges
challenges prior
prior to
to the
the (lay
day of
of election,
election, the
the voting
voting
has
will be
be expedited,
expedited, and
and the
the work
work of
of the
the Cantonial
Cantonal (District)
(District) Boards,
Boards,
will
subsequent to
to the
the day
day of
of election,
election, will
will also
also be lessened.
lessened. W’hen
When all
all the
the
subsequent
business pertaining
pertaining to
to electoral
electoral procedure
procedure has
has been
been completed
completed by
by the
the
business
Cantonal (District)
(District) Boards
Boards of
of Election,
Election, the
the members
members of
of the
the Cantonal
Cantonal
~antonal
(District)) Boards
Boards of
of Election
Election proceed
proceed to
to the
the departmental
departmental capital
capital with
with
(District
the
ballots
and
records.
Each
Departmental
Board
of
Elections
hears
the ballots and records.
Each Departmental
Board of Elections hears
all challenges
challenges and
and complaints
complaints of
of each
each Cantonal
Cantonal (District)
(District) Board
Board in
in its
its
all
department. When
When the
the Departmental
Departmental Board
Board has
has heard
heard and
and settled
settled
department.
all challenges
challenges and
and complaints,
complaints, the
the members
members of
of the
the Cantonal
Cantonal (District)
(District)
all
Boards of’
of Elections
Elections are
are released
released from
from further
further electoral
electoral duty.
duty. The
The
Boards
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Chairmen of the Departmental
Boards of Election then report in
person with their complete electoral reports to the National Board of
Elections.
Serious reports and challenges from any department are
heard by the National Board of Elections
in the presence of the
Chairman of the Departmental
Board of Elections concerned.
TIM
ruling of the National Board of Elections is final in each case.
14-36. Final reports.—a.
The National Board of Elections submits a complete report of the elections to the Chief Executive of the
foreign country after receiving the reports of all the Departmental
Boards of Election.
After the Chief Executive has received this report, the Electoral Mission is released of its electoral duty by proper
United States authority.
b. Upon completion of their duties, the personnel “of the Electoral
Mission may be required to submit reports of their particular activities.
Cantonal (District)
Chairmen maybe required to describe their
cantons
(districts),
the living conditions
encountered,
and other
matters of interest.
Departmental
Chairmen may be required to
describe the operation of the electoral law as they observecl its operation in their departments,
together with any recommendations
they
may wish to make for the conduct of future elections.
c. The Chairman of the Electoral Mission submits a detailed and
comprehensive
report to the State Department
covering the history
of the Electoral Mission.
The report includes criticisms and recommendations of a constructive nature, and all information likely to be of
assistance to future electoral missions.

o
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15--1. General.—Ill
15-1.
General.—In accorcl:~llce
accordiince witl~l~ational
with national policy,
policy, itist,o
it is to beexbe expected
pected that
that small
small wars
wars operations
operations will
will not
not reconducted
be conducted with
with aviewto
a view to
the
the permanen
permanent tacquisitionof
acquisition of any
any foreign
foreign terl:ltory.
territory. Aforceenga,ged
A force engaged
in
in small
small wars
wars operations
operations may
may expect
expect to be withdrawn
withdrawn from
from foreign
foreign
territory
territory m
as soon
soon as its
its mission
mission is accomplished,
accomplished. In
In some
some instances.
instances,
changes
changes in
in national
national foreign
foreign policy
policy may
may lead
lead to
to the
the abrupt
abrupt termination
termination
of
of small
small wars
wars operations
operations within
within a given
given theater.
theater. Since
Since eventual
eventual
withdrawal
withdrawal is certain,
certain, it
it is
is a governing
governing factor
factor in
in troop
troop assignment
assignment and
and
fielfl
field o])erations.
o])erations.
15-2.
15-2. Factors
Factors to
to be
be considered
considered.—Voluntary
and involuntary
involuntary withwith.—voluntary
al~d
drawal
drawal from
from contact
contact with
with a hostile
hostile force
force is a tactical
tactical operation,
operation, the
the
basic
basic principles
principles of
of which
which are
are applicable
applicable to
to any
any type
type of
of warfare.
warfare. When
When
a withdrawal
withdrawal from
from a foreign
foreign territory
territory is ordered.
ordered, the
the mission
mission will
will
usually
usually be to withdraw,
withdraw, leaving
leaving the
the local
local government
government secure
secure in
in its
its
ability
fd)ility to
to expcute
execute all of
of its
its functions
functions satisfactorily.
satisfactorily. Policies,
Policies, decisions,
decisions,
plans,
plans, and
and alternate
alternate plans
plans should
should be decicle(l
decided llpon
upon well
well in
in advance
advance of
of
the.
al functions
the time
time of
of execution.
execution. Local
Local governnlellt
governmental
functions shoulcl
should be rereturned to
to the
the control
control of
of the
the local
local authorities
atithorities as early
early in the
the campaign
campaign
turnecl
as conditions
conditions warral~t,
warrant, in ordel’
ordei' that
that it may
may not
not be necessary
necessary to
to turn
turn
m
over all
all sl(ch
such functions
functions at one
one time.
time. AA
As soon
soon as an approximate
approximate date
date
over
for withdrawal
withdrawal l)as
has been
been decided,
decided, the
the commander
commander of
of the
the United
United States
States
for
forces makes
makes recommendations
recommendations to
to higher
higher authority
authority relative
relative to
to the
the
forces
methods to
to accomplish
accomplish the
the withdrawal
withdrawal and
and requests
requests decisions
decisions on
on all
all
methods
matters pertaining
pertaining to
to the
the operation
operation that
that he
he is not
not empowered
empowered to
to decide
decide
matters
himself. Decisions
Decisions are
are requested
requested on all
all matters
matters reqlliring
requiring coordination
coordination
l)imself.
by a higher
higher authority.
authority.
by
15-3. Phases
Phases of
of withdrawal.—l?or
withdrawal.—For (wl~lellience
convenience of
of analysis,
analysis, witl~with15-3.
drawal is
is divided
divided into
into two
two phases;
phases; the
the withdrawal
withdrawal from
from active
active nlilimilidrawal
The
withdrawal
from
tary
operations
and
the
final
withdrawal.
The
withdrawal
from
tary operatiol]s and the final withdrawal.
active military
military operations
operations commences
commences when
when elemel~ts
elements of
of the
the United
United
active
States forces
forces initiate
initiate the
the restoration
restoration to the
the local
local authorities
authorities of
of any
any
States
governmental authority
authority or responsibility
responsibility that
that has
has been
been assumed
assumed during
during
governmental
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the
course of
of the
the campaign.
campaign.
the course

This
This phase
phase of
of the
the operation
operation terminates
terminates

when the
the local
local government
government is
is in
in complete
complete control
control ofof the
the theater
theater 01
of
when
operations.
operations.

This
This phase
phase may
may merge
merge into
into the
the final
final withdrawal
withdrawal phase
phase

since the
the final
final withclrawwl
withdrawal may
may be
be proceeding
proceeding concurrently
concurrently with
with the
the
since
last stages
stages of
of withdrawal
withdrawal from
from active
active military
military operations.
operations.
last

When the
the
When

United States
States forces
forces have
have transferred
transferred all
all governmental
governmental authority
authority and
and
United
responsibility to
to the
the local
local government
government and
and no
no further
further military
military operaoperaresponsibility
tions are
are contemplated
contemplated except
except in
in case
case of
of grave
grave emergency,
emergency, the
the final
final
tions
withdrawal phase
phase may
may be
be properly
properly considered
considered to
to have
have startecl.
started.
withdrawal

This
This

phase ends
ends when
when all
all United
United States
States forces
forces have
have been
been evacuated
evacuated from
from the
the
phase
foreign collntry.
country.
foreign
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I’ar,

Concentration__
----------Rights retaine(l ______ _______ ___
.._.
Procedure ______________________________

-—
15–4
---- -------______ 15--5
_______ ______________ 15-6

3
3
4

15–4. Concentration.—During
tl~e initial military operations ofa
small war campaign, the commander of the United States forces is
usually free toclispose his forces in accordance with the tactical situation, subject to general directives received from higher authority.
When the tactical situation permits, troops may be withdrawn
from
outlying areas ancl concentrated
at points that will enable them to
support native. forces if such support is required.
When order is
restored and the proficiency of tile native troops or police is such that
there is no further need for United States forces in close support, the
iatter may be eoncentratecl in a locality or localities where they will be
available in case of emergency.
This concentration
may be gradual
and extend over a considerable periocl of tinle.
It may be hastened
or retarded by international
or local political c(}llsiclel”:ltic~lls. Concentration areas are selected only after a careful estimate of the situation.
Ill a withdrawal
that is unhampered
by combat operations,
logistic considerations
will usl~ally be a controlling factor in the selection of such areas.
The main or final concentration
area or areas
will normally be at a seaport,
When the fin al concentration
area. or
areas lie inland, a line of collm~unication thereto must be secured.
15–5. Rights retained.—As
tlie U. S. forces wil 1 be relinquishing
all, or at least a part, of their nlilitary, ter’ritoriw], :Lnd administration
functions,
considerate ion must be given to the matter of rights and
powers that are to be retained by the United States forces for reasons
The right to use all communication
facilities
of policy or security.
is retained in order that the supp]y and evacuation of T;nited states
forces
pleted.

nlay be readily
Means

roacls, railroads>
.% clefinite

of

waterw-ajwj

written

macle to cover
communication

carried

out until

communication

facilities.

the

as well as telephone

agreement

the retention

the final lvithdr’awal

include

with

the proper

unrestricted
ancl radio
authorities

is comuse

of

facilities.
is usually

of ri@ts
and privileges
pertaining
to
h~ilitary
C’OlltrOl is retained
over areas

purposes, such as camp sites, airfielcls, and
supply bases.
Control is also retained over sufficient adjacent terThe right to operate military
rain to provide for their defense.
planes throughout the theater of oper:ttions is also retained.
Comactually

used for military
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plete jurisdiction
over all members of the United States forces, even
if serving in some capacity with the local government,
should be
retained.
Under no circumstances shoulcl members of the United
States forces be subject to trial by the courts of the foreign country.
The detention
or military
gency,

the offender
the joint
forces

police

from

of life

to United

operations,

and property

States military

a definite

policy

forces,

the policies
time to time

local

military

as early
agreed

forces,

as practicable.

upon

until

or naval
to

relations

and United

States

JJIoclification of

are transmitted

as the withdrawal

emer-

relative

the extent of duties, and the mutual

should be enunciated
of

only in the grnvest

the protection

can be turnecl over

local

the details
cerned

for

In all small-war
functioning,

States forces by native police

should be permitted

and then only

authority.
among

of members of the United

authority

to all con-

progresses.

from
l&6. Procedure.—Nornlally,
the first step in the withdrawal
active militar.v operatio]ls will be the concentration
of troops at some
suitable location or locations in each military territorial subdivision.
The final step will probably be tl~e withdrawal
of troops from these
territorial subdivisions
to a final concentration
point or points.
No
area is evacuated
until adequate local agencies have assumed the
respollsibi]ity
for the mnintellance
of law and order.
Usludly, the
initia 1 withdrawal
of troops is from the more tranquil or remote
areas.
If conditions permit, troops are assembled at the most advananc~ are then withtageolls loc:ttions in the territorial sllbdivisions
drawn by batt aliens or regiments.
In anticipation
of withdrawal,
ancl for other cosent reasons, it is desirable to release the t;nited
States forces from all routine constabulary
and police duties as
early in the can~paign as the situation permits,
Eillch procedure does
not llr~CIUde’ ~~articipation in joint conlbat operations,
since the
United States forces continue to act as support for the native military forces.
Unforeseen developments in the military sitllation may
necessitate active combat operations by United States forces in order
to maintain the morale and prestige of the native militwy
forces
that find themsel~es
harcl-pressd.
Tactical
units of the United
States forces may be evacuated from the theater of operations prior
to the date. of [inal ~vitlldrawal.
In such cases, due regard should
be given to the necessity of letainillg
certain special units that will
be required to function’ until tlm last troops are withdrawn.
SL~ch
special units inc] ude air , supply, and communication
Adtroops.
ministrative
plans and the logistics pertaining
to the evacuation
should be formulated well in advance of the actual troop movement.
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15-7. General.—After
General.—After the
tlie \vit,hdrawal
withdrawal fromactivem
from active ilitaryopwa.
military opera
tions
tions is
is completed,
completed, the
the [7nited
United States
States forces
forces have
have the
the status
status of
of rereserves.
serves. Although
Although their
their active
active employment
employment is not
not anticipated,
anticipated, they
they
are
are held
held in
in readiness
readiness for
for active
active military
military operations.
operations. Their
Their presence
presence
is an
an influential
influential factor
factor in
in the
the support
support of
of a legally
legally constituted
constituted local
local

government.
government.

At
At times,
times, a military
military commission,
commission, legation
legation ,guard,
guard, or
or

other component
component of
of the
the ~Jnited
United States
States forces
forces may
may remain
remain in
in the
the
other
country after
after the
the final
final witl~drawal
withdrawal of
of the
the major
major portion
portion of
of the
the
country
troops.
troops.

In
In such
such cases,
cases, they
they remain
remain as a result
result of
of diplomatic
diplomatic exex-

changes between
between the
the Clovernment
Government of
of the
the CTnited
United States
States and
and the
the conncounchanges
try concerned.
concerned.
try
plan
plan for
for

The final
final withdrawal
withdrawal is not
not thereby
thereby affected.
affected. The
The
The
the
the final
final withdrawal
withdrawal is sl~bmitted
submitted to
to higher
higher authority
authority for
for

approval well
well in
in advance
advance of
of the
the contemplated
contemplated operation.
operation.
approval

The final
final
The

authority empowered
empowered to
to approve,
approve, modifcv,
modify, or
or disapprove
disapprove all
all or
or part
part
authority
of the
the plan
plan for
for final
final withdrawal
withdrawal may
may be
be the
the senior
senior officer
officer present
present or
or
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the State,
State, War.
War, or
or ~avy
Navy Department.
Depai'tment.
the

In some
some
In

cases, the
the approval
approval of
of the
the Chief
Chief Elxecntive
Executive of
of the
the United
United States
States may
may
cases,
be required.
required. The
The necessity
necessity for
for the
the approval
approval of
of any
any or
or all
all of
of these
these
be
authorities will
will depencl
depend Iipon
upon the
the location
location of
of the
the theater
theater of
of operaoperaauthorities
tions, the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the agreement
agreement for
for the
the withdrawal,
withdrawal, or
or other
other
tions,
factors, dependent
dependent LIpon
upon the
the type
type of
of operation.
operation.
factor:,

Many important
important
~hy
questions
requiring
action
by
a
higher
authority
will
usually
present
questions requiring
action bya higher authorityw illusuallyp
resent
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Those that can be. foreseen are ordinarily
submitted
for decision well in advance of the date of final withdrawal,
15-8. Plans and orders.—Initial
plans for withdrawal are usually
tentative.
Due to unforeseen developments
in the military situation,
they are subject to changes that may be imposed by directives and
instructions
from higher authority as they become necessary.
As a
consequence, initial orders for the witl~drawal
are issued in fragment a.ry form in order to allow the maximum preparation period.
A
formal written operation order with appropriate annexes, confirming
fragmentary
orders and embodying all pertinent instructions for the
withdrawal,
is issued well in advance of the final troop movement.
All agencies and units of the United States forces should be given
themselves.

ample time to provide
The formulation
dependent

for every

detail

of a comprehensive

upon securing

definite

pertaining

to the withdrawal.

plan for the final withdrawal

information

relative

is

to the date of

for transportation,
the schedules of
withdrawal,
the ships available
sl~ch ships> the naval support avail mble, naval operations affecting the
and
final or~aniz~tion
of
the Unitecl
~vithdrawal,
the destination
states
forces
involved
in the ~vitl~clrawal,
and the policies and decisions of higher authority relative to the political and military features of the situation.
The necessary orders for the execution of
the withdrawal
are issued when the military
requirements
of the
=ituation have been determined an{l all plans for the final stages of
the withdrawal
have been perfected in cooperation
with the naval
forces invo]vecl in the evacuation.
The administrative
details will
ordinarily
reql~ire the issue of voluminous
instructions.
Only the
essential general instructions
pertainil]g
to administrative
matters
are incorporated in the body of the operation order.
Other administrative instructions are isslled ill the form of annexes to the operation
order.
tl~e duties and responsi15–9. Executive staff duties.—.llthough
bilities of the Executive
Stalf are es>e])tially the same duri]]g the
Ivithchmwal period as at any other tin]e dllring a small wars operation, the members of the staff will usually find that their attention is
focused on certain definite phases of their duties that assume relaThe Chief of St afl’
tively greater import ante during this period.
may be. designate(l as liaison officer for the purpose of assuring close
cooperation
~Tnited

The

with the local agencies of the State Department ancl other
llav:tl and
military
forces
involved in the vvithdrawal.

States

Executive

and policies

Staff

mnouneed

concerns

itself

primarily

by the comn]ander

6

with

those decisions

of t}ie ~Tnited States forces
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from time to time during the preparation peliocl
These inclucle the
following:
the date troops are to be withdrawn from each concentration area; the dates on which major troop units are to be transferred
to the continental United States; protective measures to be employed;
tissembly positions, when designated;
routes of movement to be used
by each unit; composition
and strength of the last unit to clear the
country;
property and supplies to be returnecl to the continental
Unitecl States; the disposition
of property and supplies not to be
returnecl to the United States; procedure to be followed during negotiations for final settlement of all claims against the United States as
a result of military operations ; reserve supplies and ammunition to
be held available until the date of departure; date of evacuation of
ineffective?
noncombatants
dependents, household effects, and excess
baggage; and the ceremonies to be conducted upon the return of forts.
barracks, or other property to the custody of the country concerned.
15-10. First section.—The
first section is charged with the preparation of details relztire to the evacuation of the members of the United
Advance information
as to tentaStat es forces and tlwir families.
tive assignments to new stations of all personnel is required in order
that clependents and personal effects may be properly routed.
Since
the emcutition of dependents will also require the transportation
of
the personal effects and househo]d goods, this movement S11OU1CI
be
Arrangement
execute(l well in advance of the final troop movement.
“is made for the discontinuance
of United States postal service ashore
and the transfer of such activities to naval ~-essels within the theater
of operations.
Steps are taken to obviate the continued arrival of
Unitecl States mail for members of the comma]ld after the withdra~val has been effected by a notification to a 11 post masters at. forwarding ports in the continental United Stat w. of the elate on which
to discontinue
forwarding
mmil. Plans are agreed upon relative to
the relationship of military police with members of the TJnitecl States
forces. ancl with local military and police forces.
Preparations
are
macle for the discontinuance
of vrellare ancl post ;xchauge activities.
The quantity of welfare and post exchange supp]ies brought into the
country during tile preparation
for withdrawal
is limitecl to the
Measures are inaugurated
to
minimum necessary for current needs.
assure that all final~cial obligatio])s, individual ancl organizaticmal~ of
to the Quartermaster
any liincl whatsoever , except those pertaining
This
and Paymaster Departments,
are liquidated prior to departure.
procedure should be comprehensive,
thorough. and timely in order to
eliminate the submission of claims by individuals
against members
7
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of
of the
the United
United States
States forces
forces or
or against
against the
the United
United States
States Government
Government
after
the
final
withdrawal
has
been
effected.
The
procurement
after the final withdrawal has been effected. The procurement and
and
retention
retention of
of releases
releases ancl
and signed
signed receipts
receipts from
from firms
firms and
and individuals
individuals
having
having financial
financial clealings
dealings with
with the
the United
United States
States forces
forces or with
with indiindi~-idual members
vidual
members of
of the
the l~nited
United States
States forces
forces will
will eliminate
eliminate the
the filing
filing
of delayed
of
delayed claims
claims for
for reimbursement.
reimbursement. The
The first
first section
section prepares
prepares the
the
administrative
annexes
administrative
aimexes with
with which
which that
that section
section is concerned.
concerned.
15-11. Second
15-11.
Second section.—The
section.—The second
second section
section continues
continues its
its normal
normal
activities,
paying particular
particular attention
attention to
to the
the reaction
reaction of
of the
the populace
populace
activities, paying
to the
the contemplated
contemplated withdrawal.
withdrawal. Steps
Steps are
are taken
taken to
to uncover
uncover the
the
to
activities of
of agitators
agitators or
or others
others who
who may
may attempt
attempt to
to interfere
interfere with
with
nativities
the withdrawal.
Avithdrawal. Appropriate
Appropriate action
action is
is taken
taken to
to see
se« that
that maps
maps and
and
the
monographs of
of the
the country
country are
are up-to-date
up-to-date and
and as
as accurate
accurate as circumcircummonographs
stances will
will permit.
permit. Information
Information thus
thus collected
collected may
may be
be of
of inestiinestistances
mable
mable future
future value.
value.
15–12.
unc15-12. Third
Third section.—The
section.—The third
third section
section continues
continues its
its normal
normal ffunctions. A
A continuous
continuous study
study of
of the
the situation
situation is
is conducted
conducted in
in order
order
tions.
that the
the section
section may
may be
be prepared
prepared to
to make
make recommendations
recommendations for
for
that
changes in
in the
the p]
plan
when the
the circumstances
circumstances demand.
demand. The.
The military
military
changes
an when
situation may
may change
change sn(ldenly.
suddenly, and
and tentative
tentative plans
plans must
must be prepared
prepared
situation
for the
the renewal
renewal of
of military
military operations,
operations, should
should such
such action
action become
become
for
necessary. A
A thorongh
thorough study
study of
of the
the ammunition
ammunition requirements
requirements
necessary.
should be
be made
made with
with due
due regard
regard to
to the
the military
military sitnation,
situation, as
as well
well as
should
to the
the fact
fact that
that it
it is
is desirable
desirable to keep
keep such
such supplies
supplies at
at the
the minimum
minimum
to
necessary for
for estimated
estimated requirements.
requirements.
necessary
15-13. Fourth
Fourth section.—The
section.—The fourth
fourth section
section is
is ordinarily
ordinarily concon15-13.
fronted with
with a huge
huge mass
mass of
of detail
detail prior
prior to
to and
and during
during the
the withwithfronted
drawal. The
The fourth
fourth section
section prepares
prepares and
and distributes
distributes administrative
administrative
drawal.
instructions and
and administrative
administrative orders
orders to
to cover
cover the
the details
details of
of the
the
instructions
period of
of withdrawal.
withdrawal. Provision
Provision is
is made
made for
for the
the disposition
disposition ofof all
all
period
supplies.
supplies, incl~lding
including ammunition.
ammunition, motor
motor transportation,
transportation, and
and animals.
animals.
Steps are
are taken
taken to
to dispose
dispose of
of re~l
real estate,
estate, shelter,
shelter, and
and other
other facilities.
facilities.
Steps
In all
all cases,
cases, signed
signed releases
releases are
are obtained
obtained from
from lessors.
lessors. ArrangeArrangeIn
ment is
is made
made to
to dispose
dispose of
of all
all the
the utilities
utilities maintained
maintained by
by the
the United
United
ment
States forces.
forces. In
In order
order that
that the
the movement
movement of
of excess
excess supplies
supplies may
may
States
be expedited,
expedited, a schedule
schedule is
is prepared
prepared covering
covering the
the tonnage
tonnage to
to be
be
shipped daily.
daily. A
A continuous
continuous study
study of
of the
the situation
situation must
must be
be conconshipped
ducted .in
in order
order that
that prospective
prospective or
or emergency
emergency changes
changes may
may be
be met
met
ducted
wdth adequate
adequate supply
supply aarrangements,
and in
in order
order to
to insure
insure the
the
with
rmngements.
ancl
proper disposition
disposition of
of supplies
supplies and
and property.
property. In
In general,
general, all
all exexproper
cess supplies
supplies that
that are
are to
to be returned
returned to
to the
the continental
continental United
United States
States
cess
8
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are
are moved
moved to
to the
the United
United States
States as early
early as
as possible.
possible. Ca~
Care must
must
be taken,
taken, however,
however, not
not to
to reduce
reduce the
the amount
amount of
of suppliee
supplies below
below
be
the estimated
estimated requirements.
requirements. The
The equipment
equipment for
for all
all organizations
organizations
the
should
reduced to
to that
that authorized
authorized for
for expeditionary
expeditionary units
units in
in exexshould be reduced
isting tablee
tables of
of organization,
organization, in
in advance
advance of
of the
the date
date of
of withdrawal.
withdrawal.
isting
The
normal reserve
reserve of
of supplies
supplies carried
carried by
by the
the force
force may
may be
be used
used
The normal
before
drawing on
on the
the supplies
supplies in
in the
the base
base depot
depot or
or depots.
depots. The
The
before drawing
depots
at embarkation
embarkation points
points change
change from
from receiving
receiving and
and distributing
distributing
depots at
centers
to collecting
collecting and
and shipping
shipping centers.
centers. They
They should
should be
be kept
kept
centers to
supplied
with outbound
outbound freight
freight to
to insure
insure that
that all
all available
available ship
ship space
space
supplied with
is
utilized. Arrangements
Arrangements are
are made
made for
for the
the transportation
transportation of
of dedeis utilized.
pendents
and troops
troops by
by land
land and
and water,
water, including
including the
the operation
operation of
of
pendents and
ports
of embarkation.
embarkation. Available
Available government
government transportation
transportation is
is ememports of
ployed
to the
the fullest
fullest possible
possible extent
extent in
in effecting
effecting the
the withdrawal
withdrawal of
of
ployed to
both
personnel and
and matiriel.
materiel. Orders
Orders are
are issued
issued relative
relative to
to highway
highway
both personnel
circulation
and the
the control
control of
of traffic.
traffic. Decision
Decision is made
made as to the
the
circulation
and
priority
of the
the expenditure
expenditure of
of funds.
funds. The
The evacuation
evacuation of
of hospital
hospital
priority of
patients
to the
the continental
continental LTnited
United States
States should
should be carried
carried out with
with
patients to
a view
view to
to reducing
reducing the
the number
number remaining
remaining in
in field
field hospitals
hospitals to
to a
minimum
as
the
final
day
approaches.
minimum
the final day approaches.
15-14.
Special staff
staff duties.—The
duties.—The disposition
disposition of
of extra
extra equipment
equipment
1.5-14. special
and
supplies is an important
important duty
duty of
of all
all special
special staff
staff officers.
officers. DefiDefiand supplies
nite
arrangements
are
necessary
to
prevent
the
loss
of
supplies
nite” arrangements are necessary
prevent the loss of supplies as a
result
of carrying
carrying excess
excess stocks.
stocks. However,
However, a proper
proper amount
amount of
of supsupresult of
plies
must be maintained
maintained until
until the
the date
date of
of withdrawal.
withdrawal.
plies must
15-15.
Air officer.-All
officer.—All active
active planes
planes are
are maintained
maintained in
in commission
commission
15-1!5. Air
as long
long as practicable,
practicable, and
and are
are flown
flown or
or shipped
shipped to
to the
the continental
continental
United
States. Since
Since adverse
adverse flying
flying weather
weather may
may delay
delay the
the depardeparUnited States.
ture
of the
the planes
planes by
by air,
air, the
the date
date of
of departure
departure for
for planes
planes being
being flown
flown
ture of
to the
the continental
continental ~Jnit,ed
United States
States will
will normally
normally be
be placed
placed somewhat
somewhat
in advance
advance of
of the
the date
date of
of departure
departure of
of the
the last
last troop
troop units.
units. ConConsideration
should be given
given to
to the
the fact
fact that
that supply
supply and
and maintenance
maintenance
sideration should
facilities
during the
the period
period immediately
immediately preceding
preceding the
the date
date of
of withwithfacilities during
drawal
will
be
somewhat
limited.
Air
operations
should
be
reduced
drawal will be somewhat limited.
Air operations should be reduced
to
the minimum
minimum required
required by
by the
the military
military situation
situation in
in order
order that
that all
all
to the
planes
may be
be in
in proper
proper mechanical
mechanical condition
condition prior
prior to
to their
their depardeparplanes may
ture
from the
the country.
country.
ture from
15-16.
Engineer officer
officer.—The
engineer officer
officer is
is in
in charge
charge of
of the
the
.—The engineer
15-16. Engineer
dismantling
of portable
portable construction
construction that
that is
is to
to be
be returned
returned to
to the
the
dismantling of
continental
United
States.
The
construction
of
cranes
and
other
continental
lJnited States.
The construction
of cranes and other
weight-lifting
machinery may
may be
be required
required to
to move
move and
and load
load heavy
heavy
weight-lifting
machinery
9
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material.
If
material.
If existing
existing dock
dock facilities
facilities are
are deficient,
deficient, preparations
preparations are
are
made to
to reinforce
reinforce and
and enlarge
enlarge such
such facilities
facilities or
or to
to construct
construct floating
floating
made
docks
docks if
if required.
required. The
The cooperation
cooperation of
of naval
naval forces
forces at
at the
the port
port or
or
ports
ports of
of embarkation
embarkation will
will be
be of
of considerable
considerable assistance.
assistance.
15-17. Communications
15-17.
Communications officer.-The
officer.—The communications
communications officer
officer is
is
responsible
responsible for
for the
the maintenance
maintenance of
of communications
communications until
until the
the last
last
headquarters
headquarters is
is closed.
closed. Plans
Plans are
are made
made for
for the
the disposition
disposition of
of comcommunication equipment.
munication
equipment. Field
Field radio
radio sets
sets are
are employed
employed from
from the
the time
time
permanent stations
permanent
stations are
are closed
closed until
until the.
the arrival
arrival of
of naval
naval vessels.
vessels. ArArrangements
rangements are
are made
made with
with naval
naval vessels
vessels to
to take
take over
over radio
radio communicommunication
cation on
on a date
date just
just prior
prior to
to the
the final
final date
date of
of withdrawal.
withdrawal. Provision
Provision
is made
made for
for the
the operation
operation of
of a message
message center
center and
and messenger
messenger service
service
until
until the
the headquarters
headquarters of
of the
the United
United States
States forces
forces is closed.
closed. TeleTelephone
service
is
continued
at
important
stations
by
means
of
phone service is continued at important stations by means of field
field
sets
sets or
or permanent
permanent installations
installations until
until the
the final
final date
date of
of withdrawal.
withdrawal.
15–18.
15-18. Surgeon.
Surgeon.—Field
hospitals are
are maintained
maintained to
to meet
meet maximum
maximum
—Field hospitals
requirements
requirements until
until the
the naval
naval forces
forces present
present are
are able
able to
to furnish
furnish hoshospitalization.
pitalization. Patients
Patients are
are evacuated
evacuated from
from field
field hospitals
hospitals as soon
soon as
ships
ships are
are available.
available. Plans
Plans are
are made
made for
for the
the evacuation
evacuation of
of msualties
casualties
to
to the
the embarkation
embarkation point
point or
or points
points in case.
case of
of casualties
casualties during
during movemovement
to
the
latter.
ment to the latter. Special
Special sanitary
sanitary measures
measures are
are adopted,
adopted, provided
provided
it
it is found
found necessary
necessary to
to concentrate
concentrate civilian
civilian dependents
dependents and
and addiadditional
tional troops
troops in concentration
concentration areas
areas prior
prior to embarkation.
embarkation. Provision
Provision
is made
made for
for the
the assie~ment
assignment Of
of additional
additional medical
medical personnel
personnel to
to units
units
evacuated
evacuated on ships
ships that
that are
are not
not equipped
equipped as transports.
transports.
15--19. Quartermaster.—-+.
15-19.
Quartermaster.—a. l“he
The q~lartermaster
quartermaster is charged
charged with
with the
the
preparation for
preparation
for shipment
shipment of
of eqllipment
equipment and
and supplies
supplies that.
that are
are to
to be
be
transported
transported to
to the
the continental
continental United
United States.
States. In
In all
all cases,
cases, excess
excess
supplies
supplies are
are shipped
shipped at
at the
the earliest
earliest practicable
practicable date.
date. Household
Household efeffects
fects and
and baggage
baggage should
should be
be shipped
shipped prior
prior to
to the
the date
date of
of final
final withwithdrawal.
drawal. The
The supplies
supplies and
and equipment
equipment are,
are, however,
however, maintained
maintained in
in
proper
proper quantity
quantity until
until the
the date
date of
of departure
departure in
in order
order to care
care for
for curcurrent
rent needs.
needs. Arrangements
Arrangements are
are made
made for
for the
the operation
operation of
of quarterquartermaster
master utilities,
utilities, storage,
storage, and
and repair
repair facilities
facilities to the
the capacity
capacity required
required
until
until the
the naval
naval forces
forces afloat
afloat can
can take
take over
over such
such functions.
functions. The
The
transportation
transportation of
of supplies
supplies and
and troops
troops by
by land
land and
and water
water is a function
function
of
of the
the quartermaster.
quartermaster. hading
Loading plans
plans are
are completed
completed in
in detail
detail in
in order
order
that
the
movement
of
troops
and
supplies
may
be
carried
out
vriththat the movement of troops and supplies may
carried out without.
out confusion
confusion or
or delay.
delay.
1>. All
All unserviceable
unserviceable property
property of
of every
every kind
kind should
should be
be surveyed
surveyed
3.
and sold
sold in
in order
order to
to avoid
avoid congestion
congestion nnd
and rush
rush in
in the
the final
final days
days of
of the
the
and
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WITHDRAWAL

withdrawal.
Unserviceable
property should be disposed of, except
such items as cooking ranges, mess equipment, and other similar articles that are required for use up to the date of withdrawal.
Property
that is serviceable, but so worn that it is not worth transportation
to
the United States, should be surveyed and sold.
Careful consideration should be given to all installations of refrigerating
equipment and
like items with a view to local disposition
of heavy items of such
nature whose condition does not fully warrant return to the continental United States for future military use. Steel cots, worn nlosquito nets, mattresses, sheets, old office furniture, and other articles
of this nature should be surveyed and sold.
c. Stocks of clothing and subsistence stores, as well as other items
of normal supply, should be reduced to a minimum prior to evacuation
by making requisition
for replacements
only when absolutely necessary.
Supplies of this nature remaining on hand at the time of
All weapons,
withdrawal
should be returned to the United States.
ordnance stores, ammunition, and other classes of stores that are serviceable should be returned to the continental United States.
d. Motor transportation
and motor transport equipment should be
carefully
inspected
and all that is not considered
serviceable
for
future nse should be disposed of by sale. All radio equipment that is
serviceable
should be returned to the continental
United
States.
Particular
care should be taken to see that such equipment is carefully packed under the direct supervision
of the communicant ions
officer, in order to avoid damage in shipment.
Such equipment should
be returned complete with all spares and accessories available.
e. The withdrawal
period will require the appropriation
of more
funds than would ordinarily be required.
Requirements must be foreseen, and arrangements made for the procurement
and allotment of
the extra funds well in advance of the date of withdrawal.
f. All contracts for supplies are canceled, final payment is made,
Proper releases are obtainecl from lessors of
and receipts obtained.
Buildall property in order to ovoid sllbsequent claims for damage.
ings belonging
to the United
States forces located on lancl belonging to the foreign government
and those constructed on leasecl
land should be sold.
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